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ADVERTISEMENT

Tlie scientific publications of the National Museiun include two

series, known, respectively, as Proceedings and Bulletin.

The Proceedings series, begun in 1878, is intended primarily as a

medium for the publication of original papers, based on the collec-

tions of the National Museum, that set forth newly acquired

facts in biology, anthropology, and geology, with descriptions of new
forms and revisions of limited groups. Copies of each paper, in

pamphlet form, are distributed as published to libraries and scientific

organizations and to specialists and others interested in the different

subjects. The dates at which these separate papers are published are

recorded in the table of contents of each of the volumes.

The present volume is the eighty-fifth of this series.

The series of Bullefiiix, the first of which w^as issued in 1875, con-

tains separate publications comprising monographs of large zoologi-

cal groups and other general systematic treatises (occasionally in

several volumes), faunal works, reports of expeditions, catalogs of

type specimens, special collections, and other material of similar

nature. The majority of the volumes are octavo in size, but a

quarto size has been adopted in a few instances in which large plates

were regarded as indispensable. In the Bulletin series appear vol-

umes under the heading Contributions from the United States

National Herhaiiuni.^ in octavo form, published by the National Mu-
seum since 1902, which contain papers relating to the botanical

collections of the Museum.

Alexander Wetmore,
Assistant Secretary., Smithsonian Institution.

Washington, D. C, February 12^ 19^0.
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ON SOME ONYCHOPHORES FEOM THE WEST INDIES
AND CENTRAL AMERICA

Bv Austin H. Clark

Dr. Edward A. Chapin, curator of insects, United States National

Museum, has been so kind as to submit to me for study a small but

interesting collection of onychophores from the West Indies and

Central America. It includes nine specimens of Peripatus juliformis

danicus from St. Croix, two specimens of Epiperipatus harbouri

from Tobago, two specimens of Epiperipatus biolleyi from Costa

Rica, and a single specimen of a new species of Macroperipatus from

Haiti.

The discovery of a species of Macroperipatus on the island of

Haiti is especially interesting, as this genus was known heretofore

only from Central and South America, ranging from Veracruz in

Mexico southward to Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, including the island

of Trinidad.

Five other onychophores are known from Haiti, all of which were

recorded and described by Prof. Charles T. Brues from specimens

collected by Drs. William M. Mann and P. J. Darlington. These

five forms are Pedpatus manni, related to the South American P.

sedgwicki, and four subspecies of the purely West Indian Peripatus

dominicae: P. d. haitiensis, P. d. lachauxensis^ P. d. hasilensis. and
P. d. darlingtoni. Other subspecies of Peripatus dominicae occur on

Dominica {P. d. dominicae)^ on Antigua and Montserrat [P. d.

antiguensis) ^ and on Puerto Rico and Vieques {P. d. juanensis).

In Haiti the four subspecies of Peripatus dominicae occupy local-

ized and ecologically isolated habitats ; Peripatus manni occurs with

Peripatus dominicae haitiensis.
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It is rather curious that, although two genera inchiding six spe-

cies and subspecies occur in Haiti, two genera including two

species are found in Jamaica, and one genus with one species is

known from Puerto Rico, no onychophores have ever been discov-

ered in Cuba.

Genus PERIPATUS Guilding

PERIPATUS JULIFORMIS DANICUS Bonvier

Peripatus jiiliformis var. danicus Bouviee, Quart. Jourii. Micr. Sci., vol. 43,

pp. 751-752, 1900; Ann. Sci. Nat, ser. 9, vol. 2, nos. 4-6, p. 245. pi. 7, fig. 52,

1905 (Jan. 1906).

Peripatus danicnH A. H. Cl.\rk, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 26. p. 17,1913.

Locality.—Prosperity Garden, St. Croix, Virgin Islands: from
rotting stump of a mammea tree; H. A. Beatty. Five females and

four males.

Notes.—The largest female is 45 mm long and 4 mm broad, with

31 pairs of legs; another is 42 mm long and 4 mm broad, with 32

pairs of legs; a third is 40 mm long and 3.5 mm broad, with 31 pairs

of legs; the fourth is 35 mm loug and 3 mm bi-oad, with 3'J }-)airs of

legs; and the fifth is 30 mm long and 2.7 mm broad, with 32 pairs

of legs.

The males are as follows: 16 mm long and 2 mm broad, with 26

pairs of legs; 15 mm long and 2 mm broad, with 27 pairs of legs;

15 mm long and 2 mm broad, with 27 pairs of legs; and 9 mm long

and 2 mm broad, with 27 pairs of legs.

Remarks.—This species was first recorded from St. Croix by Prof
Charles T. Brues in 1925 from specimens found under a rotten log

by Dr. Frank E. Lutz.

Genus EPIPERIPATUS A. H. Cferk

EPIPERIPATUS BARBOURI ^ Brues)

Peripatus harbouri Brtks, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. .54, no. S. p. ;U(), tigs. 1.

2, pi. 1, 1911.

Locality.—Scarborough, Tobago; Allison V. Armour Expedition;

H. F. Loomis, February 19, 1932. Two females.

yotes.—One of the specimens is 38 mm long and 3.7 nun broad,

with 34 pairs of legs ; the other is 22 mm long and 4 mm broad with

31 pairs of legs. Both specimens as preserved are light j'ellow-brown,

lighter beneath, and unmarked. The color in life was not recorded.

Remarks.—This species was known heretofore only from the neigh-

boring island of Grenada. It appears to be quite different from
the form that I recorded from Tobago in 1913 under the name of

Peripatus (Epiperipafus) frinidaderiMs, but it is possible that some,

at least, of these differences may bo due to the poor condition of the

.specimen on which that record was based.
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EPIPERIPATUS BIOLLEYI (Bouvier)

Peripatus blolleyi Bouvier, Bull. Soc. Ent. France, 1902, p. 258.

—

Bouvieb, Ann.

Sci. Nat., ser. 9, vol. 2, nos. 4-6. p. 321, figs. 115-118, pi. 10, fig. 85, 1905

(Jan. 1906).

Epiperipatus Molleyi A. H. Clark, Proc. Biol. Soc, Washington, vol. 26, p. 18,

1913.

Localities.—Parismina, Costa Rica; M. Valerio, July 26. 1928.

Under the loose bark of old tree trunks. One female.

La Caja, San Jose, Costa Rica; M. Valerio, 1913. One female.

Notes.—The specimen from Parismina is 55 mm long and 6 mm
broad and has 31 pairs of legs. The specimen from San Jose is

45 mm long and 5 mm broad and has 29 pairs of legs.

Genus MACROPERIPATUS A. H. Clark

MACROPERIPATUS INSULARIS, new species

Locality.—Between Jacmel and Tronin, Haiti; Dr. O. F. Cook,

April 11, 1926. One female, the type (U. S. N. M. no. 1275).

Description.—The type and only specimen is a female 55 mm long,

4.5 mm broad, and 2 mm high, with 30 pairs of legs.

The dorsal plications are very regular, all of the same width.

The principal papillae are subequal, on squarish or oblong bases

that rise into a broad and very low cone surmounted by a high and

prominent truncated cone or slightly tapering cylinder. The large

papillae are commonly separated by one or two less developed pa-

pillae that often lack the terminal cone, rising from narrow bases.

On the dorsal surface between the legs of each pair there are two

intercalated partial plications, giving rise to a slight irregularity.

The two plications over the middle of each leg tend to divide, more

or less irregularly, just above the leg, there forming three or four

short, irregular, incomplete plications. The midline of the dorsal

surface does not differ from the remainder, except that here the

bases of the papillae are narrower.

The legs of the fourth and fifth pairs bear four arcs with frag-

ments of a fifth. The urinary tubercle rather strongly depresses the

fourth arc, and appears to be independent of the third.

The salivary glands extend to the vicinity of the genital orifice.

The color in alcohol is uniform yellow-brown, lighter beneath.

The color in life was not recorded.

A-fJinities.—This new species appears to be rather closely related

to Macroperipatus perrieri (Bouvier) from Veracruz, Mexico. The
type and only known female of that species is 51 mm long and has

32 pairs of legs.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTINS OFFICE: 133:
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SYNOPSIS OF THE BEETLES OF THE CHILEAN GENUS
PHYTHOLAEMA (SCARABAEIDAE: MELOLONTHINAE)

By Lawrence W. Satlor

The described species of the peculiar genus Phytholaema, which

have more the general facies of rutelinids than of melolonthids, are

known only from Chilean regions. The literature is somewhat scat-

tered and much of it is entirely inaccessible to the average student;

thus it is felt that the present synopsis will be of use. The genitalia

have not been figured before, and as they possess good specific differ-

ences they are made use of herein.

Of the published data, probably the most complete is that of

Germain, in which he discusses the relationships of the three species

and also figures the mouth parts and antennae of P. mutahilis. The

characters of the mouth parts are not used in the scarabs quite so

generally as was formerly the custom, because it has been found that

they are not entirely without variation, and though they often show

good tribal, generic, or specific characters, such is not invariably the

case.

Arrow in 1903 published notes on the relationships of this genus

and Modialis Fairmaire and Germain, both from Chile, with two

genera from Australia and New Zealand ; these all have a superficial

rutelinid appearance in the prominent front coxae, in the distinct

and emarginate labrum, and in the ligula fused with the mentum.
The genus is of some economic importance, and P. herrmanni^ at

least, may at times do considerable damage to agricultural crops.
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According to the habits of this species, as described by M. J. Rivera,

the group must be somewhat similar to our American genus PJeocoma

LeConte in that the larvae of the former show up in the ground in

December, pass into the pupal stage around August, and emerge as

adults during the latter part of September or early in October.

The adult males emerge a few minutes after sunset and fly low over

the ground until coming upon a female either beside or in the

mouth of her burrow, whereupon the two copulate and retire im-

mediately into her quarters; those males that do not meet with mates

within half an hour or so after the flight begins retire into the first

hole they find and remain there until the following day at the same

hour. The evening flight is announced by a sudden loud humming
from the wings of many males, and half an hour later the insects

as suddenly disappear. The adults take no food, but soon after

reproduction occurs they die upon the surface of the ground.

After fertilization the females fly to rich pasture lands, if such

are available, and lay their eggs in the soil. Wheat lands and irri-

gated fields are especially favorable to the insects; in places where

the soil is quite dry the larvae live at a depth of 20 centimeters or so,

but in moister soil they live nearer the surface, descending to 30 or

40 centimeters below the soil, however, when the time comes to

pupate. The damage the species does depends upon the consistency

of the soil, not 1 percent of the insects reaching the surface in some-

what solid soil, but in moderately loose soil 15 to 20 percent of the

adults may get through.

The author is indebted to Dr. E. A. Chapin, of the United States

National Museum, for many courtesies in the preparation of these

notes, and also to Miss Phoebe Knappen, of the Biological Survey.

The following generic diagnosis has been made as complete as

possible so that the individual specific differences may be noted in

as short a sj)ace as is feasible.

Genus PHYTHOLAEMA Blanchard

Phytholaema Bi^nchard, Catalogue de la collection eutomologique, vol. 1,

p. 218, 1850.

Phytoloema F. Philippi, Anal. Univ. Chile, 1861, p. 735.

—

Van den Branden,
Ann. Soc. Ent. Belgique, vol. 27, p. cxviii, 1883.

—

Germain, Anal. Univ. Chile,

vol. 108, p. 987, 1901.—Arrow, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 7, vol. 11, p. 305,

1903.—Rivera, Rev. Chilena Hist. Nat., vol. 8, p. 241, 1904.

Phytolacma Lacordaire, Geiiera des coleopteres . . ., vol. 3, p. 226, 1856.—
Junk, Coleopterorum catalogus . . ., pt. 47, p. 91, 1912.

Ar(^oda Solier, m Gay's Historia fisica y politica de Chile . . ., Zoology, vol. 5,

p. 92, 1851.

—

Redtenbacher, Reise der (3sterreichischen Fregatte No-
vara . . .. Zoology, vol. 2, Coleoptera, p. 65, 1868.
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Kobust-oval, strongly shining above. Lignla fused with mentum;

hibriini small, strongly transverse, bilobately emarginate, well hidden

under the overhanging clypeus and separated from the latter by a dis-

tinct suture; labium flattened, with faint to moderate median longi-

tudinal groove. Antennae 8-segmented^ club 4-segmented in male

and 3-segmented in female, with the fifth segment in females of vary-

ing length; fourth male antennal segment strongly enlarged and at

least three times as long as the third segment. Head with front

flattened or slightly convex, clypeal suture evident ; clypeus elongate,

sides at times nearly parallel, usually slightly convergent anteriorly

;

apex of clypeus markedly reflexed; eyes usually moderate in size.

Thorax strongly transverse, roundly dilated at sides; basal angles

distinct but obtuse, front angles rectangular; basal margin arcuate,

not margined, lateral margins entire, ciliate; front margin with

membranous border. Elytra very slightly longer than broad (about

one-fourth longer than broad at most) , without membranous border,

margin ciliate. Pygidium transverse,, visible or not from above;

surface slightly convex or flattened, finely moderately densely punc-

tured, with short suberect whitish pile over the entire surface and a

varying number of long erect hairs scattered over the discal area;

sides at base somewhat concave; center of disk often with several

small tubercles. Anterior coxae prominent subtransverse ; tibiae dis-

tinctly bidentate and with an inner spur (broken off in majority of

specimens). Middle and hind femora and tibiae slender and grace-

ful, the latter without transverse ridges ; middle tibiae in male with

one small apical spur, female with two; hind tibiae in female with

two spurs, in male with none. All tarsi with a small subbasal tooth

of varying length and prominence. First segment of hind tarsi

almost equal in length to the next two combined. Coxae contiguous,

metasternum very slightly produced between the middle coxae (espe-

cially noticeable in P. mutabilis). Abdomen with six visible free

segments, densely finely punctured at center, with whitish pile; first

four segments subequal in length, fifth as long as or longer than

segments 2 to 4 combined, with membranous apical margin; sixth

segment one-half the length of fifth in the male, a little longer in the

female; abdomen scarcely at all modified as to armature or sexual

differentiation. Propygidium and penultimate ventral abdominal

segments closely connate, spiracle on the suture but the latter almost

obliterated.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF PHYTHOLAEMA

1. Thoracic disk distinctly bicolored, much paler at center of disk,

and the latter very sparsely punctured, hair usually white;

elytra strongly punctured but not rugose mutabilis

Thoracic disk unicolorous or nearly so. center of disk sparsely

to densely punctured, hair usually brownish; elytra strongly

punctured, subrugose to rugose 2

2. Middle tarsi noticeably shorter than tibiae ; elytral striae other

than sutural hardly evident ; thoracic disk sparsely punctured

and sparsely pubescent at center ; color piceocastaneous, clypeus

and under surface lighter fiavipes

Middle tarsi equal to or longer than tibiae ; elytral striae quite

obvious ; thoracic disk densely punctured and densely hairy at

center ; color variable 3

3. Color entirely pale testaceous, thorax slightly rufotestaceous

;

tarsal claws with basal tooth hardly obvious or weakly de-

veloped hernnaiini pallida

Color rufo- to piceocastaneous ; tarsal claws with a strong basal

tooth herrmanni

PHYTHOLAEMA MUTABILIS Blanchard

FiGtrEE 1, a-c

Phytholaema uuitaiilis Blanchakd, Catalogue de la collection entomologique,

vol. 1, p. 218, 1850.

Areoda rmitahilis Solier, in Gay's Historia fisica y politica de Chile . . ., Zoology,

vol. 5, p. 93, 1851.

Phytoloema mutahilis GmMAiN, Anal. Univ. Chile, vol. 108, p. 1000. 1901.

Testaceous to ruiotestaceous ; thorax bicolored, rufocastaneous at

sides, testaceous at center ; head except clypeus with greenish luster

;

clypeus, legs, and elytra testaceous. Clypeus with short erect hair,

apex very strongly reflexed, sides nearly parallel. Antennae with

fifth male segment three-fourths the length of the sixth, and fifth

female segment one-fourth the length of the sixth or less. Thorax

very finely sparsely punctured, subglabrous at center of disk, other-

wise with long whitish hairs. Scutellum entirely impunctate. Elytra

subglabrous, moderately coarsely punctured, not rugose, without any

raised striae. Metasternum usually nude. Middle tarsi noticeably

shorter and hind tarsi a little shorter than their respective tibiae.

Length, 12 to 14 mm ; width, 6.5 to 7.8 mm.
Specimens examined : 6 males and 7 females, from ''Santiago" and

from "Chile."

A very distinct species by the characteristic coloring, the bicolored

thorax, and the genitalia of the male. The male and female antennae

differ in length from those of the same sex of herrmanni as noted in

the diagnoses.



SYNOPSIS OF GENUS PHYTHOLAEMA—SAYLOR

Figure 1.—Species of Phytholaema

a^c, P. mutaUlis: a. En face view of male genitalia ; 6^ enlarged en face-ventral view of

male genitalia ; c, lateral view of male genitalia.

d^hj P. herrmanni: d, Hind tarsal claw ; e, en face view of male genitalia ; f, lateral

view of male genitalia ; Ot female antenna ; h, male antenna.

i, j, P. flavipes: i. En face view of male genitalia ; /, lateral view of male genitalia.
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PHYTHOLAEMA HEKRMANNI Germain

FiGUBE 1, dr-h

Phytoloema herrmanni Germain, Aual. Univ. Chile, vol. 108, p. 994, 1901.

—

Rivera, Rev. Chilena Hist. Nat, vol. 8, p. 241, 1904 (biology).

Picpotestaceous, elytra somewhat lighter, thorax very slightly

lighter at center of disk but not distinctly bicolored, clypeus and

legs testaceous. Head with front piceous, coarsely densely punc-

tured; clypeus with dense, long, erect hair, apex moderately re-

flexed. Thorax somewhat coarselj^ densely punctured over entire

disk and with long erect brownish hair. Scutellum sparcely punc-

tured. Elytra coarsely punctured, slightly rugose, with four dis-

tinct oblique carinae on each elytron, with several scattered long

erect hairs. Metasternuni usually densely hairy. Middle and hind

tarsi equal to or longer than their respective tibiae. Antennae with

the fifth segment seven-eighths the length of the sixth in the male,

and one-third or almost one-half the length of the sixth in the

female. Length, 11 to 12 mm ; width, 6.5 to 7.5 mm.
Material examined: 6 males, 2 females, from "Angol" (Sept. and

Oct.) and from "Galvarino" (Sept.). Chile.

The fifth segment of the antennae in both sexes is consistently a

little longer than the same segment in the like sex of mutabilis.

The present species differs from the two others in the genus espe-

cially in the longer middle and hind tarsi, as well as in the much
more densely punctured and more hairy thorax and in the strongly

evident elytral striae.

PHYTHOLAEMA HERRMANNI PALLIDA, new subspecies

Entirely testaceous. Body robust and somewhat shorter than in

the typical species. Tarsal claws with basal tooth varying from
rather fine and smaller than in the typical form to being almost

absent. Other characters as in typical herrmanni. Length, 9 to 10

mm ; width, 5.5 to 6 mm.
Holotype and paratype^ both males (U.S.N.M. no. 52093) are

from "Southern Chile" and were collected by M. J. Rivera.

A very conspicuous form presenting a different appearance super-

ficially from herrmanni but in reality only a subspecies of that; all

the major characters except the color, size, and tarsal claw formation

are as in the typical form. The male genitalia are also identical with
those of herrmanni.
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PHYTHOLAEMA FLAVIPES Philippi

FiQxmE 1, i, j

Phytoloema flavipes Philippi, Anal. Univ. Chile, 1861, p. 735.

—

Van den Brandbn,

Ann. Soc. Ent Belgique, vol. 27, p. cxviii, 1883.

—

Gesimain, Anal. Univ. Chile,

vol. 108, p. 996, 1901.

Areoda elaphocera REOTENBACHEat, Reise der osterreichischen Fregatte Novara
. . . , Zoology, vol. 2, Coleoptera, vol. 2, p. 65, 1868.

Entirely piceocastaneous above ; head with light greenish luster on

front; clypeus and underparts testaceous. Clypeus moderately

strongly reflexed. Antennal club of male with fifth segment three-

fourths the length of the sixth. Thorax unicolorous, finely moder-
ately densely punctured over disk, more coarsely punctured with long

erect hair at sides. Scutellum sparsely punctured. Elytra rugose,

nonstriate. Hind tarsi shorter than tibiae, middle tarsi distinctly so.

Claws with strong subbasal tooth. Length, 9.5 mm; width, 5.5 mm.
Material examined: 1 male from "Southern Chile", collected by

M. J. Kivera.

The combination of the unicolorous dorsal surface, the short middle
and hind tarsi, and the rugose but nonstriate elytra will readily sep-

arate this species from the others ; the genitalia are also slenderer and
quite different from those of the other two species in the genus.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1937
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REDESCRIPTION OF THE CAPELIN MALLOTUS CATER-
VARIUS (PENNANT) OF THE NORTH PACIFIC

By Leonard P. Schultz ^

Pallas (1826 ^, pp. 389-390) described as new Salmo socialis, a

capelin from the islands situated between the continents of Asia and

America. Additional specimens of capelin collected in the north-

eastern Pacific in recent years have made it possible to study the

differences between the capelins of the North Atlantic and North

Pacific Oceans. Since the publication in which Pallas's description

appeared is rare, the following quotation is given:

269. SALMO socialis. TAB. LXXXI. fig. 2.

S. (Osmerus) fascia lateral! ciliata, radiis pinnae ani 22.

Clupea (villosa) linea lateral! prominula, hirta, Muller prodr. Zool. Dan.

p. 60. n. 125. Gmelin. syst. Ill, p. 1409. sp. I4.

Pisces sunt gregarii et acervis innumerabilibus circa initinm et usque ad medium
Jun!!, maris fluctibus in littora egeruntur, tanta copia, ut instar aggeris ad dimi-

diae ulnae altitudinem coacervati jaceant. Observatur hoc tarn in insulis inter

Asiae et Americae continentes sitis, quam in Camtschatca, nullibi autem majori

frequentia quam circa sinum Avatscha et ad ostia rivulorum Shupanova et

Schemaetschik. Mirum autem cjuod, ope lineae lateralis ciliatae, pisces plerum-

que plures, duo, tres et usque ad denos ita firmiter cohaerent, ut sublato uno
reliqui velut adglutinati sequantur. Videntur autem etiam in mari sic cohaerere

natant«s, et forte ad prolificationis negotium talis sexuum cohaesio requiritur.

Odorem spargunt virosum, spermatis ranarum aemulum, ut Osmeri alii et cito

' The author was assisted by his former student George B. Garlick in obtaining data from specimens taken

at Newfoundland and at Yakutat.

2 The year 1826 instead of 1831 as usually cited by authors appears to be the date of publication as cited by
Mertens and Lorenz (1928, p. 46) with some doubt. The title page was printed in 1831, according to Dr.

L. Stejneger.

18376—37 13
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putrescunt, ac si prima vice comesti palate arriserint, altera tamen vice non
appetuntur. Hinc exsiccari tantum solent pro canum pabulo, nee illis sunt salu-

bres, quippe debilitates inde alvi profluvium pati observatum est. Dira tamen
fames etiam incolas harum regionum cogit ad tale nutrimentum recurrere.

Descr. Forma accedit ad Osmerum Spirinchum, quo major est; longitudinem

tamen 7 poll, latitudine unum nunquam superant. Caput longum, compressum,
rostro producto, vertice piano. Maxilla inferior superiore longior et angustior;

rictus amplus; nares utrinque geminae contiguae, in fossula oblonga, medio inter

ocidos et rostri apicem spatio. Oculi ad verticem, a rostro remotiusculi, majus-
culi; Iris lata, aureo-argentea, pupilla versus rostrum ovata. Lingua acuta.

Denies min[u]tissimi, tactu tantum explorandi, in margine maxillarum, laminae

mystaceae, areola linguae, et duplici stria palati.

—

Opercula branchiarum argentea,

rotundata late hiantia; Flabella branchialia decemlamellata. Corpus compres-
sum, microlepidotum, dorso subolivaceo opaco, cum relucente virore, lateribus

secundum lineam lateralem subaureolis, infra eandem purissime argentea. Linea
lateralis rectissima, dorso vicinior ji; supra eandem continua /ascia 1 lineam lata,

hispida, obsita squamulis subtilissimis, setaceoacutis, subarrectis. Squamae etiam
carinae ventralis setaceae, acutae, serraturam efEcientes (unde Miillero Clupea
dictus); in reliquo corpore minutissimae, strictae, ut in Eperlano. Pinnae
pectorales ad ipsa opercula oblique ortae, magnae, 18 radiorum, quorum duo an.

tcriores simplices; p. ventrales dorsali oppositae, itidem ortu obliquo, octoradiatae;

appendiculae squamiformes, ut in Eperlano et Spirincho nullae. P. ani magna,
lata, segmentum circuli referens, insidensque carinae carnoso-radiatae, valde

prominulae, ipsa constans radiis 21 vel 22. P. dorsi subquadrata, radiorum 12;

adiposa ante caudam tenuissima, arcuata, totaque longitudine adnata. Cauda
argute forcipata, radiis 18. articulatis. Vertebrae 68.

The binominal name of Pallas, as defined above, has been accepted

by all recent authors as the oldest name given to the capelin of the

North Pacific. During his investigations of the life of Steller, how-
ever, Dr. L. Stejneger, head curator of biology of the United States

National Museum, found a still older name

—

"Salmo catervarius of

Steller"—which was pubUshed by Thomas Pennant ^ in his Arctic

Zoology (1784, vol. 1, p. cxxvii), his description being quoted in full

below:

The most singular is the Ouiki, or Salmo Catervarius of Steller. It belongs to

the Osmeri of Linnaeus. Swims in immense shoals on the eastern coast of

Kamtschatka, and the new-discovered islands, where it is often thrown up by the

eea to the height of some feet, upon a large extent of shore: is excessively unwhole-

some as a food, and causes fluxes even in dogs. It never exceeds seven inches in

length. Just above the side-line is a rough fascia, beset vnih minute pyramidal
scales, standing upright, so as to appear like the pile of shag: their use is most
curious—while they are swimming, and even when they are flung on shore, two,

three, or even as many as ten, will adhere as if glued together, by means of this

pile, insomuch that if one is taken up, all the rest are taken up at the same time.

To conclude this list of Kamtschatkan Salmon, I must add the Salmo Thyviallus,

or Grayling; the S. Cylindraceus, before described; the Salmo Albula, Lin. Syst.

512; and the Salmo Eperlanus, or common Smelt, to those which ascend the

rivers.—For this account I am indebted to Doctor Pallas, who extracted it from
the papers of Steller, for the use of this Work.

3 Sherborn in his Index Animalium (1902, p. xliii) states that "no sp. nn.", no specific names, were given,

which is an error.
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Stelier (1774, p. 149) also gives an account of the capelin, from which
Pennant no doubt obtained most of his information given above. I

quote below Dr. L. Stejneger's translation of this reference on the

capelin:

During June and July [old style Julian Calendar] such incredible numbers of

a small fish, five or six in.clies long, are cast ashore about Avatcha [bay] and the

mouth of the river Kamtchatka that they lie two to three feet high on the beach,

two and two, male and female usually adhering together. In both Itelmanian

[Kamtchadal] languages they are called Uiky. They are gathered in great

quantities, dried in the open air on the sand or on straw mats, and in the winter

these fishes are common food for the dogs at the Kamtchatka River. The
people pound the dried fishes, skin and bone, in large wooden tubs or mortars

and bake them like flour in many ways, and during famine times they become
often of great importance. On June 5, 1742 [old style], such quantities were
throvrn up on Bering Island by northwest wind that they were lying on the beach
two feet high.

Pennant took his account of M. catervarius from Stelier but does

not give the type locality. In Steller's account above "Bering

Island", "Avatcha bay", and "the mouth of the river Kamtchatka"
are given as the type localities of cafervarms. Therefore, in the

National Museum the following specimens are topotypes: U.S.N.M.
nos. 33876, 47560, and 48856.

The description by Pallas of the capelin of the North Pacific did not
furnish adequate data to make it possible to distinguish it from the

Atlantic form, Mallotus villosus (Miiller),* nor does the older one by
Pennant. Ichthyologists have referred the capelin of the North
Pacific to the synonymy of Mallotus villosus, which is now removed
from the synonymy of that form and restored to the rank of a distinct

species, Mallotus catervarius (Stelier, in Pennant, 1784). The capelin

of the North Atlantic, then, retains the name Mallotus villosus

(MiiUer).

In July 1929, Fenton Drake sent the author a mature male of

Mallotus, which measured 100 mm in standard length. This fish was
collected near the Pillar Bay Cannery, Kuiu Island, southeastern

Alaska. The small size of this mature capelin caused the author to

search for additional specimens. He mentioned the probabihty of a

new form of Mallotus to Dr. W. F. Thompson, director of investiga-

tions of the International Fisheries Commission, Seattle, Wash., who
kindly turned over a collection of the same form, taken off the wharf
at Yakutat, Alaska, U.S.N. JnI. no. 103127. Two additional speci-

mens, U.S.N.M. no. 103128, collected by Ira Cornwall at Bentinck
Island, British Columbia, winter of 1934-1935, were presented to the
author by G. V. Wilby. All the specimens examined are listed in

table 1.

« Clupea vi'losa MiiUer, 1776, p. 50.
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Table l.-^Specimens of Mallotus catervarius {Pennant) examined in this study

U.S.N.M. no.
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Table 2.

—

Counts made on Mallotus /rom the North Pacific and the North Allantic^
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a total length of 93 mm, so if the standard length was used by Mori

it would be about 81 mm on his specunen. Thus the depth would be

7 mm, which is 9 percent of the standard length. The depth of the

body in specimens from both oceans varies from 12.1 to 21.6 percent

Table 3.—Measurements made on Mallotus from the North Pacific and North

Atlantic Oceans *

Character

Length of head.

Width of head.

Length of maxillaries (tip of snout to posterior tip of maxillary).

Width of fleshy interorbital space

Diameter of eye.

Greatest depth of body-

Length of snout.

Length of longest gill raker on first arch.

Length of depressed dorsal fin

Length of longest caudal fin ray

Length of longest dorsal fin ray..

Length of longest pectoral fin ray

Length of longest pelvic fin ray.

Length of longest anal fin ray:

Males

Females.

Length from snout to insertion of anal fin—
Length from snout to origin of adipose fin

Length from snout to origin of dorsal fin

Length from snout to insertion of pectoral fin

Length from snout to insertion of pelvic fin

Least depth of caudal peduncle -

Length of caudal peduncle

Length from insertion of pectoral fin to pelvic fin.

M. villosus

Newfound-
land'

|21.

\22.

3-24.8 (36)

71±0.52

8.0-10.8 (32)

9.33±0.40

9.6-11.6 (36)

10.69±0.30

f 4.9-6.5 (35)

\ 5.80±0.24

I
4.6-6.5 (32)

\ 5.38±0.24

1 13.6-21.6 (36)

\17.88±1.90

( 7.0-8.6 (21)

1 7.76±0.25

( 3.1-4.3 (36)

\ 3.65±0.18

|l6.5-20.5 (32)

\18.64±0.16

jl3.5-17.5 (36)

\l5.3±0.59

110.3-13.9(36)

\l2.19=b0.56

|l0.5-15.5 (36)

\l2.64db0.88

fl 1.5-16.0 (36)

\13.80±0.S8

M. catervarius

Alaska and
British Colum-

bia

{I

{

{

f20.0-

121.28

fso.o

\53.9

I
4.9-7.3 (;

\ 6.22±0.4

( 8.9-12.1

\l0.38±0.£

6-9.2 (19)

33±0.29

5.2-7.9 (16)

6.16±0.41

67.0-76.5 (36)

72,50±1.11

78.5-83.5 (36)

81.17±0,84

50.6-57.6 (36)

54.00±1.41

1-25.5 (36)

28±0.64

.0-57.5 (36)

95±1.35

(36)

43

(36)

55

30.2-36.0 (36)

32.52±0.84

23.6-26.3 (52)

24.94±0.44

8.4-9.8 (53)

9.07±0.23

10.8-12.5 (53)

11.72±0.29

4.9-6.3 (53)

5.55±0.22

6.8-7.1 (53)

6.49±0.18

12.1-15.0 (53>

13.47±0.60

7.3-8.9 (53)

8.17±0.22

3.2-4.4 (53)

3.76±0.19

15.5-18.5 (53)

17.09±0.51

14.0-18.0 (53)

16.10±0.57

11.1-14.8 (53)

12.99±0.57

11.0-16.5 (53)

13.94±0.81

12.0-16.0 (53)

14.43±0.67

7.5-9.5 (46)

8.43±0.29

5.6-6.3 (7)

5.95±0.17

71.0-76.0 (52)

73.20±0.74

79.0-83.5 (53)

80.78±0.57

52.9-58.2 (63)

55.28±0.74

23.0-26.5 (53)

24.S0±0.51

52.0-56.5 (53)

54.14±0.67

5.4-6.9 (52)

6.05±0.24

8.3-11.7 (53)

10.25±0.52

28.4-32.9 (52)

30.55±0.65

1 See footnote 1 to table 2. « See footnote 2 to talile 2.
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of the standard length. These were all mature fish and in a spawning

condition. Young smelt are usually slenderer than the adults, which

may explam the "slenderer body."

Tentatively/ Mallotus elongatus Mori is referred to the synonymy

of Mallotus catervarius on the basis that the type locaHty, Korea, is in

the North Pacific and the lack of characters separating it from species

already described.

The specimens of Mallotus catervarius that were mature ranged in

length from 89 to 109 mm (average 95.8 mm), while the mature speci-

mens of Mallotus mllosus from Newfoundland, measured by us, were

129 to 166 mm (average 150.7 mm) in standard length. Sleggs

(1933, pp. 22-23) gives the lengths from 106 to 202 mm for breeding

individuals. This indicates that the capelin of the North Pacific

Ocean matures at a much smaller size than the capelin of the North

Atlantic Ocean. Besides the smaller size at maturity, table 4 indi-

cates that M. catervarius differs statistically from M. villosus in regard

to the following characters: Number of pectoral fin rays; number of

scales in the lateral hue; number of scales above and below the lateral

line; length of head; length of maxillaries; and length from snout to

insertion of pectoral fui.

A single specimen of M. catervarius may be distinguished from a

smgle specimen of M. mllosus by means of the character index, which

equals the number of fin rays in dorsal+ anal+ pectoral+ the num-

ber of scales below the lateral Ime— the total number of gill rakers, for

each individual specimen. When the numerical values of the char-

acter index are arranged in the form of a frequency table (table 5),

no overlapping of the frequencies occurs for catervarius and villosus.

The difference between the means of the character index for the two

species is 7.84 and the ratio of this difference to the square root of the

sum of the squares of the two probable errors is 4, indicating probable

significance.

Table A.—The differences between the means oj certain characters of Mallotus

catervarius and M. villosus and the ratio of these differences to their probable error

Character

Number of rays in pectoral fin

Number of scales in lateral line

Number of scales above lateral line -

Number of scales below lateral line

Length of head

Length of maxillaries

Length from snout to insertion of pectoral fin

Difference be-

tween means
(with probable

error)
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Table 5.—Frequency distribution of the character index *

VOL. 85
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A MIOCENE BOOBY AND OTHER RECORDS FROM THE
CALVERT FORMATION OF MARYLAND

By Alexander Wetmore

Systematic search in the Miocene deposits of Chesapeake Bay has

brought to attention the remains of many cetaceans, but discoveries

of birds have been relatively few. The fossils in these beds are found

in moist clay, a condition destructive to delicate bones such as those

of birds, which may account for the relative scarcity of this group

in the formation in question.

Several years ago I reviewed what bird material was available

from these deposits,^ noting only two species that were definitely

identifiied

—

Puffinus conradi Marsh and Moris loxostyla (Cope), the

bird named &uJa atlantica by Sliufeldt being a synonym of the

latter.

Though the Calvert cliffs are kept regularly under observation,

no further pertinent bird material came to hand until 1934, when
Dr. W. Gardner Lynn and R. Lee Collins, of Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, began an intensive survey of the stratigraphy of the Miocene

along Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. This work has been con-

tinued by Mr. Collins subsequent to his departure from Johns Hop-
kins. Specimens obtained by these gentlemen have been placed in

the United States National Museum, and the notes herein discuss the

avian material found to 1937 in their collecting.

Figures illustrating certain specimens have been made for me by

Sj'dney Prentice.

lAuk, 1926, pp. 462-468.

27424—37 21
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Family PROCELLARIIDAE

PUFFINUS species

A specimen (U.S.N.M. no. 15160) comprising about two-thirds

of the distal portion of a right hmnerus was obtained by R. Lee

Collins on March 30, 1937, on the beach about 1 mile south of the

Chesapeake Beach pier. It is well fossilized, dull brown in color,

and evidently a bone that has weathered out from the Calvert forma-

tion in the adjacent cliffs.

It is from a species of the dimensions of living Cory's shearwater

{Puifinus diomedea horecdis), being distinctly larger than P. conradi

from the Miocene of Maryland, and it evidently represents an unde-

scribed form. Unfortunately it has been worn in the sands of the

beach until the projecting processes of the distal end have lost those

characters that serve to characterize species in this group. "While

obviously different from Cory's shearwater because of its antiquity,

no characters remain in the bone that will serve to separate it in-

a

technical diagnosis. It is listed therefore for the present under the

generic name only.

It has the following measurements: Greatest transverse diameter

across the distal end, 14.9 nun; transverse diameter of shaft near

center, 6.7 mm.
Family SULIDAE

SULA AVITA, new species

Characters.—Loyver end of humerus (fig. 2) similar to that of

modern Sula piscator (Limiaeus) ^ but much smaller; ectepicondylar

process less prominent ; brachial depression shallower ; olecranal fossa

relatively smaller and less deeply impressed.

Type.—U.S.N.M. no. 13854, distal end of right humerus (processes

somewhat broken), collected in situ in zone 10, Calvert formation of

the upper Miocene, near Plumpoint, Md., on January 1, 1934, by

Dr. W. G. Lynn.

Description.—Shaft compressed at distal end, flattened on anterior

face, with the inner margin thin edged, rounding from this to join

the outer margin at a right angle; ectepicondylar process slight,

extending out in a gradual curve; radial trochlea (partly broken

away) comparatively small; ulnar trochlea rounded, elongate, globu-

lar, projecting distally distinctly below tlie level of the radial troch-

lea ;
tubercle for pronator hrevis elongate, triangular, rising in a low

point; brachial depression flat and slightly impressed; olecranal fossa

relatively shallow. Bone dull brown in color, not mineralized, but

with all organic matter removed so that it appears slightly porous.

-Pclecanus piscator Linnaeus, SystPma naturae, ed. 10, vol. 1, 1758, p. 134.
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Measurements.—TrunsxevsG diameter of shaft, 9.5 mm ; breadth of

distal end, 15.2 mm.
Remarks.—A fossil gannet, Moris loxostyla (Cope), is known from

ihQ Miocene deposits of Calvert County, Md., but it is so much larger,

having the distal end of the humerus 21.1 mm,^ that it may be dis-

missed without detailed comment. Further, the species here de-

scribed seems related to the true boobies of the genus Sula, the

humerus of which differs from that of Moris in the more shortened

insertion for the pronator muscles and the broader radial condyle.

In size Sula avita approaches S. pygmaea Milne Edwards * from

the lower Miocene deposits of Leognan (faluns de Saucats), France.

From the original description and figures it appears that S. pygmaea

is slightly smaller. Sida avita in addition differs in the conforma-

tion of the ectepicondylar area, which is larger, and also in the form

of the olecranal depression. S. pygmaea possibly is not properly

placed in the genus SvXa.

Figure 2.—Type of Sula (Microsula) avita, new species : Lower end of humerus. About

natural size.

The type of jSula avita was the first specimen to come to hand, but

it has been followed by other fragments that are identified as from

this same species. Most important of these is a nearly complete left

metacarpal bone (U.S.N.M. no. 15158) collected by K. Lee Collins on

July 3, 1936, from zone 10 in the Calvert formation, 2 feet below the

top of the thick shell bed, at a point 1.1 miles south of Plumpoint,

Md. While apparently from a larger individual than the fragmen-

tary humerus taken as the type of avita, the proportionate difference

between the two is about that existing between male and female of

/S. piscator.

The specimen (fig. 3) differs from Sula piscator in having the

projecting process of metacarpal I rising more abruptly, with the

entire process larger, and in the much smaller pneumatic foramina

on the proximal end, these being almost closed. Its form and char-

acters are shown in the accompanying drawings.

There is also the shaft of a right humerus (U.S.N.M. no. 15157)

that is referred to this species. This specimen was found by R. Lee

» See Wetmore, Auk, 1926, p. 468.

. «Bibl. ficole Hautes fitudes, vol. 11, art. 3, 1874, p. 8, pi. 12, fig. 2-23.
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Collins in zone 10 of the Calvert formation, at the beach level 1 mile

south of Plumpoint on April 7, 1934. The specimen consists of a little

more than the proximal half of the bone, with the head missing but

with the lower part of the deltoid crest present. The shape is similar

to that of Sula piscator except for decidedly smaller size. The line of

attachment for the latissimus dorsi anterioris muscle is strong and

heavy, running for most of its course above the central axis of the,

bone when viewed from the side.

i' "iffc'

Figure 3. -Sula (Microsula) avita, new species : Left metacarpal, including profile views
of the proximal and distal ends. About natural size.

In summary, the impression given by this fragmentary material

is that of a booby decidedly smaller than any of the living species.

In size it resembles most closely the fossil /Sula 'pygmaea of the

Miocene of Europe but differs from that species in the form of the

distal end of the humerus.

The nearly obsolete pneumatic foramina, so prominent in modern
gannets and boobies, is remarkable, indicating that this pneumaticity

has been a more recent development than other characters that mark
this family. Data on this point from other Miocene sulids will be of
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interest when tliey become available. To signalize this character in

Sula avita I propose to erect for it Microsula as a new subgenus, with

Sula {Microsula) avita as its type.

MORIS species

On July 10, 1937, Mr. Collins secured the proximal end of a right

ulna of a bird of this group at a point 1 mile south of Plumpoinfc

wharf. The bone (U.S.N.M. no. 15475) was obtained from zone 10,

about 2 feet above the heavy shell layer. Though there is some indi-

vidual variation in the modern species of gannets, the genus Moris

differs from the boobies, genus Sida^ in having the internal cotyla

of the ulna more elongated in form. This does not always hold but

is true in a number of specimens that I have seen. The Plumpoint

specimen is referred to Moris on this basis.

The fragment seems to come from a bird slightly larger than living

Sula leucogaster. It appears to be from a smaller individual than

the bones that are known from Moris loxostyla (Cope) but may be

that species, which comes from the Miocene of Maryland and New
Jersey. It is identified, however, only to genus.

Family COLUMBIDAE

A distal portion of a left radius (U.S.N.M. no. 15159) collected

by R. Lee Collins, September 8, 1936, 1.6 miles south of Plumpoint,

Md., in zone 10 of the Calvert formation, represents a species of the

pigeon family. It comes from a bird slightly larger than the living

mourning dove {Zenaidura maxiroura) .

Though it is an interesting record of a member of this group, it

cannot be identified except to family because of its fragmentary

nature and the lack of specific characters in the radius of birds in

general. It is the oldest record in North America for this group

of birds.

U S GOVERNMENT PRINTIN6 OFPICEl l»S7
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ANOTHER FOSSIL OWL FROM THE EOCENE OF
WYOMING

By Alexander Wetmore

During the field season of 1931, M. V. Walker, working under

C. W. Gilmore, curator of vertebrate paleontology in the United

States National Museum, collected a few fragmentary fossil bird

bones in a Wasatch exposure near Worland, Wyo. This material,

whicli has recently come to attention during the laboratory prepa-

ration of the final specimens from this field season, contains an

undescribed species of the family Protostrigidae that may be

known as
PROTOSTRIX MEMICA, new species

Characters.—Distal end of tibiotarsus (fig. 4) similar to that of

Protostrix leptosteus (Marsh) ^ but decidedly smaller; outer condyle

heavier.

Type.—U.S.N.M. no. 15156, distal end of right tibiotarsus, col-

lected July 23, 1931, on the south side of Ten Mile Creek, 12 miles

northwest of Worland, Wyo., by M. V. Walker, from the Wasatch

formation of the Eocene.

Description.—External condyle reniform in outline (somewhat dis-

torted by pressure), its external face concave, projecting well beyond

the line of the shaft both in front and in back; internal condyle

viewed in outline distinctly flattened, projecting considerably for-

ward beyond the line of the shaft and to a less degree behind, the

external face concave, viewed from the distal end, broad and flat-

tened; intercondylar sulcus broadly open, U-shaped in outline; shaft

'^ BuTiO leptosteus Marsh, Amer. Journ. Sci., ser. 3, vol. 2, 1S71, p. 126 (Bridger Eocene).

27425—37 27
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broad and flattened both in front and behind, the anterior margm
of the inner condyle produced over the shaft in a slight overhang;

no supratendinal bridge. Bone strongly fossilized, dull brownish

gray in color, somewhat distorted by crushing.

Measurements.—Transverse breadth across condyles, 11.5 mm;
transverse breadth of lower end of shaft, 8.9 mm.
Remarks.—Though in somewhat worn and distorted condition the

fragment described above shows so definitely the characters assigned

at present to the family Protostrigidae that it was identified as of

that group at once on casual preliminary examination.

In general form Protostrix mimica is closely similar to P. lep-

tosteus as indicated in the diagnosis, smaller size being its main
characteristic. The size difference between the types of these two

species has been carefully checked with differences existing between

Figure 4.

—

Protostrix mimica, new species: Distal end of tibiotarsus (type). Natural
size.

male and female in species of modern owls to find that the amount
is more than covered by this sexual variation. In addition, the

outer condyle is somewhat thicker. Possibly the two belong in

separate genera, but with so small a representation of both of the

species concerned it is considered best to list them as congeneric.

As Protostrix saurodosis (Wetmore) is intermediate in size between

the barred and great horned owls, P. mimica is decidedly smaller.

In the same locality and horizon Mr. Walker secured the distal

end of a right tarsometatarsus (fig. 5) that I consider also to repre-

sent the species here described. The specimen (U.S.N.M. no. 14874)

is slightly distorted by pressure and has part of the slender processes

of the lateral trochlea missing, but it is sufficiently complete to indi-

cate its characters. I have no hesitancy in identifying it as coming

from a member of the Protostrigidae, and its dimensions are such

as to indicate that it comes from a bird the size of P. mimica. It is

logical therefore to place it with the species of that family from
the same collecting locality.

Following is the detailed description of this fragment: Outer

trochlea in lateral outline comparatively broad and rounded, pro-
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jecting strongly distaily, and set at a distinct angle with the central

axis of the shaft (a portion of the posterior projection missing)

;

considerably compressed from side to side, with free margin nar-

rowed; middle trochlea relatively broad and heavy, separated from

the external trochlea by a narrow, shallow sulcus; anterior surface

merging smoothly with lower end of shaft; articular surface deeply

marked on posterior face by a sharply angular groove, the outer

margin bounding this groove projecting farther than the inner;

axis of trochlea making an oblique angle toward the outside with

the axis of the shaft; internal trochlea relatively heavy, projecting

rather abruptly beyond the free margin of the shaft; anterior face

with a broad, smooth articular surface, and posterior face deeply

grooved (outer, free margin missing) ; outer face with a deep, some-

what irregular pit; separated from the middle trochlea by a shallow,

narrow groove; lower end of shaft broad, roundly concave on the

anterior face, and broadly grooved behind; a well-marked inferior

Figure 5.

—

Protostrix mimlca, new species : Distal end of metatarsus. Natural size.

foramen. Bone dull dark brownish gray in color, well fossilized.

Transverse breadth across trochlea 13.2 mm (other pertinent meas-

urements not available).

Compared with living Strix varia of the family Strigidae the

fossil has the outer trochlea much broader when viewed from the

side, the anterior base of the middle trochlea merging smoothly

with the base of the shaft instead of projecting abruptly, and the

internal trochlea relatively smaller when viewed from in front. It

is nearer to the Strigidae in its characters than to the Tytonidae

and is sufficiently different to support the separation of Protostrix

in a distinct family. It will be recalled that to this time the Proto-

strigidae have been separated on the basis of characters found in

the distal end of the tibiotarsus.

Discovery of this new species increases the number now known

in the Protostrigidae to four, as follows: Protostrix lyddeheri (Shu-

feldt), P. leptosteus (Marsh),^ P. saurodosis (Wetmore), and P.

mimica Wetmore.

Drawings of the specimens described herein were made for me b,y

Sydney Prentice.

2 For reference of Buho leptosteus Marsh to this genus, see Wetmore, Condor, 1937,

pp. 84-85.
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1937
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While working in the United States National Museum with various

groups of fishes representing chiefly the Berycoiclei, Lophobranchii,

Scombroidei, Loricati, Craniomi, and Eleotridae obtained by the

Albatross, I ascertained a number of new genera and species. These

are described and the species figured in the present paper.

The arrangement of the characters and their computation, formu-

las, and other data is the same as in previous reports on other sections

of the collection. In locality references, the letter "D" preceding a

number refers to the Albatross dredging station, and the numbers in

parentheses, as "(1567.)", refer to parchment tag numbers tied to the

specimens.

Family CHLOROPHTHALMIDAE

BATHYSAUROPS, new genus

Type.—Bathysaurops 7nalayanus, new species.

Body elongate, slender, with long tapering tail. Head large, de-

pressed. Snout short, broad. Eye very large, high, with broad deep

orbits, mostly in front half of head. Mouth large, inclined, lower

jaw well protruded. iSIaxillary long, inferior, reaches back well be-

low eye and terminally broadly expanded. Dentition of jaws ex-

posed in closed jaws; above an outer band narrowly of very small

teeth, then followed by 2 somewhat irregular rows of larger and

36541—38 1 31
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longer well-spaced depressible teetli; all upper teeth extend to lower

hind end of maxillary expansion; lower jaw with an outer band of

teeth similar to those in upper jaw, then well separated and inside a

narrow band of inner teeth made up of many very small close-set

teeth with a single row of larger, well-spaced, firmly erect teeth;

palatine and vomerine band not continuous across latter, with very

narrow band or row of short, small, outer teeth and an inner closely

following row of much larger, wide-set, strong, erect teeth ; no teeth

on tongue. Tongue small, flat, free. Nostrils together, posterior

greatly larger, nearer eye than snout tip. Bony intcrorbital narrow,

gi-eatly less than eye. Gill opening widely cleft, extends forward op-

posite nostrils. Gill rakers slender. Pseudobranchiae v.ell devel-

oped. Scales very caducous, most all fallen, thin cycloid. Axial

series of scale pockets, evidently forming lateral line, greatly larger

than others. Scales on caudal base small. Dorsal inserted before

middle of depressed pectoral. Adipose fin small, well behind anal

base. Caudal moderate. Pectoral long. Ventral inserted little be-

fore dorsal origin. Vent midway between depressed ventral tip and

anal origin.

Differs from Bathysauropsis Kegan in its gi-eatly larger eyes, nar-

rower interorbital space, apparently larger scales in the lateral line,

and slightly different proportions.

{Bothysaurus -\-Ciyl/, appearance.)

BATHYSAUROPS MALAYANUS, new species

Figure 6

Depth 9; head 31/3, width SVs. Snout 4 in head from snout tip;

eye 4, subequal with snout, greatly exceeds interorbital; maxillary

reaches below hind eye edge, expansion 2^5 in ej^e, length I34 hi head

from snout tip; interorbital 51/3, low, nearly level. Gill rakers 5 + 14,

lanceolate, which 2 in eye
;
gill filaments % of gill rakers.

Scales (pockets) 48+ in lateral line; 6 above, 6 below, 20 predorsal

forward to occiput. Scales on chest, breast, and belly small. Scales

simple, without striae; circuli fine, basal, about 21, obsolete apically.

D. I, 11, I, third branched ray 1%? in total head length; adipose

fin 2V5 in eye; A. Ill, 7, i, second branched ray 2% in total head

length; caudal 1% ?, apparently well emarginate behind; least

depth of caudal peduncle 5; pectoral fi^, rays 11, 20; ventral rays I, 7,

fin 1% in total head length.

Dark brown, blackish brown on head, breast, and belly. Inside gill

openings blackish. Iris gray black, pupil pale brown. Fins brown

to blackish, especially basally.
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Ti/pe.—U.S.^M. no. 98888. D. 5656. Olang Point, N. 67° W.,

14.5 miles (lat. 3°17'40" S., long. 120°36'45" E.), Gulf of Boni,

Celebes, Dutch East Indies. In 484 fathoms. December 19, 1909.

Length 244 mm.
Known only from the type.

(Named for Malaya.)

H.W.F. del.

Figure 6.

—

Bathysaurops malayanus, new genus, new species. Type.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 7.

—

Bathyclupea meyaceps, new species. Type.

Family BATHYCLUPEIDAE

Genus BATHYCLUPEA Alcock

BATHYCLUPEA MEGACEPS, new species

Figure 7

Depth 3% to 41/4; head 21/0 to 24^, width 22/5 to 21/2. Snout to

orbit 3% to 3% in head from snout tip; orbit 21/2 to 2%, greatly

exceeds snout or interorbital ; eye 3 to 31/5 in head ; maxillary reaches

% to Yq in orbit, length 2l^ to 2^/2 in head from snout tip; teeth

in villiform bands above, with outer series uniformly and slightly

enlarged; lower teeth single row of small, uniform conic teeth; inter-

orbital 5l^ to 5%, low, nearly level. Gill rakers 3 + 13, lanceolate, 3

in orbit; gill filaments 4^ of gill rakers.
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Scales 35 in lateral line to caudal base and 3 more on latter; 3

above, 9 below, 15 predorsal forward to occiput close behind hind

eye edge. Scales very thin, caducous, most all fallen except few in

lateral line.

D, I, 8, I, fin origin midway between hind eye edge or pupil and

caudal base, first branched ray 2% ? to 21/^ in total head length ; A.

II, 26, 1 or II, 27, i, fin origin midway between front end of mandible

and caudal base, about % to 1 diameter of orbit in advance of dorsal

origin, first branched ray 2i^ to 3% ? in total head length;

caudal (damaged) emarginate; least depth of caudal peduncle 4 to

4% ;
pectoral ll^ to 1% ; ventral 5 to 6.

Brown generally, little paler below or on under surfaces. Opercles

and lower surface of head neutral black. Iris silvery white. Inside

mouth and gill opening blackish brown. Fins all light brownish.

Type.—V.S.l^M. no. 93323. D. 5507. Camp Overton Light, Iligan

Bay (Mindanao), S. 1° E., 8.6 miles (lat. 8°21'12" N., long.

124°12'06" E.), northern Mindanao and vicinity. In 425 fathoms.

August 4, 1909. Length 238 mm, caudal tips broken. Also 2 para-

types.

Remarks.—Characterized by its very large head and orbital socket.

Related to B. gracilis., described below, in its advanced anal fin origin,

a feature in which it differs at once from B. malayana Weber and B.

hoskynii Alcock.

ifjikyas, great +Ke<^dX77, head.)

BATHYCLUPEA GRACILIS, new species

FiGUEE 8

Depth 33/4 to 4; head 3 to 31/3, width 2i/8 to 3. Snout 3 to 4 in head

from snout tip ; eye 2% to 3, greater than snout in young to subequal

Vv'ith age, greater than interorbital ; maxillary reaches to or % in

eye, length 2% to 2i/^ in head from snout tip; interorbital 4i/^ to

5I/4, low, level. Gill rakers 2+ 13, lanceolate, 2 in eye; gill fila-

ments % of gill rakers; 4 more asperous rudimentary gill rakers

above and 3 below.

Scales 35 or 36 in lateral line to caudal base and 3 more on latter

;

3 above, 8 or 9 below, 14 or 15 predorsal forward opposite hind eye

edge. Scales caducous, very thin, most all fallen. Scales with 78

to 80 complete circuli.

D. I, 8, 1 or I, 9, 1, fin origin 1 to 1% times eye behind anal origin,

first ray 1% to 2 in total head length; A. II, 23, i to II, 26, i, first

branched ray 2% to 3; caudal li/^ to 1%, forked; least depth of

caudal peduncle 31/5 to S% ; pectoral li/g to IYq , rays i, 26 ; ventral

rays I, 5, fin 3 to 5% in total head.
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Brown, with silvery to gray tints below. Iris silvery white.

Lower side of head silvery white. Fins pale uniform brownish white.

Inside gill opening blackish.

H.W.F.del.

FiGDHE 8.

—

Bathyclupea gracilis, new species. Type.

RW.F.deL

Figure 9.

—

Hoplostethus melaiwpterus, new species. Type.

Type.—TJ. 8.1^.M. no. 93320. D. 5G22. Makyan Island (NE.), N.

66° W., 4.1 miles (lat. 0°19'20'' N.. long. 127°28'30'' E.). In 275

fathoms. November 29, 1909. Length 230 mm. Also 20 paratypes.

Rernarhs.—Differs from B. megaceps in its shorter and smaller

head, though with dorsal in similar position. The eye, while larger

than usual, is smaller than in B. megaceps.

{gracilis^ slender.)
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Family TRACHICHTHYIDAE

Trachichthyinae, new subfamily

Type genus, Trachichthys Shaw and Nodder.

Vent normally placed, at least behind ventrals.

Other genera are Hopolostethus Valenciennes, Gephyroheryx Bou-

lenger, Leiogaster Weber, and Korsogaster Parr, the last immature.

Genus HOPLOSTETHUS Valenciennes

Subgenus Hoplostethus Valenciennes

Type.—Hoplostethus mediterraneiis Valenciennes.

Body without silvery lateral tubelike striae on under surfaces.

HOPLOSTETHUS MELANOPTERLS, new species

FiGUEB 9

Depth 1% to 2 ; head 21/3 to 2i4, width 2 to 2i/io- Snout, S'/g to 4 in

head from snout tip; eye 3% to 41/8, slightly greater to subequal with

snout, 1% to 114 ill interorbital ; maxillary extends obliquely down
slightly behind eye, expansion 1% to I14 in eye, length I14 to IV2

in head from snout tip; interorbital 31/5 to 3^4, well elevated, con-

vex; nasalia minute, close set, directed downward anteriorly. Gill

rakers 7+ 16, lanceolate, li/4 in eye; gill filaments % gill rakers.

Scales 65 close along and above lateral line to caudal base and 4

more on latter; pores 27 or 28 in lateral line to caudal base; 12 or 13

scales above lateral line, 27 below, 26 predorsal forward opposite hind

eye edge, 4 behind hind maxillary edge on cheek. Abdominal serrae

11 to 13. Scales with 15 to 18 parallel basal circuli; 9 to 18 wide set,

short, strong, apical denticles, 3 to 7 transversely and with age medial

largest.

D. IV or V, 13, I or 14, i, last spine 3 to 3% in total head length,

third ray 214 to 21/3 ; A. Ill, 10, i, third spine 3% to 4i/8, second ray

21/2 ? to 2% • ; caudal li/io, ~^vell forked; least depth of caudal pedun-

cle 3% to 4 ;
pectoral fi/g to ll^ ; ventral 1% to 2.

Brown, with coppery sheen, especially over squamous areas. Iris

pale gray to coppery. Inside gill opening dusky. Vertical fins very

pale or light brown. Paired fins dark or blackish brown.

rype.—U.S.N.M. no. 93329. D. 5373. Tayabas Light (outer),

N. 20°E., 15 miles (lat. 13°40' N., long. 121°31'10'' E.), Marinduque

Island and vicinity. In 338 fathoms. March 2, 1909. Length 170

mm. Also 46 paratypes.

Known by its dark to blackish paired fins.

(//eXds, black+ 7rrep6i', fin.)
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AuLOHOPLOSTETHUS, new subgenus

Type.—Hoplofifethus metallicus^ new species.

Silvery lateral tubelike striate areas on chest, breast, prepectoral

region, and along abdominal edge.

Differs from subgenus Hoplostethus in the silvery lateral tubelike

striate areas.

{avXos, tube -\- Hoplostethus.)

HOPLOSTETHUS METALLICUS, new species

Figure 10

Depth 19/io to 2; head 21/3 to 2%, width l^o to 2V5. Snout 4 to 41/0

in head from snout tip; eye 3 to SVs, greater than snout, equals inter-

orbital ; maxillary oblique, reaches opposite hind eye edge ; expansion

ly^ to 114 ii^ eye, length 1% in head from snout tip ; teeth in villiform

bands in jaws and on palatines, none on vomer; interorbital 31/3 to 3%,
convex; nasalia minute, close set, directed downward. Gill rakers

8+ 16, lanceolate, twice gill filaments or li^ in eye.

H.W.F.deL

Figure 10.

—

Hoplostethus met alliens, new species. Type.

Scales 70 close along above lateral line to caudal base and 4 more

on latter; pores 29; 13 scales above, 22 below, 28 predorsal forward

nearly opposite hind eye edge, 6 behind maxillary expansion. Ab-

dominal serrae 5 or 6. Chest, breast, prepectoral area, narrow strip

from above ventral base along each side of abdominal or postventral

serrae to anal fin origin, silvery gray area, with very fine parallel close-

set dark lines whole extent ; similar area begins well above anal origin

on lower side of tail and extends back alone; lower or under surfacei
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of caudal peduncle to lower rudimentary caudal rays. Similar silvery

areas along each outer face of mandible, on chin and walls of istlimus.

Scales with 10 to 18 basal parallel striae; 8 or 9 small, short, apical

denticles, with 4 or 5 transverse series.

D. V, 13, I, fifth spine 2% to 314 in total head length, second

branched ray 21/5 to 21/2; A. Ill, 8, i or III, 9, i, third spine 31/8

to 3%, first branched ray 2^? to 3; caudal 1 to 1^^^, deeply forked,

lobes slender, pointed ; least depth of caudal peduncle 4^/2 to 44^

;

j)ectoral lyV to li^ ; ventral 1% to 2,

Dark gray-brown, with shining metallic dusky sheen. Iris grayish

to dusky or silvery. Inside gill opening dusky to blackish. Fins pale

to whitish, caudal lobes medially and upper pectoral rays dusky.

Type.—U.S.^M. no. 93344. D. 5189. Pescador Island, N. T2° E.,

3.3 miles (lat. 9°56'30" N., long. 123°15' E.), Tanon Strait, east coast

of Negros, Philippine Islands. In 300 fathoms. April 1, 1908.

Length 123 mm. Also a series of Pliilippine paratypes.

Bemo/rks.—Differs from related species in the delicate narrow
osseous compartments enclosing the cavernous areas of the head, dark
coloration, few abdominal serratures and peculiar metallic finely

striated grayish areas, likely luminous areas.

{metalliciLS, like metal.)

Genus GEPHYROBERYX Boulenger

GEPHYROBERYX PHILIPPINUS, new species

FiGUBE 11

Depth 2 to 21/8 ; head 21/3 to 2%, width 214 to 23/5. Snout 4 to 41/2

in head from snout tip ; eye 3'l^ to 4, equal to or greater than snout,

subequal with interorbital ; maxillary very oblique, reaches opposite

hind eye edge or slightly beyond, expansion 1% to 3 in eye, length ll^

to 1% in head from snout tip; interorbital 3% to 3%? broadly con-

vex, rather low; nasalia short, directed forward. Gill rakers 6+15,
lanceolate, twice gill filaments or 1% in eye.

Scales 70 close along and above lateral line to caudal base and 4
or 5 more on latter

;
pores 27 in lateral line to caudal base and 3 more

on latter ; 18 above, 19 below, predorsal 20 ; 6 rows behind hind expan-
sion of maxillary. Abdominal serrae 8 to 10. Scales with 13 or 14
basal parallel striae ; 22 or 23 slender pointed apical denticles, 3 or 4
rows irregularly transverse.

D. VIII, 13, 1 or 14, 1, fourth spine 2^8 to 3 in total head length, sec-

ond branched ray 2 to 2ys ; A. Ill, 10, i or 11, i, third spine 3^8 to 4,

second branched ray 2i/4 to 21/3 ; caudal li/4 to li/^, forked; least depth
of caudal peduncle 5 to 51/5

;
pectoral 1% to 1% ; ventral 1% to 2.
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Back brown, lower surfaces slightly paler and with silvery white

sheen. Iris pale or silvery white. Fins all pale or with yellow to

dull orange tints.

Type.—V.S.^M. no. 93345. D. 5516. Point Tagolo Light

(Mindanao), S. 80° W., 9.7 miles (lat. 8°46' N., long. 123°32'30'' E.),

northern Mindanao and vicinity, Philippine Islands. In 175 fathoms.

August 9, 1909. Length 155 mm. Also a series of Philippine

examples, paratypes.

H.W.F. del.

Figure 11.

—

Gepliyroteryx philippinus, new species. Type.

Remarks.—East Indies, Philippines. Kelated to Gephyroheryx

japonicus (Steindaclmer and Doderlein) from Japan but differing in

the few (8-10) abdominal scutes, always about 14 in the Japanese

species. It also approaches G. darwini (Johnson) from Madeira in

the few (10) abdominal scutes, but that species is described with 12

branched anal rays, while my species has but 10 or 11. Moreover G.

darv:hii is said to have depth 2i/<>. Trachichthys darwini of Alcock,

1899, from off Trincomale, and of Barnard, 1925, from Natal, may also

be confused with the present species.

(Named for the Philippines.)

Subfamily Paratrachichthyinae

Vent more advanced, close behind ventral bases.

behind vent.

Abdominal serrae
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Genus PARATRACHICHTHYS Waite

ANALYSIS OF SPECIES

a\ AuLOTKACHicHTHYS, iiew subgeniis. Subcutaneous silvery-gray

striated tubes and areas along lower surface of body.

&\ Depth 27^7 to 2% ; gill rakers 6-+-10 latus.

^*^ Depth 2% ;
gill rakers 6+15 prosthemius,

a*. Pabatrachichthys. No subcutaneous tubes or areas along

lower surface of body; depth 2%; gill rakers 9+18 traillii.

AULOTRACHICHTHYS, new subgenus

Type.—Paratrachiehthys latus, new species.

Differs from subgenus Paratrachiehthys in the presence of the

subcutaneous silvery-gray striated tubes and areas along lower sur-

face of body. Includes Paratrachiehthys latus and P. prosthemius.

(avXos, tuhe-\- Trachichthys.)

H.W.F.deL

Figure 12.

—

Paratrachiehthys latus, new species. Type.

PARATRACHICHTHYS LATUS, new species

Figure 12

Depth 2% to 2%; head 2% to 33/5, width 2 to 21/6. Snout 42/3

to 4% ill head from snout tip; eye 3I/2 to 3%, greater than snout

or interorbital ; maxillary greatly inclined, reaches slightly beyond

hind eye edge, expansion ll^ to ly^ in eye, length 1% in head from

snout tip; bands of villiform teeth in jaws and on palatines, none on

vomer; interorbital 3% to 41/0 in head from snout tip, low, broadly

convex. Gill rakers 6+10, lanceolate, twice gill filaments or I14

in eye.
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Scales 58 in medial or lateral axial series; lateral line imperfectly

defined, seldom complete; 27 scales transversely at anal origin; 23

predorsal forward opposite hind eye edge. Cheek scaled largely pos-

teriorly, 6 rows behind maxillary expansion. Abdominal scutes 7 to

9. Scales with 12 to 16 basal circiili ; apical denticles 10 or 11, scat-

tered, 5 transversely, rather large simple points. Chin, walls of

isthmus, chest, breast, region around vent and band along abdominal

scutes and above anal base of silvery-gray striated pigment, also space

before pectoral base.

D. IV, I or III, 15, I, last spine 4 to 5 in total head length, fifth

ray 2 to 2i/^; A. II, 9, i, second spine 5%, second ray 21/5 to 2%;
caudal IV5 to 1%, deeply forked; least depth of caudal peduncle 3

to 31/4 ;
pectoral 1% to 1% ; ventral 1% to 2.

Body brown generally, slightly lighter or with more gi'ay tinge

below, also shining reflections of silver gray. Iris silver-gray. In-

side gill opening silver-gray. Fins pale to whitish.

Type.—V.S.'NM. no. 933'46. (2507.) Philippines. Length 70 mm.
Also a series of Philippine examples, paratypes.

Remarks.—Philippine Islands. Related to Paiyitrachichthys pr^os-

themius especially in its gray subcutaneous tubular striated areas and

scutes. It differs, however, in fin formula, gill rakers, proportions,

etc. Bathymetrical range 90 to 395 fathoms.

{latus, broad.)

Family SYNGNATHIDAE

Genus DUNCKEROCAMPUS Whitley

DUNCKEROCAMPUS PESSULIFERUS, new species

Figure 13

Depth 201/3, 17 to vent; head ?>%, 34^ to caudal base, width 7 in

its length. Snout 1% in head from snout tip; eye 9, 614 in snout,

greatl}' exceeds interorbital ; maxillary % of eye : interorbital 1%,
concave. Opercle with imperfect or feeble keel anteriorly, oblique,

extends % of bone.

Rings 19 + 20, caudal section % of trunk. Upper trunk keel dis-

continuous with upper caudal keel, both overlapping whole length of

dorsal fin; lower trunk keel discontinuous with lower caudal keel;

median lateral trunk keel continuous with lower caudal keel; median
ventral trunk keel distinct, discontinuous at vent. Snout with upper

ridges, orbital ridges, and mandibular ridges serrate. Each ridge of

body with spine posteriorly, distinct and protruding.

D. 26, on 3+ 4 rings, fin height li/-, in eye; A. 2?, fin length 2 in

eye; caudal 3 in total head length, ends in median point behind;

pectoral rays 19, fin length equals eye.
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Light brown, nearly uniform. Just before interorbital 3 dark
brown transverse bars, 1 across interorbital, and 6 on postocular region

of head ; middle of each trunk ring with dark brown transverse bar,

also one at each articulation; for extent of dorsal fin only dark trans-

verse brown bar at each articulation ; on tail otherwise rings marked
like trunk. Iris slate. Fins uniformly brown.

Tyj^e.—U.S.'NM. no. 93501. D. 5146. Sulade Island (E.), N. IS*'

W., 3.4 miles (lat. 5°46'40" N., long. 120°48'50" E.), Sulu Archi-

pelago, vicinity of Siasi. In 24 fathoms. February 16, 1908. Length
1 10 mm.

Figure 1'

H.W.F.del.

-Dunckerocampus pessuliferus, new species. Type.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 14.

—

Syngnathus micronotopterus, new species. Type.

Remarks.—Related to Dunckerocampus dactyliphorus (Bleeker),

of which I have 4 Philippine examples, ranging from smaller to

larger than the species here described. As shown by Weber and
Beaufort's figure, the dark bars are alternately present on the various

rings. Also the snout is vrith dark transverse bars and the subdorsal

rings only 1+ 3 or 4.

{pessulu7)i, little hsir+fero, to bear; with reference to coloration.)

Genus SYNGNATHUS Linnaeus

SYNGNATHUS MICRONOTOPTERUS, new species

FiGUKE 14

Depth 16% to 17% ; head 7 to Si/s, width 2% to 2%. Snout 21/2

to 2% in head; eye 4% to 5%, 1% in snout, greatly exceeds inter-

orbital ; interorbital 2 in eye ; opercular keel about over first or basal

half, radiating striae very fine minute, close set.

Rings 15 to 16+ 28 to 30; rings transversely striated. Upper trunk

keel reaches first or second caudal ring, discontinuous with upper

caudal keel, whicli begins on upper part of last trunk ring; median
lateral trunk keel deflected posteriorly and continuous with lower

caudal keel; lower trunk keel subcontinuous or discontinuous with

lower caudal keel. Brood pouch on 11 caudal keels.
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D. 16 to 18, on 1 trunk and 3 caudal rings, fin height 1% to 2

in total head ; A. minute ; caudal 4i/^
;
pectoral 4i/^ to 5, rays 10.

Male largely uniform brown, scarcely paler below. Above median

lateral keel of trunk 3 blackish equidistant blotches. Brood pouch

neutral black. Fins all brownish.

Female light brown, lower surface little paler, though more or less

mottled. Eleven blackish-brown transverse bars on back, each fol-

lowed by small, gray-white, rounded, well-contrasted spot. Three

dark-brown bars across lower side of snout, one obliquely back from

lower eye edge and another broadly from lower postocular. Dark
brown band from upper postocular widens and extends ill defined

toward occiput. Iris dark gray. At junction of each ring on upper

and lower body edges dark brown spot. Fins pale, caudal vrith dark

transverse bar.

Type.—U.S.'NM. no. 94082. Canimo Island near Daet Point,

Luzon, Philippine Islands. June 15, 1909. Length 56 mm.
Also a series of paratypes from the Philippines and the East

Indies.

Bemarks.—East Indies, Philippines. This species is characterized

by its short opercular keel only developed anteriorly, few dorsal rays,

and its variegated coloration. It resembles Ilalicampus hoilomatodon

(Bieeker) but is without the spines and strongly keeled rough rings

of that species.

(ixLKpos, small -ffcoTos, back-fTTxepov, fin.)

Genus ICHTHYOCAMPUS Kaup

ICHTHYOCAMPUS PHILIPPINUS, new species

Depth 171^ ; head 7, w^idth 31/-^. Snout 2I/3 in head from snout tip;

eye 51/5, 2i/} in snout, greatly exceeds interorbital ; low median keel on

snout above to interorbital; occipital-nuchal keel short, low, not on

first trunk ring ; narrow interorbital half of eye, shallowly concave

;

opercle with low short basal keel anteriorly, with many fine radiating

striae.

Kings 17+32; with very fine, minute transverse striae; keels low,

smooth. Upper trunk and caudal keels continuous; median lateral

trunk keel not extended on first caudal keel ; lower trunk and caudal

keels continuous; median ventral trunk keel distinct to vent.

D. 17, on 1 trunk and 4 caudal rings, base not elevated, height 1%
in eye; A. ll^ in eye; caudal 4I/2 in head; pectoral 5%, rays 12?.

Brown, more or less uniform, head little paler. Iris slate. Fins

all pale.
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r2/;?e.—U.S.N.M. no. 94080. D. 5160. Tinakta Island (N.), S. 72°

W., 2.75 miles (lat. 5°12'40" N., long. 119°55'10" E.), Sulu Archi-
pelago. In 12 fathoms. February 22, 1908. Length 55 mm.
Remarlis.—Closely related to Ichthyocampus erythraeus Gilbert,

but differs in its shorter and more robust snout, eyes directed more
or less superiorly, median lateral trunk keel not extending on the

first caudal ring and fewer dorsal rays.

(Named for the Philippines.)

H.W.F.deI.

FiGCRE 15.

—

Brama leucotaenia, new species. Type.

Family BRAMIDAE

Genus BRAMA Schneider

BRAMA LEUCOTAENIA, new species

PlGtrEE 15

Depth 1% ;
head 2%, width 1%. Snout 414 in head from snout tip

;

eye 2I/2, twice snout, little greater than interorbital ; maxillary reaches

y^ in eye, expansion % of eye, length 2 in head from snout tip ; inter-

orbital 2%, low, convex; preopercle edge with rather large serrae.

Gill rakers 4+ 10, lanceolate, 1/3 of gill filaments, which 1% in eye.

Scales 55 in lateral line to caudal base; 10 above, 15 below, 23

predorsal forward opposite hind pupil edge; 10 below across cheek.
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Scales on middle of sides very narrowly imbricated, with median
horizontal keel. Interorbital, snout, and mandible scaleless. Fins

not scaly.

D. Ill, 26, fin height anteriorly 1% in total head ; A. 27, fin height

1% ; least depth of caudal peduncle 4; pectoral 1, rays i, 16; ventral I,

5, fin 1% in total head.

Brown on back, sides and below with dull brassy tint. Iris brown-
ish. Fins all more or less brownish and dorsals with a longitudinal

subbasal pale though distinctly evenly defined pale or light band its

whole extent.

Type.—U.S.'NM. no. 98817. D. 5134. Balukbaluk Island (N.)

S. 59° W., 6.25 miles (lat. 6°44'45" N., long. 121°48' E.), Sulu Archi-

pelago, near Basilan Island, Philippines. February 7, 1908. In 25

fathoms. Length 32 mm.
Eemarks.—Known only from the above described young specimen,

which differs from Branui raii (Bloch) in the presence of the pale

subbasal longitudinal band on the dorsals. Liitken figures slightly

larger and smaller specimens (Spolia Atlantica, 1880, pi. 4, figs. 1, 2),

though they have their fins uniformly colored. My drawing does

not show the lower scales of the tail quite so contrasted in their

convergence as seen on the type specimen.

(Xey/coj, white+ Tat''ia, ribbon; with reference to the white band
on the dorsal fin.)

H.W.F.del.

Figure 16.

—

Benthodesmus henjamini, new species. Type.

Family LEPIDOPIDAE

Genus BENTHODESMUS Goode and Bean

BENTHODESMUS BENJAMINI, new species

Figure 16

Depth 21 to 212/3 ; head 62/3 to 7%, width 51/3 to 6. Snout 21/6 to

2V5 in head from snout tip ; eye 6% to 8%, 3 to 4 in snout, f^ in inter-

orbital in young to greater than interorbital with age; maxillary
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reaches eye, expansion li/^ to 2 in eye, length 2^5 to 2% in head from
snout tip; 4 large upper front canines, followed by 5 or 6 smaller

wide set teeth each side; 8 or 9 wide set teeth each side below, first

one of which well inclined back and not enlarged; row of small

slender teeth on each palatine ; interorbital 6i^ to 9, rather low, level.

Gill rakers as 2+ 7, low, short, feeble denticles, barely y^ of gill

filaments, which 1% in eye.

No scales. Lateral line complete, axial along side of body.

D. 115 to 122, fin height 7 in total head length ; A. 74, lower than
dorsal; caudal 6 to 61/^? (damaged) ; least depth of caudal peduncle

21/2 to 5 in eye
;
pectoral 2% to 3 in head, rays 12 ; ventral small pair

of rudimentary scalelike flaps opposite pectoral origin on median
line of belly, about l^ of eye.

Gray or leaden, where skin rubbed off brown. Iris gray. Inside

mouth and gill opening blackish gray. Fins pale.

Type.—U.S.'NM. no. 98821. D. 5445. Atalaya Point, Batag Island,

S. 56° E., 5.3 miles (lat. 12°44'42'' N., long. 124°59'50'' E.), east

coast of Luzon, Philippines. In 383 fathoms. June 3, 1909. Length
632 mm. Also a series of 4 paratypes from deep water in the Philip-

pines and East Indies.

(Named for Dr. Marcus Benjamin (1857-1932), efficient editor

during many years of the publications of the United States National

Museum.)
Family CARANGIDAE

Genus ALEPES Swainson

Branchialepes, new subgenus

Type.—jSelar tdbidae Barnard.

Differs from the subgenera Alepes Swainson and Atule Jordan and
Jordan in the increased lower gill rakers 50, compared with 19 to 32

for the former two divisions. Also has well developed posterior

adipose eyelids.

{^payx'-ov, gil\ + Alepes, with reference to the numerous lower gill

rakers.)

Genus URASPIS Bleeker

URASPIS PECTORALIS, new species

Figure 17

Depth 21^; head 2%, width 2%. Snout 2% in head from snout

tip ; eye 3l^, 1% in snout, 1% in interorbital ; orbit 3, equals snout

;

maxillary reaches % in eye, expansion 2 in eye, length 2i/^ in head

from snout tip; teeth uniserial in jaws, absent from palate or tongue;
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interorbital 3, convexly elevated, with median ridge extending to

dorsal. Gill rakers 4+ 13, lanceolate, equal gill filaments, which 1%
in eye.

Scales 52+ 36 in lateral line, straight section IVs in low arch; 20

above arch to soft dorsal orgin, 40 below. Breast and chest naked to

pectoral base and behind ventral bases. Fins not scaly, only scaly

sheaths at bases of soft dorsal and anal. Caudal base scaly. Very

few scales on cheek, only few close to infraorbitals and about post-

ocular. Scute, depth 3% in eye.

D. VIII-I, 24, I, second spine 614 in total head, first branched

ray 2i/io ; A. II-I, 20, i, first branched ray 21/2 ; least depth of caudal

peduncle 61/2; caudal II/5?, forked; ventral 2%, reaches 1% to anal;

pectoral 2% in fish without caudal, rays 11, 21, reaches 1

section of lateral line.

in straight

//m

"^^^

XNSV

H.W.F.deL

Figure 17.

—

Vraspis pectoralis, new species. Type.

Gray above, silvery white below. Iris pale. Mouth inside black,

roof and tongue white. Fins brownish.

Type.—V.S.^M. no. 98820. (6328.) Manila Market, Philip-

pine Islands. July 11, 1908. Length 215 mm.
Distinguished chiefly by the long pectorals.

{pectoralis, with reference to its pectorals.)

Family CIRRHITIDAE

ANALYSIS OF GENERA

ai, CiRRHiTiNAE. Head small, jaws not greatly extended in front.

bK Upper profile with deep notch, or incurved over eye; pre-

opercle sharply serrate.

c'. Soft dorsal rays 12 or 13 Cirrhitichthys

c2. Soft dorsal rays 16 or 17 Csrprinocirrhitea

36541—38 2
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b^. Upper profile convex, with head deep and mouth low.

dK Scales cycloid, or nearly so.

e'. Palatines with teeth anteriorly Cirrhitus

e^. Palatines toothless.

/'. Dorsal origin nearly over hind edge of preopercle;

canines obsolete Amblycirrhitus

p. Dorsal origin over pectoral base; canines in both

jaws Paracirrhites

d^. Scales large, rough ctenoid; cheeks with large scales;

canines small; palatines with teeth Isobiona

¥. Upper profile well incUned; straight or only slightly convex,

muzzle pointed, moderate and mouth terminal.

g^. Dorsal spines not half of body depth; scales in 5 or 6

rows on cheek Cirrhitoidea

g^. Fourth dorsal spine nearly as high as greatest body

depth; scales in 4 rows on cheek Acanthocirrhitus

a^. OxYCiRRHiTiNAE. Head elongated, with long, extended snout;

premaxillaries with hind extensions toothed Oxycirrhites

Subfamily CiRRHiTiNAE

Genus CIRRHITICHTHYS Bleeker

CIRRHITICHTHYS ANALIS, new species

Figure 18

Depth 2%; head 2%, width 2. Snout 31/5 in head; eye 3, very

slightly exceeds snout, greatly exceeds interorbital ; maxillary reaches

front eye edge, expansion 2^/^ in eye, length 3 in head ; teeth in villi-

form bands in jaws, wider anteriorly, outer slightly enlarged but

more so below where 2 or 3 rather large canines form on middle of

each mandibular ramus; narrow band of fine teeth on each palatine

and vomer; interorbital 5%, concave; preopercle edge with 18

rather large denticles. Gill rakers 5+ 10, lanceolate; 14 of gill fila-

ments, which 1% in eye.

Scales 36+ 3 in lateral line; 4 above, 10 below, 7 predorsal forward

opposite hind eye edge; 4 rows on cheek below eye. Fins all scaly

basally. Suprascapula with 8 denticles. Lateral line extends little

high at first along side of caudal peduncle and becomes median at

caudal base. Scales with 10 radiating basal striae; circuli fine,

minute, not extended apically.

D. X, 12, I, third spine 2 in head, first branched ray II/2
; -^- HI,

6, 1, second spine li/l>, first ray 1%; caudal 11-4, truncate; least depth

of caudal peduncle 3; pectoral 1, rays i, 7, vi, membranes of lowest

or simple rays deeply incised ; ventral rays I, 5, fin 1% in head.

Pale brown generally, fins more or less whitish. Iris pale gray.

Spinous dorsal with edges of eighth and ninth membranes broadly;

black. Scattered black spots, less than pupil, on soft dorsal. Small

blackish brown spots on predorsal anteriorly and posterior part of
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interorbital. Small black spot above suprascapiila and another on

upper front part of opercle.

Type.—V.S.^M. no. 98901. (22124.) D. 5145. Jolo Light, S. 16«

E., 0.85 mile (lat. 6°4'30" N., long. 120=59'30" E.), vicinity of Jolo.

In 23 fathoms. February 15, 1908. Length 69 mm.
Remarks.—Only the type known. Greatly like Cirrhitopsis aureus

(Schlegel), but differing chiefly in the longer second anal spine and
distinct or contrasted dark to blackish spots on the head and dorsal

fin.

{analis, with reference to the anal spines.)

Figure 18.

—

Cirrhitichthys analis, new species. Type.

Genus AMBLYCIRRHITUS Gill

AMBLYCIRRHITUS INDICUS, new species

CirrMtes fasciafus Cuviek (not Bennett, 1828), Histoire natiirelle des poissons,

vol. 3, p. 76, pi. 47, 1829 (type locality, PoncUcherry )

—

Gxjnthee, CatalogiTe

of the fishes of the British Museum, vol. 2, p. 73, 1860 ( copied ) .—Day, The
fishes of India, pt. 1, p. 145, 1875 (copied) ; suppl., p. 788, 1888.

Amhlycirrhitus fasciatiis Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1862, p. 105

(reference).

Cirrhitichthys fasciatiis Day, The fauna of British India, Fishes, vol. 2, p. 51,

1889 (Madras).

Depth 2% ; head 3, width 2%. Snout 3 in head ; eye 4, 1% in snout

;

maxillary reaches i/^ in eye, expansion 1%, length 2% in head ; teeth

small, simple, conic, no canines; interorbital Ioav, eye invading

slightly front profile ; hind preopercle edge serrate.

Scales 38+7 in lateral series (on Cuvier's figure) ; 15 transversely

between soft dorsal and anal origins; 8 rows on cheek to preopercle

ridge. Vertical fins scaly basally.
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D. X, 12, fourth spine 2% in head, first ray l^s ; A. Ill, 6, second
spine lyo, third ray 1%; caudal ll^, truncate; least depth of caudal
peduncle 21^; pectoral li/io? rays n, 7, v; ventral rays I, 5, fin length

lYs in head.

Gray, white below. Small, scattered white spots on snout and
predorsal. Four broad dark gray transverse bands on back, with
narrower and paler one in each light interspace. Dorsals gray, with
some small white spots. Other fins uniformly pale. (Cuvier, Day.)
Remarks.—India. No lengtli is given for the species, though

Cuvier's figure measures 125 mm. No material examined or seen.

Proposed to replace Cirrhites fasciatus Cuvier, preoccupied by
Cirrhites fasciatus Bennett (Zool. Journ., vol, 4, p, 39, 1828, type

locality. Sandwich Islands) =6'2>rA i^t?^ cinctus Giinther, 1860, Tliis

last therefore antedated becomes Paracirrhites fasciatus (Bennett).

(Named for India.)

ACANTHOCIRRHITUS, new genus

Type.—Cirrhites oxycephaJus Bleeker.

Body elongately ovoid. Head small. Snout conic. Ej-e rather

high, median in length of head. Maxillary reaches below front of

eye. Mouth terminal, rather low, jaws equal or subequal. Teeth

small, in bands in jaws, on vomer and palatines, mostly villiform.

Interorbital nar^()^v, low. Preopercular edge serrated. Branchio-

stegals 6. Scales small in lateral series. Lateral line distinct, com-
plete, axial. Dorsal spines graduated to fourth or longest spine,

which equals about % of greatest body depth. First dorsal ray longest,

ends in filament, little longer than fourth dorsal spine. Anal spines

long, but little shorter than fourth dorsal spine. Caudal rounded.

Pectoral subequal with head. Ventral inserted well behind pectoral

base.

One species, characterized by its long dorsal and anal spines.

{oLKavda, si>m.e-\-Cirrhitus.)

Family SCORPAENIDAE
ANALYSIS OF GENERA

c\ Body scaly, sometimes with fleshy or skinny flaps ; pectoral with-

out free rays.

&\ Dorsal spines not greatly elongated with slender free tips;

pectorals moderate.

c^. Dorsal fins continuous, undivided.

d\ Spinous dorsal begins well behind preopercle.

e\ SEBAsnNAE. Dorsal spines 13 to 16; front profile more
or less oblique Hoplosebastes

e". ScoRPAENiNAE. Dorsal spines 12.

f. Bones of head without large muciferous cavities

;

occiput with 2 pairs of spines; scales present, or

with dermal flaps.'
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g^. Some or all pectoral rays branched.

"h}. Lateral line developed, complete.

t\ Palatine teeth present.

j\ Scales on top of head ctenoid; armature of

head moderate.

W-. Air bladder well developed Sebastiscus

fc'. Air bladder obsolete Helicolenus

;'. Scales on top of head cycloid, or absent; no

air bladder Scorpaena

^^ No palatine teeth.

l^. Head scaly, also prepectoral region— Scorpaenopsis

V. Only few scales on head behind eye and

on breast ;
prepectoral region and front

of belly naked Scorpaenopsella

;^^ Lateral line incomplete, only on 4 or 5 scales be-

hind siiprascapula Phenacoscorpius

g^. Pectoral rays all simple.

j»\ Lateral line without filaments.

«\ No supraorbital tentacle Hipposcorpaena

n^. Supraorbital tentacle half of head,

Nemapontinus

»^^ Lateral line with row of filaments.

Crossoscorpaena

f . Bones of head with large muciferous cavities ; spines

of head little developed; scales deciduous, cycloid.

Macroscorpius

e*. Ptebodichthyinae, new subfamily. Dorsal spines 11;

anal spines 2 Pteropelor

(Z*. Centropogoninae, new subfamily. Spinous dorsal begins

over vertical limb of preopercle Centropogon

(?. Plectkogeniinae, new subfamily. Dorsal fins divided, first

with 10 spines and second with 7 rays Plectrogenium

>l Pteeoinab. Dorsal spines 12 or 13, greatly extended, venom-

ous; pectoral more or less elongate; top of head with

spinous crests; anal spines 3; no palatine teeth.

o\ Preorbital without tentacle, or only

short filament present Brachypterois

o^ Preorbital with exceedingly long

tentacle or barbel Nemapterois

Body scaleless, or if scales present rudimentary, and sometimes

with dermal flaps.

p\ Scorpaenellinae, new subfamily.

Dorsal spines 12, fin undivided

;

pectoral moderate, large, rays

all simple, united ; armature of

head well developed Scorpaenella

p*. Minoinae. Dorsal spines 10 or

11, fin undivided
;
pectoral mod-

erate, lower ray detached ; top

of head with spinous crests Minous

p^ Inimicinae. Dorsal spines 15

to 18, first 3 spines separated

;

2 lower pectoral rays nearly

detached Inimicus
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Subfamily Sebastinae

Genus HOPLOSEBASTES Schmidt

HOPLOSEBASTES PRISTIGENYS, new species

FiGUKE 19

Depth 278 1 head 214, width 1%. Snout 3% in head from snout

tip; eye 4%, 1% in snout, greatly exceeds interorbital ; maxillary,

reaches 1/0 in eye, expansion fi/o in eye, length 1% hi head from

snout tip; teeth minutely villiform, in bands in jaws, of which upper

band little wider; narrow band of fine teeth on vomer; interorbital

6^, deeply concave, with deep median longitudinal channel. Gill

rakers 6+11, lanceolate, 4 or 5 above and below rudimentary; length

1% in gill filaments, which 3 in eye.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 19.—Hoplosebastes pristigenys, new species. Type.

Pair of nasal spines; 2 small anterosupraorbital spines each side,

with posterior larger, then serrated edge of 5 points (entire on right

supraorbital), followed by 2 postero-supraorbital spines (left double,

right single), pair of coronals, pair of occipitals and finally pair of

nuchals; 3 preorbital, median closer to posterior and both directed

backward; suborbital stay with 8 spines (right stay with 12); 4

preopercular spines, upper largest, next below minute ; 3 postoculars,

first small, others large and finally large double pronged supra-

scapular; 2 wide set opercular spines, opposite; strong humeral spine.

Scales 50+ 4 close above and along lateral line; tubular scales

26+ 4 in lateral line; 9 scales above, 14 below; 12 predorsal forward

to occipital spines; 5 postocular scales. Head largely covered with

small ctenoid scales, except muzzle and branchiostegal region. Small

scales crowded on breast, prepectoral region, caudal base and belly.
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Lateral line complete, axial along side of body, with rather large

tubes. Scales with 5 to 7 basal radiating striae; apical denticles 24

or 25 rather strong, conic, in 2 or 3 series ; circuli fine.

D. XIII, 9, I, fifth spine 2-% in total head length, third ray 21^;

A. Ill, 5, I, second spine 3^, second ray 2; caudal 1%, convex be-

hind; least depth of caudal peduncle 4^4; pectoral 1%, rays i, 8, ix;

ventral rays I, 5, fin 1% in total head length.

Body pale brown, still little paler to whitish below. Two narrow,

dark bands across interorbital. Dark band across occiput down to

hind eye edge. Eye with dark brown bar forward, 3 others from its

lower edge obliquely down. Narrow dark brown band from ends

of occipital spines, crosses occiput and down side of head on front

of opercle. Double dark brown predorsal band to middle of opercle

and joined behind by broader band inclined from first 2 dorsal spines.

Pair of dark brown bands down from behind fifth to sixth dorsal

spines to below lateral line; another pair from ninth and tenth spines

fused below and not reaching lateral line. Two dark bands down
from soft dorsal well below lateral line. Pair of dark bands across

caudal peduncle. All dark bands described bordered narrowly with

still deeper brown. Fins light or whitish generally. Spinous dorsal

with dark oblique bar from behind each spine. Fins otherwise all

spotted with dark brown in contrast, as folded from dark transverse

bars. Iris dark gray.

2"2//;e.—U.S.N.M. no. 98898. (6461.) D.5305. Lat. 21°54' N., long.

114°46' E., China Sea, vicinity of Hong Kong. In 37 fathoms.

October 24, 1908. Length 118 mm.
Reniarlcs.—A handsome species, with variegated color pattern,

known only from the type. It is related to Hoplosebastes armatus

Schmidt from Nagasaki, Japan, based on a single specimen 157.5

mm long. It differs in details of coloration, the larger and more

extensive spots on the fins, scaleless maxillary, the presence of ^ anal

spines, and in other features.

{KplaTLS, saw+ TtJ^L's, jaw.)

Genus SEBASTISCUS Jordan and Starks

SEBASTISCUS TRIACANTHUS, new species

I'lGUEE 20

Depth 2% ; head 21/4, width 2. Snout 3I/2 in head from snout tip

;

eye 3i/^, equals snout, greater than interorbital; maxillary reaches

1^ in eye, expansion 2% in eye, length 214 in head from snout tip

;

teeth finely villiform, in narrow bands in jaws and on vomer and

palatines; interorbital 6l^, low, depressed, and with concave median

channel. Gill rakers 7+ 15, lanceolate, equals gill filaments or 3

in eye.
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Pair of small nasal spines; 1 antero-supraorbital and 2 postero-

supraorbital spines
;
pair of small coronal spines, their points directed

inward or toward one another; pair of long keels each end in small

occipital spines, followed by short nuchal; 2 bifid preorbital spines,

similar, on lower front edge over premaxillary ; suborbital stay with

3 small, rather close set spines at middle of lower orbital rim; 5

preopercular spines, median largest and 2 lowest directed down-

ward; 3 strong spines at supra-scapula, preceded by an elevated

spine; 2 strong opercular spines, upper larger and slightly little

posterior.

mm.

H.W.F.clel.

Figure 20.

—

Sehastiscus iriacanthus, new species. Type.

Scales 60+ 7 close along and above lateral line; 28+ 1 tubular

scales in lateral line; 14 above, 18 below, 16 predorsal forward to

occipital groove about opposite tips of occipital spines and very small

scales still forward to upper lip. Maxillary covered with very small

scales, also mandible; 14+ 6 scales obliquely down on cheek from

lower eye edge. Fins with fine scales basally. Scales with 8 to 13

basal radiating striae ; 30 to 33 slender, rather long denticles, with 2

or 3 transverse series of basal elements ; circuli fine, coarser apically.

D.XII, 12, I, fourth spine 2% in total head length, third ray 23/5

;

A. Ill, 6, I, third spine 2%, first ray 21/3; caudal 2, little rounded

behind; least depth of caudal peduncle 4%; pectoral 1%, rays i,

8, VIII ; ventral rays I, 5, fin 2 in total head length.

Uniform pale or light brown, without any markings. Iris pale.

Fins all uniformly light.

Type.—U.S.N.M. no. 44912, Japan. Japanese Government. 1893.

Length 333 mm.
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Differs from Sebdstiscus olbofasciatus (Lacepede) in its apparent

uniformly pale coloration, the presence of 3 small spines at the lower

edge of the orbit and the bifid preorbital spines.

(rpets, three H-aKaj'^a, spine.)

Genus SCORPAENA Linnaeus

SCORPAENA AMPLISQUAMICEPS, new species

FlQXJBE 21

Depth 3 to 31/8 ; head 2i/s to 21^, width 2-^) to 21/5. Snout 41/5 to

4% in head from snout tip ; eye 3% to 41/6, 1 in snout, greatly exceeds

interorbital ; maxillary reaches % to % in eye, expansion 14^ to 2 in

eye, length 2% to 2i/4 in head from snout tip ; teeth in broad villiform

bands in jaws, in narrower bands on vomer and palatines; interorbital

7% to 8l^, concave; occiput with very shallow depression. Gill

rakers 5+10, of which 3 or 4 above and 5 below rudimentary

tubercles
;
gill rakers equal gill filaments or 4 in eye.

Figure 21.—Scorpaena amplisquamiceps, new species. Type.

Pair of nasal spines
;
pair of antero-supraorbital spines and 3 pairs

of postero-supraorbital sx^ines followed by occipital and nuchal pair

;

very small supero-postorbital spine, followed by 2 large spines, least

of which close before suprascapular spine; 2 preorbital spines, both

directed backward; suborbital stay with 4 spines, first of which on

preorbital bone ; 4 preopercular spines, upper longest and with small

prebasal spine; 2 wide set opercular spines, opposite one another;

rather blunt humeral spine.

Scales 33 to 37+2 or 3 close above and along lateral line; tubular

scales 22 or 23+ 1 in lateral line ; 7 scales above, 11 below ; 10 predorsal
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scales forward to occiput or about opposite occipital spines, or about

18 forward until opposite hind pupil edge ; 3 postoculars ; scales on

head all large, none on muzzle, front of interorbital, maxillary and

branchiostegal region. Scales on breast, chest, prepectoral region,

pectoral base and belly all much smaller than other body scales;

scales on caudal base moderately small. Lateral line axial, high at

first, complete; tubes simple, long, each well exposed. Scales with

15 to 18 basal radiating striae; 60 to 71 short, slender, apical den-

ticles, with 1 or 2 transverse series of basal elements ; circuli fine,

D. XIT, 9, I, third spine 2if, to 2% in total head length, fifth ray

2l^ to 2% ; A. Ill, 5, i, second spine 23/5 to 2%, second ray 2% to

2%; caudal 11/2 to 1%, hind edge convex; least depth of caudal

peduncle 4:% to 51/2; pectoral 1% to 1%, rays 11, 7 or 8, xi; ventral

rays I, 5, fin 2 in total head length.

Brown, mottled with darker and paler obscurely on back and sides.

Iris grayish. Fins all pale or light, with dark basal blotch on spinous

dorsal at bases of second and third membranes, and at base of sixth

membrane. Few faint blotches on spinous dorsal.

Tijpe.—V.S.^M. no. 98883. (1637.) D. 5266. Matoco Point, S.

22° E., 7 miles (lat. 13°44'36" N., long. 120°59'15" E.), Verde Island

Passage and Batangas Bay, Philippines. In 100 fathoms. June 8,

1908. Length 152 mm. Also a series of paratypes from Philippine

seas, in 100 to 161 fathoms.

Remarks.—Known by its combination of characters, especially its

small scales on the breast and prepectoral region, large scales on head

and its large eye. Though in some respects suggestive of Scorpaena

hucephcdus Alcock, it differs in the gi-eatly larger scales on the head.

That species is shown with very small postorbital and cranial scales.

{ampliLS, la,rgG + squama, scale+ ce^s, head.)

SCORPAENA MEGALEPIS, new species

FlGtTBE 22

Depth 2% to 33/5; head 2 to 2i/8, width 1% to 2%. Snout 34^ to

414 in head from snout tip; eye 3i/^ to 4l^, greater than snout in

young to subequal with age, greatly exceeds interorbital; maxillary

reaches % to % in eye, expansion li/o to 2, lenglh 2 in head from

snout tip; teeth villiform, in moderately wide bands in jaws and

narrow band on vomer and palatines; interorbital 81/0 to 8%, concave.

Gill rakers 5+ 12, of which 3 or 4 above and below as rudimentary

tubercles; lanceolate, equal gill filaments or 3 in eye.

Pair of nasal spines
;
pair of antero-supraorbital spines and 3 pairs

of postero-supraorbital spines, followed by a pair of occipitals and a

pair of nuchals; occipital depression slight; 3 postocular spines,

first small and finally small suprascapular spine; small and incon-
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spicuous tympanic spine close over third postocular spine ; 2 preorbital

spines, posterior larger and directed little backward; suborbital stay

with 4 spines, of which first on preorbital bone ; 4 preopercular spines,

upper largest, with small spine on outer basal part; 2 widely di-

vergent opercular spines, lower little posterior; humerus with broad

rounded keel, without spine.

H.W.F.deL

Figure 22.

—

Scorpaena meyalepis, new species. Type.

Scales 25 to 28+ 2 close along and above lateral line; ..bular

scales 22 or 23+ 1 or 2 in lateral line; 4 scales above, 9 below; 10

predorsal forward opposite hind pupil edge; 3 postoculars. Scales

on postocular, cheek and opercle, little smaller on occiput, rest of

head naked. Moderate scales on breast, chest, prepectoral region, and

caudal base, though much smaller than lateral scales of body ; small

scales on pectoral base. Lateral line high at first, axial, complete.

Scales with 7 or 8 basal radiating striae; 55 to 58 apical denticles,

with 3 or 4 transverse series of basal elements ; circuli fine. Nostril

with filament; first postero-supraorbital spine with filament nearly

long as eye; filament at occipital spine, long, fringed flap and pos-

terior preorbital spine, and another at upper preopercular spine.

D. XII, 9, I or 10, I, third spine 21/2 to 2% in total head length,

fourth ray 214 to 2% ; A. Ill, 5, i, second spine 214 to 2%, first ray

21/4 to 2%; caudal 1%, convexly rounded behind; least depth of

caudal peduncle 41/8 to 5; pectoral 13/^5 to 1%, rays i, 9, x; ventral

I, 5, fin 1% to 2 in total head.

Body brownish, mottled or variegated obscurely with darker on

back and sides. Under portions paler to whitish. Fins pale gen-

erally. Spinous dorsal with median row of dark blotches, obscurely
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defined at eighth to tenth spines, membranes entirely blackish over
greater terminal portions. Soft dorsal with subbasal dark or brown-
ish band. Anal with grayish transverse band medially. Pectoral
with few indistinct grayish spots on each of upper rays.

Type.—U.S.^M. no. 98897. (6462.) D. 5305. Lat. 21° 54' K,
long. 114°46' E., China Sea, vicinity of Hong Kong. In 37 fathoms.
October 24, 1908. Length 98 mm.
Also several paratypes from the China Sea and the Philippines

in 34 to 45 fathoms.

Remarks.—An interesting small species, known by its coloration

and characters in combination. Its profile is less steep than in Scor-
paena and its eye smaller in specimens of similar size. Character-

istic are the dark bands on the dorsals and anals.

{fxkyds, great+XcTTts, scale.)

SCORPAENA GIBBIFRONS, new species

Figure 23

Depth 23/5; head 2, width 1%. Snout 4% in head from snout

tip; eye 3%, greater than snout, or interorbital ; maxillary reaches

% in eye, expansion 1% in eye, length 2 in head from snout tip;

teeth finely villiform, in moderate wide bands in jaws, and narrow
band on vomer and each palatine; interorbital 7, deeply concave,

with deep median channel. Gill rakers 6+ 12, of which 3 or 4 rudi-

mentary above and below; clavate, 3 in eye; gill filaments % of gill

rakers.

Pair of small nasal spines; pair of small antero-supraorbital and
3 pairs of posterosupraorbital spines, followed by pair of occipitals

and nuchals, of which latter much longest; 2 small spines on upper
hind orbital edge, followed by 2 large postocular spines and a supra-

scapular ; 2 preorbitals posterior larger and directed down and back

;

suborbital stay with 3 spines
;
preopercular spines 5, uppermost long-

est and with small prebasal spine; then third spine below equally

long though intermediate or second spine small ; 2 wide set opercular

spines, upper much larger, about opposite; broad, strong spine on

humerus.

Scales 28+ 2 along and close above course of lateral line; tubular

scales 21+ 1? in lateral line; 5 scales above, 8 below; 7 predorsal for-

ward to occiput ; 3 postocular. Head scaled on postocular, cheek and

opercle, otherwise naked. Scales on chest and breast rather large,

small on pectoral and caudal bases. Lateral line complete, high at

first, axial; tubes large, simple and well exposed. No fleshy flap in

pectoral axil. Scales with 11 to 14 basal radiating striae; 50 to 62
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small, slender, apical denticles, with 1 or 2 series of basal elements

transversely ; circiili fine, coarser or obsolete apically.

D. XII, 9, I, third spine 2 in total head length, second branched

ray 214 ; A. Ill, 5, i, second spine 21/3, first branched ray 21/2 ; candal

1%, evidently rounded (damaged) behind; least depth of caudal

peduncle 4% ;
pectoral 1%, rays 11, 4, xi ; ventral I, 5, fin 1 /^ in total

head length.

Pale brown generally, blotched or clouded obscurely with paler and

lighter. Iris very light brown. Fins all pale, with obscure ^^•hitish

and pale brown bars or spots. Ventral whitish.

Type.—V.S.l^M. no. 98900. (4277.) D. 5482. Cabugan Grande

Island (N.), N. 87° W., 4.5 miles (lat. 10°27'30'' N., long. 125°18' E.),

between Samar and Leyte, vicinity of Surigao Strait. In 67 fathoms.

July 30, 1909. Length 89 mm.

RW.F.deL

FiGDRE 23.

—

Scorpaena gibbifroiis, new species. Type.

Bemark.s.—Only the type known. Somewhat resembles Sebasta-

pistes coloratus Gilbert, here regarded as a Scorpaena^ but differing in

its scaly head, no blackish blotch on spinous dorsal and much larger

scales. Also the scales on the postocular smaller than elsewhere on the

head in Scorpaena megalepis. Scorpaena tucephalus Alcock agrees

with my species in this respect, as well as in other characters, but it

has a different physiognomy with a more extended and less abrupt

muzzle, shorter pectoral, and it is figured witli much smaller scales.

(gibhifrons, short front, or short snout.)
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SCORPAENA MCADAMSI, new species

Figure 24

Depth 21/2 to 24/^ ;
head 2Jo to 21/3, width I1/2 to 1%. Snout 31/2 to 4

in head from snout tip ; eye 3% to 4, subequal with snout, greater than
interorbital; maxillary reaches i/^ to % in eye, expansion 1% to 1%,
length ly^ to 1% in head from snout tip; teeth in narrow, villiform

bands in jaAvs, on vomer and palatines; interorbital 5 to 5%, deeply

concave : occipital depression moderate, transverse, close behind level

of eyes. Gill rakers 5 + 8, short tubercles i^ of gill filaments, which
2% in eye.

H.W.F.deI.

Figure 24.

—

Scorpaena mcadamsi, nev/ species. Type.

Nasal pair of spines moderate ; short antero-supraorbital spine for-

ward, and 2 postero-supraorbitals each side, close, well back; pair of

strong nuchal spines, close behind posterior of 2 postero-supraorbitals

;

parietal and occipital pair of spines each strong; posterior preorbital

spine small, directed down; suborbital stay with 2 short spines; 4
preopercular spines, with small auxiliary at uppermost basally ; strong

postocular ; suprascapular spine present ; 2 opercular spines ; humeral
spine well developed.

Scales 27+ 3 close above and along lateral line; tubular scales 21 +
in lateral line; 6 scales above, 12 below; 5 predorsal. Opercle and
postocular region scaly above. Usually fringed supraocular flap, at

least long as eye. Scales with 7 or 8 short, marginal, subparallel basal

striae; circuli 18 to 20, moderate.

D. XII, 10, fourth spine 2% to 2i/4 in total head length, second ray

2 to 3; A. Ill, 5, second spine 2 to 214, second ray 1% to V/s', caudal
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IY2 to 1%, convex behind ; least depth of caudal peduncle 31/0 to 41/5

;

pectoral from origin IV2 to I3/5, rays 15; ventral rays I, 5, tin li/o to

1% in total head length.

Largely uniform brown, fins little paler. Iris gray. From ninth

to eleventh dorsal spines marginally and submarginally with blackish

blotch. Caudal with slight longitudinal dark band on middle of each

half of fin longitudinally.

Type.—U.S.ISM. no. 98904. (1816.) D. 5174. Jolo Light, E. 2.6

miles (lat. 6°3'45'' N., long. 120°57' E.), in vicinity of Jolo. In 20

fathoms. March 5, 1908. Length 49 mm.
Series of paratypes.—D. 5254. Linao Point, N. 44° E., 0.7 mile

(lat. 7°5'42" N., long. 125°39'42" E.), Gulf of Davao. In 21 fathoms.

May 18, 1908. Length 35 to 45 mm.
Remarks.—Distinguished by its combination of characters, espe-

cially the simple pectoral rays, the second preorbital spine directed

down and its supraocular flap, dark blotch on spinous dorsal and

usually uniform coloration. Iri these respects it differs from Scor-

paena hamlane'n-^is Bleeker.

(Named for Fred McAdams, of Cape [May, N. J., to whom I am
indebted for many interesting off-shore American fishes.)

SCORPAENA PALLIDIMACULA, new species

Figure 2o

Depth 3 ; head 2, width 2iV- Snout 414 i^^ head from snout tip, over

twice eye diameter; orbit 3% in head from snout tip; maxillary

reaches % in orbit, expansion 13^4 in eye, length 2 in head from snout

tip; mandible with moderate, bony, symphyseal spur; teeth finely

villiform, in moderately broad bands in jaws, and narrow bands on

vomer and palatines; interorbital 10, deeply concave, with 2 distinct

longitudinal keels; slight depression on cranium. Gill rakers 7+ 12,

of which 3 or 4 above and below rudimentary tubercles ; length li/^

in gill filaments, which 3% in adult.

Pair of small nasal spines; pair of antero-supraorbital spines and

3 pairs of postero-supraorbital spines, followed by pair of occipitals

and larger pair of nuchals ; small spine at upper hind edge of orbit,

followed by 2 long spines and then 1 at suprascapula ; 2 preorbital

spines, posterior larger and directed little down and backward; sub-

orbital stay with 3 spines; 3 preopercular spines, uppermost longest

and with small prebasal spine; 2 wide set opercular spines, lower

little posterior ; very blunt, short, humeral spine.

Scales 40+3 close along and above lateral line; tubes 24+1? in

lateral line; 5 scales above, 12 below; 17 predorsal forward to hind
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eye edge; 3 or 4 postociilar scales. Head with ctenoid scales, large

on cheek, postociilar region, opercle and top of head, rest naked.

Scales moderately small on chest, breast, prepectoral region and

caudal base. Lateral line high at first, axial along side of body,

complete ; tubes large, simple, single, well exposed. Scales with 6 to

11 basal radiating striae; 19 to 30 short slender apical denticles;

circuli fine basally, coarser to obsolete terminally. Small cutaneous

filaments at nostril, antero-supraorbital spine, first of postero-supra-

orbital spines and upper opercular spine.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 25.

—

Scorpaena pallidimacula, new species. Type.

D. XII, 10, I, fourth spine 2% in total head length, third ray 3;

A. Ill, 5, I, second spine 2%, first ray 2%j caudal 2, little convex

behind; least depth of caudal peduncle 5; pectoral 1%, rays i, 9, x;

ventral I, 5, length 2 in head.

Pale brownish, with some slightly darker cloudings on back and
sides, under surfaces paler. Iris pale gray. Fins pale. Dark brown
blotch on seventh to ninth membranes of spinous dorsal. Soft dorsal

with some obscure brown shades on membranes.

Type.—U.S.l^M. no. 98889. (2557.) D. 5241. Uanivan Island

(N.), S. 68° E., 3 miles (lat. 6°50'45'' N., long. 126°14'38" E.),

Pujada Bay and vicinity. In 215 fathoms. May 14, 1908. Length
98 mm.
Remarks.—^Known by its large eye, dark blotch on the spmous

dorsal, and general physiognomy.

(pallidas, 'pale+mac^iJa, spot; with reference to the inconspicuous

blotch on the spinous dorsal.)
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OSORIOIA, new subgenus

Type.—Scorpaena hemilepidota^ new species.

Body elongately ovoid, well compressed, back little elevated. Head

lar<^e, compressed. Snout broad, rather olitiise. Eye moderate,

reaches upper profile and nearly before middle in head length.

Maxillary reaches below eye, well expanded behind. Mouth large,

lower jaw slightly protruded. Bands of teeth in jaws, and on vomer

and palatines. Interorbital deeply concave, with median channel.

Slight quadrate depression at occiput. Gill opening large, mem-

branes only slightly united in front. Gill rakers few, rather thick

and blunt. Armature of head strong. Scales rather large, ctenoid.

Head, breast, chest, prepectoral region and front of belly naked.

Lateral line complete, high at first, axial along side of body; tubes

distinct. Few rather short skinny flaps on head. Dorsal continuous,

soft fin smaller and little higher than spinous. Anal small, second

spine longest, though third but little shorter and first slightly more

than second. Pectoral with broad base, fin rather short. Ventral

inserted opposite pectoral origin, fin large.

Differs from subgenus Scorpaena in its naked head, shoulder

girdle, breast, and front of belly.

(Named for Dr. Balthazar Osorio, in commemoration of his many

important contributions to African ichthyology.)

SCORPAENA HEMILEPIDOTA, new species

Figure 26

Depth 2%; head 21/8, width 2. Snout ?>% in head from snout

tip; eye 6, 1% in snout, 1 in interorbital; orbit 4% in head from

snout tip, 114 in snout, little greater than interorbital; maxillary

reaches % in eye, expansion 1% in eye, length 2 in head from

snout tip; teeth in villiform bands in jaws, where widest, and narrow

on vomer and palatines; interorbital 6% in head from snout tip.

Gill rakers 6+ 13, of which 5 are above and below rudimentary

tubercles; others robust and obtuse compressed rods, I14 "^ gill

filaments, which 1% in eye.

Pair of nuchal spines; pair of antero-supraorbital and 2 pairs of

postero-supraorbital spines, with little closer pair of coronals pos-

teriorly, followed by pair of occipital and nuchal spines; cluster of

3 short, small, supero-postocular spines and finally large suprascapu-

lar spine ; tympanic spine above last postocular smaller ; 2 preorbital

spines, posterior larger and directed downward ; suborbital stay with

3 spines ; 5 preopercular spines, upper largest and with small prebasal

spine; pair of divergent opercular spines, opposite one another;

strong humeral spine pointing obliquely up and back.

36541—38 3
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Scales 32+ 3 close along and above on lateral line; tubular scales

23+ 1 in lateral line; 5 scales above, 14 below; 6 predorsal forward

to occiput. Head, breast, chest, prepectoral and front of belly naked.

Small scales on posterior part of abdomen. Lateral line complete,

RW.F.deL

Figure 26.

—

Scorpaena hemilepidota, new species. Type.

H.W.F.deL

FiGUBE 27.

—

Scorpaenopsis cotticeps, new species. Type.

continuous, axial along side of body; tubes long, simple, well ox-

posed. Scales with 10 to 14 basal radiating striae; 31 to 33 slender,

uniform, apical denticles; circuli very fine. Nostril, each supra-

orbital spine, occipital spines, preorbital spines and those of sub-
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orbital stay, preopercular spines, humeral spine, and lateral line with

skinny flaps or filaments.

D. XI, I, 9, third spine 2% in total head length, fourth ray 21/8;

A. Ill, 5, 1, second spine 'dV^, second ray 21/4; caudal 1%, convex be-

hind; least depth of caudal peduncle 4%; pectoral !%, rays i, 7, xi;

ventral I, 5, fin 2 in total head length.

Light brownish generally, body clouded or shaded more brownish

above, under surfaces paler to whitish. Iris gray-brown. Fins all

pale brown.

Type.—U.S.'NM. no. 98SS4. (3521.) D. 5392. Tubig Point, N.

49° E., 5 miles (lat. 12°12'35" N., long. 124°2'48" E.), between Samar
and Masbate. In 135 fathoms. March 13, 1909. Length 202 mm.

(17^11, half+XeTTiSwToj, scaled.)

Genus SCORPAENOPSIS Heckel

SCORPAENOPSIS COTTICEPS, new species

FiGTRE 27

Depth 2%; head 2, width 2. Snout 3 in head from snout tip;

eye 37/8 in head from snout tip, l^V iii snout, greater than inter-

orbital; maxillary reaches % in eye, expansion II/3, length ly% in

head from snout tip; teetli fine, villiform, minute, in bands in jaws

and on vomer, none on palatines; interorbital 5%, deeply convex;

deep bean-shaped pit or depression on occiput. Gill rakers 4+ 10, low
tubercles, I/2 of gill filaments, which 2 in eye.

Pair of slender nuchal spines; pair of small antero-supraorbital

spines, and 2 pairs of broad postero-supraorbital spines, pair of small

tympanies, pair of broad parietals, and pair of broad occipitals; 2'

postoculars each side, hind one larger; temporal spine moderate;

suprascapular spine Ioav; 2 widely diverging preorbital spines each

side, front one directed forward and posterior directed backward;

suborbital stay with 4 low spines ; 4 preopercular spines, upper long-

est and with basal auxiliary: 2 divergent opercular spines; humeral
spine well developed.

Scales 26+ 3 along, and close above, in lateral line; pores 20+ in

lateral line; 5 scales above, 11 below, 6 predorsal. Opercle with few
small scales. Small scales on breast, chest, and prepectoral region-

Scales with 6 or 7 basal radiating striae; 10+10 uniform low, weak,,

apical denticles; circuli fine.

D. XII, 10, fourth spine 2-% in total head length, first ray 2%;
A. Ill, 5, second spine 3, second ray 2l^; caudal fi/^, convex be-

hind; least depth of caudal peduncle 5i/^; pectoral 1%, rays 14, all

simple ; ventral rays I. 5. fin 1% in total head.
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Light brown, mottled witk brown. Fins all pale. Iris brassy.

White spots on lower sides of head and mandible. Pectoral rays

with small brown spots.

Ti/pe.—V,S.^M. no. 98891. D. 5159. Tinakta Island (N.), N. 82^

W., 1.40 miles (lat. 5°11'50" N., long. 119°54' E.), Sulu Archipelago,

Tawi Tawi Group. In 10 fathoms. February 21, 1908. Length

38 mm.
{Coitus, sculping- Ke<^dXj7, head.)

aW.F.del.

Figure 28.

—

Scorpaenopsis stigma, new si)ecies. Type.

SCORPAENOPSIS STIGMA, new spccifs

Figure 28

Depth 2%; head 2i/4, width II/2. Snout 4 in head from snout tip;

eye 3, greater than snout, much greater than interorbital; maxil-

lary reaches opposite % in eye, expansion 1% in eye, length 1%
in head from snout tip; minute, villiform teeth in bands in jaws

and small band on vomer, none on palatines; interorbital 9 in head,

deeply concave. Gill rakers 6+14, lanceolate; gill filaments % of

gill rakers, which 314 ii^ eye.

Pair of strong nasal spines behind front pair of nostrils; low

antero-supraorbital spine and 2' greatly higher, strong postero-sup-

raorbital spines each side, followed by coronal pair, then large

parietal pair and finally occipital pair; strong postocular spine over

top of preopercle, followed by another over top of opercle and one

at suprascapula ; 2 broadly obtuse preorbital spines; suborbital stay

with 5 strong spines, followed by strong spine at preopercle angle,

last with outer prebasal spine; lower preopercle edge with 3 spines

of which upper directed back and 2 lower directed downwards; 2
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wide set opercular spines, lower little posterior; strong, oblique

humeral spine.

Scales 26 + 2 in lateral line; 4 above, 9 below, 13 predorsal forward

to middle of eye, of which 5 extend forward to occiput; 2 postocular

to preopercle ridge. Scales small on chest, breast, belly, prepectoral

region and caudal base. Cirri at antero-supraorbital spine, first

postero-supraorbital, behind each parietal, posterior preorbital and

second preopercular. Lateral line little high at first, axial, tubes

small, simple, and inconspicuous. Scales with 6 or 7 basal radiating

striae; 7 or 8 close set short apical denticles; circuli fine, concentric,

many rings extended apically.

D.^ XII, 9, I, third spine 22/3 in total head length, third ray 234 ?

;

A. Ill, 5, second spine 21/5, third ray 2; caudal ly^, rounded behind;

least depth of caudal peduncle 5; pectoral fi/o, i"'iys i, 6, vm; ventral

rays I, 5, fin 2 in total head length.

Body brown, head and fins paler to whitish. Iris gray. Black

blotch large as eye on membrane of spinous dorsal from fifth to tenth

spines.

Type.—V.S.^M. no. 9889C. D. 5518. Point Tagolo Light, S.

64° W., 8.7 miles (lat. 8°48' N., long. 123^31' E.), northern Mindanao

and vicinity. In 200 fathoms. August 9, 1909. Length 69 mm.

Also paratype. Same data. Length 68 mm.

i?emar7i-6-.—Characterized by its heavy armature of the head with

cirri, absence of palatine teeth, lowest 8 pectoral rays simple, short

gill rakers and the large conspicuous black blotch on the spinous

dorsal.

{(jTljfia, spot, with reference to the spinous dorsal.)

SCORPAENOPSELLA, new genus

7)/pe.—ScorpaenopseJla armata^ new species.

Body elongately ellipsoid or greatest depth midway in the stand-

ard length, well compressed. Head large, nearly half of standard

length, well compressed. Snout rather obtusely conic. Eye large,

impinging on upper profile, well advanced in head. Mouth large,

superiorly terminal, or with lower jaw^ protruded and furnished

with low, blunt or rounded symphyseal knob. Maxillary reaches

below eye, expanded behind. Teeth small, pointed, in 4 or 5 irregu-

lar rows above; fewer rows below and with outer enlarged row,

which alone extends posteriorly in jaws. Interorbital deeply con-

cave. Gill opening very large, membrane forming narrow fold

across isthmus. Head with but few scales behind eye and on opercle.

Scales on body rather small. Lateral line complete, conspicuous.

No scales on chest, prepectoral or front of belly. Spinous dorsal
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lower than soft dorsal, fins not deeply notched. Anal small, second

spine longest, third subequally shorter, first less than half of second.

Caudal moderate. Pectoral rather short, with broad deep base. Ven-

tral inserted before pectoral origin.

Small fishes like Scorpaenopsis but only with scales on the head

behind eyes and on breast, the prepectoral region and front of the

belly naked. The armature of the head strong.

{Scorpaena-{-&\}/, appearance+ e//a, diminutive.)

^^P^
FiGDRE 29.

—

Scoi-paenopsella annata, new genus, new species. Type.

SCORPAENOPSELLA ARMATA, new species

FiGTJBE 2i)

Depth 2%; head 21/8, width 1%. Snout 3% in head from snout

tip; eye 41/2, li/4 in snout, greatly exceeds interorbital ; orbit 3% ii^

head from snout tip, equals snout ; maxillary reaches 1/0 in eye, ex-

pansion 114 in eye, length 2 in head from snout tip; teeth small,

pointed, moderately broad band above, lower band narrower with

outer row little enlarged and along whole extent of mandible; tri-

angular band of small teeth on vomer, none on palatines; interorbital

7, deeply concave, with deep, median, longitudinal channel; rather

deep quadrate occipital depression. Gill rakere 6+12, of which 4 or 5

above and below short asperous tubercles; gill rakers subequal with

gill filaments, which 3 in eye.

Pair of short, strong nasal spines; antero-supraorbital spines low

and 3 pairs of postero-supraorbital spines, followed by occipital and

nuchal pair; 2 small suprapostocular spines, followed by 2 large ones

and finally suprascapular spine ; small tympanic spine over and close

to second (fourth of entire series) large postocular; blunt anterior

preorbital spine directed downward; suborbital stay with 3 spines; 5
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preoperciilar spines, upper largest, v.ith small spine before its base

externally ; 2 wide set opercular spines, opposite, lower nearly reach-

ing gill opening; strong humeral spine inclined back and upward.

Scales 37 f 3? close above and along lateral line; tubular scales

23+1? in lateral line; 6 scales above, 14 below; 3 postocular; 9 pre-

dorsal to occipital spines. Head largely naked, except patch of few

postocular scales and small area on upper part of opercles. Chest,

breast, prepectoral region, front of abdomen and pectoral bases

naked. Lateral line high, slopes along side of body axialiy; tubes

large, simple, well exposed. Scales with 8 or 9 basal radiating

striae ; apical denticles 17 to 20, slender, rather long, uniform ; circuli

fine. Flap long as pupil each side of snout tip; large fringed flap

from front nostril; small filament from first postero-supraorbital

spine ; large flap from second preorbital spine.

D. XII, 9, I, third spine 31/10 in total head length, third ray 2^5

;

A. Ill, 5, 1, second spine 314, first ray 21/0 ; caudal 1%, convex behind;

least depth of caudal peduncle 5; pectoral l^io, rays n, 7, xi; venlral

rays I, 5, fin 2 in total head length.

Light brown, paler to whitish below. Obscure darker brown bar

across predorsal and 5 others from bases of dorsals on back, first at

fifth dorsal spine, second at seventh, third at eleventh, fourth at third

dorsal ray, fifth at seventh. Dark bar from lower eye edge down on.

cheek. Spinous dorsal with dark brown terminally on membranes as

well as basally. Soft dorsal with obscure brown blotches. Several

gray spots on pale or whitish anal. Caudal whitish, with 3 or 4

very indistinct darker transverse bars. Pectoral brown, with 4 dark

bare transversely, outer 2 wider. Ventral whitish, little brownish

terminally.

Type.—U.S.^M. no. 98893. (2098.) D. 5117. Sombrero Island,

S. 17° E., 10.8 miles (lat. 13°52'22'' N., long. 120°46'22" E.), Balayan

Bay and Verde Island Passage. In 118 fathoms. January 21, 1908.

Length 88 mm.
{armata, armed, with i-eference to the spines on the head.)

PHENACOSCORPIUS, new genus

Type.—Phen^coscorpius megalops., new species.

Body compressed, elongately ovoid, back but little elevated. Head
large, compressed. Snout short, obtuse, less than eye. Eye large,

nearly in front half of head, meets upper profile. Mouth large,

closed jaws nearly even. Maxillary reaches below eye, expanded

behind. Teeth in villiform bands in jaws, on vomer, none on

palatines. Interorbital narroM% concave. Gill opening wide, mem-
branes scarcely united, free from isthmus. Gill rakers lanceolate.

Pseudobranchiae well developed. Spines of head strongly developed.
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large, conspicuous, vrith high keels and sharp points. Few slender

filaments on head. Scales large, weakly ctenoid, cover most of head,

but fins except caudal base naked. Lateral line very short, only

slightly developed on several anterior scales. Dorsals moderately

notched, spines moderate and soft fin shorter than spinous. Anal

like soft dorsal, spines slender, second largest. Caudal rounded.

Pectoral moderate, reaches anal. Ventral small, inserted slightly

before pectoral,

Giaracterized chiefly by its imperfect lateral line, large scales,

heavy armature of the head and large eyes.

{<t>evo^, cheat -\-Scorpius, with reference to the incomplete lateral

line.

)

PHENACOSCORPIUS MEGALOPS, new species

FiGUBE 30

Depth 2% to 3; head 21/5 to 2%, width l^A to Ivs- Snout 4 to

41/5 in head from snout tip ; eye 31/2 to 3%, greater than snout or

interorbital ; orbit 31/3 to 3% in head from snout tip; maxillary

reaches 14 in eye, expansion I1/2 to 1% in eye, length 2 in head from

snout tip; teeth finely villiform, in bands of moderate width in jaws,

and small triangular band on vomer, none on palatines ; interorbital

81/2 to 91/3, deeply concave. Gill rakers 7+ 14, lanceolate, of which 4

or 5 above and below rudiments; slightly longer than gill filaments

or 3 in orbit.

Spines all well developed, strong; pair of nasals; pair of antero-

supraorbitals, 3 pairs of postero-supraorbitals followed by 2 strong

occipital and nuchal pairs ; 3 postoculars, first small and close behind

eye; strong suprascapular spine; 2 very broad obtuse preorbitals;

suborbital stay with 6 or 7 spines, of which last may be double; 4

preopercular spines, with small one at outer front edge of uppermost,

which longest; 2 widely divergent opercular spines, opposite and

lower sometimes extends over gill opening; strong oblique humeral

spine.

Scales 30+ 3 close above and along axial row of scales on side;

14 or 15 scales transversely at origins of soft dorsal and spinous

anal; 3 postocular scales; 17 predorsal forward to middle of eyes.

Lateral line very incomplete, only extends from suprascapula back

over 4 or 5 scales, tubes large, Avell exposed and simple. Scales with

8 to 12 basal radiating striae; row of 14 to 18 rather long, weak

apical denticles; circuli fine, coarser apically. Scales much smaller

on breast, chest, and belly than on sides. More or less slender, simple,

filaments at second supraorbital, occipital and second preorbital

spines.
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D. XII, 9, 1, fourth spine 2% to 3 in head, fourth ray 21/6 to 21/3;

A. Ill, 5, I, second spine 23/5 to 2%, third ray 21/3 to 21/5; caudal

1% to 1%, rounded convexly behind ; least depth of caudal peduncle

41/5 to 4%; pectoral II/3 to 1%, rays i, 8, viii,- ventral rays I, 5,

fin 1% to 2 in total head length.

Pale brownish generally. Iris grayish above. Fins all pale to

whitish. Spinous dorsal with dark brown to blackish blotch on

sixth or seventh (or even eighth) membranes.

H.W.F.deL

Figure 30.

—

Plieitacoxcorpiiis megalops, new genus, new species. Type.

Type.—V.S.'NM. no. 98903. (3696.) D. 5387. Bagatao Island

Light (outer), S. 80° E., 27 miles (lat. 12°54'40" N., long. 123°20'30"

E.), between Burias and Luzon. In 209 fathoms. March 11, 1909.

Length 109 mm. Also a series of paratypes, in depths from 37 to 340

fathoms.

^c??iar7i'.§.—Philippines, East Indies. A very distinct form, easily

known by its very large eyes and incomplete lateral line, also the

strong armature of the head. Several of the specimens with rather

large lerneans attached to the eye. In young black dorsal spot very

contrasted and extends over all membi-anes involved.

(nhas, large+ ci;/', eye.)

HIPPOSCORPAENA, new genus

T3ype.—Hipposcorpoena pamcntosa, nevr species.

Body deepest at hind part of liead, slopes rapidly down behind.

Head very large, compressed, deep, inclined forward. Snout very

long, well compressed, with well concave profile, end in front as

protuberance. Eye small, greatly elevated and orbital socket well
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protruded above in upper profile of head. Mouth rather small, low,

lower jaw shallow and little protruded in front. Teeth obsolete.

Maxillary greatly expanded behind. Interorbital deeply concave.

Gill rakers short low tubercles. Scales small, smooth, adherent.

Lateral line complete, axial, with rather large tubes. Head and body

with skinny flaps. Fin rays simple. Two dorsals, separating notch

deep and front rays of first fin highest. Anal opposite soft dorsal,

base little shorter. Caudal rather long, lower rays longest. Pec-

toral large. Ventral inserted well before pectoral, smaller.

Resembles Taenianotus Lacepede, but with much deeper body, very

diiferent physiognoni}', well -separated dorsals, and advanced ventrals.

(iTTTTos, horse+ Scorpae 7ia.)

H.W.F.del.

Figure 31.

—

Hipposcorpaena filamentosa, new genus, new species. Type.

HIPPOSCORPAENA FILAMENTOSA, new species

Figure 31

Depth 21/4; head 2\\q^ width 2i/2. Snout l%o "^ head from snout

tip ; eye 614, 314 ii^ snout, greater than interorbital ; maxillary not quite

reaching opposite front eye edge, expansion 3 in snout, length 2% in

head from snout tip; interorbital IV5 in eye; preopercle edge w^ith 4

divergent spines, upper 2 largest. Gill rakers 6+11 low spinescent

tubercles, about half of gill filaments, which half of eye.

Scales about 30 counted along lateral line to caudal base; tubes 22

in lateral to caudal base and 2 more on latter; 6 scales above, 15 below.

No distinct scales on head. Supraorbital flap simple, little longer

than eye. Close along and above lateral line row of 8 rather long

cutaneous flaps.
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D. XI, 10, second spine 2 in total head, fifth ray 23^ ; A. 9, fifth

ray 2% ; caudal II/3, rays branched and lower longer ; least depth of

caudal peduncle 4% ;
pectoral 1%, rays 14 ; ventral rays, I, 5, fin 1%

in total head length.

Brown generally. Iris gray. Fins mostly paler than body, except

black ventrals and lower part of caudal with longer rays. Supra-

ocular fiap dark.

Type.—U.S.'NM. no. 98819. D. 5253. Linao Point, N. 22° E., 1.5

miles (lat. 7°4'48" N., long. 125°39'38" E.), Gulf of Davao. In 28

fathoms. May 18, 1908. Lengtli 38 mm.
(flanienfosa, with filaments.)

NEMAPONTINUS, new genus

Type.—NeiiKipontinus tentacidajis^ new species.

Body well compressed, ovate. Head large, compressed. Muzzle

long, conic, longer than snout. Eye little advanced from middle of

head, impinging little on upper profile. Mouth large, lower jaw

slightly protruding. Maxillary reaches below eye, well expanded

behind. Teeth in villiform bands in jaws and on vomer, none on

palatines. Armature of head prominent, spines all well developed.

Gill opening large, deeply cleft, membranes divided, free. Gill

rakers lanceolate. Scales small, in oblique or inclined series on body,

ctenoid. Lateral line complete, axial along side of body. Dorsals

united, anterior spines highest. Soft dorsal rounded. Anal with

3 spines, of which second largest. Caudal rounded convexly behind.

Pectoral with deep base, rays all simple, fin rather large. Ventral

moderate, inserted little before pectoral origin.

Closely related to Ponfinus Poey, but differs in the very long supra-

orbital tentacles.

(^-77^0, ihrefiA-\-Pontinus.)

NEMAPONTINUS TENTACULARIS, new species

Figure 32

Depth 23/4 to 3; head 1^% to 2^, width 2i/6 to 21/5. Snout 31/3 to

3% in head from snout tip ; eye 414 to 434, I14 in snout, nearly twice

as wide as interorbital; maxillary reaches % to % in eye, expansion

11/^ to 1% in eye, length 2i/^ to 2% in head from snout tip; teeth

finely villiform, in broad bands in jaws and on vomer, none on pala-

tines; interorbital 9% to 11, deeply concave. Gill rakers 6+ 13, mod-

erate, of which 4 above and 6 below rudimentary tubercles; equal

gill filaments or 3 in eye.

Pair of small, strong, nasal spines; pair of antero-supraorbital

spines and 3 pairs of postero-supraorbital spines, followed by pair of
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well developed occipital and nuchal spines; strong postorbital spine,

followed by another more posterior and close to smaller one on supra-

scapula ; 2 preorbital spines, posterior larger and directed backward

;

suborbital stay with 4 spines, of which first on preorbital ; 4 preoper-

cular spines, upper largest and with small prebasal spine ; 2 wide set

opercular spines, larger above, opposite one another ; strong humeral

spine.

H.W.F.del.

PiGURE 32.

—

yemapontinus tentacularis, new genus, new species. Type.

Scales 42 to 45 + 3 close above and along lateral line; tubular scales

23 to 29+ 1 or 2 in lateral line; 8 scales above, 12 to 14 below; 14 to

17 predorsal ; 3 postoculars. Scales very small on breast, chest, pre-

pectoral region, also on caudal base. Lateral line complete, axial;

tubes long, slender, simple, well exposed. Scales on cheek and post-

ocular smaller than others on opercle and top of head, which other-

wise naked. Long supraorbital filament 21/5 in total head hngth

(less developed or absent in small examples). Small filament at

antero-supraorbital spine, also one at each preorbital spine. Scales

with 11 to 14 short marginal radiating basal striae; 48 to 50 fine

apical denticles, slender, with 3 transverse series of basal elements;

circuli fine.

D. XII, 9, I, fourth spine 3% to 4 in total head length, fourth

ray ^V^ to 2% ; A. Ill, 5, i, second spine 2% to 3l^, second ray 2^3

to 2%; caudal 2, convex behind; least depth of caudal peduncle 5;

pectoral 1% to l^g, rays 16; ventral rays I, 5, fin £ to 2^^ in head

fi-om snout tip.

Brown, clouded obscurely with paler and darker. Five dark sad-

dles along edge of back, but little reflected on bases of fins. Iris

pale, with some grayish. Supraorbital tentacle blackish. Fins all
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pale or light brown. Some obscure brownish cloudings on spinous

dorsal, especially on sixth to eighth membranes.

Type.—V.S.^M. no. 98887. (3143.) D. 5519. Point Tagolo
Light, S. 71° W., 8.7 miles (lat. 8°47' N., long. 123°31'15" E.),

northern Mindanao and vicinity. In 182 fathoms. August 9, 1909.

Length 185 mm.
Pamtypes.—V.S.^M. no. 99008. (3231, 3232.) D. 5279. Mala-

vatuan Island (W.), S. 18° W., 5.40 miles (lat. 13°57'30" N., long.

120°22'15" E.), China Sea, vicinity of southern Luzon. In 117

fathoms. July 17, 1908. Length 158 to 168 mm. Two examples.

{tentaculans, with tentacles.)

CROSSOSCORPAENA, new genus

Ti/pe.—Sebastes hexanema Giinther.

Body elongately ovoid, rather slender. Head large, pointed.

Snout long, little convex in profile. Eye large, well impinging on,

upper profile of head, largely premedian. Mouth little inclined,

lower jaw slightly projecting. Maxillary extends below eye, ex-

panded terminally. Interorbital narrow. Teeth in jaws and on
palate. Armature of head well developed. Scales small, especially

on chest, breast, and prepectoral region. Head largely scaly, muzzlo
naked. Few short filaments on head and row along lateral line.

Dorsal continuous, spinous section with longer base though longest

spines lower than soft dorsal, membrane entire, spines 12. Anal
with 3 spines, shorter than rays. Caudal truncate. Pectoral small,

also ventral.

Small rosy fishes of tlie East Indies, chiefly characterized by the

row of small filaments along the entire course of the lateral line,

{Kpoaaoi, iTmgG-\- Sco/paen%.)

MACROSCORPIUS, new genus

Type.—Macroscorpius paUklus^ new species.

Body elongate, slender, moderately compressed, deepest at spinous

dorsal origin. Head large, conic, elongate. Snout long, conic. Eyo
high, rather small, before middle in head. Mouth large, inclined

little from horizontal. Jaws about equal, with broad dental area of
upper jaw exposed. Mandible scarcely or not protruding, witl^

broad bony spur at symphysis. Teeth fine, roughly granular, sharp
points prickly to touch; narrow band on vomer and each palatine.

Interorbital low, nearly level. Gill opening wide, but slightly joined

to isthmus. Gill rakers lanceolate, moderate. Bones of head all

more or less cavernous, with sharp though small and inconspicuous

spines. Scales caducous, cycloid. Head largely naked. Bases oJO

caudal and pectoral scaly. Lateral line complete, conspicuous canal.
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with large pores few in number, axial along upper side of body.

Dorsals separated, membranes of spinous fin entire to ends of spines;

soft fin nearly or quite high as first dorsal. Anal similar, smaller

and opposite, with 2 slender spines, second larger and longer. Caudal

moderate, rudimentary rays well developed. Pectoral long, reaches

to or little in anal, especially in young, with broad base, simple rays

nearly half number of fin rays. Ventral inserted slightly before

pectoral origin, fin rather small.

Apparently differs from Lioscorjnus Giinther in the presence of

iDut 2 anal spines, a character not shared by any species of Setarches.

Setarches remiger (Gilbert and Cramer) differs further not only in

its 3 anal spines, but also the deeper body, more doi*sal spines, and

the dorsal fins joined; moreover its pectoral is longer and its scales

are very small.

(fiaKpos, long -{-aKopirlos, scorpion.)

MACROSCORPIUS PALLIDUS, new species

FlQUBE 33

Depth 4 to 41/5 ; head 21g to 214, width 2 to 2i/o. Snout 2% to 3

in head from snout tip; eye 6 to 63^, 1% to 21/-, in snout, 1 in inter-

orbital; orbit 4 to 5% in head from snout tip, 1% to I34 in snout;

maxillary reaches % to % in eye, expansion ly^ to I14, length l%o

to 2 in head from snout tip; bands of villiform teeth broad in jaws,

narrow on vomer and palatines, with series of. latter long; interorbital

6 to 6%, low, convex. Gill rakers 7+ 10, of which 3 or 4 above and

below rudiments; gill filaments % o^ e^iH rakers which 1% in eye.

Pair of very small, close-set nasal spines; small antero-supraorbital

spines rather low each side; occipito-nuchal ridge long, fused, each

ending in a small nuchal spine behind 2 postocular spines, posterior

larger and above upper end of vertical preopercle edge ; suprascapular

spine rather large; 2 preorbital spines, both directed backward and

posterior larger; suborbital stay with 1 or 2 feeble spines, ends in one

behind and another little above terminal one; 5 rather short, strong,

preopercular spines; 2 small divergent opercular spines, about op-

posite. No humeral spine.

Scales 40+ 4 close above and along lateral line; tubular scales 28+ 3

in lateral line; 6 scales above, 12 below; 10 predorsal forward to

occiput. Cheeks, opercle and postocular scaly. Small scales on chest,

breast, prepectoral and belly. Scales with 7 basal radiating striae;

circuli fine.

D. X-I, 10, I, fourth spine 3 to SYq in total head, second ray 2% to

3^8 ; A. II, 6, 1, second spine 4% to 5, third ray 3 to 31/5 ; caudal 1% 10

1%5 slightly concave behind; least depth of caudal peduncle GVg to
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61/5; pectoral I14 to II/3, rays n, 14, ix; ventral rays I, 5, fin 21^

to 21/2 in total head.

Pale brownish, nearly uniform, fins all paler or nearly whitish.

Iris light grayish. Peritoneum blackish.

Type.—V.S.N.M. no. 98890. D. 5518. Point Tagolo Light, S.

64° W., 8.7 miles (lat. 8°48' N., long. 123°31' E.), northern Mindanao

and vicinity. In 200 fathoms. August 9, 1909. Length 169 mm.
Also a series from the Philippines in 162 to 226 fathoms.

(pallidus, pale.)

H.W.RdeL

FiGDEE 33.

—

Maciovcorpius pnUidus, new genus, new species. Type.

PTEROPELOR, new genus

Type.—PteropeloT noi^oiihai., new species.

Body well compressed, ovate. Head large, well compressed, with

prominent cranial ridge. Snout compressed, deeply concave in profile,

moderate. Eye moderate, elevated, well impinging on upper profile,

elevated, little advanced in head. Mouth large, lower jaw protrud-

ing. Maxillary reaches belovv- eye. Cranium with deep pit behind

eyes. Spines of head distinct, not especially prominent. Gill opening

wide, membranes only narrowly connected. Gill rakers tuberculate.

Scales rather large, deciduous, cycloid. Lateral line distinct only

anteriorly. Long supraorbital flap. Dorsals deeply notched and

spinous fin higher and well set off from soft fin ; each membrane of

spinous dorsal at least half notched terminally. Anal like soft dorsal.

Caudal elongate, rounded. Pectoral moderate, reaches into anal fin.

Ventral small, inserted well before pectoral, only reaches half way in

pectoral.

Somewhat with the aspect of Tmmicus and also seems closer to

Pterodlchthys, from which it differs in its incised spinous dorsa!

membranes, absence of barbels, and large scales.

{wTepov, G.n-\-Pelor.)
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PTEROPELOR NORONHAI, new species

Figure 34

Depth 2% to 3; head 2^8 to 21/^, width 2. Snout 3 to 3i/io in head

from snout tip; eye 41/4 to 4%, 1% to II/2 in snout, greatly exceeds

interorbital ; maxilhiry reaches y^ to % in eye, expansion 11/2, length

2 in head from snout tip; bands of minute villiform teeth in jaws,

and triangular patch on vomer, none on palatines; interorbital 6 to 7,

deeply concave. Gill rakers 6+12, though only G lower developed,

others as rudiments ; length % of gill filaments, which 2 V2 hi eye.

Pair of small nasal spines ; 3 pairs of supraorbital spines, as antero-

supraorbital pair, and 2 elevated postero-supraorbital pairs, of which

posterior much larger ; very small pair of coronal spines, then pair of

occipital and nuchal spines close; row of 3 postocular spines, fol-

H.W. Fidel.

Figure 34.-

—

Pteropelor noronhai, new genus, new species. Type.

lowed by suprascapular spine; preorbital spine directed little back-

ward; suborbital stay with 3 spines, preceded by median preorbital

spine; 4 distinct spines on preopercle edge, second below end of

preorbital stay largest; 2 divergent opercular spines, opposite one

another; strong humeral spine.

Scales 25 + 3 along course of lateral line (as computed to caudal

base) ; lateral line of only 5 or 6 scales anteriorly, sloping down
axially and tubes long, slender, and well exposed ; 4 or 5 scales above,

7 below. Head naked. Chest, breast, and prepectoral region naked.

Scales small on belly. Nasal tentacle long as eye ; supraorbital ten-

tacle nearly twice long as eye ; several filaments on each mandibular

ramus, anterior longest; long flap to preorbital spine.
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D. XII, 9, I, fifth spine 1% ii^ total head length, third ray 1%
to 2; A. Ill, 5, I, third spine 'dYs to Sy^, tliird ray 1% to 2; caudal

ll^ to 11/^, infraniedian rays longest; least depth of caudal peduncle

4% to 4% ;
pectoral I34, rays 15, all simple, and membranes deeply

incised terminally ; ventral with spine and 5 rays, fin 1% to 2 in total

head length.

Brown, obscurely clouded darker on head above and below each

dorsal on back. Spinous dorsal with membranes dark gray termi-

nally and dark blotches basally. Soft dorsal with dark gray median

blotch and terminally blackish gray. Pectoral with 2 dark brown

blotches. Other fins more or less gray black terminally.

Type.—V.S.^M. no. 98892. D. 5310. Lat. 21°33' N., long. 116°13'

E., China Sea, vicinity of Hong Kong. In 100 fathoms. November

4, 1908. Length 44 mm. (688.)

Paratype.—V.S.^M. no. 99009. D. 5310. Same data. Length 48

mm.
(For Dr. Adolfo Cesar di Noronha, of Madeira.)

BRACHYPTEROIS, new genus

Type.—Brachypterois serndifer., new species.

Known by its short dorsal sphies, shorter than soft dorsal rays.

Caudal long and pointed. Long pectoral reaches near caudal base.

Ventral half long as pectoral. Preorbital deptli half of eye. Ridges

of head serrulate, including mandible. Eye greatly longer than

snout. No flaps or cirri.

Differs from Ehosia^ to which it is related, in its entirely different

physiognomy.

{^pdxvs, short+ Pferois; with reference to the short dorsal spines.)

BRACHYPTEROIS SERRULIFER, new species

FiGUKE 35

Depth 2%; head 21/3, width 2. Snout 4X3 in head from snout tip;

eye 3%, much greater than snout or interorbital ; maxillary reaches

% in eye, expansion ly^, length 2 in head from snout tip ; bands of

very minute, fine, villiform teeth in jaws, also small patch each side

of head of vomer, and palatines toothless; interorbital 7, concave,

with rather deep median longitudinal groove. Gill rakers 5+11,

with 3 above and below rudiments; length equals gill filaments or

1/3 of eye.

No nasal spines; supraorbital ridge finely serrated; parietal occi-

pital ridge continuous, edge finely serrated; postocular ridge high,

its edge serrated; lower edge of preorbital with 5 spines all directed

down; ridge of suborbital stay serrated its whole length; preoper-

cular edge with 5 rather prominent denticles, upper 2 directed back

c;65U—38 4
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and all others directed downward, also lower with several smaller

or auxiliary denticles; lower inner edge of each mandibular ramus

finely serrated.

Scales 40+ 4 close above along lateral line; tubes 25+1 in lateral

line; 5 scales above lateral line to base of third dorsal spine, 11 below

to anal origin; 15 predorsal opposite front pupil edge; 3 postocular

scales; 4 obliquely back from lower eye edge to angle of preorbital

stay and 8 below latter in vertical series behind maxillary; 7 rows

transversely over maxillary expansion. Small scales on caudal and

pectoral basally, also small on chest and breast. Scales with 10 or

11 basal radiating striae; edge with several coarse or obtuse points

apically; circuli very fine, obsolete apically.

mn.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 35.— Brachypteroig sentilifer, new genus, now species. Type.

D. XII-I, I, D, I, fourtli spine 2i/4 in total head length and

membranes apparently entire well toward tips of spines, third

branched ray 13/4 ; A. Ill, 5, i, third spine 2%, third ray 1% ;
caudal

1, ends in median point behind; least depth of caudal peduncle

41/8 ;
pectoral reaches 1% to caudal base or its length 1% in fish with-

out caudal, rays 11, 6, \i ; ventral rays I, 5, fin 11/2 in head.

Brown, with 6 darker, narrow, ill defined, transverse cross bands

on back and upper sides. Three dark browm bars radiate down

from eye, first at middle of lower edge, second from lower hind edge

and third back over postocular. Large blackish brown blotch on

opercle, nearly size of eye. Iris gray. Spinous dorsal gray mar-

ginally. Paired fins dark gray medially, on membranes, edges and

rays pale to whitish. Soft dorsal, anal and caudal whitish, with

some obscure gray spots terminally.
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Type.—U.S.^M. no. 98886. (3177.) D. 5442. San Fernando

Point Light, N. 39°E., 8.4 miles (lat. 16°30'36" N., long. 120°ir6"

E.), west coast of Luzon. In 45 fathoms. May 10, 1909. Length

115 mm.
{serrula, a little tooth +/er6>, to bear.)

NEMAPTEROIS, new genus

Type.—Nemapterois hiocellatus., new species.

Known by its extraordinary long preorbital barbel. Dorsal spines

moderate. Pectoral moderately long. Each dorsal spine with

greater terminal part free, expanded before and behind and main

part of spine forming distinct midrib.

{vT}^ia, thread+ P/eroi§.)

NEMAPTEROIS BIOCELLATUS, new species

Figure 36

Depth 2% ; head 2%, width 2. Snout 31^4 in head from snout tip

;

eye 3, greater than snout, over twice width of interorbital ; max-

illary reaches 14 i^^ ^y^"> expansion IV2 in eye, length 2 in head from

snout tip; bands of minute villiform teeth in jaws and on vomer,

none on palatines; interorbital 2I/2 in eye, very deeply concave. Gill

rakers 4+11, compressed, low, short, half of gill jQlaments, which

1/3 of eye.

No nasal spines; low antero-supraorbital spine each side, and pair

of higher postero-supraorbital spines each side, followed by pair

of rather wide set coronal spines, then strong close-set parietal and

occipital pairs (right parietal spine atrophied) ; low postocular keel

over preopercle ends in small point, followed by another over opercle

and finally suprascapular spine ; ridge of suborbital stay without dis-

tinct spines; no preorbital spines; preopercle edge with 3 spines,

short, obtuse, upper largest and opposite end of ridge of suborbital

stay; opercle with single rather large spine; no humeral spine.

Scales 41 + 2 close above along lateral line; tubes 23+1 in lateral

line; 6 scales above lateral line, 14 below; 14 predorsal forward to

middle of interorbital; 2 postocular to preopercle ridge; 8 below

ridge of preorbital stay on cheek. Scales small and crowded on

chest, breast, prepectoral, belly, and bases of pectoral and caudal

fins. Anterior nostril with pointed, fringed tentacle. Short lobate

supraorbital flap behind second postero-supraorbital spine; broad

flap above uppermost preopercular spine and several others below

along preopercular edge. Short preorbital flap anteriorly, fol-

lowed by long tentacle reaching back opposite pectoral origin. No
flaps on fins or along lateral line. Lateral line complete, distinct,
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little high at first, nearly axial along side of body; tubes large.,

simple. Scales with 8 to 14 basal radiating striae; 28 to 32 apical

denticles; circiili fine, coarser or abruptly terminated apically.

D. XIII, I, 8, I, sixth spine 1% in total head length, second

branched ray 19/io '> A. Ill, 5, i, third spine 1%, fii'st ray 11/2 ; caudal

1%, convex behind ; least depth of caudal peduncle 3I/3
;
pectoral

reaches ly^ to caudal or 21/10 iii fish without caudal, rays in, 7, ix;

ventral rays I, 5, fin IYq in total head length.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 3C.—Nemapterois Mocellatus, uew genus, new species. Type.

General tint dull flesh color to light pink. Brown blotch on front

of snout, followed by broad, white band from front of eye down to

maxillary. Brown bar down from lower eye edge to maxillary ex-

pansion and another posteriorly down to lower part of opercle and

subopercle, interval of lower cheek lighter brown. Obscure narrow

brown bar crosses lower surface of head from each side behind end

of maxillary. Dark band across front of interorbital and another

broader over its median area. White lines radiate in orbit from iris.

Supraorbital flap white, with round black spot in expansion. Two
dark brown bands, narrowly separated, cross postocular part of head

and posteriorly just before dorsal a third broader one, last reflected

down behind opercular spine. From middle of spinous dorsal broad

blackish brown band down to belly and another from soft dorsal

base to anal; these bands all reflected on bases of dorsals to join

dark areas on fins, also last reaches anal. Dorsals white, spinous fin

with 3 longitudinal dark brown bands, with upper 2 series marked
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as dark bai-s on free portions of spines; on soft dorsal lowest band

continued only as subbasal obscure narrow streak. Two large black,

white edged ocelli on outer part of soft dorsal, upper little larger

or slightly smaller than orbit. Anal blackish brown with median

white band and posterobasally fin also pale. Caudal white, with

dark transverse basal band and 5 transverse dark brown narrow

bands, made up of series of spots or short bars only on rays. Pec-

toral vrhite, with 4 black transverse bands. Ventral black, edged

anteriorly and below narrowly with white and 2 white spots in

posterior part of fin. Preorbital tentacle white, with 4 black bars.

Type.—V.S.'NM. no. 98894. (2072.) D. 5136. Jolo Light, S.

37° E., 0.70 mile (lat. 6°04'20'' N., long. 120^59'20" E.). February

14, 1908. Depth 22 fathoms. Length 83 mm.
Characters expressed in the genus readily distinguish the species.

{his, two+ OGeUus, eyelike spot.)

SCORPAENELLA, new genus

Type.—Scorpaenella cypho, new species.

Body deeply ovoid, compressed, with back well elevated anteriorly.

Head large, compressed. Snout short, obtuse. Eye large, before

middle in length of head, scarcely impinging on upper profile.

Mouth large, little inclined and lower jaw scarcely projex'ts. Maxil-

H.W.F.del.

Figure 37.

—

Scorpaenella cypho, new genus, new species. Type.
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lary reaches below eye, expanded posteriorly. Teeth minute, villi-

form, in narrow bands in jaws, apparently present on vomer, but
none on palatines. Interorbital low. Spines of head well developed,
some quite long and conspicuous. Gill openings wide, membranes
free and separate. Gill rakers slender, lanceolate, rather long. No
scales. Lateral line complete, prominent, its course rather high.

Dorsal spines elevated and fin well notched or separated from soft

dorsal, also each membrane between spines deeply incised termi-

nally. Soft dorsal posterior, about half size of spinous fin. Anal
opposite soft dorsal, similar, smaller, with 3 spines, second longest

and first longer than third. Caudal rounded. Pectoral large, with
broad base, simple rays slender and well united by membranes. Ven-
tral inserted opposite pectoral origin, with long spine.

A genus of small scorpaenoids suggestive of Lytknehfhys and
Pterodichthys^ but with entirely different physiognomy and without

any scales.

{Scorpaenella^ diminutive of Scorpaena.)

SCORPAENELLA CYPHO, new species

Figure 37

Depth 2%; head 214, width 1%. Snout 4 in head from snout tip;

eye 4, equals snout, greater than interorbital; maxillary reaches V2

in eye, expansion 1% in eye, length 1% in head from snout tip; in-

terorbital 5, level. Gill rakers 3 + 10, rather small or 3 times long

as gill filaments, which li/o in eye.

Pair of small nasal spines ; very small and low antero-supraorbital

spine; large, high, prominent medio-supraorbital spine; pair of very

small postero-supraorbital spines; occipital-nuchal keel ends behind

in single pair of (nuchal) spines; 3 divergent preorbital spines each

side, anterior largest and directed forward; suborbital stay with 3

low spines; preopercular spines 5, upper largest on head or about

1% in eye; single postocular spine and 1 at suprascapula ; 2 rather

widely divergent opercular spines, lower little posterior.

Skin smooth. Pores in lateral line 21 (last part of course dam-
aged), in membranous canal extending whole course. No filaments

or flaps.

D. X, 9, third spine 2 in total head length, first branched ray 3;

A. Ill, 5, second spine 2%, second ray 31/5; caudal 2V5, convex be-

hind; least depth of caudal peduncle 5: pectoral l^/^, rays 17?; ven-

tral rays I, 5, spine V% in total head.

Largely uniform brown, with obscure darker specks or spots on

trunk and tail. Iris grayish. Fins pale. Ventral rays darker termi-

nally.
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Type.—U.S.Is.M. no. 98899. D. 5618. March Island, S. 69° E.,

7.8 miles (lat. 0°37'0" N., long. 127°15'0" E.), Molucca Passage.

In 417 fathoms. November 27, 1909. Length L'7 nnn.

(kU</)6s, hunchbacked.)

Genus INIMICUS Jordan and Starks

According to Jordan and Starks this genus differs from Pelor

chiefly in the absence of long filamentous tips to the upper rays of

the pectorals. The head is also more depressed and of sHghtly differ-

ent shape. Evidently the two species they admit are referable to

only one, Inimicu-^ miranfmevs., differing chiefly in its orange color, or

blackish tinged with orange, but without distinct cross bands.

INIMICUS BIFILIS, new species

Figure 38

Depth 4: liead 2%. Snout 2% in head from snout tip; eye 51/5,

21/5 in snout; maxillary reaches % to eye, expansion fi^ in eye; length

in profile 31/5 in head from snout tip; interorbital narrow, deeply

concave, width about equals eye.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 38.

—

Inimicus bifilis, new species. Type.

Body with smooth skin. Head with many irregularities, ridges,

knobs, and caruncles. Several flaps on mandible.

D. XVII, 8, first spine inserted at first third in postocular, second

spine 1% i" total head length, third ray 1%; marginal ends of all

dorsal membranes deeply cleft; A. 13, fifth ray 21/5; caudal 1%,

rounded behind ; least depth of caudal peduncle 4% ;
pectoral 11/2,

rays i, 3, \'i-ii, uppermost simple ray elongate, filiform, reaches 1%
to caudal ; ventral I, 5, fin length II/5 in total head length, last ray

broadly adnate by membrane with belly.
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Brown, paler below and with 3 pale transverse diffuse areas on

body. Fins more or less brownish. Dorsals and anals, also head

and body, with obscure pale to whitish spots and blotches, very

variable. Caudal blackish on outer portion, with row of small

whitish spots transversely. Pectoral with broad white subbasal band,

adjoining blackish area over branched rays and another terminally;

lower detached rays with dark spots. Ventral blackish, little paler

basally.

Type.—V.S.'NM. no. 98905. (22403.) Canmahala Bay. March 11,

1909. Length 57 mm.
Reraarks.—Greatly like Iniinicus fUamenfosus^ but only the upper-

most pectoral ray ending in a filament, which reaches well beyond

the depressed pectoral fin.

{bis, two + -filum, thread.)

Family APLOACTIDAE

ANALYSIS OF GENERA

a}. Preorbital with 2 strong spines both projecting back behind

eye; A. i, 7; ventral I, 2 Acanthosphex

a*. Preorbital with single strong spine ; A. spines III ; ventral I,

4 or 5 Prosopodasys

a*. No preorbital spine; first 3 dorsal spines not set off from rest

of fin; D. VII, 15 to 18 Aploactoides

ACANTHOSPHEX, new genus

Type.—Prosopodasys leim/nnis Jordan and Seale.

Body elongate ellipsoid, compressed. Head moderate, compressed.

Fine teeth in jaws and on vomer, none on palatines. Two short

barbels at cli<in. Suborbital spines long, both project backward

behind eye. Preopercular spines all enlarged and long. Spines of

first dorsal longest of dorsal seiies, first fin also separated from sec-

ond spinous section. A single, feeble, short anal spine.

{aKavda, spine+ tr^i?^, wasp; with reference to the long spines of the

head.)

Genus PROSOPODASYS Cuvier

PROSOPODASYS CYPHO. new species

Figure 39

Depth 21/,; head 21/0, width 2. Snout 4 in Iiead from snout tip;

eye 4, subequal v, ith snoui;, greater than interorbital; maxillary

reaches i/o in eye, expansion IV3 to V/o-, length 2 in head from snout

tip; patch of finely villiform teeth on vomer and each palatine;

interorbital 5i/^, moderately low, depressed or slightly concave; sub-

opercular and uppermost preopercular spine subequal or i/o of eye;
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preoperculcU- spines 4. Gill rakers 3 + 7, short weak points, 1/3 of gill

filaments, which i/^ of eye.

Body covered with minute, close set, firmly adherent non-imbricate

scales. Lateral line high, axial, incomplete on caudal peduncle, of

18 or 19 rather long, simple tubes.

D. Ill, X, 8 insertion of first spinous dorsal over hind eye edge,

length l^ in space to end of second depressed spine, which 1% in

total head, third ray ly^; A. Ill, 5, third spine 2%, third ray V/g;

caudal 1%, rounded behind; depth of caudal peduncle 31/2; pectoral

1, rays I. 11; ventral rays I, ."), fin 1% in total head length.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 39.

—

Prosopodasys cypho, new species. Type.

Brown, slightly paler on head and belly below. Head with broad,

whitish frontal band, one down from front of eye over maxillary

expansion, another from hind eye edge over cheek and vertical limb

of preopercle. White bar at pectoral base. Dorsals dark brown.

Second dor'^al with wliitish longitudinal streak subbasal, above which

on middle of fin from fifrh to ninth spines broad blackish brow^i

blotch. Soft dorsal with darker brown transverse vraved lines or

bars. On anal 3 or 4 broad, slightly darker transverse bands. Cau-

dal with 2 brown bands crosswise, fin with posterior broader dark

basal bar and 4 terminal waved dark transverse lines of bands inter-

vening pale areas whitish. Paired fins blackish brown.

Type.—U.S.^M. no. 98902. (19707.) Davao, Mindanao. May
36, 1908. Length 45 mm.

RemarJ^s.—Distinguished by its elevated back, coloration, and pro-

portions. It differs from Prosopodasys trachinoides as figured by
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Bleeker in the dorsal orio-in over the hind eye edge; it is also quite

different from both P. zoUingeri and P. trachinoides in coloration.

(/cu06s, hunchbacked.)

APLOACTOIDES, new genus

Type.—Aploactoides philipphms., new species.

Body elongate, well compressed, tapers back from head. Head
rather small, compressed. > Snout short, obtuse. Eye small, ad-

vanced until nearly before center in head length, high. Mouth
small, broad, nearly vertical, opens upward. Maxillary very greatly

inclined, not reaching eye, expanded behind. Teeth in villiform

bands in jaws, very j5ne, bands moderately wide; small band of teeth

on vomer, but none on palatines. Preopercle and preorbital armed

with several rather long spines. Gill openings wide, free from

isthmus. Gill rakers short, low tubercles or papillae. Skin smooth

and rather loose, at least on fins. Lateral line high and close to

upper edge of back. Head with short, small scattered filaments.

Dorsal begins over hind part of eye, first spine larger than those

immediately following, and spinous fin much shorter than soft dor-

sal. Anal like soft dorsal, only little smaller, both fins connected

behind by membrane with caudal peduncle. Caudal elongate,

rounded behind. Pectoral long, reaches anal, low, base fleshy. Ven-

tral short, fins united about opposite hind edge of eye.

An interesting genus, differing from Aploactis in its short spinous

dorsal and more advanced insertion of the ventrals.

{Aploactis -^eldo^, resemblance.)

APLOACTOIDES PHILIPPINUS. new species

FiGUKE 40

Depth 3 to 31/2; head 3% to 3%, width IVo to 1%. Snout 31/2

to 4 in head from snout tip; eye 5 to 5%, 1% to li/o in snout, I14

to li'o in interorbital ; orbit 4 to 43^ in head from snout tip, equals

snout, 1 to 11/5 in interorbital; maxillary extends 1/2 to % in snout,

expansion II/5 to I1/2 in eye, length 2i/o to 2% in head from snout

tip. Gill rakers as 6 + 10 low papillae, barely Vc, of gill filaments,

which equal eye.

Two strong, divergent preorbital spines, posterior much longer

and equal eye; 4 preopercular spines, uppermost longest or equal

eye. Few short filaments on chin.

Skin smooth, flabby, or ratlier loosely investing fins. Many fine,

short, cutaneous points or flaps on head. Lateral line high, extends

along upper part of back, with 14 pores, and apparently reaches to

base of last dorsal ray.
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D. VII, 15 to 18, first spine inserted over hind part of eye, 21/4 to

2% in total head length, tenth ray 1% to 1% ; A. II, 14 or 15, spines

rather short, eighth ray ly^ to 2; last dorsal and anal rays adnate

to caiidal peduncle; depth of caudal peduncle 3; pectoral 1 in head

to li/s times head, rays 14 or 15; ventral rays I, 2, length 2 to 21^4

in total head length.

Brown generally, mottled or shaded little darker on head and

back and also fins, which blackish brown submarginally with edges

of rays all very narrowly whitish and in contrast. Small black dots,

irreiiular and variable, scattered over trunk, tail, and fins.

T(/pe.—\J.S.l^M. no. 98880. (3753.) D. 5504. Macabalan Point

Ligiu (Mindanao). S. 39° E., 6 miles (lat. 8°35'30" N., long.

124° 36' E.), northern Mindanao and vicinity. In 200 fathoms.

August 5, 1909. Length 119 mm.

Figure 40.

—

Aploactoides philippinus, new genus, new species. Type.

Also a series paratypes, all from the Philippines, in 179 to 217

fathoms.

(Named for the Philippines.)

Family PLATYCEPHALIDAE

Grammoplitinae, new subfamily

Type genus. G/vjn//topUfes Fowler.

Each scale of lateral line with a strong spine, continuous its

entire length.

Cymbacephalinae, new subfamily

Type genus, Cymhacephalus. new genus.

Conspicuous pit at hind orbital edge. Several supraorbital tenta-

cles and one at front nostril. Two subequal preopercular spines.
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CYMBACEPHALUS, new genus

Type.—Platycephalus neinatophthalmus Giintlier.

Head moderately depressed, with strono; ridges and higli sharp

spines. Teeth in jaws and on paUite fine or villiform, without ca-

nines. Vomerine teeth in 2 parallel bands. Palatine teeth in band.

One enlarged preopercle spine. Head largely scaly. Soft dorsal and
anal with membranes entire.

Distinguished chiefly by a large deep pit behind each eye. Eye
with large branched, supraorbital tentacle.

{kvh^t}, cavity+ /ce</)aXT7, head.)

CYMBACEPHALUS ARMATUS, new species

Figure 41

Depth 61/2 ; head 2%, width IM. Snout 334 in head from snout

tip; eye 4%, I14 in snout, 5 times bony interorbital ; maxillary reaches

H.W.F.deL

Figure 41.

—

Cymiacephahis armatus, new genus, new species. Type.

very slightly beyond fron.t eye edge, length SVs in head from snout

tip; interorbital narrow, depressed. Gill rakers?

Anterosupraorbital spine, followed bj' row of uniform supraorbital

close set denticles of which last 2 posterior enlarged, then pair of

frontal spines, pair of parietals and pair of occipitals; 3 postocular

spines, 3 above opercle and 2 suprascapulars; pair of strong close set

nasal spines, one erect preoi'bital and suborbital stay with 8 spines,

last or preopercular longest, v.^ith 2 more on preopercle below; 2

opercular spines.

Scales 46 in lateral line to caudal base and 4 more on latter, un-

armed; 5 scales above, 12 below. Very small scales on prepectoral

region and breast. Infraorbital and cheek with small close set scales.

Opercular scales moderate, smaller posteriorly. Caudal base scaly.
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D. VIII—1, 12, 1, third spine 2i/io in total head length, first branched

ray l%o; A. 12, i, third ray 3l^; caudal 13/4, convex behind; least

depth of caudal peduncle 6i/4
;

pectoral 2, rays 20; ventral I14,

rays, i, 5.

Body brown, paler below. Several dark blotches on body, with

large one on back below hind part of spinous dorsal. Three dark

blotches below soft dorsal. Spinous dorsal with broad dark oblique

band sloping back and joining dark saddle on back. Each ray of

soft dorsal with 4 or 5 dark spots. Caudal with 4 or 5 irregular

transverse rows of dark spots. Anal pale, with one or two dark spots

on each ray terminally. Pectoral with T dark cross bars. Ventral

with 2 broad dark bands transversely. Several dark spots on lips

and others on cheek.

Type.—VS.'NM. no. 98864. (3957.) D. 5148. Siran Island (N.),

S. 80° W., 3.8 miles (lat. 5°35'40" N., long. 120^47'30" E.), Sulu

Archipelago. In 17 fathoms. February 16, 1908. Length 142 mm.
Remarks.—In this species the postocular pit is well developed, the

armature of the head strong, the suborbital stay with strong spines,

3 preopercular spines with the upper long, the scales large and the

coloration variegated. It dift'ers from Cymhacephalus iwmatophfhal-

mus in the absence of the supraorbital tentacle.

(armatiis, armed.)

Family BEMBROPSIDAE

Body long, slender in profile, deepest at front of first dorsal. Tail

long, tapering gradually. Head long, broader than deep. Snout

long, spatulate. Eye large, conspicuous, mostly before middle in head

length. ]Mouth large, broad, lower jaw protruding. Maxillary small,

extends below eye. Gill opening very large, extends forward before

eye. Armature of head feeble, with inconspicuous small, slender,

sharp spines. Scales large, thin, deciduous, smooth or scarcely rough

to touch. Head, excepting muzzle, scaly. Lateral line distinct.

Two separate dorsal fins, anterior small, with slender, pungent spines.

Anal opposite to and similar to second dorsal. Pectoral long, low.

Ventral jugular, inserted close behind preopercle.

One jjenus. I have admitted this familv on its divergence from the

other trachinoid families. Its association with the Trachinidae by

Alcock in 1899 and later by Jordan, Tanaka, and Snyder in 1913 in

the Pteropsaridae is unnatural.

Genus BEMBROPS Steindachner

Body elongated, broad forward and tail becoming compressed pos-

teriorly. Head large, depressed. Snout broad, concave in profile.

Eyes very close together, separated only by narrow bony ridge of
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interorbital. Mouth wide, nearly horizontal. Teeth in villiforin

bands in jaws, on vomer and palatines. Tongue large, spatulate.

Opercle with 3 spines. Angle of preopercle with feeble spines. Gill

membranes free from isthmus. Gills 4. Pseudobranchiae large.

Pyloric caeca 3. Scales cycloid or feebly ctenoid. Lateral line com-

plete, its anterior scales keeled or feebly spinate. Small spine on
shoulder girdle. First dorsal short, well separated from second.

BEMBROPS FILIFER, new species

Figure 42

Depth 81/2; head 2%, width 2%. Snout 314 in head from snout

tip; eye 3%? 1% "i snout; maxillary reaches I/5 ii^ eye, ends in

pointed fleshy flap behind % of eye, expansion 314 in eye, length of

bone 2% in head from snout tip; villi form bands of teeth in jaws
much broader above, 2 vomerine clusters rounded and well separated,

and each palatine band long and narrow ; nostrils small, well sep-

arated, with middle of interval separating them middle of snout

length. Gill rakers 6+ 15. lanceolate, equal gill filaments or I/3 of

eye; 3 or 4 of upper and lower gill rakers short rudimentary tu-

bercles. Preopercle with short spine at angle and another similar

close above. Of 3 opercular spines uppermost curved u])ward and
lowermost curved down, also most in advance. Small suprascapular

spine slightly before uppermost opercular. Opercular flap long,

pointed, extends back over front of pectoral.

Scales 50 + 2 in lateral line, which well decurved over front of anal,

ascends posteriorly, though slightly below^ middle along side of caudal

peduncle to caudal base; 3 above at front of spinous dorsal, 6 above

at front of soft dorsal, 5 below to front of anal. Scales on breast,

belly and under surfaces small. Caudal with nearly basal half scaly.

Pectoral base finely scaly. Maxillary scaly. Cheek with 5 or 6 rows
of scales, of which uppermost and lowermost much smallest. Lat-

eral line with large, simple tubes, all well exposed. Scales with 27

or 28 basal radiating striae; row of 23 to 25 subequal, short apical

denticles ; circuli fine, terminate apically at scale edge.

D. VI-1, 13, 1, first spine ending in short filament not quite reaching

soft dorsal origin, its length 2% in total head length; A. 16, i, first

ray 614, fifteenth ray 5; caudal 214, convex behind; least depth of

caudal peduncle 6% ;
pectoral 1%. rays 11, 27; ventral rays I, 5, fin 2%

in total head length.

Brown, little paler below. On back and upper surfaces edges of

each scale pocket blackish brown, showing through overlapping scale

as dark reticulation. Along side of body, below lateral line row of

8 to 10 obscure rather large brown blotches. Iris grayish. Dorsals

and anals with dark or blackish brown membranes, fin ravs all more
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or less paler. Caudal pale or light brown, edges all dark or blackish

brown. Paired fins pale brown.

Type.—V.S.'NM. no. 988C6. D. 5216. Aninia Sola Island, N.

44° W., 29.50 miles (lat. 12°52' N., long. 123°23'30" E.), between

Burias and Luzon. In 215 fathoms. April 22, 1908. Length

260 mm.
Also series of 74 other examples here considered as paratypes, from

various stations in Philippine Seas, in 9 to 308 fathoms. Length 66

to 249 mm.
Remarks.—Apparent!}- related closely to Bemhrop^ caudimacula

Steindachner, but differing in the long first dorsal spine ending in a

filament, thus much longest of all the dorsal spines. Compared with

Alcock's figure minor points are the larger eye of B. -flUfer, more

posterior insertion of the spinous dorsal, longer pectoral, and notched

edge of the anal fin.

{filifer^ thread bearer, with reference to the first dorsal spine.)

H.W.F.del.

Figure 42.

—

Bembrops fiUfer, new species. Type.

Family BEMBRIDAE

Parabembrinae, new subfamily

Type genus, Parabemhras Bleeker.

Lateral line high, runs along upper side of back. Spinous dorsal

larger than second dorsal, which with only 9 rays. Anal like second

dorsal.

Includes only Parahefnhras.

Bembrinae, new subfamily

Type genus, Bembras Cuvier.

Lateral lines slope from suprascapula, median or axial along side of

tail. Base of spinous dorsal always shorter than second dorsal base.

Anal long, like second dorsal.

Includes Brachyhenibras^ Bemhradium., Bemhradon^ and Benibras.
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BRACHYBEMBRAS, new genus

Type.—Braehyhemhras aschemeieri^ new species.

Related to Bemhras^ but differino: in its sliorter snout, shorter than

eye, longer maxillary, and larger scales. Pair of internasal spines.

Ventrals close set.

{^paxvs, short, with reference to the snout+ Bemhras.)

BRACHYBEMBRAS ASCHEMEIERI. new species

Figure 43

Depth 5%; head 2i^, width 2%. Snout 3% in head; eye 3, little

greater than snout, greatly exceeds very narrow interorbital; max-

illary reaches % in eye, expansion 2 in eye, length 214 in head;

teeth minutely villiform, in rather broad bands in jaws, narrower

RW.F.deL

Figure 43.

—

Brachyhemhras aschcmeieri, new genus, new species. Type.

band over vomer and down each palatine; interorbital width 6 in

eye, deeply concave. Gill rakers 5+ 8, though 5 above and below

rudiments; gill rakers subequal with gill filaments which 5 in eye.

Two series of spines, with 2 spines in front one and 4 in hind

one, between front nostrils; 11 supraorbital spines with first only

very slightly enlarged and last followed by another slightly larger

parietal spine ; 2 more wide set and larger occipital spines
;
posterior

orbital edge finely serrulate, medially with 2 postocular spines
;
pair

of very small, close set backward directed serrae at front ridge of

preorbital ; keel of suborbital stay entire below first half of eye, then

with 5 spines; preopercular spine short, bears large anterobasal

spine, and below preopercular edge with 4 small spines, upper of

which directed upward; 2 opercular spines, lower little in advance;

suprascapular spine strong; short humeral spine.

Scales (pockets) 30+2 in lateral line; 3 above, 6 below; 5 predorsal

forward to occiput; 3 below suborbital stay on cheek. Head scaly

behind and below eyes. Scales smaller on breast and belly than on
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sides of b(xly. Small sciiles or caudal and ]K'ctoral bases. Lateral

line rather high at first, with 4 or 5 scales each bearing a firm bony

keel ending in small spine l>ehind ; course slopes gradually down until

median along side of caudal j)eduncle. Scales with 9 basal radiating

striae; 23 to 25 short uniserial apical denticles; circuli rather fine,

coarse apically, where ending abruptly.

D. VIII-12, I, fourth spine 21/0 in head, third ray 2%; A. 11, i,

fifth ray Sy^ ; caudal 1%, subtruncate, or slightly convex behind ; least

depth of caudal peduncle 614
;
pectoral 214, I'^ys 21 ; ventral rays I,

5, fin 2 in head.

Body pale brown. Head pale, nearly whitish on snout. Iris gray,

with silvery white tinge. Fins all more or less grayish, many rays

with more less whitish.

r_y;;c.—U.S.N.M. no. 98881. (9652.) D. 5172. Jolo Light, E.

24.75 miles (lat. 6°3'15'' N., long. 120°35'30" E.), vicinity of Jolo.

In 318 fathoms. March 5, 1908. Length 67 mm.
(Named for C. R. Aschemeier, taxidermist of the U. S. National

Museum, who has secured many fishes for the collections.)

Family OPLICHTHYIDAE

ANALYSIS OF GENERA

o\ Areas before and below eyes ruoderate, so preorbital extent

equals eye.

&\ Scutes of lateral line each with 2 well developed spines which

subequal or upper little larger Oplichthys

b". Scutes of lateral line each with large single strong spine, di-

rected up and back, so only single row of spines formed along

each side of back ; sometimes auxiliary small spine in inter-

spaces between scutes and in line with lax'ger spines Monhoplichthys
6'. Scales of lateral line each with large, erect, strong spine, be-

sides an inner smaller superior spine, these forming 2 series

of lateral spines, of which upper smaller and less

conspicuous Pristhopliclithys

a'. Areas before and below eyes large, smooth and elongate, 1 to

1^4 times eye diameter Rhinhoplichthys

MONHOPLICHTHYS, new genus

Type.—Monhoplichthys gregoryi^ new species.

Scutes of lateral line each with large single strong spine, directed

up and back, so only single row of spines formed along each side

of back. Sometimes auxiliary small spine in interspaces between
scutes and in line with larger spines.

{jjiovos, one-^ Hoplichthys ; with reference to the armature.)

36541—38-
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MONHOPLICHTHYS GREGORYI, new species

Figure 44

Depth 114/5 to 1234; head Si/g to 31/5, width II/3 to 11/2. Snout

3Ji^ to 31/2 in head; eye ?>% to 4, IVs to li/g in snout; maxillary ex-

tends below first % in eye, length 21/3 to 21/0 in head ; teeth minutely

villiform, in bands in jaws, continuous band across vomer and band

on each palatine; interorbital very narrow, width 6 in eye, deeply

concave. Gill rakers 2+ 12, rather short, firm, lanceolate, equal gill

filaments or 1/5 or eye.

Bones of head all finely or minutely serrate or striate, and on top

of head pair of rather wide set spines represent parietal at upper

hind orbital edge and strong short occipital pair, though both pairs

small. Serrae of lateral ridge or suborbital stay all small, rather

numerous, and 4 enlarged spines moderate, with first directed for-

H.W.F.del.

Figure 44.

—

MonhopUchthys gregoryi, new genus, new species. Type.

ward. Preopercular spine with anterior outer ridge bearing 8 or

9 graduated serrae up to large anterobasal spine
;
preopercular spine

l^_j to 114 in eye. Opercular spines rather slender, ends opposite.

Strong keeled humeral spine. Lateral line with 28 to 29 spines,

larger and stronger posteriorly.

D. VI-15, I, first spine 21/8 to 3 in head, first ray 21/5 to SVs and

sixth to eighth prolonged or filiform, or nearly long as head ; A. 17,

I, seventh ray 31/2 to 33^, edge of membrane notched after tip of

each ; caudal 11/2 to 2, median rays longest, lower rays slightly longer,

and hind edge of fin little oblique; least depth of caudal peduncle

33^ to 33^ in eye
;
pectoral reaches third anal ray or 1-^^ to 2 in head,

rays 12, iii, or 13, iii, lowest ones detached, free, and li/s to 11/5 in

fin ; ventral rays I, 4, fin 23/5 to 23/4 in head.

Pale or light brown, apparently largely whitish below. Iris light

gray. Fins uniformly pale, nearly white. Spinous dorsal with mem-

branes dark brown.

7y^e._U.S.N.M. no. 98862. D. 5519. Point Tagolo Light, S.

71° W., 8.7 miles (lat. 8°47' N., long. 123°31'15" E.), vicinity of

northern Mindanao. In 182 fathoms. August 9, 1909. Length 202

mm.
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Remarhs.—Besides the above are 6 paratypes, same data, 8G to 210

mm long. Apparently most closely related to Hoplichthys acantho-

pleurus Regan from Saya de Malha Ban, Indian Ocean. That spe-

cies would differ in its lower spinous dorsal, "scarcely higher in the

male than in the female", and shown in the original figure of the male

as 31/4 for first spine in the head, in the male most all the dorsal

rays ending in long filaments and the 3 detached pectoral filaments

134 in the fin.

(Named for Dr. William K. Gregory, of the American Museum of

Natural History.)

MONHOPLICHTHYS PROSEMION, new species

FiGUBE 45

Depth 121/2; head 31/3, width li^. Snout 31/3 in head; eye 32/3, li/g

in snout; maxillary reaches first % in eye, length 2% in head; teeth

minutely villiform, in bands in jaws, band over vomer and narrow

RW.F.del.

FiGUBE 45.

—

MonhopUchthys proaemion, new genus, new species. Type.

one on each palatine; interorbital narrow, concave, width 6 in eye.

Gill rakers 2 + 12, low, short, robust, % of gill filaments, which 5 in

eye.

Bones of head all finely or minutely serrate or striate, and on

top of head pair of rather wide set spines represent parietal at upper

hind orbital edge, and moderately large, strong, occi})ital pair, erect

and directed back. Serrae of lateral ridge or suborbital stay well

developed rather long, prominent, anterior flare forward, and only

2 others anteriorly little enlarged. Preopercular spine with anterior

outer ridge bearing 5 spines, graduated to large antero-basal spine,

which well curved upward; preopercular spine equals eye. Oper-

cular spines well curved, upper little in advance. Strong, keeled,

erect humeral spine. Lateral line with 28 + 1 spines, larger and

stronger posteriorly.

D. VI—15, I, end of spinous fin reaching base of second dorsal

ray, first spine 2 in head, fifth to eighth rays greatly prolonged in.

filaments li/4 times head; A. 17, i, seventh ray 3% in head, edge of

membrane notched after tip of each ; caudal 1%, slightly convex be-
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hind ; least depth of caudal peduncle 31^ in eye
;
pectoral 1% in head,

rays 13, in, lowest ones detached and slightly longer than fin ; ven-

tral rays I, 4, fin 2yg in lioad.

Back and head above brown, latter paler marginally. Iris gray.

Under surfaces whitish. Fins pale, pectoral and caudal terminally

with brownish. Ventrals and anal whitish.

Type.—IJ.S.^M. no. 98863. D. 5117. Sombrero Island, S. 17°

E., 10.80 miles (lat. 13^52'22" N., long. 120=46'22" E.), Balayan

Bay and Verde Island Passage. In 118 fathoms. January 21, 1908.

Length 173 mm.
Remarks.—Differs from MonhopUchthys gregoryi in the long

spinous dorsal, larger eyes, more conspicuous armature of the head,

and filiform dorsal rays.

(TTpo, forward +or77//c^o^•, banner; with reference to the dorsal fin.)

MONHOPLICHTHYS SMITHI, new species

Figure 46

Depth 121/4; head 3%, width IVo. Snout 31/2 in head; eye 4, 1\\q

in snout; maxillary reaches first i/s in eye, length 3 in head; teeth

H.W.F.del.

Figure 46.

—

MonhopUchthys smithi, new genus, new species. Type.

minutely villiform, in narrow bands in jaws, band narrowly over

vomer and similar one on palatine; interorbital narrow, concave,

width 4 in eye. Gill rakers 2 + 9, short, robust points, little less than

gill filaments, which 5 in eye.

Bones of head moderately rugose striate or minutely serrate, and

on top of head pair of moderately spaced small parietal spines, and

posteriorly pair of occipital spines equidistant. Spines of lateral

ridge or suborbital stay all rather large, well developed, anterior

flare forward, likewise some below eye. Preopercular spine with

anterior outer ridge bearing 4 spines, graduated to large anterobasal

spine, which only slightly slopes upward
;
preopercular spine equals

eye. Opercular spines curved, ends opposite. Strong, keeled, erect

humeral spine. Lateral line with 28 spines, larger and stronger

posteriorly.
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D. VI—15, I, end of depressed spinous fin reaches 3,4 to origin

of soft dorsal, first spine 31^ in head, third ray 21/3 ; A. 17, i, seventh

ray 2^^ ;
least depth of caudal peduncle 3 in eye ; caudal 2 in head,

apparently convex behind
;
pectoral li/o in head, rays 12, iii, lowest

ones detached and 11/5 times fin ; ventral rays I, 4, fin 2 in head.

Brown above, pale to whitish below. Eye gray. First dorsal

dark brown. Second dorsal with several brownish spots on each

ray. Caudal with 4 or 5 indistinct dark transverse bars. Pectoral

brownish, with obscure small dark variable spots, lower 3 rays

whitish. Ventrals and anal whitish.

Type.—U.S.^M. no. 59588. Kagoshima, Japan. Dr. H. M.

Smith. 1903. Length 99 mm.
Be}7iarks.—DiSers from Monhoplichthys gilberti (Jordan and

Richardson), also from Japan, in the longer maxillary reaching be-

low the front of the eye, conspicuous armature of the head, and

long detached pectoral rays.

(Named for Dr. Hugh M. Smith.)

PRISTHOPLICHTHYS, new genus

Type.—HoplicMhys platophrys Gilbert.

Scutes of lateral line each bearing large, erect, strong spine, be-

sides an inner smaller superior spine, thus forming 2 series of lateral

spines of which the upper is smaller and less conspicuous. Interorb-

ital broad as eye. Armature of head moderate.

One species: PristhopUchthy^ platophrys, of Hawaiian seas.

{Tpi(TT7]s, one who saws -\-Hoplichthys, with reference to the armature.)

PRISTHOPLICHTHYS PLATOPHRYS (Gilbert)

Iloplichthus platophrys Giu:ert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., vol. 23. pt. 1, p. 642,

fig. 250, 1003 (1905) (type locality, Laysan Island, in 351 fathoms).—

FowLKR, Mem. Bishop Mus., vol. 10, p. 300, 1928 (copied).

Depth 10; head 23-4, width II/5. Snout 3 in head; eye 41/3, 1 1/2 in

snout, little greater than interorbital ; maxillary reaches opposite

front eye edge; teeth very minute, villiiorm, in narrow bands in

jaws, on vomer and palatines; interorbital width 5, concave. Gill

rakers 2 + 7?, short, less than gill filaments, which 3 in eye.

Bones of head with minute denticles or serrae, and on top of head

pair of moderately wide set parietals, with a postocular spine on

each suprapostocular ridge, and pair of moderately close set occipi-

tals. Serrae of lateral ridge or suborbital stay all moderate, distinct,

3 anterior each side directed forward and inward and one each side

opposite hind nostrils slightly larger and directed outward. Pre-

opercular outer ridge bears 3 or 4 spines graduated to larger antero-
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basal spine, which flares out and back; preopercular spine ^% in

head. Opercular spines little curved, lower slightly shorter or in

advance. Strong sharp humeral spine. Lateral line with 27 spines,

all erect and larger and stronger posteriorly.

D. VI-lo. I, first spine long as eye, first ray 4 in head, fifth ray

2% ; A. 18, I, fin height 3% ; caudal 2i/o, little convex behind ; least

depth of caudal peduncle 2 in eye; pectoral ly^ in head, rays 13, iii,

lower detached rays with basal webs so about half adnate, length

half of fin; ventral rays I, 5, fin 21/3 in head.

Brown, paler below. Above 4 brownish transverse blotches, now
3 most distinct on flanks and tail. Iris gray. Spinous dorsal black-

ish terminally. Each ray of soft dorsal with several dark spots.

Anal whitish, tinted with brownish on rays. Caudal whitish, little

dark basally, gray terminally. Pectoral with some brownish, other

fins whitish.

7'?/;;e.—U.S.N.M. no. 51620. (3952.) Near Laysan Island. In

347 to 351 fathoms. May 21, 1902. Length 70 mm.
Known only from the type, described above.

RHINHOPLICHTHYS, new genus

Type.—Hoplichfhys haswelli McCulloch.

Distinguished from Oplichthys by the very large smooth and

elongated areas before and below the eyes, so the preorbital extent

of this area at least 1 to I14 times the eye diameter. Snout elongated

and spatulate. Interorbital moderate. Vomer with a large patch

of enlarged, simple, pointed teeth, giving off two long, pointed ex-

tensions behind.

(*pi»', snout+ Iloplichthys.)

Family TRIGLIDAE

ANALYSIS OF GENERA

a\ Trigonae. Row of spine bearing bony bucklers along bases of

both dorsal fins. (Type genus, Trigla Linnaeus.)

6\ Scales larger, 50 to 60 in lateral line.

c\ Lateral line armed with spiny plates Paratrigla

c'. Lateral line unarmed.

6}. Erect spiny bucklers along bases of both dorsals Lepidotrigla

(T. Flattened spiny bucklers along spinous dorsal base, erect

along soft dorsal base Pachytrigla
6'. Scales smaller, 100 or more in lateral line.

e*. Head usually with small spines; scapular spine mod-

erate Trigla

e'. Head nearly smooth, spineless ; scapular spine short Currupiscis
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o'. Pterygotriglinae. Large bucklers only along spinous dorsal

base or absent. (Type genus, Pteri/gotrigla Waite.)

f. Few bony bucklers only along spinous dorsal base.

g\ Upper opercular spine short, reaches pectoral

origin ; humeral spine elongate.

h\ Scapular spine very short; rostral spines short;

no postero-supraorbital spine Pterygotrigla

h\ Scapular spine long and strong; rostral spines

long.

i\ Snout shorter, length 2 or more in head.

f. Maxillary reaches % to eye; rostral spines

long as eye Bovitrigla

f. Maxillary reaches eye; rostral spine % rest

of head DixipMstops

i\ Snout long, 1% in head; maxillary not reaching

eye; rostral spine % rest of head Dixiphistes

g'. Upper opercular spine enlarged, long, reaches % in

pectoral ; humeral spine short Otohime

f. No bony plates or bucklers along dorsal base Dixiphichthys

Genus LEPIDOTRIGLA Gunther

Subgenus Lepidotrigla Gunther

Each bony buckler, along each side of the bases of the dorsal fins,

with a large, simple, entire spine.

Of the typical species Lepidotrigla caviJlone (Lacepede) I have ex-

amined two specimens : U.S.N.M. no. 2219, Europe ; C. L. Bonaparte

Collection, Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia. Length 85 to 110 mm,

caudal fins broken.

LEPIDOTRIGLA OGLINA, new species

Figure 47

Depth 31/2 in body from snout tip ; head 3, width 11/2. Snout 21/2

in head; eye 3, II/5 in snout, greater than interorbital; preorbital

depth below front eye edge 1% in eye; maxillary reaches 1/5 in eye,

length 2% in head ; teeth minutely villiform, in rather broad bands

in jaws, none on palate; interorbital 4, deeply concave. Gill rakers

0+10, short, 41/2 in eye, subequal with gill filaments.

Pair of short, broad, rostral spines, edge of each inside with several

denticles ; supraorbital ridge finely serrated, with 2 low anterior den-

ticles, and larger posterior strong spine, followed by short notch;

suprascapular spine short, sharp pointed; postocular ridge serrated,

ends in short spine ; no keel to suborbital stay, and preopercle without

spines; opercle with pointed spine, level with lower edge of eye;

humeral spine long, slender, equals eye, base broad.
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Scales 52 in lateral line to caudal base, tubes small and simple;

3 scales above lateral line opposite soft dorsal origin, 13 below, 7

predorsal. Chest, breast, prepectoral, and region narrowly behind

paired fins naked. Caudal largely covered with small scales, more
numerous basally. Along dorsal bases 22 bony plates, each with
strong spine, and 8 along first dorsal. Scales of lateral line not

enlarged, though rather narrowly imbricated. Scales with 5 or 6

basal radiating striae ; 18 to 20 short, broad apical spines ; circuli fine,

obsolete or end abruptly apically.

D. IX-14, first spine with front edge serrated, second spine 1% in

head, third ray 2% ; A. 15, i, fourth ray 31/2 ; caudal li/^, little con-

cave behind; least depth of caudal peduncle 2^4 in eye; pectoral

reaches 2l^ to caudal base, uppermost of 3 lower detached rays V/^ in

H.W.F. del.

Figure 47.

—

Lepidotrigla oglina, new species. Type.

upper section of fin, rays i, 7, iii-iii, upper section of fin reaches

base of third anal ray, length V/^ in head; ventral li/g, rays I, 5, fin

reaches little beyond base of fourth anal ray.

Head pale brown. Iris pale, evidently white. Body with upper %
brown and remaining lower portion white, line of demarcation pro-

nounced. Up]:)er section of pectoral largely gray black, white all

around, and outer face of each ray narrowly whitish. Fins other-

wise pale or whitish. Under surface of body with more or less

silvery white reflections.

Type.—U.S.N.M. no. 98865. (1349.) D. 5315. Lat. 21°40' N.,long.
116°58' E., China Sea in vicinity of Formosa. In 148 fathoms. No-
vember 5, 1908. Length 129 mm.
Only the type known. This differs from all other species in its

very large eye, exceeding the depth of the preorbital.

{ogle, with reference to the large eyes.)
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LEPIDOTRIGLA VENUSTA, new species

Figure 48

Depth 4^3 to 4% measured from snout tip; head 3 to 3i/4, width

12/3 to 2. Snout 2% to 2i/o in head from snout tip; eye 31/3 to 3%,
11/^ to 1% in snout, 2 to 3 times interorbital width; maxillary reaches

below front edge of eye, length 2% to 2% in head from snout tip;

mouth width 2% to 3^8 1 narrow bands of minute villiform teeth in

jaws, none on palate; interorbital 7 to 9, deeply concave. Gill rakers

+ 7, lanceolate, li/4 in gill filaments or 4 in eye.

Pair of short, triangular, broad, flat, rostral spines, more or less

flaring out, and edges entire; 2 antero-supraorbital spines each side

and 2 postero-supraorbitals each side, close and with rather deep

transvei'se groove close behind; ridge of suborbital stay obsolete or

not developed and no spine at preopercle angle; strong, pointed

Figure 48.

—

Lepidotrigla veuusta, new species. Type.

suprascapular spine; small, pointed opercular spine, level with lower

edge of eye; strong pointed humeral spine with broad, deep base,

longer than spine.

Scales 52 to 54 in lateral line to caudal base and 2 or 3 more on

latter; 4 above, 18 below; 4 or 5 predorsal. Chest, breast, belly, and

caudal base finely scaled, only small area behind paired fins and pre-

pectoral region naked. Along each side of bases of dorsals 23 buck-

lers, each bearing a strong spine. Lateral line little high, distinct,

each scale usually with trifid tubes. Scales with 5 to 13 basal radi-

ating striae; to 6 short apical points; circuli fine, concentric.

D. IX-15, 1, first spine 1% to 1% in head, third ray 2 to 21/3 ; A. 15,

I, third ray 2% to 3 ; caudal 1% to 1^/4, little emarginate behind; least

depth of caudal peduncle 1% to 1% in eye; pectoral 2^2 to 2% in

length from snout tip to caudal base, reaches 1% to 2 to caudal base.
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rays i, 6, iv-iii, uppermost ray of lower section ly^ to 11/5 in upper

section of fin; ventral reaches second anal ray, fin lYg to II/5 in head,

rays I, 5.

Head brownish, whitish on sides and below with silvery reflections.

Upper half of body pale brownish, lower half of sides silvery white.

Pectoral with upper section marked with a large uniform blackish

brown blotch, leaving entire fin border white. Fins otherwise all pale

to whitish.

Ty/pe.—U.S.N.M. no. 98872. (24328.) D. 5442. San Fernando

Point Light, N. 39° E., 8.4 miles (lat. 16°30'36" N., long. 120°11'{)6"

E.), west coast of Luzon. In 45 fathoms. May 10, 1909. Length

111 mm. Also a series of Philippine paratypes.

Remarks.—This species appears to be related to Lepidotrigla spi-

l-optera Giinther, though that species with a broader interorbital,

shorter pectoral, truncate caudal, and ventrals only reaching anal.

Giinther's description does not mention scales on the breast and his

figure fails to reveal any. The species is best characterized by its

entirely scaled breast, chest, and belly, only the prepectoral region

and narrow postbasal space of the paired fins naked.

(venusta, beautiful.)

LEPIDOTRIGLA PECTORALIS, new species

Figure 49

Depth 41/4 ; head 2^4, width 1%. Snout 2i/io in head ; eye 4%, 2 in

snout, subequal with interorbital; maxillary reaches eye, length 21/3

in head ; mouth width 21/0 ; teeth rather coarsely villiform, in moder-

ately broad bands in jaws, none on palate; interorbital 4% in head,

low, broadly depressed concavely. Gill rakers 0+8, of which 3 low-

est mere rudimentary tubercles; short, strong, lanceolate, % of gill

filaments, which 214 in eye.

Head largely unarmed or few spines developed very short, small

or inconspicuous ; bones of head with distinct, radiating, rugose stri-

ate surfaces; preocular groove narroAv, forward to nostrils; notch

above upper hind edge of eye on each side of head; ridge of sub-

orbital stay little distinct and without any armature, and no spine

on preopercle ; opercle ends in rather broad point behind ; as viewed

above upper front edge of head blunt with row of small marginal

denticles ; long strong humeral spine, 3 in head.

Scales 53 + 4 in lateral line, enlarged and tubes simple; 6 above

opposite soft dorsal origin, 20 below to anal origin; 10 predorsal.

Small and minutely ctenoid scales on predorsal, trunk and tail and

extended over caudal basally. Breast, chest, prepectoral, belly, and
region from basal part of humeral spine to vent naked. Along dor-
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sal bases 27 spinous bucklers, of which 10 along spinous dorsal base.

Scales with 8 to 10 rather large, parallel erect denticles on apical

half; circuli fine, even.

D. IX-18, third spine 21/5 in head, third ray 21/2; A. 17, eighth

ray 3 ; caudal 1%, slightly concave behind ; least depth of caudal pe-

duncle 1% in eye; pectoral reaches ly^ to caudal, 1% in fish without

caudal; pectoral rays 11, 5, iv-iii, uppermost of 3 lower detached rays

2% in upper section of })ectoral; ventral 1^/4 iii^ head, reaches front

of anal.

Light brown, under surface of head and belly whitish. Iris pale

to whitish. Spinous dorsal pale with gray black blotch broadly

terminal on fourth to eighth membranes. Pectoral with up]:)er half

of upper section gray black. Fins otherwise all pale or whitish.

FiGDRE 49.

—

Lepidotrigla pectoralis, new species. Type.

Type.—v.S.'NM. no. 98878. (4256.) D. 5517. Point Tagolo Light,

S. 83° W., 10.5 miles (lat. 8°45'30" N., long. 123°33'45" E.), vicinity

of northern Mindanao, In 169 fathoms. August 9, 1909. Length

140 mm.
Remavhs.—Suggestive of LepidotngJa japonica (Bleeker) but that

species with greatly larger scales, difi'erent physiognomy, much
shorter scaly predorsal and larger suprascapular spine, also with-

out the large black blotch on the spinous dorsal.

{pectoralis., pectoral, with reference to its long pectorals.)

LEPIDOTRIGLA ARGYROSOMA, new species

Figure 50

Depth 4% (in length measured from snout tip) ; head 31/^, width

1%. Snout 214 in head; eye 31/2, II/2 iri snout, greatly exceeds inter-

orbital; maxillary reaches opposite front e3'e edge, length 2I/2 in

head; teeth minute, villiform, in narrow bands in jaws, none on pal-
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ate; interorbital 8, deeply concave. Gill rakers 1+ 10, of Avliicli 4

lowest mere short low rudiments; lanceolate, 2^/2 in eye, longer than

gill filaments.

Pair of broad, flat, triangular, divergent, rostral spines, extended

forward, half of eye; 2 antero-supraorbital spines each side and
postero-supraorbital spines each side, close and with rather deep
transverse groove close behind; ridge of suborbital stay obsolete,

little developed, and with only very short, small spine at preopercle

angle; strong, pointed, suprascapular spine; smaller, pointed opercu-

lar spine, level Avith lower edge of eye ; strong pointed humeral spine,

with broad deep base, subequal with length of spine.

Scales 53 or 54 in lateral line to caudal base and 2 or 3 more on
latter; 4 above, 19 or 20 below; 5 predorsal. Chest, breast, belly,

H.W.F. del.

Figure 50.

—

Lcpidotrigla arijyrosoma, new species. Type.

and caudal base finely scaled, only prepectoral region and small areai

behind bases of paired fins naked. Along each side of bases of dor-

sals 23 bucklers each bearing a strong spine. Lateral line little high,

distinct, each scale with trifid tubes. Scales with 4 to 6 basal radiat-

ing striae; to 8 short strong apical points; circuli fine, concentiic,

often obsolete apically.

D. IX-15, first spine 1% in head, third ray 2; A. 15, seventh

ray 2'%; caudal ll^, emarginate behind; least depth of caudal pe-

duncle IV3 in eye; pectoral reaches II/2 to caudal base, 2% "^ length

from snout tip to caudal base, reaches eleventh anal ray base, rays

I, 5, iv-iii, uppermost ray of lower section 1% in upper section

of fin; ventral reaches fourth anal rav base, fin l^V in head, rays

I, 5.

Head brownish, with silvery reflection and pale lilac tints on sides

and below eye. Upper half of body pale fawn brovvii, lower half

white with silvery tints. Dorsal spines each with 4 or 5 dull brown
blotches. Second dorsal with 2 rows of brov.nish spots, 2 spots on
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each membrane. Upper section of pectoral with large gray black

blotch, border all around whitish, also each ray on outer face nar-

rowly whitish. Ventral pale yellowish brown, edge all around

white. Fins otherwise whitish.

Type.—U.S.^M. no. 98873. (2-13G3.) D. 5442. San Fernando

Point Light, N. 39° E., 8.4 miles (lat. 16°30'36'' N., long. 120°11'06''

E.), west coast of Luzon. In 45 fathoms. May 10, 1909. Length

94 mm.
Also a series of Philippine paratypes.

Remarl's.—Apparently this is close to, if not synonymous with,

Lepidotngla spiloptera var. longipimiis Alcock. According to Al-

cock it "only differs from the type in the great length of the pectoral

fins, which reach to, or beyond, the 9th anal ray." As this name was

proposed by Alcock in 1890 it is precluded by Lepidotrigla longi-

pinnk Steindachner and Doderlein, 1887.

{apyvpos, silver+o-ci/ia, body.)

Pristhoplotkigla, new subgenus

Type.—Lepidotrigla strauchi Steindachner.

Characterized by the spinous bucklers, in a row each side of the

base of the first dorsal fin, with a serrated edge. This is also visible

in a lateral view but not shown on published figures.

{wp'L<7Tr]s, saw+ oTrXoj', [iTTi\or-\- Trigla.)

Stagonotrigla, new subgenus

Type.—Lepir/ofrigla maerohi'achiiim.^ new species.

This group is defined chiefly by the spotted dark area of "he pec-

toral fins, as seen from the inside. The pectoral is variable in length,

from short to long.

((TTaTcov, spot+ Tn^Zo.)

LEPIDOTRIGLA PUNCTIPECTORALIS, new species

F^QUBB 51

Depth 41/^ in length measured from snout tip; head 3xVr width

1%. Snout 2% in head from snout tip; eye 3%, 1% in snout, slightly

greater than interorbital ; maxillary reaches % to eye, length 3 in

head from snout tip ; mouth width 21/4 ; teeth minutely villiform, in

bands in jaws, upper band broadly exposed when mouth closes;

interorbital 5I/3 in head from snout tip, deeply concave. Gill rakers

1 + 13, of which lowest 6 mere rudiments; longest % of gill fila-

ments, which 214 in eye.

Pair of broadly flattened, triangular rostral spines, about 21/2 irt

eye, edges of each entire; 2 low, short, antero-supraorbital spines
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each side, followed by close set, low, broad pair above hind eye
edge, behind which a deep notch; pair of low, small occipital spines;

suprascapula Avith broad plate bearing strong spine with keel for-

ward; strong horizontal postocular keel bearing several close set

points behind; ridge of suborbital stay little developed, only below
eye, ends in blunt spine at preopercle angle; small opercular spine,

level with lower edge of eye, extends back little over gill opening;
large, broad humeral plate with horizontal keel ending in strong,

slender spine, slightly longer than eye.

Scales 58 in lateral line to caudal base, each with 5 or 6 divergent
tubules; 4 above to soft dorsal origin, 16 below; 7 predorsal. Chest,

breast, prepectoral region and basal region close behind paired fins

naked. Small scales on belly and caudal base. Along bases of dorsals

H.W.F.del.

Figure 51.

—

Lepidotrigla punctipectoralia, new species. Type.

each side 23 bony bucklers, each armed with a strong spine, of which
8 along base of spinous fin. Scales with 4 to 6 basal radiating striae;

row of 13 to 15 rather triangular apical denticles; circuli fine, obsolete

apically.

D. X-15, I, second spine I14 in head from snout tip, fifth ray 3;

A. 16, fifth ray 4; caudal li/o, slightly emarginate behind; least

depth of caudal peduncle 1^4 in eye; pectoral I1/3, rays i, 7, iii-iii,

uppermost of 3 lower detached rays equals pectoral, though as little

advanced not reaching hind end of pectoral; ventral reaching base

of second anal ray, rays I, 5, fin li/4 in head from snout tip.

Head brownish. Iris gray, apparently Avhite in life. Upper half

of body pale yellow^ish brown, lower half silvery white. Fins whitish.

Upper part of pectoral largely gray black, all rays on outer surfaces

whitish; in blackish area scattered small white spots and several

larger below; edge of fin white all around.
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Type.—V.S.^M. no. 98871. (1562.) D. 5135. Jolo Light, S.

46° W., 11.90 miles (lat. 6°11'50" N., long. 121°8'20" E.), vicinity

of Jolo. In 161 fathoms. February 7, 1908. Length 175 mm.
Reinarhs.—Very close to Lepidotrigla khhinouyei Snyder, which

also has the dark area of the pectoral fin spotted with white, but

only the lower half of this area. In the present species tlie white

spots are more variable and scattered over the entire dark area.

L. functifectoralh has a shorter pectoral, reaching 2i/2 to caudal base.

In the specimen before me of L. k'lshinouyei^ as well as in Snyder's

figure of the type, the pectoral reaches half way to the caudal base.

Also a paratype, U.S.N.M. no. 98980. (2944.) D. 5392. Tubig

Point, N. 49° E., 5 miles (lat. 12°12'35'' N., long. 124°2'48" E.),

between Samar and Masbate. In 135 fathoms. March 13, 1909.

Length 160 mm.
{punctus, spot + pectoralis, pectoral.)

LEPIDOTRIGLA MACROBRACHIUM, new species

Figure 52

Depth 3% (in length from snout tip) ; head 21/0, width 1%. Snout

2% in head ; eye 3%, 1^4 ii^ snout, greatly exceeds interorbital ; max-
illary reaches % to eye, length 2% in head ; mouth width 214 ; teeth

minutely villiform, in narrow band in each jaw, none on palate;

interorbital 6%. very deeply concave. Gill rakers + 9, of which

lowest 3 very small rudiments; longest 31/2 in ©ye, I14 in gill fila-

ments, which 114 in eye.

Pair of short, broadly triangular rostral spines, length 3 in eye,

their edges denticulate; 2 strong antero-supraorbitals each side, also

2 close set strong postero-supraorbitals on little prominence followed

by deep transverse groove, forming deep notch in upper profile of

head; pair of moderate occipital spines; postocular keel terminated

by spine posteriorly; suprascapular spine rather small, strong; sub-

orbital stay with low ridge only across preopercle, ending in small

short spine at preopercle angle on margin; opercle with small spine

nearly level with lower edge of eye ; humeral plate with long pointed

spine, besides small obtuse spine on upper part of edge.

Scales 44 in lateral line to caudal base ; 2 above opposite second

dorsal origin, 14 below; 5 predorsal. Chest, breast, prepectoral re-

gion and area narrowly behind bases of paired fins naked. Caudal

largely scaly, at least basally. Along dorsal bases 22 bony plates,

each bearing strong spine, of these 9 along base of first dorsal. Scales

in lateral line enlarged and narrowly imbricated; each tube simple.

Scales with 5 or 6 basal radiating striae ; 9 or 10 strong, short, apical

denticles; circuli moderate, obsolete apically.
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D. IX-14, front ed<ze of first spine serrated, second spine 1% ii^

head, seventh ray 2%; A. 14, i, seventh ray 3%; caudal 1%, concave

behind; least depth of caudal peduncle 2 in eye; pectoral reaches

IYq to caudal base, length 1% in fish from snout tip to caudal base,

uppermost of 3 lower detached rays 1% in upper section of fin, rays

II, 6, III

—

hi; ventral rays I, 5, reach third anal ray, fin II/3 iii head.

Pale brown on head, whitish below. Body light brown on upper

half, lower half white, with line of demarcation distinct. Iris pale,

whitish, gray above. Long pectoral largely gray black, marked with

very numerous, variable white round spots, margin of fin most all

around white, and on outer face each ray edged narrowdy with

white. Fins otherwise all whitish.

H.W.F.deL

Figure 52.

—

Lepidotrigla macrobrachium, new species. Type.

Type.—U.S.^M. no. 98882. (4388.) D. 5432. Corandagos Island

(NW.), N. 30" E., 5.7 miles (lat. 10°3r50" N., long. 120°12' E.),

eastern Palawan and vicinity. In 51 fathoms. April 8, 1909.

Length 64 mm.
RemarlL.s.—Approaches Le/pidotiigla jaj)onic(i (Bleeker) of Japan,

but that species with shorter pectoral largely uniformly blackish,

smaller scales, and less prominent armature. Known only from the

type.

(naKpos, long-f-j3pdxti^J', arm or pectoral.)

PACHYTRIGLA, new genus

Type.—Pacliytrigla in<iri8incn8is^ new species.

Body elongately ovoid, compressed, tapers back evenly from head.

Head short, deep, front profile steep. Snout moderate. Eye large,

high, largely in front of second half of head. Mouth low, short,

broad. Maxillary not reaching below eye. Teeth minute, in bands

in jaws, none on palate. Interorbital deeply concave, bounded by
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notch or groove posteriorly and along upper postocular. Gill rakers

short, strong points. Gill opening large, extends well forward or

opposite middle of snout. Pair of broad, triangular rostral spines.

Humeral spine well developed, others small or obsolete. Scales very

firmly adherent, regular. Kow of strong spiny bucklers along bases

of dorsals, those of first dorsal flat, asperous, their hind edges den-

tate, which gives place to a large single spine along base of second

dorsal. Scales of lateral line anteriorly deep, narrowly imbricated

and much deeper than posterior scales. First dorsal half length of

second. Anal opposite second dorsal and similar. Caudal moder-

ate, truncate. Pectoral short, reaches front of anal. Ventral little

shorter than pectoral.

In this genus, which I separate from Leindotr'igla^ the anterior

bucklers along the base of the first dorsal are flattened and their

hind edges dentate. In LejiidotngJa these bucklers all form a keel,

like those along the l)ase of the second dorsal, each bearing a single

large spine. LepidotrlgU also differs further in that the broad

rostral spines are more or less spinigerous, entire in PachytrigJa.

{irhxvs, thick+ Tngla.)

PACHYTRIGLA MARISINENSIS, new species

Figure 53

Depth 4 m length from snout tip ; head SVs, width 1%. Snout 2yio

in head, eye 4, 2 in snout, IVio in interorbital ; maxillary reaches %
to eye, length 3l^ in head ; mouth width 2% ; band of minute villiform

teeth in each jaw, none on palate; interorbital SVs, deeply depressed

concavely. Gill rakers 0+9, low points, lower 4 mere rudiments;

longest % of gill filaments, which 31/5 m eye.

Two broad, flat, triangadar rostral spines, length li/o in eye; supra-

orbital ridge with slight notch over hind eye edge; broad, strong

suprascapular spine, length half of eye; ridge of suborbital stay

very feeble, only evident below eye, without spine at preopercular

angle; very small, short opercular spine, below lower eye edge;

large triangular humeral plate ending in a slender pointed spine

3 in head.

Scales 56 in lateral line to caudal base ; 4 above until opposite sec-

ond dorsal origin, 16 below to anal origin; 7 predorsal. Chest,

breast, and region rather narrowly behind paired fins naked, also

prepectoral region. Most all of caudal finely scaled, though more

densely so basally. Along dorsal bases 24 strong bucklers, first 8

along spinous dorsal at first broad with their hind edges with sev-

eral serrae which progressively or at second fin form but a single

strong spine to each buckler. Lateral line conspicuous, rather high

36541—38 6
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and straight, first tubes as 6 branches which diminish to a simple

branch on posterior scales. Scales with 4 or 5 basal radiating striae;

12 to 20 short broad apical denticles; circuli fine, obsolete or ends

abruptly terminally.

D. IX-16, I, third spine 2% in head, fourth ray 3%; A. 16, i.

sixth ray 4; caudal 1%, truncate, only slightly emarginate as con-

tracted; least depth of caudal peduncle 1% in eye; pectoral reaches

front part of anal or 2% to caudal base, rays i, 6, iv-iii, fin li/e

in head; ventral V/^, rays I, 5.

Pale brown above, under half of body whitish. Iris pale, evidently

white in life. Upper section of pectoral largely blackish gray,

especially terminally, edge all around whitish and each ray edged

with white.

H.W.F.deL

Figure 53.

—

Pachytriyla marisinensis, new genus, new species. Type.

Type.—V. S. N. M. no. 988G7. (2G94.) D. 5302. Lat. 21°42' N.,

long. 114°50' E., China Sea. In 38 fathoms. August 9, 1908.

Length 147 mm.
Known only from the type.

(Named for the China Sea.)

BOVITRIGLA, new genus

Type.—BovitrigJa acanthomopJate^ new species.

Body elongately ovoid, well compressed. Head rather large, deep,

compressed. Snout little less than head, its front upper profile

straight. Eye large, well impinging on upper profile, largely within

front of last half of head. Mouth low, nearly horizontal. Maxillary

not reaching eye. Teeth minute, in fine bands in jaws, feeble short

band on vomer, none on palatines. Interorbital broad, deeply con-

cave. Pair of strong, acuminate rostral spines, directed forward,

nearly long as eye. Small postero-supraorbital spine. Long, strong,

suprascapular spine. Similar humeral spine. Ridge of suborbital
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stay feeble, ends in short spine at angle of preopercle. Opercular

spine small. Scales small, firmly adherent, hastate and each ending

in an apical spine. Patch of scales across breast. Row of imperfect

scabrous plates along each side of first dorsal base, none along second

dorsal. Lateral line distinct, complete, little high along side of

body. Dorsal with 8 spines, but little shorter than soft fin. Anal

opposite to and like soft dorsal, origin little advanced. Caudal mod-

erate, but little emarginate. Pectoral long, reaches little over half

way to caudal. Ventral reaches vent.

Related to Pterygotrlgla Waite, 1899, but that genus with a very

short suprascapular spine, shorter rostral spines, and no postero-

supraorbital spines.

Ptei^gotrigJa ryul-yuensis Matsubara and Hiyama, 1932, may be-

long in the present genus, rather than in Pterygotrigla^ as here under-

stood. Its squamation is not described, and judged from the figure

the scales would appear to be rounded rather than ending in an

apical spine as in Bovitrigla. The condition of the breast is not

given.

Quite likely Otohime Jordan and St arks, 1907, based on Trigla

hemisticta Schlegel, is a valid genus. Its different physiognomy, to-

gether with the greatly enlarged and elongate opercular spine, is

diagnostic.

THgla leptacanthus Giinther is evidently a member of the present

genus, though it differs from the genotype in various minor items

specifically.

{hos, hwW+ Tngla.)

BOVITRIGLA TRIACANTHUS (Gunther)

Trigla triacanthus Gunthee, Report ou the scientific results of the voyage of

H. M. S. ChaUerifjer, vol. 1, pt. 6, p. 42, pi. 18, fig. B, 1880 (type locality,

Ki Islands, in 129 fathoms).

Differs from Bovitrigla dcanthomoplate in the greatly shorter

humeral spine, narrower interorbital, shorter maxillary, uppermost

of lower 3 detached pectoral rays reaching only well short of anal

or perhaps only to vent, and its details of coloration. Giinther does

not mention the scales on the breast, if present, and his figure fails

to reveal any.

BOVITRIGLA ACANTHOMOPLATE, new species

Figure 54

Depth 4 in body measured from snout tip; head 2%, width 1%.
Snout 21/8 in head from snout tip; eye 3%, 1% in snout, 1% in

interorbital; mouth width 3; maxillary reaches % to eye, length

2% in head from snout tip ; band of very fine villiform teeth in each
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jaw; small, sliort transverse band of minute, feeble teeth on vomer;
palatines toothless; interorbital deep, broadly depressed concavely.

Gill rakers 1 + 9, of which lowest 4 mere short, low, weak rudiments;
lanceolate, subequal with gill filaments or 3 in eye.

Pair of broad, flat, divergent rostral spines, extended forward, long
as eye; small postero-orbital spine; long, slender suprascapular

spine, flaring out and back, about 3 in head; ridge of suborbital

stay but feeble keel, ends in small sharp spine at preorbital angle

reaching o-ill opening; slender, pointed opercular spine, little below
level of eye; long humeral spine horizontal, about 3 in head.

Lateral line with 50 scales in its course to caudal base; 10 above,

22 below; 10 predorsal. Kow of 9 more or less ill defined sca-

brous bucklers along each side of base of first dorsal. Body and

RW.F.del.

Figure 54.

—

Bovitrigla acanthotnopUitc, new genus, new species. Type.

tail largely with fine scales, some extending on base of caudal;

middle and sides of breast with small scales, chest, prepectoral re-

gion and area around bases of paired fins naked, though belly cov-

ered with fine close set scales. Scales small, pear-shaped, each end-

ing in a single apical spine ; basal portion trilobate ; circuli imperfect,

uneven.

D. VIII-11, I, second spine 2i/4 in head, fourth ray 2% ; A. I, 11,

I, eighth ray 3i/^
; caudal li/^, hind edge obliquely and slightly emar-

ginate; least depth of caudal peduncle 2 in eye; pectoral lyV in head,

rays ii, 5, v-iii, uppermost of 3 detached rays 1% in upper section of

pectoral fin ; ventral 1% in head, rays I, 5, fin reaches vent.

Brown, with traces of gray or silvery sheen on sides of head.

Under surface of head, chest, breast, prepectoral region and belly

silvery white. Iris pale, evidently white. Fins all pale or light.

First dorsal with first to third membranes on outer half dull brown-
ish. Second dorsal marginally brownish. Upper part of pectoral,
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over greater part of its upper section gray black, edge pale or whit-

ish all around, and outer face of fin edge of each ray narrowly whit-

ish. Three detached rays and front margin of ventral broadly

whitish.

Type.—V.S.^M. no. 98869. (2223.) D. 5519. Point Tagolo

Ligiit, S. 71° W., 8.7 miles (lat. 8°47' N., long. 123°31'15" E.),

vicinity of northern Mindanao. In 182 fathoms. August 9, 1909.

Length 150 mm.
Reinarhs.—Apparently related to Pterygotrigla ryiihyuensis Mat-

subara and Hiyama 1932, Ryukyu Islands, based on a specimen 260

mm long. That species differs noticeably in its much broader and

shorter rostral spines, more narrow predorsal plate, absence of the

postero-supraorbital spine, shorter and less divergent suprascapular

spines and shorter pectoral,

{aKavda, spine +co^o7rXaTr7, shoulder-blade.)

DIXIPHISTOPS, new genus

Type.—Dixiphistops megalops^ new species.

Body elongately ovoid, well compressed. Head deep, moderate,

compressed. Snout moderate, depressed, much shorter than rest of

head. Eye very large, well impinging on upper profile, center little

behind middle in head length measured from snout tip. Mouth mod-

erate, terminal, low, nearly horizontal. Maxillary reaches opposite

front of eye, well expanded behind and slips below preorbital. Inter-

orbital deeply concave. Nostrils small, well separate and hind pair

midway in snout. Gill rakers long, lanceolate. Gill opening wide,

extends forward about last fourth in snout. Head largely with sur-

faces of bones finely rugose striate. Each side of snout a long, flat,

slender, acuminate spine, at least % rest of head. Small pair of

spines between posterior nostrils. Ridge of suborbital stay well

marked, entire or without spines. Strong depressed spine back from

each side of occiput. Opercular spine small. Rather long, slender,

humeral spine. Each side of spinous dorsal 8 rugose bony bucklers,

besides one close before fin. No bony bucklers along base of soft

dorsal, though each ray with a small, short basal spine each side.

Lateral line complete, high along side, composed of moderate tubes.

Scales minute, rather irregular, and firmly adherent. Dorsal spines

7, slender, fin % of soft dorsal. Anal opposite soft dorsal, similar.

Caudal little emarginate. Pectoral moderate, reaches half way to

caudal base ; fin in 2 sections, with lowest rays of upper section grad-

uated short ; uppermost ray of low^er section little longer than upper

section of fin. Ventral short, reaches vent.

(5ia, divided +^t</)os, sword +wt/', appearance.)
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DIXIPHISTOPS MEGALOPS, new species

Figure 55

Deptli 34^ in lenfftli from snout tip; head from snout tip (not

tip of rostral extensions) 21/2, width 2. Snout 2% in head; eye 31/3,

11/^ in snout, little greater than interorbital ; maxillary reaches below

front eye edge, expansion 3 in eye, length 2% in head; bands of

very minute, fine, villiform teeth in jaws, concealed in closed jaws;

no teeth on palate; bony rostral extension on each side of end of

snout 11/4 in rest of head ; interorbital 4 in head, rather deeply con-

cave. Gill rakers 3+ 17, slender, 21/2 in eye; 2 above and 7 below

very short, low rudiments; gill filaments % of eye or % of gill rakers.

A very low, blunt, obtuse, supraorbital posterior knob; long,

strong spine projecting back each side of occiput reaching spinous

dorsal origin; very small, low spine above each posterior nostril;

keel of suborbital stay distinct, entire, ends in a single short spine

H.W.F.del.

FiGURK 55.

—

Dixiphistops megnlops, new genus, nev/ species. Type.

behind at angle of preopercle edge, spine not quite reaching gill open-

ing; opercle with small spine, level with lower part of eye; large,

slender humeral spine, little inclined upward and backward, length

11/4 ill eye. Row of rugose striate bucklers along base of spinous

dorsal, one also just in front of fin invading about 1/3 of predorsal

space, which otherv/ise finely scaled. Soft dorsal without bucklers

though on each side of base a very small, inconspicuous, short spine,

very evident as the finger is drawn along the base of the fin.

Scales minute, irregular, largely little or nonimbricate; chest,

breast, prepectoral region, and space behind bases of paired fins

naked. Lateral line distinct, tubes 53 in its course to caudal base.

Bones of head all more or less finely and smoothly rugose striate.

D. VII-12, third spine 2% in head from snout tip, third ray 3140

1

A. 12, I, eighth ray 3%, fin edge not notched; caudal 1%, hind edge

little concave and end of each lobe pointed; least depth of caudal

peduncle 2 in eye; pectoral moderate, reaches front part of anal, fin
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length 11/5 in head, rays i, 8, iv-iii, uppermost of 3 lower detached

rays slightly longer than upper section of fin ; ventral inserted little

before pectoral base, with spine and 5 rays, fin length II/3 in head

from snout tip.

Very pale or light brown. Iris light yellowish, evidently whitish

in life. Back little more brownish than belly, below more whitish.

Fins all more or less pale to whitish. Spinous dorsal whitish, ante-

rior membranes terminally dark brown. Pectoral dark gray or

brown medially, border pale all around.

Type—U.SJ^M. no. 98879. (3679.) D. 5441. San Fernando

Point Light, S. 87° E., 18.7 miles (lat. 16°38' N., long. 119°57'18"

E.), Avest coast of Luzon. In 186 fathoms. May 10, 1909. Length

146 mm.
Diagnosis in the genus.

(fxkyas, large -fcoi/', eye.)

DIXIPHISTES, new genus

Type.—Dlxiphistes macrorhynchus^ new species.

Body elongately ovate, well compressed. Head long, compressed,

attenuated. Snout long, extended, so that muzzle more than half

of head. Eye large, elevated, impinging on upper profile, anteriorly

in posterior half of head. Mouth rather small, terminal, low, nearly

horizontal. Maxillary not quite reaching % to eye, well expanded

behind and slips below preorbital. Interorbital deeply concave.

Nostrils small, well separated and hind pair at first % in snout.

Gill rakers long, lanceolate. Gill opening wide, extends forward

well before eye. Head largely with surfaces of bones finely rugose

striate. Each side of snout a long, flat, slender, acuminate spine, at

least % rest of head. Kidge of suborbital stay well marked, entire

or without spines. Strong spine back from each side of occiput.

Opercular spine small. Large humeral spine, with broad, flat, striate

basal portion. Each side of spinous dorsal 8 rugose bony bucklers,

besides large one just before fin. No bony bucklers along base of

soft dorsal, though each ray with a small, short, basal spine each

side. Lateral line complete, high along side, composed of rather

large tubes. Scales minute, rather irregular, and firmly adherent.

Dorsal spines 7, slender, fin little over half soft dorsal. Anal oppo-

site soft dorsal, similar. Caudal little emarginate. Pectoral very

long, reaches 3/. to caudal base; fin in 2 sections, with lowest rays

of upper section graduated short; uppermost ray of lower section

little longer than upper section of fin. Ventral short, reaches vent.

This very interesting genus is the extreme of the group of genera

with a pair of flattened, accuminate rostral extensions forward. It
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differs in the elongated snout, with the maxillary falling well short

of the eye, tlie uppermost ray of the lower section of the pectoral fin

longer tlian the upper section of the fin, its armature of the head,

bucklers, scales, etc.

(5ia, divided+ ^t0os, sword.)

DIXIPHISTES MACRORHYNCHUS. new species

FiouKE 56

Depth 4l^ in length from snout tip ; head from snout tip (not tip

of rostral extensions) 2Vij, width 2%. Snout I34 in head; eye 4%,
2% in snout, subequal with interorbital ; maxillary reaches % to

eye, expansion 2 in eye, length 2% in head; band of minute villiform

teeth in each jaw, up|)er exposed when mouth closes; no teeth on

palate; bony rostral extension eacli side of end of snout fi/o in rest

of head ; interorbital 4% in head, deeply concave. Gill rakers 3 + 13,

slender, fi/o in eye
;
gill filaments % of gill rakers.

No supraorbital spines; strong, backward-projecting spine, each

side of occiput reaching spinous dorsal origin; keel of suborbital stay

distinct, entire, ends in single, moderate spine behind at angle of

preopercle edge, spine projecting slightly behind gill opening;

opercle with small spine, level with lower part of eye; large strong

humeral sohie, length % of eye. Row of rugose striate bucklers

along ])ase of spinous dorsal, one also just in front of fin but invades

only about 14 of predorsal space, which otherwise smooth and scale-

less; Ijuckleis without any spines. Soft dorsal without bucklers

though on each side of base a very small, inconspicuous, short spine,

very evident if tlie finger is drawn along the base of the fin.

Scales minute, ii-regular, largely little or nonimbricate; absent from
predorsal and narrow strip below bucklers of spinous dorsal, chest,

breast, prepecloral and region behind bases of paired fins. Lateral

line distinct, tubes 52 in its course to caudal base. Bones of head

all more or less finely and smoothly rugose striate.

D. VII—I, 11, third spine 3 in head from snout tip, third ray

3Vi ; A. 12, 1, fifth ray 414, fin edge not notched; caudal 1%, hind edge

slightly concave and end of each lobe pointed ; least depth of caudal

peduncle 1% in eye; pectoral very long, reaches middle of soft anal

or dorsal, fin length 2%^ in fish from snout tip to caudal base; rays

10, v-iii, uppermost of 3 lower detached rays slightly longer than

upper section of fin; ventral inserted little before pectoral base,

with spine and 5 rays, fin length 1% in head from snout tip.

Head pale or very light brown, with traces of whitish or silvery

reflections. Iris whitish, with gray. Back and body brown, with

silvery or white on belly. Fins all more or less pale or wdiitish.
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Spinous dorsal brownish terniinall3\ Upper soction of pectoral gray-

ish, with 4 rather ill defined transverse dark or blackish bands. Ven-

tral with outer portions of third and fourth membranes each with

a dark brown bar.

Figure 56.

—

Dia-iphistes macrorhynchus, new genus, new species. Type.

Type.—V.S.'^M. no. 98875. (2222.) D. 5519. Point Tagolo

Light, S. 71° W., 8.7 miles (lat. 8^47' N., long. 123°31'15" E.). In

182 fathoms. August 9, 1909. Length 159 mm.
Diagnosis contained in that of its genus.

(jxaKpos, long+piiyxos, snout.)

DIXIPHICHTHYS, new genus

Type.—Dlxiphichthys hoplites., new species.

Body elongately ovate, well compressed. Head moderate, rather

well compressed. Snout moderate, depressed, shorter than rest of

head. Eye moderate, elevated, impinging on upper profile, largely

with anterior portion in posterior half of head. Mouth moderate,

terminal, low, nearly horizontal. Maxillary not quite reaching eye,

well expanded behind and slips below preorbital. Interorbital deeply

concave. Nostrils small, well separated and posterior midway in

snout length. Gill rakers long, lanceolate. Gill opening wide, ex-

tends forward w^ell before eye. Head largely with surfaces of bone

rugose striate. Each side of snout a long, flat, slender, acuminate

spine, at least little over half of rest of head. Ridge of suborbital

stay well marked, entire, or without spines. Long, strong spine back

from each side of occiput. Opercular spine small. Short, strong

humeral spine. Along base of spinous dorsal row' of scabrous scales,

small and each with short pointed spine. No bucklers along base of

soft dorsal, though each ray with a small, short basal spine each

side. Lateral line complete, high along side, composed of rather

large tubes. Dorsal spines 8, slender, fin little less than half of soft

dorsal. Anal opposite soft dorsal, similar. Caudal nearly truncate.

Pectoral very long, reaches % to caudal base ; fin in 2 sections, with
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lowest rays of upper section graduated short; uppermost ray of

lower section little more than half length of upper section of fin.

Ventral reaches vent.

Close to Dixiphistes but with a longer pectoral, though lower sec-

tion of fin greatly shorter, shorter snout, more dorsal spines and

stronger armature of the head. The absence of bony bucklers around

the base of the spinous dorsal will distinguish this genus from both

Dixiphistes and Dixiphistops.

{8ia, divided+ ^t'^os, sword+ tx^us, fish.)

DIXIPHICHTHYS HOPLITES, new species

Figure 57

Depth 3% in length from snout tip; head from snout tip (not tip

of rostral extensions) 2%, width 1%. Snout 21/5 in head; eye 4, 1%
in snout, slightly greater than front part of interorbital ; maxillary

reaches % to eye, expansion 214 in eye, length 2% in head ; bands of

very minute, fine, villiform teeth in jaws, concealed in closed jaws;

no teeth on palate; bony rostral extension on each side of end of

H.W.F.del.

FiGUHE 57.

—

Dixiphichthys hopJites, new genus, new specii s. Type.

snout 2 in rest of head ; front part of interorbital width 41/3 in head,

rather deeply concave. Gill rakers 4+13, of which 2 above low rudi-

ments; gill rakers 2^4 in eye; gill filaments % of gill rakers.

Pair of very short, low, sharp, wide set spines between hind

nostrils; broad, strong, low, obtuse postero-supraorbital spine; long,

strong spinje, projects back each side of occiput and reaches base of

second or third dorsal spine; keel of suborbital stay distinct, entire,

ends in a single, short, low spine at preopercle angle, not reaching

gill opening; opercle with small spine, level with lower part of eye;

short, strong, pointed, humeral spine, little inclined, II/3 in eye. Row
of small, scabrous scales along each side of base of spinous dorsal,
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each bearing a small, low spine. Soft dorsal with a low, inconspic-

uous, short spine each side basally of each ray, very evident as the

finger is drawn along the base of the fin.

Scales very minute, in oblique rows along side of body, chest, breast,

prepectoral, sV':'i!'i' around bases of paired fins, and narrow loop

around front of sj^iuous dorsal naked. Lateral line distinct, tubes 50

in its course to caudal base. Bones of head all minutely rugose stri-

ate, rough velvety to touch.

D. VIII-12, I, fourth spine 31/3 in head from snout tip, fifth ray

21^; A. 12, eighth ray 2%, fin edge not notched; caudal 1%, its hind

edge very slightly concave ; least depth of caudal peduncle 1% in eye

;

pectoral long, reaches li/4 to caudal, fin length 2 in fish from snout

tip to caudal base, rays i, 8, iv-iii, uppermost of 3 lower detached

rays 13^ in upper section of fin ; ventral inserted little before pectoral

base, with spine and 5 rays, fin length 1% in head from snout tip.

Pale or light brownish, most of head and belly whitish. Iris pale,

evidently white in life. Spinous dorsal with membranes brownish

terminally. Membranes of upper section of pectoral, connecting

branched rays, gray black, edge of fin rather narrowly whitish.

7^y^e._U.S.N.M. no. 98874. (4143.) D. 5516. Port Tagolo Light

(Mindanao), S. 80° W., 9.7 miles (lat. 8°46', N., long. 123°32'30" E.),

vicinity of northern Mindanao. In 175 fathoms. August 9, 1909.

Length 134 mm.
Also paratype, U.S.N.M. no. 98982. (1435.) D. 5412. Lauis

Point Light, N. 21° E. 5.5 miles (lat. 10°9'15'' N., long. 123°52' E.),

between Cebu and Bohol. In 162 fathoms. March 23, 1909. Length

128 mm.
(ottXittjs, armed.)

Family PERISTEDIIDAE

Gargariscinae, new subfamily

Type genus, Gargariscus H. M. Smith. Upper jaw with teeth,

lower toothless.

Includes Gargariscus and Heminodus.

Genus GARGARISCUS H. M. Smith

GARGARISCUS PRIONOCEPHALUS (Dumeril)

Perisfedioii undulatus Weber, 1^12,= Gargariscus semidentatus H.

M. Smith, 1917, both to fall with Peristethidion prionocephalum

Dumeril 1868.

Of G. semidentatus H. M. Smith I have examined the type and

other Philippine material.
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Genus HEMINODUS H. M. Smith

HEMINODUS PHILIPPINUS H, M. Smith

The type and other Philippine material examined.

Subfamily Peristediinae

Type genus, Perhtedion. Both jaws toothless.

Includes Peristedion., Satyrichthys, Nemapenstedioyi^ and Scalicus.

Genus PERISTEDION Lacepede

PERISTEDION AMBLYGENYS, new species

Figure 58

Depth 5% in body measured from snout tip inside rostral exten-

sions; head 3l^, width 1%. Snout 2^/4 in head; eye 4, 1% in snout,

little greater than interorbital ; maxillary extends 4^ to eye, length

3 in head ; mouth width 2% ; barbel 214, with 6 tufts of several small

filaments; anteriorly each side of mandibular sympliysis tuft of small

filaments and 4 tufts on inner edge of each ramus of lower jaw
anteriorly; mouth endentulous; interorbital 4% in head, deeply con-

cave. Gill rakers 4+19, lanceolate, 3 in eye, twice gill filaments.

Pair of attenuated, long, flat, rostral extensions, long as snout,

rather narrow interspace 4^ width of either extensi(m; single, strong,

low, postero-supraorbital spine, keel extending back witli broad, ob-

tuse parietal angle and ends in large, strong, erect occipital spine;

postocular keel ends in blunt suprascapular spine ; opercie with pointed

spine forming long keel forward long as eye; keel of suborbital stay

with undulous edge though without any spines and simply obtuse

posteriorly.

From above gill opening 35+ 1 bony lateral plates; 4 rows of

diminishing spiniferous plates on trunk; spines all large, strong,

erect and surfaces of plates rugose; hind pair of plates on belly

before vent 1% length of front pair; arc of 5 rather poorly developed

scutes from over gill opening downward.

D. VIII, 20, third spine 3tV in l^ead, fourth ray 3 ; A. 22, eighth

ray 3%; caudal 3? (damaged) ; least depth of caudal peduncle 3iA

in eye; pectoral 2i'5 in head, rays i, ll-ii, upper detached ray 1%
in head or reaches base of fifth anal ray; ventral rays I, 5, fin 2 in

head or reaches vent; vent with papilla i/> of eye.

Light brown, whitish below. Iris gray. Spinous dorsal with

blackish margin above and soft dorsal with black marginal line.

Pectoral whitish, with blackish terminally and transverse dark brown

band.
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Tijpe.—V.S.^M. no. 98870. (24377.) D. 5442. San Fernando

Point Light, N. 39° E., 8.4 miles (lat. 16°30'36" N., long. 120nr6"

E.), west coast of Luzon. In 45 fathoms. May 10, 1909. Length 162

mm to end of broken caudal.

Remarks.—Also a series of Philippine specimens in 108 to 445

fathoms.

Differs from Peristedion m'erstrassi, and P. picturatum in the

supraorbital and occipital spines higher, snout longer, and the upper

detaclied pectoral ray reaches front of anal. It agrees in tlie rostral

extensions spineless and the dorsal spines 6.

nPXus, obtuse 4-7^^''^5, chin.)

RW.F.del.

Figure 58.

—

Peristedion amhlygenys, new species. Type.

Genus SATYRICHTHYS Kaup

SATYRICHTHYS CLAVILAPIS, new species

FiouKB 59

Depth 4% in length measured from -snout tip inside rostral ex-

tensions; head 21/3, width 11/2. Snout ly^ in head; eye SVs, 234 in

snout, equals interorbital ; maxillary extends % to eye, length 214 in

head ; mouth width 21/3 ; barbel 3%, with 3 long filaments
;
pair of

rather long lower mental filaments, one each side of mandibular

symphysis, though no others; no teeth; interorbital 514 in head,

deeply concave, superciliary ridges broad and elevated. Gill rakers

6+18, of which 3 or 4 above and below small rudiments; length

3 in eye
;
gill filaments % of gill rakers.

Pair of broad, flattened, thin, attenuated, rostral extensions, longer

than eye or equal to postocular space, interspace equals basal w^idth

of either extension ; single and rather large postero-supraorbital spine

each side, with keel leading back to large, strong occipital spine, %
of eye; postocular keel ends in blunt, short suprascapular spine;
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single, small, inconspicuous median spine on snout at last fourth its

length; opercular si)ine small, slender, little below level of eye, with

slight keel forward so its length equals eye; ridge of suborbital stay

broad, flat keel, with finely serrate or denticulate edge, ending in

long slender spine at angle of preopercle long as eye and with small

short prebasal denticle externally, also preo})ercle spine reaching very

little beyond base of uppermost pectoral ray or about % in fin length.

RW.F.deL

Figure 59.

—

Satyrichthys clavilapis, new species. Type.

From above gill opening 27+1 bony lateral plates; 3 rows of di-

minishing spiniferous plates on trunk with an additional row on
belly and under side of tail; spines all slender, sharp pointed, firm,

and surfaces of plates rugose striate; front pair of plates on belly

twice long as posterior pair close before vent ; row of 3 small plates,

each bearing horizontal keel ending in spine, above gill opening and
subvertical roAv behind gill opening also of 3 small plates.

D. VII, 17, third spine 3% in head, third ray 43/5 ; A. 16, fifth ray

5; caudal 2%, concave behind; least depth of caudal peduncle 2%
in eye; pectoral 2j''^ in head, rays 10, ii-ii, uppermost detached ray

2% in head ; ventral 214, rays I, 5.

Brownish, under surface of body w^hitish. Iris pale, evidently

whitish or light in color. Dorsals with spines and rays each marked
with 5 blackish brown small spots; along each side of base of fins

more or less dark to blackish line, broken into many variable small

spots.

Type.—U.S.imM. no. 98868. (4742.) D. 5118. Sombrero Island,

S. 47° E., 10 miles (lat. 13°48'45" N., long. 120°41'51" E.), Bal-

ayan Bay and Verde Island Passage. In 159 fathoms. January 21,

1908. Length 244 mm to end of broken rostral extensions.

Remarks.—Also a series of Philippine paratypes, in 37 to 394
fathoms.
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Differs from Nemaperifitedion orientale in its narrower and less ex-

panded head, longer and slenderer rostral extensions with a broader

interspace, the absence of an inner or upper spine at the preopercular

angle, the presence of a prebasal external small spine to the preopercu-

lar opposite the front vertical border of the preopercle, greatly shorter

mandibular barbel with fewer filaments, fewer mental filaments and

none along inner edges of chin externally, and in the presence of a

minute frontal spine on the snout before the eye.

(clavls, key+ lapis, stone; with reference to the contour of the head

as viewed above suggestive of the outline of a keystone.)

SATYRICHTHYS PIERCEI, new species

FiGUBE 60

Depth 434 in length measured from snout tip inside rostral ex-

tensions ; head 214, width 1%. Snout 2 in head ; eye 4%, 21/3 in snout,

equals interorbital ; maxillary extends % to eye, length 21/0 in head;

mouth width 21/5; barbel 2i/4, with 8 pairs of filaments; pair of

rather long lower mental filaments each side of mandibular symphy-

sis, and outer with small accessory filament; along front part of

inner edge of each mandibular ramus 3 short filaments; no teeth;

interorbital 434, deeply convex. Gill rakers 6 + 17, length 31/5 in

eye or twice gill filaments.

Pair of flat, thin, triangular, rostral extensions, long as eye, basal

width of each equal to % of interspace
;
pair of small, erect, wide-set

postnasal spines, little behind posterior nostrils or at first third in

snout ; single larger spine medially at last third in snout ; single and

rather large postero-supraorbital spine each side, keel posteriorly

leading to large, strong, erect occipital spine, 21/3 in eye; postocular

keel ends in small, inconspicuous bhint end, scarcely a suprascap-

ular spine; opercular spine slender, about level with lower edge of

eye, with forward keel so its length nearly equals eye ; ridge of sub-

orbital stay trenchant, moderate, with finely serrate or denticulate

edge, ending in long slender spine at angle of preopercle 11/5 times

eye and with short prebasal denticle externally, also preopercular

spine reaching 14 in pectoral fin.

From above gill opening 28 + 1 bony lateral plates; 4 rows of

diminishing spiniferous plates on trunk and tail ; spines all triangu-

lar, rather small, firm, sharply pointed and surfaces rugose striate;

hind pair of plates on belly before vent 1% in front pair; arc of 5

small plates over and behind gill opening.

D. VII, 16, third spine 4i/8 in head, fourth ray 3% ; A. 16, fourth

ray 4; caudal 2i/4, little concave behind; least depth of caudal pe-

duncle 2% in eye
;
pectoral 2% in head, rays i, 12, i-ii, reaches oppo-
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ftife anal origin, upper of lower detached rays long as upper section

or pectoral ; ventral reaches vent, rays I, 5, fin 1^^ in head.

Uniform brown, under surfaces pale or whitish. Spinous dorsal

with outer part little deeper brown. Pectoral with some obscure

brownish cloudings or blotches and also little deeper brown ter-

minally. Fins otherwise pale to light brown.

Type.—U.S.^M. no. 98877. (4394.) D. 5316. Lat. 21°39' N.,

long. 117°7' E., China Sea. In 159 fathoms. November 5, 1908.

Length 151 mm.

H.W.F.del.

Figure 60.

—

Satyiichthys piercei, new species. Type.

Remarks.—Known only from the type. It differs from Nemaper-
istedion orientale in its gi'eatly shorter barbel, though in many
other respects is similar. Its rostral extensions are longer, and it is

distinguished also by the presence of postnasal, rostral, and prebasal

external preopercular spines.

(Named for Dr. Dwight L. Pierce, formerly of Iloilo, Philippines.)

NEMAPERISTEDION, new genus

Type.—Nemaperistedion oHentdle., new species.

Head as viewed from above of rather rhombic contour. Greatly

elongated barbel reaches anal. Interorbital deeply concave. Pre-

opercular spine long, reaches well on pectoral fin. No upper pre-

opercular spine. Viewed from above rather wide interspace between
rostral projections. Shields on belly rather broad.

Easily known by its very long barbels reaching vent or anal.

iy-niio., thrcsLd-i- Pe'nstedio7i; with reference to its long barbels.)
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NEMAPERISTEDION ORIENTALE, new species r. • . >

Figure 61

Depth 41^ ill length measured from snout tip inside rostral exten-

sions; head 2%, width IYq. Snout 1% in head; eye 4%, 2^5 in snout,

little greater than interorbital ; maxillarj'^ extends % to eye, length

2yg in head; mouth width 2; barbel long as head, reaches front of

anal, with 10 pairs of filaments ; 2 pairs anteriorly each side of lower

mental filaments and 2 filaments on the inner edge of each mandibular

ramus or chin, with posterior bifid; mouth edentulous; interorbital

5 in head; deeply concave, superciliary ridges elevated. Gill rakers

6+ 19, of which 5 above and 1 below mere low rudiments; slightly

longer than gill filaments or 4 in eye.

Pair of broad, flattened, rounded, rostral extensions, li/^ in eye

and interspace equals basal width of either extension; very small,

short, median rostral spine at last fourth in snout; small antero-

supraorbital spine each side, and pair of postero-supraorbital spines,

posterior greatly larger and erect; pair of large erect diverging oc-

cipital spines; postocular keel ends in short, small obtuse suprascap-

ular spine ; small, slender opercular spine with distinct keel, its length

1% in eye; edge of keel of suborbital sta3^ unevenly and slightly

undulated, ends behind in long slender preopercular spine reaching

1/3 of pectoral, or its length subequal with eye ; rather long asperous

keel below and behind hind end of maxillar}^, followed by short one.

From above gill opening 84+1 bony lateral plates; 4 rows of

diminishing spiniferous plates on trunk and tail; spines all large,

strong, erect, and surfaces of plates rough rugose ; hind pair of plates

on belly before vent 1% in length of front pair; row of 3 small plates,

each bearing horizontal keel ending in short spine, above gill opening

and 3 similar subvertical or inclined plates behind gill opening.

D. VII, 20, second spine 4l^ in head, fifth ray 41/10; A. 23, fourth

ray 5% ; caudal 21/0, little concave behind, truncate as expanded ; least

depth of caudal peduncle 2% in eye
;
pectoral 2i/8 in head, rays 11, 12,

i-ii, upper detached ray 2i/io in head ; ventral 214, rays I, 5.

Light brown, little paler to whitish beloAv. Variable, scattered

small brown spots on head and body above. Greater upper anterior

]:)ortion of first dorsal blackish. Upper submarginal part of second

dorsal anteriorly with narrow blackish brown streak. Pectoral

slightly brownish submarginally. Fins otherwise all pale or whitish.

r^/^e.—U.S.N.M. no. 98876. (3425.) D. 5623. Makyan Island,

(S.) S. 88° W., 7.5 miles (lat. 0°16'30" N.. long. 127°30'00" E.),

between Gillolo and Makyan Islands. In 272 fathoms. November
29, 1909. Length 179 mm.

36541—38 7
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Remarks.—Also a series of paratypes from the East Indies and
Philippines, in 195 to 310 fathoms

:

(24S2.) D. 5317. Lat. 21°36' N., long. 117°27' E., China Soa, vicinity of

Formosa. In 230 fatliom.s. November 5, 1908. Length 178 mm.
(1961.) D. 5518. Point Tagolo Light, S. 64° W., 8.7 miles (lat. 8M8' N., long.

123°31' E.), northern Mindanao and vicinity. In 200 fathoms. August 9, 1909.

Length 143 mm.
(1825.) D. 5222. San Andreas Island (W.), S. 57° E., 9.20 miles (lat.

13°38'30" N., long. 121°42'45" E.), between Marinduque and Luzon. In 195

fathoms. April 24, 1908. Length 141 mm.
(4131.) D. 5626. Kayoa Island (SE.), S. 5° W., 6.7 miles (lat. 0°7'3O" N.,

long. 127°29'0" E.), between Gillolo and Kayoa Islands. In 265 fathoms.

November 29, 1909. Length 171 mm.
(3269.) D. 5625. Kayoa Island (SE.), S. 3° W., 6 miles (lat. 0°7'0" N.,

long. 127°28'0" E.), between Gillolo and Kayoa Islands. In 230 fathoms.

November 29, 1909. Length 175 mm.
(1015.) D. 5590. Mabul Island (NW.), N. 22° W., 4.3 miles (lat. 4°10'50" N.,

long. 118°39'35" E.), Sibuko Bay, Borneo, and vicinity. In 310 fathoms. Sep-

tember 29, 1909. Length 173 mm.
(24238.) No label. Length 173 mm.

{orientalis, eastern.)

RW.F.deL

FiGUBE 81.

—

NemapcriMedion orientale, new species.
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Family ELEOTRIDAE

SYNOPSIS OF GENERA

a\ Head armed with one or more spines.

b\ EiJLOTRiiNAE. Preopercle armed witla single, small, more or

less concealed spine directed down, or group of 3 to 5

small spines at angle; upper pectoral rays not silklike.

(Type genus, Elcotris Schneider.)

6^ Bexobranchinae. Preopercle unarmed ; one or more branchi-

ostegals end in front on under surface of head in a strong

spine directed forward and upward; upper pectoral rays

silklike. (Type genus, Belolrunchus Bleeker.)

a*. Head without spines.

c^. No mental tentacle.

d\ Ophiocarinae. Head large, depressed, wide, lower jaw

conspicuous. (Type genus, Ophiocara Gill.)

e\ Head without skinny flaps; branched dorsal rays 8 or

9; caudal less than head; color pattern little

variegated OpMocara

e'. Head with skinny flaps ; branched dorsal rays 10 ; caudal

greater than head with age; color pattern greatly

varie""ated Batracheleotris

(f. Valencienneinae. Head moderate, compressed. (Type

genus, Valoicicnnca Bleeker.)

f. Dorsal spines usually elongated, sometimes front

one may reach last dorsal ray.

g\ Soft dorsal with spine and 12 to 18 branched rays

;

anal with spine and 12 to 17 branched

pg^yg Valenciennea

ST. Soft dorsal with spine and 28 branched rays ;
anal

with spine and 24 branched rays Nemateleotris

f. Dorsal spines less than head; soft dorsal with spine

and 11 branched rays ; anal with spine and 12 rays

;

a dark transverse band across chest and another

across middle of belly Pteroculiops

(f. PoGONociiLiiNAE. Interspace between mandibular rami deep,

with median free long tentacle; body with transverse

bands. (Type genus, Pogonoctilius, new genus.) Pogonoculius

Subfamily Ophiocarinae

BATRACHELEOTRIS, new genus

Type.—Eleotris sclateri Steindacliner.

Body rather robust, especially forward, where more or less de-

pressed. Head moderate, depressed, robust, long as trunk. Muzzle

short, depressed, obtuse. Eye high, little advanced in head. Mouth

short, broad, not reaching below eye, and lower jaw protruding little

in front. Teeth strong, in bands in jaws. Tongue broad, rounded

convexly in front. Interorbital very narrow bony ridge. Gill open-

ings lateral, vertical slit before pectoral base. Muzzle and wider
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surface of head naked, rest with small cycloid scales. Small cycloid

scales croAvdcd before dorsal forward to eyes, becoming large and
coarsely ctenoid on tail. Very small cycloid scales on breast and
belly. Muzzle with numerous short skinny flaps, and various rows

of papillae on sides and upper surface of head. Vent with conic

papilla. Two dorsals, first with 6 short flexible spines, second with

spine and 10 rays. Anal with spine and 7 graduated rays. Caudal

greater than head, ends in long median point behind. Pectoral long,

reaches well beyond front of second dorsal or anal. Ventrals sepa-

rated, little shorter than head.

Known by its variegated coloration, handsome mottling, long caudal

fin, robust body, depressed head and trunk, and large eye,

Herre has described Gohiomorphus illotus from a specimen but

29 mm long from Polillo. This is surely not congeneric with Gill's

Gohiomorphus^ restricted to large species from New Zealand and
apparently not at all like G. illotus. Possibly it may enter the pres-

ent genus, though the large predorsal scales, different facies of the

head shown with the interorbital elevated, lack of skinny flaps on

the muzzle, greatly shorter fins, and lack of a greatly variegated

color pattern seem to preclude the suggestion.

{Bafi'achus, a genus of toad fishes, or Batrachoididae, which these

fishes superficially s\\gg^s,t+ Elcofris.)

BATRACHELEOTRIS SCLATERI (Steindachner)

Eleotrts sclateri Steindachnek, Sitz.-Ber. Akad. Wiss. AVien, matli.-nat. Classe,

vol. 80, pt. 1 (1879), p. 157, 1880 Hype locality, Society Islands).

Depth 4% to 514 ; head 3 to 33^5, width 1% to 11/2. Snout 33^ to 4
in head measured from snout tip ; eye '6% to 4, subequal with snout,

greatly exceeds interorbital ; maxillary reaches eye, length 0,% to 3I/2

in head from snout tip; teeth simple, pointed, conic, close set, in

narrow bands in jaws; interorbital low, narrow, half wide as eye.

Gill slit lateral, restricted, equals mouth width.

Scales 33+ 4 in axial lateral series from suprascapula ; 15 trans-

versely above anal origin, 16 to 19 predorsal forward opposite hind
eye edge, 7 rows on cheek below eye. Muzzle, interorbital and
branchiostegal region naked. Scales much smaller on chest, breast,

prepectoral and predorsal regions, largest on tail and caudal pedun-
cle. Scales with 24 to 32 radiating striae; apical denticles large,

uniserial, only on scales of tail; circuli coarse on anterior or small
scales, larger scales with fine circuli which obsolete apically.

D. VI-I, 10, I, spines flexible with third 2 in total head, first

branched ray 1% to 2 ; A. I, 7, i, seventh ray I14 to 1% ; least depth
of caudal peduncle 21/5 to 214

;
pectoral lyV in total head to 3 in fish
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without caudal; caudal IVs in total head to 21/3 in rest of fish; ventral

li/s to 11/3 in total head. Anal papilla 1% in eye.

Brown, paler to v.-hitish on under surface of head and belly.

Cheek or side of head below eye mottled with pearl white and rus-

set, or burnt umber. Warm-brown band transversely from one pec-

toral base to the other, anotlier darker and more contrasted band

from base of spinous dorsal, two from soft dorsal and one on side

of caudal peduncle. Whole upper surfaces more or less mottled with

pearly and deep brown. Iris gray with pearl and brown tints. Fins

largely gray or white, spinous dorsal with blackish brown median

blotch, two large ones on soft dorsal, and other fins with rather

numerous blackish brown blotches. In small examples fins all more

whitish, with blotches paler or brownish, or forming several dark

transverse bands on caudal and paired fins. Head usually with some

small blackish brown specks or dots. Usually dark brown preorbital

bar, which may be reflected across the mandible.

Philippines, East Indies. A very pleasing little fish, with at-

tractive coloration. The following specimens in the Philippine

material

:

Two examples. Batau Island, tide pools. June 5, 1909. Length 36 to 48 mm.

Five examples. Batan Island, tide pools. July 22, 1909. Length 31 to 47 mm.

Four examples. Canimo Island, near Daet, tide pool. June 15, 1909. Length

37 to 51 mm.
Seven examples. Great Tobea Island. December l.o, 1909. Length 2.5 to 56 mm.
Five examples. Gubat Bay, tide pool. June 23, 1909. Length 33 to 47 mm.

(1690.)

Four examples. Mahinog, Camiguin Island, tide pools. August 3, 1909.

Length 35 to 44 mm.
Six examples. Nasipit, Mindanao, tide pools. August 1, 1909. Length 16 to

22 mm.
One example. Simaluc Sibi Sibi Island, tide pools. September 23, 1909.

Length 52 mm.
One example. Tomahu Island. December 12, 1909. Length 37 mm.

Subfamily Valencienneinae

NEMATELEOTRIS, new genus

Type.—Nemateleotris magm-ficus^ new species.

Body elongate, well compressed. Head small, compressed, greatly

shorter than trunk. Snout very short, obtuse. Eye large, greatly

exceeds snout or muzzle, well advanced in head, impinging on upper

profile of head. Mouth moderate, terminally superior or with man-

dible little protruded in front. Teeth uniserial, large, simple, well

spaced. Maxillary oblique, extends below eye. Interorbital rather

broad. Head unarmed, without spines. Gill opening lateral, oblique,
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rather close before pectoral. Scales present on trunk and tail, very

small on predorsal, chest and breast, large on prepectoral and on

tail posteriori}'. Tvro dorsals, first of 6 slender spines of which first

prolonged as filament, which would reach base of last dorsal ray,

and soft fin with spine and 28 rays. Anal little shorter than soft

dorsal, with spine and 24 rays. Caudal rather large, ends posteriorly

in median point (now damaged). Pectoral short, low. Ventrals

well separated, inserted little before pectoral base, slender, moderate.

I name this genus for an exquisite little eleotrid, with its second

and third dorsal spines ending in a prolonged filament
;
peculiar facies

of head with veiy short snout, large eye and strong jaws, and long

soft dorsal and anal; also a color pattern of greatly pleasing and

contrasted design.

(vrina, ihTead-{-Eleotns', with reference to the elongated, filamentous,

first doisal spine.)

NEMATELEOTRIS MAGNIFICUS, new species

Depth 5; head 4%, width 2. Snout 5 in head from snout tip; eye 3,

greatly exceeds snout, equals interorbital ; maxillary extends below

first third of eye, length 2i/^ in head from snout tip; teeth strong,

conic, sharp pointed, about 20 in each jaw; interorbital 3, low, de-

pressed concavely. Gill opening restricted, lateral, length 2% in

head from snout tip, with rather broad isthmus exposed.

Scales 108+ 10 in axial lateral series; 27 transversely above anal

origin. Scales very small and crowded on front sides of back, chest,

breast and belly. Caudal base scaly, otherwise fins naked. Scales

with 11 basal radiating striae; 8 to 12 rather large uniserial apical

denticles; circuh fine, obsolete apically.

D. VI-I, 28, I, first spine prolonged filament so as to reach bas©

of last ray, fifth ray 11/^ in total head length; A. I, 24, i, eighth ray

1%; caudal 3I/3 in rest of fish, ends posteriorly in median point

(damaged)
;
pectoral lyV in total head length, rays 17 ; ventral raj^s I,

5, fin 1 in total head length ; least depth of caudal peduncle 1%.
Light brown generally, little paler to whitish on under surface of

head and belly. Iris gray-white. Dorsals and anals largely whitish,

long filament grayish. Soft dorsal with broad upper border gray

black, little above middle each membrane with large black blotch,

convex above and concave below so white of fin forms more or less

of ocellate ap|x;arance, also each membrane with basal whitish area

with 3 to 6 small dark gray round spots. Anal with lower border

gray black and then band made up of black ocellate spot on each

membrane. Caudal pale basally, blackish above and below, and
oblique black bar converging medially behind on each lobe. Paired

fins dull brown.

The diagnosis is contained in the generic account.
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Type.—U.S.'^M. no. 99044. (2060.) Buka Buka Island, Gulf of

Tomini, Celebes, Dutch East Indies. November 20, 1909. Length

61 mm.
{magniflcus^ splendid.)

PTEROCULIOPS, new genus

I'ifpe.—Pteroculiops guttatus^ new species.

Body moderately long, well compressed. Head moderate, well

compressed, longer than trunk. :Muzzle short, broad, declivous. Eye

elevated, and advanced in liead. Mouth rather large, extends well

below eye, mandible little protruded. Lips rather broad, fleshy.

Tongue rounded in front. Teeth in narrow band above, uniserial

below, and each jaw with canines as 2 pairs above and single w4de

set lower pair. Interorbital narrow bony frenum. Gill opening

moderate, extends forward about opposite hind preopercle edge.

Gill rakers lanceolate, short, few\ Scales extend forward halfway in

predorsai, when obsolete, head otherwise naked. Scales on body

finely ctenoid, very small on trunk, breast and belly and become

larger on tail, especially posteriorly. Dorsals two, first of 6 flexible

spines, second with spine and 11 rays. Anal with spine and 12 rays.

Caudal long as ventral, or both longer than head. Pectoral little

shorter.

Distinguished chiefly by its very long ventrals, naked head, and

coloration with scattered blue-gray round spots, also transverse dark

diffuse band across chest and another across middle of belly. It

appears allied with Valerwientieia in the presence of canines, though

with much larger scales (about 54).

{wTepov, fin + Culius + wi/', appearance.)

PTEROCULIOPS GUTTATUS, new species

Depth 4; head 3, width 2. Snout 4% in head from snout tip;

eye 4, greater than snout, greatly exceeds interorbital ; maxillary ex-

tends % in eye, length 21/10 in head from snout tip ; lips thick and

fleshy ; teeth strong, canines bent back, lower pair lateral as one on

each mandibular ramus medially ; interorbital narrow, low, width 14

of eye. Gill rakers 5+ 11, lanceolate, % of gill filaments or 3 in eye.

Scales 64+5 in axial lateral series; 19 above anal origin trans-

versely, 19 predorsai forward opposite hind preopercle edge. Head

naked. Scales with 9 to 11 basal radiating striae ; 11 apical denticles,

rather large, uniserial; circuli fine,

D. VI-I, 11. I, fourth spine 1% in total head length, first branched

ray 2; A. I, 12 i, first branched ray 2% ; caudal 3 in rest of fish, ends

in median point behind; least depth of caudal peduncle 2% in total

head length; pectoral 1%, rays 20; ventral rays I, 5, fin 1 in total

head length.
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Brown, little palor below. Chest, branchiostegal region, and
isthmus dark chocolate, also a broad chocolate band transversely

across middle of postvontral region, up each side level with pectoral

fin. Iris silvery gray. Head and body with many variable, mostly,

large rounded blue-gray spots, more or less ringed with darker

brown. Fins all pale gray brown, anal dark brown terminally, and
both soft dorsal and anal with 4 basal blue-gray large spots. Pectoral

pale yellowish brown. Ventral gray brown outside, gray black

inside or toward belly.

Diagnosis included in that of the genus. Only the type known.
r2//?e.—U.S.N.M. no. 99045. (11G9.) Port Banalakan, Marindu-

que Island. February 23, 1909. Length 69 mm.
{guttatus^ spotted.)

POGONOCULIINAE, new subfamily

POGONOCULIUS, new genus

Type.—Pogonoeulius zebra., new species.

Body elongate, greatly compressed. Head small, short, com-
pressed. Snout short, obtuse. Eye moderate, well advanced and
high in head. Mouth terminally superior, subvertical. Mandibular
bones well separated, protrude before snout, interspace of chin deep,

with median free tentacle nearly long as combined snout and eye,

and followed by dermal ridge to isthmus. Teeth large, simple,

uniserial. Gill openings lateral. Body largely scaled, small irregu-

lar scales only distinct on tail posteriorly. Two dorsals, spines 6,

rays 28. Anal rays 26, fin like second dorsal and opposite. Caudal
peduncle short, free. Caudal moderate, truncate. Pectoral short,

rounded, with broad base. Ventrals close, distinctly separated and
much longer than pectorals. Vent close before anal.

Unique in the mental tentacle and combination of structural char-

acters, such as the small head, long ventrals, strong dentition, long

second dorsal and anal, etc. It is perhaps related to Ptereleotris

Gill, differing sharply in the characters noted above, especially its

obsolete lepidosis, coloration, general appearance, and other

characters.

(•7ra?7cov, beard -fCv/i'WS, an old name for Eleotris.)

POGONOCULIUS ZEBRA, new species

Depth 51/^ ; head 4%, width 1%. Snout 5 in head from snout tip

;

eye 4, greater than snout, equals interorbital ; maxillary subvertical,

reaches % to eye, length 3 in head from snout tip ; teeth conic, large,

well spaced, sharp pointed, 10 in each jaw, none on palate ; interorbital
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3% in head from snout tip, low, convex. Gill opening restricted,

leave moderately narrow istlimiis.

Scales minute, nonimbricate, rounded, imperfectly developed, or

only on tail where more numerous posteriorl3\

D. VI-28, 1, last spine 1% in totalhead length, first ray 1% ; A. 26,

T, second ray 1% ;
caudal 1, truncate ; least depth of caudal peduncle 2

;

pectoral li/g, rays 23 ; ventral I, 4, fin 1 in head.

Brown, scarcely paler below, with 21 narrow pale brown transverse

bands, narrov.er than dark interspaces, and each Avith dark brown

bordering line. Iris grayish. Fins all light brown like general body

color, only upper edge of both dorsals narrowly black with sub-

marginal gra}^ line. Broad pale brown transverse band on pectoral

base, its front and hind margins each with dark brown bordering

line.

Diagnosis contained in the description of the genus.

Tijpe.—V.S.'NM. no. 99048. (1535.) Dasol Bay. May 8, 1909.

Length 95 mm.
{sehra, with reference to the striped appearance.)
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EVIDENCE OF TRIASSIC INSECTS IN THE PETRIFIED
FOREST NATIONAL MONUMENT, ARIZONA

By M. V. Walker

In my nature notes for May 1935, I described for the first time

some peculiar markings that occur on many of the petrified logs

in the Petrified Forest National Monument, Ariz. It was thought

that these were made by some form of insect (larvae) that had at-

tacked the trees, and for purposes of identification they were described

and named. Some time later Dr. Junius Henderson visited the Petri-

fied Forest National Monument Museum, and his attention was called

to these markings. He at once suggested that the material be assem-

bled for publication, and accordingly I prepared the present descrip-

tive article.

At first I was unable to find descriptive literature concerning such

occurrences, but in October 1936 an article appeared in the Journal

of Paleontology by Dr. Charles T. Brues, of Harvard University,

entitled "Evidence of Insect Activity Preserved in Fossil Wood."

I was greatly interested in this descriptive material and am now

more convinced than ever that several types of "borings" may eventu-

ally be described from the petrified wood of the Petrified Forest

National Monument. Dr. Brues had only a few specimens available

for study, but we have, in the logs of the Petrified Forest region,

literally thousands of specimens of this nature. Surely a trained

observer would not lack for study material for a research problem

in the Petrified Forest National Monument. It is hoped that this

49975—38 ^^^
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paper will serve its purpose by calling attention to the existence of

such phenomena and that future research workers will recognize that

this area is worth a careful investigation. Plate 1 shows a map of

the region and the localities where types were taken.

LARVAL TRAILS IN THE PETRIFIED WOOD

On many of the fossil trees in the Petrified Forest National Monu-
ment there are peculiar ridges and shallow channels, some of which

completely encircle the massive trunks. To the average observer

these are just "funny" marks on the trees, but when examined care-

fully they seem to indicate that they were made by some form of

animal life. Tlie more they are studied the more I am convinced that

they were made by some insect (larvae) that had attacked the forest.

These ridges, channels, and tunnels apparently represent the bur-

rows and cuttings of the larvae of wood borers or bark beetles.

Two different groups are recognized; one is represented by chan-

nels that were apparently just under the bark; the other by tunnels

or burrows cut through the heart-wood, some around the outside of

the tree but sometimes penetrating 40 or 50 cm from the outside,

while others bored through and through the wood in all directions.

Several "species" of each grouj) seem to be present. In order to

distinguish these different forms, the following method of classifi-

cation and description has been adopted

:

GROUP 1

This group consists of channels, not tunnels, that for the most

part occur apparently just under the bark. The cuttings evidently

are coming partly from the heart-wood. In some cases the cuttings

were silicified and now form raised bands around the tree trunks.

In some others the cuttings dropped out, leaving shallow channels.

In this group there are three species, as follows

:

PALEOBUPRESTIS MAXIMA, new genus and species

Plate 2

Type 5;?ecmen.—U.S.N.M. no. 95870.

Refen^ed specimen.—Petrified Forest Nat. Mon. Mus. no. 101.

Type locality.—Petrified Forest National Monument, Holbrook,

Ariz.

Formation.—Triassic (Chinle)

.

Description.—These channels seem to occur just under the bark.

They measure about 10 mm across and may be followed completely

around the tree; in some instances channels measure from 1 to 2

meters in length. The cuttings made by the lar^'a as it worked

along show exceptionally well. Wliere the cuttings were silicified in
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place they now appear as raised bands 3 to 6 mm in thickness. The

structure of the castings in the channels is in striking contrast to

the normal texture and grain of the wood, which is in nearly all

instances at right angles to the channel.

PALEOBUPRESTIS MINIMA, new species

Plate 3, B

Type s;?6cmen.—U.S.N.M. no. 95871.

Referred specimen.—Petrified Forest Nat. Mon. Mus. no. 183.

Type locality.—Petrified Forest National Monument, Holbrook,

Ariz.

Formation.—Triassic (Chinle)

.

Description.—These small channels measure only about 2 mm in

diameter. None of them can be traced more than a few centimeters.

It appears, however, as if some of them had completely encircled the

small trunk. Some of the castings were silicified and appear as

raised bands, while others dropped out and the work is preserved

only as shallow channels. The castings in the channels are in striking

contrast to the normal texture of the wood.

PALEOSCOLYTUS DIVERGUS, new genus and species

Plate 3, A

Type specimen.— [J.^.'^M. no. 95872.

Referred specimen.—Petrified Forest Nat. Mon. Mus. no. 184.

Type Z(9caZ?'^2/.—Petrified Forest National Monument, Holbrook,

Ariz.

Formatio n.—Triassic ( Chinle )

.

Description.—These channels occur just under the bark. They

measure only about 5 mm across but are not filled with the castings.

The cuttings apparently fell out before being silicified. These chan-

nels do not as a rule go around the tree but run in all directions, and

consequently they appear very much like the workings of our modern

bark beetles or engraver beetles of the family Scolytidae. The best

channels of this species are found on some of the trees in the Black

Forest of the Painted Desert section.

GROUP 2

This group includes tunnels and burrows, not channels, that pene-

trate the heart-wood. Some occur near the bark and seem to go

around the log, while others seem to have bored through and through

the wood. The cuttings in the tunnels have been completely silicified

and agatized, but the tunnels are in striking contrast to the natural

texture of the silicified and agatized wood. In this group there are

two species, named as follows

:
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PALEOIPIDUS PERFORATUS, new genus and species

Plate 4, B

Tyfe spechnen.—U.S.N.M. no. 95873.

Referred specimen.—Petrified Forest Nat. Mon. Mus. no. 185.

Type JocaUty.—Petrified Forest National Monument, Holbrook

Ariz.

Formation.—Triassic (Chinle)

.

Description.—These tunnels seem to go through and through the

wood. They measure about 5 mm in diameter but appear to be

angular rather than round. In some cases they are exposed by

decay or weathering of the wood, and they appear square to rec-

tangular in outline. Cross sections Viewed in the solid matrix appear

oval in outline but with a flattened surface on one side ; the silicified

cuttings are in striking contrast to the normal texture of the wood.

PALEOIPIDUS MARGINATUS, new species

Plate 4, A

Type specimen.—U.S.N.M. no. 95874.

Referred specimen.—Petrified Forest Nat. Mon. Mus. no. 102.

7'ype locality.—Petrified Forest National Monument, Holbrook,

Ariz.

Formation.—Triassic (Chinle)

,

Description.—These tunnels that occur in the heart-wood may be

observed only in a few polished sections on exhibit in the museum.

Tunnels of two sizes are recognized, one measuring about 2 mm, the

other 3 mm, in diameter. In the few complete log sections where

these tunnels have been observed, they never penetrate more than

10 or 20 cm from the margin or probable bark layer. The castings

have been completely agatized but may be easily traced across a

polished surface.

SUMMARY

As far as I have been able to observe, the only species of tree at-

tacked by the borers is Araucarioxylon arizonicum. In no instance

has there been found evidence of insect activity in either Wood-
(worthia or Bchilderia^ the other two known genera of fossil trees from
the Petrified Forest National Monument area.

The large channels of Group 1 resemble somewhat the work of some

modern buprestids, and it seems logical to believe that many of the

trees were girdled and killed. In that way one might account for

such a concentration of logs as occurs at about the 300-foot level in

the Chinle of this region, where it is estimated that approximately

50 percent of the log sections show evidence of being attacked

by these borers.
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Evidence of Triassic Insects: Paleobuprestis maxima, new Genus and
Species.
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Evidence of Triassic insects: (A) Paleoipidus marginatus. New Genus
AND Species; (B) Paleoipidus perforatus. New Species.
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Wlietlier the heart-wood borers of Group 2 attacked only the dead

trees cannot be determined, since no specimens have been found show-

ing tlie workings of both groups on the same log section.

Recent discoveries of beautifully preserved leaves of ferns and

cycads lead one to believe that there is a possibility of someday

finding fossil insect remains in these remarkable, fine-grained, paper

shales of the Chinle.

Numerous questions will undoubtedly arise in the minds of many

regarding these very brief generalizations. It may be mentioned,

however, that the Coleoptera are recorded as far back as the Triassic,

and they were numerous in the Jurassic formation. Since we know

that the buprestids date back many geological periods, it seems

logical to believe that some form of larva or borer could have infested

the trees of the great Triassic forests.

There are numerous trails on the thin, fine-grained sandstones and

flagstones of the Petrified Forest area that appear to have been

made by some arthropod, but there is no reason for assuming that

these trails were made by the adult beetles whose larvae worked the

burrows in the trees.
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REVIEW OF THE ANNELID WORMS OF THE FAMILY
NEPHTYIDAE FROM THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC, WITH
DESCRIPTIONS OF FIVE NEW SPECIES

By Olga Hartman

The Nephttidae of the northeast Pacific are known to be repre-

sented by a single genus. Nephtys Cnvier. Five species of Nefhtys

have been reported from California, all of them typically polar

Atlantic or circumpolar forms, with type localities as follows: N.

caeca (Fabricius), Greenland: N. ciliata (O. F. Miiller), Norway;

N. asmnilis Malmgren, Norway; N. incisa Malmgren, Norway; and

N. inahngreni Theel. Novaya Zemlya. Thus, even at first glance,

it is evident that the records for California should be examined criti-

cally. Probably only one of tliese species, N. caeca^ is present in

California, and that one seemingly rare; whereas two others, N.

ciliata and N. malmgrem., are present in more northern Pacific waters.

Doubts as to the identifications of N. caeca have already been ex-

pressed (Moore, 1909 and 1911; Monro, 1933; and others). In some

cases differences have been described that have made it possible to

identify the specimens in question with species treated herein.

Materials t^ec?.—Through the courtesy of the United States

National Museum, its entire collection of west coast Nephtyidae was

placed at my disposal. This collection contains most of the species

herein treated. In addition, there were numerous collections in the

zoology department of the University of California, chiefly from

southern California. Others, made by E. F. Ricketts from Alaska

and Puget Sound, were of great help. Still others, collected during
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the past four years by members of the classes of invertebrate zoology

of the University of California, were obtained chiefly from the lit-

toral zones of northern California. These collections have permitted

the examination of several hundred individuals.

Acknowledgments.—I wish to express appreciation particularly

to Dr. Waldo L. Schmitt, of the United States National Museum,

and to E. F. Ricketts, of Pacific Grove, Calif., for making available

many of the collections used ; also to C. C. A. Monro, of the British

Museum, for labeled collections of European species of Nephtys.

Holotypes of new species are deposited in the United States

National Museum
;
paratypes in the University of California.

Terminology.—Recurved cirrm is herein used to designate the

ventral outgrowth of the dorsal cirrus (==branchia or branchial cir-

rus of some authors). Terminal hifid 'papillae are the distal, bifur-

cated outgrovvths of the dorsal and ventral lips of the proboscis; the

median dorsal papilla (when present) is the more or less elongate,

unpaired papilla inserted between the terminal and subterminal pap-

illae. The wartlike or hooklike elevations sometimes present on the

proximal portion of the proboscis [hockerartigen Papillen of Ehlers

(1868, p. 624)] are not designated papillae, since they bear no resem-

blance to the so-called more distal outgrowths.

SPECIES OF NEPHTYS FROM THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC, WITH KNOWN
DISTRIBUTION

1. Nephtys caeca (Faiiricius) : Circumpolar ; northeast Pacific south to central

California (rare).

Nereis caeca Fabricius, 1780, p. 304 (Greenland).

Nephthys caeca Ehlers, 1864-68, p. 588 (Gulf of Georgia).—Johnson,

1910, p. 401 (part) (Alaska, Puget Sound).—Moore, 1908, p. 341

(Alaska).—TreadWELL, 1914, p. 192 (part); 1926, p. 4 (Alaska).—

Chambbhlin, 1919, p. 255 (Gulf of Georgia ) .—Berkeley, 1924, p. 290

( British Columbia )

.

non Moore, 1909, p. 243; 1911. p. 243; 1923, p. 257.—Hilton, 1919, p.

27 (?).

2. Nephtys ciliata (O. F. Mxtller) : Circumpolar.

Nereis ciliata MtJLLER, 1789, p. H (Norway).

Nephthys ciliata Moore, 1908. p. 341 (Alaska).—Chamberlin, 1920, p. 9B

(north circumpolar).—Berkeley, 1924, p. 290 (British Columbia).

? non Berkeley, 1935, p. 770 (Elkhorn Slough, Calif.).

3. Nephtys dihranchis Grube: Tropical and subtropical Pacific.

( See p. 146 for distribution details.

)

4. Nephtys magellanica Augener : Southeastern Pacific north to San Diego Bay.

(See p. 146 for distribution details.)

5. Nephtys malmgreni Theel : Behm Canal, Alaska : Circumpolar.

Th6el, 1879, p. 26 (Novaya Zemlya).—Moore, 1908, p. 342 (Alaska,

dredged).— ? Treadwell, 1914, p. 192 (southern California).

6. Nephtys caecoides, new species: California (littoral); Lower California;

Washington (rare).
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7. Nephiys californien sis, new species: California (littoral to 20 fathoms).

8. Nephiys schmitti, new species: Northeast Pacific (dredged).

9. Ncph tys rickettsi, new species : Northeast Pacific.

10. Ncphtys punctata, new species: Alaska south to Monterey Bay.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF NEPHTYS FROM THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC

1. Recurved cirri involute 2

Recurved cirri not involute, some curved outward (fig. 63, (/) 3

2. Recurved cirri developed at fourth or fifth setiger; proboscis

distally with 22 rows of papillae ; lyre setae present ; neuro-

podium with a slender, superior lobe dibranchis

Recurved cirri first developed after tenth setiger; proboscis dis-

tally with 14 rows of papillae ; lyre setae absent ; neuropodium
without superior lobe nialmgreni

3. Recurved cirri flattened, foliaceous between segments 14 to 35

(fig. 65, c) ; proboscis proximally smooth schmitti

Recurved cirri cirriform or thickened, not foliaceous 4

4. Recurved cirri thick, blunt, digitate in postmedial region (fig.

66, c) ; proboscis proximally obsoletely wartlike; postsetal lobes

thick, fleshy, well developed in median region (fig. 66, 6) rickettsi

Recurved cirri cirriform or sickle-shaped (fig. 63, g) 5

5. Recurved cirri present from tenth or eleventh setiger, absent from
posterior fifth of body; proboscis proximally covered with
minute, conical, chitinous prickles punctata

Recurved cirri present from third or fifth setiger to posterior end
6. Neuropodial acicular lobe blimtly conical or rounded (fig. 62,

c, d) magellanica
Neuropodial acicular lobe bilobed (fig. 63, g) 7

7. Proboscis proximally smooth, glistening 9
Proboscis proximally covered with low, coarse, wartlike processes

or minute conelike elevations S

8. Proboscis with a median dorsal papilla ; recurved cirri reduced

on last 20 or 30 setigers
;
postsetal lamellae not conspicuous ciliata

Proboscis without median dorsal papilla ; recurved cirri present

to posterior end ; postsetal lamellae large, thin, foliaceous caeca

9. Proboscis with median dorsal papilla ; recurved cirrus present

from fourth setiger ; setae stiff, dusky, held stiflly from side

of body caecoides

Proboscis usually without a median dorsal papilla ; recurved
cirrus present from third setiger ; setae soft, silky, flowing-, californiensis

Genus NEPHTYS Cuvier

Ncphtys CuviEB, 1817, p. 173.

Nephthys Savignt, 1822, p. 12.

The spelling Nei)htys is used herein in place of the more widely

used Nephthys because the former has priority. Cuvier erected the

genus for the species N. hombergi. In his table of contents

(p. xxviii) he also spelled the name Nephtls.
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NEPHTYS DIBRANCHIS Gmbe

Nephthys dihranchis Grube, 1878. p. 536.—McIntosh, 1885, p. 161 (New
Guinea).

—

Augeneb, 1922, p. 17 (Ecuador, New Zealand).

—

Monko, 1933,

p. 56 (Gorgona Island).

Wephthys mirasetis Hoagland, 1920, p. 610 (Philippine Islands).

Parapodial arrangement agreeing with that described by Augener

(1922) and Monro (1933). Proboscis provided with 22 rows of

papillae as described by Monro, 7 or 8 papillae in each row. Entire

proboscis minutely and closely covered with prickles. Readily dis-

tinguished by its involute recurved cirri, its lyre setae, and the type

of structure of the presetal and postsetal lamellae.

Numerous specimens from Albatross station 2838 (1888), off Lower
California, in 44 fathoms. This is the northernmost record for

N. dibranchis. Its range is hereby extended to include probably

also the Philippine Islands (Hoagland).

Discussian.—Monro (1933, p. 66) has already commented on the

discrepancies in the descriptions of N. dihranchis as given by Mc-

intosh (1885, pp. 161, 163) and Augener (1922, p. 18) and of indi-

viduals he described from Gorgona Island. The description of

N. mirasetis Hoagland (1920, p. 610) presents other difficulties in

that lyre setae were not described for it. These may have been

overlooked. Its proboscis has 22 rows of papillae (Hoagland,

pi. 48, fig. 5), agreeing therein with the individuals described from

Gorgona Island and Lower California. The parapodial arrange-

ment of N. mirasetis (pi. 48. fig. 6) agrees Avell with that for

A^ dibranchis Grube.

NEPHTYS MAGELLANICA Augener

FiGtmE 62

Nephthys mayeUanica Avgener, 1912, p. 208.

Nephthys cirrosa var. Ehlebs, 1901, p. 67 (mo?) Elilers, 1864-68, p. 624) and
N. longosetosa Ehlers, 1901, p. 67 {non 0rsted, 1843, p. 195). {Fide

Augener, 1912, p. 208.

)

Nephthys incisa Tbeadwell, 1914, p. 193. (Non Malingren, 1865, p. 105.)

Additional description.—Length to 100 nmi; number of segments

120-150. Prostomium as in figure 62, a. Recurved cirri present

from third setiger, these never long (fig. 62, b-d), at most extending

to near middle of parapodia, and only slightly curved outward.

Median dorsal papilla of proboscis similar to the larger paired sub-

terminal papillae. Proboscis smooth on its proximal part. Setae

long, silky, somewhat flowing or recumbent at sides.

Distribution.—San Diego Bay, southern California; the Straits

of Magellan and Chile (Augener).

Discussi-on.—Augener (1912, p. 210) indicated the affinities of N.

iimgellanica with N. cirrosa Ehlers, stating that the former may be
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thought of as a geographical, southwest American subspecies of N.

cirrosa. There are several significant differences between the two

species: (1) Recurved cirri are present from the third setiger in iV.

magellanwa, from the fourth setiger in N. cirrosa; (2) the proboscis

is proximally smooth in N. magellanica^ prickly in N. cirrosa (cf.

Ehlers, 1868, pi. 23, fig. 6) ; (3) N. rnagellanica consists of 120 to 150

segments, N. ciri'osa of 90 to 95 segments.

Figure 62.

—

Nephtys magellanica Augener : a. Outline of dorsal surface of prostomlum
;

h, third parapodium in anterior view ; c, thirty-sixth parapodium in anterior view

;

d, sixtieth parapodium in anterior view.

Figure 63.

—

Nephtys caecoides, new species : a, Prostomium and first segment in dorsal

view (from an individual with proboscis protruded) ; 6, same, from an individual with
proboscis retracted) ; c, portion of a bristled postlamellar seta seen somewhat from
the side ; d, same, in face view ; e, third parapodium in anterior view

; f, neuropodium
of fiftieth setiger in anterior view

; g, twenty-fifth parapodium in anterior view ; h,

fifteenth last parapodium in anterior view.
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NEPHTYS CAECOIDES, new species

Figure 63

Nephthys coeca Johnson, 1001, p. 401 (part).

NepJithys caeca Moore, 1909, p. 243; 1911, p. 243; 1923, p. 257 (part).—?

Treadwell, 1914, p. 192 (part).— ? Hilton, 1919, p. 27. (Non Fabricius,

1780, p. 304.

)

Nephthys assimiJis Treadweix, 1914, p. 193 (part). {Non Malmgren, 1865, p.

105.)

fNephthys malmgreni Treadwell, 1914, p. 192. {Non ThM, 1879, p. 26.)

Length to 100 mm; width 5 to 8 mm; number of segments about

120 ; trim, stiff, slender in appearance.

Prostomium trapezoidal or somewhat rounded anteriorly (fig. 63,

ff, 6) ; with characteristic dusky brown pigmentation pattern in life,

persisting through preservation; postectal margins of prostomium

with a pair of prominent nuchal papillae (fig. 63, a).

Proboscis subdistally with 22 rows of papillae and a median dorsal

papilla
;
proximally smooth, glistening. Recurved cirri first present

from fourth setiger, continued posteriorly almost to end of body;

fifteenth last segment as in figure 63, h. Recurved cirri exceeding their

respective dorsal cirri except in last nine segments, where recurved

cirri are smaller than dorsal cirri.

Parapodia as in figure 63, e-h; dorsal and ventral cirri of first

parapodium somewhat flattened triangular (fig. 63, e). Setae of

three kinds : Slender, barred, in preacicular fascicle ; simple, capillary

;

and bristled, capillary in postacicular fascicle. Bristled area of the

latter extensive (fig. 63, e, d), extending almost across width of setae

where best developed.

Eolot7/pe.—V.S.l^M. no. 20319.

Dktriljution.—Tomales Bay, Calif, (type) ; Bodega, Bolinas, San

Francisco, Morro, Half Moon and Newport Bays, and Elkhorn

Slough, Calif.; Wallochey Bay, Wash, (one individual collected by

E. F. Ricketts). Common in muddy sands and eelgrass flats, con-

trasting therein with the habitat of N. californiensis (see below),

which abounds in cleaner, coarser sandy beaches. N. caecoides seems

to replace the polar N. caeca (Fabricius) in more temperate waters.

In numerous collections studied the latter has been encountered only

once from California, the former only once from the north Pacific

(Washington).

Systenmtic discusswn.—Moore (1911, p. 243) identified numerous

individuals from California as N. caeca, stating, however, that

"scarcely a single specimen can be said to be typical AL caeca,''^ and "I

am by no means convinced that more than one species may not be

represented." Monro (1933, p. 51) described a Nephthys sp. as a

tropical representative of N. caeca but said tliat it showed certain

differences from the typical form. Johnson's N. coeca (1901, p. 401)
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includes at least tAvo species, N. caeca, from Alaska and Puget Sound,

and N. caecoides, from San Francisco. Johnson designated the Cali-

fornia specimens as "p^^gmies." N. caecoides is notably smaller than

N. caeca (cf. measurements above).

N. caeca of ISIoore (1909, p. 243) includes at least two species, prob-

ably N. caecoides. from San Diego, represented by "examples of small

to medium size and colorless or slightly marked with brown figures

and bands on the prostomium and a few anterior segments" ; and N.

califovnierms. from Monterey Bay, the latter "much larger . . . pro-

stomium with a brown or black 'spread eagle' . . . free margins of

prostomium thin and produced . . . serrated setae forming flowing

tufts." N. caeca of Moore (1911, p. 243) probably includes these same

two species. The two specimens (station 4482, Santa Cruz Light-

house) with involute gills may be .V. dWranchis Grube (see page 146).

Lack of information renders it impossible to ascertain the identity

of Hilton's N. caeca (1919, p. 27) from Laguna Beach, Calif., and
Treadwell's N. caeca (1914, p. 192) from "Alaska to Humboldt Bay."
Comparison of N. caecoides and N. californiensis (see also page

150) .—These two are the only common littoral species of Nei)htysio\m(i

in numerous field collections from California. They sometimes occur

in the same beaches, almost side by side, but more usually are segre-

gated on the basis of substratum (see page 151). They resemble each

other strikingly in (1) trapezoidal outline of the prostomium (com-

pare fig. 63, a, l>. and fig. 64, «, &), (2) the proportions of the acicular

lobes (see figs. 63, f-h and 64, /-A), (3) the bathymetric and geo-

graphical ranges (see under distributions).

The}' are distinguishable by the following characters: (1) Poste-

rior, postsetal, neuropodial lamellae are truncate in A^. californieTisis

(fig. 64, A), rounded in N. caecoides (fig. 63, h)
; (2) recurved cirrus

is first present on third setiger in N. californiensis, on fourth in N.
caecoides; (3) the extent of the bristled area of the postacicular setae

differs (compare figs. 63, c, d and 64, c, <f ) ; (4) the superior neu-
ropodial lobe closely surrounds the superior setae in N. caecoides and
is collarlike in N. californiensis (fig. 64, /, g) ; (5) the nuchal papillae
are conspicuous in N. caecoides (fig. 63, a), not so in N. californiensis

(fig. 64, «) ; (6) the first dorsal and ventral cirri are triangular in
N. caecoides, cirriform in N. californiensis (figs. 63, a, 64, a)

; (7)
proboscis is provided with a median papilla in N. caecoides and
usually without in N. californiensis:, (8) setae are soft, silky, recum-
bent in N. californiensis, stiff in N. caecoides; (9) N. caecoides is

usually steel to dark gray in life, N. californiensis pearl-gray to pale
white; (10) the color patterns of the dorsal surface of the prostomium
differ (see figs. 63, a, h, and 64, a,h); and (11) iV. caecoides is usually
considerably smaller than N. californiensis (cf. measurements, pp.
148 and 150).
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NEPHTYS CALIFORNIENSIS. new species

FlOUBH 64

Nephthijs caeca Moore. 1909, p. 243 (part). (See p. 148 herein.)

fNephthys caeca ciliata Berkeley, 1935, p. 770,

fNephthijs assimilis Trbadwexl, 1914, p. 193 (part).

Length 130 to 300 mm ; width 6 to 10 mm in anterior third or widest

part; number of segments 100 to 160; broad, depressed, tapering grad-

ually posteriorly to a slender, caudal end. Segments marked by faint,

segmental lines dorsally and ventrally.

en

C3

FIG0KE 64.

—

Nephtys califoniieims, new species : a, Prostomium and part of first .segment

in dorsal view (from an individual with proboscis protruded) ; h, same, from an
individual with proboscis retracted ; c, portion of a bristled, postlamellar seta seen
somewhat from the side ; d, same, in face view ; e, third parapodium in posterior view ;

f, twenty-fifth parapodium in anterior view (setae diagraiiimatically represented) ;

g, recurved cirrus and neuropodium of seventy-fifth parapodium in anterior view

;

h, a posterior parapodium ; j, portion of a barred, prelamellar seta.

Prostomium roughly trapezoidal, widest anteriorly (fig. 64, a, 5),

anterior margin rounded, spatulate; frontal antennae inserted at

widest part of anterior margin. A characteristic pigmented patch

on posterior third, what Moore (1909, p. 243) has designated a "spread

eagle" (fig. 64, a, h). Nuchal papillae slitlike, hardly visible.
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Proboscis large, clavate, usually without a median papilla (rarely

one of the paired papillae seems to occupy a median position) ;
sub-

distally with 22 rows of papillae, 6 to 8 in a row, the more distal ones

about as long as those of the terminal forked set. Proximal portion of

proboscis smooth, glistening.

Parapodia well developed throughout ; over half as long as body is

wide; provided with many silky, flowing setae, directed caudally.

Parapodial lamellae distinct. Dorsal and ventral cirri of first parapo-

dium subulate, exceeding in size the frontal antennae; notopodium

with lamellae, aciculum, and preacicular and postacicular fascicles of

setae ; neuropodium with reduced setal fascicle and minute aciculum.

Second parapodium differing from first in shape of dorsal and ventral

cirri, which are triangular with acute apex, and in having a larger

neuropodium.

Recurved cirrus present from third setiger (fig. 64, e) to posterior

end of body ; with a small spherical papilla at its base near its origin

from the dorsal cirrus (fig. 64, f-h). Dorsal and ventral cirri with

thickened basal portion (fig. 64, e-h).

Notopodial acicular notch present throughout but more or less

obsolete in posteriormost neuropodia (fig. 64, h). Postacicular la-

mellae broad, subtruncate (fig. 64, g, h)
',
superior portion of median

neuropodial lamellae surrounding setal fascicle with a loose, high

collar (fig. 64, /-^).

Setae of three kinds : A few plain capillary setae in superior and

inferior parts of postacicular notopodia and neuropodia; numerous

long, bristled, barred capillary postacicular notosetae and neurosetae

(fig. 64, c, d), and shorter, nonbristled, barred, capillary, preacicular

notosetae and neurosetae (fig. 64, i).

Color in life iridescent pearl-gray to pale whitish.

Eolotype.—U.S.^M. no. 20320.

Distributwn.—Dillon Beach, Calif, (type) ; northern and southern

California. Inhabiting clean, sandy beaches (see also p. 149).

Systematic position.—Diflermg: from N. ciliata (O. F. MiUler) in

having proboscis proximally smooth, in lacking (usually) the median

dorsal papilla on the subdistal portion of the proboscis, in the distri-

bution of its recurved cirri which are present almost to the end of the

body, and in the proportions of the prostomium (see fig. 64, a, &).

DisGussion.^Nephthys caeca ciliata of Berkeley (1935, p. 770) is

included here because of the "absence of an unpaired papilla on the

proboscis" and because the "posterior setae are unusually long". Also

its distribution (Elkhorn Slough) falls within the range of N.

califomiensis as outlined above.
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NEPHTYS SCHMITTI, new species

FiGTJBE 65

Length 80 to 90 nun; width about 8 mm at widest part or tenth

setiger; number of segments about 100. Prostomium about twice as

broad as long, broadly j^entagonal (fig. 65, a), with a shallow, median

concavity in its anterior half. Prostomial antennae bluntly conical,

subequal, inserted at antero-ectal margin of prostomium. Nuchal
papillae near posterior margin of prostomium in line with prostomial

antennae (fig. 65, a).

Proboscis proximally smooth except for longitudinal wrinkles of

contraction: subdistally with 22 rows of papillae, 4 to 6 in a row;

without median dorsal papilla.

Figure 65.

—

'Meplitiis schmitti, new species : a. Outline of prostomium in dorsal view ;

ft, notopodium of thirty-eighth parapodium in anterior view ; c, twenty-first parapodium
in anterior view (the two rami somewhat separated).

Recurved cirri present from seventh setiger, minute at first. Dorsal

and recurved cirri about equal at ninth setiger. More post-eriorly

recurved cirri elongate and thickened ; at twelfth setiger foliaceous

processes arise laterally from recurved cirri and become well devel-

oped by fourteenth (fig. 65, c). Foliaceous lobes disappear from about

thirty-sixth setiger; thereafter cirri are digitate and somewhat out-

wardly curved (fig. 65, 6), continuing large to ninth last setiger,

then abruptly reduced to a minute knob and absent from last eight

setigers.
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Parapodial lamellae poorly developed throughout, greatly reduced

in posterior half of body; acicular lobes conical (fig 65, 6, c)
;
para-

podial rami widely diverging after the thirty-sixth setiger.

Setae not conspicuous, consisting of smaller, prelamellar, barred

setae and postlamellar simple capillary and bristled capillary setae,

the latter with bristled area limited to a short, narrow region where

setae emerge from parapodial lobes.

Dorsal anal cirrus as long as last 11 setigers; ventral anal cirrus

tiny, somewhat longer than width of anal ring.

Named for Dr. Waldo L. Schmitt, of the United States National

Museum.
Holofype.—V.S.^M. no. 20323.

Distribution.—AJhatross station 3210 (1890) south of the Alaska

Peninsula, in 483 fathoms (type) ; station 3198 (1890) off central

California, in 278 fathoms; station 3195 (1890) off central California,

in 252 fathoms; station 2871 (lat. 46°55' N., long. 125°11' W.), in

559 fathoms.

SystematiG discussion.—Nephtys schmitfi has affinities with N.

phyllohranchia INIcIntosh and probably also with lY. 7nodesta Grube.

N. phyllohranchia Mcintosh (1885, p. 164) was described from off

New York in 1,240 fathoms. The description fails to give the nature

of anterior and posterior recurved cirri unless they are understood

to be foliaceous throughout. Such is not the case in N. schmitti.

The number and distribution of papillary rows on the proboscis

are not given except to say that N. phyllohranchia, "approaches N.
modesta Grube." According to Grube (1878, p. 535), N. modesta is

provided with 12 rows of papillae. N. schmitti has 22 rows. Fur-
thermore, N. schmitti differs from N. modesta in the structure of its

recurved cirri. In the latter "branchiae pinnarum posteriorum bre-

vissimae triangulae," in N. schmitti they are long, digitiform (fig.

65, h). Grube could not have referred to the last few setigers, for

he had an incomplete individual of 56 segments.

Grube's species was recorded from the Indian Ocean (Kerguelen)

in one place (1878, p. 535) and from the Straits of Magellan in another

(p. 511). According to Ehlers (1901, p. 68) the former record is

probably an error.

NEPHTYS RICKETTSr, new species

Figure 66

Large, robust ; length to 30 cm ; width to 18 mm ; number of seg-

ments 110 to 120. Prostomium wider than long, broadly subtrape-

zoidal, its anterior margin gently curved; a deep, median, longi-

tudinal groove extending over most of its length. Dorsal frontal

antennae less than half as large as ventral antennae, the two of a
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side inserted close together and widely separated from those of the

other side. Nuchal papillae conspicuous, at postectal margin of

prostomium.

Proboscis subdistally beset with 22 rows of papillae, 4 or 5 in a
row; without median papilla; proximally covered with low, elon-

gated, wartlike elevations, which are more like wrinkles than papillae.

Recurved cirrus fii-st present as minute swelling on ventral side

of dorsal cirrus of sixth setiger, becoming elongate triangular by
tenth setiger; proximal two-thirds of cirrus thickened at twenty-

third setiger, continuing gradually thicker, appearing inflated, maxi-
mum development between setigers 35-48; slenderer posteriorly, also

shorter; absent from about 17 last setigers.

Figure 66.

—

Nephtys rickettsi, new species : a, An anterior parapodium in anterior view,
with setae shown; b, thirty-fifth parapodium (slightly anterior to middle of body) in
anterior view ; c, a posterior parapodium in anterior view, with setae shown.

Parapodia robust, with large, imbricated, fleshy lamellae and cirri

in median region. First parapodium directed anteriorly, enclosing

prostomium from side; its dorsal and ventral cirri somewhat elon-

gated, ventral cirrus roughly triangular; its notopodium with stout

aciculum and well-developed setal fascicle; its neuropodium with
reduced aciculum and fewer setae than are present in more posterior

parapodia. Dorsal and ventral cirri of first few (five or more) seg-

ments subglobular (fig. 66, a). Median parapodia with broad, thick

rami, acicular lobes unequally bilobed (fig. 66, b)
;
postsetal lamellae

broad, thick, foliaceous. Posterior parapodia plain, the rami widely
diverging, lobes not noticeably developed, acicular lobes hardly dis-

cernible, the stout aciculum emerging from anterior face of para-

podial lamella (fig. 66, c).
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Setal fascicles not conspicuous, containing only simple capillary,

simple bristled and simple barred setae. Setae few in fascicles,

projecting laterally in stiff series.

Named for E. F. Ricketts, who has made numerous collections of

annelids from the northeast Pacific.

Eohfype.—U.S.^M. no. 20322.

Distribution.—Cache Bay, Alaska (type), collected by Mr. Rick-

etts, with an individual of N. caeca (Fabricius). Albatross station

2902 (1889), off Santa Rosa Island, in 53 fathoms.

Systematic position.—N. richettsi has affinities with the N . caeca

group. It differs from the latter or closely related species in (1)

the distribution of its recurved cirri, which are first present on
the sixth setiger and absent from about the last 15 or more setigers

;

(2) in the shape of its recurved cirri, especially those of the posterior

half of the body, these being inflated, sacklike; (3) in the nature

of the parapodial lamellae, which are thicker, tougher; and (4) in

the posterior acicular lobes which are not noticeably bilobed.

Figure 67.

—

Nephtys punctata, new species : a, Sixth parapodium in anterior view, ventral
cirrus omitted ; 6, twenty-fifth parapodium in anterior view ; c, parapodium from
median region, in anterior view ; d, twentieth last parapodium, in anterior view.

NEPHTYS PUNCTATA, new species

FiGUBE 67

Length to 100 mm; width to 6.5 mm at tenth setiger or widest part;

number of segments 90 to 100. Closely resembling N. caeca (Fabri-

cius) in size and body proportions.

Prostomium rectangular, slightly longer than wide, with a circular

depression at its median, posterior margin ; nuchal papillae circular,

inserted at postectal margin of prostomium; ventral antennae more
than twice as large as dorsal antennae.
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Proboscis with 20 bifurcated, terminal papillae; with 22 rows of

subtermiiial papillae, 4 or 5 in a row; a conspicuous, median dorsal

papilla exceeding the paired papillae in size. Proximal portion of

proboscis provided with well separated, minute, prickly cones.

Kecurved cirrus first present from eighth or ninth setiger, increas-

ing in size from a minute, triangular lobe about as large as its dorsal

cirrus to a thickened, sickle-shaped cirrus (fig. 67, 6, c) at twentieth

s-etiger ; continuing large through median region ; decreasing gradually

in size in posterior fourth and present only as a minute knob on

twentieth last setiger (fig. 67, d) ; absent from more posterior segments.

Parapodia as in figure 67, a-d\ acicular lobes strongly bilobed in

anteriormost segments (fig. 67, a, &), becoming only slightly bilobed in

median region (fig. 67, c), distinctly conical in posterior region (fig.

67, d). Setae of three kinds: (1) Barred setae in preacicular fascicles

of notopodia and neuropodia, (2) capillary setae, and (3) bristled

fetae in postacicular fascicles. Lyre setae not observed.

Holotype.—V.S.'^.'M. no. 20321.

Dktrihutio7i.—Albatross station 3210 (1890) south of Alaska Penin-

sula, in 483 fathoms (type) ; station 4197 (1903), Gulf of Georgia, in

31-90 fathoms. Central California: Albatross station 3193 (1890)

dredged; station 3666 (1890) in 68 fathoms; station 3202 (1890) in

382 fathoms; station 4485 (1901) in 108 fathoms.

/Systematic position.—Nephtys punctata belongs to the iV. caeca

group. It is unique in the distribution of its recurved cirri (see

above), in the nature of its proboscis, and in having conical acicular

lobes in the posterior region.
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A MIOCENE DOG FROM MARYLAND

By Charles T. I^erry

No CANiD remains hitherto have been reported from the Miocene

of Maryland, and very few from otlier Tertiary deposits of the

Atlantic Coastal Plain. The material herein described consists of

two associated lower molars found in the cliff near Plum})oint, Md.,

on the west side of Chesapeake Bay.

I have consulted with Dr. C. L. Gazin, and he has been good

enonoli to verify the generic allocation and to allow me to examine

pertinent specimens in the LTnited States National Museum.

Genus TOMARCTUS Cope

TOMARCTUS MARYLANDICA, new species

FlGLRE 68

Type.—M^ and M. from the left mandible, U.S.N.M. no. 15561,

collected by Charles T. Berry, August '2(S. 1037. from zone 10 of the

Calvert formation, V/o miles south of Plumpoint wliarf, Calvert

County, Md.
Descriptio?i.—Mi is incomplete, lacking the paraconid and anterior

root. The heel of the tooth is broad and flat, with a rounded posterior

margin. The entoconid is slightly higher than the liypoconid, and

tlie connecting ridge is straight. The protoconid, the most outstand-

ing feature of the tooth, is about twice as high as tlie metaconid.

Halfway up the outer posterior side of the protoconid there is a very

small tubercle. An obscure ridge runs from the hyi^oconid toward

the metaconid. which is observed only in the heel portion of the tooth.

The anteroposterior diameter (incomplete) of Mi is 12 mm. The

greatest height at the anterior end of the preserved portion is 10.5 mm.
The greatest transverse diameter of the heel is 6.5 mm.

.53904—38 1.59
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III Mi the protocoiiicl and nietacoiiid are ecjiial in size Avhile tlie

paraconid is reduced. The heel, which has a rounded posterior

margin, is occupied by the equally' developed entoconid and hy-

pocouid, which are connected by a straight ridge. A ver}- obscure

ridge runs across the heel portion of the tooth from the hyi)oconid

toward the nietaconid. This ridge is less pronoiuiced in Mo llian in

Ml. A small, poorly developed tubercle is present on the postero-

external side of the protoconid. Also, a crescent-shaped rim anterior

to the paraconid and protoconid is present only on the outer portion

of the tooth. The anteroposterior diameter of Mo is 9 mm. The
greatest transverse diameter of the heel is 5 mm. The greatest height

of the tooth, including root, is 13 mm.

a

Kkjukb 68.

—

Tomarrtus mariilaiidicn, new species, left lower molars, type specimen
(U. S. N. M. no. 1.">5(U) ; <i. M,, lateral view: h. IM2. lateral view; c. M,, occlusal view;
d. Mo, occlusal view. X 2. Calvert Miocene, Maryland.

The two molars show very little wear, indicating that the animal
was in the pi'ime of life. The enamel on both is in perfect condition

except for small cracks. In M, the dentine can be seen at the

anterior end.

Comparison.—The two molars of Tomarctus marylandica are

closely comi)aral)l(' to those in Tephrocyon heUoggi described by
Merriam ^ in 1911. The type of T, kclloggi was collected from the

Viigin Valley beds (middle Miocene) in Humboldt County, Nev.,

and consists of ''a lowei- jaw with dentition." The present find and

1 Merriam, J. C. Iiiiv. Califoiiiia I'nl)l. r.ull. I>ept. «;eol., vol. C, pj). 2:>.5-238, figs. 5, «,

pl. 32, inii.
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that of Merriam compare favorably iu all the outstanding features

with but few exceptions. The protoconid of T. helJoggi appears in the

illustration to be more rounded than in the present specimen. This

may be due to difference in wear. A small tubercle near the base of

the metaconid is mentioned in the description of Mi of T . keUocj(ii.

This tubercle is absent in the present specimen, but a slight uneven-

ness of the enamel in this region, if developed, might have been

termed a tubercle.

Remarkx.—I adopt the current usage of the generic name Toinarc-

tus, assuming that Tephrocyon is a synonym. The Maryland form

corresponds more closely to members of this group, which in the West

are known from the middle Miocene, than it does to the lower

Miocene species of Cynodesmus.

From the scant material at hand it is impossi))le to draw any con-

clusions as to the characters or habits of Totnarctiis iitarylandica. It

is possilde. however, to enumerate its associates from the other fossil

vertebrates found in the Calvert Miocene. The known vertebrate

fauna includes Pisces. Chelonia, Crocodilia. Aves, Sirenia, Cetacea,

Carnivora. Proboscidea, and Artiodactyla.

us. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1938
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REVISION OF THE NEARCTIC LEAFHOPPERS OF THE
TRIBE ERRHOMENELLINI (HOMOPTERA: CICADEL-
LIDAE)

By P. W. Oman

The studies here presented are based on material in the United

States National Museum and on specimens lent for study by Dr. E. D.

Ball, of the University of Arizona, Dr. R. H. Beamer, of the Uni-

versity of Kansas, and J. A. Gillett, of Twin Falls, Idaho. Since

representatives of the tribe are usually not abundant in collections,

these loans have aided materially in the jn-eparation of a revisional

paper.

According to the available distribution records, the North Ameri-

can representatives of the group are confined to the western part of

the United States; however, it is probable that certain species occur

in adjacent sections of Canada and Mexico as well. All the species

appear to be confined to arid or semiarid regions. Little is known

concerning food-plant associations, but Errhomus appears to be re-

stricted to the Artemisia belt, Pagaronia and Lystndea occur in the

coastal cha])arral association, while Fiiscanus friscanus is apparently

confined to Lup'/nux ailjorcus.

The tribe Errhomenellini has usually been considered to be some-

what intermediate in character between the subfamilies Cicadellinae

and Jassinae. In this view I concur but believe that the tribe should

be referred to the Jassinae rather than the Cicadellinae, where it Avas

placed by Van Duzee in his Check List, 1916, and Catalogue, 1917.

It is assigned to the Jassinae because the ocelli are usually near the

51701—38 1 163
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margins of the cro^Yn and because the hind wings of macropterous

forms have four apical cells rather than three as in the Cicadellinae.

The Errhomenellini and the closely related Evacanthini may be

distinguished from other Jassinae by the position of the ocelli, which
are on the crown near the anterolateral margins, and the shape of the

facial sclerites, especially the clypellus, which is unusually large,

broad basally, narro^^ed distally, and extending beyond the genae.

The apex of the clypellus is rounded, not truncate, and the entire

face is usually rather broad. The Errhomenellini differ from the

Evacanthini in that the clypeus is without a median carina.

According to my interpretation, the genera ErrhonicncIluH Puton
and Bathysm,ato2?horus Sahlberg are not represented in North Amer-
ica. For the Nearctic species previously assigned to the former,

two new genera have been erected, while the name Lystridea Baker
is available for the species referred to the latter. A third new genus

is described to accommodate an apparently new species from Idaho.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF ERRHOMENELLINI

1. Crown without numerous fine striae Errhomus, new genus
Crown with numerous fine, mostly longitudinal striae, at least basally 2

2. Head elongate and rather narrow ; crown always well produced

anteriorly. Species not especially robust 3
Head short and broad ; crown not greatly produced anteriorly,

or if so, then species robust and brachypterous 4

3. Head subconical and pointed apically. Species macropterous Pagaronia Ball

Head blunt apically. Species subbrachypterous Friscanus, new genus

4. Head narrower than pronotum; posterior margin of pronotum
incised Thatuna, new genus

Head as broad as or broader than pronotum; posterior margin of

pronotum not incised Lystridea Baker

Genus PAGARONIA Ball

Pagaronia Ball, Can. Ent, vol. 34, p. 19, 1902.

Relatively large leafhoppers, about 8-10 mm in length. Head, in-

cluding eyes, distinctly narrower than pronotum ; apex of head sub-

conical and rather sharply pointed; face long and narrow, clypeus

and clypellus large; crown irregularly convex, surface with numerous
fine, irregular, longitudinal striae, posterior margin distinctly ele-

vated above pronotum along its entire width and forming a distinct

flange next each eye. Pronotum relatively short and broad; lateral

margins carinate and diverging posteriorly; posterior margin shal-

lowly incised medially. Fore and hind wings well developed and

extending beyond tip of abdomen; central anteapical cell of fore

wing usually open basally; appendix small or absent. Hind wing
with four apical cells. Pecten of hind basitarsus consisting of six

or seven setae of variable size, the first and last of the series spinelike.
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Ovipositor sheath extending beyond tip of pygofer ; female pygofer

with numerous setae. Male valve hidden or very small ; male plates

more or less elongate; styles relatively small and curved downward
distally ; sternal apodemes absent.

Type of genus, Pagaronia 13-punctata Ball, 1902.

Three species in addition to the genotype are recognized as belong-

ing to the genus. Tettigonia tHpunctata Fitch, 1851 (New York
State Cab., p. 55), which has been referred to Pagwronia, belongs in

the subfamily Cicadellinae on the basis of the position of the ocelli

and the venation of the hind wings, and for it the genus Plesiommata

Provancher,^ 1889 (p. 263), is available.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF PAGARONIA

1. Black markings on head and thorax consisting of numerous ir-

regular blotches (pi. 5, fig. 1) triunata Ball

Black markings on head and thorax consisting of small, definite

spots (pi. 5, fig. 2), or absent 2

2. Posterior margin of seventh sternite of female not notched

medially. Terminal processes of aedeagus extending beyond

shaft of aedeagus (pi. 5, fig. 2B) furcata, new species

Posterior margin of seventh sternite of female with a faint

notch medially. Terminal processes of aedeagus extending

laterad, and to some extend back along shaft of aedeagus

(pi. 5, figs. 3A, 4A) 3

3. Aedeagus and its terminal processes slender, the latter not serrate

(pi. 5, fig. 3A) confusa, new species

Aedeagus and its terminal processes stout, the latter serrate on

outer margins (pi. 5, fig. 4A) 13-punctata Ball

PAGARONIA TRIUNATA Ball

Plate 5, Figubes 1, lA

Pagaronia IS-punctata var. trimiaia Ball, Can. Ent., vol. 34, p. 20, 1902.

Easily distinguished from other species of the genus by the irregu-

lar black markings on the head and the long, slender male plates.

Length 7.7-9.25 mm.
General ground color sordid yellowish white. Clypeus with 11

or 12 pairs of short, transverse, brown or fuscous lines laterally, and

a small black spot just below the apex of the head medially. An-

terior margin of head with a small black spot next each eye and a

large, irregular black mark in front of each ocellus, each of these

frequently divided to form two irregular blotches. Crown with

black to fuscous marks as follows : A small spot medially anterior to

ocelli, another next each eye, a pair of elongate spots on posterior

1 S. E. Crumb has called my attention to the fact that certain copies of Provancher's

"Petite Paune Entomologique du Canada," vol. ?•, 1S89, contain the description of Plesiom-

mata, which is based on a single species, tiundulata, described as new in the same publi-

cation. It is apparent that Plesiommata Mundulata Provanchei', 1889, Is synonymous with
Tettigonia tripunctata Fitch, 1851 (new synonymy).
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margin, and a large, irregular blotch between each ocellus and the

adjacent eye. Pronotuni with irregular black to fuscous marks on

anterior one-half, especially laterally. Scutelluni with a pair of

faint spots on disk and sometimes faint basal triangles. All the

markings on the head and thorax are subject to considerable variation

in size, shape, and intensity. Fore wings of female sordid subhya-

line with faint reddish brown in cells ; fore wings of male usually with

cells distinctly red or reddish brown, veins pale. Hind wings smoky

subhyaline. Abdomen usually with extensive fuscous markings.

Median length of crown slightly less than width of crown at

anterior margin of eyes; median length of pronotum slightly greater

than median length of crown. Posterior margin of seventh sternite

of female slightly produced and with a faint notch medially. Male

plates long, slender, and nearly parallel-sided; length over three

times their combined basal width; tips bluntly pointed; distal two-

thirds set with numerous setae.

Posterior nuirgin of male pygofer with two pairs of slender, finger-

like processes, the ventral pair extending dorsad and slightly caudad,

the dorsal pair much shorter and directed caudad. Aedeagus stout;

the portion carrying the ejaculatory duct extending first dorsad and

then caudad; the apex obliquely truncate in lateral vicAv, bifurcate in

dorsal view.

Dist/nhution.—Known only from California. In addition to the

types, which are from Santa Clara County (Coquillett) and Santa

Cruz Mountains (Koebele), there are examples at hand from Salinas

(Ball), Alameda (Van Dyke), Honda (Oman), and specimens from

the Uhler collection labeled "Congr.," which presumably means either

Congress Junction or Congress Springs, both localities in Santa Clara

County. The above localities indicate a rather limited distribution in

the coastal hills near San Francisco.

PAGARONIA 13-PUNCTATA Ball

Plate 5, Figures 4, 4A

P(i(/(iro)iia 13-iJiinci(tfa Ball, Can. Eut., vol. 34, p. 20, 1902.

Pagaronia IS-piinctata var. octopiiiictata Kikkaldy, Proc. Hawaiian Ent. Soc.,

vol. 2, p. 70, 1909 (new synonymy).

Color markings on head and pronotum consisting of a pattern of

definite black spots. Length 8-9.5 mm.
General ground color pale green to jnile yellov,', witli 13 black spots

as follows: One on clypeus just below a))cx of liead, a pair on margin

of crown near apex, one on the median line anterior to the ocelli, one

below and one behind each ocellus, a pair on ])ostei'ior margin of

crown, and three arranged in a transverse row on the disk of the

pronotum. The three })rono{al spots (especially the two lateral
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ones), the median spot on the crown, and the spots below the ocelli

may be inconspicuous or absent, but the remainin<v spots are nearly

always distinct. Fore wings subhyaline, sometimes with the cells

golden-yellow.

Head slightly more pointed than in frivnata, otherwise similar.

Posterior margin of seventh sternite slightly produced and shallowly

notched medially. Male plates slender, nearly three times as long as

basal width, together slightly troughlike, not so flat as in tnunata;

tips blunt ; surface set with numerous setae.

Male pygofer without processes. Aedeagus stout, extending dor-

sad and slightly caudad, bearing near the tip a pair of tapered

processes that extend first ventrad and then laterad.

Z>/,s//^/!)^^/^o/^.—Kecorded only from California. The types are from

Los Angeles County (Coquillett and Koebele), Pasadena (Fall), and

Marin County (Fuchs). It is probable that the specimens from

Marin County are not IS-pinxctata but confusa. Kirkaldy's octo-

punctata from the Santa Barbara foothills appears to be based on an

example of 13-ptmctata that lacks the pronotal spots and the spots

below the ocelli. This is a common variation and is not believed to

be worthy of a name. Other localities represented in the material at

hand are Lancaster (Uhler collection). Mint Canyon (Oman), and

above Mint Canyon (Oman). Mint Canyon is between Saugus and

Palmdale. The above records indicate a rather limited distribution

in the low hills near Los Angeles.

PAGARONIA CONFUSA, new species

Plate 5, Figures 3, 3A

Superficially identical with 13-punctata, with which it has ap-

parently been confused, but with the male plates broader and the

lateral processes of the aedeagus not curved. Length 8-9.5 mm.

General color as in IS-puiictata. Spots below ocelli and lateral

spots on pronotum usually absent. Cells of fore wings of males pale

orange-yellow, of females pale yellow to pale sordid yellow.

Head slightly more pointed than in 13-punctata. Seventh sternite

of female as in 13-punctata. Male plates relatively slender, but dis-

tinctly broadened near base and then tapering to bluntly rounded

tips; surface set with numerous setae.

Pygofer without processes. Aedeagus long and slender, curved

dorsad posteriorly; apex with a pair of slender, pointed processes

which extend ventrad and laterad.

Type locality.—Moxmi Diablo, Calif.

Types.—\].S.'^M. no. 52220.

Remarl^s.—T\\Q entire type series, consisting of the holotype male,

allotype female, and 13 male and 8 female paratypes, w^ere taken by

the writer and Mrs. Oman at the type locality, June 21, 1935.
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Distribution.—In addition to the type series there are at hand
specimens from San Rafael (Oman), Sausalito (Thompson), and
Palo Alto (Baker), Calif., and Reno?, Nev. (Brown).

PAGARONIA FURCATA, new species

Plate 5, Figs. 2-2B

Superficially resembling 13-punctata Ball but larger, more robust,

and with much broader male plates. Length 8.75-10 mm.
General ground color pale green to greenish white. Black spots

on head and pronotum as in 13-punctata but frequently with an addi-

tional spot below each ocellus and a spot on the median line of the

pronotum anteriorly. Fore wrings with veins whitish subhyaline;

cells orange in the males, pale yellow or pale sordid yellow in the

females. Hind wings subliyaline.

Head pointed but not so distinctly so as in 13-punetata. Posterior

margin of seventh sternite of female slightly produced and un-

notched. Male plates much broader basally than in 13-punctata^

broadened still more near base, and tapering to bluntly rounded tips,

the posterior two-thirds set w^ith numerous setae.

Male pygofer without processes. Aedeagus long and slender, the

portion carrying ejaculatory duct curving dorsad posteriorly and
ending in a pair of slender, pointed processes which extend on
beyond tip of aedeagus.

Type locality.—Cold Springs, Sequoia National Forest, Calif.

r?/;?e5.—U.S"^N.M. no. 52221.

Reniarhs.—The type series consists of the holotype male, allotype

female, and 11 male and 10 female paratypes taken at the type local-

ity by the writer and Mrs. Oman, June 10, 1935.

FRISCANUS, new genus

Intermediate in character between Pagaronia Ball and Errhomus^
new genus; differing from the former in havinof shorter wnngs and no
spinelike setae in the pecten of the hind basitarsus, and from the

latter in the character of the surface of the crown, which has nu-

merous fine, longitudinal striae.

Head, including eyes, slightly narrower than pronotum; crown
nearly flat, median length greater than length of pronotum. Pro-

notum rather short and broad; lateral margins carinate. Scutellum

small. Fore wrings subcoriaceous and rather short, not reaching to

tip of abdomen, lacking appendices; venation variable. Hind wings
short, reaching fifth or sixth abdominal segment. Pecten of hind

basitarsus consisting of five setae of nearly uniform size, none of

•which are spinelike. Sexual dimorphism apparent.
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Ovipositor sheath extending beyond tip of pygofer; female

pygofer with numerous short setae. Male valve small, usually con-

cealed ;
male plates slender and elongate ; styles small, curved laterad

and ventrad distally; male with two pairs of sternal apodemes,

arising from the second and third abdominal segments.

Type of the genus, Errhomenellus friscanus Ball, 1909. No other

species belonging to the genus are known.

FRISCANUS FRISCANUS (Ball)

Plate 5, Figure 6

Errhomenellus friscanus Baix, Cau. Eut., vol. 41, p. 1S2. 1909.

Memnonia simplex Van Duzee, Proc. California Acad. Sci., vol 7, p. 294, 1917

(new synonymy).

Kather robust leafhoppers without distinctive markings. Length

of female 5.75-6 mm, of male 3,75-4.1 mm.
Female nearly uniformly pale green. Male pale green or powdery

green, with fuscous to black markings as follows : A pair of stripes

across crown and pronotum, converging and sometimes fused ante-

riorly, frequently reduced to two pairs of spots on the crown and

two faint, irregular stripes on pronotum; basal triangles on scutel-

lum, frequently entirely absent; areas on fore wing, particularly

the clavus and apical and costal cells
;
portions of dorsum of abdomen

and tips of plates; inner surface of fore tibia and distal tarsal seg-

ment of jfirst two pairs of legs. Most of these markings are at times

indistinct or absent.

Crown of female 1.6 times as long as pronotum, tliat of male 1.4

times as long as pronotum. Posterior margin of seventh sternite of

female slightly produced and with a small notch medially. Male

plates long and slender, curved upward posteriorly, tapering slightly

to rounded tips.

Male pygofer with a pair of slender, pointed, fingerlike processes

arising ventrally and extending dorsad and caudad along posterior

margins of pygofer. Aedeagus simple, stout basally, terminal por-

tion slender and pointed and directed dorsad. Both pairs of sternal

apodemes heavily sclerotized and black, the first pair rather slender,

the second pair broad.

Distrihution.—Originally described from material collected at San

Francisco, Calif. All specimens of the rather extensive collection

at hand cam.e either from San Francisco or from localities along

the coast a short distance south of San Francisco. I have found

nymphs and adults abundant on Lupinus arhoreus in June.

ERRHOMUS, new genus

Related to Errhomenellus Puton, with which it has been confused,

but differing from that genus as fixed by its type, hrachypterus
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Fieber, in having a shorter rostrum, the lateral margins of the genae

not notched below the eyes, a shorter, broader face, and the crown

usually without a distinct median carina.

Crown as long as, or usually longer than, the pronotum; margin

between crown and face either rounded or carinate. Pronotum

short, posterior one-half usually faintly, transversely striate; lateral

margins carinate; posterior margin shallowly incised. Males bra-

chypterous, subbrachypterous, or macropterous; fore wings mem-
branous or sometimes subcoriaceous ; venation irregular, with outer

anteapical cell usually absent or small and central anteapical cell

usually open basally; appendix absent. Females brachypterous so

far as known; fore wings usually subcoi'iaceous. Pccten of hind

basitarsus usually composed of four to six setae in an uneven row.

Sexual dimorphism apparent.

Ovipositor sheath extending beyond tip of pygofer. Male pygofer

appressed. Male valve small; plates long and slender; styles long,

slender, and curved upward distally; pygofer with a pair of hook-

like processes next anal tube; sternal apodemes absent.

Type of the genus, Errhomenus Imeatv.H Baker, 1S98. The species

assigned to the genus may be divided into two subgenera, as indi-

cated by the following key:

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF ERRHOMUS

1. Anterior marj;in of crown not distinctly cnriniitc. Clypons dis-

tinctly swollen; snture between clypeus nnd lateral facial

.sclerites deeply impressed. (Snbseniis ErrhoDiux) 2

Anterior margin of crown distinctly carinate. Clypeus not dis-

tinctly swollen; suture between clypeus and lateral facial

sclerites not deeply impressed. (Subgenus f'(irsoniis) 4

2. Eyes somewbat bulbous. Very robust species ; males sub-

brachypterous oregonensis (Baker)

Eyes not bulbou.s. Not unusually robust .species: males

macropterous so far as known 3

3. Posterior margin of seventh sternite of female ])i'oduced and with

a small median notch. Lateral processes of aedeagus rather

stout and serrate on outer margins montanus (Raker)

Posterior margin of seventh sternite of female broadly and rather

shallowly incised. Lateral processes at tiji of aedeagus slender

and not serrate lineatus (Raker)

4. Anterior margin of head neither thin nor subfoliaceous ; disk of

crown convex irroratus (Ball)

Anterior margin of head thin and subfoliaceous; disk of crown

flat or concave 5

5. Crown of female only slightly produced medially, anterior margin

rounded. Pygofer process of male as illustrated in plate 6,

figure 9 niaculatus (Gillette and Baker)

Crown of female distinctly produced and subangular. Pygofer

process of male not as ab(»ve aridus (Ball)
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3/i

3-CONFUSA

t-rRISCANUS

LEAFHOPPERS OF GENERA PAGARONIA, ERRHOMUS, AND FRISCANUS.

1, Pagaronia triunata Ball, head and thorax; L\, lakTal view of male genitalia; 2, P. furcata, now species,

head and thorax; 2A, lateral view of male genitalia; 2B, eaudodorsal view of tip of aedeagus; 3, P. confusa,

new species, lateral view of male genitalia; 3A, caudal view of tip of aedeagus; 4, P. IS-punctata Ball, lateral

view of male genitalia; 4A, dorsal view of tip of aedeagus; 5, Errhomus montanus (Baker), lateral view of

genital capsule of male, showing pygofer process; 5A, dorsal view of tip of aedeagus; 6, Friscanus friscanuss

(Ball), lateral view of male genitalia.
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II-FURCATUS

12-IRRORA TUS

13-SPICA TUS

12 C

12A

14A

14-GILLETTI

ISA

Leafhoppers of Genera Errhomus. Thatuna. and lystridea.

7, Errhomus oregoneiuis (Baker), lateral view of aedeagus; 7A, dorsal view of apex of aedeagus; 8, E. lineattis

(Baker), lateral view of aedeagus; 8A, caudal view of tip of aedeagus; 9, E. macutatus (Gillette and Baker),

dorsal view of pygofer process of male; 10, E. aridus (Ball), dorsal view of pygofcr process of male; 11, E.

nridus furcatus, new subspecies, dorsal view of pygofer process of male; llA, lateral view of same; 12, E.

irroratus (Ball), dorsal view of styles, connective, and aedeagus: 12A. dorsal view of male pygofer process;

12B, lateral view of same; 120, lateral view of aedeagus; 13, E. irroratus spicatus, new subspecies, lateral

view of pygofer process of male; 14, Thatuna gilletti, new species, head and thora.x; 14A, lateral view of

styles, connective, and aedeagus; 14B, dorsal view of same; 15, Lystridea nuda, new species, head and

thora.x; ISA, lateral view of male genitalia; Ifi, /,. uhleri (Baker), lateral view^ of style.
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ERRHOMUS (ERRHOMUS) OREGONENSIS (Baker)

Platp: 6, FiGmtKs 7, 7A

Errhoiii onus orc(joi\vii.^ix Bakkr, r.s.voho, vol. S, p. 262, 1898.

Very robust, with the short, broad fore wiiifrs adding to the robust

appearance. Length of female 7.5-9 mm, of male 5.25-5.75 mm.
Ground color sordid yellowish white. Clypeus marked with trans-

verse bars of fuscous to black ; crown with irregular fuscous to black

marks near apex and next eyes, and a pair of black spots at base.

Pronotum with a black area behind each ej'e and a transverse row of

irregular black or fuscous markings. Fore wings with faint irregu-

lar brown to fuscous markings except for an area on disk; veins

usually sordid white. Abdomen and legs variously marked with

brown, fuscous, or black. All the markings of this species are ex-

tremely variable in intensity and size, and there are frequently irreg-

ular spots in addition to those mentioned.

Crown slightly longer than pronotum, slightly depressed laterad

of eacli ocellus. Pronotum of nearly uniform length throughout its

width. Fore wings rounded apically. extending to the fifth to eighth

abdominal segment ; veins prominent, venation irregular.

Posterior margin of seventh sternite of female faintly incised

medially. Male plates rather slender, tapering slightly from base

to bluntly pointed tips. Tips of plates bent upward and diverging

slightly.

Pygofer process of male broad, subtruncate distally, with a very

short, toothlike protuberance ])rojecting ventrad from the caudal

margin. Aedeagus stout; tip truncate, with two pairs of short,

spinelike projections, two extending laterad and two cephalad. Tips

of styles hooked upward.

Dhtrihiition.—Originally described from specimens collected in

Oregon by Koebele and one female from Corvallis, Oreg., collected

by A. B. Cordley. Of these, a male specimen bearing Baker's red

determination label is considered to be the type. In addition to the

Oregon specimens I have examined one female from Humboldt,
Calif. (H, S. Barber), and males, females, and one nymph from
Paradise Valley. Mount Ranier, Wash. (W. AV. Baker).

ERRHOMUS (ERRHOMUS) MONTANUS (Baker)

Plate 5, Figxtres 5. 5A

Errhonieviis montanus Bakek, Psyche, vol. 8. p. 262, 1898.

Less robust than oregonerifiis, head subangular rather than bluntly

rounded. jNIales macropterous. Length of female 7.25-7.75 mm, of

male 5.5-6 mm.
51704—38 2
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Females pale sordid yellow mottled and marked Avith brown to

fuscous. JMales similarly colored, but usually with more extensive

fuscous markings, sometimes almost wholly fuscous except for veins

of fore wings, which are either unmarked or irregularly marked with
fuscous.

Anterolateral margins of crown nearly straight. Crown of female
about one and one-half times as long as pronotum, that of male only

slightly longer than pronotum. Venation of fore wing of male
irregular; outer anteapical cell absent, central anteapical cell open
basally, inner anteapical cell either open or closed basally; costal

area with a few irregular veins from radius to costal margin in

region of anteapical cells. Fore wing of female obliquely sub-

truncate, reaching to third abdominal segment.

Seventh sternite of female long, posterior margin produced and
with a faint median notch. Male plates slender, diverging apically,

slightly narrowed between base and middle.

Pygofer processes of male rather slender and sharply pointed

distally. Aedeagus rather slender, bearing at the tip a pair of sinu-

ately curved processes, which extend down along the shaft of the

aedeagus and are coarsely and irregularly serrate on the outer

margins. Styles slender, pointed distally.

Distribution.—Originally described from seven specimens from
northern Colorado, the specific localities mentioned being Fort Collins

and Cameron Pass. One of these, a male from Rabbit Ears Pass,

bears Baker's determination label and is considered to be the type.

In addition to the type series, I have examined specimens from Little

Beaver, Colo. (Ball), Soldier Creek, Utah (Knowlton), and Fish
Lake Mountain near Richfield, Utah (no collector),

ERRHOMUS (ERRHOMUS) LINEATUS (Baker)

Plate 6, Figurjcs 8, SA

Errlxomenns Iwcatus Baker, I'syche, vol. 8, p. 2G1, 1S9S.

Superficially identical with montanus but with head slightly shorter

and blunter and the processes of the aedeagus not serrate. Males
macropterous. Length of female 7.25-8 mm, of male 6-7 mm.

Color as in montanus but with less mottling and more distinct

spots. Structure about as in montanus except as noted. Seventh
sternite of female with posterior margin very shallowly incised.

Male plates as in montanus.

Pygofer processes of male similar to those of montanus but not so

sharply pointed. Distal portion of aedeagus composed of two parts,

a stout, curved dorsal portion without terminal processes, and a

slender, curved, ventral portion which carries the ejaculatory duct
and terminates in a pair of slender, fingerlike processes.

I
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Distribution.—The original description was based on specimens

of both sexes from Pulhnan, Wash. (C. V. Piper). One of the fe-

males, which bears Baker's red label, is considered the type. I have

also examined specimens from the following localities in Washington:

Yakima (A. R. Rolfs), Ritzville (M. C. Lane), north of Dryden

(A. L. Melander), Ellensbiirg (W. W. Baker) ;
and Moscow, Idaho

(J. Gillett).

Carsonus, new subgenus

Differing from typical Errhomus as indicated in the key, and in

addition having the hooklike processes of the male pygofer heavily

sclerotized and bearing sharp spines or serrations, or both. In the

subgenus Errhomus the hooklike processes of the male pygofer are of

the same texture as the pygofer, and are bent ventrad posteriorly.

In Carsonus the style has a sharp toothlike projection on the ventral

surface about one-third the distance from the apex. Aedeagus of

Carsonus as illustrated (pi. 6, figs. 12, 12C).

Type of the subgenus, Acocefhalus maculatus Gillette and Baker,

1895.

ERRHOMUS (CARSONUS) IRRORATUS (Ball)

Plate 6, Figures 12-12C

Errhomenellus irroratus Ball, Can. Eut., vol. 34, p. 18, 1902.

Rather robust; face strongly convex; crown of female distinctly

longer than that of male. Length of female 5.5-6.5 mm, of brachyp-

terous male 3.75^ mm, of macropterous male 4.4-5 mm.

Female pale sordid yellow, heavily irrorate with fuscous and black;

male fuscous to black, with numerous small circular yellow spots.

Crown of female longer than pronotum, that of male equal to or

shorter than pronotum. Fore wings of brachypterous specimens

obliquely subtruncate, reaching to base of fourth abdominal segment.

Fore wings of macropterous males with outer anteapical cell either

present or absent, central and inner anteapical cells either open or

closed basally.

Seventh sternite of female long
;
posterior margin notched medially

and strongly sinuated between median notch and lateral angles.

Male plates slender, of nearly uniform width ; tips blunt.

Pygofer process of male with two toothlike projections, distal

portion rounded and finely serrate on dorsal margin. Style broadened

before apex and with a hook on ventral surface; tip pointed and

recurved. Aedeagus rather stout basally, tapering distally and

slightly curved.

Distribution.—Originally described from two females from Siski-

you County. Calif. (Koebele). The description of the male is based
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upon a specimen collected near Bray, Calif. (Siskiyou County), June

29, 1935 (Oman). I have examined a lon^ series of specimens in-

cluding adults of both sexes and one nymph from Bray (Beamer and
Oman) ; females from Weed, Calif. (Ball) ; near Bend, Oreg. (Bea-

mer and Oman) ;
Cliffdell, Wash. (Oman) ; Naches, Wash. (Beamer)

;

and males and females from Craig, Colo. (Beamer).

ERRHOMUS (CARSONUS) IRRORATUS SPICATUS, new subspecies

Platk G, Figure 13

Externally identical with typical irrorafus but with the pygofer

process of the male with an erect, spinelike extension of the dorsal

margin distally.

Type locality.—Criterion Pass, Oreg.

Types.—U.^.^M. no. 52222.

Remarhs.—Described from two macropterous males, the holotype

collected July 2, 1935, by the writer, paratype from Tampico, Wash.,

May 16, 1932, A. K. Rolfs.

The true significance of the differences found in the pygofer proc-

esses of the males and the heads of the females belonging to this

subgenus is not clear, and the problem is made more difficult by the

rather infrequent association of specimens of the two sexes in material

collected at a single locality. Because aridus Ball shows considerable

uniformity of structure in material from several localities, I have

decided to call attention to certain other segregates by describing

them as subspecies of irroratiis or aridus.

ERRHOMUS (CARSONUS) MACULATUS (Gillette and Baker)

Plate 6, Figure 9

Acocephalus mavidatiib- Gillette and Bakek, Colorado Agr. Expt. Stat. Bull. 31,

p. 83, 1895.

Resembling irroratus but with crown flat or concave and posterior

margin of seventh sternite of female less deeply incised. Length of

female 6-6.5 mm, of brachypterous male 4-4.25 mm, of macropterous

male 4.75 mm.
Color as in irroratus but usually not so dark. Crown rather short,

not subangular at apex. Fore wings of brachypterous specimens

reaching fourth abdominal segment; macropterous males usually with

three anteapical cells in fore wing.

Seventh sternite of female large; notches and sinuations in poste-

rior margin not so pronounced as in irroratus. Male plates about as

in irroratus.

Pygofer process of male ending in one straight spine and one

slender spine wliich curves mesad. Styles and aedeagus as in

irroratus.
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Distribution.—In addition to three specimens from Colorado

(Baker collection), I have examined two females from Soldier, Utah
(Ball), and a male from Ephraim, Utah (Ball).

Remarks.—According to the statement accompanying the original

description of maculatus^ it was described from two female speci-

mens, but after a careful study of the description and illustrations,

together with a male specimen la])eled "type," I have concluded that

the type specimens were actually males. The specimen labeled "type"

fits exactly the illustrations of the head and genitalia, and the length

is nearly as indicated. What is described and illustrated by Gillette

and Baker as the last ventral segment of the female is actually the

shallowly incised and strongly appressed eighth sternite of the male.

Moreover, the plates of this male bear a strong resemblance to the

ovipositor sheath of a teneral female,

ERRHOMUS (CARSONUS) ARIDUS (Ball)

PLAT^: 6, Figure 10

ErrlwmcneUus oridus Ball, Can. Ent., vol. 41, p. 183, 1909.

Closely related to rnacuhifus, but with the apex of the crown sub-

angular and the posterior lateral angles of the seventh sternite of

the female more produced. Length of female (>-6.5 mm, of brachyp-

terous male 4 mm, of macropterous male 4.5 mm.
Pale sordid yellow, with irregular spots and maculations of brown

and fuscous. Usually with fewer dark markings than either irroratus

or macuJatus.

Macropterous male usually with three closed anteapical cells in fore

wing. Seventh sternite of female long, posterior margin much pro-

duced laterally, incised medially, and either incised or strongly

sinuated between median notch and lateral angles. Male plates as

in irroratus.

Pygofer process of male with two curved, hooklike projections

extending mesad. Styles and aedeagus as in iiroratus.

Distribution.—Originally described from four males from Reno,

Nev. The description of the female is based upon a specimen from
the tyi)e locality, April 30, 1908, E. D. Ball. Examples of arklus

are at hand from Reno, Nev. (Ball) ; "Nevada" (Uhler collection)

;

Kanab, Utah (Ball); Craig, Colo. (Beamer) ; Durango, Colo.

(Oman) ; Naches, Wash. (Beamer) ; and Cliffdell, Wash. (Oman).

ERRHOMUS (CARSONUS) ARIDUS FURCATUS, new subspecies

Plate 6. FicrRES 11, llA

Externally identical with typical andus but with the pygofer

process of the male bifurcate posteriorly in dorsal view, the two forks
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rather short and pointed. In the type a dorsal toothlike projection

is much more prominent than in either of the two paratypes, which

may represent a still different segregate.

Type locality.—Easton, Wash.

Type and paratype.—U.S.N.M. no. 52223.

Paratype.—University of Kansas collection.

Remarks.—Described from three macropterous males ; the holotype

collected by A. Koebele (no date), one paratype from Wenatchee
Mountains, Wash., July 9, 1930, F. P. Dean, and one paratype from
Mount Rainier, Wash., July 6, 1935, R. H. Beamer.

ERRHOMUS (CARSONUS) ARIDUS INCERTUS, new subspecies

Slightly larger than typical andus; length of female 6.75-7 mm.
Compared with typical aHdus the crown is shorter, the clypeus more
convex, and the posterior lateral angles of the seventh sternite of the

female are less produced.

Type locality.—Cajon Pass, Calif.

rype^.—U.S.N.M. no. 52224.

Remarks.—Described from a series of 82 females (holotype and
paratypes) collected at the type locality by the writer and Mrs. Oman,
June 6, 1935.

Distribution.—In addition to the types, other female specimens

are at hand from the following California localities : Warner Springs

(Oman), Macdoel (Oman), Doyle (Ball), Chilcoot (Ball), and
Dorris (Beamer).

THATUNA, new genus

Closely related to Bathysmatophorus ^ Sahlberg, with which it

agrees in general habitus and in the structure of the head and pro-

notum, but differing from that genus in the venation of the fore

wing, which has the outer anteapical cell small and triangular and
the central anteapical cell usually open basally.

Large, rather elongate leafhoppers. Head, including eyes, nar-

rower than pronotum ; face rather short and sparsely pilose ; clypeus

greatly swollen, especially near base of clypellus; margin between
face and crown blunt and indefinite; crown rather short, surface

uneven and with a few irregular, mostly longitudinal striae. Ocelli

small, eyes somewhat bulbous. Pronotum about one-half as long

*I am not familiar with B. reuteri Salilberg, 1871 (Notiser ur siillsliapets pro fauna et
flora Fennica fOrhandlingar, vol. 12, p. Ill), the type of Bathijsmatophorus, and my con-
cept of the genus is based upon a study of the original description and Fieber's illustrations
on pi. 10 of Rev. et Mag. Zool., 1876.
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as wide, lateral margins long and distinctly carinate, posterior margin

shallowly incised, surface irregularly transversely striate on posterior

one-half. Scutellum large. Fore wing of male long, extending well

beyond tip of abdomen; venation irregular, second cross vein extend-

ing obliquely distad from media to cubitus, appendix nearly absent;

texture subcoriaceoiis, surface sparsely pilose along veins. Costal

area of hind wing much wider basally than near hamulus. Female

unknown, probably brachypterous. Pecten of hind basitarsus com-

posed of five or six setae, these not clearly differentiated from the

numerous setae covering the lower surface of the tarsal segment.

Male valve A'ery small
;
plates long and slender ; styles exceedingly

long; pygofer with a pair of hooklike jirocesses next to anal tube;

sternal apodemes absent.

Type of the genus, Thatuna gilletti^ new species.

THATUNA GILLETTI, new species

Plate 6, Figures 14-14B

Length of male 8.5 mm. Ground color sordid yellowish white,

heavily mottled with fuscous to black. Fore wing with numerous

sordid white spots, the largest of these being along coastal margin

or apically on veins. Hind wing smoky subhyaline.

Male plates turned upward distally, apices slightly diverging.

Styles extending beyond plates, curved upward posteriorly, each with

a small toothlike process on outer ventral surface at about the

middle of posterior portion. Aedeagus broad basally, tapering

distally, curved first caudad and dorsad, then bent abruptly ventrad

at the distal end of the ejaculatory duct and bent again so that the

terminal portion is directed ventrad and cephalad, bearing at the

opening of the ejaculatory duct a pair of slender processes which

extend laterad and slightly cephalad; distal portion forked. Hook-

like processes of pygofer stout, pointed, and directed ventrad distally.

Type locality.—Moscow, Idaho.

Type and paratypes.—U.S.N.M. no. 52225.

Paratypes.—In collections of J. A. Gillett, E. D. Ball, and Uni-

versity of Kansas.

Remarks.—Described from a series of 10 male specimens as fol-

lows: Holotype and six paratypes from the type locality. May 31,

1931, J. Gillett; two paratypes from Cedar Mountain, Moscow, Idaho,

June 24, 1920, M. C. Lane; and one paratype from Troy, Idaho,

May 31, J. M. Aldrich.

I take pleasure in naming this unusual species for Joseph A. Gillett,

who has collected many interesting leafhoppers in Idaho.
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Genus LYSTRIDEA Baker '

Lystridea Baker, Psyche, vol. 8, p. 261, 189a

Related to Thatuna^ new genus, but with the head as wide as or

wider tlian the pronotum, the clj-peus less swollen, and the posterior

margin of the pronotum not incised. Rather large, robust leaf-

hoppers.

Head, including eyes, usually slightly wider than pronotum.

Crown nearly flat, broad, and rather short ; surface with numerous
irregular striae behind ocelli. Ocelli small. Pronotum short and
broad; lateral margins short and carinate; posterior margin very

shallowly concave; surface transversely striate on posterior one-half.

Males macropterous; wings membranous, venation variable but

usually forming three anteapical cells, second cross vein between

media and cubitus usually present and joining media at or anterior

to base of central anteapical cell ; appendix absent. Females brachyp-

terous, fore wnngs subcoriaceous, venation variable and frequently

obscure. Pecten of hind basitai*sus consisting of six to eight setae

of variable size, the first and last of the series usually spinelike.

Sexual dimorphism apparent.

Ovipositor sheath extending well beyond Lip of pygofer; female

pygofer with only a few small setae. Male valve small, usually

concealed; male plates long and slender; styles very long, compressed

distally; sternal apodemes absent; pygofer with a pair of hooklike

processes next anal tube.

Type of the genus, LystMea coiispersa Baker, 1898, which is a

synonym oi Bathysmatophorus uMen Baker, 1898.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF LYSTRIDEA

Distal portion of aedeagus with many stout setae. Species large, uhleri (Baker)

Distal portion of aedeagus without setae. Species smaller. Dis-

tribution, southern California inula, new species

LYSTRmEA UHLERI (Baker)

Plate 6, Figxtre 16

Bathysmatophorus uhlcrl Baker. Psyche, vol. 8, p. 260, 1898.

Lystridea conspersa Baker, Psyche, vol. 8, p. 261, 1898.

A large species, the males rather elongate, the females robust.

Length of female 8-10 mm, of male 7-9 mm. Width of head of

female 2.75-3 mm, of male 2.5-2.75 mm.

3 Following his description of BathysmatophorU'S uhlei'i. Baker, referring to his type

specimens, states : "These specimens bore the Mss. name Lystridea conspersa IJhl." This
association of tlio name Lystridea conspersa with tlie description of 11. uhleri appears to

satisfy the requirements of Article 25 of tlie International Rules of Zoological Nomencla-
ture and validates tlio name as a synonym of B. uhleri. The specitic name con.spersa must
remain a synonym of uhleri, but the generic name Lystridea is available for the species

indicated.
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General color brown mottled with fuscous; females often pale

sordid yellow to gray with fuscous marks, and sometimes with large,

irregular white marks basally and apically on fore wing.

Crown of female produced medially, about one-half longer medially

than next the eye; crown of male shorter, al)0ut one-third longer

medially than next the eye. Pronotum of female very short, about

equal to crown in length ; that of male proportionately much longer,

at least one and one-half times as long as crown. Fore wing of

female reaching to about the middle of tlie eighth tergite; anteapical

cells usually present but much shortened; apical cells very short.

Fore wing of male extending well beyond tip of abdomen.

Posterior margin of seventh sternite of female with a V-shaped

notch medially extending over halfway to base of segment; margin

between notch and lateral angles slightly sinuated. Male plates

curved slightly upward posteriorly, together elongate triangular;

lateral margins curved upward; surface set with numerous fine

setae.

Processes on male pygofer heavily sclerotized, extendin.g caudad

but tips pointed and curved mesad. Aedeagus stout, curved upward

posteriorly, distal portion with many stout setae laterally, these di-

rected back along the shaft of the aedeagus. Inner surface of style

concave distally; dorsal terminal projection bent mesad and forming

a distinct hook; shaft with a toothlike projection on lower outer

surface near apex.

Distribution.—The distribution of uhleri appears to be primarily

northern California and Oregon, but there are also specimens at

hand from as far south in California as Los Angeles and from

Nevada (without specific locality).

Remarks.—Baker's type series of uhleri contained specimens of

two species, but the name uhleri. is here restricted to the species rep-

resented by Baker's single female cotype from Dunsmuir, Calif.

(Wickham), which bears his red determination label and is considered

to be the type specimen.

LYSTRIDEA NUDA, new species

Plate 6. Figijees 1", loA

Closely related to, and previously confused with, Lystridea uhleri,

but smaller and the males with shorter wings. Length of female

6.75-8.25 mm, of male 5.5-6.5 mm. Width of head of female 2.5-2.75

mm, of male 2.25-2.5 mm.
Color as in uhleri but with males slightly darker and with larger

fuscous marks on head and thorax.

51704—38 2
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General form about as in uhieri but proportionately smaller and

males slightly more robust. Pronotum of males only slightly longer

than crown. Fore wing of female as in u?deri but with venation

less distinct and anteapical cells usually not apparent. Fore wing

of male as in uhlen but shorter, extending to tip of abdomen.

Posterior margin of seventh sternite of female as in uhieri but with

lateral angles more produced. Pygofer processes of male as in uhieri.

Aedeagus without numerous setae on distal portion. Style similar

to that of uhieri but with the dorsal terminal projection more slender

and more strongly hooked and the toothlike projection near the apex

more prominent and somewhat hooked. There is some variation in

the shape of the distal portion of the style in both uhieri and nuda,

but in general 7\uda has this part broader and shorter with respect

to the shaft of the style than does uhieri.

Type locolity.—Los Angeles County, Calif.

Type and paratypes.—U.S.N.M. no. 52226.

Paratypes.—In collection of E. D. Ball.

Remarks.—Described from 13 specimens as follows : Holotype male,

allotype female, and tv.o male paratypes from the type locality,

Coquillett collector; three male paratypes from Los Angeles, Calif.,

Uhler collection; three male paratypes and one female paratype

labeled "California" from the collections of Uhler and Coquillett:

and one male and one female paratype from Ontario, Calif., April

21, 1908, E. D. Ball.

Distribution.—This species appears to be limited to southern Cali-

fornia. In addition to the types there are specimens at hand from

San Diego, Mint Canyon, Saugus, Cajon Pass, Warner Springs, and

San Jacinto Mountains.

I
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A NEW GENUS AND TWO NEW SPECIES OF THE DIP-

TEROUS FAMILY PHORIDAE

By Charles T. Greene

Species of Phoridae exhibit considerable yariation in habit. Some

are known to develop upon carrion, upon dead and decaying snails,

upon dead insects of various orders, and upon decaying vegetable

matter. Two species are recorded from cocoons of the elm sawfly,

Cimbex americana Leach, and two others from nests of the wasp

Vespula germanica (Fabricius), while several species have been col-

lected from exhumed human bodies. The larvae of Syneura coc-

ciphila Coquillett have been reported infesting the heads of the cot-

tony cushion scale, Icerya jmrchasi Maskell, and unidentified larvae,

thought to be those of a phorid, have been found in the heads of

termites. Numerous species are myrmecophilous. Some are said to

attack ants directly, as, for example, Apocephalus coquilletti Malloch

and A. siniiUs Malloch, which are recorded as attacking species of

Camponotus; while others are known to be inquilines or commensals.

The material described in this paper came to the writer recently for

identification. Both species were taken in association with certain

species of ants, upon which they may be parasitic.

ATTAMYIA, new genus

Head of medium size ; frons with one pair of postantennal bristles

;

the usual frontal bristles present, except that the middle pair ordi-

narily located immediately above the postantennal pair are absent.

Mesopleuron bare. Wings of usual size; third vein not forked at

51716—38 181
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tip ; first and third veins approximated ; first vein entire. Legs rather

slender, front and middle femora of equal width, about half as wide
as the posterior pair; middle tibiae with spines other than the

apical spurs.

This genus looks very much like Sj/neura and runs out near it in

Malloch's table of North American Phoridae,^ but it is distinct and
easily separated from that genus by the characters given above.

Genotype.—Attamyia texaTUi^ new species.

ATTAMYIA TEXANA, new species

Figure 69, a-d

Female.—Black, dull, doi-sum of the thorax with a metallic sheen;

abdomen with a bluish-green iridescence ; sixth segment twice as long

as the fifth, tapering toward the apex and shiny on the apical half.

Frons (fig. 69, a) slightly wider than long; four strong bristles on
each side; upper two at the ends of two transvei*se rows of four

bristles each
;
postantennal bristles smaller, proclinate, in some speci-

mens cruciate, in others convergent. Antenna (fig. 69, h) with first

two joints yellow; third joint gTayish brown, elongate, more pointed

at the apex; arista nearly black; first tvro joints small, third very

slender, with short pubescence. Palpus pale yellow, darker at the tip,

each with three or four black spiny bristles. Scutellum dull brown-

ish black with two bristles. Halteres dark brown; base of stem

yellow, tip of knob black. Wing (fig. 69, c) with the costa ending

decidedly short of the middle; fringe short; first section about four

times as long as the second; thickening along the anterior costal

edge narrow. Ovipositor (fig. 69, d) very slender, shiny black, as

long as the preceding segment. Legs entirely yellow, slender; pos-

terior femora with a brownish infuscation.

Length, 1.25 to 1.5 mm.
Type locality.—Kisatchie National Forest, Provencal, La.

Type and paratypes.—U. S. N. M. no. 52287.

Remarks.—Twenty-three specimens, all from the type locality,

taken in association with Atta texana Buckley. One specimen is

dated June 29, 1937, the remainder July 13, 1937. Dr. M. R. Smith is

the collector.

The following note on the habit of this species is quoted from a

letter from Dr. Smith

:

"I saw probably 30 to 100 of the parasites flying over the mound
and parasitizing ants here and there. I did not have a hand lens,

but with my naked eye I could see that the parasite was striking its

iMalloch, J. R., The insects of the dipterous family Phoridae in the United State?
National Museum. Proc. U. S. N:it. Mus., vol. 43, pp. 411-529, 7 pis., 1012.
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Figure 69.

—

New Phorid Flies

a-d, Attamyia texana, new genus and species: a, Frons of female; 6, third joint of female

antenna ; c, wing of female ; d, ovipositor.

e-h, Apocephalus coecum, new species; e, Frons of female; f, third joint of female an-

tenna ; ff, wing of female ; h, ovipositor.
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victim back of the head. Some of the ants tried to combat the

parasite by standing at an angle approximately 90° with the ground
and opening their mandibles in a threatening manner. The flies

were very alert and wary and the ants unable to cope with them.

Some of the ants that were struck by the fly stopped, bent their

heads downward, and with their front legs attempted to wipe the

back of their heads, others that were struck did not seem to be dis-

turbed in the least. All ants attacked kept on working or running
around and did not show any immediate ill effects. Apparently

a single fly can oviposit a large number of consecutive times (not on
the same ant). They hover over the ants and seek a propitious

time to strike. The fire ant Solenopsis xyloni when struck by the

phorid Apocephalus {Plastophoim) coquilletti Malloch will fall over

on its side or back, seemingly unable to coordinate leg movement, but

this is not true of the fungus ant so far as I have observed."

Genus APOCEPHALUS Coquillett

APOCEPHALUS COECUM, new species

Figure 69, e-h

Female.—Black, dull; frons (fig. 69, e) dull, nearly square, with

three strong frontal bristles on each side; just above the middle of

the front two large bristles, slightly anterior to and forming a trans-

verse row with the middle bristles; ocellar bristles large and forming

a straight transverse row with the upper bristles; postantennal bris-

tles as large as the frontals, divergent and slightly reclinate. Antenna
(fig. 69, /) yellow ; third joint very large, somewhat elliptical, apical

end more pointed, with a brownish infuscation ; arista a little longer

than antenna, first joint slightly longer than second, both tinged

with yellow, third joint black, with short pubescence. Palpus pale

yellow, with three or four black spiny bristles near the tip. Thorax
brownish on dorsum, pleura pale yellow^; mesopleuron bare; scutel-

lum darker, with two large bristles; halteres large, stems pale yel-

low, knobs black. Legs pale yellow, hind femur with a brown infus-

cation on both sides at the apex, all tarsi blackish. Abdomen with a

broad pale area down the middle of the dorsum, nearly white on
the first segment, luteous on segments 2 to 5 ; segments 2 to 5 broadly

white along apical edges, broadly black on their sides ; sixth segment

(fig. 69, h) black, with a very narrow white apical edge and ten large

bristles on the posterior margin (the six in the middle the strongest)

;

on the ventral side of the sixth segment a reddish-yellow projection,

with large black bristles arranged as in figure 69, li\ the apical or

genital segment sliiny black, with a slight tinge of yellow at the apex,

about one and one-half times as long as broad (the length appearing
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to vary somewhat, owing to the segment being partly retractile),

at the tip two long, very stout spinelike bristles which are parallel

from above and curved downward in profile (fig. 69, h). Wing
(fig. 69, g) with the costa decidedly short of the middle, fringe long;

first section about four times as long as the second; third section

one half as long as second ; first vein about one-half as thick as third

;

thickening along anterior costal edge rather broad and extending

almost to tip of fourth vein.

Length, 2.25 to 2.5 mm.
Type locality.—Uvalde, Tex.

Type and pamtypes.—U.S.l^M. no. 52288.

Remarks.—Four specimens collected at the type locality on June

16, 1937, by A. W. Lindquist, of the U. S. Bureau of Entomology

and Plant Quarantine. A note stating that "the flies were flying over

ants {Eciton coecum Latreille) in an insectary" accompanied the

specimens. This species is most sunilar to Apocephahis spinicosta

Malloch, from which it is immediately distinguishable by its darker

color and more definite markings.

U. g. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: I93»
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A NEW GENUS AND TWO NEW SPECIES OF COTTOID
FISHES FROM THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS

By Leonard P. Schui/tz

During the summer of 1937, O. J. Murie and Victor B. Scheffer

collected some fishes for the U. S. Biological Survey while on an

expedition to the Aleutian Islands. While identifying these fishes

for the Department of Agriculture, I found among them two new

eottoids, which are described below.

PHALLOCOTTUS, new genus

Genotype.—Phallocottus ohtusus, new species.

The characters of the genus are those of the species.

This new genus difi^ers from all other cottoid genera in combining

the absence of palatine teeth and the arched lateral line with smooth

skin, short, bluntly rounded preopercular spine, gill membranes

broadly united and forming a wide free fold across isthmus, anus in

anterior third of the distance between insertion of pelvics and origin

of anal fin, I, 3 pelvics, among other characters. It is most closely

related to the Oligocottinae as defined by Hubbs, 1926,^ but differs

from them in the lack of palatine teeth and the blunt and rounded

preopercular spine. The genus Sigmistes^ upon re-examination of

one of the paratypes, shows in a clay impression three teeth at the

head of each palatine bone.

^ Hubbs, Carl L., A revision of the fishes of the subfamily Oligocottinae. Occ. Pap.

Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 171, pp. 1-18, 1926.
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PHALLOCOTTUS OBTUSUS, new species

FiGUBE 70

Holotype.—A male specimen 61 mm long to base of rays of caudal

fin, collected in a beach seine at Igitkin Island (Aleutian Islands),

Alaska, xViigiist 9, 1937, by Victor B. Scheffer, original number

V. B. S. 109, U.S.N.M. no. 105280. Five paratypes were collected

along with the liolotype, U.S.N.M. no. 105281.

Description (based on the holotype and five paratypes).—The

counts and measurements of the holotype are given outside the paren-

theses and those for each paratype, respectively^, are enclosed in the

parentheses. All measurements are expressed in hundredths of the

standard length. The last two soft rays of dorsal and anal fins, often

branching from a common base, were counted as one ray.

Dorsal fin rays XI, 24 (XI, 22; XII, 2^; XI, 22; XII, 22; XI, 23)

;

anal fin rays 24 (23, 22, 22, 22, 23) ;
pectoral fin rays 15-15 in all

specimens; principal caudal rays II (12, 12, 12, 12, 12) ; number of

pores in the lateral line 48 (48, 48, 49, 48, 48) ; length from tip of

snout to base of midcaudal fin rays 61 (53.3, 53, 50.5, 51.2, 47.4) mm;
sex $ ( 5 , 5 , 5 , ^ , $ ) ;

greatest depth of body 24.6 (23.6, 27.4,

21.0, 23.2, 23.2); length of head 26.8 (28.1, 29.2,^28.7, 26.4, 27.8);

length of snout 8.2 (8.5, 8.1, 8.9, 8.2, 8.0) ; length of longest soft dorsal

ray 12.3 (11.3, 11.3, 13.8, 12.1, 12.5) ; length of longest spinous dorsal

ray 19.7 (19.7, 12.1, 18.2, 15.2, 11.4) ; length of longest anal fin ray

12.4 (12.4, 10.9, 11.1, 10.7, 9.1) ; length of longest pectoral fin ray 22.0

(24.4, 23.8, 24.6, 24.0, 26.0) ; length of longest caudal fin ray 16.7 (16.9,

17.0, 16.4, 17.8, 17.9) ;
length of longest pelvic fin ray 14.5 (15.0, 9.4,

15.2, 14.6, 9.7) ; interorbital space 9.4 (9.4, 9.3, 9.9, 9.9, 9.7) ; length of

maxillaries 11.1 (12.7, 12.1, 11.3, 11.7, 11.4) ; least depth of caudal

peduncle 6.5 (6.6, 6.6, 6.3, 7.2, 7.0) ; length of caudal peduncle or the

distance from the posterior edge of the base of the last anal fin ray

to the base of the midcaudal fin rays 12.3 (14.1, 13.2, 12.7, 15.0, 13.3)

;

diameter of eye 6.5 (6.8, 7.5, 7.5, 7.4, 7.2) ; distance from tip of snout

to origin of anal fin 46.0 (47.0, 52.8, 46.4, 46.3, 47.6) ; distance from

tip of snout to origin of spiny dorsal 28.0 (28.1, 26.4, 27.4, 25.4, 27.0) ;

distance from tip of snout to insertion of pelvic fins 29.5 (30.0, 35.8,

30.1, 32.0, 35.2) ; distance from tip of snout to middle of vent or

midbase of anal papillae 36.2 (34.1, 39.6, 34.3, 38.3, 38.2).

Gill membranes broadly joined to each other, forming a broad free

fold across the isthmus; preopercular spine at upper angle of the

bone short, blunt, or rounded, not hooked upward as in Sigmistes;

interorbital space wide, slightly convex; nasal spines concealed, not

at all projecting; small sharp teeth present in bands on jaws and

vomer, none on palatines; body compressed, deep; skin smooth; lat-
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eral line complete, arched over pectoral fin as in Sigmistes caulias;

no slit behind last gill ; anal papillae of male simple, long, conical,

unbranched at tip; vent about one-fourth to one-third the distance

from the insertion of the pelvic fins to the origin of the anal fin;

pelvic fin rays I, 3 ; one bannerlike cirrus on tip of each dorsal spine

except the first; a single unbranched cirrus at each pore of anterior

portion of the arch of lateral line, the last cirrus being about under the

origin of soft dorsal ; a pair of simple dermal cirri over each concealed

nasal spine ; a large multibranched cirrus over each eye, and another

pair of simple unbranched cirri occurs on the occiput about one-third

of the distance from those over the eyes to the origin of the spiny

dorsal fin; jaws about the same length; snout blunt; spinous dorsal

of mature males much higher than on females.

Figure 70.

—

Phallocotttis obtusus, new genus and species : Holotype, U. S. N. M. no.

103280. Drawn by Jane Roller.

Color ill alcoliol. pale yellowish below, darker above; body finely

speckled with tiny black dots, more dense on upper portions of body

;

anal fin of male yellow-orange; spinous dorsal fin of male blackish

anteriorly and brownish orange posteriorly; lower portion of pec-

torals of male yellowish orange; fins otherwise light grayish; soft

dorsal with four or five faint and very irregular cross bars; sev-

eral ocelli or black spots surrounded by light areas occur on top of

head and body as follows: One on top of head midway between

eyes; one on midline of occiput ; a pair on upper side of head a little

in front of origin of soft dorsal, or just above the anterior end of the

lateral line ; and several faint irregular ones below the lateral line on

side of body sometimes absent. Black spots occur as follows: One
above upper edge of base of pectoral fin, and one at base of midrays

of pectoral fin ; another at base of fourth, fifth, or sixth soft dorsal

rays; another series of small faint irregular spots occur along the

lateral line ; two of the paratypes have a row of roundish light areas
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just below the lateral line, sometimes their centers are somewhat
pigmented; caudal fin barred; anal fin plain whitish to grayish on

females.

Tliis species differs from other cottids in combining the absence of

palatine teeth, the arched lateral line, pelvics I, 3, with smooth skin,

bluntly rounded preopercular spine, anus just behind pelvic insertion,

dorsal rays XI or XII, 22 to 24 ; anal rays 22 to 24.

Named in reference to the large conical anal papillae and the

bluntly rounded preopercular spine.

Genus SIGMISTES Rutter

SIGMISTES SMITHI, new species

Holotype.—A male specimen 37.5 mm long to base of ra3-s of caudal

fin, collected in a beach seine at Igitkin Island (Aleutian Islands),

Alaska, August 9, 1937, by Victor B. Scheffer, original number
V. B. S. 109, U.S.N.M. no. 105282. Two paratypes were collected

along with the holotype, U.S.N.M. no. 105283.

Descriftion (based on the holotype and paratypes).—The counts

and measurements of the holotype are given outside the parentheses

and those for the two paratypes, respectively, are enclosed in the

parentheses. All measurements are expressed in hundredths of the

standard length. The last two soft rays of dorsal and anal fins,

often branching from a common base, were counted as one ray.

Dorsal fin rays X, 24 (X, 24, X, 24) ; anal fin rays 17 (19, 18) ;

pectoral fin rays 14-14 in all specimens; principal caudal fin rays 12

(12, 12) ; number of pores in the lateral line 46 (46, 45) ; length from
tip of snout to base of midcaudal fin rays 37.5 (31.5, 29.0) mm; sex 5

( 5 , ? ) ;
greatest depth of body 26.7 (28.5, 25.8) ; length of head 28.3

(30.4, 29.6) ; length of snout 8.3 (9.2, 7.9) ; length of longest soft

dorsal fin ray 16.0 (15.5, 14.5) ; length of longest spinous dorsal ray
12.0 (12.7, 13.8) ; length of longest anal fin ray 11.2 (12.4, 12.1)

;

length of longest pectoral fin ray 28.0 (28.6, 28.9) ; length of longest

caudal fin ray 20.0 (23.8, 22.6) ; length of longest pelvic fin ray 13.3

(15.3, 12.8) ; interorbital space 6.7 (6.3, 6.9) ; length of maxillaries

12.0 (12.7, 11.0) ; least depth of caudal peduncle 6.7 (6.3, 6.2) ; length

of caudal peduncle 16.0 (14.3, 14.5) ; diameter of eye 7.7 (8.3, 8.3)

;

distance from tip of snout to origin of anal fin 51.1 (51.5, 48.3) ; dis-

tance from tip of snout to origin of spinous dorsal fin 28.0 (28.6,

28.0) : distance from tip of snout to insertion of pelvic fins 33.4 (35.0,

32.7) ; distance from tip of snout to middle of vent or midbase of the

anal papillae 40.0 (42.6, 38.6).

Gill membranes broadly joined to each other and forming a broad
free fold across the isthmus; preopercular spine at upper angle of
bone, simple, short, and hooked upward ; interorbital space shallowly
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concave; nasal spines prominent with a pair of tentacles on each

spine; teeth present on vomer, none on the palatines or possibly one

very weak tooth; body compressed, deep; skin smooth; lateral line

complete, with about 45 or 46 pores, and arched over the pectoral fin

;

no slit behind last gill ; anal papillae large, conical, without horns at

tip; vent in anterior portion of middle third of distance from pelvic

fins to the origin of the anal fin
;
pelvic fin rays I, 3 ; bannerlike cirri

on tips of spinous dorsal rays ; one mibranched cirrus at each pore of

arch of lateral line, no cirri posteriorly; one pair of cirri on each

nasal spine, the inner cirrus the largest; a pair of branched dermal

cirri over the eyes ; another pair, unbranched, on occiput, about half

way from eye to origin of dorsal; a third pair about one-third the

distance back between the second pair and origin of dorsal ; no other

cirri on head; nostrils tubular; lower jaw slightly shorter than upper

jaw.

Color in alcohol, pale yellowish, the body and head finely speckled

with tiny black dots, denser above, lighter below; a faint blackish

line extends from the last occipital tentacle forward and downward

toward uj)per edge of pupil ; in front of eye is a faint blackish band

about as wide as one-half the diameter of the eye, with a light streak

through the middle of the band and including the anterior nostril

;

this darkish band continues on to the tip of the snout; dorsal fin

slightly darker grayish than body, more intense near tips of rays;

there is a grayish spot about the size of the pupil at the base of the

seventh, eighth, or ninth soft dorsal ray ; one at the twelfth or four-

teenth, and sometimes another at the sixteenth or nineteenth; a large

grayish blotch occurs on the upper side of the caudal peduncle at

the rear end of the dorsal fin ; color plain without any trace of vertical

bars on body or fins.

Sigmistes smithi differs from the only other member of the genus,

Sigmistes caulias Kutter,^ in having X, 24 dorsal fin rays and 17 to

19 anal fin rays instead of IX, 19 to 21 dorsal rays and 14 or 15 anal

rays, respectively, and a different color pattern.

Named for Dr. Hugh M. Smith, in honor of his numerous valuable

contributions in ichthyology made over a long period of years.

" Rutter, C. M., in Jordan and Evermann, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 47, pt. 3, pp. 2863-2864,

1898.
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INTRODUCTION

In all tlie world there i.s no place of equivalent area that has a

o-reater number of si)ecies and races of land shells than the Island

of Cuba. It is a veritable paradise for the lover of mollusks, for we

find not only a numerical preponderance but also beauty of outline

and coloration rivaling the faunas of the Philippine and Hawaiian

Islands.

The interesting features presented by this fauna are not restricted

in appeal to the systematic zoologists—taxonomists—for here the

student of genetics and heredity also will find a veritable laboratory

teeming with an endless number of problems inviting solution.

In Pinar del Rio Province, in western Cuba, the Organ Mountains,

because they are broken up into isolated blocks and by the even greater

cutting up of the lateral folds to the north and south, now^ largely

represented by the series of mogotes—hills—of varying size into which

the teeth of time have cut them, show splendidly in their faunas the

effects of isolation and inbreeding, resulting in an almost endless array

of races, each confined to a limestone cliff, which may vary in size from

a barn door to miles in extent.

To such restricted habitats most of the members of the subfamily

Chondropominae are more firmly wedded today than they would bo

if they occupied equally distant islands, from which they might be

carried by currents or waves to neighboring shores, for gi'assy inter-

vals present a greater barrier to these calciphil dwellers than would

the open sea. As we see it, there are only two agencies at present

liiat might serve as carriers from place to place, wind and birds,

66879—38 1 103
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neither of wliicli would seem to be effective in the transportation of

members of tlie groups under discussion, which we believe are largely

segregation i)roducts of a once continuous widely spread fauna.

Western Cuba Avas subjected to many vicissitudes during Tertiary

times and even during the yesterdays of the Pleistocene, for vacillating

ocean levels from time to time changed this end of the island from

a continuous land mass to an arcliipelago of islands, eliminating the

lowland faunas and confining the survivors to the influence of their

restricted island habitats. All of which presents a fascinating his-

tory that our studies are slowly revealing.

We shall have occasion to call attention to some of these problems

under the diverse groups here presented and discussed.

These Cuban mollusks have received the attention of many of the

naturalists who have visited the "Pearl of the Antilles," or discussed

its faunas from the days of Humboldt and Bonpland to date. Their

listing displays such names as Sagra. d'Orbigny. Pfeiffer, Gundlach,

Otto, Wright, Poey, Gould, Arango, Morelet, Sagebien, Henderson,

Simpson, Clapp, Pilsbry, Barbour, Miner, Welch, Lowe, Allen, Clench,

Rehder, Hermano Leon, Father Roca, and de la Torre and his students,

among them especially Rodriguez, Aguayo, Ramsden, Bermudez, Por-

tuondo, Moreno, and Jaume. To these should also be added a host

of de la Torre's friends, too numerous to mention, who have lent a

hand in this enterprise, as well as many field men commissioned from
time to time by him to explore specific regions in need of investigation.

Looking over the field as a whole we may say that the major discover-

ies in our field fall to the credit of de la Torre, Gundlach, Pfeiffer,

Sagra, Poey, Henderson, and Bartsch, the efforts of Torre, Henderson^

and Bartsch being directed toward the specific exploration and eluci-

dation of the island fauna.

The present paper is a resumption of the studies by Henderson and

Bartsch published in 1920, "A Classification of the American Opercu-

late Land Mollusks of the Family Annulariidae," ^ Mr. Henderson's

untimely death interrupted this effort, which is now resumed by his

devoted friends.

Subfamily Chondropominae Henderson and Bartsch

1920. Chondropominae Henderson and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58,

p. 59.

Annularid mollusks whose shell ranges in form from turbinate to

elongate-conic. The axial sculpture may consist of strong ribs or

range from these to slender, almost lamellar riblets, or it may be re-

1 Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, pp. 49-82, 1920.
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duced to iiicrenieiital lines. There is also a wide range of strength in

the development of the spiral sculpture, which may be confined to the

umbilicus or may cover the entire shell. Breathing devices are present

in some groups and absent in others. The chief character of the sub-

family, however, is found in the operculum, which consists of a thin,

simple chondroid basal plate of several whorls, the outer edge of which

may be faintly upturned to form a very fragile, low, slender lamella,

suggesting the starting point of the subfamily Adamsiellinae. This is,

however, usually soon brushed away, leaving the operculum as a plain

plate. The operculum has a deposit of fine calcareous granules which

may be very slight or fairly strong, depending upon the species in

question.

Tyfe genius.—Chondropoma Pfeiffer.

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO GENERA AND SUBGENERA OF SUBFAMILY CHONDROPOMINAE

Breathing device absent.

Shell turbinate Chondropometes (p. 196)

Shell not turbinate.

Shell turreted Turripoma (p. 251)

Shell not turreted.

Shell elongate-conic Hendersonida (p. 234)

Shell not elongate-conic.

Shell very broadly ovate Orientipoma (p. 390)

Shell not very broadly ovate.

Shell ovate.

Junctions of axial ribs and spiral threads forming short cusps.

Axial ribs gathered into tufts at the summit. Scobinapoma (p. 237)

Axial ribs not gathered into tufts at the summit.

Outer peristome broadly expanded- Chondropomartes (p. 383)

Outer peristome not broadly ex-

panded Chondropomisca (p. 375)

Junctions of axial ribs and spiral threads not forming short cusps.

Axial ribs gathered into tufts at the summit.

Axial ribs threadlike; sculpture re-

ticulated Chondropom.orus (p. 363)

Axial ribs sublamellar; sculpture

vertebrated Chondropomodes (p. 361)

Axial ribs not gathered into tufts at the

summit Chondropoma (p. 322)

Breathing device present.

Breathing device a slit in the parietal wall Chondrothyrium (p. 395)

Breathing device not a slit but a puncture.

Shell turbinate Chondrothyroma (p. 212)

Shell not turbinate.

Shell turreted.

Umbilicus open.

Shell brightly colored Hendersonina (p. 233)

Shell not brightly colored Turrithyra (p. 240)

Umbilicus closed Turrithyretes (p. 240)
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Breathing device present—Continued.

Breathing device not a slit but a puncture—Continued.
Shell not turbinate—Continued.

Shell not turreted.

Shell ovate.

Unabilicus open.

Last whorl solute Hendersonoma (p. 252)
Last whorl not solute.

Inner lip of outer peristome with a plication. Plicathyra (p. 263)
Inner lip of outer peristome without a

plication Chondrothyra (p. 252)
Umbilicus closed.

Inner Hp of outer peristome cut Chondrothyretes (p. 269)
Inner lip of outer peristome not cut but v.ith

a deep pit Foveothyra (p. 265)
Shell not ovate.

Shell subglobose.

Umbilicus open Plicathyrella (p. 306)
Umbilicus closed Chondrothyrella (p. 306)

Genus CHONDROPOMETES Henderson and Bartsch

1920. CJwndropoiuctes Hendkrsox and Bartsch, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58,

p. 60.

Shell of turbinate form, openly lunbilicatecl, marked by axial and
spiral threads. Lip simple or double. Breathing pore present or

absent. Opercnlnm subcircular, multispiral with the inner part of

the whorls covered with a heavy calcareous calliislike deposit.

Type: Chondropometes {Chondropometes) vign/jJense (Wright)
Pfeiffer.

In 1920 - Henderson and Bartsch created the subgenus Chondropo-
metes, making it a subdivision of Chondropoma. They likewise

founded the subgenus Chondrofhyroma,- placing this under their

genus Chondrothyra. The finding of specimens of Chondropometes
{Ghondrothyroma) scopulorum perplexum and C. (C.) magnum
magnum without breathing pore, leads us to make the following re-

alignment, Avhich we believe to be phylogenetically and zoogeographi-

cally more sound.

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF GENUS CHONDROPOMETES

Breathing pore pre.seut
. Ghondrothyroma (p. 212)

Breathing pore absent Chondropometes (p. 196)

Subgenus Chondropometes Henderson and Bartsch

1920. Chondropometes HE^'DKRS0N and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58,

p. 60.

Chondropometes without breathing pore.

Type: Chondrojyometes {Chondropometes) vignaJense ("Wright)

Pfeiffer.

- Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 63, 1920.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROPOMETES

Peristome broadly expanded ,— latilabre

Peristome not broadly expanded.

Peristome only moderately expanded torrei

Peristome not moderately expanded.

Peristome only very slightly expanded vignalense

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) LATILABRE (Oibigny)

Plate 8, Fig. 1

1845. CycJostoiiia latikihri.'i Oebigny, in Sagra's Ilistoire physique, politique et

naturelle de I' ile de Cuba, vol. 1, pp. 255-2;jG, pi. 21, fig. 12.

Shell turbinate, flesh-colored, pale horn colored, pale brown, or

sometimes rather dark pur[)lish brown; in the dark phase the color

becomes intensified on the last whorl behind the peristome. Nuclear

whorls 2, forming a somewhat truncated apex, the early portions

minutely microscopically granulose, the last portion of the last turn

with indications of closely approximated feeble axial threads. Post-

nuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded, marked by slender

sublamellar, decidedly retractively curved axial riblets; those on the

last Avhorl being a little more distantly spaced than the rest. In

addition to this, the early whorls show slender spiral threads, which

become enfeebled on the later turns but are present even on the last

portion of the last turn. The junction of these spiral threads with

the axial riblets renders these somewhat sinuous and somewhat

thickened at their junction. Periphery of the last whorl well

rounded. Base strongly inflated, well rounded, openly umbilicated,

marked by the continuations of the axial riblets and rather feeble

spiral threads. This stronger spiral sculpture extends to the outer

limit of the umbilicus. The last whorl is solute for about one-fifteenth

of a turn. Aperture somewhat irregularly broadly ovate; peristome

double, the inner slightly expanded and thickened, the outer very

broadly expanded and reflected, not all in one plane, but somewhat

wavy. The expanded portion is almost of the same width all the

way around. It is adnate to the preceding turn on the parietal wall,

while the reflected portion projects over a little more than half the

umbilicus on the columellar border. The peristome is yellowish

white, while the inside of the aperture is pale brown. Operculum

paucispiral with subcentral nucleus, covered with a thin granular

deposit excepting a broad border at the edge.

The specimens described and figured, U.S.N.M. no- 354923, are

part of a lot of G2 that we collected on the Tomas Barrera Expedition

in 1914, when we found this species to extend from San Juan de

Sagua at the western end of Pan de Guajaibon to the middle of its

northern slope.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI Bartsch

Shell rather large, turbinate, tliin, semitranslucent, openly iimbili-

cate, varying in color from pale buff through yellow to orange-buff

to brown, unicolor or with a dark vertical band behind the peristome,

with or without spiral bands. Peristome expanded and reflected,

about half as wide as that of C . {C.) latilabre (d'Orbigny), Nuclear

whorls about 2, in perfect conformity in their coiling with the post-

nuclear turns. The first is thin, translucent, appearing finely granu-

lose under high magnification; the last marked by feeble, somewhat
retractively slanting, closely spaced, incremental lines. Postnuclear

whorls inflated, well rounded, marked by very regular, retractively

slanting, sublamePar axial riblets, which are a little less wide than the

spaces that separate them. In addition to these, there are narrow

varicial streaks at more or less regular intervals. These may be

lighter or darker than the general tone of the shell. They are the

result of the approximation of two or more axial riblets. The spiral

sculpture consists of quite regularly spaced threads which are sepa-

rated by spaces a little wider than the threads. These threads at their

junction with the axial ribs render these slightly wavy, and under

high magnification give a somewhat serrated aspect to them. The
spiral sculpture is very variable in strength, ranging from obsolete

to quite pronounced. Suture well impressed
;
periphery inflated, well

rounded. Base inflated, well rounded, marked like the spire. Axial

riblets extend over the wall of the umbilicus, becoming usually a little

stronger within. The spiral sculpture within the umbilicus consists

of much stronger threads than those on the spire. The last whorl

in adult shells is solute for some little distance. The outside of the

parietal wall here shows the continuation of the axial riblets. Aper-

ture subcircular, slightly angulated at the posterior angle. Oper-
culum thin, multispiral, horny, with a fine, granulose, calluslike

deposit, which is heaviest on the inner margin and thins out out-

wardly, vanishing a little beyond the middle of the turn. This

deposit is laid down in more or less of a corrugated pattern.

The animal of C. (C.) forrei minaenHe has the sides smoky gray.

The top of the forehead and back are darker; the tips of the snout

are pale bufl' and the tentacles bright orange, slightly paler at the

slightly expanded tip, sole of the foot pale smoky gray. Sole of foot

medially longitudinally cleft; locomotion of the two sides alternate.

When at rest the animal suspends itself by a mucous thread. That of

C. (C.) f. collumelare has the dorsal part of the animal smoky gray;
sides paler. Sole of foot flesh-color, with a smoky suffusion. Tenta-
cles orange-red, Avith the expanded distal portion dark smoKe gray.

Snout smoke gray, with the tip flesli-colored with a smoky suffusion.
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This species is known from the Sierra San Andres, the Sierra

Gnacamayas, and the Sierra Galalon, also from certain mogotes south

and west of these limestone blocks. All the members are cave or cav-

ity dwellei*s and very restricted in their distribution for that reason.

They are nocturnal in their habits and suspend themselves in the day-

time by a mucous thread from the roof of the cavity that they occupy.

In these isolated places characters peculiar to each have been devel-

oped, and to these we are assigning subspecific rank. Sixteen of these

subspecies are known at present. The several outstanding character-

istics of each are taken cognizance of in the following key and the

brief descriptions that follow. The descriptions are listed in w^est-

eastward geographic order.

Figure 71.—DistribuUon of the subspecies of Chondropometes {Chondropometes) tonei:

(1) minaense; (2) rinconadense ; (3) jaoitaense; (4) antoniense; (5) antonitense ; (G)

torrei; (7) cingulatum; (8) iosaturatum; (9) collumelare; (10) luteilahre ; (11) flam-

milalre; (12) afflne; (13) yratiosum; (14) flavidum; (15) pallidulum; (16) alveare.

Here also it should be stated that while we usually refer only to

the type, the conclusions expressed in our statements are not based on

this specimen only but are usually founded on a considerable series

of individuals in the collection of the United States National Museum
and that of Dr. Carlos de la Torre.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. (C.) torrei is shown in figure 71.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI

Peristome red.

Shell without spiral color bands .
torrei

Shell with interrupted spiral color bauds.

Interrupted spiral bands rather strong antonitense

luterritpted spiral bands rather feeble flammilabre
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Peristome yellow or flesii-color.

Shell with spiral band?.

Spiral bands conspicuous.

Dark axial zone behind peristome very decided.

Peristome orange
,

cingulatum
Peristome flesh-color affine

Dark axial zone behind peristome not decided.

Peristome yellow flavidum

Peristome flesh-color pallidulum

Spiral bands not conspicuous.

Greater diameter more than 20 mm.
General color clouded, pale.

Spiral banding confined to periphery alveare

Spiral banding not confined to periphery . luteilabre

General color not clouded, dark.

Greater diameter more than 23 mm.
Penultimate whorl dark brown iosaturatum

Penultimate whorl pale brown jagruaense

Greater diameter less than 22 mm.
Spiral markings on early postnuclear

whorls conspicuous minaense
Spiral markings on early postnuclear

whorls inconspicuous collumelare

Greater diameter less than 16 mm gratiosum

Shell without spiral bands.

Diameter more than 24 mm antoniense

Diameter less than 22 mm . rinconadense

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI TORREI Bartsch

Plate 9, Figuke 8

1937. Chondropoinctcs (Chondropoinctcs) torrcl Babtsch, Journ. Washington
Acad. Sci., vol. 27, pp. 130-131, fig. 2.

This is the most brilliantly colored of the subspecies. It is char-

acterized by its orange-buff color, with darker orangef varicial streaks

and flame-colored peristome. It comes from Abra cle Bejarano,

Mogote Canalete, south of the Sierra San Andres.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428794, is a complete specimen having 6

whorls, and measures: Length, 23.0 mm; greater diameter, 22.3 mm;
lesser diameter, 15.9 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI ANTONITENSE. new subspecies

Plate 8, FiGLTtE 9

Shell small, pale iodine brown, with flame-colored peristome, con-

spicuously banded with continuous brown bands of deeper shade

than the general tone of the shell. This small race comes from Hoyo
Corto de San Antonio.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428798, has 4.9 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 19.7 mm; greater diameter, 18.4 mm; lesser diameter,

13.8 mm.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI FLAMMILABRE, new subspecies

Plate 8, Figitje 6

Shell of medium size, dark iodine brown, with slightly paler vari-

cial streaks and spiral bands, which are of a slightly deeper shade

than the general coloration but quite inconspicuous. The peristome

is flame-color.

The specimens before us were collected at Pico Grande, Sierra de

San Andres. It extends west to Zumbido, in the same range.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428796, has 3.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 21.5 mm; greater diameter, 19.9 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 15.3 mm.
This subspecies suggests C. {C.) torrei iosaturatum, from which

it can be distinguished at once by its brilliantly colored peristome.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI CINGULATUM, new subspecies

Plate 9, Figure 4

In this race the shell is of flesh-colored ground coloring, conspicu-

ously marked by broad spiral bands of brown. There is also a very

broad dark purplish-brown area immediately behind the peristome.

The latter is buff. The type comes from the Ensenada de la Ayua,
but the race extends east from there to the Ensenada Zumbido, in

the Sierra de San Andres.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428793, has almost 4 whorls remaining and
measures : Length, 22.4 mm

;
greater diameter, 28.8 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 14.7 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI AFFINE, new subspecies

Plate 10, Figure 1

Shell similar to C. (C.) forrei cingulatum but smaller and paler,

having the axial dark zone behind the peristome even more strongly

expressed and the peristome flesh-color, not yellow,

Tiiis race was collected by Natenson on the second mogote south

of the west end of the Sierra Guacamayas.
The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468920, is an almost complete specimen,

having lost about half of the first turn; the 4.9 whorls remaining
measure : Length, 21.5 mm

;
greater diameter, 19.0 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 15.1 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI FLAVIDUM, new subspecies

Plate 9, Figure 6

Shell similar to C. (C.) torrei afflne but with the dark axial zone

behind the peristome very faintly expressed and the i^eristome

yellow.
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This race was collected by Natenson on the mogote between the

southeast end of the Sierra Guacamayas and Mogote Largo, to the

soutli of this.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468922, is an almost complete specimen,

having lost probably the first half turn. The 5.1 whorls remaining
measure : Length, 22.0 mm

;
greater diameter, 20.2 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 15.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI PALLIDULUM, new subspecies

Plate 9, Figuke 1

Shell similar to C. {C.) torrei favidum but with less yellow in the

general coloration and with the peristome flesh-color. The dark
axial zone behind the peristome is poorly expressed.

This race was collected by Natenson on Mogote Largo, which is

the second mogote southwest of Pico Chico in the Sierra Guaca-
mayas.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468924, is a complete specimen, having 6.0

whorls and measuring: Length, 23.1 mm; greater diameter, 20.8 mm;
lesser diameter, 15.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI ALVEARE, new subspecies

Plate 10, Figure 2

This subspecies closely resembles C. (C.) torrei luteildbre but is

paler than that race and has the spiral banding practically ahvays

confined to the peripheral region, where it usually constitutes an
inconspicuous interrupted spiral band. Occasionally there is a mere
indication of additional bands, but the shell never bears as many
bands as in C. {C.) torrei luteUabre.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468756, comes from Mogote Colmena de
Piedra, which is the southwestern part of the Sierra Galalon. This
is a complete specimen having 6.0 whorls and measuring: Length,

23.2 mm
;
greater diameter, 21.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 15.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI LUTEILABRE, new subspecies

Pl.\te 10, Figure 6

Shell small, very pale yellow with a broad axial area of dark

iodine purple a little distance behind the peristome. The shell also

has pale bands of brown, which extend upon the peristome, which is

pale yellow.

This subspecies comes from the Puerto del San Andres, that is,

the extreme eastern end of the Sierra.
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Tlie type. U.S.N.M. no. 428797. has 3.8 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length. 18.9 mm; greater diameter, 19.1 mm; lesser diameter,

15.4 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI lOSATURATUM, new subspecies

Plate 10, Figure 8

Shell rather large, iodine brown, more intense immediately behind

the peristome, which is yellow. Inconspicuous bands of darker brown

are also present, which are strongly marked on the inner half of tlie

back of tlie expanded peristome.

The specimens before us were collected at Sitio de la Sierra de San

Andres by Father Roca and Bermudez.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367735, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 24.9 mm; greater diameter, 23.5 mm; lesser diameter,

17.2 mm.
The large size and paler peristome distinguish this from C. (C.)

torrei -ftammiJabre.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI JAGUAENSE, new subspecies

Plate 9, Figure 5

Very similar to C. {C.) torrei lufeiJabre but larger and with much

finer and more closely spaced axial sculpture.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468720, comes from La Jagua, Consolacion

del Norte. It has 3.7 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 22.3

mm
;
greater diameter, 23.4 mm ; lesser diameter, 15.3 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI MINAENSE, new subspecies

Plate 9, Figure 7

This subspecies ranges from pale brown to pale iodine color, with

the peristome always pale yellow. In the darker forms the area be-

hind the peristome is of deeper coloration than the rest. The nuclear

whorls are pale and the early postnuclear whorls dark, while the

penultimate whorl is paler and the last turn behind the aperture

again matches the early postnuclear whorls. Inconspicuous spiral

bands are present.

This race comes from ISIogote Mina.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 354917, is a complete specimen, having 6

whorls and measuring: Length, 23.3 mm; greater diameter, 20.6 mm;
lesser diameter, 16.0 mm.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI COLLUMELARE, new subspecies

I'L.\TE 9, Figure 3

This shell resembles C. {C.) torrei 7ninae?ise but is more strongly

spirally banded, the bands usually also being broader, sometimes
being very wide. It differs from this markedly by its much smaller

size. From C. {€'.) torrei iosaturatum it is readily distinguished also

by its smaller size and much stronger banding.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468833, ^vas collected by Collmillo de la

Vieja on the northeast side of the Sierra Guacamayas. It is an al-

most complete specimen having 5.0 whorls remaining and measuring:

Length, 21.1 mm ;
greater diameter, 19.3 mm ; lesser diameter, 14.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI GRATIOSUM, new subspecies

Plate 8, Figuke 3

This race in coloring resembles C. (0.) torrei Juteilabre, from which
its diminutive size at once distinguishes it. It is the smallest known
subspecies of C. {C.) torrei.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468719, is a complete specimen having 5.4

whorls and measuring : Length, 16.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 15.0 mm

;

lesser diameter, 11.5 mm. It comes from Pinalito in the southwestern

l^art of the Sierra de Galalon.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI ANTONIENSE, new subspecies

I*LATE 10, Figure 7

Shell large, very pale yellow, with the parietal wall of the um-
bilicus buff, Avhich is also the color of the peristome at this place.

This large subspecies comes from Mogote de la Jagua.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 354919, has 3.7 whorls remaining and meas-

ures : Length, 24.3 mm; greater diameter, 24.7 mm; lesser diameter,

17.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) TORREI RINCONADENSE, new subspecies

Plate 9, Figure 2

This race, which comes from the small mogote known as Rinconada,

close by Mogote de la Mina, is pale yellow with almost white lip.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468846, a complete specimen, has 5.6 whorls

and measures: Length, 22.5 mm; greater diameter, 20.3 mm; lesser

diameter, 15.4 mm.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE (Wright) Pfeiffer

Shell rather large, turbinate, thin, semitranslucent, openly nmbili-

cated, varying in color from plain gronnd-glass \Yhite through horn-

color to brown or even purplish, unicolor or marked with interrupted

spiral bands. Nuclear whorls 2 or more, strongly rounded, forming
a somewhat truncated apex, the first half strongly granulose, the

next turn minutely granulose, while the last half of the last turn

shows faint indications of the beginnings of the axial threads, which
become stronger as the shell increases in size and eventually merge
into the postnuclear axial sculpture. Postnuclear wdiorls inflated,

strongly rounded wath the summit roundly shouldered, marked by
retractively curved, closely spaced, sublamellar axial riblets, which
are rendered wavy by the weakly developed spiral cords. At ir-

regular intervals the axial riblets are more closely approximated
than the succeeding or preceding ones, which lends the whorls a

somewhat scalariform pattern. Suture strongly constricted. Pe-

ripliery of the last whorl strongly rounded; base inflated, strongly

rounded, openly broadly umbilicated, marked by the continuation of

the axial ribs and spiral threads, the latter becoming usually more
intensified on the umbilical wall within the umbilicus. The last

whorl in adult shells is usually solute for some little distance; the

outside of the parietal wall being there marked by the continuation

of the axial ribs. Aperture varying from very broadly oval to sub-

circular with a slight angulation at the posterior angle. The
peristome is very narrowly expanded and reflected. The operculum
is thin, multispiral, horny with a fine granulose, calluslike deposit

which is heaviest on the inner margin and thins out, vanishing about

the middle or a little beyond the middle of the whorls. This deposit

is present in more or less wavy or threadlike depositions and lends

to the outer surface of the operculum a slightly corrugated pattern.

The animal of Chondropometes {Ghondropometes) mgiiaJense is

rather short and has the sole of the foot divided by a median longi-

tudinal cleft, the locomotion being efi^ected alternately by tlie two
sides. The tentacles are slightly expanded laterally near the tip.

In C . {C.) vignalense vignalense the body is pale smoky gray on
the sides. Forehead and top of the body darker. Sole of the foot

flesh-color, with smoky suffusion, which is also the color of the snout.

Tentacles smoky gray at base, gradually changing to yellowish-olive

toward the tip. This is also the color of C. (C.) mgnalense clappi.

The animal of C. {C.) vignalense puertecitense may be described

as follows: Flesh-color, with a smoky-gray tinge. Tip of the head,

snout, and basal half of the tentacles bluish smoky gray, the snout

portion having a brownish flush. The tip of the tentacles is olive-
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green, a little darker at the expanded distal portion. The edge of

the snout is flesh-color. Sole of the foot flesh-color. The internal

anatomy behind and betAveen the tentacles appears pinkish and

shines through the substance of tlie tissue.

Of the animal of C . {G .) vignalense fogonense we have taken the

following notes : Flesh-color, with a smoky suft'usion ; base of ten-

tacles, forehead, and snout ashy gray. The distal portion of the

tentacles is pale orange in color, not expanded at the tip; edge of

snout paler than the region behind it. When resting the animal

suspends itself by a mucous thread.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. (C.) vignalense is shown in

fiffure 72.

«rt«c/tA»

0»5 H^rm^nai

Figure 72.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondropometes (Chondropometes) vigna-

lense: (1) azucarense; (2) azucarellum ; (3) celadense; (4) lucifer; (5) martillense;

(6) infeniale; (7) pocnitentis ; (8) hruneocinctum ; (9) venerabilc; (10) ignicolor;

(11) piadae; (12) palmaritense ; (13) caponense; (14) puertecitense; (15) vignalense;

(16) jarucense; (17) clappi; (18) fogonense.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE

Shell uniformly ground-glass white.

Greater diameter more than 20 mm clappi

Greater diameter less than 18 mm vignalense

Shell not uniformly ground-glass white.

Shell ground-glass white hut with a broad pale straw-colored

axial band a little distance behind the peristome venerabile

Shell not as above.

Shell pale straw-color.

Dark axial band behind aperture absent puertecitense

Axial ribs distantly spaced.

Axial i-il)s closely spaced azucarellum
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Dark axial band behind aperture present.

Dark axial band behind the aperture strong fogonense

Dark axial band behind the aperture faint.

Axial sculpture decidedly lamellose caponense

Axial sculpture not decidedly lamellose.

Axial ribs very closely spaced martillense

Axial ribs not very closely spaced celadense

Axial sculpture on spire obsolete lucifer

Shell not pale straw-color.

Shell pale brown.

Shell not spirally banded.

Peristome white piadae

Peristome buff azucarense

Peristome red ignicolor

Shell spirally banded.

Spiral bands very conspicuous.

Greater diameter 23.6 mm bruneocinctum

Greater diameter 20 mm poenitentis

Spiral bands not very conspicuous.

Spiral bands almost continuous infernale

Spiral bands discontinuous.

Axial sculpture sharply lamellose palmaritense

Axial sculpture less sharply lamellose__ jarucense

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE CLAPPI, new subspecies

Plate 7, Figure 11

This delicate, thin-shelled, translucent, ground-glass white race

comes from the north end of the Sierra de la Chorrera. We gathered

more than 100 specimens about the cave from which a small stream

issues.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428786, is a complete specimen having 6

whorls and measuring: Length, 22.4 mm; greater diameter, 22.0 mm;
lesser diameter, 16.0 mm. It is named for Dr. George Clapp, who was

a member of the Tomas Barrera Expedition when we obtained most of

our specimens.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE VIGNALENSE (Wright) PfeifEer

Plate 7, FicxntE 8

1863. Chondropoma vif/iiulciise (Wright) Pfeu-fer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol.

10, p. 189.

Wright, in his travels through western Cuba, was the first to make
known this species, and he distributed his material under the general

label "Vinales." We know from various other species collected by
Wright that he gathered material about the southeast end of the Sierra

de la Chorrera, and recent collecting here has produced material that

is in every way comparable with the specimens in our collection re-

ceived from Wright. It seems proper, therefore, that the race occu-
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pying this end of this limestone block should be considered the type

locality of the typical race.

The shells of this race resemble closely G. {C.) vignalense dappi in

delicacy and color, but they are much smaller.

The specimen figured, U.S.X.M. no. 4G8GT9, comes from the south-

eastern end of the Sierra Chorrera. It is a complete individual, hav-

ing 5.8 whorls and measuring: Length, 18.2 mm; greater diameter,

17.8 mm; lesser diameter, 12.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE VENERABILE, new subspecies

Plate 8, Figure 11

This was collected in the Hoyo de los Santos of El Queque. It is of

ground-glass white color, with a straw-colored axial bund a little be-

hind the peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428788, has 3.3 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 21.2 mm; greater diameter, 22.5 mm; lesser diameter,

15.6 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE PUERTECITENSE, new
subspecies

Plate 7, Figltie 9

Shell very similar to C. (O.) vignalense vignalense but pale yellow.

This subspecies comes from Mogote Puertecitas off the southeast end of

the Chorrera.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468680, is a complete specimen having 5.5

whorls and measures: Length, 17.7 mm; greater diameter, 17.2 mm;
lesser diameter, 12.7 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE AZUCARELLUM, new
subspecies

Pl.\te 7, Figure 6

Shell small, pale yellow, resembling C. (0.) vignalethse piierteci-

tense in size and coloration but having the axial riblets much more
numerous and much more closely spaced.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 429046, was collected by G. Homer on
Mogote Pan de Azucar. It has 2.5 whorls remaining and measures:

Length, 16.6 mm; greater diameter, 18.5 mm; lesser diameter, 13.0

mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE FOGONENSE. new subspecies

Plate 8, Figure 4

This subspecies comes from Fogon de los Negros in the north-

eastern part of de la Chorrera. It is a small race resembling C. {C.)
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vignale^ise puertecitense^ but it can at once be distinguished from this

by its having a broad dark smoke-colored axial zone a little behind

the peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468682, has 4.2 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 17.0 mm; greater diameter, 18.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 14.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE CAPONENSE, new subspecies

PI.ATE 7, Figure 4

Shell very pale buff, with a pale brown axial band a little behind

the peristome, which is pale buff.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428792, which comes from Mogote Capon,

has 3 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 17.5 mm
;
greater

diameter, 18.9 mm ; lesser diameter, 13.7 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE MARTILLENSE, new subspecies

Plate 7, Figttre 5

This subspecies comes from the Cueva del Martillo, which is situ-

ated in the ridge that connects the Sierra de Chichones with the

Sierra de los Celadas and Sierra del Infierno at their junction; it is

called Martillo. It is a little darker in color than C. (C.) ingnaleivse

celadense and has the axial ribs much more closely spaced.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468684, is a complete specimen having 5.5

whorls and measuring: Length, 17.0 mm; greater diameter, 17.0 mm;
lesser diameter 13.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE CELADENSE, new subspecies

Plate 7, Figure 7

This comes from the Sierra Celadas. The shell is pale straw-col-

ored, but there is an intensification of the color a little behind the peri-

stome, which gives the shell at this place a faintly vertically banded
aspect.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428799, has a little more than 4 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 17.8 mm; greater diameter, 18.6

mm; lesser diameter, 14.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE LUCIFER, new subspecies

Plate 8, Figltse 2

This subspecies was also collected by Father Roca; likewise by
Aguayo and Bermudez at a much higher altitude than C. (C.) vig-

nah^hse infernaJe, in the Sierra del Infierno. It is at once distin-

guished from that subspecies by its much paler color and absence of

66879—38 2
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spiral banding. It also has a pale buff axial band a little behind

the aperture. The axial and spiral sculpture are both much reduced.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367734, has 3.5 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 21.4 mm; greater diameter, 24.0 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 14.6 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE PIADAE, new subspecies

Plate 7, Figxjue 2

Shell pale brown except the peristome, "which is white. There is

a slight intensification of the brown color as a pale axial band a

little behind the peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367730, comes from El Ancon of the Sierra

Vinales. It has 3.5 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 21.3

mm; greater diameter, 22.8 mm; lesser diameter, 17.2 mm.
A considerable series of specimens from the east side of the Sierra

Vinales agree splendidly with the type.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE AZUCARENSE, new subspecies

Plate 7, Figure 1

This comes from Pan de Azucar. Its color is very pale brown
with the peristome buff.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 354916, we collected on the Tomas Barrera

Expedition in 1914 at the base of Pan de Azucar. It has 3.7 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 17.3 mm; greater diameter, 22.1

nun ; lesser diameter, 15.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE IGNICOLOR, new subspecies

Plate 8, Figure 10

This subspecies is strikingly colored, its general color being pale

orange, while the peristome is reddish orange, almost flame-color.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428787, was collected in Hoyo Magdalena
in the Costanera de San Vicente, Vinales. It has 3.5 whorls remain-

ing and measures: Length, 22.5 mm; greater diameter, 23.0 mm;
lesser diameter, 16.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE BRUNEOCINCTUM, new
subspecies

Plate 7, Figure 10

This subspecies also comes from Sierra Tumbadero, which has been

more recently called El Queque, but from another locality than that

occupied by C . {C.) vignoJense vcnerahile. It ranges from pale brown
to darker brown and is marked with slender, somewhat interrupted,
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spiral bands of darker brown, which are intensified in definite axial

reo-ions to form almost a varicial element. There is also a darker

zone of brown a little behind the peristome, the latter being yellowish

white.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428789, is a perfect specimen having 6.2

•whorls and measnring : Length, 23.7 mm
;
greater diameter, 23.6 mm

;

lesser diameter, 17.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE POENITENTIS, new subspecies

Platk 7, Figure 3

This subspecies resembles C. {C.) vignalense, hrimeocincfum but is

considerably smaller and usually has a decidedly purplish tinge. It

appears to range from the mogotes Dos Hermanos to Cuajani to La

Penitencia.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468701, was collected at the Cafetal de la

Penitencia. The type is a complete specimen, having 6.0 whorls

and measuring : Length, 20.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 20.0 mm ; lesser

diameter, 15.9 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE INFERNALE, new subspecies

Plate 8, Figure 7

This exceedingly delicate shell is semitranslucent, of pale brown

color, and marked by slender spiral bands, which are almost continu-

ous on the last whorl. The peristome is pale orange.

The type. U.S.N.M. no. 367731, was collected by Father Koca at

Sitio dei Infierno, southwest of Vinales. It has a little more than 3

wliorls remaining and measures: Length, 21.0 mm; greater diameter,

21.9 mm ; lesser diameter, 15.3 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE PALMARITENSE, new

subspecies

Plate 8, Figure 5

Shell pale brown with a decidedly darker axial zone a little behind

the peristome, which is white. It is obscurely interruptedly spirally

banded. These marlvings, however, have to be looked for or they

will be overlooked on account of their faintness.

This subspecies, wdiile resembling C. {€.) vignaleme hrimeocinc-

turn^ is readily distinguished from that by its decidedly smaller size

and fainter spiral markings.

The type, XJ.S.N.M. no. 428791, w^as collected by Bartsch on Mogote

Palmarito. It has 3.5 whorls remaining and measures: Length,

16.8 mm; greater diameter, 19.2 mm; lesser diameter, 14.0 mm.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROPOMETES) VIGNALENSE JARUCENSE, new subspecies

Plate 8, Figxjee 8

Shell small, pale brown, with rather distant, inconspicuous, inter-

rupted, pale brown spiral bands. There is also an axial brown zone

a little distance behind tlie yellowish-white peristome, which extends

over the parietal wall of the umbilicus.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367732, was collected by Father Roca in the

Hoyo de Jaruco, a sink located on the higli parts of the east side of

the Chorrera. It has 3.5 whorls remaining and measures: Length,

17.4 mm; greater diameter, 18.1 mm; lesser diameter, 14.0 mm.

Subgenus Chondrothyroma Henderson and Bartsch

1920. Chondrothi/roitui Hexder.sox and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58,

p. 63.

Shell turbinate, openly umbilicate, and marked by axial ribs only,

except on the umbilical wall, which shows spiral threads of varying

strength in the different races. Breathing pore present on the parietal

wall behind the peristome near the posterior angle of the aperture,

except in Chondropometes {Chondrothyroma) scopulorum per-

plexum^ and G (C.) magnum magnum in which the pore is some-

times absent. Aperture subcircular; peristome broadly expanded

and reflected, marked by concentric lines of growth which sometimes

suggest lamellae, fluted or smooth. The operculum is multispiral, the

whorls having a heavy callus deposit on the inner two-thirds, which

is somewhat fluted. This also varies in color in the different races

from white to red.

Ty^Gi-. Chondropometes {Chondrothyroma) sagehieni (Poey),

This subgenus ranges from Mendoza on the west eastward through

th.e Luis Lazo region along the south side of the Organ Mountains,

and the mogotes adjacent to them, to San Diego de los Banos, bending

northward to the Sierra la Cumbre, then to the westward to the Sierra

San Andres. The group therefore occupies a distinct range in the

Province of Pinar del Rio from that occupied by members of the

subgenus Chondropometes^ except in the Sierra Galalc'»n, Guacamayas,
and San Andres, where two subgenera overlap.

We are recognizing nine sj^ecies in the subgenus and quite a number
of subspecies under these, each of which has its circumscribed zoogeo-

graphic distribution, »

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROTHYROMA

Operculum red.

Greater diameter more than 21 mm eximium
Greater diameter less than 18 mm.

Axial dark band behind peristome present exquisitum
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Axial dark band behind peristome absent.

Shell red or reddish sagebieni

Shell not red or reddish.

Shell white or yellowish concolor

Operculum white.

Shell red.

Axial ribs rather distantly spaced magnum

Axial ribs rather closely spaced saccharinum

Shell white or buff.

Shell banded segregatum

Shell not banded scopulorum

Chondropometes {Chondrothyroma) heJUssimum has not been con-

sidered in this key for want of operculum. It has the size of C. (C.)

exquisUtim but lacks the dark axial band behind the peristome and

has much lower and closer spaced axial ribs.

CHONDROPOIVIETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXIMIUM, new species

Shell large, resembling C. {€'.) magnmn in shape, but with the

axial ribs much finer and closer spaced and the operculum red.

Three races of this species are known. They occupy parts of the

Sierra de los Acostas, Sierra San Carlos, and the Sierra del Quemado.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. {C.) eximium is show^n in

figure 73.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXIMIUM

Spiral markings absent eximium

Spiral markings not absent.

Spiral markings confined to the varicial bands angusticulum

Spiral markings not confined to the varicial bands malleatum

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXIMIUM EXIMIUM, new subspecies

Plate 10, Figuke 4

Shell large, pale yellowish, which is also the color of the peristome,

the inner being a little paler than the expanded portion, without spiral

bands. Axial ribs closely spaced. Spiral threads on the umbilical wall

very faint. Operculum red.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 351925, was collected by Wright at Isabel

Maria. It has 4 whorls remaining and measures : Length. 23.2 mm

;

greater diameter, 22.3 mm ; lesser diameter, 15.6 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXIMIUM ANGUSTICULUM, new subspecies

Plate 10, Figure 5

Shell pale yellow with obsolete spiral bands, which are intensified

at irregular intervals, which coincide in axial series. Peristome white

;

umbilical wall marked by obsolete spiral threads.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428801, was collected by Bartscli under a

grant from tlie Walter Rathbone Bacon Traveling Scholarship in

FiGDRE 73.—Distribution of tlie subspecies of Ghrondropometes (ChrondnAhyroma) exim-
ium: (1) aiuiw^ticulum; (2) mallcatum; (3) eximium.

1928, in a small ensenada in the Sierra San Carlos east of the southern

extremity of the Sierra de los Acostas. It has 3.8 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 22.3 mm; greater diameter, 22.0 mm; lesser

diameter, 14.5 mm.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXIMIUM MALLEATUM, new subspecies

Plate 10, Figxjre 3

Shell large, thin, feebly distantly ribbed, pale yellow, the last whorl

nialleated, and marked by very conspicuous strong interrupted brown

spiral bands. Peristome pale yellow ; operculum brilliant red.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428802, was collected by Dominguez in the

height on the west side of La Estrechura, which is the eastern wall of

the southern end of Sierra de los Acostas. It has 4.1 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 24.5 mm; greater diameter, 21.9 mm; lesser

diameter, 15.3 mm.

FiGDEE 74.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondropometes (Chondrothyroma) exquisi-

ttini: (1) punctolitieatum ; (2) cereum; (3) notatum ; <4) exquisitum.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXQUISITUM, new species

Shell turbinate, of medium size with red operculum, and a darker

axial zone immediately behind the peristome. Peristome white or

pale yellow. The shell may be white, faintly yellow, wax colored, or

dark orange-red ; it may be unicolor or spirally banded.

The animal of C. {C.) exquisitum punctolineafum has the upper

part of the body smoky gray; sides, sole of foot, and snout flesh-color

with smoky suffusion. Tentacles sooty black. Sole medially cleft

;

motion of the two sides alternate. Suspends itself by mucous thread.

This species ranges from the eastern end of the Sierra San Andres

through the Sierra Pico Chico to the Sierra la Guira, and some of the

mogotes south of these limestone blocks.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. {C.) exquisitum is shown in

figure 74.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXQUISITUM

Shell banded.

Shell red or reddish.

Spiral bands strongly expressed punctolineatum

Spiral bands feebly expressed exquisitum

Shell flesh-color notatum
Shell not banded cereum

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXQUISITUM PUNCTOLINEATUM, new
subspecies

Plate 11, Figure 15

This race was collected by Natenson on Mogote Grande, which lies

near the Sierra Guacamayas at its southwestern extremity. The shells

from here are a little larger than typical C. (C.) exquisitum and are

decidedly spirally lined with dark brown. These lines become intensi-

fied and broadened in axial series and so lend a varicial aspect to the

color scheme.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468940, a complete specimen, has 6.0 whorls

and measures: Length, 20.3 mm; greater diameter, 18.3 mm; lesser

diameter, 12.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXQUISITUM EXQUISITUM, new subspecies

Plate 11, Figure 14

This race ranges through the Sierra la Guira from San Diego cle los

Banos to the Abra Caiguanabo. Most specimens are bright orange-

red, but the color ranges from this to yellow ; there is always a dark

axial band behind the expanded white peristome. "While the shell

appears unicolor, it is nevertheless obscurely banded. The spiral

markings are usually reduced to mere elongate dots, which are

arranged in axial series.

Tlie type, U.S.N.M. no. 468722, is a complete specimen, having 6.1

whorls, and comes from the west end of the Sierra la Guira. It

measures: Length, 19.7 mm; greater diameter, 16.0 mm; lesser diame-

ter, 14,1 mm,

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXQUISITUM NOTATUM. new subspecies

Plai-e 11, Figure 11

Sh.ell white, except for a dark purplish axial band immediately be-

hind the aperture and slender, interrupted, but distinct, spiral bands

of brown
;
peristome white.

The type, U.S.N.M. no, 428803, was collected near the Cueva Oscura

del rio Caiguanabo at Los Portales. It is an almost complete speci-
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men, having 5.2 whorls remaining, and measures: Length, 19.0 mm;
greater diameter, 16.9 mm; lesser diameter, 11.8 mm.
The distribution of this race, so far as kno^Yn, ranges from Los

Portales into the Abra de Caiguanabo, where it meets C . {G.) cxqiiisl-

tum exqiusitum.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) EXQUISITUM CEREUM, new subspecies

Plate 11, Figure 13

Shell pale Avax yelloAv, darker on the early whorls, with a mod-
erately broad and not very dark axial band of brown immediately

behind the peristome, which is faintly yellowish.

The type, a complete specimen, L^.S.N.M. no. 428801, comes from

the east end of the Sierra Guacamayas. It has 6.0 whorls and

measures: Length, 18.4 mm; greater diameter, 17.2 mm; lesser di-

ameter, 12.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SAGEBIENI (Poey)

This species embraces small shells of bright red or reddish color

with red operculum. It occupies the region between Mendoza or

Paso Real eastward through the Sierra Guane to mogote Punta

de la Sierra. It breaks up into five subspecies, which the following

key will help to differentiate.

Distribution of the subspecies of G. {€.) sagehieni is shown in

figure 75,

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SAGEBIENI

Shell bright red sagebieni

Shell not bright red, but reddish.

Axial brown zoues conspicuous.

Interrupted spiral bands conspicuous portalesense

Interrupted spiral bands not conspicuous mendozense
Axial brown zones not conspicuous.

Peristome red parvum
Peristome white disjunctum

chondropometes (chondrothyroma) sagebieni sagebieni (poey)

Plate 11, Figure 1

1858. Ci/clostowa sagehieni Poey, Memorias sobre la historia natural de la

Isla de Cuba, vol. 2, p. 33.

This is a little smaller than C. (C.) sagehieni mendozense and of

bright red color, with an even more flaming peristome. The color

extends a little beyond the peristome on the last whorl. No spiral

markings have been observed on any of the specimens.
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Figure 75.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chrondropometes (Chondrothyroma) sage-
bieni: (1) mendozense ; (2) sagebieni; (3) porfalescnse; (4) parvnm; (5) disjitnctum.
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The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 355012, is one of a series from

Sierra de Guane. It has 3.5 whorls and measures : Length, 16.2 mm

;

greater diameter, 13.7 mm ; lesser diameter, 11.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SAGEBIENI PORTALESENSE, new subspecies

Plate 11, Figure 12

Shell pale red, with the inner peristome and the region imme-

diately behind the peristome on the last whorl a fiery red. The

shell is strongly, almost continuously, spirally banded. These spiral

markings are accentuated at intervals and produce an axially as well

as a spirally banded effect.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367737, was collected by Dr. de la Torre

at Los Portales. It has 3.5 whorls remaining and measures:

Length. 15.7 nun; greater diameter, 13.8 mm; lesser diameter, 9.7 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SAGEBIENI MENDOZENSE, new subspecies

Pl^TE 11, FiGUBE 3

In this subspecies the shell is pale brown, the early whorls darker.

The inner half of the peristome is flame red, the outer paler. This

bright color also characterizes the rather broad axial band immedi-

ately behind the peristome. The whorls are marked by not strongly

pronounced interrujited spiral bands of brown.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 355015, and a series of this species we col-

lected on the Tomas Barrera Expedition in a limestone block immedi-

ately adjacent to tlie station at Mencloza or Paso Keal. This has

nothing to do with the Sierra de Paso Real but is several miles south-

west of this. The type has almost 4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 18.3 mm; greater diameter, 15.9 mm; lesser diameter,

ll.S mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SAGEBIENI PARVUM, new subspecies

Plate 11, Figure 5

Shell very small, pale reddish with the early whorls rather darker

in color. Inner peristome pale red; spiral bands present, but very

inconspicuous.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367747, was collected by Arango at Teneria

north of Portales. It has 4 whorls remaining and measures : Length,

13.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 10.5 mm ; lesser diameter, 8.0 mm.

A large series of specimens collected about La Murralia on both

sides of the road agree rather well with the specimens from Teneria.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SAGEBIENI DISJUNCTUM, new subspecies

I'late 11, FiGtmE 2

The sliell of this subspecies is pale red; the peristome white. It

is also inconspicuously spirally banded.

The type, U.S.X.M. no. 385118, was collected by Bartsch on the

mogote off the tip point of Punta de la Sierra. This has 4 whorls

remaining and measures : Length, 16.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 15.2

mm; lesser diameter, 10.7 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) CONCOLOR, new species

Shell small or very small, nnicolor, white or yellow, marked by
varicial axial streaks due to the fusion of several riblets, or without

these, Nuclear whorls about 2, smooth, inflated, well rounded, finely

granulose. The early postnuclear whorls distantly ribbed and the

later ones more closely so. Peristome white or yellowish; operculum
red.

This species is closely related to C. {C.) scopuloriim but differs from
it by the red or reddish operculum. It ranges from the Mogotes de

Fonte southeast of the Sierra de San Andres and Sierra Guacamayas
to the Sierra GalahSn and some mogotes south of these mountains.

It occurs therefore west of C. (C.) scopidorum.

We recognize five subspecies in the material before us, wdiich the

following key will help to differentiate

:

Distribution of the subspecies of C {€'.) concolor is shown iii

figure 76.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) CONCOLOR

Shell pale orange concolor

Shell straw-color.

Spiral threads in umbilicus obsolete magister
Spiral threads in umbilicus not obsolete.

Greater diameter less than 12 mm fontei

Greater diameter more than 13 mm spe

Shell not straw-color.

Shell flesh-color carnicolor

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) CONCOLOR CONCOLOR, new subspecies

Plate 11, Figure 6

Shell pale orange: peristome white; operculum red. Axial ribs

rather distantly spaced; spiral threads in the umbilicus rather feeble.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468723, a complete specimen from the low
land of the eastern part of the Sierra Guacamayas, has 5.6 whorls and
measures: Length, 17.0 mm; greater diameter, 15.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 10.8 mm.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) CONCOLOR MAGISTER, new subspecies

PL.ATE 11, FiGUKB 8

Shell very thin, white with a very faint yellowish tinge, marked by

varicial white streaks due to the fusion of several of the axial riblets.

The axial ribs are rather low and closely spaced. The umbilical wall

does not show spiral threads.

Figure 7G.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chrondropomrfes {Chondrotlvjioina) con-

color: (1) concolor ; (2) viagisterj (3) fonteij (4) si>e; (5) carnicolor.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 36T751, was collected between Galalon and

Caiguanabo, without specific locality. It is a complete specimen,

having 6.0 whorls, and measures : Length, IQA mm
;
greater diameter,

loA mm; lesser diameter, 10.3 mm.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) CONCOLOR FONTEI, new subspecies

Pl\te 11, Figure 4

Shell very small, white, with a mere yellowish flush; varicial

streaks scarcely indicated. The umbilical wall is marked by feeble

spiral threads.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428805, comes from the Mogote de Fonte

southeast of the Sierra Guacamayas. It is a complete specimen, hav-

ing 5.3 wliorls, and measures: Length, 12.5 mm: greater diameter,

11.0 mm; lesser diameter, 8.0 mm.
This is the smallest race known of this subspecies.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) CONCOLOR SPE, new subspecies

Plate 11, Figure 9

This subspecies comes from the southern of the two mogotes, south-

east of San Andres, which are collectively known as Mogotes Fonte.

The second is embraced by the Finca la Esperanza and may take that

name. This subspecies closely resembles that from the sister mogote,

Fonte, C. {C.) concolor fontei, but is a trifle larger and has the axial

I'ibs more distantly spaced.

The type. U.S.N.M. no. 468724. has 5.5 whorls remaining and

measures : Length, 15.2 mm
;
greater diameter, 12.7 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 8,9 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) CONCOLOR CARNICOLOR, new subspecies

Plate 11, Figure 7

This race, which is quite similar to C. {€.) concolor spe in form

and ribbing but is flesh-color, was collected by Natenson on the mogote

south of the Casa del Perez Rivera about one and one-half miles south

and a little east of the Sierra Guacamayas.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468942, has almost 4.0 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 13.7 mm; greater diameter, 11.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 8.6 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) MAGNUM, new species

Sliell large, turbinate, with moderately broad open umbilicus, red

or reddish, unicolor or spirally banded. The peristome varies from

white to pale reddish. The operculum is white. Nuclear whorls a

little more than 2, coiling in perfect harmony with the rest of the

spire, inflated, strongly rounded; the first smooth, the next finely

microscopically granulose, the last showing fine, closely spaced, micro-

scopic incremental lines. Postnuclear whorls rather abrui)tly differen-

tiated from the nuclear turn, inflated, strongly rounded, marked by
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very slender, retractively slanting lamellar axial ribs between which

occasional finer threads appear. This, however, is not a regular ar-

rangement. Suture strongly constricted; periphery well rounded.

Base inflated, strongl}' rounded ; the inner Avail of the umbilicus is

marked by moderately strong, well-rounded, spiral threads, which

render the axial ribs somewhat serrulate at their junction. Aperture

broadly oval or subcircular. Peristome double, the inner projecting

slightly beyond the outer, and slightly expanded, smooth; the outer

broadly expanded, marked by concentric lines of growth, not in-

frequently transversely fluted. Breathing pore a little within the

peristome on the parietal wall near the posterior angle. Operculum
almost circular, multispiral, the inner four-fifths covered with a

rather strong calcareous deposit which gives it a corrugated appear-

ance, the corrugations having a protracted slant.

This large species ranges through the Sierra de los Acostas, the

Sierra de San Carlos, the Sierra del Sumidero, the Sierra de Cabezas,

and the mogotes Ij'ing to the south thereof.

It breaks up into three well-defined zoogeographic races to which

we are assigning subspecific rank.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. (C.) inugnum is shown in

figure 77.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDPvOTHYROMA) MAGNUM

Last whorl solute for one-tonth or more of a turn.

Last part of last whorl decidedly deflected elisabethae

Last part of last whorl not decidedly defected magnum
Last whorl almost adnate signae

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) MAGNUM ELISABETHAE, new subspecies

Plate 12. Figure 12

Shell large, the early postnuclear whorls reddish, the rest buff,

marked by rather conspicuous interrupted spiral bands, which are

almost as broad as they are long and arranged in axial series. Peri-

stome Avith a reddish flush on the inner half. The last half of the

last whorl is decidedly solute.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367749, was collected by Bermudez at

Isabel INIaria northeast of Sumidero. It has 4.5 whorls remaining

and measures : Length, 20.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 18.0 mm ; lesser

diameter, 12.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) MAGNUM MAGNUM, new subspecies

Plate 12, Figuke 13

In this race the shell is large, ranging in color from pale brown
to reddish brown. The peristome may be white or reddish; the

outer ahvavs Avith concentric marks and usuallv Avith transA^erse
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flutings. The shell, as a rule, is interruptedly spirally banded, the

spiral bands varying decidedly in conspicuousness, sometimes being

FiGUUE 77.—Distribution of tho subspecies of Chondrnpometcs (Chondrotlvjroma) mag-

num: (1) eUsabethae; (2) sUjnac; (?,) magnum.

almost absent. The segments are usually arranged in vertical series,

which gives the shell a somewhat axially banded aspect.

This subspecies, we believe, ranges around the inner rim of the

Portrero de Luis Lazo, including the Sierra de los Acostas, Sierra

de San Carlos, and i\\Q Sierra del Sumidero.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 355017, was collected on the vrest side of

the Luis Lazo embrasure. It is almost complete and should have
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6.5 ^yhol•ls. It measures: Length, 24.1 mm; greater diameter, 18.4

mm ; lesser diameter, 13.3 mm.
Two specimens of this subspecies have been found by Dr. de hi

Torre that do not have a breathing pore. One of these is U.S.N.M.
no. 469125; the other is in Dr. de la Torre's collection.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) MAGNUM SIGNAE. new subspecies

Plate 12, Figuke 14

Shell of medium size, thin, the early whorls reddish, the last one

flesh-color, marked by rounded dots, which are arranged in both axial

and spiral series. The peristome is white with a yellowish flush. The
last whorl is almost adnate, being free only immediately behind the

peristome, which is adnate to the preceding turn.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 385144, and a series of specimens were col-

lected by Bartsch while working under a grant from the Walter Eath-
bone Bacon Traveling Scholarship in 1928, on the three mogotes east

of Cabezas. It has 3.6 wliorls remaining and measures: Length,

17.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 16.2 mm ; lesser diameter, 12.5 nmi.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SACCHARINUM, new species

Shell large, varying in color from pale to dark reddish brown, with

obsolete darker s})iral bands. Axial ribs rather low and moderately

closely spaced. Peristome white or pale brown. Operculum white.

This species, which is now known only from I^in de Azucar and the

Cueva del Martillo, in the Sierra Martillo range that connects the

Sierra Chichones with the Sierra Celadas and del Infierno, resembles G.

{€.) magnum in size and color of operculum, while in strength of

axial ribs and their spacing and in a lack of spiral lirations it ap-

proaches G. {G.) eainiimn, differing markedly from this, however, in

the color of the operculum.

Distribution of the subspecies of G. (G.) sacchannum is shown in

figure 78.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA)
SACCHARINUM

Shell dark red rubicollum
Shell pale red saccharinum

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SACCHARINUM RUBICOLLUM, new
subspecies

Plate 13, Figure 1

Shell dark reddish brown, with obsolete darker spiral bands and a

brilliant red axial zone immediately behind the peristome; expanded
peristome pale brown with a reddish suffusion.

66879—38 3
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 4G8847, lias 4.3 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 21.7 mm; greater diameter, 18.8 mm; lesser diameter,

14.2 mm. It comes from the Sierra Martillo.

The brilliant red axial zone behind the peristome and darker
coloration will readily distinguish this from G. (C.) saccharinum
saccharlnum.

Figure 78.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondropometes (Chondrothyroma)
saccharinum: (1) saccharinum ; (2) rubicollum.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SACCHARINUM SACCHARINUM, new
subspecies

Plate 13, Figure 3

This race, which comes from Pan de Azucar, is readily distin-

guished from C. (C.) saccharinian ruhicollum by its paler color and
white peristome and by the absence of the brilliant-red axial zone
behind the peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M, no. 355024, which was collected on the Tomas
Barrera Expedition, has 4 whorls remaining and measures: Length,
]9.2 mm; greater diameter, 17.0 mm; lesser diameter, 12.7 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM, new species

Shell of small or medium size, white, straw-color, pale buff, or
sometimes faintly reddish, usually marked by interrupted spiral

bands, which vary much in size and intensity of color and are

present on both spire and base. Peristome pale yellowish or white.
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Nuclear whorls about 1.5, inflated, strongly rounded, continuing the

outline of the postnuclear spire in their coiling. Postnuclear whorls

strongly inflated and separated by a strongly impressed suture and

marked on the early wliorls by very strong lamellar, retractively

slanting, axial riblets, which become a little more closely spaced on

the last turn. "Umbilical wall marked by rather distantly spaced

spiral threads which here render the axial riblets somewhat serrulate.

Peristome double, the outer broadly expanded, marked by concentric

lamellae. Operculum white, multispiral, the inner four-fifths of

the whorls covered with a heavy callus, which is laid down in a

somewhat fluted manner, the thickenings curved retractively.

The animal of C. {C.) segregatum is flesh-color with a smoky
suffusion, the tip of the snout a little paler than the rest. Tentacles

smoky gray, a little paler at the tip. Sole of foot flesh-color with

pale smoky suffusion. The sole of the foot is medially longitudinally

cleft, the locomotory waves being alternate.

The subspecies of this species are widely scattered among mogotes

lying east and south of the Organ Mountains and about or west of

the road that leads from Pinar del Rio to Vinales. The exception

to this is C. (O.) segregatum sporadlcmn from Mogote Quilla, Finca

el Descanso, Entronque de Herradura, which, in spite of its distance

from G. {C.) segregatum segregatum from the mogotes at Kilometer

14, is quite similar to this.

This species is distinguished from the other small forms by its

strongly banded colored pattern and by the exceedingly strongly

developed lamellar ribs, which give the shell a rough surface.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. (O.) segregatum is shown in

figure 79.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA)
SEGREGATUM

Greater diameter more than 16 mm.
Spiral bands strong felipense

Spiral bands not strong.

Spiral bands feeble.

Greater diameter more than 19 mm lagunitasense

Greater diameter less than 17 mm arangoi
Spiral bands absent vallei

Greater diameter less than 15 mm.
Spiral markings strong laureani

Spiral markings not strong, sometimes absent.

Umbilicus rather broad segregatum
Umbilicus rather narrow.

Shell yellow sporadicum
Shell white mameyi
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM FELIPENSE, new subspecies

Plate 12, Figure 2

This is a medium-sized thin-shelled race. It is of pale buff ground

color, Avith the peristome much paler. The whorls and base are con-

spicuously marked with almost continuous dark brown spiral bands.

Our shells come from a small mogote I/2 kilometer west of Kilo-

meter 14.

O

7 o?"'//-

Figure 79.—Disti-ibution of the subspecies of Chronilropoinetes (Chondrothyroma) segre-

gatum: (1) Ia<iU}iitnsctise; (2) Inureani; i'.i) arangoi; (4) vallei; (5) segregtitum ; (6)

felipensc; (7) sporadicum ; (8) manieyi.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468725, an almost complete specimen, has

5.2 whorls renuiining and measures: Length, 19.7 mm; greater diam-

eter, 17.3 mm ; lesser diameter, 12.6 mm.
The strong spiral coloi- bands distinguish this from the other larger

subspecies. Bartsch collected a dead specimen on Cayo San Felipe,

which seems indistinguishable from this race.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM LAGUNITASENSE, new
subspecies

Pl.\tb 12, Figure 3

Shell buff with broad, decidedly interrupted spiral zones of brown.

Some of these marks are wider than the spaces that separate them.

Peristome pale buff.
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The type. U.S.N.M. no. 36TT39, was collected by Arango at Los

Lagunitas. It has 3.8 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 19.7

mm; greater diameter. 19.7 mm; lesser diameter, 13.7 mm,

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM ARANGOI, new subspecies

Plate 12, Figure 9

Shell pale buff, the early turns with a reddish tinge, marked with

inconspicuous, rather narrow, interrupted spiral bands of brown.

These spiral markings are also arranged in axial series. Peristome

white.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367716, a complete specimen, was collected

by Arango at Hoyo Guama. It has 6.4 whorls and measures : Length,

20.3 mm; greater diameter, 16.2 mm; lesser diameter, 10.7 mm.
The more conic outline and pale color distinguish this readily from

the others of the larger races.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM VALLEI, new subspecies

Pl^te 12, FiGirRE 1

Shell white, unicolor, with the peristome white, L'mbilicus with

conspicuous spiral threads.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 428800, was collected by Bartsch and

Valle in 1928 on the tall mogote about one and one-half miles south-

west of Kilometer 14 between Pinar del Rio and Vinales. It has 4.1

whorls remaining and measures : Length, 19.8
;
greater diameter, 19.0

mm ; lesser diameter, 13.4 mm.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM LAUREANI, new subspecies

Plate 12, FiofRE 6

Shell small, buff, with white peristome. The conspicuous inter-

rupted brown bands have the elements composing them also ar-

ranged in axial series. These are so broad that their arrangement

almost produces axial bands : in fact they appear more as axial bands

than spiral ones.

This race comes from ]Mogote de la Caja west of Pinar del Rio,

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468726, has 3.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 14.9 mm; greater diameter, 12.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 9.0 mm.
The strong spiral and axial arrangements of the color bands readi-

ly distinguish this from the other small races of C. (C.) segregatum.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM SEGREGATUM, new subspecies

Plate 12, Figure 4

Shell small, rather broadly iimbilicatecl, straw-color, marked by

faint interrupted spiral bands of brown; peristome pale yellowish.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 355037, was collected on the Tomas Bar-

rera Expedition on the mogote on the east side of Kilometer 14,

between Pinar del Kio and Vinales. It is a complete specimen hav-

ing 6 whorls and measures : Length, 15.6 mm
;
greater diameter, 12.7

mm; lesser diameter 9.6 mm.
This subspecies we also collected on the whole complex of mogotes

nestling about Kilometer 14, but although we kept the shells col-

lected on the various rock piles distinct, careful examination does

not reveal any distinguishing characters. We are therefore apply-

ing this name to the entire lot. This subspecies resembles C. {C.)

segregatum sporadiciun mostly but has a heavier shell and wider

umbilicus.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM SPORADICUM, new subspecies

Plate 12, Figuee 5

Shell small, very thin, of pale buff ground color with the peristome

a little paler in color, or feebly marked with rather distantly spaced,

interrupted spiral bands of- brown.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468727, comes from Mogote de Quilla,

Finca el Descanso, Entronque de Hcrradura. It is a complete speci-

men having 5 whorls and measures: Length, 14.0 mm; greater di-

ameter, 12.0 mm; lesser diameter, 6.3 mm.
The thinner shell and narrower umbilicus distinguish this from

C. {C.) segregatum segregatum.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SEGREGATUM MAMEYI, new subspecies

Pl.\te 12, Figure 8

Shell similar to C. (C.) segregatum sporadicum but white with a

mere flush of yellow. As in that race, the shell may or may not

have pale brown interrupted spiral lines arranged in axial series

on spire and base. The axial ribbing in this is also a little stronger,

W'hich is also true of the obsolete spiral sculpture.

This subspecies was collected by Natenson on Mogote Mamey, the

northern one of the two large limestone peaks off the southwestem

end of the Sierra Guacamayas.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468928, a complete specimen, has 6.0

whorls and measures : Length, 15.4 mm
;
greater diameter, 12.7 mm

;

lesser diameter, 8.9 mm.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SCOPULORUM, new species

Shell small, unicolor, white or yellowish white Operculum white

or pale reddish. Nuclear whorls about 2, very finely granulose,

strongl}" inflated and rounded, continuing the outline of the rest of

the spire. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded, separated

by a well-impressed suture, and marked by retractively curved lamel-

lar axial riblets, which are a little more definitely spaced on the

early whorls than'the later. Umbilicus varying in width in the dif-

ferent races, but always broadly open. Umbilical wall with or with-

out spiral threads. Peristome double; the outer broadly expanded

and reflected, the inner only slightly expanded and reflected. Oper-

culum multispiral with a rather thick callus on the inner four-fifths,

which is somewhat fluted, the thickening having a retractive slant.

The animal of C. {G.) scopulorum perplexum was described by

Bartsch in the field from specimens collected at Cueva del Indio,

Mogote Colorado, near San Diego Banos, Pinar del Kio Province,

June 17, 1928, as follows: Animal pale smoky gray; tentacles almost

sooty Avith a subterminal paler band. Snout a little paler than the

general coloration of the body ; edge of body at foot flesh-color. Sole

of foot flesh-color with a faint smoky flush. The internal anatomy
shines through the body wall behind the tentacles with a rosy flush.

The short foot is longitudinally medially, deeply cleft, in progres-

sion ; the motion of the two sides is alternate.

This species ranges from the Sierra de Guira, eastward to the

Sierra la Cumbre. The Rio San Diego divides the mountains to the

east from the mountains to the west. Those to the west of San Diego

los Banos harbor C. {C.) scopulorum scopulorum^ while the mogotes

to the east of the Rio San Diego harbor C. (0.) scopulorum per-

plexum. The Sierra la Cumbre itself harbors C. (0.) scopulorum

cumb reuse.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. (C.) scojmlorwm is sliown in

figure 80.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA)
SCOPULORUM

Spiral threads in umbilicus fairly strong cumbrense
Spiral threads in umbilicus obsolete.

Axial ribs closely spaced scopulorum
Axial ribs distantly spaced perplexum

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SCOPULORUM CUMBRENSE, new subspecies

Plate 12, Figure 10

Shell small, yellowish white with the ribs rather distantly spaced

and the spiral threads on the umbilicus rather prominent. There
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are also approximations of some of (lie riblets at irregular intervals,

which give the shell a somewhat varicid aspect.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 307742. was collected by Mr. Henderson
on the south side of the west end of Sierra la Cumbre. It is a com-
plete specimen, having 6 whorls, and measures: Length, 18.0 mm;
greater diameter, 15.2 mm ; lesser diameter, 10.4 mm.

Figure 80.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondropometcs {Chondrothyroma)
scopulorum: (1) cumbrense ; (2) perplexum; (3) scopulorum.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SCOPULORUM SCOPULORUM, new
subspecies

Plate 12, Figure 11

Shell of medium size, marked by rather closely spaced, decidedly
sublamellar axial ribs. Umbilical wall without spiral threads.

There is also no delimiting cord at the outer edge of the umbilicus.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 335034, was collected by ]\Ir. Henderson
on the third mogote west of the river and north of San Diego de los

Banos. It has 3.5 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 16.6 mm

;

greater diameter, 15.8 mm; lesser diameter, 11.8 mm.
"We have this race from a number of mogotes from the southeast-

ern part of the Sierra la Guira.
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CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) SCOPULORUM PERPLEXUM, new subspecies

Plate 12, Figure 7

Shell small, white, with the ribs sublamellar, rather closely spaced.

Spiral threads in the umbilicus feeble
;
peristome broadly expanded.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367748, was collected by Aguayo and Ber-

mudez on Mogote Colorado near San Diego de los Banos, on the

east side of the Rio San Diego. It has 4.1 whorls remaining and

measures : Length, 17.9 mm
;
greater diameter, IG.O mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 11.5 mm.
Specimens of this subspecies have been found without breathing

pore. We have also specimens from Mogote Bosque.

CHONDROPOMETES (CHONDROTHYROMA) BELLISIMUM, new species

Plate 11, Figure 10

Shell rather large, bright red except for the broadly reflected

peristome, which is yellowish white. Operculum red. The axial

ribs are rather low and closely spaced, the spaces between them on

the last whorl being almost as narrow^ as the ribs. The last half of

the last whorl also shows poorly developed spiral threads, which are

best developed on the base. The umbilical wall is also marked by

conspicuous spiral threads. This species recalls C. (C.) eximium

exhn'mm but can at once be distinguished from that by the absence

of the dark axial band immediately behind the peristome, by the

much lower and more closely spaced axial ribs, and by its having

the spiral striations on the last whorl referred to above.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367743, was collected by Arango at Mogote

del Boscjue de Galalon. It has 4.5 whorls remaining and measures:

Length, 19.3 mm; greater diameter, 17.8 mm; lesser diameter,

11.9 mm.
HENDERSONINA, new genus

Brilliantly colored shells, varying in shape from broadly to nar-

rowly ovate to elongate-turreted. The early nuclear whorls are

smooth, the first portion of the first postnuclear whorl showing

axial threads that soon develop into axial riblets on the succeeding

portions of the shell. Beginning with the last part of the first post-

nuclear whorl, spiral threads make their appearance, which ren-

der the axial riblets nodulose at their junction on the early post-

nuclear whorl. The axial and spiral sculpture may both become

enfeebled beyond the first half of the spire, as in Hendersonina

(Hendersonina) hendersoni, or persist quite strongly to the end, as

in some of the races of H. {Flendersonida) discolorans and H. {Sco-

hinapoma) scobina. The suture may or may not be crenulated.
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Base iimbilicated. Aperture large, almost subquadratic, forming an

angle at the junction of the outer lip and parietal wall. Peristome

double, the inner only slightly expanded and appressed to the outer,

which is expanded in varying degrees in the different species.

Breathing pore present in Hendersonina; absent in the other two
subgenera. Operculum multispiral with excentric nucleus, the inner

four-fifths of the turns covered with a heavy granular deposit which
is more or less fluted.

Ty\)Q : Hendersonina {Hendersonina) hendersoni (Torre).

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF GENUS HENDERSONINA

Shell elonirate-turreted ; breathing pore present Hendersonina
Shell ovate ; breathing pore absent.

Outer lip broadly expanded Hendersonida
Outer lip not broadly expanded Scobinapoma

Hendersonina, new subgenus

Shell elongate-turreted, brilliantly varicolored, breathing pore pres-

ent on the parietal wall near the posterior angle of the aperture.

Ty^Q,: Hendersonina {Hendersonina) hendersoni (Torre).

HENDERSONINA (HENDERSONINA) HENDERSONI (Torre)

Plate 13, Figxjke 13

1909. Cliondropoma hendersoni Tokre, Nautilus, vol. 23, pp. 49-50, pi. 4, fig. 6.

1920. Chondrothyra {Chondrothyru) hendersoni Henderson and Bartsch, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

The elongate-turreted shape and variegated color combined with a

breathing pore render this not only a most beautiful but most distinct

species found in all Cuba. It is confined to the northeastern end of

the Costanera del Abra, occupying the high parts of an extremely

limited area.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492714, has 5.5 whorls remaining (it has

probably lost 4.5 whorls at the tip) and measures: Length, 26.8 mm;
greater diameter, 15.4 mm ; lesser diameter, 10.6 mm. The other speci-

men that we figure has lost the first 2 whorls; the 8 remaining meas-
ure: Length, 31.6 mm; greater diameter, 15.7 mm; lesser diameter,

11.6 mm.
The animal is very short, ashy gray, and has long, slender, coral-

red tentacles. The foot is longitudinally medially divided. Loco-
motion of the tAvo sides alternate.

Hendersonida, new subgenus

Medium-sized shells of broadly ovate outline, usually brilliantly

colored ; suture crenulated with a series of tufts, the rest of the whorls
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nodulose at the junction of the axial riblets and spiral threads. All

sculpture decidedly reduced on the last whorl. Aperture broadly

ovate; peristome double, the outer broadly expanded, less so on the

parietal wall, somewhat fluted, marked by feeble concentric threads;

the inner narrowly expanded, reflected over and adnate to the outer.

Operculum thin, corneus, covered, with a fine granular deposit.

Type: Eendersonina {Eendersonida) discolorans (Wright)

Pfeiffer.

HENDERSONINA (HENDERSONIDA) DISCOLORANS (Wright) Pfeiffer

Shell of medium size, broadly ovate, yellow or of various shades

of rose color, sometimes spirally banded; peristome white; oper-

culum horn-color or with rosy flush. Nuclear whorls a little more

than 2, well rounded, very minutely granulose, the last portion of

the last turn with a few feeble axial threads. Postnuclear whorls

inflated, well rounded, marked by weak axial and spiral threads,

which on the early whorls form slightly cusplike tubercles at their

junction. Suture deeply impressed, marked by irregularly developed

and distributed tufts on the summits of the whorls. Periphery and

base of the last whorl inflated, strongly rounded, the latter openly

umbilicated and marked by feeble axial and spiral threads. The last

whorl may or may not be solute for a fraction of a turn.

The known range of this species extends through the Laguna

Piedras northward to the Sierra San Andres and east to Mogote

Fonte.

We are recognizing three subspecies, which the adjoining key will

help to identify:

Distribution of the subspecies of E. (E.) discolorans is shown in

figure 81.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF HENDERSONINA (HENDERSONIDA) DISCOLORANS

Shell rose-color.

Base not darker than the rest of the last whorl discolorans

Base darker than the rest of the last whorl bicolor

Shell yellow decolor

HENDERSONINA (HENDERSONIDA) DISCOLORANS DISCOLORANS (Wright) Pfeiffer

Plate 13, Figure 9

1863. Chondropoma discolorans (Wright) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. BliUter, vol.

10, p. 189.

This subspecies, whose base is colored like the rest of the last

whorl, comes from the mogotes scattered through the Laguna Piedras

from Puertecitas north to Mogote La Jagua de San Antonio. While

it shows considerable diversity through this range, the variables are
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not fixed for isolated mogotes but appear to be present in each of

them, that is, definite subspecific characters associated with definite

mogotes are not present.

The specimen figured, U.S.X.M. no. 367761, comes from Mogote
Capon. It has lost most of the nuclear turns; the 5 whorls remain-
ing measure: Length, 20.3 mm; greater diameter, 13.4 mm; lesser

diameter, 10.0 mm.

HENDERSONINA (HENDERSONIDA) DISCOLORANS BICOLOR. new subspecies

Pl^vtb 13, Figure 10

Shell averaging smaller than //. [H.) discolorans dlscolorans and
having the last whorl much oftener adnate than that subspecies. The
base in this is also always darker than the rest of the last whorl.

/IS^^"-

^̂ iO.
F.nt«

Figure 81.—Distribution of the .sub.species of Hrntlcrxoniua (Hendcrsonida) discolorans:

(1) discolora7is ; (2) bicolor; (3) decolor.

The type. U.S.N.M. no. 492715, comes from the south side of the

Sierra San Andres. It has 5 whorls remaining and measures:
Length, 17.0 mm; greater diameter, 11.8 mm; lesser diameter, 8.3 mm.
This subspecies we know from the south side of the Sierra San

Andres and some of the mogotes to the south and southeast of this

ranire.

HENDERSONINA (HENDERSONIDA) DISCOLORANS DECOLOR, new subspecies

Platr 13, Figure 8

A large series of specimens from the Mogote de Fonte, southeast

of the Sierra Guacamayas look as if they were partial albinos; they
are uniformly pale yellow with white peristome. They are also

smaller than the other two races. The extreme tip has a dark spot.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 49271G, tlie only complete specimen that we

have seen in all the material examined of all the races, has 6.0 whorls

and measures: Length, 16.3 mm; greater diameter, 11.2 mm; lesser

diameter, 8.2 mm.
ScoBlNAPOMA, new subgenus

Very small Hendersonina of ovate shape with filelike sculpture on

the postnuclear whorls. Aperture very broadly ovate; peristome

double; outer and inner almost equal in expansion and reflection,

which is slight.

Ty])^: Hendersonina {Scolmapoma) seolina (Gundlach) Pfeiffer.

Three species are known in this subgenus, which the following key

will help to differentiate

:

Distribution of the species and subspecies of Scohinapoma is shown

in fiffure 82.

;
/SiT^ Diego

3 9^^'lla.

Herradura

Figure 82.—Distribution of the si^ecies and subspecies of subgenus Scobiitai)oma: (1)

H. (S.) scobina galalonensis ; (2) scohina scobiiia and cirrata; (3) maculata.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS SCOBINAPOMA

Outer lip of same color as rest of shell scobina

Outer lip not same color as rest of shell.

Outer lip spotted.

Last whorl interruptedly banded maculata

Last whorl not interruptedly banded cirrata
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HENDEUSONINA (SCOBINAPOMA) SCOBINA (Gundlach) Pfciffer

Shell quite small, ovate, red or pale yellow, usually with a thin

jjeriostracum, which gives the surface a watered-silk effect. Nuclear

whorls about 2, microscopically granulose, the last portion showing a

few hairlike incremental lines. Postnuclear whorls with fine tubercles

which lend the surface a filelike aspect. The last whorl is always

solute and somewhat descending near the end. Base well rounded,

narrowly openly umbilicated. Aperture broadly oval, almost sub-

circular, angulated posteriorly. The peristome is double, the outer

narrowly expanded and reflected, the inner only slightly smaller, also

reflected and adnate to the outer. Operculum thin, covered with a

finely granular deposit.

Of the animal of H. (/S.) seohina, Gundlach says that it is brownish

with small flecks of white on all of the foot. Head, with the exception

of the snout, blackish. Eye ring and base of tentacles clay-yellowish-

white, tentacles black with yellowish tip. The animal spins a rather

long thread with which it suspends itself.

The animals of H. (S.) scohina galwnonensis seen by us have the

sides of the body and tip of the snout smoke-gray, the rest of the snout

and median dorsal parts are sooty. Sole of foot smoke-gray. The
base of the tentacles is smoke-gray, the middle half sooty, the distal

fourth orange.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF HENDERSONINA (SCOBINAPOMA) SCOBINA

Shell more than 11 mm in length galalonensis

Shell less than 10 mm in length scobina

HENDERSONINA (SCOBINAPOMA) SCOBINA SCOBINA (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 13, Figure 12

1863. Chondropoma scobina (Gundlach) PFEaFFER, Malakozool. Blatter, vol 10,

pp. lSD-100.

Shell bright red or yellow, the thin periostracum lending it a

watered-silk effect Peristomes narrow, a little more so on the parietal

wall than the rest, inner about one-half as expanded as the outer.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 354929, was received from
Gundlach. It comes from the type locality. Sierra la Guira, and has

4.6 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 9.8 mm; greater

diameter, 6.7 mm; lesser diameter, 5.4 mm.
This subspecies is very similar to H. (S.) scohina gaJalonensis^ from

which its much smaller size will at once distinguish it.
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HENDERSONINA (SCOBINAPOMA) SCOBINA GALALONENSIS. new subspecies

Plate 13, Figure 14

Shell similar to H. (S.) scohina scohina but much larger; only red

forms have so far been seen. This race comes from the Sierra de

Galalon.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367762, was collected by Arango. It has

4.7 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 11.3 mm; greater

diameter, 7.6 mm ; lesser diameter, 6.3 mm.

HENDERSONINA (SCOBINAPOMA) CIRRATA (Wright) Pfeiffer

Plate 13, Figure 4

1867. Cyclostoma {Chmidropoma) cirratum (Weight) Pfeiffek, Malakozool.

Blatter, vol. 14, pp. 210-211.

Shell quite small, ovate, flesh-colored with the plugged part of the

first of the remaining whorls blackish brown and with the outer lip

interruptedly purplish chocolate-brown. Peristome very narrow, a

little wider on the outer lip than on the columellar and parietal walls.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 25095, was received from
Wright and is a topotype from the Sierra la Guira. It has 4 whorls

remaining and measures : Length, 8.3 mm
;
greater diameter, 5.8 mm

;

lesser diameter, 4.1 mm.

HENDERSONINA (SCOBINAPOMA) MACULATA, new species

Plate 13, Figure 11

Shell small, flesh-color, with a greenish tinge, marked by 3 broad,

interrupted spiral bands of chestnut-brown between the summit and
the periphery of the last whorl and two additional ones of the same
strength and coloration on the base. The cusping is less strong and
less numerous than in the other two species, that is, there are fewer
spiral threads and axial riblets.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492717, a complete specimen, has 6 whorls
and measures: Length, 9.4 mm; gi'eater diameter, 5.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 4.5 mm. It comes from Mogote de Quilla (Canas Alta)

southwest of Entronque de Herradura.

In this species the body of the animal is smoky gray tending to-

ward sooty on the posterior half of the snout and the median line

between the tentacles. The sides are a little darker than the rest of

the upper surface. The sides are marked with innumerable fine white
dots. Tentacles gently tapering until the distal third, from there on
swollen, yellowish on the basal half, smoke-gray on the rest, but with
the sides of the swollen distal third sooty. The internal anatomy
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shines through the integument of the aniinal as a rosy flush behind the

tentacles. Sole of foot smoke-gray, medially longitudinally cleft;

locomotion of the two sides alternate.

The animal at rest usually suspends itself by a nuicous thread.

TURRITHYRA, new genus

Shell Large, elongate-turreted, unicolor, axially or spirally banded,
or both, with axial and spiral riblets and threads whose junction

may or may not form tubercles or short spines. Sutures minutely
tufted. Aperture large, broadly oval or subcircular; peristome
double, expanded to a varying degree in the different species. A
breathing pore may or may not be present.

Type: Turrithyra {Tunnthyra) canaliculata (Gundlach) Pfeiffer.

This genus is readily divisible into three subgenera, as indicated

by the following key

:

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF TURRITHYRA

Breathing ])ore present.

Inner lip cnt, posterior half reflected over umbilicus Turrithyretes
Inner lip not cut, posterior half not reflected over umbilicus Turrithyra

Breathing pore absent Turripoma

Turrithyretes, new subgenus

Those Turrithyras that possess a breathing pore and have the
inner lip cut with the posterior half reflected over the umbilicus.

Type: Turrithyra {Turrithyretes) sinuosa (Wright) Pfeiffer.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS TURRITHYRETES

Shell Strongly echinulate echinulata
Shell not strongly echinulate sinuosa

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) ECHINULATA (Wright) Pfeiffer

Shell red or reddish, unicolor or spirally banded, with the peri-
stome white or pale yellow. Nuclear whorls decollated in all our
specimens. Postnuclear whorls inflated, well rounded, marked by
slender, retractively slanting axial and spiral threads, the junction
of which forms strong spines or cusps whose tips are retractively
curved. These cusps continue undiminished over the last whorl and
its base. Peristome double, the outer broadly expanded and re-
flected, radially fluted and marked with incremental lines. That of
the posterior half of the inner lip is reflected over and covers the
umbilicus. The inner peristome is less extensive, it is also reflected
and adnate to the outer.

The exact type locality of the typical race is unknown. "Vig-
nales," the locality given, is a rather broad designation as we now
understand it. The lesser race comes from the Sierra del Abra.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) ECHINULATA

Greater diameter more than 12 mm ecliinulata

Greater diameter less tlian 10 mm echinella

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) ECHINULATA ECHINULATA (Wright) Pfeiffer

Plate 14, Figure 11

1863. Chondropoma ecldmilatuni (Wright) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol.

10, pp. 184-185.

1920. Chondrothyra (Chondrothiirctcs) echinulata Henderson and Babtsch,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mn.s., vol. 58, p. 64.

This race, which Pfeiffer says Wright found under decaying leaves

at "Vignales," has so far not been rediscovered by any subsequent

collectors. It is abundantly represented in many collections but al-

ways dating back to Wright's collecting.

The shells are usually dark red, though at times paler individuals are

present. Spiral color bands if present are scarcely noticeable. The

shells are larger than those of the next subspecies.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 10970, one of four, has 5.3

whorls remaining, and measures : Length, 21.1 mm
;
greater diameter,

12.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 8.3 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) ECHINULATA ECHINELLA, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figure 10

This race was collected in the Sierra del Abra, 6 miles west of

the River Cejanal in front of Enrique Veles's place, where it is found

on bushes.

It is usually paler, with the spaces between the spiral cords darker

than the cords and their spines. It is smaller than typical T. {T.)

ech inulata ech inulata.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468683, has 4.9 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 17.7 mm; greater diameter, 9.0 mm; lesser diameter,

7.2 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) SINUOSA (Wright) Pfeiffer

Shell elongate-turreted, varying in color from white through pale

yellow, through buff to reddish in ground color, unicolor or inter-

ruptedly spirally banded; peristome white or pale yellowish buff.

Nuclear whorls about 2, inflated and strongly rounded, smooth except

the last part of the last turn, which shows a few incremental lines.

Postnuclear whorls also inflated and strongly rounded, separated by

a well-constricted suture and marked by fairly regularly developed

and spaced, retractively slanting, threadlike axial riblets crossed by

06879—38 4
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equal or heavier spiral threads, which are also of fairly regular spac-

ing. The junctions of the axial and spiral threads form small

rounded tubercles, some of which near the upper parts of the turns

tend toward cusps. This sculpture also characterizes the inflated and
well-rounded base, being even stronger here than on the spire. The
base is openly umbilicated, the umbilical wall being sculptured like

the adjacent area. Aperture large, very broadly ovate, with a slight

angulation at the posterior angle. Peristome double, the outer broadly

flaringly expanded, radially fluted and marked with concentric in-

cremental lines, cut in the middle of the columellar side and having

the posterior half reflected to partially cover the umbilicus; there is

usually also a flexure in that of the outer lip a little anterior to the

posterior angle, giving this part a somewhat channeled effect. The
inner peristome is of much lesser extent; it is also reflected and adnate

to the outer. Operculum thin, corneous, covered with a thin granular

deposit.

The races of this species cluster about the road leading through

the Puerta de la Ancon.

Distribution of the subspecies of T. (T.) sinuosa is shown in figure

83.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) SINUOSA

Shell of red or reddish ground color vicina

Shell not of red or reddish ground color.

Shell of pale buff or white ground color.

Interrupted spiral bands conspicuous.

Axial and spiral threads numerous and crowded hutia

Axial and spiral threads less numerous and less

crowded.

Greater diameter more than 13 mm sinuosa

Greater diameter less than 12 mm opposita

Interrupted spiral bands inconspicuous or absent rhachitica

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) SINUOSA VICINA, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figure 13

This race comes from the Sierra San Vicente and the Sierra Vinales

where it joins the Sierra Vicente, It is particularly abundant on the

walls of the Ensenada Delicia. It is a large subspecies of almost

always red or reddish ground color with conspicuous slender inter-

rupted spiral bands of brown. Peristome white, sometimes buff or

even pale orange.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492724, comes from the Sierra Vinales; it

has 5.5 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 26.0 mm; greater

diameter, 15.8 mm; lesser diameter, 10.8 mm.
The red or reddish color is quite characteristic of this subspecies.
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TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) SINUOSA HUTIA, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figure 12

This subspecies, which Bartsch collected on Mogote Hiitia, a lime-

stone block on the east side of the center part of the Sierra de la

Chorrera, differs from T. {T.) sinuosa opposita in having more and

closer spaced spiral threads.

mi les

Figure 83. Distribution of the subspecies of Turrithyra (Turrithijretcs) sinuosa: (1)

vicina; (2) hutia; (3) sinuosa; (4) opposita; (5) rhachitica.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468732, has 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 18.8 mm; greater diameter, 11.0 mm; lesser

diameter, 7.9 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) SINUOSA SINUOSA (Wright) Pfeiffer

Plate 14, Figube 16

1862. Chondropoma simtosa (Weight) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 10,

p. 185.

1864. Chondropoma sinuosa Pfeiffer, Novitates conchologicae, vol. 1, p. 242,

pi. 62, figs. 10, 11.
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1920. Chondrothyni {Chondroihiiretcs) sinuosa Henderson and Bartsch, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

Pfeifl'er, in his Novitates concliologicae, plainly tigures the large

shell of pale ground color with conspicuous interrupted dark bands,

which occupies the %yest side of the Puerta de la Ancon. We have

here collected hundreds of specimens that in every way agree with

Pfeifl'er's description and figure.

The specimen here figured, U.S.N.M. no. 57614, was collected by

Arango at Vinales. It has 5.0 whorls remaining and measures:

Length, 25.5 mm; greater diameter, 14.5 mm; lesser diameter, 11.0

mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) SINUOSA OPPOSITA, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figure 15

This race occupies the opposing wall of the Puerta de la Ancon

from that inhabited by typical T. (T.) sinuosa sinuosa, that is, the

west wall of the Sierra de la Chorrera at the Puerta. It resembles

typical T. (T.) sinuosa sinuosa but differs from it in being much
smaller.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492723, has 4.6 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 21.7 mm: greater diameter, 12.0 mm; lesser diameter,

8.4 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRETES) SINUOSA RHACHITICA, new s^ubspecies

Plate 14, Figure 6

This race occupies Mogote Puertecitas, the block of limestone a little

east of the southeastern end of the Sierra de la Chorrera. It is the

smallest subspecies and it is likewise slenderer and practically alwaj^s

white: only an occasional specimen shows indicatious of interrupted

spiral bands.

The type, U.S.N.M, no. 468733, is a complete specimen having 8.5

whorls and measures: Length, 21.3 mm; greater diameter. 8.5 mm;
lesser diameter, 7.0 nmi.

TURRITHYRA, new subgenus

Those Turrithyras that possess a breathing pore and have the re-

flected inner lip uncut.

Type: Turrifhi/ra {Turrifhi/ra) canaliculata (Gundlach) Pfeiifer.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS TURRITHYRA

Outer peristome broadly expanded.

Axial sculpture threadlike.

Spiral sculpture stronger than the axial mendax
Spiral sculpture not stronger than the axial canaliculata
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Axial sculpture sublamellar deceptor

Outer peristome not broadly expanded hamlini

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) MENDAX, new species

Plate 14, Figure 14

Shell elong-ate-turreted, white or yello^Y. Postniiclear whorls some-

what intlated, strongly rounded, marked bj numerous retractively

curved, slender, threadlike axial ribs, which extend undiminished

across the periphery and base of the last whorl. The spiral sculpture

consists also of slender threads, which are a little stronger than the

axial ; the combination of these elements lends the surface a fenestrated

pattern. In the moderately open umbilicus the spiral threads are even

stronger than those of the spire. Suture strongly constricted. Base

inflated, well rounded. Aperture very broadly ovate
;
peristome dou-

ble, the outer very broadly expanded and reflected, radially fluted and

marked by concentric lines of growth; the inner only moderately

expanded and reflected and adnate to the outer. Breathing pore at the

posterior angle. Operculum thin, with a rather heavy deposit of

granules which lend it a retractively fluted aspect.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 4G8728, comes from the Cafetal de la Peni-

tencia, Vinales. It has 4.5 whorls remaining and measures : Length,

21.4 mm; greater diameter, 12.5 mm; lesser diameter, 8.8 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) CANALICULATA (Gundlach) Pfeificr

Shell elongate-turreted, red or reddish, with or without darker axial

streaks and conspicuous or inconspicuous interrupted spiral bands of

brown. Nuclear whorls smooth, excepting the last part of the last turn,

which shows a few strong incremental lines. Postnuclear whorls in-

flated, strongly rounded, and marked by threadlike axial riblets and a

little finer spiral threads, except on the umbilicus, where they are much

stronger. The axial threads pass over the inflated, well-rounded pe-

riphery and base into the open umbilicus. Suture well constricted.

Aperture broadly ovate
;
peristome double, the outer broadly expanded,

somewhat auriculated at the posterior angle, radially fluted and

marked by concentric lines of growth ; the inner less widely expanded,

reflected and adnate to the outer. Breathing pore on the parietal wall

near the posterior angle of the aperture. Operculum covered on the

inner two-thirds of its turn with a heavy granular, calcareous deposit

in a retractively fluted pattern.

This species has several races, all of which cluster about Pan de

Guajaibon.

Distribution of the subspecies of T. {T.) candl'iculata is shown in

fififure 84.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) CANALICULATA

Shell with conspicuous axial brown streaks pinalillensis

Shell without conspicuous axial brown streaks.

Interrupted spiral brown bauds conspicuous.

Axial riblets rather strong andreas

Axial riblets feeble saguaensis

Interrupted spiral brown bands inconspicuous canaliculata

Figure 84.—Distribution of the subspecies of Turrithyra (Turrithyra) canaliculata: (1)
pinalillensis; (2) saguaensis; (3) canaliculata; (4) andreas.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) CANALICULATA PINALILLENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figure 1

This race is marked by brown varicial streaks, usually separated by
bands of a little wider, of the orange-red base color. It also has

inconspicuous brown spiral threads. The outer peristome is tinged

with orange-red. It comes from Hato Pinalillo.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 104500, has 5.3 whorls remaining and
measures : Length, 23.5 mm

;
greater diameter, 12.8 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 9.1 mm.
The dark varicial brown zones readily distinguish this subspecies

from the other two.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) CANALICULATA ANDREAS, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figl^re 3

This subspecies, which was collected by Dr. de la Torre at Pico

Grande, Sierra San Andres, has the rather strong axial riblets char-

acteristic of T. (T.) canaliculata pinalillemis and interrupted spiral

bands of brown narrower and not so strong as those of T. (T.) canali-

culata saguaensis.
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The type, U.S.N.IM. no. 468852, has almost four whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 20.2 mm: greater diameter, 12.0 mm; lesser

diameter, 9.3 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) CANALICULATA SAGUAENSIS. new subspecies

Plate 14, Figubf. 4

In this race the shell is marked by almost continuous, strong, brown
spiral bands on both spire and base. These bands extend upon the

peristome, which they mark radially; the rest of the peristome is

white.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492719, we collected on the Tomas Barrera

Expedition at Sagua, Pan de Guajaibon. It has 5 whorls remaining
and measures: Length, 23.4 mm; greater diameter, 12.2 mm; lesser

diameter, 9.3 mm.
The strong spiral banding and the absence of axial brown streaks

characterize this subspecies.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) CANALICULATA CANALICULATA (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 14, Figxjre 2

1863. Chondropoma canaliculata (Gundlach) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter,

vol. 10, pp. 183-184.

1920. Chondrothyra (Chondrothyra) caiialirulaftim Hendekson and Baktsch,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., vol. 58, p. 187.

This race has the shell bright orange-red, unicolor or faintly inter-

ruptedly spirally banded. The peristome is of a little paler orange
red color. It comes from Hato Caimito.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 492718, was collected by Gund-
lach. It has 4.7 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 23.0 mm

;

greater diameter, 12.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 8.8 mm.
The absence of strong interrupted spiral bands or dark axial streaks

easily differentiates this from the other known subspecies.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) DECEPTOR (Aiango)

Shell elongate-turreted, ranging in coloration from flesh-color to

bright rose-red, unicolor or marked by interrupted spiral threads of
brown. The axial ribs are frequently of much lighter color than the

rest of the shell. Peristome white, red, or reddish. Nuclear whorls

2, well rounded, smooth. Postnuclear whorls well rounded, marked
by sublamellar, retractively slanting axial ribs which extend over the

somewhat inflated and well-rounded periphery and base of the last

whorl into the moderately open umbilicus. In addition to this sculp-

ture, the whorls on spire and base are marked by numerous fine spiral
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threads. On the umbilical wall the spiral threads become much intens-

ified. Aperture broadly ovate. Peristome double, the outer broadly

expanded and reflected, somewhat auriculated at the posterior angle,

slightly radially fluted and marked by rather strong concentric in-

cremental lines. Inner peristome only moderately expanded, reflected

over and adnate to the outer. Breathing pore on the parietal wall near

the posterior angle. Operculum with a rather heavy granular cal-

careous deposit on the inner two-thirds of the turns.

Races of this species are found from La Jagua south to the Costa-

iiera San Vicente.

Sr .S^n Andm

Figure 85.—Distribution of tlie .subsiiecies of Turrithijra (Titrrithi/ra) deceotor: (1)

deceptor; (2) persimilis ; (3) vicentensis ; (4) scalaris.

Distribution of the subspecies of T. {2\) deceptor is shown in

ficure 85.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) DECEPTOR

Shell conspicuously spirally banded scalaris

Shell not conspicuously spirally banded.

Spaces between spiral thre.-^ds wider than threads.

Axial ribs paler than ground color vicentensis

Axial ribs not paler than ground color persimilis

Spaces between spiral threads not wider than threads deceptor
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TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) DECEPTOR SCALARIS, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figure 5

This race conies from the Sierra Vinales. Its shell and peristome are

pale buff, marked by conspicuous, interrupted spiral bands of brown.

The axial ribs and spiral threads here are also considerably stronger

than in the other races.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492720, has 4.5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 21.7 mm; greater diameter, 13.2 mm; lesser diameter,

9.7 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) DECEPTOR VICENTENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figure 7

This race is rather smaller than the others. The shells range in

ground color from buff to bright red, and the peristome is equally

variable, but regardless of what shade of coloration the shell may
present the axial ribs are always paler than the rest of the shell. This

easily distinguishes this subspecies from the rest.

It occupies the Costanera de San Vicente. The type, U.S.N.M. no.

492721, has 5.6 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 19.5 mm;
greater diameter, 10.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.3 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) DECEPTOR PERSIMILIS, new subspecies

Plate 14, Figure 9

This race comes from Encinar de Alto, frequently called La Mina.

Its shell and peristome may be red or soiled white. The red form,

while resembling T. (T.) deceptor deceptor^ as well as the white shells,

is easily distinguished from it by having a fewer number and less

crowded spiral threads.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468730, has 5.0 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 24.2 mm; greater diameter, 13.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 9.5 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) DECEPTOR DECEPTOR (Arango)

Plate 14, Figure 8

1S82. Cliondro-poma deceptor Arango, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, vol. 34,

p. 105.

1920. Chondrotlnjra (Chondrothyra) deceptor Henderson and Bartsch, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

This, the northern race of this species, comes from La Jagua, a

moo-ote southwest of the western end of the Sierra San Andres. It is
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red-shelled with red peristome and 1ms the spiral threads more nu-

merous and closer spaced than the other known subspecies.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 468729, is one of Arango's

cotypes. It has 5.5 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 23.8 mm

;

greater diameter, 13.5 mm ; lesser diameter, 9.2 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) HAMLINI (Arango)

Shell elongate-turreted of pale buff ground color, marked by in-

terrupted spiral bands of brown, which may also join to form axial

varicial streaks; peristome yellowish white. Nuclear whorls a little

more than 2, large, strongly inflated and rounded, smooth, except

for a few incremental lines on the last part of the last turn. Post-

nuclear whorls also somewhat inflated and strongly rounded, marked
on the early whorls by very slender, almost lamellar, rather closely

spaced riblets, which on the last whorls are less elevated and more
threadlike. These riblets extend over the inflated and strongly

rounded periphery and base of the last whorl into the umbilicus. In
addition to this, the whorls bear slender spiral threads, which at their

junction with the axial riblets form conspicuous cusps on the early

turns and rounded nodules on the later whorls, while the spaces

enclosed between them are more or less squarish areolations. In the

umbilicus the spiral threads are stronger than on the spire. Aperture

subcircular, peristome double, the outer moderately broadly ex-

panded and reflected, somewhat radially fluted and marked with in-

cremental lines, the inner less expanded but also reflected and adnate

to the outer. Operculum thin, corneous, covered with a minutely

granulose calcareous deposit. Breathing pore on the parietal wall near

the posterior angle of the aperture.

This species, as far as known, is restricted to the mogotes ranging
about Kilometer 14, between Pinar del Rio and Luis Lazo.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF TURITHYRA (TURITHYRA) HAMLINI

Cusps formed by junction of axial and spiral sculpture strong on
later whorls xilaensis

Cusps formed by junction of axial and spiral sculpture not strong

on later whorls.

Dots of spiral bands usually forming axial bands cerroensis

Dots of spiral bands usually not forming axial bands hamlini

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) HAMLINI XILAENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 13, Figure 7

This subspecies comes from Mogote de la Vega de Xila Couret
near Mogote del Cerra. It differs from the other two in having
the cusps formed by the junction of the axial and spiral sculpture

much stronger on the later whorls ; also in being paler and in having
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the spots of the interrupted spiral bands very small and distantly

spaced. The spiral threads in the unbilicus are also much weaker.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367902, has 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 13.7 mm; greater diameter, 7.3 mm; lesser

diameter. 6.2 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) HAMLINI CERROENSIS, new subspecies

PL\TE 13, FlGXTRE 6

In this subspecies, which comes from a mogote removed only a

short distance from that occupied by T. {T.) hamlini hamlini^ the

interrupted spiral bands have the dots so broad and arranged in axial

series and confluent that the shells appear more axially streaked

than spirally banded.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468731, has 4.8 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 15.5 mm; greater diameter, 8.3 mm; lesser

diameter, 7.0 mm.

TURRITHYRA (TURRITHYRA) HAMLINI HAMLINI (Arango)

Plate 13, Figure 5

3882. Chondropoma hamlini Abango, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, vol. 34,

p. 105.

3920. Chondroihyra {Chondrothyra) hamlini Hendeeson and Bartscii, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

In this race, which comes from the Mogote Cabrera on the north

side of the road at Kilometer 14, between Pinar del Kio and Luis

Lazo, the interrupted spiral bands, while arranged in axial series,

do not fuse to form axial varicial streaks.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 492722, has 4.8 whorls remain-

ing and measures: Length, 15.4 mm; greater diameter, 8.8 mm;
lesser diameter, 6.8 mm.
The animal is flesh-color, with a smoky suffusion. The faint pink-

ish flush shines through the forehead. The foot is medially cleft.

Locomotion of the two sides is alternate.

TuRRiPOMA, new subgenus

Those Turrithyras that have no breathing pore, whose peristomes

are narrow and uncut.

Type: Turritliyra {Turripoma) hermudezi, new species.

TURRITHYRA (TURRIPOMA) BERMUDEZI, new species

Plate 13, Figitre 2

Shell elongate-turreted, pale brown, marked by axial zones of dark

brown. Nuclear whorls 2, rather large, decidedly inflated, strongly
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rounded, smooth. Postniiclear Avliorls also inflated and strongly

rounded, marked by numerous, retractively slanting, axial threads,

which increase in strength with the whorls and form slender nodules

where they join the much stronger spiral cords. The latter are of

less than half the width of the spaces that separate them. Suture
well constricted with white tufts of axial ribs crenulating them.

Periphery and base inflated, strongly rounded; sculptured like tlie

spire. Base openly umbilicated. Last whorl solute for one-tenth

of a turn. Aperture broadly ovate
;
peristome double, the outer more

broadly expanded on the inner lip than on the outer; inner peristome

slightly expanded and reflected, adnate to the outer. There is no
breathing pore. Operculum thin, corneus, with excentric nucleus

covered on the inner half by a coarsely granular calcareous deposit.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367904, was collected by Dr. Bermudez on
palms at the Cueva del Catre, Sierra del Paso Real de Guane. It

has 5.2 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 17.0 mm
;
greater

diameter, 7.4 mm ; lesser diameter, 6.3 nnn.

Genus CHONDROTHYRA Henderson and Bartsch

1920. Chotidrothym Henderson ami Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. ~>S. p. 63.

Shell varying from ovate-conic to elongate-conic ; m.arked by axial

and spiral threads. Peristome broadly expanded in one plane; that

is, not notched or inbent at the umbilicus. The breathing pore perfo-

rates the parietal wall a little behind the peristome and a little ante-

rior to the posterior angle of the aperture. Operculum typically

chondropomoid.

Type: Cyclostoma egreghnn (Gundlach) Pfeiifer.

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF GENUS CHONDROTHYRA

Outer peristome of inner lip without fold or pit.

Last whorl decidedly solute and descending Hendersonoma
Last whorl not decidedly solute or descending Chondrothyra

Outer peristome of inner lip with fold or pit.

Outer peristome of inner lip with a fold Plicathyra
Outer peristome of inner lip with a pit Foveothyra

Hendersonoma, new subgenus

ChoTidrothyra of gigantic size, Avith the last whorl decidedly solute

for a tenth of a turn and descending. Peristome double, the outer
thick, moderately expanded and reflected, much narrower on the

parietal wall than on the rest of the aperture, somewhat channeled at

the posterior 'angle. Inner peristome thick, narrowly expanded,
reflected, and adnate to the outer.

The large size, solute and descending last whorl, and the fact

that the outer peristome of the parietal wall is decidedly free from
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the preceding whorl make this quite distinct from the other Chon-

drothyras.

Type: Chondrothj/ra {Henderso?w?na) percrassa (Wright) Pfeiffer.

CHONDROTHYRA (HENDERSONOMA) PERCRASSA (Wright) Pfeiffer

Plate 15, Figure 6

1864. lAcinn? pcrcrassa (\\'i;ight) Pfeiffkr, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 11, p. 157.

1920. Chondrothyra {Chondrothijra) pcrcrassa Henderson and Babtsch, Free.

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 63.

Shell gigantic, chestnut-brown, the last whorl a little paler. Nuclear

whorls unknown. Postnuclear whorls inflated, well rounded, marked

by moderately strong spiral threads, which become enfeebled on the

last whorl. These threads are a little narrower than the spaces that

separate them. The axial sculpture consists of slender threads on

the early postnuclear whorls, which become mere lines of growth

on the middle whorls. On the last, faint axial impressed lines at more

or less regular intervals are present that in combination with the

reduced spiral sculpture lend a somewhat malleated eifect to its sur-

face. Suture well constricted. Periphery and base inflated, well

rounded, the latter marked like the spire but with the sculpture still

more reduced. Tlie last whorl is decidedly solute and descending for

about one-tenth of a turn. Aperture large, ovate, slightly channeled

at the posterior angles. Peristome double, thick, the outer moderately

broadly expanded and reflected on all but the parietal wall where it is

narrovr, somewhat fluted and marked with concentric threads; the

inner is also thick, reflected and adnate to the outer. A breathing pore

is present on the parietal wall iiear the posterior angle of the aperture,

a little behind the edge of the peristome. Operculum unknown.

The s])ecimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 492739, was collected by Wright

;

it has 4.5 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 42.0 mm; greater

diameter, 27.0 mm; lesser diameter, 21.4 mm.
This species Pfeiffer states v;as collected by Wright at "Luis Lazo,

Vuelta Abajo." Arango, on the other hand,^ says : "En la cima de las

montanas de Luis Lazo."

It is to be hoped that this most magnificent form, the largest of all

Cuban annularids, may soon be rediscovered and that the place we
have assigned it in our present classification may prove correct.

Subgenus Chondrothyra Henderson and Bartsch

1920. Chondrothyra Henderson and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58,

p. 63.

Shell elongate-ovate, openly umbilicate, varying in color from

white through wax yellow, orange, brown, and even purplish, uni-

5 Contribucion a la fauna malacologica Cubana, p. 19, 1878.
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color, axially or spirally banded or both. Peristome broadly ex-

panded in one plane, not cut on the inner lip, radiatingly fluted,

marked by concentric lines of growth. Breathing pore present on

the parietal wall, near the posterior angle of the aperture a little

behind its edge. Operculum thin, usually covered more or less with

a fine granular calcareous deposit.

Tyg^: Chondropoma egregia (Gundlach) Pfeiffer.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROTHYRA

Peristome white or yellowish.

Shell stout.

Greater diameter more than 17 mm rutila

Greater diameter less than 17 mm egregia

Shell not stout.

General color chestnut-brown subegreg-ia

General color not chestnut-brown.

General color various, but not brown testa

Peristome not white or yellowish.

Peristome blackish brown atristoma

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) RUTILA, new species

Shell large, elongate-ovate, with the whorls rather gibbous, with

the apex and peristome white; the latter with or without dark radi-

ating rays and axial band behind the peristome. The rest of the

shell may be plain brilliant orange or clouded with dark axial zones,

as well as spiral markings. Aperture large, broadly oval
;
peristome

double, the outer broadly expanded, radiatingly fluted and marked
with concentric laminae, the inner moderately expanded and ex-

serted and adnate to the outer. Operculum thin, corneous, covered

with a thick deposit of calcareous granules, which are heaviest on the

inner margin and become less dense outwardly, disappearing before

reaching the edge.

This species occupies the Mogote El Queque and the little mogote
of Martin Miranda.

This differs from the red forms of Chondrothyra {Chondrothyra)

tosta in having the sculpture finer.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) RUTILA

Shell unicolor rutila

Shell clouded nebulosa.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) RUTILA RUTILA, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 3

Shell brilliant orange with a more or less strongly developed dark

axial zone behind the peristome. The back of the peristome with.
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spiral rays, which may or may not show on the face of the peristome.

The face of the peristome is pale yellow. Some specimens show a

tendency toward interrupted spiral bands on the base.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468735, which comes from the :Moo-ote El

Qneque, is a complete specimen having 7.8 whorls and measuring:

Length, 29.7 mm; greater diameter, 17.8 mm; lesser diameter. 12.7

mm.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) RUTILA NEBULOSA, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 10

This subspecies, which comes from the small mogote Martin

Miranda in the Palmarito, Vinales, near El Queque, has the ground

color also orange, but this is decidedly clouded with axial streaks of

blackisli brown, and there is a tendency to spiral banding on the last

whorl. A zone of more or less confluent spots is present on the sum-

mit of the whorls. The peristome is pale yellow and faintly radiat-

ingly rayed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468736, has 4.5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 28.7 mm; greater diameter, 18.4 mm; lesser diameter,

13.0 mm.
The dark clouding readily distinguishes this subspecies from the

other.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) EGREGIA (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 16, Figures 7, 9

1856. Cyclostoma egregium (Gundlach) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 3,

pp. 38-39.

1856. Chondropoma egregium Pfehtfer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 3, p. 134.

1920. Chondrothyra (Clwndrothyra) egregium Henderson and Bartsch, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 63.

Shell broadly ovate-conic, with the apex and the broadly expanded

peristome white to pale yellow, the latter usually marked with radial

streaks of brown on i\\Q outside. The rest of the shell may be orange

or blackish brown; shells of both of these colors are present in the

same colony. The shells may or may not be spirally banded. Nuclear

whorls almost 2, rather small, well rounded, smooth except for micro-

scopic granulations. The postnuclear whorls are somewhat inflated,

well rounded. The first postnuclear whorl shows the beginning of

the spiral threads which increase in number and strength as the shell

advances in growth. In addition to these spiral threads, the whorls

are marked by retractively curved axial threads, which are finer

than the spiral and render the latter minutely granulose at their

junction. The granuloseness becomes decidedly reduced on the last
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whorl. On this and the whorl preceding, the pits between the axial

and spiral sculpture give the shell a somewhat reticulated pattern.

Suture moderately constricted, rendered slightly serrulate by the

riblets on the sunnnit of the turns, which form here a slender pale

zone. Aperture broadly oval
;
peristome double, the outer decidedly

flaringly expanded, slightly channeled at the posterior angle and
marked by radial flutings and slender concentric laminae. The
inner is but slightly expanded and reflected and adnate to the outer.

Operculum thin, with the excentric nucleus covered by a calcareous

granular deposit, which is arranged in a somewhat corrugated pat-

tern, in which the corrugations have a retractive slant.

This species comes from Hato Caimito west of Pan de Guajaibon.

The specimens figured are U.S.N.M. no. 468692. The dark per-

fect individual figured has 7.1 whorls and measures: Length, 27.7

mm; greater diameter, 16.5 mm; lesser diameter, 11.5 mm.
Of this species Gundlach {Joe. elf., p. 134) says that the animal is

pale rose-red, with the edge of the foot paler and the tentacles

uniformly red.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) SUBEGREGIA, new species

Shell elongate-ovate, orange or pale brown, with the peristome pale

yellow, unicolor or marked with axial streaks of brown, which some-

times form slight fulgurations. Peristome wax yellow, conspic-

uously rayed with brown on the outer surface and sometimes on the

inner. The early whorls are decollated in all our specimens. The
postnuclear whorls are marked by slender spiral threads, which are

less than half the width of the spaces that separate them, and re-

tractively slanting axial tlireads of about the same strength, which on

the last whorl, however, l^ecome quite evanescent. Suture well con-

stricted, with the merest indication of denticulationg at the summit of

the whorls. Periphery and base inflated, well rounded, the latter

umbilicated and marked like the spire. Aperture broadly oval;

peristome double, the outer very broadly expanded, thin, decidedly

lamellose and somewhat radially fluted, tending to the formation of

a channel at the broadly expanded portion, which is reflected to

partly close the umbilicus. Operculum thin with excentric nucleus

covered by a heavy deposit of calcareous granules on the inner three-

fourths, which is laid down in a more or less corrugated pattern.

There are two races of this species known : One from the Mogote
de la Jagua and the other from the Sierra San Andres.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRA. (CHONDROTHYRA) SUBEGREGIA

Surface shining; peristome radiatingly rayed subegreg'ia

Surface dull; peristome not radiatingly rayed paterna
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CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) SUBEGREGIA SUBEGREGIA, new subspecies

PL.V1E 16, FlGITRE 4

This race, which comes from the ]\Iogote de hi Jagiia, has the shell

smaller and considerably brighter and more shining in color than

C. {G.) subegregia paterna. It also has the outer expanded peri-

stome conspicuously marked with radiating brown zones.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367838, has 3.8 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 24.3 mm; greater diameter, 17.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 12.1 mm.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) SUBEGREGIA PATERNA, new subspecies

Plate 16, Figuke 5

Tliis race comes from the Sitio de la Sierra San Andres. It

differs from the preceding in having a duller surface and in being

almost always without radiating brown zones on the outer peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367842, has 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 28.0 mm; greater diameter, 19.3 mm; lesser

diameter, 12.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) TOSTA, new species

Shell ovate-conic, varying in color from white through wax yellow

to orange to red, unicolor or banded, always with a dark zone behind

the peristome, except C. (C.) tosta lactea^ which is pure white.

Nuclear v.horls almost 2, inflated, strongly rounded, microscopically

granulose. Postnuclear whorls marked by rather strong spiral threads

and a little less strong and more closely spaced retractively slanting

axial threads, which are most conspicuous between the spiral threads

and render these minutely nodulose at their junction. The spaces

enclosed between the axial and spiral threads are more or less rec-

tangular, having their long axis parallel with the axial sculpture.

Suture well constricted. The summit of the whorls being tightly

appressed to the preceding turn, leaves an indication of a little narrow

band, which is rendered feebly developed by the axial riblets. It

should be understood that this is largely a mere indication. Periphery

and base of the last whorl inflated and strongly rounded, the latter

umbilicate and marked by the same type of sculpture as that which

characterizes the spire. Aperture broadly oval, slightly angulated at

the junction of the parietal wall witli the outer lip, double. The outer

broadly flaringly expanded, radially fluted and marked by feeble con-

centric laminae ; the inner also expanded and appressed to the outer.

Operculum thin, corneous, covered with a rather heavy deposit of

66879—38 5
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calcareous granules, which thins out toward the edoje, leaving an

uncovered zone on the outer fourth.

The animal of C. {C.) tosta tosta taken on the north side of the

Chorrera near Banos San Vicente, was described by Bartsch in 1928,

as follows: Animal short, smoky gray, paler around the base of the

tentacles and the anterior portion of the snout. Tentacles coral-red,

becoming paler toward the base. Foot longitudinally medially cleft.

Locomotion alternate on the two sides.

The animal of C. (C.) tonta lactea also was described by Bartsch, as

follows: Animal short, ashy gray; tentacles coral-red, brownish at

the tip, flesh-colored at the base.

That of C. (0.) tosta hesper/'a, Bartsch described as follows: 'Body

smoky gray, with the base of the tentacles and the edge of the snout

flesh-color. The tentacles pass from flesh-color to pale brown to

orange, the latter color constituting the major portion. It suspends

itself bj' a mucous thread.

This species ranges from the Sierra de la Chorrera westward
through the Organ Mountains to Pan de Azucar and the Sierra del

Infierno. "We must, however, except the Mogote El Queque and the

Ensenada Palmaritas, where C. (C.) rutila holds forth.

Througli this range the species breaks up into a series of subspecies,

which the following key will help to differentiate:

Distribution of the subspecies of C. (C.) tosta is shown in figure 86.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) TOSTA

Axial dark zone behind peristome present.

Ground color white or pale yellow.

Shell moderately stout tosta

Shell slender hesperia
Ground color not white or pale yellow.

Ground color bright yellow or orange.

Entire shell yellow or orange aurantia
Entire shell not yellow or orange.

Last half whorl only deeply colored pertosta

Axial dark zone behind peristome absent lactea

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) TOSTA TOSTA, new subspecies

Plate 15, Figukes 2, 7

In this race, Avhich inhabits the Ensenada de los Banos San Vi-

cente, including the Sierra San Vicente, part of the Chorrera and
part of the Sierra Vinales, the ground color is white or faintly

yellowish. There is always a dark band even in the white shells

immediately behind the peristome, which shines through the sub-

stance of the shell and tints the outer lip of the aperture at this

place. The shells may also be banded with spiral zones of brown.
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There is a particular tendency toward this on the Chorrera, where

we frequently find shells with a brown band at the summit, one at

the periphery and one on the middle of the base.

Figure 86.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chrondrothyra {Chondrothyra) tosta: (1)

pertosta; (2) tosta; (3) lactea; (4) aurantia ; (5) hesperia.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492725, has 4.2 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 24.5 mm; greater diameter, 16.4 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 11.8 mm. This was collected at Banos San Vicente.

We are also figuring a banded specimen from the Chorrera at

Banos San Vicente.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) TOSTA HESPERIA, new subspecies

Plate 15, Figuke 4

This subspecies, which comes from Pan de Azucar, resembles typ-

ical C. (C.) tosta but is smaller. The shells are white, with a dark

axial zone behind the peristome. The last whorl behind this dark

zone has a tendency toward becoming orange. This is usually faint

although occasionally a specimen is found which is a little more

pronouncedly orange.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492727, has 4.0 whorls remaining and

measures: Length 24.5 nun; greater diameter, 16.1 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 10.4 mm.
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CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) TOSTA AURANTIA, new subspecies

Plate 15, Figuije 1

Ground color yellow or orange, with a conspicuous dark axial

zone behind the peristome. The early whorls are always darker

red than those immediately succeeding them. In most instances

there is a broad zone of almost confluent spots at the summit. This,

however, may be absent.

This race comes from the Sierras la Penitencia and Infierno and
the mogotes near there.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468734, comes from El Cuajani between
la Penitencia and El Infierno. It has 4.0 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 25.0 mm; greater diameter, 16.1 mm; lesser diam-
eter, 11.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) TOSTA PERTOSTA, new snbspeciei

Plate 15, Figuke 8

This race comes from the Hoyo de Jaruco at the summit of the

southeastern part of the Sierra de la Chorrera. In it we have the

shells much more brilliantly colored than in the typical race; that

is, the early postnuclear whorls are yellow and the last one gradually

changes to deep orange and finally to the purplish-black banding

behind the peristome. There may be also faint axial streaks or

stronger markings of dark.

The race is also somewhat smaller than the typical one.

The type, U.S.N.INI. no. 367837, has 3.8 whorls remaining and

measures : Length, 23.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 15.6 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 11.2 mm.
This subspecies, while it resembles in a way G. {G.) tosta auran-

tia, is easily distinguished from this by its less orange coloration and

the concentration of the red color to the last part of the last whorl.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) TOSTA LACTEA, new subspecies

Plate 15, Figxjee 5

This subspecies, which comes from the Sierra del Abra, is pure

white. There is not the faintest indication of a dark band behind

the peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492726, has 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures : Length, 24.8 mm
;
greater diameter, 17.6 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 11.4 mm.
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CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) ATRISTOMA, new species

Shell elongate-ovate, with the tip and peristome blackish brown,

the rest of the shell varying in the different subspecies from white

through pale brown to dark brown. Interrupted spiral bands and

axial streaks may or may not be present in some of the subspecies.

Nuclear whorls almost 2, small, Mell rounded, smooth except for micro-

scopic granulations. Postnuclear whorls moderately inflated, well

rounded, marked by retractively curved, slender, rather closely spaced,

axial threads and spiral threads a little stronger than the axial. The
junction of the two form minute nodules, while the spaces enclosed

between them are more or less rectangular pits. The axial riblets

become reduced on the last whorl. Suture moderately constricted

with scarcely any indication of crenulations at the summit of the

whorls. Periphery and base inflated and strongly rounded, the latter

openly umbilicated and marked by the same type of sculpture that

characterizes the spire. Aperture very broadly oval, slightly angu-

lated posteriorly. Peristome double, the outer broadly expanded with

a slight tendency to the formation of a channel at the umbilical region,

which the broadly expanded peristome partly covers. The outer peri-

stome is radially fluted and marked by concentric laminae. The inner

peristome is slightly exserted and slightly reflected. Operculum
thin with excentric nucleus covered with a rather heavy finely granu-

lose deposit on the inner three-fourths of the turns.

This species appears peculiar to the Sierra San Andres and the

mogotes to the south of it.

We know at the present time three markedly distinct races, which
the following key will help to differentiate

:

Distribution of the subspecies of G. {C.) atristoma is shown in

figure 87.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) ATRISTOMA

Shell, except tip and peristome, chestnut-brown umbrata
Shell, except tip and peristome, horn-color atristoma

Shell, except tip and peristome, white luctifera

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) ATRISTOMA UMBRATA, new subspecies

Plate 16, Figltje 3

The early remaining postnuclear whorls dark blackish brown, which
gradually changes to chestnut-brown on the later turns. The peri-

tome is dark blackish brown, with a little paler spot on the parietal

wall near the posterior angle. The sculpture is that of the species,

but the lamellae on the outer peristome are particularly strong here.

This race comes from Pico Grande, Sierra San Andres.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468695, has 4 whorls remainmg and meas-

ures: Length, 23.1 mm; greater diameter, 16.2 mm; lesser diameter,

11.4 mm.

Figure 8(.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothyra {Chondrothyra) atristoma:

(1) umhrata; (2) luctifera; (3) atristoma.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) ATRISTOMA ATRISTOMA, new subspecies

Plate 16, Figure 1

Shell broadly ovate, the first fraction of the first whorl white, the

rest of the nuclear turns and the three first postnuclear turns dark

blackish brown. The remaining postnuclear whorls dark horn-brown,

frequently with an interrupted zone of spots near the summit and on

the base. The broadly expanded peristome and the outer edge of the

inside of the peristome purplish, blackish brown, except for a little

spot on the parietal wall near the posterior angle, which is paler.

The sculpture is that characteristic of the species.

This race comes from the Abra de Bejarano, Mogote El Canalete.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468693, a perfect specimen, has 7.1 whorls

and measures: Length, 27.8 mm; greater diameter, 16.9 mm; lesser

diameter, 11.8 mm.

CHONDROTHYRA (CHONDROTHYRA) ATRISTOMA LUCTIFERA, new subspecies

Plate 16, Figure 2

In this subspecies the tip of the shell is dark and so is the peristome,

while the rest of the shell is white or pale yellowish, giving it a de-

cidedly mourning effect. The sculpture is that t^-pical of the species.
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This race comes from Mogote del Canalete, south of the Sierra San

Andres.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468697, has 4.5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 21.6 mm; greater diameter, 14.2 mm; lesser diameter,

9.9 mm.

Plicathyra, new subgenus

Shell similar to Chondrothi/ra as far as general shape and sculpture

are concerned, differing markedly from this, however, by having the

outer peristome of the inner lip so bent as to form a fold.

Type: Chondrothyra {Plicathyra) unipUcata^ new species.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS PLICATHYRA

Shell elongate-ovate.

Shell dark and rather heavy.

Sculpture of last whorl strong uniplicata

Sculpture of last whorl feeble crassa

Shell pale and rather thin wrighti

CHONDROTHYRA (PLICATHYRA) UNIPLICATA, new species

Plate 16, Figure 6

Shell large, elongate-ovate, rather thin. Nuclear wdiorls buff. Post-

nuclear whorls chestnut-brown, except the peristome and the margin

of the lip, which are white. Nuclear whorls 2, strongly rounded,

smooth except for microscopic granules and the beginning of the spi-

ral threads on the last portion of the last whorl. Postnuclear whorls

inflated, strongly rounded, marked by spiral threads and retractively

curved axial riblets, which become a little weaker and more closely

spaced as the shell increases in size. The junctions of these two ele-

ments form small nodules, which are strongest on the middle whorls,

while the spaces enclosed between them are squarish on the early

whorls and oblong on the last whorl where their long axis coincides

with the axial sculpture. The summit of the whorls is appressed and

usually shows as a pale line. Periphery and base inflated, well

rounded. On the latter the axial and spiral sculpture are both

stronger than on the spire. The base is half openly umbilicated.

Aperture broadly oval, slightly angulated posteriorly. Peristome

double, the outer broadly expanded, somewhat channeled at the pos-

terior angle, more than double the width of that of the outer lip on

the posterior half of the inner lip, somewhat radially fluted and
marked with strongly developed, wavy, concentric lamellae. The
middle of the outer peristome of the inner lip is bent by a partial

fold. Inner peristome somewhat exserted and slightly expanded.

Operculum thin, corneous, covered with a heavy deposit of calcareous

granules, which extend to its edge.
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The type, U.S.N3I. no. 468739, comes from the large mogote at

Cayo San Felipe. It is a perfect specimen having 6.8 whorls and

measures : Length, 24.8 mm
;
greater diameter, 14.4 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 10.7 mm.
The animal of this species is ash-gray, with the tentacles coral-

red, their base being a little paler, gradually passing into flesh-color

at their origin. Snout flesh-color at tip. Sole of foot flesh-color

with smoky suffusion. Foot medially longitudinally cleft; motion

of the two sides alternate.

This species resembles certain forms of Chondrothyretes {Chondro-

thyretes) reticidata, but the absence of a definite cut in the inner lip

of the outer peristome and open umbilicus easily mark its distinction.

CHONDROTHYRA (PLICATHYRA) CRASSA, new species

Plate 15, Figure 3

Shell large (early whorls unknown)
;
peristome double, the inner

slightly exserted, somewhat expanded; the outer strongly expanded

and radiately fluted, the inner lip broader than the outer and adnate

to the preceding whorl. The color varies from unicolor yellowish

white to dark chestnut-brown, or it may be spirally banded or inter-

ruptedly so ; in the latter case there is usually an axial arrangement

of spots as well as a spiral. Operculum typically cliondropomoid.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367848, has 3.2 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 31.9 mm; greater diameter, 22.0 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 16.0 mm.
This species comes from the high summits of the Sierra San Carlos

between Luiz Lazo and Sumidero. Its large size will readily distin-

guish it from C. (P.) uniplicata, its nearest ally.

CHONDROTHYRA (PLICATHYRA) WRIGHTI, new species

Plate 16, Figure S

Shell rather large, thin, of pale-yellow ground color with numerous

interrupted spiral bands of brown, which are also arranged in axial

series. These bands are present on both spire and base. The axial

arrangement is slightly retractive. The early whorls are decollated

in the unique type. Suture feebly denticulated by the axial riblets

but well constricted. Periphery strongly rounded. Base moderately

long, well rounded. The remaining whorls are slightly inflated, well

rounded, and marked by fine, retractively slanting, closely spaced,

axial threads, which are about half as wide as the spaces that sep-

arate them, and spiral lirations, which are slightly stronger than the

axial threads and a little more distantly spaced. The junction of

these two elements forms weak nodules, while the spaces enclosed
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between them are more or less squarish or rectangular shallow pits.

This sculpture holds good also for the base, except that here the

axial threads become a little more approximated and the spiral lira-

tions are a little stronger. Aperture broadly ovate; peristome dou-

ble, the inner slightly excavated, reflected and adnate to the outer,

which is very broadly flaringly expanded, slightly fluted and marked
by slender concentric lamellae. The outer peristome on the inner

lip is reflected in its middle to form a fold, not cut. Posterior to this

it is reflected over the base so as to almost close the umbilicus, leav-

ing only a narrow chink. On the parietal wall the inner lip extends

partly on the base and forms somewhat of an auricle at its junction

with the outer lip at the posterior angle.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 10981, was collected by Wright at La Guira,

a place east of the Sierra San Carlos. It has 4.3 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 27.4 mm; greater diameter, 17.8 mm; lesser

diameter, 12.6 mm.

Figure 8S.—Distribution of tlie species and subspecies of Foveothyra: (1) C. (F.) foveata
foveata; (2) foveata toroensisj (3) cumbrensis cumbrensis ; (4) cumbrensis catharina;
<5) natensoni.

Foveothyra, new subgenus

Shell like Cho7iodrothyra, but with the posterior part of tlie outer

peristome of the inner lip punched into the umbilicus, thus forming
here a decided pit.

Type: Chondrothyra {Foveothyra) foveata (Gundlach) Pfeiffer.

Distribution of the species and subspecies of the subgenus Foveo-

thyra is shown in figure 88.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS FOVEOTHYRA

Shell more than 23.0 mm in length foveata

Shell less than 15.0 mm in length natensoni

Shell 16-19 mm in length cumbrensis
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CHONDROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) FOVEATA (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Shell elongate-conic, Avhite or orange, unicolor or faintly spirally

banded. Peristome white or pale yellow. Nuclear whorls almost

2, inflated, strongly rounded, smooth except for fine microscopic
granules. Postnuclear whorls also inflated, strongly rounded, and
marked by closely spaced, very slender, sublamellar, retractively

slanting, axial riblets, which are about one-half the width or less

than the spaces that separate them and which render the summits of
the whorls minutely crenulated. The spiral sculpture consists of
threads of about the same strength as the axial lamellae, but not so

elevated, which are of almost the same spacing as the axial riblets.

The junction of the spiral threads with the axial riblets renders the

latter slightly sinuose and minutely nodulose. Suture well con-

stricted; periphery and base inflated, strongly rounded, the latter

marked like the spire with the spiral threads a trifle stronger on the

umbilical wall. Aperture broadly oval, slightly angulated posteri-

orly. Peristome double; the outer very broadly flaringly expanded
and marked by poorly developed radial flutings and very slender,

weak, concentric lamellae. On the parietal wall this outer peristome

is inpinched, and over the umbilical region it is deeply pittedly im-

pressed, completely closing and plugging the umbilicus. The inner

peristome is slightly exserted and adnate to the outer, projecting

only a trifle above this. Operculum thin, corneous with submarginal,

nucleus, the outside covered Avith a thin deposit of fine calcareous

granules, which become thinner toward the margin, vanishing before

reaching this.

This species comes from Santa Cruz de las Pinas and El Toro,

Sierra de Limones.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) FOVEATA

Shell slender foveata

Shell stout toroensis

CHONOROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) FOVEATA FOVEATA (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

PlATE 17, FiGURB 9

1863. Chondropoma fovcatnm (Gundlach) Pficiffer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol.

10, pp. 185-186.

1920. Ch7-ondrothyra (Ohondrotlxyretcfi) foveatum Hendebson and Bartsch,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

This subspecies is pale wax yellow with white peristome, marked
by obscure interrupted spiral lines of brown. The peristome is much
slenderer than in tlie next species and has the whorls less inflated and
the sculpture considerably reduced on the last whorl and not nearly

so prominent on all the whorls.
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It comes from Rio Santa Cruz de los Pinas.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 492728, lacks the nuclear

whorls. It has 5.3 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 24.3

mm; greater diameter, 15.9 mm; lesser diameter, 9.6 mm.

CHONDROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) FOVEATA TOROENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 11

In this race, which comes from El Toro of the Sierra de Limones,

the shell is pale chestnut-brown, with the peristome pale yellow.

Faint interrupted spiral lines of brown are present also. The whorls

in this race are much more inflated than in the typical race, and the

sculpture is in every way much stronger and more pronounced.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492729, has 4.8 whorls remaining and meas-

ures : Length, 23.5 mm
;
greater diameter, 15.8 mm ; lesser diametex',

10.5 mm.
CHONDROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) NATENSONI, new species

Plate 17, Figure 8

Shell small, elongate-ovate, pale yellow, with faint interrupted

spiral bands. Nuclear whorls 2, well rounded, smooth, marked with

microscopic granulations. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly

rounded, marked by retractively slanting, sublamellar axial riblets,

which are somewhat thickened at the summit and render this slightly

crenulated. These threads are rather closely spaced, being about

half as wide as the spaces that separate them on the last turn. In

addition to this, the whorls are marked by slender spiral threads,

which are less than half the width of the spaces that separate them.

These render the axial riblets slightly sinuose and feebly nodulose.

This sculpture also obtains on the inflated and well-rounded base.

Operculum oval; peristome double, the outer flaringly expanded,

deeply pitted at the umbilical region and forming a channel on the

parietal wall between the inner lip and the parietal wall. The inner

peristome is exserted and slightly reflected. Operculum paucispiral,

thin, covered with a thick granular calcareous deposit.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468738, was collected by Natenson at the

Entronque de Herradura. It has 4 whorls remaining and measures

:

Length, 14.2 mm; greater diameter, 9.3 mm; lesser diameter, 6.8 mm.
The small size will easily distinguish this from the other species.

CHONDROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) CUMBRENSIS, new species

Shell ovate, wax yellow with interrupted spiral bands of brown.
The nuclear Avhorls are decollated in all our specimens. Postnuclear

whorls inflated, strongly rounded, marked with sublamellar, retrac-
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tively slanting, axial riblets, Avhich develop into slender cusps at the

appressed summit and fine spiral threads, which render the axial rib-

lets slightly sinuose and somewhat thickened at their junction. This

sculpture extends over the inflated, strongly rounded, periphery and

base. Aperture ovate, slightly angulated posteriorly. Peristome

double, the outer very broadly flaringly expanded, somewhat radially

fluted and marked with concentric lines of growth; the inner de-

cidedly exserted, scarcely at all reflected. The space between the

parietal wall and the inner peristome is rather broad and is covered

by the outer peristome which is here inpinched to form a decided

channel, terminating in the deep pit, which plugs the umbilicus.

Operculum paucispiral, covered with a rather heavy calcareous gran-

ular deposit, which thins out toward the edge and disappears be-

fore reaching this.

This species differs from C . (F.) foveata in being shorter and more
ovate and in having the space between the inner lip and the parietal

wall m.uch more deeply impressed.

It comes from La Cumbre Mountain and from Los Cayitos la

Catalina north of San Diego Banos, the two localities representing

distinct subspecies, which the following key will help to differen-

tiate :

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) CUMBRENSIS

Interrupted spiral bands very strong cumbrensis
Interrupted spiral bands feeble catharina

jCHONDROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) CUMBRENSIS CUMBRENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 6

Shell varying considerably in size with the whorls inflated, strong-

ly rounded, and marked by rather pronounced interrupted spiral

zones on spire and base. These zones are also conspicuous on the

outer peristome of the last whorl, which here is unusually broad.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492730, was collected by John B. Hender-

son in the Sierra la Cumbre. It has 4.3 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 18.2 mm; greater diameter, 14.2 mm; lesser di-

ameter, 9.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRA (FOVEOTHYRA) CUMBRENSIS CATHARINA, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 7

This race averages smaller with the interrupted spiral bands nar-

rower and fainter and scarcely indicated on the outer peristome.

The umbilical pit here is unusually deep.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468737, comes from Los Cayitos la Catalina

north of San Diego Banos. It has 5 whorls remaining and measures

:

Length, 16.2 nnn; greater diameter, 11.7 mm; lesser diameter, 7.2 mm.

Genus CHONDROTHYRETES Henderson and Bartsch

1920. Chondrothyra {Chondrotliyretca) Henderson and Bartsch, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

Shell varying from ovate-conic to ovate-turreted, marked with axial

and spiral threads. Aperture varying from ovate to subcircular;

peristome double, the outer usually broadly expanded and reflected,

always deeply cut on the inner lip, with the part posterior to the cut

reflected over the umbilicus, which is completely or almost com-

pletely closed ; inner peristome short, reflected and adnate to the outer.

A breathing pore is present, wliich may open directly to the exterior

or through a connecting channel communicating with the exterior by

way of the hollow truncated axis. Operculum paucispiral with ex-

centric nucleus covered to a varying degree with a deposit of fine

calcareous granules.

Type: Chondrothyretes shuttleioorthi (Pfeiffer).

The main distribution of the members of this genus falls into Pinar

del Rio Province; a few species, however, extend eastward into

Havana Province.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF GENUS CHONDROTHYRETES

Shells of medium size, thin.

Outer peristome of inner lip, above cut, pressed into umbilicus impressa

Outer peristome of inner lip, above cut, not pressed into

umbilicus delectabilis

Shell large and heavy.

Spiral sculpture decidedly stronger than axial.

Hydrophanous axial streaks present aflSnis

Hydrophanous axial streaks absent.

Axial sculpture of last whorl quite strong gundlachi

A:xia] sculpture of last whorl feeble parilis

Spiral sculpture not decidedly stronger than axial.

Junctions of axial rlblets and spiral threads forming prom-

inent nodules.

Outer lip conspicuously rayed tenebrata

Outer lip not conspicuously rayed reticulata

Junctions of axial riblets and spiral threads not forming

prominent nodules.

Axial and spiral sculpture moderately strong.

Outer peristome thin, broadly expanded.

Shell ponderous barbouri

Shell not ponderous shuttleworthl

Outer peristome thickened, not broadly expanded-- incrassata

Axial and spiral sculpture obsolete cerina
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CHONDROTHYRETES SHL'TTLKWORTHI (Pfciffcr)

Pfeiffer, in describing Cyclostoma shuttleworthi, does not mention

a type locality for his species, but in his reference to it in the Mono-
graphia pneunionopoinorum in 1852, page 295, he states that his

specinien was in the Ciimings Museum. His figure in Martini-

Chemnitz Conchylien Cabinet, plate 36, figure 7, and also the descrip-

tion on pages 265-266, leave no doubt in our minds that this specimen

is one of the San Diego Banos complex. Poey, in describing Cyclos-

toma verecundum in his Memorias sobre la historia natural de la

Isla de Cuba, volume 1, pages 102-103, says that his specimens were

received from D. Jose Maria Velasquez who collected them at San
Diego de los Banos.

Henderson and Simpson's exhaustive collecting in the region of

San Diego Banos in 1913, Bartsch's in 1928, as well as the more recent

collecting by Bermudez, Aguayo, and Natenson, have resulted in the

accumulation of a mass of material with definite localities, which en-

able us to fairly adequately understand the distribution of this species

and its breaking up into a definite series of zoogeographic races, which

we are designating as subspecies.

These here, as elsewhere, have their definite physical limitations

and are undoubtedly segregation products, the results of erosion and

the isolation caused thereby.

The species is confined to the Pinar del Rio Province and ranges

from San Diego Banos northward to the Sierra la Cumbre and La
Catalina, east of the Rio San Diego. It extends westward through

the mogotes facing the Sierra la Guira, as well as this sierra, then

westward through the Sierra Guacamayas, and from there southward

to Mogote Mamey.
Shell ovate, varying from medium to rather large in size, varying

in ground color from flesh-color, through straw-color, through yellow

to orange and brown in different individuals, always Avitli soma spiral

markings. These may constitute definite bands or interrupted lines,

which if seeming absent are at least expressed as rays upon the ex-

panded peristome. The interrupted spiral markings are at times

so arranged as to constitute axial zones. Nuclear whorls about 2,

inflated, strongly rounded, smooth exce^)t the last portion of the last

v\'horl, which shows the feeble beginning of the postnuclear sculpture.

A small dark patch marks the suture of the first nuclear turn. Post-

nuclear whorls inflated, gibbose, marked by numerous, about equal,

and equally spaced axial and spiral threads, which in one group of

subspecies retain their strength on the last turn, while in another

group we find the axial threads decidedly reduced. Suture moderately
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constricted with but the merest suggestion of obsolete denticulations

at the summit of the whorls. Periphery inflated, strongly rounded.

Base rather short, inflated, and rounded and marked like the spire.

Aperture broadly ovate
;
peristome double, the inner slightly exserted

and reflected ; the outer broadly flaringly expanded, fluted, and marked

by concentric threads, cut in the middle of the inner lip almost to

the inner peristome, the posterior half being reflected over the umbili-

cus and parietal wall as a strong callus
;
parietal wall also covered

with an extensive callus. Operculum paucispiral with excentric

nucleus, having the last whorl covered with a heavy granular cal-

careous deposit.

Of the animal we have the following notes

:

Of G. shubttleworthi shuttleworthi the sides of body, sole of foot,

and tip of snout are pale smoky gray, the upper portion being darker.

Base of tentacles surrounded by a white ring, the rest crimson; the

lateral edges of the expanded tip are smoky. Sole of foot medially

cleft; locomotion of the two sides alternate.

The animal of C. shuttleworthi portica is smoky gray with a buff

tinge, the edge and sole of the foot pale buff, which is also the color

of the tip of the snout. Tentacles with a flesh-colored ring about

the base, the rest crimson except for the slightly expanded distal

portion, which is smoky on the sides. The internal pink anatomy
shines slightly through the integument behind the tentacles. Foot
medially cleft; locomotion of the two sides alternate.

The animal of C. shuttleworthi atriola is smoke gray, being a little

darker on top than on the sides. There is a white ring about the

tentacles at their base, the rest being bright red, except for the slightly

expanded distal portion, which has a yellow tinge, the tip of the

snout being slightly paler. The sole of the foot is longitudinally

cleft, pale smoke-gray.

The animal of C. shuttleworthi cUvicola is pale smoke-gray.

Tentacles almost sooty with a subterminal paler band. Snout a little

paler than the general coloration of the body; edge of the body at

the junction of the foot flesh-color. Sole of the foot flesh-color, with
a faint smoky suffusion. The internal anatomy shines through the

body wall behind the tentacles with a rosy flush. The short foot is

medially deeply cleft, progression being alternate by the two sides.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. shuttleworthi is shown in

figure 89.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI

Axial sculpture of last whorl less strong than spiral.

Greater diameter more than 16 mm.
Inner peristome greatly expanded and thickened cumbrensis

Inner peristome not greatly expanded and thickened.

Decollated shell with 3.5 whorls shuttleworthi

Decollated shell with 4.5 whorls portica

Greater diameter less than 15 mm.
Back of outer peristome broadly raj-ed atriola

Buck of outer peristome not broadly rayed mameyensis
Axial sculpture of last whorl as strong as spiral.

Whorls gibbo.se.

Greater diameter more than 15 mm clivicola

Greater diameter less than 15 mm catalinensis

Whorls not gibbose perplexa

FiGDRE 89.—Distribution of the sub.specics of Chondrothyretes shuttJetcorthi: (1) cuin-

brensis; (2) clivicola; (3) catalinensis; (4) shuttletcorthij (5) perplexa; (6) portica;

(7) atriola; (8) mameyensis.

CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI CUMBRENSIS. new subspecies

Plate 19, Figuke 5

Shell similar in size and shape to O. shuttleioorthi slmffleirorth'i^

but with tlie iinier peristome broadly expanded, much thickened,

and reflected over half of the outer.

The type series of specimens were collected by John B. Henderson

in the Sierra la Cumbre north of San Diego Banos, east of the Rio
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San Diego. The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493294, has 3.5 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 25.6 mm; greater diameter, 17.4 mm; lesser

diameter, 13.7 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI SHUTTLEWORTHI (Pfeiffer)

Plate 19, Figure 9

1851. Cyclostotna shuttleicorthi Pfeiffer, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1851, p. 246.

1851. Cyclostoma verecundum Poey, Memorias sobre la historia natural de la

Isla de Cuba, pp. 102-103, 106, 144, pi. 7, figs. 5-7.

The typical subspecies ranges from San Diego de los Banos west

through the mogotes leading to the Sierra la Guira, this sierra, and

the Abra de Caiguanabo. It is a large shell, of stumpy appearance,

with inflated swollen whorls having the axial riblets reduced on the

last whorl; the shell is thereby given a somewhat smooth appearance.

The shell is almost always decollated, leaving about 3.5 whorls re-

maining. It is very variable in coloration, presenting all the varia-

tions mentioned under the species.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 492867, was collected by John

B. Henderson at the mogote next to the Sierra la Guira. It is a

perfect specimen, having 7.0 whorls and measuring: Length, 26.1

mm; greater diameter, 15.9 mm; lesser diameter, 12.6 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI PORTICA, new subspecies

Plate 19, Figure 7

This subspecies ranges from the mogotes Abra de Caiguanabo to

Los Portales.

This race is smaller than the typical one. It is more strongly

sculptured and less inflated, and the decollated shell usually has

4.5 whorls. It always averages darker in coloration and is usually

more heavily banded.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468881, is a complete specimen and is

rather large for the subspecies. We have selected it on account of its

completeness. It comes from Los Portales. It has 7.2 whorls re-

maining and measures : Length, 28.8 mm
;
greater diameter, 16.8 mm

;

lesser diameter, 12.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI ATRIOLA, new subspecies

Plate 19, Figure 8

This is a small race that comes from Los Portales, about Espejo

Cueva Oscura, and the Mogote Galalon. It frequently is bright red

in color, and the back of the expanded peristome is conspicuously

broadly rayed.

66879—38 6
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468886, has 4.2 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 22.2 nnn; greater diameter, 15.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 10.9 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI MAMEYENSIS. new subspecies

I'l.ATlC IS, FiGURK S

This race comes from the JNIogote jSIamey, the northern one of

the two hills about 2 miles south of the gap that separates the Sierra

San Andres from the Sierra Guacamayas. It is a small, pale, thin-

shelled race, narrowly rayed on tlie back of the outer peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468889, has 5.0 whorls remaining and meas-

ures : Length, 21.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 14.0 mm ; lesser diameter,

10.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI CLIVICOLA, new subspecies

Plate 19, Figure 4

This race occupies the series of paredones on the east side of the

Bio Santa Cruz and ranges from Mogote Indios to Mogote Colorado

to Mogote Bosque. It has the axial threads equaling the spiral on

the last whorl and so renders this finely latticed. It is a medium-

sized race, varying greatly in coloration, but is always more or less

interruptedly spirally banded.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468891, comes from the Mogote Bosque,

has 4.0 whorls remaining, and measures: Length, 22.5 mm; greater

^diameter, 15,0 mm; lesser diameter, 11.0 mm,

CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI CATALINENSIS, new subspecies

Plate IS, Figure 9

This subspecies, which also has the last whorl strongly latticed,

was collected about La Catalina, which is several miles to the north

of Mogote Bosque. It is a small, pale, thin-shelled race, with the

outer peristome conspicuously rayed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468893, a complete specimen, has 6.2 whorls

and measures: Length, 19.5 mm; greater diameter, 12.6 mm; lesser

diameter, 9.2 mm,

CHONDROTHYRETES SHUTTLEWORTHI PERPLEXA, new subspecies

Plate IS, Figure 7

At the Mogote de la Finca, a little southeast of the Sierra la Guira,

Henderson and Natenson collected a thin-shelled small race, which

has the last whorl latticed, in this way resembling C. shuttleioorthi

clivicola and C. s. catalinensis. This is on the west side of the Rio
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San Diego and apparently in the range of typical G. shuttleworthi

shuttJeworthi. We say apparently becanse it is possible that typical

shuttleworthi may not be occupying exactly the same habitat, but

at all events we have here a condition where two subspecies appear

to occupy the same range, which is, to say the least, unusual. There
is a possibility that when anatomically examined the strongly lat-

ticed group may prove a distinct species from G. shuttleioorthi,, in

which the last whorl is not latticed. We are not deciding this ques-

tion here, but merely reporting conditions.

This race is horn-colored with interrupted irregular spots, dots,

and blotches of pale brown. The last whorl is a little less swollen

than in the two preceding races.

Tlie type, U.S.N.M. no 468895, which comes from the Mogote
de la Finca, is a complete specimen, having 7.0 whorls. It

measures : Length, 21.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 13.0 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 9.2 mm.
CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA, new species

Shell varying from small to medium sized, thin, pale yellow or
flesh-color, marked with interrupted spiral bands of brown on both
spire and base. Peristome faintly yellow, unicolor or radiately

rayed. Nuclear whorls about 2, inflated, well rounded, smooth ex-

cept for microscopic granulations and the beginning of the spiral

threads on the last part of the last whorl. Postnuclear whorls also

inflated and strongly rounded, feebly tufted at the summit, covered

by numerous retractively slanting axial riblets and equally strong

spiral threads, which form small nodules at their junction. Periph-

ery and base inflated and strongly rounded with both the axial and
spiral sculpture a little more strongly developed in the umbilical re-

gion than on the spire. The base is rather widely umbilicate, but

the umbilicus is concealed to a varying degree by the strongly re-

flected outer peristome of the inner lip. Aperture broadly ovate.

Peristome double, the outer broadly expanded and reflected, usual-

ly of double the width on the inner lip, posterior to the fold, as on
the rest of the peristome. The outer peristome is usually radially

fluted and concentrically laminated. The inner peristome is some-

what exserted and slightly reflected. Operculum thin, corneous, cov-

ered by a rather heavy, somewhat wavy, granular, calcareous deposit.

The animal of C. impressa hyans is smoke-gray, a little paler on
the sides near the foot, as well as the sole of the foot and tip of the

snout. Tentacles dull orange, with the expanded tip a little sooty

on the side. There is a pinkish coloration shining through the body
of the animal behind the tentacles.

The animal of G. impressa ornata is quite uniformly dark smoky
gray. Tentacles orange with sooty tips. Sole medially cleft; mo-
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tion of the two sides alternate. It suspends itself by a mucous
thread when at rest.

The distribution of this species is rather extensive. It appears to

rano;e throiitrh a considerable area of the motrotes south of the Organ

; 2 3 -f r

FiGDRB 90.—Distribution of subspecies of Chrondrothyretes impressa: (1) peregrina;
(2) rosariensis.
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Figure Q1.—Distribution of stihspecies of Chondrothijrctcs impressa: (3) impressa; (4)
solacia; (5) ornata; (6) (juat}icnsis ; (7) hyans ; (8) giganteaj (9) albostoma.

Mountains but so far has not been reported from the mountains
themselves. Its western member is knovvu from El Guama, and its

eastern representative comes from Loma de Candelaria.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. impressa is shown in figures

90 and 91.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA

Peristome radiatingly rayed with brown.

Rays of outer peristome very decided.

Greater diameter more than 14 mm gigantea

Greater diameter less than 13 mm.
Spiral color lines confined to posterior two-thirds of

whorls between summit and suture ornata

Spiral color lines not confined to posterior two-thirds

of whorls between summit and suture.

Interrupted spiral lines of brown broad solacia

Interrupted spiral lines of brown not broad impressa

Rays of outer peristome not very decided.

Greater diameter more than 15 mm guamensis

Greater diameter less than 12 mm.
Umbilicus with a narrow slit hyans
Umbilicus without a narrow slit peregrina

Peristome not radiatingly rayed albostoma

Shell interruptedly spirally banded.

Shell not interruptedly spirally banded rosariensis

CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA GIGANTEA, new subspecies

Plate 18, Figure 12

This large race comes from a mogote 2 kilometers west of Kilom-

eter 14, between Pinar del Rio and Vinales.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468741, a complete specimen, has 6.8

whorls and measures : Length, 24.5 mm
;
greater diameter, 15.4 mm

;

lesser diameter, 10.5 mm.
Its large size, combined with the strong radiating rays of the outer

peristome, distinguishes it at once from all the other known sub-

species.

CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA ORNATA, new subspecies

Plate 18, Figure 2

This subspecies was collected by Natenson on a mogote imme-
diately south of Perez Rivera's house, about one and one-half miles

south of the eastern end of the Sierra Guacamayas.

It is a thin-shelled race brightly banded with interrupted dark

brown lines, which are confined to the posterior two-thirds of the

whorls between summit and suture.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468938, has 4.2 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 20.3 mm; greater diameter, 12.5 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 8.4 mm.
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CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA SOLACIA, new subspecies

Plate 18, Figure 3

This subspecies was collected by Natenson on ISIogote de Quilla,

Eiitronqiie de Herradiira.

It resembles C . hnpressa ornata but has the interrupted brown
spiral lines extending over the entire surface of the shell. From
C. hnpressa impressa it is distinguished by having the spiral lines

of brown much broader.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468936, a complete specimen, has 7.5 whorls

and measures: Length, 20.0 mm; greater diameter, 11.6 mm; lesser

diameter, 8.8 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA IMPRESSA, new subspecies

Plate 18, Figure 11

In this race, Avhich comes from the Cantera nortli of Consolacion

del Sur, the shell is small and marked near the summit by one broad
and between this and the periphery by 4 narrow interrupted spiral

zones of chestnut-brown; another similar zone marks the periphery,

while 5 more are present on the base. The outer peristome is fairly

strongly rayed. The posterior half of the outer peristome of the

inner lip is deeply inbent, plugging the umbilicus, but usually leav-

ing a narroAv chink open.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468740, a perfect specimen, has 6.9 whorls
and measures: Length, 19.3 mm; greater diameter, 11.5 mm; lesser

diameter, 8.1 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA GUAMENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 18, Figure 10

This large race was collected by Palmer and Kiley at El Guama
a little west of Pinar del Rio.

Its large size, combined with the faint rays of the outer peristome,

easily differentiates it from the other known large C. impressa
gigantea.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 169928, has 4.2 whorls remaining, which
measure : Length, 23.8 mm

;
greater diameter, 15.5 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 11.5 mm,

CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA HYANS, new subspecies

Plate IS, Figure 1

In this small race tlie interrupted spiral color markings consist of
irregular blotches that are frequently confluent; especially is this
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true on the base. The peristome is only faintly radiately rayed. Here

both the axial and spiral threads become somewhat reduced on the

last whorl. The reflected outer peristome leaves an open gap at the

umbilicus.

This subspecies comes from the mogote southwest of Kilometer

14, between Pinar del Rio and Vinales.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492731, is a perfect specimen, having 6.5

whorls, and measures: Length, 19.2 mm; greater diameter, ll.Y mm;
lesser diameter, 8.2 mm.

CHONDROTHY'RETES IMPRESSA PEREGRINA, new subspecies

Plate IS, FiGUiiE 4

This small race, vrhich represents the easternmost member of the

hnqiressa complex, was collected by Arango at Loma de Candelaria,

Pinar del Rio Province.

It resembles (J . hnpi'essa hyam in size but has the whorls a little

more inflated. It also lacks the narrow umbilical slit.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367890, is a complete specimen having 6.4

whorls and measures: Length, 17.8 mm; greater diameter, 11.0 mm;
lesser diameter, 8.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA ALBOSTOMA, new subspecies

Plate IS, Figure 6

This race comes from the smaller mogote of the Cayo San Felipe,

It has the early whorls regularly interruptedly^ spirally banded with

brown. On the last whorls these markings become broader and more

or less axially confluent. The peristome is white. The sculpture of

the last whorl is also somewhat less developed than on the preceding

turns.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468742, is a perfect specimen, having 6.5

whorls and measures : Length, 21.4 mm
;
greater diameter, 13.5 mm

;

lesser diameter, 9.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES IMPRESSA ROSARIENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 18, Figure 5

This race was collected by Cisnero, at San Cristobal in the Sierra

El Rosario. It, like C. imqn^essa alhostoma^ is white-lipped, but dif-

fers from that subspecies by lacking the numerous interrupted spiral

lines and strong varicial streaks.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367887, has 4.0 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 17.3 mm; greater diameter, 11.8 mm; lesser diameter,

8.5 mm.
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CHONDROTHYRETES DELECTABILIS, new species

Shell small, elongate-ovate, thin, varying in color from uniform

flesh-color to pale yellow with or without an axial dark zone behind

the peristome and with or without interrupted spiral bands. Nuclear

whorls about 2, strongly rounded, smooth, with at least an indication

of dark coloration at the suture of the beginning of the turns.

Postnuclear whorls well rounded, marked by slender or fairly regular

retractively curved axial riblets and spiral threads, the latter a little

stronger than the axial riblets. The junction of these two elements

forms slender nodules. Suture well impressed. Periphery strongly

FiGDEE 92.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothyretes delectabilis: (1) amaiili^

,

(2) delectaiilis; (3) palmaris; (4) hellamaria.

rounded. Base marked by the same sculpture that characterizes the

spire. Aperture broadly ovate; peristome double, the inner slightly

exserted ; the outer broadly flaringly expanded, somewhat fluted and
marked by concentric lamellae with a deep cut on the middle of the

inner lip posterior to which the peristome is reflected over the um-
bilicus, covering this as a broad flap.

The species ranges from the mogotes on the north side of the

Sierra San Andres eastward to the Mogote de Galalon. It breaks up
into local races, four of which we are recognizing as subspecies.

Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrotliyretes delectabilis is

shown in figure 92.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES DELECTABILIS

Axial dark zone behind peristome present delectabilis

Axial darlv zone behind peristome absent.

Interrupted spiral bands between summit and suture 5 palmaris

Interrupted spiral bands between summit and suture 4.

Rays on outer lip fairly strong bellamaria

Rays on outer lip feeble or obsolete amabilis

CHONDROTHYRETES DELECTABILIS DELECTABILIS, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 1

This race comes from Caiguanabo, the eastern part of the Sierra

Guacamayas.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468798, has 3.3 whorls remaining, and meas-

ures: Length, 18.4; greater diameter, 11.5 mm; lesser diameter,

8.2 mm.
It is easily distinguished from the other three races by the fact

that here the dark axial band behind the peristome is missing. It is

also more strongly spirally banded, particularly so on the back of

the expanded peristome.

CHONDROTHYRETES DELECTABILIS PALMARIS, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 5

This race comes from the Mogote de Vegas Nuevas, 3 kilometers

from La Palma.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468803, is a complete specimen having al-

most 7.0 whorls and measures: Length, 18.2 mm; greater diameter,

11.2 mm; lesser diameter, 7.9 mm.
It also has the dark axial zone behind the peristome but has five

slender spiral interrupted bands between the summit and suture.

CHONDROTHYRETES DELECTABILIS BELLAMARIA, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 2

This race comes from the Mogote Bella Maria on the north side of

Sierra San Andres near La Palma.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468801, has 5.5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 20.5 mm; greater diameter, 12.0 mm; lesser diameter,

8.9 mm.
Here we have a strong dark axial band behind the peristome, four

interrupted slender spiral bands of brown, and rather strong rays

on the outside of the outer lip.
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CHONDROTHYRETES DELECTABILIS AMABILIS, new subspecies

Plate 17, Figure 4

This race conies from the Mogote de Galalon, east of La Pahna.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468805, is a complete specimen having 7.0

whorls and measures: Length, 18.7 mm; greater diameter, ll.G mm;
lesser diameter, 7.9 mm.

It has the dark axial zone behind the peristome and four inter-

rupted spiral bands between the summit and suture, but here the

rays on the outside of the outer lip are very feeble.

CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA, new species

Shell moderately large, ovate, rather stout, varying in ground
color from flesh-color and pale yellow to orange to dark brown. The
early whorls usually are darker than the later, somewhat unicolor. but

usually banded. The peristome varies from white to orange and may
or may not be stiongly rayed. Nuclear whorls almost 2, the first pale,

the next very dark, somewhat inflated and strongly rounded. Post-

nuclear whorls inflated ; the early ones slightly angulated in the

middle and the later ones well rounded and marked by slender, re-

tractivel}^ curved, axial and spiral threads, the latter of a little wider

spacing than the axial. The junction of these two elements on

the early whorls forms feeble nodules ; on the later turns they scarcely

merit that designation. Suture well constricted. The axial riblet

extends strongly to the suture and gives to this the merest indica-

tion of denticulations. Periphery inflated, well rounded. Base

sort, inflated, strongly rounded, and like the spire tending toward

a little stronger nodulation at the junction of the axial and spiral

elements. Aperture broadly oval. Peristome double, the inner

slightly exserted and slightly reflected; the outer broadly flaringly

expanded, somewhat fluted and marked by concentric lamellae, cut

in the middle of the inner lip, the posterior part to the cut is reflected

over the umbilicus which it covers. Operculum thin, corneous, cov-

ered with a heavy granular calcareous deposit, which has a somewhat
fluted appearance.

The animal of C . tenebrata dlholabris is smoky gray, a little jDaler

on the foot and the edge of the snout; darkest on the forehead. Ten-
tacles encircled with a flesh-colored ring at their base; the rest scar-

let, with the lateral portion of the expanded tip sooty. The in-

ternal anatoni}^ shines through behind the tentacles as a pinkish

flush. Foot medially cleft; locomotion alternate.

This species ranges through the Sierra San Andres, some of the

mogotes to the south of this and eastward to Guacamayas and the

mogotes north and south of this.
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It breaks up through this range into a series of subspecies, eight

of which we are here characterizing.

Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothyretes tenehrata is

shown in fiaure 93.

FiGDRE 93.—Distribution of tlie subspecies of Chondtothyrctcs tenchrata: (1) hrcvior;

(2) alholabris; (3) variaUlis; (4) scripta; (5) tenebrata; (6) montalverisis ; (7) a;/uen-

•sfs; (8) can-alctensis.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA

Expanded lip strongly rayed.

Early whorls dark brown tenebrata

Early whorls not dark brown.

Shell clouded and marbled.

Dark rays of outer lip exceeding in extent the light

intervals canaletensis

Dark rays of outer lip equaling in extent the light

intervals scripta

Dark rays of outer lip less in extent than the light

intervals variabilis

Shell not clouded and marbled.

Length of decollated shell more than 23 mm ayuensis

Length of decollated shell less than 21 mm brevior

Expanded lip not strongly rayed.

Kays absent or obsolete.

Shell ranging from flesh-color to palp reddish brown albolabris

Shell ranging from orange to reddish brown montalvensis

CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA TENEBRATA, new subspecies

Plate 19, Figure 1

Shell varying from dark orange brown to dark brown, banded to

various degrees. Tlie early whorls dark, the later a little paler; the
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back of the expanded peristome is conspicuously rayed; the inside

of the peristome is pale yelloAv.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468809, comes from the Pasada de las

Escaleras, Sierra San Andres. It has 6.5 whorls, probably having
lost the first half of the nuclear turn, and measures: Length, 27.7

mm; greater diameter, 16.2 mm; lesser diameter, 12.4 mm. Addi-
tional specimens come from Aserradero, Sierra San Andres.

This dark-colored race resembles G . tenebrata montalvensis, from
which it differs by lacking the orange peristome.

CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA CANALETENSIS, new subspecies

Pl.\te 19, Figure 6

This race comes from the Mogotes del Canalete, south of the

Sierra San Andres.

In this race we have a general marbled and clouded pattern; that

is, there are axial bands of brown that in reality are the interrupted

sjDiral bands so broadened as to become fused. There is always a

pale spiral zone a little posterior to the middle of the base bordered

on either side by darker zones. The dark axial band behind tlie

peristome is present, and the back of the expanded peristome is con-

spicuously rayed, the rays frequently being confluent. The front

portion of the peristome, which is pale yellow, is also conspicuously

rayed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468818, has 4.5 turns remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 23.5 mm; greater diameter, 15.0 mm; lesser diameter,

10.2 mm.
The clouded marbled pattern of this race will readily distinguish

it from all others.

CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA SCRIPTA, new subspecies

Plate 19, Figure 2

This race was collected by Natenson on Mogote Largo, the large

second mogote off the southwestern end of the Sierra Guacamayas.

It resembles C. tenebrata canaletensis in general color scheme but the

spiral bands, which are interruptedly expanded in axial series, are

not axially confluent at these widened intervals. The dark rays of

the outer lip equal the light intervals in extent. The shells are also

larger than in G. tenebrata canaletensis.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468982, has 3.8 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 24.3 mm; greater diameter, 16.8 mm; lesser

diameter, 12.5 mm.
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CKONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA VARIABILIS, new subspecies

Plate 20, Figure 4

This race was collected by Natenson on the small mogote southwest

of the Mogote Largo, which lies off the southwestern end of the

Sierra Guacamayas.

In this subspecies the shell averages smaller than those of C. tene-

hrata canaletemis, and is decidedly variable in color, which ranges

from dark clouded chestnut-brown through various shades of orange,

with brown spiral lines, which may be slender or even confluent at

expanded intervals, where they may even form axial dark zones.

Regardless of what the general coloration of the shell may be, the

radiating dark zones of the outer lip here never equal the lighter

intervals in extent.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493297, has 4.0 whorls remaining, which

measure: Length, 20.8 mm, greater diameter, 14.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 10.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA AYUENSIS, new subspecies

Pjlatb 20, Figure 1

This race comes from the Ensenada de la Ayua on the south side

of the Sierra San Andres.

Shell with the early postnuclear whorls a dark orange, gradually

changing to very pale orange or even flesh-color on the last whorl,

unicolor or variously banded, strongly rayed on both sides of tlie

expanded outer peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468814, has 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 23.0 mm; greater diameter, 16.0 mm; lesser

diameter, 11.3 mm.
The bright orange color of this race readily distinguishes it from

all the other subspecies.

CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA BREVIOR, new subspecies

Plate 20, Figure 2

This race comes from Caracoles, north of the Sierra Guacamayas.

Shell small, pale yellow or orange, Avith the expanded outer lip

strongly rayed both in front and on the back. The dark axial

zone behind the peristone is narrow, or almost absent. The shell is

feebly rayed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468807, is a complete specimen having

6.7 turns and measuring: Length, 20.8 mm; greater diameter, 14.5

mm ; lesser diameter, 9.4 mm.
The small size will readily distinguish this race from all the others.
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CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA ALBOLABRIS, new subspecies

rr^TE 20, FiGUHE 3

This race comes from the Sierra Guacamayas.

This subspecies has the shell orange or pale broAviiish orange; it

has the dark band behind the peristome, which is white or almost so.

The expanded outer peristome is obsoletely rayed on the front side

and a little more strongly on the back.

The type, U.S.N.M, no. 468816, has 5.0 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 24.0 mm; greater diameter, 15.8 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 10.8 mm.
This race approximates C. tenehrata ayuensis but is a little darker

in coloration and lacks the conspicuous raying of the peristome and
is also smaller.

CHONDROTHYRETES TENEBRATA MONTALVENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 19, Figltre 3

This race comes from the Coral de El Montalvo, on the road to

La Palma from the Sierra San Andres.

Shell dark orange or blackish brown with the peristome orange^

unicolor or banded, with or without a dark band at the sunamit. The
dark axial band is present behind the peristome, which is but slightly

rayed on the back. The front of the expanded peristome is obso-

letely rayed, or if rays are present they are inconspicuous.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468856, has 6.0 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 26.0 mm; greater diameter, 16.3 mm; lesser diameter,

11.3 mm.
This race in general appearance approximates most nearly typical

C. tenehrata tenehrata but can at once be distinguished from that by
having the expanded peristome orange instead of pale yellow.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA, new species

Shell conic, turreted, exceedingly variable in coloration, even with-

in the same subspecies. The shell may be pure alabaster white, pale

strawcolor, yellow, orange, red, buff, brown, or even sooty brown;

unicolor or banded with continuous spiral lines or zones of darker

color than the ground color, or the spiral bands may be interrupted

and the elements composing them may be arranged in axial series,

the shell thereby appearing varicially streaked. There is usually a

narrow white line at the sunnnit. In some of the subspecies there

is a dark axial zone immediately preceding the expanded peristome,

which is usually white or may be faintly yellow. The raying of

the outer peristome is not marked in this species, only some of the
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subspecies have this tendency. Nuclear whorls about 2, well rounded,

smooth, the last portion of the last turn showing the beginning of

the postnuclear sculpture. The postnuclear whorls are inflated, well

rounded, appressed at the summit, which is feebly denticulated and

marked by numerous, closely spaced, axial riblets and spiral threads

e(iualing the riblets in strength. This combination gives to the sur-

face the reticulated pattern responsible for this subspecific name.

Aperture broadly ovate. Peristome double; the inner somewhat

exserted and slightly reflected; the outer broadly flaringly expanded,

somewhat fluted, and marked by feeble concentric lamellae. The

outer peristome is cut in the middle of the inner lip, and the por-

tion posterior to the cut is reflected over the umbilicus as a heavy

callus, which also extends over the parietal wall. The breathing

pore is a conspicuous perforation on the parietal wall about as far

removed from the edge of the inner lip as it is from the posterior

angle. The operculum is thin, paucispiral, with submarginal nu-

cleus covered on the outside with a thin deposit of fine calcareous

granules which are arranged in a somewhat radiating pattern.

The animal of G . reticulata encinarensls is flesh-color, with ashy

suffusions. Tentacles orange, tipped with brown at the slightly ex-

panded end; white at base. Feelers paler at edge. Foot deeply

medially cleft, flesh-color. Motion of the two sides alternate.

The animal of G. reticulata reticulella is ashy gray with the fore-

head at the base of the tentacles white. The space between the

tentacles is marked by numerous very fine dark dots. Tentacles

orange-red, tipped with buff. Sole of foot short, light ash gray,

medially cleft. Motion alternate on the two sides.

This subspecies ranges through the central part of the Organ

Mountains of Pinar del Rio Province, that is, from Hoyo San An-

tonio through La Mina west of Pan de Azucar and south to the

Kilometer 14 region between Vinales and Pinar del Rio, embracing

not only the main blocks of limestone, but also the isolated lumps

of the Laguna Piedras region and the blocks southwest of Vinales.

As in the case of the other widely distributed species, this com-

plex breaks up into a series of zoogeographic races, each more or less

sharply delimited in its distribution. Thirteen of these we are here

designating as subspecies.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. reticulata is shown in figure 94.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA

Shell large, length more than 25 mm.
Dark spiral band at summit present.

Axial and spiral threads fine encinarensls

Axial and spiral threads less fine costanerensis
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Dai'k spiral bands at summit absent.

White line at summit obsolete.

Shell large, 27.8 mm costanerensis

Shell medium sized, 25.2 mm galerensis

White line at summit not obsolete.

Whorls strongly inflated.

Shell clouded petricola

Shell not clouded fraterna

Whorls not strongly inflated.

Shell strongly denticulated at summit reticulata

Shell not strongly denticulated at summit versicolor

Shell not large, length less than 22 mm.
Front of outer peristome rayed saccharinella

Front of outer peristome not rayed.

Rear of outer peristome feebly rayed.

Shell dark sooty brown reticulella

Shell not dark sooty brown.

Body of uniform flesh-color pellucida

Body not of uniform flesh-color.

Last whorl banded.

Shell reddish brown scrobicula

Shell vai'iously colored petricolella

Rear of outer peristome not feebly rayed fratarcula

Asienio la Jd.eoA

s
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Figure 94.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothijretes reticulata: (1) scrobicula;

(2) encinarensis ; (3) petricolella; (4) petricola; (5) reticulella; (6) reticulata; (7)

costanerensis; (8) fratercula; (9) fraterna; (10) galerensis; (11) saccharinella; (12)

versicolor; (13) pellucida.
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CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA ENCINARENSIS, new subspecies

PiATH 21, Figure 2

This race is confined to the mogote known as La Mina or Encinar

de Alto. It is the easternmost of the larger races. It is light in

color, ranging from flesh-color to pale orange, never banded, except

for the moderately broad zone immediately below the white line at the

summit. This dark band, combined with the absence of other band-

ings, readily distinguishes this from all the other races, except an

occasional specimen of G. r. costanerensis.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468984, a complete specimen, has 7.0 whorls

and measures: Length, 26.0 mm; greater diameter, 16.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 11.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA COSTANERENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 21, Figltre 8

This race occupies the Costanera San Vicente and the Costanera

del Abra. Here again we have an enormous range of color variation,

which extends from white to straw-color, to yellow, to orange, to

brown ; the shell may be mottled, banded, or flecked, unicolor or inter-

ruptedly banded. We find here also an extension of the La Mina fea-

tures, namely, a dark spiral band immediately below the white line

at the summit. This, however, is not constant but appears to be

present in about one-third of the shells. A dark varicial line behind

the peristome is present in most specimens. The expanded peristome

itself is not rayed, or bears the merest indication of rays at its base on

the outside. Specimens from Hoyo de Magdalena are redder than

those of other parts of the range of this subspecies.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468900, comes from Costanera San Vicente.

This is a complete specimen having 6.3 whorls and measures : Length,

27.8 mm
;
greater diameter, 17.7 nun ; lesser diameter, 12.6 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA GALERENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 20, Figure 10

In this race, which occupies the western end of the Sierra Galera,

the shells are of medium size and thin, and they vary from pale orange

to brown. The usual white line at the summit is scarcely indicated,

and the peristome is free of rays, except for mere indications.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492895, has 4.3 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 25.2 mm; greater diameter, 15.9 mm; lesser diameter,

12.2 mm.
66879—38 7
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CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA PETRICOLA, new snbspecies

Plate 20, Figxjke 9

This subspecies ranges through the Sierra Chorrera and the Mogotes

Marmol of the Laguna Piedras. The race is characterized bj' its thin

shell, tawny ground color, and the fine interrupted spiral lines, which

are arranged in axial series, thus giving to the shell a decidedly

clouded effect. The area immediately behind the peristome forms

a dark axial zone.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468906, a complete specimen from the Sierra

Chorrera, has 7.1 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 28.9 mm;
greater diameter, 17.2 mm ; lesser diameter, 13.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA FRATERNA, new snbspecies

Plate 20, Figure 11

This race, which comes from El Cuajani, Mogotes dos Hermanos,

El Queque, is large and thin shelled and varies in color from white

through orange and reddish to brown. It is not clouded. There is

a slender, white, finely denticulated line at the summit not bordered

with a dark line. The outer peristome is free of rays on both sides.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492885, comes from El Queque. It has 7.0

whorls and measures : Length, 28.6 mm
;
greater diameter, 17.5 mm

;

lesser diameter, 13.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA RETICULATA, new subspecies

Plate 21, Figuee 6

The typical race ranges through the limestone bluffs of Banos

San Vicente, the Ensenada de los Banos, and the Puerta de la Ancon.

This race is also very variable in color but dark as compared with

the other large races, brown being the prevailing coloration. The
finely denticulated white line at the summit is very marked in this!

race, and interrupted spiral bands are fairly regularly arranged in

axial series, giving this a more or less varicially streaked effect. The
peristome is not raj^ed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492910, comes from Banos San Vicente.

It has 6.0 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 27.5 mm
;
greater

diameter, 16.4 mm ; lesser diameter, 12.6 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA VERSICOLOR, new subspecies

Plate 21. Figure 4

This subspecies occupies the north slope of Pan de Azucar. It is

a dark race, frequently with a light base and a broad median spiral

band. The whorls are not as strongly inflated as in some of the
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other races and a white Ime at the summit is indicated. The sum-

mit of the whorls is not strongly denticulated. The front and

back of the expanded peristome are not rayed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492877, comes from the western end of

Pan de Azucar. It is a complete specimen having 6.8 whorls and

measuring: Length, 27.8 mm; greater diameter, 16.7 mm; lesser di-

ameter, 12.7 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA SACCHARINELLA, new subspecies

PtATE 21, Figure 1

This subspecies comes from Mogote Pan de Azucar, that conspicu-

ous block of limestone lying a couple of miles north of the Sierra

de Chichones. This is a diminutive race, very similar to G. reticu-

lata versicolor^ which has the peristome both on the front and back

conspicuously rayed. It also has a denticulated white line at the

summit.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492884, has 4.8 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 21.0 mm; greater diameter, 13.8 mm; lesser di-

ameter, 10.7 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA RETICULELLA, new subspecies

Plate 20, Figure 7

This diminutive race is confined to a small mogote on Martinez's

place at Banos San Vicente, which stands at some distance from the

main range. It is a very dark chestnut-brown race, with a conspic-

uous denticulated zone of white at the summit. The peristome and

parietal callus are also white without rays.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 474197, is a complete specimen having

6.3 whorls and measuring: Length, 18.0 mm; greater diameter, 11.6

mm ; lesser diameter, 8.6 mm.
Very dark forms of G. reticulata petricolella resemble this in

coloration, but they are a little more finely sculptured and never

so dark.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA PELLUCIDA, new subspecies

Plate 20, Figxtre 6

This small race was taken on the second mogote on the right side

of Kilometer 14 on the road between Pinar del Kio and Vinales. It

is pale yellow, with white denticulations at the summit and white

peristome. In some specimens faint brown spiral lines are indicated,

and some individuals also show an axial dark band behind the

peristome.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468916, is a complete specimen having 6.5

whorls. It measures : Length, 21.4 nmi
;
greater diameter, 13.3 mm

;

lesser diameter, 10.0 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA SCROBICULA, new subspecies

Plate 21, Figure 3

This race comes from a small mogote known as Hoyos de San
Antonio Asiento de la Jagiia. It is a small race, orange in color,

with white denticulations at the summit and the spaces between these

brown. The peristome is slightly rayed on the back. There is also

a feeble dark axial zone behind the peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468914, has 5.0 whorls remaining and

measures : Length, 20.4 mm
;
greater diameter, 12.8 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 10.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA PETRICOLELLA, new subspecies

Plate 20, Figure 5

Under this name we shall combine the small shells occupying the

Mogotes Piedra Laguna, as well as those that border the road from

Vinalcs to the Puerta del Ancon. In the main this race resembles

C. r. fetncola^ but it is very variable in color, ranging in ground

color from flesh-color to pale brown, with the base frequently banded

and the rest of the shell marked by fine spiral lines, which are also

frequently arranged in axial series.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468908, comes from Fogon de los Negros

from the northern part of the La^;una Piedras. It is a complete

specimen having 7.0 whorls and measuring : Length, 20.2 mm
;
greater

diameter, 12.4 mm ; lesser diameter, S.T mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES RETICULATA FRATERCULA, new subspecies

Platej 20, Figure 8

This race occupies the small mogotes between Vinales and the dos

Hermanos, etc., including Mogote Vigil and Mogote la Feita.

The shells vary from pale chestnut-brown to sooty brown, with the

peristome white on both sides. The dark forms seem conspicuously

marked by the slender denticulated white line at the summit.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492893, comes from the Mogote la Feita.

It has 3.6 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 17.6 mm
;
greater

diameter, 12.8 mm; lesser diameter, 9.1 mm.
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CHONDROTHYRETES INCRASSATA (Wright) PfeiCFer

Shell elongate-ovate, varying; in color from flesh-color through

straw-color to pale orange and even pale brown in some individuals;

the last w^iorl is always paler than the rest; the shell may have axial

varicial streaks of a little darker coloration than the ground color.

In two of the known races there is an orange blotch behind the peri-

stome. Peristome white. Nuclear whorls almost 2, forming a some-

what truncated apex, strongly rounded, smooth except the last portion

of the last turn, which shows the beginning of the postnuclear sculp-

ture. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded, marked by
slender, retractively slanting, axial riblets, which are stronger on the

early turns than those succeeding them, becoming decidedly enfeebled

on the last whorl. The spiral sculpture consists of slender threads

a little stronger than the axial. The intersection of the axial riblets

and spiral threads form slender nodules on the early turns, while

the spaces enclosed between them are rectangular pits. On the last

whorl, however, the nodules are absent and the pits reduced to fine

malleations. Suture well constricted. Periphery of the last whorl

inflated, strongly rounded. Base short, inflated, strongly rounded,

marked by the continuations of the axial riblets and spiral threads.

The spiral threads and axial riblets are a little stronger near the

umbilicus than on the posterior half of the base, forming here weak
nodules at their junction. Aperture broadly oval; peristome double;

the inner heavy and broadly expanded, covering two-thirds of the

outer. The outer is expanded and reflected, forming a sinus at the

posterior angle, the part that projects beyond the inner slightly fluted

at the edge and marked by concentric lines of growth; posterior to

the notch of the inner lip, the outer peristome is reflected as a broad
white callus over the umbilicus, which it completely covers, extending

a little less broadly upon the parietal wall, where it is appressed to

the preceding turn. The breathing pore is conspicuous on the parietal

wall about as far removed from the edge of the outer lip as it is from
the posterior angle. Operculum thin, paucispiral, with almost sub-

marginal nucleus, covered on the outside with a thin deposit of fine

calcareous granules, which form a somewhat radiating pattern.

Gundlach * says of the animal of incrassata: "Animal grey, eye

ring and edge of operculm whitish. Antennae beautifully coral

colored, trending toward saffron-yellow. On the sides of the foot

are spots which are composed of elevated white dots."

Chondrothyretes incrassata is distinguished from C. reticulata by
its much less strongly reticulated sculpture and from C. cerina by

* Malakozool. BlStter, vol. 10, p. 183, 1862.
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having this sculpture stronger and especially by having the inner

peristome much expanded and thickened and the outer separated from

3 ^Isaba./ Alarid

£zas

o / s. 3 4- ^
mtles

4 oL^guv'illa.s

Figure 95.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothyretes incrassata: (1) incrasaata;
(2) subincrassata ; (3) aurantiaca; (4) fumata.

the parietal callus by an inbent channel at the posterior angle, causing
the outer peristome to project at a point.

Distribution of the subspecies of G. incrassata is shown in figure 95.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES DJCRASSATA

Orange blotch behind peristome present.

Length of shell more than 25 mm aurantiaca

Length of shell less than 22 mm fumata
Orange blotch behind peristome absent.

Sculpture feeble incrassata

Sculpture not feeble subincrassata

CHONDROTHYRETES INCRASSATA AURANTIACA, new subspecies

Plate 22, Figure 5

The mogotes between Cabezas and Isabel Maria and the Sierra

Quemada harbor a race that about equals C . incrassata incrassata in

size and sculpture. The shells, however, are marked with a con-

spicuous orange blotch behind the peristome. To this race we have

given the above name.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367872, which comes from Mogote Isabel

Maria, is an almost perfect specimen. It has 6.0 whorls and meas-

ures : Length, 27.2 mm
;
greater diameter, 17.8 mm ; lesser diameter,

13.8 mm.
CHONDROTHYRETES INCRASSATA FUMATA. new subspecies

Plate 22, Figuke 8

This diminutive race resembles C. incrassata aurantiaca^ from
which its small size at once distinguishes it. It comes from Lagunil-

las, which lies halfway between the range C. incrassata aurantiaca

and the south coast.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468800, has 5.4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 21.3 mm; greater diameter, 12.7 mm; lesser diameter,

9.4 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES INCRASSATA INCRASSATA (Wright) Pfeiffer

Plate 22, Figure 7

1862. Clwndropoma incraasatum (Weight) Pfeiffeb, Malakozool. Blatter, voL

10, pp. 182-183.

This subspecies occupies the Sierra Vinales and part of the Sierra

Penitencia and is distinguished from C. incrassata subincrassata^ iho,

race south of it, by having a little heavier shell, paler coloration, and
feebler sculpture, and by being less frequently marked by spiral cc-lor

lines.

The specimen figured, one of a series of topotypes, U.S.N.M.
no. 468944, was collected by Wright at Vinales. It is a perfect speci-

men having 6.8 whorls and measuring: Length, 29.3 mm; greater

diameter, 19.5 mm ; lesser diameter, 14.6 mm.
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CHONDROTHYKETES INCRASSATA SUBINCRASSATA, new subspecies

Plate 22. Fiqitre 9

This race we have from the Sierra Quemada south of the range

of the typical C. incrasHata incras^ata., and from the Mogote Caoba

near this. It has the shell thinner and considerably more strongly

sculptured than the typical form.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468945, comes from the Sierra Quemada.

It has 5.5 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 30.3 mm
;
greater

diameter, 19.4 mm ; lesser diameter, 14.4 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES CERINA, new species

Shell broadly ovate, wax yellow, sometimes pale orange or chest-

nut-brown, or even purplish, unicolor, or marked with axial streaks

of a darker shade. Nuclear whorls 2, the first smooth, the second

showing the beginning of the postnuclear sculpture at its termina-

tion. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded, marked on the

early turns by retractively slanting axial riblets and spiral threads

of almost the same strength; on the later turns these become less

conspicuous and in one of the races quite obsolete on the last whorl.

The base is short, strongly rounded, and sculptured like the posterior

portion of the last turn. Apertuie broadly ovate
;
peristome double,

the inner reflected over the outer and adnate to it; the outer is

moderately, strongly expanded and considerably thickened ; the inner

lip is reflected over anterior to the cut, and covers the umbilicus.

It is not distinctly angulated as in some of the other species; on the

parietal wall it extends over the preceding turn. The outer peri-

stome does not project as a conspicuous auricle at the posterior angle.

Breathing pore on the parietal wall a little anterior to the posterior

angle of the aperture and a little within the peristome. Operculum
with almost submarginal nucleus and a considerably thickened cal-

careous deposit on the last turn.

This species occupies the region between Vinales and the Sierra

del Infierno, extending southwest to Santo Tomas, Hoyo del Guama,
and to the Ensenada Pan de Azucar, and across the Sierra Martillo,

breaking up into a number of subspecies, which are here described.

The shells of this species can readily be distinguished from its

nearest relative, C. incrassata (Wright), by having the auricle at

the posterior angle of the aperture almost absent and by having
the outer peristome of the inner lip anterior to the notch not ex-

panded, but forming an almost straight thickened columella, while in

incrassata it always projects as a sharp element. C. incrassata also

has the inner peristome much more thickened and much broader.

The animal of C. cerina subceiina is short, ashy gray, with the
head adjoining the tentacles, a little paler, which is also the case at
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the tip of the snout. The tentacles are coral-red, tipped with brown.

The sole of foot is a little paler than the sides of the body, deeply

medially cleft; the motion of the two sides is alternate.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. cerina is shown in figure 96.

QruamA \^ /

mi /cs

Figure 96.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothyretes cerina: (1) roseoapicata

;

(2) cerina; (3) polita; (4) suhcerina; (5) puella.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES CERINA

Axial and spiral sculpture obsolete on last turn polita

Axial and spiral sculpture not obsolete on last turn.

Apex rose-color roseoapicata

Apex not rose-color.

Shell less than 22 mm long puella

Shell more than 25 mm long.

Sculpture of last whorl feeble cerina

Sculpture of last whorl not feeble subcerina
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CHONDROTHYRETES CERINA POLITA, new subspecies

Plate 23, Figure 2

This race comes from the Sierra Martillo. It resembles typical

C . cenna cerina but has the sculpture of the last whorl reduced to

obsoleteness.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468598, comes from Sitio del Martillo. It

has 4.5 whorls remaininf^ and measures: Length, 23.8 mm; greater

diameter, 15.5 mm; lesser diameter, 13.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES CERINA ROSEOAPICATA, new subspecies

Plate 23, Figure 9

In the high parts of tlie Sierra del Infierno and the Sierra Peni-

tencia we have a race with decidedly rosy tip. Here the dark, almost

sooty-brown, color of the rest of the shell prevails, the lighter phase

being less numerous. This, combined with the white peristome, ren-

ders this race very beautiful.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 4689G0, comes from the high parts of the

Sierra del Infierno, It has 5.4 whorls remaining and measures:

Length, 31.6 mm; greater diameter, 18.9 mm; lesser diameter, 16.3

mm.
CHONDROTHYRETES CERINA PUELLA, new subspecies •

Plate 23, Figure 5

This subspecies is quite isolated from the main group and, as in

certain other forms occupying small offlying lumps of limestone, we
have here a diminutive race whose size at once distinguishes it from
the other members of the species. It comes from the Hoyo del

Guama, southeast of Santo Tomas.

The type, U.S.N.M. no, 468964, a complete specimen, has 6.4

w^horls and measures: Length, 19.5 mm; greater diameter, 12.8 mm;
lesser diameter, 10.7 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES CERINA CERINA, new subspecies

Plate 23, Figure 10

This subspecies ranges through the lower reaches of the Sierra del

Infierno and the adjacent mogotes.

It is quite variable in size, ranging from 24 to 30 mm in length.

In color it also ranges through everything except the roseoapicate

form. In sculpture it stands midway between C. cerina folita^

which has the last whorl obsoletely marked, and G. cerina suhcerina^

which is most strongly sculptured.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367874, a large complete individual from

Sitio del Infierno, Sierro del Infierno, has 5.5 whorls and measures:
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Length, 27.2 mm; greater diameter, 17.0 mm; lesser diameter, 14.8

mm.
CHONDROTHYRETES CERINA SUBCERINA, new subspecies

Plate 23, Figure 8

This race extends through the Ensenada Pan de Azucar, the large

embayment in the western end of the Organ Mountains. It is the

most strongly sculptured subspecies known, recalling weakly marked

C. reticulata^ but at once distinguished from this by the character

of the peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367875, has 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 27.0 mm; greater diameter, 16.9 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 14.0 mm.
CHONDROTHYRETES BARBOURI, new species

Shell large and stout, varying in color from flesh-color through

yellow and orange to brown; unicolor or marked with spiral lines

of brown; peristome white, sometimes partly rayed on the back.

Nuclear whorls about 2, well rounded, marked only by incremental

lines. Postnuclear whorls somewhat inflated, well rounded, marked

by rather distantly spaced spiral threads and on the early post-

nuclear whorls by axial threads of almost the same strength, which

rapidly decrease in strength and become obsolete as the shell in-

creases its whorls. Suture well impressed, not denticulated. Ap-

ertuiie broadly ovate, slightly angulated at the posterior angle;

peristome double, the inner, which is slightly exserted, extends a

little above the broadly expanded, somewhat radially fluted and

concentrically feebly laminated outer, which has the inner lip cut

in the middle and the posterior half reflected over the umbilicus,

which it completely covers.

The species ranges through the Organ Mountains about Luis Lazo

and eastward through Sumidero to Cabezas and some of the mogotes

adjacent to this.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES BARBOURI

Shell predominantly brown barbouri

Shell predominantly pale itineraria

CHONDROTHYRETES BARBOURI BARBOURI, new subspecies

Plate 21, Figube 5

This is the large brown race that occupies the high mountains

of the Sierra San Carlos and the Sierra Acostas all around Luis

Lazo and northeastward through the Sierra Sumidero.

G. harhouri harhouri is distinguished from the other subspecies by
being larger and heavier and in having the brown color predomi-
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nant. Spiral color bands here are also less frequently met with

than in C. harhouH itineraria.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 474199, comes from Luis Lazo and has

5.5 whorls remaining, which measure : LengtJi, 34.2 mm
;
greater

diameter, 21.5 mm; lesser diameter, 16.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYBETES BARBOURI ITINERARIA, new anbspecies

Plate 21, Figure 7

This subspecies extends through the mogotes along the roadside

to the east and west of Cabezas. It is smaller, thinner, paler, and

almost always spirally banded.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499589, comes from the first mogote on
the northwest side of the road east of Cabezas. It has 5.8 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 28.0 mm; greater diameter, 16.4

mm; lesser diameter, 12.5 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES GUNDLACHI (Arango)

Shell rather large, ovate-conic, varying in ground color from

flesh-color through buff to pale orange, with or without a darker

zone behind the peristome and with or without interrupted spiral

bands. Nuclear whorls about 1.5, inflated, well rounded, smooth

except for incremental lines. Postnuclear whorls well rounded,

marked by slender, retractively curved, axial threads and rather

stronger spiral threads, the combination of which forms a somewhat

fenestrated pattern, while the junction of these elements forms

slender nodules. The spiral threads frequently are conspicuously

white in the typical race. Suture well constricted. Periphery of

the last whorl inflated, well rounded. Base short, well rounded, and

marked like the spire. Aperture broadly ovate. Peristome double;

the inner slightly exserted and somewhat reflected, the outer broadly

flaringly expanded, fluted and marked with concentric lamellae, cut

on the middle of the inner lip with the posterior part reflected as

a broad callus, which closes the umbilicus. The parietal wall is cov-

ered with a broadly expanded outer peristome. The breathing pore

is on the parietal wall near the posterior angle of the aperture.

Operculum with 3.5 whorls, the last covered with a heavy deposit

of calcareous granules, which have a somewhat fluted appearance.

This species ranges from the Sierra de Paso Keal Guane eastward

through the Sierra de Guane through Portales through the Puerta

de la Murallia.

We are recognizing five zoogeographic races, which we are desig-

nating as subspecies.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. gmidlachi is shown in figure

97.
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Figure 97.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothyretes gundlachi: (1) gundlachi;

(2) guanensis; (3) deviata; (4) porticola; (5) murallensis.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES GUNDLACHI

Ground color of shell red or reddish.

Spiral threads conspicuously white gundlachi

Spiral threads not conspicuously white guanensis

Ground color of shell not red or reddish.

Ground color of shell yellowish or white.

Shell strongly spirally banded.

Shell mottled and clouded porticola

Shell not mottled and clouded murallensis

Shell feebly or not spirally banded deviata
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CHONDROTHYRETES GUNDLACHI GUNDLACHI (Aranso)

Plate 22, Figure 6

1862. Cyclostoma (Chondropoma) gundlachi Arango, Journ. Conchyl., vol. 10,

pp. 408-409.

This subspecies occupies the Sierra de Paso Real.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 492947, is a complete specimen

having 7.0 whorls and measures : Length, 23.5 mm
;
greater diameter,

15.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 11,0 mm.
It is easily distinguished from all the other races by the fact that

the spiral threads are white, w^hile the rest of the shell is dark in

color.

CHONDROTHYRETES GUNDLACHI GUANENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 22, Figure 3

In this race, which comes from the Sierra de Guane, the spiral

threads are slightly darker than the rest of the shell, and the peri-

stome is white. This, however, does not give to the surface of the

shell a conspicuously banded appearance.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492948, has 3.5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 26.5 mm; greater diameter, 18.8 mm; lesser diameter,

13.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES GUNDLACHI PORTICOLA, new subspecies

Plate 22, Figube ;l

In this race, which comes from Portales, the shell is marked by

conspicuous, interrupted, rather broad spiral bands, which give it a

mottled and marbled aspect. The outer peristome is decidedly

rayed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492949, is a complete specimen having 6.4

whorls and measures : Length, 24.5 mm
;
greater diameter, 16.0 mm

;

lesser diameter, 11.6 mm.
These characters conspicuously differentiate this race from all the

others.

CHONDROTHYRETES GUNDLACHI MURALLENSIS. new subspecies

Plate 22, Figure 2

This race, from the the Puerta de la Murallia, also has interrupted

spiral bands, as in C. gundlachi porticola, but they are less pro-

nounced, and the color scheme does not tend toward mottling or

marbling, as in the other subspecies. The expanded outer lip is also

less conspicuously rayed.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367880, has 4.8 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 27.0 mm; greater diameter, 16.6 mm; lesser diameter,

12.1 mm.
CHONDROTHYRETES GUNDLACHI DEVIATA, new subspecies

Plate 22, Figure 4

In the caves of the mogotes on the south side of the road leading

from Luis Lazo to Guane, and separated from the Sierra de Guane
by the Rio Portales, Bartsch collected a lot of shells that have finer

sculpture than the other races and that may have the spiral threads

brown. These vary from white to yellow, unicolor or spirally feebly

banded. The peristome is white, at times weakly rayed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 387907, collected as above stated, is a com-

plete specimen, having 6.5 whorls and measuring : Length, 25.6 mm

;

greater diameter, 16.7 mm; lesser diameter, 12.6 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES AFFINIS, new species

Plate 21, Figube 9

1863. Chotidropoma gundlachi PrEiFrEB, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 10, p. 182 (in

part).

Shell large, thin, ovate-turreted. The early whorls are dark brown,

paling gradually anteriorly to buff on the last turn. Peristome whit«.

At more or less regular intervals there are white or light axial zones,

and the spiral threads are also light, so that the combination of these

two light elements against the dark background lends to the shell

a very peculiar fenestrated pattern. Nuclear whorls 2, strongly

rounded, smooth. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded,

and marked by numerous, hairlike, decidedly retractively slanting,

axial threads. The spiral sculpture consists of alternating stronger

and heavier threads; the lighter threads are about equal to the axial

and the heavier are at least twice the size of the lesser. The latter

are rendered beautifully beaded by the axial sculpture. Suture

strongly constricted. Periphery of the last whorl inflated and

strongly rounded. Base inflated and strongly rounded and marked

like the spire. Aperture broadly oval. Peristome double, the inner

slightly exserted and reflected; the outer more or less broadly ex-

panded, fluted, and marked by fine concentric lines. The outer peri-

stome is cut on the middle of the inner lip posterior to which it is

reflected over the umbilicus and parietal wall. The breathing pore

is on the parietal wall near the posterior angle of the aperture at a

little distance behind the peristome. Operculum with subcentral

nucleus. The outside of the last whorl is covered by a rather thick

deposit of fine calcareous granules, which are somewhat fluted.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499582, comes from the west end of El

Queque. It is a complete specimen, has 7.5 whorls, and measures:

Length, 30.7 mm; greater diameter, 18.8 mm; lesser diameter, 13.2

mm.
The species ranges through the Vinales region. It is also found

in Dos Hermanos and Puertecitas.

CHONDROTHYRETES PARILIS. new species

Shell elongate-ovate, varying in color from pure milk white

through straw-color, horn-color, orange, and dark brown. It may
be unicolor, variegated or marbled, usually the latter. The outer,

broadly expanded peristome also varies in color from pale yellow

to deeper yellow and is rayed in all specimens but the alabastrian

form of C. parilis simonis. Nuclear whorls about 2, well rounded,

smooth. The postnuclear whorls are moderately rounded and marked

by slender retractively curved riblets and spiral threads, the latter

considerably stronger than the axial riblets. The junctions of the

two form nodules on the early whorls, which become weakened on

the later turns. Suture moderately constricted; periphery well

rounded. Base short, well rounded. Aperture oval. Peristome

double, the outer broadly flaringly expanded and marked by numer-

ous slender concentric lamellae adnate to the preceding turns at the

posterior angle and deeply cut in the middle of the inner lip. The
part posterior to it reflected over and covering the umbilicus.

Parietal wall covered by a broad callus. Operculum typically

chondropomoid.

This species ranges through the small mogotes west and south of

the Sierra San Andres as well as the Sierra San Andres.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES PARILIS

Spiral threads conspicuously white.

Shell dark brown or red scalaris

Shell not dark brown or red.

Shell horn-color.

Outer lip conspicuously rayed parilis

Outer lip not conspicuously rayed simonis

Spiral threads not conspicuously white.

Shell dark brown or reddish fossularis

Shell horn-color amoena

CHONDROTHYRETES PARILIS SCALARIS, new subspecies

Plate 23, Figure 1

This race comes from the Escaleras de San Andres. It is an ex-

ceedingly dark race, with rayless orange-colored outer peristome and
with the spiral threads white, which gives it a very striking color

pattern that readily distinguishes it from all the other races.
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The type, U.S.N.M, no. 468953, has 6.0 whorls and measures:

Length, 25.8 mm; greater diameter, 16,2 mm; lesser diameter, 13.0

mm.
CHONDROTHYRETES PARILIS PARILIS, new subspecies

Plate 23, FiGtmE 3

In this race, which comes from Hoyo San Antonio, Mogote de la

Jagua, the shell also has conspicuous spiral bands, but the ground
color is horn-color, and the outer peristome is conspicuously rayed.

There are also inconspicuous interrupted spiral bands of brown.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492961, has 5.2 whorls remaining and
measures : Length, 24.7 mm

;
greater diameter, 16.3 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 11.1 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES PARILIS SIMONIS, new subspecies

Plate 23, Figuee 6

This race comes from the Mogote Palmero, which is also called

Mogote Simon. Here we have the last whorl also bearing light

spiral threads, but the ground color is orange or orange-brown, the

nuclear whorls are white, and the outer peristome is without rays

or almost so.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468951, a complete specimen, has 7.2 whorls

and measures: Length, 24.5 mm; greater diameter, 15.6 mm; lesser

diameter, 10.4 mm.
Of this species we have two albinos, both alabaster white.

CHONDROTHYRETES PARIUS FOSSULARIS, new subspecies

Plate 23, Figure 4

This race comes from Hoyo Corto de San Antonio, Asiento de la

Jagua. It is a very dark colored race, in which the spiral threads

are not light. It varies in coloration from orange to dark brown
and has the expanded peristome, which is orange, very conspicuously

rayed. The shell may be unicolor, barring the banding at and behind

the peristome, or it may be variously banded with interrupted spiral

zones of brown.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468820, has 4.4 whorls remaining and

measures : Length, 22.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 14.1 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 10.4 mm.

CHONDROTHYRETES PARILIS AMOENA, new subspecies

Plate 23, Figube 7

This race was collected by Arango at Mogote de la Jagua de Azua.

It is pale, with a horn-colored ground color and with or without

66879—38 8
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slender interrupted spiral bands of brown. The peristome is of the

same color as the ground color of the shell except for the numerous

very decided rays present on both sides of the expanded portion.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367881, has 5.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 24.9 mm; greater diameter, 15.5 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 11.0 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA, new genus

Shell small, varying in shape from ovate to subglobular. Thei

shells may be unicolor or spirally banded. Nuclear whorls about 2,

well rounded, smooth except the last part of the last turn, which

shows the beginning of the postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear

whorls more or less inflated, strongly rounded, latticed with slender

axial riblets and spiral threads, which may form cusps at their in-

tersections. Suture well impressed, simple. Periphery strongly

rounded. Base more or less inflated, strongly rounded, marked by

the continuations of the axial ribs and spiral tlireads. Umbilicus

open or closed. Aperture broadly oval to subcircular. Peristome

double, the inner little exserted, the outer expanded, cut or folded

on the inner lip and more or less reflected over the umbilicus
;
parietal

wall covered with a strong callus. A breathing pore is present a

little within the edge of the aperture on the parietal wall near th©

posterior angle. This may open into the exterior at the posterior

angle where the whorls are solute or into the umbilicus by means of

a canal below the parietal callus: breathing may take place through

the umbilicus or when this is closed through the decollated apex.

Operculum simple, paucispiral, with more or less of a granular cal-

careous deposit.

Type: Chondrothyrella {Chondrothyrella) pudica (Orbigny).

This genus of small species is confined to the eastern part of Pinar

del Kio Province and the western and central parts of Habana

Province.

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF GENUS CHONDROTHYRELLA

Umbilicus open Plicathyrella

Umbilicus closed Chondrothyrella

Plicathyrella, new subgenus

Chondrothyrella with the umbilicus open. Breathing pore open-

ing directly to the exterior where the last whorl is solute or through

a channel in the parietal callus, connecting with the umbilicus where

the last whorl is adnate to the preceding turn. Outer peristome of

the inner lip not cut but folded in the middle.

Type: Chondrothyrella {Plicathyrella) assimilis (Gundlach)

Pfeiffer.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS PLICATHYRELLA

Surface of shell filelike claudicans

Surface of shell not filelike.

Shell chestnut-brown tenebrosa

Shell horn or straw-colored assimilis

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Shell varying from small to medium size in the different races,

ovate, usually horn-color, sometimes brown, almost always interrupt-

edly spirally banded with brown. Nuclear whorls about 2, inflated,

strongly rounded, microscopically granulose ; the initial portion of the

first turn dark brown, the rest horn-color, Postnuclear whorls very

strongly inflated and rounded, crossed by numerous more or less

crowded, retractively slanting, axial riblets that vary from threads

to slender low lamellae in the different races. The spiral sculpture

consists of threads, which are also quite variable in strength in the

divers races. The junction of these two elements renders the axial

ribs somewhat sinuose and feebly nodulose at their meeting. Suture

well constricted. Periphery and base inflated, strongly rounded, the

latter openly umbilicated and marked by the continuation of the

axial ribs and spiral threads. The last, however, are much stronger

about the umbilical region than on the posterior portion of the base.

Aperture very broadly oval
;
peristome double, the outer broadly ex-

panded and reflected, more so on the inner lip than the rest, marked

by radial flutings and concentric lamellae. The middle of the outer

peristome of the inner lip bears a fold which in some of the races

almost amounts to a cut. The part posterior to this is reflected as

a flap over the umbilicus, partly covering, or at least shielding it.

Operculum thin, red or reddish, corneous with excentric nucleus, cov-

ered by a heavy deposit of fine calcareous granules.

Of the animal of C. (P.) assimilis assirnilis Gundlach says ^: "Ani-

mal whitish, head with scarcely darker suffusion. Tentacles ochre

colored with gray tip." When at rest it suspends itself with a mod-

ately long thread.

This species extends through the mountains of a considerable part

of eastern Pinar del Rio Province. It has been found from the

Sierra la Guira to Pan de Guajaibon east to Mogote de Soroa.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. {P.) assimilis is shown in fig-

ure 98.

• Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 10, p. 186, 1863.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS

Early postnuclear whorls distantly ribbed.

Surface of shell exceedingly rough abronensis

Surface of shell not exceedingly rough.

Peristome radially rayed.

Spiral cords in the umbilicus very strong maceoi

Spiral cords in the umbilicus not very strong signata

Peristome not radially rayed.

Spiral threads about the umbilicus rather distantly

spaced assimilis

Spiral threads about the umbilicus closely spaced.

Spiral threads about the umbilicus very strong cisnerosi

Spiral threads about the umbilicus not very strong— g-uirensis

Early postnuclear whorls closely ribbed gemma

FIGUBE 98.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothyrella (PUcathyreUa) assimilis:

(1) cisnerosi; (2) abronensis; (3) maceoi; (4) assimilis; (5) signataj (6) gemma/

(7) jruireiwis.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS ABRONENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 25, Figube 5

This race comes from El Abron, Sierra de Limones. The junctions

of the sublamellar axial ribs and spiral threads form very strong

cusps, which give to this subspecies a rasplike surface. The peristome

is radially rayed with brown and the early postnuclear whorls are

distantly ribbed.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492732, a complete specimen, has 6 whorls

and measures: Length, 13.0 mm; greater diameter, 10.2 mm; lesser

diameter, 6.8 mm.
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CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS MACEOI, new subspecies

Plate 25, Figure 2

This race comes from Cacarajicara, 2 miles west of Rancho Lucas.

It has the early postnuclear whorls distantly ribbed and the peristome

radiatingly rayed with chestnut-brown ; there is also a spot of the

same color at the notch of the inner lip. The interrupted spiral

bands of brown are narrow and faint on the spire but broader and

a little more pronounced on the periphery and base. The spiral

threads on the anterior half of the base are very strong, which will

help to differentiate this easily from C. (P.) assimAUs signata.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468743, has 4.5 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 15.0 mm; greater diameter, 12.5 mm; lesser di-

ameter, 8.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS SIGNATA, new subspecies

Plate 25, Figure 7

This subspecies comes from the Sierra Chica south of Pan de

Guajaibon. It differs from typical C. (P.) asshmlis asdmilis in

having the jDeristome radiatingly rayed, and in having a faint dark
line at the edge of the summit of the whorls, and from C. {P.)

assimilis maeeoi in having the spiral cords about the umbilicus much
less strongly developed. The decidedly inflated whorls are distantly

ribbed on the early turns, but here the ribs closely approximate on

the last whorl where the spaces that separate them are almost as

narrow as the ribs, which are sublamellar and low. The interrupted

spiral bands are almost continuous. The peristome of the inner lip

is very broad and the flexure not profound.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468744, has a little more than 4 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 15.6 mm; greater diameter, 12.0

mm ; lesser diameter, 8.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS ASSIMILIS (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 25, Figure 1

1863. Cho)idropnma assimiJe (Gundlach Pfeiffek, Malakozool. Blatter, vol.

10, p. 186.

1920. Chondrothyra (Chondrothyretes) assimile Henderson and Bartsch, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

This subspecies comes from San Juan de Sagua, the southwest side

of Pan de Guajaibon. It has the early postnuclear whorls rather

distantly ribbed; the peristome is pale yellowish, without brown
radiating rays. It also has the spiral threads on the anterior half of
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the base fewer and much more distantly placed than those of G. (P.)

assimilis guirensis^ which it most nearly resembles.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 4G8745, is a complete specimen, having

6.4 whorls and measuring: Length 1G.3 mm; greater diameter, 11.8

mm ; lesser diameter, 8.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS CISNEROSI, new subspecies

Plate 25, Figure 6

This, the largest race of G. (P.) asshnilis, was collected by Cisneros

in the Sierra Rosario. It is dark horn-color, and the broken tip shows
the dark columella. It is roticulately latticed but only fe«bly cusped

at the intervals of the axial riblets and spiral threads. Within the

umbilicus the spiral threads are very strong and rendered conspicu-

ously cusped by the axial threads.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367882, has 3.9 whorls remaining and
measures : Length, 15.3 mm

;
greater diameter, 12.8 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 9.1 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS GUIRENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 25, Fiouke 4

This race was collected by Arango in the Sierra la Guira northwest

of San Diego de los Banos. It has the axial riblets on the early post-

nuclear whorls very distantly spaced, while those of the last whorl
are but slightly elevated and separated by spaces as wide as, or only

a little wider than, the ribs. In this subspecies the spiral threads on
the anterior part of the base are less strong, more numerous, and
closer spaced than in G. (P.) assimilis assimilis, with which it shares

a faintly yellow peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367886, has 4.7 whorls remaining and
measures : Length, 14.0 mm

;
greater diameter, 11.0 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 7.6 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) ASSIMILIS GEMMA, new subspecies

Plate 25, Figure 3

This, the smallest of all the races of this species, comes from Mogote
Colorado, one of the limestone blocks on the east side of the Rio San
Diego, a short distance north of San Diego de los Banos. Its minute
size, combined with the closely spaced axial riblets on the early post-

nuclear whorls, readily distinguishes it from the other subspecies.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468747, has 5.8 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 11.4 mm; greater diameter, 7.7 mm; lesser diam-
eter, 5.9 mm.
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CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) CLAUDICANS (Poey)

Shell small, very broadly ovate, when truncated almost subglobular,

varying in color from horn-color through orange to brown, unicolor

or interruptedly spirally banded. The first portion of the nucleus is

blackish brown, the rest much lighter. Peristome pale yellow. Nu-

clear whorls about 2, inflated, strongly rounded, smooth except for

microscopic granules. Postnuclear whorls decidedly inflated, gib-

bose, strongly rounded, marked by retractively curved, axial riblets,

which vary in strength from threads to low lamellae. The spiral

sculpture also consists of threads, which vary considerably in strength,

numbers, and spacing in the different races and also in the way they

render the axial riblets wavy and nodulose at their junction. The
axial riblets continue over the inflated periphery and base of the last

whorl into the umbilicus undiminished ; the spiral threads, however,

become stronger and more distantly spaced in most of the races on

the anterior half of the base and in the umbilicus. Aperture very

broadly ovate; peristome double, the outer broad, flaringly expanded;

on the inner lip posterior to the fold almost triple the width of that

of the outer lip. The outer peristome is radially fluted and marked
with concentric, thin lamellae. The inner peristome is narrow,

slightly exserted and reflected. The operculum is thin and reddish,

has an excentric nucleus, and is covered by a deposit of minute cal-

careous granules.

Of the animal C. (P.) claudicams clavdicans Gundlach is quoted

by Pfeiffer as saying ^
: "Animal pale gray with lighter dots ; on the

edge of the side of the snout a dark spot is present. Tentacles of

orange color with a clay yellow suffusion of coral-red with brownish

lip." Here he also quotes Poey as sajnng that the animal with an

alternate lateral motion, resting now on the right side of the foot,

then on the left. When at rest it suspends itself by a mucous thread.

This species we found hj^bridizing with ChondrothyreJla {Chondro-

thyrella) perturbafa in the gorge of the Rio Taco Taco.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) CLAUDICANS

Sculpture consisting of rather sliarp cusps claudicans

Sculpture consisting of small nodules culminis

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) CLAUDICANS CLAUDICANS (Poey)

Plate 27, Figure 4

1851. Cyclostoma claudicans Poey, Memorias sobre la historia natural de la

Isla de Cuba, pp. 100-106, 444-446, 454, pi. 7, figs. 8-11.

1852. Chondropoma claudicans Pfeiffer, Monographia pneumonopomorum viven-

tium, vol. 1, pp. 295-296 (in part).

1920. Chondrothyra (Chondrothyretes) claudicans Henderson and Baetsch,
Proc. U, S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

• Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 3, p. 135, 1856.
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This is the large race that is extremely abundant on the cliffs of

the middle ground bordering the path to Kangel. We gathered

hundreds of specimens as we made our way to the old Cafetal at the

summit. These show varying degrees of umbilication. The sculp-

ture is much stronger than in the other subspecies here recognized,

for the junction of the axial ribs and spiral threads produces sharp

cusps.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 492733, is a complete individ-

ual having 6.0 whorls and measuring: Length, 16.7 mm; greater

diameter, 13.2 mm; lesser diameter, 9.6 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) CLAUDICANS CULMINIS, new subspecies

Plate 27, Figuee 2

On the summit of Rangel we found on isolated limestone blocks,

among the coffee plantation, many specimens that were quite uni-

formly smaller, somewhat paler, and with more closely crowded and

weaker axial riblets, which do not form cusps at their junction with

the spiral threads but small nodules. To these we are applying the

above name.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 492734, has 4.5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 12.3 mm; greater diameter, 9.8 mm; lesser diameter,

7.1 mm.
Similar shells were collected by Hermano Roberto at the Cueva

del Rosario, east of and across the river Santa Cruz from Rangel.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) TENEBROSA (Morelet)

Shell small, very broadly ovate, chestnut-brown, with faint darker

interrupted spiral bands of brown ; the peristome may also be chest-

nut-brown or pale yellow or between these two colors. The nuclear

whorls are lost in all our specimens. The postnuclear whorls are very

much inflated, rotund, and crossed by slightly sublamellar, retrac-

tively curved, axial riblets, which are distantly spaced on the early

turns and quite closely approximated on the last whorl, passing un-

diminished over the inflated periphery and base of the last whorl into

the umbilicus. The spiral sculpture consists of slender threads that

render the axial riblets somewhat wavy and slightly nodulose at their

junction. On the anterior half of the base and in the umbilicus the

spiral threads become stronger and more distantly spaced, forming

here decided cusps at their junction with the axial riblets. Aperture

very broadly ovate, almost circular, peristome double, the outer

very broadly expanded, radially fluted and marked with concentric

lines of growth, two to three times as wide posterior to the fold on the

inner lip as on the rest of the aperture. The plication on the inner

lip is usually not strong. Inner peristome slightly exserted and re-
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fleeted. Operculum red or reddish, with excentric nucleus, covered

with a thick deposit of fine calcareous granules on all but the outer

edge.

This species, while it resembles G. (P.) assitnilis, is easily distin-

guished from that by being almost globular in shape.

Its races all cluster about Pan de Guajaibon.

Figure 99.—Distribution of the subspecies of Chondrothyrella (Plicathyrella) teneirosa:

(1) tenebrosa; (2) suhtenebrosa; (3) caimitensis.

Of the animal of G. (P.) tenebrosa tenebrosa, Gundlach says^:

"Animal with olive-gray head, neck gray, with Turk blue suffusion,

both with white dots which are especially marked about the eyes and

base of the tentacles. Foot gray. Tentacles ferruginous with white

dots. Eyes black."

Distribution of the subspecies of G. (P.) tenebrosa is shown in

figure 99.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) TENEBROSA

Peristome and parietal callus chestnut-brown tenebrosa

Peristome and parietal callus yellow with a brownish wash.

Peristome radially rayed caimitensis

Peristome not radially rayed ,

subtenebrosa

f Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 3, p. 135, 1863.
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CHONDROTHYRELLA (PUCATHYRELLA) TENEBROSA TENEBROSA (Morclet)

Plate 27, F^gube 3

1849. Cyclostoma tenehrosum Mobelet, Testacea novissima insulae Cubanae et

Americae Centralis, pp. 23-24.

1S52. Chondropoma tenebrosntn Pfeiffeb, Monographia pneumonopomorum vi-

ventium, vol. 1, pp. 295-296.

1920. Chondrothyra (Chondroihyretes) tenehrosa Hendebson and Baktsoh,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 64.

This subspecies comes from Rancho Lucas on the northeast side of

Pan de Guajaibon. It has the peristome and callus of the parietal

wall chestnut-brown.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 11026, was collected by Wright;

it has 4.5 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 16.5 mm
;
greater

diameter, 13.0 mm ; lesser diameter, 18.9 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) TENEBROSA CAIMITENSIS, new snbspeciea

Plate 27, Figube 5

In this race, from Caimito, southwest of Pan de Guajaibon, the

peristome is yellow, with a brownish wash. The part of the outer

peristome on the inner lip posterior to the fold is definitely pale

chestnut-brown; the rest is rayed with radiating zones of brown.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 11003, was also collected by Wright. It

has 4.3 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 14.9 mm; greater

diameter, 12.2 mm; lesser diameter, 7.8 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATHYRELLA) TENEBROSA SUBTENEBROSA, new subspecies

Plate 27, Figure 1

This subspecies was collected by Wright at Pinalillo, Sitio del

Pinar, north-central part of Pan de Guajaibon. It has the peristome

pale yellow, without radiating rays.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367885, has 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 16.1 mm; greater diameter, 12.8 mm; lesser

diameter, 8.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA, new subgenus

Chondrothyrella with the umbilicus closed by the reflected inner

lip of the outer peristome. The breathing pore connects with the

umbilicus by a slender space in the parietal callus; the breathing is

accomplished through the hollow axis and the decollated apex.

Type: Chondrothyrella {Chondrothyrella) pudica (Orbigny).
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROTHYRELLA

Axial sculpture very fine and closely spaced pudica

Axial sculpture only moderately fine and not closely spaced.

Umbilicus open or closed ; tip cinnabar red perturbata

Umbilicus closed ; tip not cinnabar red.

Shell straw-color excisa

Shell not straw-color.

Shell brown.

Columella with a red spot ottonis

Columella without a red spot.

Shell broadly ovate ,

cuzcoensis

Shell ovate ,
petricosa

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) PUDICA (Orbigny)

Plate 24, Figxjbes 3, 4

1842. Cyclostoma pudicum Orbiony, in Sagra's Histoire physique, politique et

naturelle de I'Ue de Cuba, vol. 1, pp. 259-260, pi. 22, fig. 6, 7, 8", not

8 or 8'.

1851. Cyclostoma sericatvm Morelet, Testacea novissima insulae Cubanae et

Americae Centralis, pt. 2, p. 20.

Shell broadly ovate, almost turbinate, varying in general tone

of color from brown to plum color. Nuclear whorls flesh-color, with

a dark point at the tip, gradually turning darker toward the end of

the nuclear spire. The peristome is yellowish white. Nuclear whorls

2.2, smooth except the last portion of the last turn, which shows the

beginning of the postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear whorls inflated,

strongly rounded, marked by retractively slanting, slender, sub-

lamellar axial riblets, which are more distantly spaced on the early

whorls than on the last, where they are rather crowded. The spiral

sculpture consists of threads, which are a little stronger than the

axial riblets. The intersections of the axial riblets and the spiral

threads form weak elongated nodules having their long axis parallel

with the axial sculpture. Suture strongly constricted. Periphery

of the last whorl inflated, strongly rounded. Base short, inflated,

strongly rounded with a rather well-impressed umbilical region,

which is marked by the continuations of the axial riblets and spiral

cords. The latter are a trifle stronger on the base than on the poste-

rior portion of the whorl. Aperture large, very broadly oval;

peristome double, the outer broadly expanded, not quite all in one

plane, marked by concentric lines of growth and radiating corru-

gations ; the outer peristome is deeply notched a little anterior to the

middle on the inner lip; the portion posterior to this notch is re-

flected over the umbilical area as a broad callus completely covering

the umbilicus; on the parietal wall the outer peristome is reflected

over the preceding turn and adnate to it; the inner scarcely at all
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elevated above the outer, slightly reflected and appressed to it. The

breathing pore is at some little distance behind the peristome on the

parietal wall and close to the posterior angle of the aperture. The

operculum is thin, paucispiral, with submarginal nucleus, the outside

covered with a thin deposit of fine calcareous granules.

This species was found abundantly on the limestone cliffs and

talus slopes on the north side of Mount Guajaibon, near the western

end of the mountain, Pinar del Rio, Cuba.

The specimen described and figured is a complete individual, hav-

ing 6.0 whorls, and measuring: Length, 14.2 mm; greater diameter,

10.2 mm; lesser diameter, 7.5 mm.
The chubby shape, fine sculpture, and dark color pattern with the

brilliantly contrasted peristome give this race a very distinct aspect.

This species was described by Orbigny in 1842 in Sagra's Histoire

de I'lle de Cuba, vol. 1, pp. 259-260, and figured on plate 22, figures

6, 7, and 8", but not 8 or 8'. Figures 8 and 8' represent an operculum

belonging to Rhytidothyra hilahiata Orbigny, the shell of which is

figured on the same plate as 3, 4, and 5, but without operculum. The

case simply represents a transposition of the operculum from the one

species to the other. Morelet, failing to recognize this transposition,

renamed the shell Cyclostoma sericatum.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) PERTURBATA, new species

Plate 24, Figure 2

Shell very broadly ovate, the nuclear tip with an orange initial

portion followed by horn-colored turns. The postnuclear whorls are

bright orange, which usually becomes diluted on the last or some-

times the last two turns. Peristome pale yellow. Nuclear whorls a

little more than 2, strongly rounded, smooth ; the postnuclear whorla

are inflated, strongly rounded, and marked by slender, retractively

slanting, axial riblets and stronger spiral threads. The intersection

of the two forms elongated nodules whose long axis corresponds with

the axial sculpture. The spaces enclosed between the axial riblets

and the spiral threads are rectangular pits, having their long axis

also in agreement with the axial sculpture. Suture strongly im-

pressed
;
periphery inflated, strongly rounded. Base inflated, strongly

rounded, and marked like the spire. Aperture very broadly oval;

peristome double; the inner slightly exserted and appressed to the

outer, which is broadly flaringly expanded, somewhat fluted and

marked by slender concentric lamina. The outer peristome is cut in

the middle of the inner lip and the posterior portion is reflected over

the umbilicus as a broad flap, completely closing this. The parietal

wall is covered with a heavy callus. Operculum thin, paucispiral,

corneous, with a heavy deposit of calcareous granules.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 422735, was collected by Henderson and

Bartsch in the gorge of the Taco Taco River about a mile from its

entrance. It has 4.4 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 13.5

mm
;
greater diameter, 10.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.0 mm.

This species is a very perturbing element, for we are here un-

doubtedly dealing with a hybrid problem in which one extreme is ex-

emplified by the above description, and since a large number of in-

dividuals in our series represent this type, we are bestowing upon

it the name perturhata. There are intergrades between this and the

openly umbilicated C. {Plicathyrella) claudicans (Poey), and the

range of color variation extends from the picture portrayed in our

description to that of the dark form of typical G. (P.) claudica7is.

It is doubly interesting since two of the subgenera, namely, Ghondro-

thyreJla and Plicathyrella^ find representations in the hybrid complex.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) EXCISA (Gundlach) PfeiSfer

Plate 24, Figure 1

1863. Chondropoma excisum (Gundl.\ch) Pfoffeb, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 10,

pp. 187-188.

Shell very broadly ovate, pale yellow, with interrupted spiral

bands of brown. The elements composing these bands are arranged

in both axial and spiral series. Nuclear whorls decollated in all

our specimens, a portion of the last volution only remaining, whioh

is smooth except that at its termination it shows the beginning of the

axial sculpture of the postnuclear turns. Postnuclear whorls strongly

rounded, appressed at the summit, marked by slender, almost sub-

lamellose, closely spaced, retractively slanting axial riblets, which

are a little more distantly spaced on the early turns than the later.

These riblets on the last whorl are separated by spaces about the

width of the riblets. The spiral sculpture is very feeble on the first

of the postnuclear whorls and slowly increases in strength with the

succeeding turns. The spiral threads are considerably stronger than

the axial lamellae and render these wavy. Of these spiral threads,

8 are present on the second, 18 upon the third, and the last between

the summit and the suture. On the last turn the intersection of the

spiral threads with the axial riblets produces alongated oval tubercles,

which have their long axis parallel with the axial sculpture. Periph-

ery inflated, strongly rounded. Base short, inflated, broadly um-

bilicated, well rounded, and marked by the continuations of the

axial riblets and 20 spiral threads, equaling those of the anterior por-

tion of the last whorl in strength and spacing. Within the umbilicus

the spiral sculpture appears to be absent, at least as far as can be seen

through the slit when it is open. Aperture very broadly oval;

peristome double, the outer broadly expanded, almost flattened.
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marked by concentric lines of growth and almost obsolete corruga-

tions; the outer peristome is cut a little anterior to the middle of

the inner lip, and posterior to this it is very broadly expanded to at

least treble the width of the rest of the outer peristome, the expanded

portion extending over the umbilicus as a fold, which it frequently

completely covers though at times only partly so ; the outer peristome

of the parietal wall is a little narrower than on the rest of the shell

and is appressed to and adnate with the preceding turn; the outer

peristome shows the color bands as reddish-brown rays; inner per-

istome somewdiat expanded and slightly reflected. The breathing

pore is at some little distance behind the peristone on the parietal

wall and close to the posterior angle of the aperture. The operculum

is thin, paucispiral, with submarginal nucleus, the outside covered

with a thin deposit of fine calcareous granules.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 492992, comes

from the north side of Guajaibon without specific designation as to

what particular portion of the north part. It has a little more than

4 whorls and measures: Length, 12.3 mm; greater diameter, 12.0 mm;
lesser diameter, 7.3 mm.
We have also seen this species from Cacarajicara, a little north of

Guajaibon.

Of this species Gundlach ^ says : "On paradones on the northern

slope of Guajaibon. Animal whitish with still whiter dots on the

rugosities and especially about the eyes. Head with reddish suffu-

sion. Antennae coral-red with white tip. When at rest, suspended

by a moderately long mucous thread."

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) OTTONIS (Pfeiffer)

Shell moderately large, ovate, ranging from flesh-color to pur-

plish brown, unicolor or banded with interrupted spiral bands of

brown; peristome white or yellowish. Nuclear whorls 2, well

rounded, smooth. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded,

marked by retractively slanting axial riblets, of which the early

ones are usually a little more distantly spaced than the later. The
spiral sculpture consists of numerous, very slender threads, like the

axial riblets also varying in number and spacing in the different races,

Suture well constricted. Periphery well rounded. Base inflated,

strongly rounded, and marked by the continuation of the axial

riblets and spiral threads, the latter usually a little stronger about

the umbilicus than on the rest of the base. Aperture broadly oval;

peristome double, the outer flaringly expanded, marked by con-

centric laminae, deeply notched on the middle of the inner lip,

posterior to which it is reflected over the umbilicus Avhich it com-

8Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 10, p. 188, 1863.
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pletely covers, and frequently also the area adjacent to the umbili-

cus ; on the parietal wall it extends over the preceding turn to which

it is adnate. Inner peristome exserted, slightly reflected. Breathing

pore on the parietal wall near the posterior angle of the aperture a

little behind the peristome. Operculum with the nucleus halfway

between marginal and central, the outside covered with a rather

thick deposit of calcareous granules.

This species ranges through the mountains north of Candelaria to

Cuzco.

The animal of C. {C.) ottonis ottonis has the body flesh-color,

with smoky suffusion; the eye stalks are coral-red.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) OTTONIS

Peristome with radiating lines of brown ottonis

Peristome without radiating lines of brown riohondensis

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) OTTONIS OTTONIS (Pfeiffer)

Plate 26, Figure 5

1846. Cyclostoma ottonis Pfeiffer, Zeitschr. Malak., vol. 3, p. 45.

This subspecies is very abundant along the stone fences and lime-

stone exposures about Taburete, La Tumba, and Soton. It is

elongate-ovate, dark in color with feeble brown radiations on the

outer peristome.

It differs from C. (C) ottonis riohondensis in having the whorls

much less inflated and possessing the radiation of the outer peristome.

The figured specimen, U.S.X.M. no. 499591, was collected by

Bartsch at Taburete. It has 4.7 whorls remaining and measures:

Length, 18.0 mm; greater diameter, 12.0 mm; lesser diameter,

8.5 mm.

CHONDROTHYKELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) OTTONIS RIOHONDENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 26, Figube 4

This race extends through the mountains from Rio Hondo north-

ward through Pena Blanca and El Mulo. It varies somewhat in

color but is usually paler than the typical race, with the whorls much
more inflated and the peristome white without radiation.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493004, comes from Rio Hondo. It has

4.9 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 18.3 mm; greater

diameter, 12.9 mm; lesser diameter, 9.3 imn.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) CUZCOENSIS, new species

Shell varying in shape from ovate to broadly ovate and in color

from flesh-color to brown, unicolor or interruptedly spirally lined

with brown
;
peristome white or faintly rayed with brown. Nuclear
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whorls about 2, small, strongly rounded, smooth, with a dark spot

at the beginning. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded,

and marked with very slender sublamellar axial ribs, which are

closely crowded but only about one-half or less as wide as the spaces

that separate them. The spiral sculpture consists of slender threads,

which are less strong than the axial riblets and which render these

somewhat wavy, scarcely denticulate. Suture strongly constricted.

Periphery inflated, strongly rounded. Base short, inflated, strongly

rounded, and marked like the spire. Aperture broadly oval; peri-

stome double, the inner little exserted, reflected upon and adnate

to the outer which is broadly expanded, somewhat fluted and marked

with feeble concentric lamellae, cut in the middle of the inner lip,

with the posterior portion of this covering the umbilicus; parietal

wall covered with a heavy callus. Breathing pore on the parietal

wall near the posterior angle at some distance from the edge, com-

municating with the umbilicus and the exterior through the hollow

axis and the decollated apex. Operculum paucispiral, covered with

a moderately strong calcareous deposit.

This species ranges through the mountains a little east and west

and north of Candelaria.

"We recognize two subspecies, which the following key will help

to distinguish:

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA)
CUZCOENSIS

Whorls decidely inflated caroli

Whorls not decidedly inflated ,

cuzcoensis

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) CUZCOENSIS CAROLL new subspecies

Plate 24, Figure 5

This race, wliich is rather thin-shelled, usually pale horn-color,

and interruptedly spirally lined, is decidedly inflated and has very

many very slender axial riblets. It comes from the region of Soroa.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367888, was collected by Carlos de la Torre,

Jr., at the Finca Sostenido. It has 3.8 whorls and measures : Length,

15.0 mm
;
greater diameter, 10.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 8.3 nmi.

Its decidedly inflated whorls easily distinguish it from C. {C.)

cuzcoensis cuzcoensis.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) CUZCOENSIS CUZCOENSIS, new

subspecies

Plate 24, Figure 6

In this subspecies the shell is much less inflated and the axial

riblets a little less slender and less closely spaced than in G. (0.) cuz-

coensis caroli. Its distribution is more extensive. We have collected
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it in the mountains north of Candelaria, at Frias, La Tumba, Finca

Dolores, and El IMogote.

The type, U.S.N.]\I. no. 499592, conies from Loma Pimienta, 7 miles

north of Candelaria. It has 4.4 %Yhorls remaining and measures:

Length, 14.9 mm
;
greater diameter, 9.5 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.0 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) PETRICOSA (Morelet)

Shell elongate-ovate, thin, varying in color from flesh-color to pale

yellow, through pale brown to purplish brown, unicolor or spirally

banded ; the peristome is yellowish or brownish and rayed. Nuclear

whorls 2, well rounded, smooth except the last portion of the last

turn, which shows the beginning of the postnuclear sculpture. Post-

nuclear whorls well rounded, slightly shouldered at the summit,

marked by retractively slanting, sublamellar axial riblets, which are

rather closely spaced. These riblets are rendered wavy by spiral

threads, which slightlv thicken them at their junction v^'ith the axial

riblets. Suture strongly constricted. Peripliery well rounded.

Base moderately long, well rounded, marked by the continuation of

the axial riblets and spiral threads, the latter becoming a little

stronger toward the umbilicus. Aperture very broadly oval; peri-

stome double, the outer flaringly expanded, deeply notched on the

middle of the inner lip and reflected over the umbilicus and part

of the base posterior to the notch, extending broadly upon the pre-

ceding whorl on the parietal wall, marked by concentric laminae and

slightly fluted; inner peristome slightly exserted and slightly re-

flected. Breathing pore on the parietal wall near the posterior angle

of the aperture and at some little distance behind the peristome.

Operculum with the nucleus half way between marginal and cen-

tral, marked on the outside by a rather thick deposit of calcareous

granules.

This race is found over the eastern end of Pinar del Rio, Cuba,

and the western end of Habana Province. It breaks up into several

subspecies.

Of C. (C.) pefrieosa petricosa collected on stone fences near Vente,

Almendares, Habana Province, July 12, 1928, we have the following

color note

:

Animal flesh-colored, with smoky suffusion and many fine white

elongated spots; tentacles dull brownish orange, whitish at base;

foot sliort, bifid ; motion of two sides alternate.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA)
PETRICOSA

Sculpture feeble petricosa

Sculpture not feeble.

Shell dark brown ,

elisabethae

Shell horn color anafensis

66879—38——9
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CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) PETRICOSA PETRICOSA (Morelct)

Plate 26, Fku^rk 2

1851. Cyvlostonni petrirosum Morelkt, Testacea novis^ima iusulae Cuhanae et

Americae Centralis, pt. 2, pp. 19-20.

This subspecies, which was described b}^ Morelet from Ahnendares,

is characterized by its enfeebled sculpture, which gives it a worn

aspect. The color of it varies throughout the range of the species,

and it is also quite variable in size. It ranges westward to the

Sierra Anafe and Guanjay.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 402995, is a topotype from

Ahnendares. It has 4.5 whorls remaining and measures: Length,

14.5 mm; greater diameter, 9.8 mm; lesser diameter, 6.9 mm.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) PETRICOSA EUSABETHAE, new
subspecies

Plate 26, Figure 3

This subspecies possesses a much stronger and rougher sculpture

than the typical form and is almost black in coloration, with strong

radiating i-ays on the outer peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499596, was collected by Dr. Aguayo on the

Ariguanabo River. It has 4.3 whorls remaining and measures:

Length, 12.8 mm; greater diameter, 9.0 mm; lesser diameter, 6.8

mm.
"We have also seen this race from San Antonio and Santiago de

las Vegas and the region about Chorrera.

CHONDROTHYRELLA (CHONDROTHYRELLA) PETRICOSA ANAFENSIS, new subspecies

Plate 26, Figuke 1

On the summit of the Anafe hills we find a form that, while be-

longing to this species, differs materially from typical C. {C.) petrl-

cosa^ which is found at the base of the hills, in having the sculpture

ever so much stronger and in this respect resembling C. (C) pefii-

cosa elisabethae.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493001, comes from the summit of Sierra

Anafe and has 4.5 whorls remaining. It measures: Length, 15.0

nun; greater diameter, 9.4 mm; lesser diameter, 6.5 mm.

Genus CHONDROPOMA Pfeiffer

1S47. Chondropoma Peeiffek, Zeitschr. Malak., vol. 6, p. 109.

Shell ranging in form from turbinate to elongate-conic; the sculp-

ture in varying intensity may consist of axial ribs only or of axial
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ribs and finer axial threads or of axial ribs and spiral threads. All,

even those without spiral sculpture on spire and base, have spiral

threads on the umbilical wall. No special breathing device is de-

veloped in the members of this genus. The operculum is simple ; that

is, it consists of a chondroid plate made up of a varying number of

whorls, the outer thin edges of which are sometimes faintly upturned

to form a suggestion of an obsolete lamella. The outer surface of

the operculum has a deposit of calcareous granules, which is usually

very slight but in some species rather pronounced. In no instance

is this entirely absent. The position of the opercular nucleus, whether

excentric or subcentral, depends upon the shape of the aperture.

Type : Cyclostoma sagra Orbigny. Selected by Petit in 1850.

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF GENUS CHONDROPOMA

Junctions of axial ribs and spiral threads forming sharp cusps.

Outer peristome broadly expanded Chondropomartes

Outer peristome not broadly expanded , Chondropomisca

Junctions of the axial ribs and spiral threads not forming sharp

cusps.

Shell very broadly ovate Gutierrezium

Shell not very broadly ovate.

Axial ribs gathered into tufts at the summit of the whorls.

Axial ribs threadlike; sculpture reticulated Chondropomorus

Axial ribs sublamellar; sculpture vertebrated Ch.ondropom.odes

Axial ribs not gathered into tufts at the summit of the

whorls Chondropoma

Subgenus Chondropoma Pfeiffer

1847. Chondropoma Pfeiffer, Zeitschr. Malak., vol. 6, p. 109.

Shell ranging in form from ovate-conic to elongate-conic. The

axial sculpture consists of ribs or riblets, which vary considerably

in strength in the different species. The riblets are never gathered

into tufts at the summit. The S!)iral sculpture is also quite variable,

but regardless of its strength it is found upon all parts of the spire

and base. The peristome may be simple or expanded. No breathing

device is present. Operculum typically chondropomoid.

Type: Cyclostotna sagra Ovh\g\\y= Chondropoma {Chondropoma)

pictum sagra Orbigny.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROPOMA

Axial sculpture stronger than spiral.

Shell elongate-conic marginalbum
Shell ovate.

Suture strongly denticulate carenasense

Suture not strongly denticulate obesum
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Axial sculpture not stronger than spiral.

Axial and spiral sculpture of equal strength.

Axial ribs strong and distantly spaced oxytremum
Axial ribs fine and closely spaced edouardi

Axial and spiral sculpture not of equal strength.

Spiral sculpture stronger than axial.

Summit of the whorls strongly denticulate.

Spiral sculpture sublamellar.

Shell moderately slender .
cabrerai

Shell rather stout perlatum

Spiral sculpture not sublamellar.

Spiral sculpture consisting of slender threads.

Peristome simple.

Shell elongate-conic vespertinum

Shell ovate ,
jaulense

Peristome double.

Peristome sti-ongly auriculate at posterior angle.

Postnuclear whorls strongly rounded- nicolasi

Postnuclear whorls not strongly rounded.

appendiculatum

Peristome not strongly auricuhite at pcsterior

angle.

Outer peristome of inner lip very broad.

pfeifEerianum

Outer peristome of inner lip not vei-y broad.

Denticulations at summit distant.

poeyanum
Denticulations at summit very close.

laetura

Summit of the whorls minutely denticulate.

Shell strongly inflated, rotund.

Peristome simple moestum

Peristome double.

Suture channeled ,— garcianum

Suture not channeled.

Outer peristome rather broadly expanded.

antonense

Outer peristome not broadly expanded yucayum
Shell not strongly inflated, not rotund.

Shell elongate-ovate.

Suture channeled wilcoxi

Suture not channeled.

Peristome simple cognatum

Peristome double.

Outer peristome auriculate at

posterior angles ,
leoni

Outer peristome not auriculate at posterior

angles.

Whorls strongly rounded pictum

Whorls almost flattened lembeyi
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) POEYANUM (Orbigny)

Complete shell elongate-conic ; truncated shell very elongate-ovate.

Ground color ranging from flesh-color through straw-color to pale

brown ; the whorls are marked by interrupted spiral bands of brown.

Xuclear whorls almost 2, forming a somewhat truncated apex ; smooth

except the last portion of the last turn, which shows indication of

both axial and spiral sculpture. Tlie postnuclear whorls are strongly

rounded and narrowly shouldered, the shoulder being marked by

denticles of somewhat varying strength. The axial sculpture con-

sists of obsolete threads and incremental lines, while the spiral sculp-

ture consists of rather strong, distantly spaced threads. Suture nar-

rowly channeled. Perphery well rounded. Base short, well rounded,

narrowly openly umbilicated, marked by the continuation of the lines

of growth and spiral cords. There are also spiral cords present on

the umbilical wall. Aperture broadly oval
;
peristome single or dou-

ble, when double the outer and inner one fused on the outer lip but

very distinct on the inner and basal lip. Operculum thin, paucispiral

witii the nucleus half way between submarginal and subcentral.

Of the animal Gundlach « says : "Animal pale, head and tentacles

with clay-yellow coloration. Black dots are present on the side flaps

of the snout and upon the head and neck. The upper side of the ten-

tacles is blackish and their tip clay-yellow and shining. Eyes small

and very dark."

This is a coastwise species that ranges from Santa Cruz del Norte

westward to the Cabanas Light.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) POEYANUM

"Whorls inflated.

Peristome decidedly thickened ,
jibacoense

Peristome not decidedly thickened occidentale

Whorls not inflated ,

poeyanum

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) POEYANUM JIBACOENSE, new subspecies

Plate 30, Figure 5

This is the easternmost representative of this species. It comes

from Santa Cruz del Norte, Habana Province. Here we have a

comparatively thin shell of pale horn-color, interruptedly spirally

banded or maculated with rather broad, poorly developed, and more

or less closely spaced denticulations at the summit. The axial sculp-

ture is emphasized more than in the typical race, while the spiral is

less developed, and this gives to the posterior portion of the whorl

BMalakozool. Blatter, vol. 3, p. 131, 1856.
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a somewhat feeble obsoletely reticulated aspect. The peristome is

thickened and the inner lip conspicuously double.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493008, has 3.3 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 12.2 mm; greater diameter, 7.4 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 6.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) POEYANUM POEYANUM (Orbigny)

Plate 30, Fir.UKE 6

1*^42. CycJostoma poci/antim Okbigny, in Sagra's Histoire phj'sique, politique et

uatiirelle de rile de Cuba, vol. 1, p. 264, pi. 22, figs. 24-27.

1851. Chondi-opoijia pocyanum Pfeiffer, Zeitsclir. Malak., 1851, p. 172 (in part).

1856. CJiondropoma tenuiliratum Pfeiffeb, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 3, pp. 48-49.

This subspecies comes from the immediate vicinity of Habana,
being particularly abundant about the coastal ridge between Cabanas
and Cojimar-

The typical form is more inclined to a cylindro-conic shape than

the two other subspecies, which have more inflated whorls. Here we
find the range of variation from the simple to the double lip in every

gathering, which makes it necessary to fuse tenuilirata with this

subspecies.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 104483, has

4.5 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 12.6 mm
;
greater diam-

eter, 7.2 mm; lesser diameter, 6.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) POEYANUM OCCIDENTALE, new subspecies

Plate 30, Figure 7

This race occupies the west range of the species. We have it from

Cabanas Light. The shell is thin and shining, and the spiral sculp-

ture is enfeebled, giving the axial sculpture greater prominence by

contrast. The whorls are inflated, in this respect resembling C. {O
poeyanuiTh jibacoense^ but here the shell is much thinner and the

peristome much less thickened and less conspicuously double on the

inner lip.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367791, comes from Cabanas Light. It has

3.3 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 13.3 mm
;
greater diam-

eter, 7.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 6.3 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) LEMBEYI, new species

Plate 30, Figure 8

The truncated shell is elongate-ovate. The first of the remaining

whorls is pale brown, the rest flesh-color, marked by interrupted

spiral lines of brown; the elements making up these bands are ar-

ranged in both axial and spiral series and not infrequently become
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confluent in both directions; the partial wall is purplish brown. The

postnuclear whorls are well rounded, narrowly shouldered at the

summit, which is finely denticulated, the denticles varying in strenoth

and spacing in different individuals. The axial sculpture consists of

slender, retractively slanting threads, while the spiral consists of

rather strong spiral cords, of which 7 are present on the first of the

remaining turns, 12 on the second, and 13 on the last whorl. Suture

well constricted, narrowly channeled. Periphery of the last whorl

somewhat inflated, strongly rounded. Base strongly rounded,

marked by the continuation of the axial lines of growtli and spiral

cords, which are as strong as those on the spire. Within the umbili-

cus, however, the spiral cords become slightly weakened. Umbilicus

narrow, open. Aperture rather large, decidedly oblique. Peristome

double; the inner slightly exserted; the outer widely expanded all

around and a little more so on the columella than the rest, usually

adnate to the preceding turn, although in some shells it is free from

it, which gives to the last whorl the impression of being slightly

solute. Operculum thin, paucispiral, with the nucleus halfway be-

tween the submarginal and subcentral, covered on the outside with a

thin deposit of calcareous granules.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367791, comes from San Antonio de los

Bancs. It has 4.5 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 14.6 mm

;

greater diameter, 17.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 6.4 mm.
This species has probably been confused in the past with C. {G

.)

fenidlirata Pfeiifer, which we have now been forced to make a syno-

nym of C. (C.) poeyanum. It occupies a range south of ffei-fferi-

anum in Habana Province and is easily distinguished from this by its

stronger sculpture and by the fact that the peristome is expanded

all around.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) LEONI, new species

Plate 30, Figure 10

The truncated shell is very elongate-ovate. Nuclear whorls decol-

lated in all our specimens. The remaining whorls flesh-color with

interrupted spiral bands of brown, of which the one at the periphery

is a little more conspicuous than the rest. This is usually also the

case in the one on the middle of the base, which almost equals it in

strength. The whorls remaining are well rounded, narrowly obliquely

shouldered at the summit, and marked by weak, retractively slanting,

axial threads. The spiral sculpture consists of conspicuous spiral

threads, of which 10 are present between summit and suture on the

first of the remaining whorls and 17 on the rest. The junctions of the

axial ribs and spiral threads form very weak indications of nodules,

while the spaces enclosed between them form shallow rectangular
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pits. Suture not channeled. Periphery of the Last whorl strongly

rounded. Base narrowly, openly umbilicated, slightly inflated, w^ell

rounded, and marked by the continuation of the axial riblets, which
here become intensified, and spiral threads equaling those on the

spire in strength; within the umbilicus, however, these become a little

weaker and more closely spaced. On the base proper the junctions

of the axial ribs and spiral threads form slender nodules. Aperture

broadly ovate; peristome double, conspicuously expanded all around,

the outer forming a rather strong auricle at the posterior angle, less

expanded on the posterior half of the outer lip than on the rest,

and most expanded on the basal half of the inner lip ; the entire outer

peristome shows wavy concentric lines; the outer peristome is adnate

to the preceding turn on the parietal wall; the inner peristome is

somewhat exserted and distinct all around. Operculum thin, pau-

cispiral, with the nucleus lialfway between submarginal and subcen-

tral, the outside covered with a thin deposit of fine calcareous

granules.

Field notes by Bartsch made on July 27, 1928, describe the animal

as follows:

Dorsum pale gray, semitranslucent, with innumerable minute white
spots, which are most concentrated al)out the base of the tentacles

and render this area paler than the rest. Edge of snout with a faint

olive tinge. Tentacles orange with huffish tip, the latter not ex-

panded. Sides of body and sole of foot gray, with olivaceous tinge.

Sole deeply medially cleft; wave motion of the two sides alternate.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493032, was collected by John B. Henderson
on the north slope of the Sierra de Anafe, Pinar del Rio. It has
a little more than 3 whorls and measures : Length, 16.6 mm

;
greater

diameter, 9.6 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.9 mm.
The Sierra Anafe has furnished a number of interesting species,

and this is another.

The expanded peristome and auriculation at the posterior angle
readily distinguish this from the other species that group around
picfvm^ pfeifferiamim^ poeyanum, and lemheyi.

This suggests Chondrojmma {Ghondropoma) cdbrerai but is at

once distinguished in having the whorls much more inflated and much
weaker sculpture and in having the posterior angle less conspicuously
auriculate.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CABRERAI, new species

Plate 30, Figube 9

Shell elongate-conic, the truncated form has almost a cylindric ap-

pearance, pale horn ground color, marked by distantly spaced, inter-
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rupted spiral spots of brown, which are arranged in axial series and

make the dark coloration appear more in the nature of axial streaks

than spiral elements. On the base, however, this state of affairs is

reversed and the brown spots become almost confluent spirally. This

color scheme shines through the thin texture of the outer lip and

extends over the pale inner and outer peristome, whose ground color

is bluish white. Whorls moderately rounded, rather sharply denticu-

lated on the narrow shoulder and marked by feeble, retractively

slanting incremental lines and rather strong flattened spiral cords,

of which six are present on the flrst and second of the remaining

turns: on the later a finely intercalated slender thread appears in the

middle between these and on the last whorl this thread reaches the

strength of the rest. The base bears the same sculpture as the spire,

but the spiral sculpture of the umbilical wall is much enfeebled, ap-

pearing as mere lines. Suture moderately constricted; periphery

somewhat inflated, well rounded. Base short, slightly inflated, w^ell

rounded. Aperture broadly oval
;
peristome double, the inner slightly

exserted, reflected over and adnate to the outer. The inner broadly

expanded, more so on the columellar wall than on the basal portion

of the outer lip. subauriculate at the posterior angle. Operculum

paucispiral, with the nucleus halfway between the marginal and sub-

central and covered with a thin deposit of calcareous granules.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367793, was collected by Cabrera at El Yol-

can, south of ISIanagua. It has 3.9 wdiorls remaining and measures:

Length, 15.3 mm : greater diameter, 9.1 mm ; lesser diameter, 6.7 nun.

In many ways this species resembles G. {C.) leoni but differs from

it in having the whorls nnich less inflated and in having the much

stronger sculpture.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PFEIFFERIANUM (Poey)

Shell large, when perfect elongate-conic, when truncated very

elongate-ovate, varying from flesh-color to chestnut-brown, with

darker interrupted spiral bands of brown ; the dots composing these

are always arranged in both axial and spiral series and usually be-

come confluent axially, giving the shell an axially banded aspect

rather than a spirally banded one. Interior of aperture pale brown.

Peristome yellowish horn-color with the dark bands showing.

Nuclear whorls almost 2, forming a truncated apex, all smooth except

the last portion of the last turn, which shows indication of both

axial and spiral sculpture. The postnuclear whorls are moderately

well rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit, which is rendered

crenulated by slender nodules. These become very irregular, both

in strength and spacing on the later turns. The axial sculpture con-
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sists of slender threads on the early whorls which become decidedly

enfeebled on the later turns, changing here to mere incremental lines.

The spiral sculpture consists of threads, also not strongly developed.

The junctions of the axial riblets and spiral threads do not form

nodules even on the early turns. Suture narrowly channeled.

Peripliery well rounded. Base moderately long, somewhat inflated,

well rounded, openly moderately broadly umbilicated, marked like

the upper portion of the last whorl by incremental lines and spiral

threads, those on the umbilical wall equaling those on the outside in

strength. The last whorl is usually solute for a slight fraction of

a turn. Aperture broadly ovate; peristome double, the outer and

inner coextensive on the outer lip, slightly separated on the parietal

wall and the basal lip and very strongly so on the inner lip where

the outer peristome forms a broadly expanded shelflike element,

and the inner projects materially above it at a little less acute angle.

Operculum thin, corneous, paucispiral, with the nucleus halfway

between submarginal and subcentral, the outside covered with a

thin granular deposit.

Of this species Gundlach says " : "Animal pale, the interior of the

head and neck somewhat rose-colored, which is also the color of the

tentacles whose tip is clay yellow. The body is marked above by

whitish spots and darkish dots which form a curved band upon the

head below the tentacles and still other dots upon the head become

concentrated on tlie edge and form a V-shaped figure with the angle

pointing forward. The upper part of the tentacles is rendered

grey by a countless number of blackish atoms."

Poey in dedicating this species differentiates it from C. {C.)

pictum, but he does not mention a type locality. Pfeiffer figures a

specimen that plainly shows a member of the complex we now recog-

nize as this subspecies. It probably comes from Mangaro, which

we know was one of his collecting grounds.

This is a lowland species, found in the stone fences, under rocks

and logs. It also ascends the hills in the region about Habana where

it replaces G. (0.) pictum.

This species was first collected by Poey at La Loma Tetas de

Managua. Pfeiffer later listed it from the Loma Camoa from which

he had received specimens collected by Gundlach, and this has been

held by some to be the type locality. The typical form, however,

must be restricted to Poey's collecting ground, as stated above.

The characteristics of pfeifferianum are a denticulated suture,

double lip, usually dark inner lip, and usually a dark tip.

w Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 3, pp. 132-133.
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We are recognizing three subspecies, which the following key will

help to differentiate:

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PFEIFFERIANUM

Decollated shell more than 14 nun long.

Shell brown camoense

Shell not brown pfeifferianum

Decollated shell less than 12 mm long ,
g'anuzaense

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PFEIFFERIANUM CAMOENSE, new subspecies

Plate 30, Figure 1

This subspecies comes from Camoa, Habana Province. It is the

largest race and almost always has a chestnut-brown color, only occa-

sionally are brownish horn-color individuals found.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493066, has 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 21.5 mm; greater diameter, 11.1 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 9.8 mm.

chondropoma (chondropoma) pfeifferianum pfeifferianum poey

Plate 30, Figuhb 2

1851. Cyclostonia pfeifferianum Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural de la Isla

de Cuba, vol. 1, p. 419.

1853. Chondropoma pfeifferianum Pfeiffer, Martmi-Chemnitz Conchylien Cabi-

net, vol. 1, sect. 19, p. 374, pi. 48, figs. 38^0.

This, the typical race, we have seen from Chorrera, Managua, La
Alianza, Tapaste, Loma de Candella, and Loma de Coca in Habana
Province. Here tlie shell is usually fiesh-color, though sometimes

pale brown. It is interruptedly spirally banded on spire and base

with occasionally a continuous peripheral and subperipheral band of

brown. It is easily differentiated from C. {C.) pfeiferi-anum ca/no-

cnse, which is larger and almost always brown. C. (C.) pfeiffer-

ianum ganuzaense is easily distinguished by its smaller size.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493053, is one received from

Poey. It quite closely resembles Pfeiffer's figure. It has 3.6 whorls

and measures: Length, 14.5 mm; greater diameter, 8.5 mm; lesser

diameter, 7.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PFEIFFERIANUM GANUZAENSE, new subspecies

Plate 30, Figueb 3

This subspecies comes from Ganuza, Habana Province. It is a

diminutive race, having all the attributes of C. (C.) pfeifferianum

pfeifferi^inum except size.
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The type, U.S.X.M. no. 4930G4, has 3.2 whorls remaining and

measures : Length, 11.9 mm
;
greater diameter, 7.4 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 6.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PERLATUM (Gundlach) Poey

Platk 30, FiGT-RE 12

1858. Cyclostoma pcrhitum Poey, Memories sobre historia natural de la Isla de

Cuba, p. 38.

1858. Chondropo)iia pcrlaium Pfmffer, Monographia pneumouopomorum vivea-

tium, suppl. 1, p. 144.

Shell elongate-conic, thin, pale horn-color, Avith interrupted spiral

bands of brown ; the dots composing these bands are placed at con-

siderable distances apart in the spiral series. They are also arranged

in axial series and are present on both spire and base, and show

within the aperture, which is a trifle paler inside than outside. Peri-

stome soiled white. At the summit of the whorls there are low, feebly

developed, distantly spaced denticles of whitish color. Nuclear

whorls 2.2, strongly inflated, rounded and smooth, except the last

portion, which shows the feeble beginnings of the postnuclear sculp-

ture. Postnuclear whorls well rounded and marked by rather dis-

tantly spaced, acute, slender spiral keels, of which 5 are present on

the first of the remaining turns in the specimen described, and 9

on the last turn. The axial sculpture is reduced to mere lines of

growth on the last turn, being a trifle stronger on the early turns.

Suture moderately constricted. Periphery strongly rounded. Base

strongly rounded, narrowly openly umbilicated, and marked like

the spire. Interior of the umbilicus also marked by spiral cords,

but here they are a little broader and more closely spaced. Aper-

ture broadly ovate, slightly oblique; peristome double, the outer

broadly expanded on the inner lip, a little less so on the basal and

still less so on the outer lip, not conspicuously auriculated at the

posterior angle; on the parietal wall it is very narrow and adnate to

the preceding turn; the outer peristome is composed of a series

of concentric lamellae ; inner peristome a little thicker than the outer,

moderately elevated above it, slightly expanded and slightly re-

flected. Operculum thin, corneous, paucispiral with submarginal

nucleus, the outside covered with a thin deposit of fine calcareous

granules.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493071, is a

cotype from District Limonar near Matanzas, Cuba. It has a little

more than 4 whorls and measures : Length, 15.2 mm; greater diameter,

9.0 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.2 mm.
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The animal of this species was described from a specimen taken by

Bartsch on the mogote opposite Mogote Caoba on the east side of the

road between Coliseo and Banos de los San Miguel, July 24, 1928.

The animal is short, with the forehead with numerous short streaks

and dots of brown, which give it a marbled appearance. The sole

of the foot is flesh-color, with a faint grayish suffusion, cleft deeply

medially; the motion of the two sides being alternate. The eyes

with a whitish ring, which extends to the base of the tentacles. Im-

mediately beyond these the upper surface of the tentacles for half

their length is dirty wdiite, while the under part and the rest are

orange with a brownish tinge, except the extreme tip, which is

slightly expanded and grayish. There is a darker line composed of

numerous fine black dots extending from the tentacles backward on

the sides. The side of tlie body is pale ashy gray, the areolations

marked by innumerable white dots.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM (Pfciffer)

Shell elongate-conic, thin, ranging in color from bluish white

through pale straw-color to butf and rather dark purplish brown,

nnicoloi-, or marked by interrupted spiral bands of brown, which

sometimes become almost continuous. In the dark-colored specimens

the bands are obscured but can usually be seen by transmitted light

within the aperture. Nuclear whorls almost 2, well rounded, smooth,

forming an almost truncated apex. The anterior half of the nuclear

turns is pale brown, while the rest is white. Postnuclear whorls well

rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit, marked by obsolete,

retractively slanting axial threads and varicial streaks, which are of

irregular spacing. At inter^-als there are obsolete nodvdous thick-

enings of some of the riblets at the summit. The spiral sculpture

consists of low rounded threads, which are about as wide as the spaces

that separate them. Suture well constricted. Periphery of the last

whorl well rounded. Base short, well rounded, narrowly, openly

umbilicated. marked by the continuations of the axial sculpture and

spiral threads, the latter are here a little less strong than those on

the sjiire, and a little more closely spaced. Both the axial and spiral

sculpture are present on the umbilical wall. Aperture moderately

large, ovate; peristome simple, slightly expanded and slightly re-

flected, usually adnate to the preceding turn at the parietal wall.

Operculum paucispiral with the nucleus halfway between submar-

ginal and subcentral, the outside covered with a deposit of fine cal-

careous granules which are laid down in a more or less wavy manner.

This species ranges from Varadero west through Habana to Pinar

del Rio Province. It is not confined to paradones but occurs also in
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limestone fences and so has wide distribution. It breaks up into a

number of subspecies, which are briefly characterized in the adjoin-

ing key.

Field notes on the coloration of the animals of a number of these

various races were taken by Bartsch in 1928 and are here reproduced.

Chondropoma {ChondTopoma) pictum pictum

Fundador, Station 2, bluffs of Canimar River below ferry, right

side, July 20, 1928.

Animal short, forehead with many short streaks and dots of brown

;

body behind forehead ashy gray. Ring about base of tentacles pale

buff. Tip of mouth a little paler than ring. Tentacles buff below,

grayish brown above. The bottom color extends up on the sides.

Sides of body and sole of foot ashy gray. Sole of foot deeply medi-

ally cleft, locomotion of two sides alternate.

Chondropoma {Chondropoma) pictum mahogani

Paradones at Rifle range, 2 miles south of Limonar, July 23, 1928.

Animal short, of general buffy tinge, with a dark band across the

forehead immediately in front of the tentacles; behind the tentacles

it is streaked and spotted with brownish, which gives this part a

somewhat marbled effect. Behind this the body is flesh-color, with a

pinkish-buff flush, which is also the color of the sides of the body

above the foot. Sides of foot pale ashy; sole also ashy but a little

paler than the sides, deeply medially cleft. Tentacles buff, with a

median dorsal streak of brownish, or in some specimens grayish.

Chondropoma {Chondropoma) pictum yumeriense

Vista Alegre, July 19, 1928.

Animal short, forehead with many wark short streaks and dots of

brown. Edge of snout smoky flesh-color. Tentacles with the base

huffish flesh-color, slightly orange beneath, brownish above. Sides of

body smoky gray ; sole a little paler.

This in coloration seems intermediate between yucayuni and pictum

from Fundador.

Chondropoma {Chondropoma) pictum celsum

From Station 19, El Palenque, Matanzas, July 21, 1928.

Animal short with the forehead flesh-color, marked by numerous

small, elongate, brownish spots; body behind the forehead soiled

flesh-color. Ring about the base of tentacles buff-orange, which is

also the color of the tentacles excepting an inner gray core. Tip

of tentacles brownish orange. Sides of the body ashy, darkest toward
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the base. Sole of foot pale ashy, deeply medially cleft; motion of

two sides alternate.

Chondropoma {Chondropoma) pictum arangoi

Stone fence between Medoze and Sitio Bonilla, July 28, 1928.

Animal short, flesh-color, with a pinkish flush behind the forehead,

which is marked by numerous fine white dots. Sides and sole of foot

with a slight smoky suffusion. Tentacles ochraceous, sometimes pale

orange.

Chondropoma {Chondropoma) j^ictmn anafense

Sierra Anafe, July 27, 1928.

Animal short. Forehead and median dorsal parts marbled with

conspicuous dots and streaks of brown, less concentrated about the

base of the tentacles where the ground color is best shown. Edge of

snout a little paler than the adjoining parts. Tentacles orange with

the median dorsal part purplish brown. Sides of body, back to

tentacles, smoke gray ; the rest behind this flesh-color v/ith a pinkish

flush. Sole of foot pale gray with an olivaceous tinge.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM

Shell very large and tbin ; average length 23.2 mm celsum

Shell less large; average length less than 21 mm and nK re than

16 mm.
Outer peristome flaringly expanded anteriorly arangoi

Outer peristome not flaringly expanded anteriorly.

Shell chestnut-brown or orange, rarely paler, goiildianum

Shell not chestnut-brown or orange.

Shell buft" with interrupted spiral bands of brown mahogani

Shell flesh-color with interrupted spiral bands of

brown mochense

Shell small.

Shell conspicuously spirally banded.

Ground color varying from buff to chestnut-brown__, yumeriense

Ground color not varying from buff to chestnut-brown.

Ground color flesh-color.

Spiral threads strong pictum

Spiral threads feeble.

Average length more than IS mm anafense

Average length less than 13 mm .
sagra

Shell not conspicuously spirally banded varaderense

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM VARADERENSE, new subspecies

Plate 29, Figure 8

This, the easternmost race, comes from Varadero, of the Hicaco

Peninsula. It is a small race, of very pale flesh-color with scarcely

any indications of .spiral color marking. The peristome is almost as
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expanded as in C. (6'.) p'lctum arangoi and decidedly thickened all

around.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493090, has a little more than 3 whorls

remaining; and measures : Length, 16.9 mm
;
greater diameter, 10.5

linn; lesser diameter, 8.6 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM PICTUM (Pfeiffer)

Pl.\te 29, Figure 2

1839. Cijclostoma pictuni Pfeiffek, Wiog. Archiv. Natiirg., vol. 1, p. 356.

1846. Cyclostonia pictum PFEnrER. Martini-Cheinnitz Conchylien Cabinet, vol. 1,

sect. 19, p. 12.5, pi. 15, figs. 1-11
; pi. A, figs. 4-5.

This, tlie typical race, was described by Pfeiffer from Fundador,

He, like ourselves, found it quite abundant on the limestone bluffs

of the Canimar Kiver nearby.

It is a small race, rather strong!}^ sculptured, of flesh-color ground
color with the merest tinge of yellow, resembling C. (C.) picfum
yutneriense but having a much more thickened peristome, in which
it resembles the much larger C. (C.) picfum mahogani.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M, no. 384845, has 4.5 whorls remain-

ing and measures: Length, 19.2 m; greater diameter, 11.0 m; lesser

diameter, 9.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM MAHOGANI (Gould)

Plate 29, Figure 1

1842. Cyclosfoiiia niuhogani Gould, Jonrn. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist, vol. 4, cover
of part 1.

1844. Cyclostonia mahogani Gould, Jonrn. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 4, p. 495.

This name subsequent to its introduction has met with unfortunate

vicissitudes. It was based upon specimens collected by Bartlett, an
engineer, at a sugar central near Limonar. Bartlett probably

marked them Caoba, the name of a place very close to Limonar.
Caoba is the Spanish name for mahogany, hence Gould's name ma-
hogarii^ which has nothing to do with the coloration of the shell. A
misinterpretation of this fact has caused confusion of this race with
C. {C.) pict/umgouldianum and C. (C.) p. yuiyieriense.

In this race the shell is rather large, ground color pale buff, which
is also the color of the peristome. Interrupted spiral bands of brown
mark the spire and, to a slightl}' lesser degree, the base. It resem-

bles most near C. (C.) pictum mochen^e^ but that subspecies is

thinner and has flesh-colored ground color and peristome. The
differences in the color of the animal are shown under the specific

description.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.ISI. no. 493092, has 4.5 whorls re-

maining and measures: Length, 24.1 mm; greater diameter, 14.0 mm;
lesser diameter, 11.8 mm.
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We liave seen specimens of this race from Caoba, the Paradones

at Esmeralda north of the pass near Coliseo, Sierra Dcscansia, hill

next the cemetery at Coliseo, Paradones east of the pass at Coliseo,

and the Paradones at the rifle range at Limonar.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM YUMERIENSE, new subspecies

Plate 29, Figure 6

This small race, which occupies the Yumeri Valley near Matanzas

and is particularly abundant at the Vista Alegre, has in the past

been confused with typical G. {C.) jnctum picfuni, from which it is

readily distinguished by its weaker sculpture and much less thick-

ened peristome, as Avell as by its much greater range of color. The

ground color here ranges from flesh-color to chestnut-brown. Speci-

mens of this last color resemble C. (C.) picfirm goiddianum (Poey)

but lack the orange lip and are much smaller. Interrupted spiral

bands of brown are present on spire and base.

We have figured the type and two specimens to show the range

of coloration. The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499602, a complete specimen,

has 7.0 whorls and measures: Length, 17.8 mm; greater diameter,

9.3 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.6 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM GOULDIANUM (Poey)

Plate 29, Figure 10

1854. Cyclostoma gonldUinnin Poey, Memorias solire liistoria natural tie la Ii=la

de Cuba, vol. 1, p. 419.

1858. Cydostoinu gouUhuiuni Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural de la Tsla

de Cuba, vol. 2, \^\^. 4:>-44.

This beautiful race was well defined by Poey, but like others it has

been confused by contemporary and subsequent students with C. {€'.)

pictum picfimi, from which its much larger size and splendid shining

chestnut-broAvn, or at times orange, coloration and orange-colored

peristome strikingly differentiate it. It occupies the Abra de Figuroa

and Loma Mena of the lower Yumeri Valley.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493037, one of a large series,

comes from the Abra de Figuroa. It has a little more than 4 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 26.1 mm; greater diameter, 15.1

mm ; lesser diameter, 12.3 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM CELSUM, new subspecies

Plate 29, Figure 9

This huge race we have collected on the north side of El Palenque,

where it extends from the eastern end west through the Sierra Cama-

66S79—38 10
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rones. The shells here are much larger than any we have seen else-

where, of flesh-color or pale buff ground color, with rather broad

interrupted spiral color bands.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493040, comes from El Palenque. It has

a little more than 4 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 28.0

mm; greater diameter, 16.9 mm; lesser diameter, 13.5 mm. This

is an unusually large individual; in contrast to it we may cite the

average measurements of a series of specimens from El Palenque:

Number of whorls, 3.8; length, 24.2 mm; greater diameter, 15.6 mm;
lesser diameter, 11.4 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM MOCHENSE, new subspecies

Plate 29, Figukb 3

The shells that cluster about Ceiba Mocha, a few miles south of

El Palenque, resemble G. {€.) pictum celsum in coloration but are

much smaller and have the peristome much less thickened at the edge.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493044, a complete specimen, has 6 whorls,

and measures: Length, 22.7 mm; greater diameter, 12.2 mm; lesser

diameter, 10.3 mm. A large series of specimens gives the following

average measurements: Length, 17.8 mm; greater diameter, 10.5 mm;
lesser diameter, 8.9 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM SAGRA (Orbigny)

Plate 29, Fiqukb 5

1842. Cyclostonia sagra Okbigny, in Sagra's Histoire physique, politique et

naturelle de I'lle de Cuba, vol. 1, p. 263, pi. 22, figs. 21, 23.

Orbigny cites "environs de la Havana" as locality for his Cydo-

stama sagra. Our specimens from Cojimar, a little south of Habana,

appear to satisfy his description and figures.

It is a small race, with the sculpture decidedly enfeebled, in which

respect it resembles C. {C.) pictmn anafense, from which it is dis-

tinguished by its smaller size.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493083, has 3.3 whorls remain-

ing and measures : Length, 13.9 mm
;
greater diameter, 8.0 mm ; lesser

diameter, 7.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM ARANGOI, new subspecies

Plate 29, Figure 11

This subspecies ranges through the Sitio Bonilla, Sitio Perdido,

Escalera de Jaruco, and Tapaste.

It is a rather large pale-colored race that has the outer lip rather

flaringly expanded and reflected. The type. U.S.N.M. no. 499601,
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comes from Sitio Bonilla, Jaruco, and has a little more than 4 whorls

remaining, which measure: Length, 23.7 mm; greater diameter, 14.2

mm; lesser diameter, 11.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) PICTUM ANAFENSE, new subspecits

Plate 29, Figure 4

This subspecies ranges from the Sierra Anafe, through Guanajay

to Artemisa.

In its enfeebled sculpture this race resembles C. (C.) pictum sagra^

from which its larger size will distinguish it.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493084 comes from the side of Loma de

Anafe. It has a little more than 3 v.horls remaining and measures

:

Length, 16.3 mm
;
greater diameter, 9.7 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.9 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) YUCAYUM (Prcsas) Pfeiffer

Plate 29, Figure 7

1863. Chondropoma yucayum (Presas) PrEiFFEai, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 10,

p. 190.

Shell large, short, stout, broadly conic, ranging from flesh-color

to pale purple, sometimes unicolor, but usually with interrupted

spiral bands of brown, of which the one at the summit is a little

broader than the rest, equaling in width the one immediately below

the subperipheral on the base. These interrupted spiral bands

are arranged in axial as well as spiral series. The interior of the

aperture varies in color with the intensity of the outer coloration,

the peristome usually being yellowish white. Nuclear whorls 2, well

rounded, smooth, forming a rather blunt apex. Postnuclear whorls
strongly rounded, inflated, very narrowly shouldered, almost ap-

pressed at the summit and marked by numerous low, rounded spiral

threads, which are a little wider than the spaces that separate them.

In addition to this, there are obsolete, retractively slanting axial

threads and finer incremental lines. At irregular intervals there

are also varicial axial streaks. At the summit at irregular intervals

there are a few scattered ill-defined denticles representing thicken-

ings of some of the ribs. These are best developed on the early

turns. Periphery strongly rounded. Base short, inflated, strongly

rounded, openly umbilicated, marked with sculpture like that char-

acterizing the spire. The sculpture on the umbilical wall is a little

w^eaker than the rest. Aperture large, ovate; peristome double, the
outer slightly expanded and reflected, the inner almost as broad as

the outer and also somewhat expanded and reflected. Operculum
paucispiral with submarginal nucleus, the outside covered with a
rather thick deposit of rather coarse calcareous granules.
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The two specimens, U.S.N.M. no. 29054, were collected by C.

Wright. They have 3.8 and 3.6 whorls remaining and measure, re-

spectively: Length, 22.7 and 19.8 mm; greater diameter, 14.7 and

13.4 nnn ; lesser diameter, 12.2 and 11.6 mm.
This species was described by Presasi from the Playa de Indios-

(Yiidios), Matanzas. It is narrowly confined to the region south

of tlie river at Matanzas, extending to the hilltop at Bellamar Cave.

Of the animal of this Bartsch has made the following description

:

Animal short, forehead marked by numerous short streaks and

spots of brown, which give to it a somewhat marbled appearance.

Beliind this the body is flesh-color, with a buifish tinge. Tlie edge

of tlie forehead, ring about the eyes, and a narrow triangular area

beliind these are pinkish huffish. Snout gray, a little paler at the

edge of its fork. Tenacles pinkish at base, the rest coral red with a

brownish flush on the upper side. Sides of body smoky gray, a

lighter median streak between snout and cleft in sole on upper side.

Sole smoky gray, deeply medially cleft; motion alternate on the

two sides. Under side of body behind operculum flesh-color.

The chubbiness and shortness of the shell distinguish this from
C. {C.) fictum.^ from which it is also differentiated b}^ its anatomic

characters.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) COGNATUM, new species

Plate 30, Figuke 4

Shell of medium size, elongate-conic, thin, semitranslucent, horn-

color, with interrupted s]>iral bauds of brown. The spots composing
these bands are arranged in both axial and spiral series. Nuclear
whorls almost 2, smooth except the last portion of the last turn,

which shows faint incremental lines. All the nuclear whorls are of
plain color. Postnuclear whorls narrowly tabulatedly shouldered at

the summit, marked by retractively slanting, threadlike axial riblets,

which are rather strong on the early whorls but become enfeebled on
the last turn. These threads are about one-third to one-fourth as

wide as the spaces that separate them. They become somewhat ex-

panded at the summit and render this rather conspicuously denticu-

lated. The spiral sculpture consists of slender, low, rounded threads,

which are of almost the same width and about one-half to one-third
as wide as the spaces that separate them. Suture slightly channeled.
Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base short, well rounded,
openly umbilicated, marked by the continuations of the axial riblets,

which here become emphasized as do the spiral threads which, while
a little narrower and somewhat wavy, are nevertlieless much stronger
than those of the spire. Both the axial and spiral sculpture extend
within the umbilicus. Aperture large, broadly oval; peristome
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isimple, sliglitly expanded and reflected, that of the parietal wall

usually free. Operculum thin, paucispiral, with the nucleus almost

submarginal, the outside covered with a thin deposit of fine cal-

careous granules.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 11008, was collected by C. Wright in the

jurisdiction of Colon. It has a little over 4 whorls and measures:

Length, 10.9 nun; greater diameter, 11.1 mm; lesser diameter, 8.7

mm.
The specimens before us show great diversity in size, and it is most

jjrobable that the smaller ones represent the males. This species,

which at first sight suggests C. {C.) picfum by its general form and

•simple peristome, is nevertheless so widely separated from it that

we do not hesitate to give it specific rank. The much stronger axial

sculpture, the narrow channeled suture, and the numerous fine denti-

cles at the summit easily separate it from the pictimi group.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) VESPERTINUM Morelet

Shell elongate-conic. The ground color may be flesh-color or pale

liorn-color. or pale brown, or with purplish tinge. In addition to

this, there are interrupted spiral bands of brown both on spire and

base, of varying width, intensity, and spacing. The axial riblets

are usually a little stronger at the summit, where they terminate

as slender white denticles. The inside of the umbilical wall is of a

brownish purple, interior of aperture varying with the intensity of

the coloration on the outside, but at all times showing the spiral

bands where present on the inside of the outer lip. Peristome almost

white. The plug at the truncated end usually shines through the

substance of the shell as a dark oblique band. Nuclear whorls 2,

inflated, well rounded, smooth, except the last portion of the last

whorl, which shows the fine beginning of the postnuclear sculpture,

forming an almost flattened apex, narrowly shouldered at the sum-

mit. Postnuclear whorls marked by feeble, threadlike, retractively

slanting, rather closely spaced, axial riblets, which are strongest at

the summit which they render finely denticulate. In addition to this,

the whorls are marked by slender, low, rounded spiral threads, which

are considerably stronger than the axial riblets. These two elements

give to the shell a finely fenestrated aspect. Suture rendered rather

constricted by the slight shoulder at the summit. Periphery strongly

rounded. Base well rounded, openly umbilicate, marked by the con-

tinuation of the axial riblets and spiral threads, which are as strong

as those on the spire. Within the umbilicus, however, the spiral

threads become finer and a little more closely spaced. Last whorl

solute for about one-tenth of a turn. Aperture oval, posterior angle

rather acute; peristome simple, slightly expanded, and slightly re-

flected. Operculum thin, paucispiral, with almost submarginal nu-
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cleus, the outside marked by a thin deposit of fine calcareous

granules.

This species comes from the mountains of the central north coast

of the Isle of Pines. Here we have on the west the Sierra Casas

and facing it across the river some two miles distant, the Sierra

Cabal las, while to the north of this is the Sierra Colombo, and

about 3 miles northeastward is the Sierra Bibijagua, All these iso-

lated blocks harbor distinct races, which we here recognize.

Of the animal of Chondropoina {Chondropoma) dissolutum,

Gundlach ^^ says: Animal whitish, especially the tentacles and snout,

neck flesh-color. Head with a purplish tinge. The tip of the ten-

tacles a little thicker and brownish. Head and neck grayish but

with many black dots which form a V-shaped area upon the head

behind the base of the tentacles, and a second similar one behind the

snout, which becomes darker posteriorly.

Torre has examined IMorelet's types of Cyclostoma vespertinum in

the British Museum and of them he says : "Three specimens so labeled

in Morelet's handwriting. They are, however, the same as Chondro-

poma dissolutum Pfeiffer from the Isle of Pines. The locality Pal-

en(j[ue, Mexico, is evidently a mistake."

Pfeiffer's Chondropoma dissolutum must, therefore, give way to

the older Chondropoma vespertinum Morelet.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. (C.) vespertinum is shown in

figure 100.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) VESPERTINUM

Shell prevailingly brown.

Length of decollated shell more than 19 mm vespertinum

Length of decollated shell less than 17 mm ,
colombense

Shell prevailingly flesh-color.

Shell very thin bibijaguense

Shell not very thin .
caballosense

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) VESPERTINUM VESPERTINUM Morelet

Plate 30, Figure 14

1851. Chondropoma vespertinnm. Morelet, Te.stacea novissima insula Cubanae et

Americae Centralis, pt. 2, p. 19.

1854. Chondropoma dissolutum Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 2, pp. 158-159.

1858. Chondropoma dissolutum Pfeiffer, Novitates conchologicae, vol. 1, p. 95,

pi. 26, figs. 12-16.

We have discussed the use of the name 6'. (C.) vespertinum of More-

let, who does not help us in the restriction of it to a definite subspecies

except that we know from his Helicina constellata that he collected

in the Sierra Casas. Pfeiffer's figures of C. {C.) dissolutum also

" Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 3, p. 130, 1856.
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argue for such a restriction. For this reason we now restrict the

typical form to the Sierra Casas race.

Sr. Chiquitd

FiGUEB 100.—Distribution of the subspecies of Ohondropotna (Ohondropoma) vespertinum:

(1) bibijag-uense; (2) caiallosense J (3) colombense; (4) vespertinum.

In this subspecies the dark forms prevail ; it is stouter than C. (C.)

vespertinum colonibeme but less so than C. {C.) vespertinum cabal-

losense.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493139, has a little more than

4 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 19.1 mm; greater diameter,

10.3 mm ; lesser diameter, 8.8 mm.
It comes from immediately behind Nueva Gerona. Specimens from

the southern end of the range are not differentiated.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) VESPERTINUM CABALLOSENSE, new subspecies

Plate 30, Figure 13

Shell larger, a little thinner, and paler than C. {€.) vespertinum

vespertinum^ which renders the interrupted spiral bands more con-

spicuous.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499609, comes from the west side of the

center of the main range, south of the road leading to the Presidio.

It has a little more than 4 wliorls remaining and measures: Length,

20.8 mm; greater diameter, 12.1 mm; lesser diameter, 9.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) VESPERTINUM BIBIJAGUENSE, new subspecies

Plate 30, Figure 16

Of this race Bartscli collected two not quite perfect specimens on
the west side of the central part of the Sierra Bibijagua, which are

so different from the others that they must be noticed. Here the shell

is as thin as paper, translucent, flesh-color, and marked with very
conspicuous, almost continuous, interrupted spiral lines of brown.
The columella and the first of the remaining turns are brown; the

peristome is white.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499G11, has a little more than 4 whorls
remaining and measures: Length, 16.4 mm; greater diameter, 11.2

mm ; lesser diameter, 8.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) VESPERTINUM COLOMBENSE, new subspecies

Plate 30, Figuke 15

This race comes from the northwestern end of the Sierra Colombo.
It is a dark race like typical G. {C.) vespertinum vespertinum., but

smaller and slenderer.

The type, U.S.N.JNI. no. 493144, has 5 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 17.0 mm; greater diameter, 9.6 mm; lesser diameter,

7.3 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) WILCOXI Pilsbry and Henderson

Plate 31, Figure 7

1912. Chondropoma tvilcoxi Pilsbky and Henderson, Nautilus, vol. 20, p. 45.

Shell elongate-conic; when truncated elongate-ovate; pale brown,

with interrupted si)iral bands of brown a trifle darker than the

ground color. The dots composing these bands are rather distantly

spaced and are ai'ranged in both axial and spiral series. The inter-

rupted spiral bands of brown are only feebly indicated on the base.

The peristome is a little paler than the ground color. Nuclear

whorls 2, dark chestnut-brown, the first one being more intensely so

than the rest, smooth, strongly rounded, forming an almost flattened

apex, the last portion of the last turn shows traces of the beginning

of the axial threads. Postnuclear turns well rounded, narrowly

shouldered at the summit, marked by slender, retractively slanting,

narrow axial riblets, which extend prominently to the summit; in
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fact they are a little stronger on the narrowly shouldered summit

than on the rest of the turn, appearing here as low lamellae. The

spiral sculpture consists of rather strong broad cords, which are a

little narrower than the spaces that separate them. There are 7 of

these on the first of the remaining turns between summit and suture

and 18 on the last immediately behind the peristome. The junctions

of the axial riblets and spiral cords form slender tubercles whose

long axis is parallel with the axial sculpture. Suture slightly

channeled. Peri])hery of the last whorl inflated, well rounded.

Base moderately long, inflated, well rounded, narrowly umbilicated,

marked by the continuations of the axial riblets and spiral cords,

the latter of about the same strength as those on the spire but a

little more distantly spaced near the umbilicus. The umbilical wall

is also marked by spiral cords, but here they are a little more closely

spaced and a little less strongly developed than those outside of the

umbilicus. Aperture broadly oval
;
peristome double, the outer form-

ing a narrow auricle at the posterior angle, and here consists of a

series of concentric lamellae; on the rest of the aperture it extends

but slightly beyond the peristome, a little more so on the inner lip

than on the outer; the inner peristome is rather strongly developed,

thickened and slightly reflected, and but slightly exserted above the

inner. Operculum paucispiral, with submarginal nucleus, the out-

side covered with a rather thick deposit of fine calcareous granules.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493145, is a

cotype collected by John B. Henderson at Rosario, Ensenada de

Cochinas, on the south coast of Cuba. It has a little more than 4

whorls remaining and measures : Length, 19.0 mm
;
greater diameter,

11.6 nun; lesser diameter, 9.3 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) NICOLASI, new species

Shell of medium size, the truncated specimens ovate; when com-

plete elongate-conic, horn-color or white, unicolor or marked with in-

conspicuous, interrupted spiral bands of brown. The elements com-

posing these bands are arranged in both axial and spiral series;

axially they are rather distantly spaced. Tiie peristome is almost

the same color as the ground color of the shell, being only a very

little paler. Nuclear wdiorls about 2, forming a somewhat flattened

apex; the first part smooth, the last showing the begimiing of the

postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear whorls are strongly rounded,

almost inflated, and narrowly shouldered at the summit, marked by

slender, retractively slanting, axial, threadlike riblets, which become

slightly expanded into flattened crenulations at the summit. The

spiral sculpture consists of rather strong cords, which are not quite

so wide as the spaces that separate them. The junctions of the axial
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threads and the spiral cords form slender nodules whose long axis

is parallel with the axial sculpture, but these nodules are not at all

conspicuous. Suture strongly constricted, narrowly channeled. Pe-

riphery of the last whorl inflated, well rounded. Base short, in-

flated, well rounded, narrowly openly unbilicate, marked by the con-

tinuation of the obsolete axial riblets and spiral cords. The latter

are of about the same strength as those on the spire, those on the

inside of the umbilical wall being almost as strong as those outside

of it. Aperture ovate with an inconspicuous auricle at the posterior

angle; peristome double, the outer is reflected obliquely and marked
by a series of concentric lines at the auricle and the inner lip; the

inner is smooth, also expanded and reflected, almost extending to the

outer limit of the outer on the outer lip, while on the inner and basal

lip the outer peristome is quite a little broader. Operculum pauci-

«piral, with subcentral nucleus, the outside covered with a rather

thick deposit of calcareous granules.

This species appears confined to the Isle of Pines, where we are

recognizing three subspecies.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) NICOLASI

Spiral sculpture strong jolinsoni

Spiral sculpture feeble.

Ground color brown
,

brittoni

Ground color flesh-color nicolasi

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) NICOLASI NICOLASI, new sabspecies

Plate 31, Figure 6

1916. Chondropoma wilcoxi Henderson, Ann. Carnegie Mus., vol. 10, p. 316

(in part).

This race was collected at Carapatchibey, Isle of Pines, by Dr.

Nicolas. It has a flesh-colored ground color, with faint interrupted

spiral lines of brown, which appear more like axial streaks than spiral

elements. The sculpture is stronger than that of C. {C.) nicolasi

hrittoni and less strong than that of C. (C.) nicolasi johnsoni.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493148, has a little more than 4 whorls re-

maining and measures: Length, 14.8 mm; greater diameter, 8.2 mm;
lesser diameter, 7.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) NICOLASI BRITTONI, new subspecies

Plate 31, FicuiiE 4

This race was collected by Hermano Leon on the Jorobado Penin-

sula, Isle of Pines. It has a brown ground color, with decidedly

feeble sculpture.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493150, has 4.5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 16.7 mm; greater diameter, 9.9 mm; lesser diameter,

7.9 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) NICOLASI JOHNSONI, new subspecies

Platk 31, Figure 5

This is the smallest race of this species known. The specimens

before us of this race were collected by Mr. Johnson and bear the

label "Isle of Pines" without specific locality.

Shell white, with the merest indication in places of interrupted

brown spiral lirations. The sculpture is much stronger than that of

the other two subspecies.

The type. U.S.N.M. no. 499612, is a complete specimen, which has

7.5 whorls and measures: Length, 16.5 mm; greater diameter, 8.0 mm;
lesser diameter, 7.4 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CARENASENSE Pilsbry and Henderson

Shell elongate-conic, or when truncated elongate-ovate, pale

brown, marked by interrupted spiral bands of brown, which are ar-

ranged in both axial and spiral series. Peristome white. Nuclear

whorls almost 2, forming a somewhat truncated apex, the first smooth,

the last portion of the last showing indications of both axial and

spiral sculpture. Postnuclear whorls narrowly channeled at the sum-

mit, which is rendered crenulated by the strong extension of the

axial ribs, which are moderately distantly spaced, retractively slant-

ing, and well developed. The spiral sculpture consists of spiral

threads a trifle stronger than the axial riblets and increase in num-

ber with the whorls. The junctions of the axial ribs and spiral

threads form rounded nodules, which vary in strength with the

strength of the spiral threads, the latter varying according to the

intercalation of the newer elements. Suture narrowly channeled.

Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base well rounded,

slightly inflated, very narrowly umbilicate, the umbilicus almost

covered by the reflection of the outer peristome of the inner lip.

The base is marked by the continuations of the axial and spiral

threads, which are about as strong as those of the spire, those within

the umbilicus being a trifle weaker. Aperture broadly oval; peri-

stome conspicuously double, the outer expanded somewhat flaringly,

forming a conspicuous auricle at the posterior angle and adnate to

the preceding turn at the parietal wall; the inner projecting decidedly

above the outer, mostly so on the outer lip. Operculum corneous,

paucispiral, with submarginal nucleus, the outside covered with a thin

deposit of fine calcareous granules.
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The species apparently ran<res along the shoreline from Cayo
Carenas of Cienfuegos Bay to Corrientes Bay at the west end of the

island. It was also found present on Cayo Cantilles, east of the Isle

of Pines. A number of races are recognizable.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHRONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CARENASENSE

Diameter of sLell more than 7 mm.
Peristome white.

Sculpture very fine toroense

Sculpture not very fine carenasense

Peristome yellow corrientesense

Diameter of shell less than 6 mm.
Peristome white.

Sculpture very fine guauraboense
Sculpture not very fine rosariense

Peristome yellow
, cantillense

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CARENASENSE TOROENSE, new subspecies

Plate 32, Figuke 3

This subspecies, wdiich comes from Cabeza del Toro near Bahia de

Cochinos, resembles in general shape C. {G.) carenasense carenasense

but is even more globose, with the axial ribs much more closely ap-

proximated, the spiral sculpture with many more threads, and the

interrupted spiral lines more numerous.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367796, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 13.0 mm; greater diameter, 8.0 mm; lesser diameter,

6.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CARENASENSE CARENASENSE Pilsbry and
Henderson

Plate 32, Figure 2

1912. Cltondropoma carenasense Pilsbry and Henderson, Nautilus, vol. 26,

p. 44.

This race comes from Cayo Carenas and the adjacent mainland.

Here the shells are large, flesh-color or white, with the interrupted

spiral bands forming axial streaks tliat are more conspicuous than the

spiral lines. The sculpture is more pronounced than in any of the

other races, the intersection of the axial ribs and spiral threads form-
ing well-defined cusps.

A cotype, U.S.N.M. no. 493151, has 4.5 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 14.2 mm; greater diameter, 8.0 mm; lesser diameter,

7.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CARENASENSE CORRIENTESENSE, new subspecies

Pl.\te 32, Figure 1

This race, which comes from Corrientes Bay at tlie western end of

Cuba, is as large as C. (C.) carenasense carenasense^ but the shells
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are much more conic in outline, much less strongly crenulated at the

summit, and much darker, with the peristome yellow. The sculpture

is also liner than C. (0.) carenasense toroense and more regular.

The type, U.S.N.M, no. 499613, is a complete specimen of 7.5 whorls

and measures: Length, 15.2 mm; greater diameter, 7.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 6.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CARENASENSE GUAURABOENSE, new subspecies

Plate 32, Fiquke 5

This is a small race of yellow or buff color, except the peristome,

which is white. The interrupted spiral bands are inconspicuous,

and the sculpture is much more closely spaced than in C. {C.) care-

nasense carendsense.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 104488, has almost 4 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 9.3 mm; greater diameter, 5.6 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 4.5 mm. It comes from Boca de Guaurabo.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CARENASENSE ROSARIENSE, new subspecies

Plate 32, Figure 6

This race comes from Kosario about 15 miles west of Cabeza del

Toro. It is exceedingly variable in size. Specimens even slenderer

than C. (C.) carenasense guaurahoense may be found, and from this

they increase in size to half that of C. (C.) carenasense carenasoise.

Like carenasense the sculpture is sharply cusped.

The type. U.S.N.M. no. 493160, has 5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 12.0 mm; greater diameter, 6.1 mm; lesser diameter,

5.5 mm.
A complete specimen of 7.1 whorls, on the other hand, measures

only: Length, 11.5 mm; greater diameter, 5.3 mm; lesser diameter,

4.4 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) CARENASENSE CANTILLENSE, new subspecies

Plate 32, Figure 7

This race was collected by Bartsch on Cayo Cantilles east of the

Isle of Pines. It equals in size the average of G . (C.) carenasense

Tosariense but is much more yellowish, with yellow peristome and

with much finer and more numerous axial and spiral sculptural

elements.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499614, has a little more than 4 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 11.5 mm; greater diameter, 5.9

mm: lesser diameter, 5.4 mm.
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) OBESUM (Menke)

Shell elongate-conic when complete or elongate-ovate when trun-

cated, varying in color from gray to orange, white or pale yellow.

Nuclear whorls almost 2, forming a blunt apex, the first smooth,

the last with indications of the postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear

whorls inflated, strongly rounded, almost appressed at the summit,

marked by slender, retractively curved, axial threads and spiral

lirations, the latter a little stronger than the axial threads. The
junctions of the two form slender nodules. Suture strongh' con-

stricted. Periphery strongly rounded. Base short, inflated, well

rounded, openly umbilicate, and marked like the spire. The last

whorl appressed to the preceding turn. Aperture broadly oval;

peristome double, the outer best shown at the posterior auricle and

on the inner lip, the inner peristome is coextensive with the outer.

Operculum paucispiral with submarginal nucleus, the outside

covered with a thin deposit of fine calcareous granules.

This is a coastwise species and extends from Boca de Camarioca,

east of Matanzas, west to Boca de Jaruco, breaking up into four

subspecies.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) OBESUM

Diameter of shell more than 9 mm.
Shell pale orange obesum
Shell dark orange

. subobesum
Diameter of shell less than 7.5 mm.

Shell gray . palmasolense

Shell pale orange , hershei

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) OBESUM PALMASOLENSE, new subspecies

Plate 32, Figube 10

This race occupies the region about Palmasola near Boca de

Camarioca, which lies halfway between Matanzas and Cardinas.

Shell gray and much smaller and more cylindrical when truncated

than the others. In this respect it resembles C. {C.) ohesum hershei^

difi'ering from this, however, in coloration.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468971, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 12.7 mm; greater diameter, 7.4 mm; lesser diameter,

6.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) OBESUM SUBOBESUM, new subspecies

Plate 32, Figure 9

This race occupies the shoreline west of Matanzas but centers about

Punta de Sabanilla. It differs from C. (C.) ohesum ohesum in

being much darker orange and a little finer sculptured.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468970, comes from Punta de Sabanilla

and has a little less than 4 whorls remaining ; it measures : Lengthy

14.3 mm
;
greater diameter, 9.0 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) OBESUM HERSHEI, t»cw subspecies

Plate 32, Figure 8

This subspecies we have seen from Santa Cruz del Norte, Boca de

Jaruco, and Boca de Canasi. It is a small pale-orange race and at

times has a subperipheral brown band; in size it is even a little

smaller than C. {€.) ohesum palmasolense, from which the difference

in color will at once distinguish it.

The type, U.S.N.IM. no. 493173, comes from Santa Cruz del Norte.

It has 4 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 11.0 mm; greater

diameter, 6.6 mm; lesser diameter, 5.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) OBESUM OBESUM (Menke)

Plate 32, Figure 11

1830. TrtmcaieJla obcsa Menke, Synopsis methodica niolluscorum ed. 2.

p. 137.

This race occupies the shoreline immediately east of Matanzas Bay
and extends to the Canimar River. It approaches most nearly G.

(0.) obesum siihohemm but is readily distinguished from that by its

much paler color.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.I^I. no. 493162, has a little more than

3 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 13.7 mm
;
greater diame-

ter, 9.1 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.3 mm.
A series of 68 specimens give the following summary measure-

ments :
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are marked by rather prominent spiral cords, wliicli increase in ni-m-

ber by intercalation as the shell increases in size. On the early

whorls there are also rather conspicuous, quite rej^ular and regularly

disposed, slightly retractiveiy slanting, axial threads. These become

enfeebled and in some of the races practically obsolete on the hist

turn. The summit of the whorls is rendered feebly denticulated by

the axial nuirkings. Suture well constricted; periphery inflated,

strongly rounded. Base inflated, strongly rounded, openly umbili-

cated and marked with the same sculpture that chai-acterizes the

spire. This, however, becomes enfeebled on the umbilical wall.

Aperture broadly ovate. Peristome simple, except at the slight

auricle at the posterior angle where there is an indication of doubl-

ing. Operculum paucispiral witli the nucleus halfway between mar-
ginal and central, covered with a tliin deposit of calcareous granules.

Of the animal of C . (C.) moe.sfvm nioralesi, Bartsch took the fol-

lowing color notes from specimens collected at the type locality of

that race, July 15, 1928

:

Animal flesh-color, with a pinkish tinge; forehead with numerous
grayish sjiots, which are larger than usual; snout darker than fore-

head except at edge, which is devoid of spots. Tentacles with orange

flesh-colored basal ring and brown tip. Sides of body ashy ; foot ashy

flesh-color, with brownish tinge medially deeply cleft. Motion of

two sides alternate.

This species occupies the coastal region and adjacent hills innnedi-

ately west of Matanzas Bay.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MOESTUM

Shell with interrupted spiral bands of brown.

Length of decollated shell more than 16 mm decurrens
Length of decollated shell less than 13 mm moralesi

Shell without interrupted spiral bands of brown moestum

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MOESTUM DECURRENS (Poey)

Plate 31, Figtjke 11

1858. Cyclostonm dcnirrcns Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural de la Isla de
Cuba, vol. 2, p. 23.

Poey, in his usual lucid way, gives a splendid characterization of

this race, which has been confused Avith typical C. {C.) moestuin
moestum owing in large part, we believe, to mixed collectings. The
sliells that occupy the region about Punta Sabanilla are typical C.

(C.) m. moestum^ while the present race occupies the region about
the Sinclair Oil Co.'s tanks at Dubroc. innnediately south of Punta
Sabanilla. The shells of this race are thinner, with more numerous,

less strong, spiral cords and stronger axial elements amounting almost
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to threads, which are quite regularly spaced. Here, too, we have in-

terrupted brown spiral bands.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 499616, has almost 4 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 17.4 mm; greater diameter, 12.2

mm ; lesser diameter, 10.1 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MOESTUM MORALESI, new subspecies

Plate 31, Figure 8

This subspecies occupies the La Cumbre ridge, which trends north-

west of JVIatanzas harbor a couple of miles inland. It is a small race

having interrupted spiral zones of brown, the dots being usually also

arranged in axial series (sometimes the brown markings are absent).

Both the axial and spiral sculpture recall G . (C) tnoestum decurrens^

from which it is easily distinguished by its small size.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499615, comes from Finca Aurora, La
Cumbre. It has 3.8 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 12.1

mm
;
greater diameter, 8.2 mm ; lesser diameter, 6.4 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MOESTUM MOESTUM (Shuttleworth) Pfeiffer

Plate 31, Figure 12

1854. Chondropoma mocstum (Siiuttleworth) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter,

vol. 3, p. 132.

This subspecific name we are restricting to the shells from Punta

Sabanilla, which are large, of isabelline color, with axial streaks of

bluish lead color. Here the axial threads between the rather strong

spiral cords are almost absent on the last whorl.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493179, has almost 4 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 17.0 mm; greater diameter, 12.6

mm ; lesser diameter, 10.1 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) GARCIANUM Torre

Plate 31, Figure 9

1913. Chondropoma yarcianum Torre, Nautilus, vol. 27, p. 37, pi. 3, figs. 2, 3.

Truncated shell broadly ovate, flesh-color. Nuclear whorls decol-

lated in all our specimens. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly

rounded, and marked by slender threadlike riblets, which become

slightly thickened, flattened, and expanded at the angle of the sum-

mit. The spiral sculpture consists of rather strong threads, which

are considerably farther apart than the axial riblets. The axial rib-

lets and spiral threads enclose slender oblong fenestrations, while

their long axis coincides with the axial sculpture. The junctions of

the axial riblets and spiral cords form slender nodules on the early

66879—38 11
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turns but hardly so on the last. Suture narrowly but deeply chan-
neled. Periphery of the last whorl strongly inflated, well rounded.
Base short, inflated, well rounded, openly umbilicated, marked by
the continuations of the axial riblets and spiral threads equaling
those on the spire in strength. Those within the umbilicus are a
trifle weaker and a little more closely spaced than those on the out-

side. Last whorl not solute, or only a trifle so. Aperture broadly
oval

;
peristome double at the posterior angle ; there is also a faint

indication of an outer peristome on the inner lip; on the outer and
basal lip the peristome seems simple. Operculum thin, corneous,

paucispiral, with submarginal nucleus, the outside covered with a
thin deposit of fine calcareous granules.

Three specimens before us come from Palma Sola, Matanzas
Province.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493185, has a
little more than 4 whorls and measures: Length, 15.3 mm; greater

diameter, 10.6 mm ; lesser diameter, 9.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) JAULENSE. new species

Plate 30, Figure 11

Shell elongate-conic, varying from horn-color to pale brown, the

early whorls usually much darker than the later turns. The latter

are usually marked by axial zones of brown, which are somewhat
wavy and suggest confluent elements of interrupted spiral bands.

Nuclear whorls unknown. Tlie postnuclear whorls are well rounded
and marked by rather closely spaced spiral cords, which are almost

as broad as the spaces that separate them, and feeble axial riblets, the

latter most conspicuous at the summit, which they mark as fine white
denticles. Suture moderately constricted; periphery well rounded.

Base rather long, well rounded, and marked like the spire, openly
umbilicated. The sculpture on the umbilical wall is a little less

strong than on the rest of the base. The last whorl is slightly solute.

Peristome simple on the outer lip, with a mere line of separation on
the parietal wall and double on the inner lip.

This species was collected by Wright at Punta de Jaula.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499617, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-
ures : Lengths, 15.8 mm

;
greater diameter, 9.0 mm ; lesser diameter,

7.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) ANTONENSE, new species

Plate 31, Figure 10

Shell elongate-ovate, stout, nuclear whorls decollated in all our
specimens. The truncated end dark chestnut-brown, the succeeding
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turns very pale brown, the rest horn-color, unicolor or marked with

interrupted spiral bands of brown. These bands when present are

usually more strongly developed on the early turns than on the later,

and are present on both spire and base. The interior of aperture pale

buff; peristome yellowish horn-color. The whorls are strongly

rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit, which is rendered feebly

crenulated by the occasional thickening of a rib. The axial sculp-

ture consists of very distantly sj^aced, feeble threads, the rest being

reduced to mere indications of feeble nodules at the summit and in-

cremental lines. The spiral sculpture consists of rather strong cords,

which are separated by spaces two to four times as wide as the cords.

Near the base and on the base the incremental lines become a little

stronger and slightly reticulate the spaces between the spiral cords.

Suture narrowly channeled. Periphery inflated, very strongly

rounded. Base inflated, w^ell rounded, narrowdy openly umbilicated,

marked by the same type of sculpture as that which characterizes

the spire, except in the umbilicus, where the spiral threads become in-

tensified. Aperture ovate; peristome double, the outer narrowly

expanded and reflected and rather thickened, adnate to the preceding

turn on the parietal wall, the inner also expanded and reflected and

projecting a little above the outer. Operculum thin, horny, pauci-

spiral, with the nucleus almost submarginal, covered on the outside

with a moderately thick, rather coarsely granular calcareous deposit.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493187, was collected on the Tomas Barrera

Expedition at Cape San Antonio. It has a little over 3 whorls and

measures: Length, 18.7 mm; greater diameter, 12.2 mm; lesser

diameter, 10.4 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MARGINALBUM (Gundlach) Pfeififer

Truncated shell elongate-ovate, pale brown, with faint interrupted

spiral bands of brown
;
peristome white, interior of aperture pale

brown. Nuclear whorls almost 2, inflated, strongly rounded, form-

ing a somewhat truncated apex, the first smooth, the last showing

the beginning of tlie postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear wliorls

somewhat inflated, marked by strong, closely spaced, slightly retrac-

tively slanting axial riblets which crenulate the narrow sunmiit of

the whorls. The spiral sculpture consists of spiral cords which are

considerably stronger than the axial riblets, the junction of tlie axial

riblets and spiral cords form elongated nodules, which have their

long axis parallel with the axial sculpture. Suture narrowly chan-

neled. Periphery well rounded. Base moderately long, inflated,

well rounded, narrowly openly umbilicated, marked by the continu-

ation of the axial riblets and spiral threads with several fine spiral

threads on the umbilical wall. Aperture oval; peristome double,
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the outer expanded and reflected, forming a conspicuous auricle at

the posterior angle and adnate to the preceding turn on the parietal

wall; the inner slightly exserted above the outer and also slightly

reflected. Operculum thin, corneous, paucispiral, with submarginal

nucleus, the outside covered with a thin deposit of fine calcareous

granules.

This species a])pears to range from the mouth of Yateras River in

Oriente, west through the Guantanamo Bay shorelines. We are

recognizing three subspecies.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MARGINALBUM

Denticles at the summit narrow and closely crowded marginalbum
Denticles at the summit not narrow or closely crowded.

Sculpture coarse , guantanamense
Sculpture not coarse subguantanamense

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MARGINABLUM MARGINABLUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 31, Figure 2

1859. Cyclostoma marginalhum (Gundlach) Pfeiffeb, Malakozool. Blatter,

vol. 6, pp. 75, 76.

This is the rose-colored race in which the axial riblets terminate

as slender narrow, closely spaced denticles at the summit. The axial

riblets are less strongly expressed and narrower than in the other

two races. It comes from Caimanera.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493190, has about 4 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 18.0 mm; greater diameter, 9.9

mm ; lesser diameter, 8.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MARGINALBUM GUANTANAMENSE, new subspecies

Plate 31, Figure 1

This race occupies the lowland point on the west side of the en-

trance to Guantanamo Bay. It is a small race with very close sculp-

ture, comparatively speaking, and with strong denticulations at the

summit.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367784, has 3.3 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 14.0 mm; greater diameter, 8.2 mm; lesser diameter,

7.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) MARGINALBUM SUBGUANTANAMENSE, new
sabspecies

Plate 31, Figure 3

This is a small race that appears to extend over the shoreline of

the eastern portion of Guantanamo Bay, being found on the various
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digitations about the Naval Station. It is much smaller than the

typical form and has even stronger, sharper denticulations at the

summit than G. (C.) marginulhuni guantanarnense. It varies con-

siderably in color from the typical rose-colored forms to ashy gray.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493198, comes from the hill at the officers'

quarters at the Naval Station. It has 4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 15.2 mm; greater diameter, 8.0 mm; lesser diameter,

7.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) OXYTREMUM (Gundlach) Pfeififer

Plate 32, FJgure 4

1860. Cyclostonia (Chondropoma) oxytremum (Gundlach) Pfeiffer, Malako-

zool. Blatter, vol. 7, pp. 29-30.

Truncated shell elongate-ovate, buff with very faint interrupted

spiral bands of brown. The dots composing these bands are usually

arranged in both axial and spiral series. The whorls remaining are

somewhat inflated, well rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit,

marked by threadlike, retractively slanting axial riblets, which are

strongly developed at the summit, which they render conspicuously

crenulate. The spiral sculpture consists of low, rounded threads,

which are a little broader than the axial riblets. Of these, 12 are

present on the last whorl between the summit and suture. The junc-

tions of the axial riblets and the spiral threads form slender elongate

nodules, which have their long axis parallel with the axial sculpture.

The spaces enclosed between them are not conspicuously pitted.

Suture narrowly channeled. Periphery well rounded. Base moder-

ately long, slightly inflated, well rounded, marked by the continua-

tions of the axial ribs and spiral threads, the latter a little w^eaker

than those on the spire ; the nodulation therefore also becomes some-

what weaker. There are two slender spiral threads within the narrow

umbilicus. Aperture broadly oval; peristome simple, slightly ex-

panded. The parietal lip is adnate to the preceding turn. Operculum

thin, corneous, paucispiral, with submarginal nucleus, the outside

covered with a thin deposit of fine calcareous granules.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493283, is the

smallest of the lot of four obtained by Dr. Torre from Gundlach but

is the most perfect. It was collected at Gibara. It has 3.5 whorls

and measures: Length, 10.1 mm; greater diameter, 6.0 mm; lesser

diameter, 5.5 mm.
Of the animal of this species Gundlach says, loc. sit. "On stones in

the neighborhood of Gibara. Animal whitish with a roseate sheen

particularly upon the head. Foot with white spots, snout with black-

ish dots. Tentacles ochre colored witli darker or greyish tip. The
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same color characterizes the base of the tentacles." The largest speci-

men has 3.5 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 12.3 mm;
greater diameter, 7.2 mm ; lesser diameter, 5.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) APPENDICULATUM, new species

Shell when perfect elongate-ovate, when truncated ovate, varying
in ground color from flesh-color to pale buff, marked with interrupted

spiral bands of brown whose elements are also arranged in axial

series. Nuclear whorls 2, forming a subcylindric apex, strongly in-

flated and rounded, smooth except the last portion of the last turn,

which shows the beginning of the postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear

whorls narrowly shouldered at the sunnnit, marked on the early

turns by very numerous, closely spaced, hairlike, retractively slant-

ing riblets, which become broader as the shell advances in growth
but are never verj^ strongly pronounced. Several of them, however,

may fuse at the summit, or they may singly expand into conspicuous

white denticles. The spiral sculpture consists of low, poorly de-

veloped cords, which are not so wide as the spaces that separate

them. The junctions of the axial ribs and spiral cords produce feeble

nodules. The whole sculpture of the spire presents an obsolete effect.

Periphery well rounded. Base rather long, well rounded and marked
like the spire. The umbilical wall is also marked by spiral threads

and the feeble continuation of the axial ribs. Aperture broadly

ovate; peristome double, the outer and inner quite indistinct on

the basal and outer lip, but separated by an impressed line on the

inner lip and parietal wall. The two form a conspicuous auricle

at the posterior angle. Operculum thin, paucispiral, with sub-

marginal nucleus covered with a thin deposit of calcareous granules.

This species is found about Gibara, Oriente Province, where two

races are present.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) APPENDICULATUM

Spiral threads of last whorl 14 subappendiculatum

Spiral threads of last whorl 17 appendiculatum

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) APPENDICULATUM APPENDICULATUM. new
subspecies

Plate 35, Figure 7

This race, which was collected by Gonzales near Gibara, is the

larger of the two races and has the sculpture much less strongly

developed than the smaller race. It is also somewhat paler, with

the interrupted spiral lines more conspicuous.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468978, has 3.3 whorls and measures:

Length, 16.4 mm
;
greater diameter, 10.1 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.8 mm.
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) APPENDICULATUM SUBAPPENDICULATUM,
new subspecies

Plath 35, Figure 8

This subspecies was collected by Allen about Gibara, without

definite locality. It is smaller and darker colored than the typical

race and has stronger sculpture.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468979, has 5.5 whorls remaining and

measures : Length, 14.8 mm
;
greater diameter, 7.8 mm ; lesser diam-

eter, 6.7 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) LAETUM (Gutierrez) Poey

Plate 35, Figure 2

1858. Cyclostoma lactum (Gutierrez) Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural

de la Isla de Cuba, pp. 33-34, pi. 4, fig. 1.

Truncated shell elongate-ovate. Early whorls decollated in all our

specimens. Those remaining flesh-color, with interrupted spiral

bands of pale brown. The dots composing these bands are arranged

in both axial and spiral series. The whorls are inflated, narrowly

shouldered, the shoulder marked by slender, rather regularly dis-

posed denticles. The rest of the whorls are marked by retractively

slanting axial threads, which are a little stronger on the early turns

than on the rest. The spiral sculpture consists of rather distantly

spaced, conspicuous, slender cords, of which 8 are present on the

first of the remaining turns, 11 on the second and 12 on the last be-

tween the summit and suture. The junctions of the axial threads

and spiral cords form slender nodules, which are materially reduced

on the last turn, which bears a mere indication of them. Suture nar-

rowly channeled. Periphery of the last whorl inflated, well rounded.

Base short, inflated, well rounded, and marked by spiral cords of the

same strength and spacing as those on the posterior half of the whorl.

Within the umbilicus, however, they become less conspicuous. Aper-

ture large, very oblique, broadly oval, rather strongly auriculated at

the posterior angle
;
peristome double, the outer and inner coextensive

on the outer lip, and but slightly differentiated at the posterior angle,

on the parietal wall and on the inner lip.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493287, was col-

lected by Dr. de la Torre at Gibara, Oriente Province. It has a

little more than 3 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 12.0 mm

;

greater diameter, 6.9 mm ; lesser diameter, 6.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) EDOUARDI Aguayo

Shell of medium size, when truncated elongate-ovate, buff with

interrupted spiral bands of brown. The elements composing these
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bands are also arranged in axial series. They are present on both

spire and base. Nuclear whorls decollated; postnuclear whorls well

rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit, and crossed by numer-

ous, somewhat wavy, slender axial riblets, which are about as wide

as the spaces that separate them. These riblets render the summit

of the whorls very finely serrulated. Suture very narrowly chan-

neled; periphery inflated, strongly rounded. Base moderately long,

openly umbilicate, marked like the spire. The umbilical wall, how-

ever, and the region adjacent to it are marked by stronger spiral

threads. Aperture ovate, auriculated posteriorly. Peristome simple,

slightly expanded and reflected. The last turn is solute for about

one-tenth of a whorl. Operculum thin, corneous, paucispiral, with

submarginal nucleus.

We are recognizing two subspecies.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) EDOUARDI

Junctions of the axial and spiral threads forming sharp cusps asperulum
Junctions of the axial and spiral threads not forming sharp cusps edouardi

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) EDOUARDI EDOUARDI Aguayo

Plate 35, Figuke 1

1934. Chondropoma edouardi Aguayo, Mem. Soc. Poey, vol. 8, pp. 90-91, fig. 1.

This race, which was described by Aguayo from Loma de Canada
de Jagiieyes, Holguin, differs from C. (0.) edouardi asperulum in

the junctions of the axial riblets and spiral threads forming only

feeble denticulations.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 425501, which

was received from Aguayo, has almost 4 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 14.1 mm; greater diameter, 8.4 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 6.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMA) EDOUARDI ASPERULUM Agruayo

Plate 35, Figure 3

1934. Chondropoma laetum asperulum Aguayo, Mem. Soc. Poey, vol. 8, pp. 89-

90, fig. 2.

This subspecies, also collected by Aguayo, comes from the Cerro

Colorado near Gibara. It is distinguished from C. {C.) edouardi

edouardi by having the junctions of the axial riblets and spiral

threads much more strongly cusped ; hence the name asperulum.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 425503, received

from Aguayo, has almost 4 whorls remaining and measures : Length

14.9 mm; greater diameter, 9.2 mm; lesser diameter, 7.0 mm.
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Chondropomodes, new subgenus

In this subgenus the shell is of ovate shape. The axial sculpture

consists of exceedingly slender, rather closely spaced, sublamellar

riblets, which are rendered sinuate by the slender spiral threads, the

combination producing a vertebrated aspect. These riblets are gath-

ered into tufts at the summit as in Chondropomoi^s.

Type: Ghrondro'poma {Ghrondro'pomodes) santaluciense, new

species.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROPOMODES

Outer peristome broadly expanded ernesti

Outer peristome not broadly expanded santaluciense

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMODES) SANTALUCIENSE, new species

Plate 35, Figube 5

Shell elongate-ovate, when truncated ovate, pale buif with inter-

rupted spiral bands of brown. The dots composing these are very

distantly spaced and arranged also in axial series. On the inner lip

they are present, forming more or less confluent lines. Nuclear

whorls a little more tlian 2, well rounded, smooth; postnuclear

whorls well rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit and marked

by slender, closely spaced, sublamellar axial riblets and feeble spiral

threads, which form, at the junction with the riblets, fine rounded

tubercles and give to the riblets a somewhat vertebrated appearance.

These riblets become fused at the summit of the whorls, where they

form firm sharp wliite denticles. Suture channeled. Periphery of

the last whorl well rounded. Base short, well rounded, and marked

like the spire but with the spiral threads becoming a little stronger

toward the open umbilicus whose parietal wall is marked by still

stronger spiral threads and the continuation of the axial riblets.

Aperture very broadly ovate; peristome double, forming a conspicu-

ous auricle at the posterior angle. The outer peristome reflected and

expanded; the inner also reflected and adnate to the outer, but not

quite reaching its margin. On the auricles at the posterior angle

there is a series of small lamellae indicating, evidently, a resting

stage growth of these elements. The last whorl is slightly solute.

Operculum thin, corneous, paucispiral, with marginal nucleus.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468980, comes from the Portales Camayuin,

Arroyo Blanco, Santa Lucia, Oriente. It has 3.4 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 12.1 mm; greater diameter, 9.5 mm; lesser

diameter, 7.3 mm.
This species can be readily distinguished from Chondropoma

(Chotidropomodes) ernesti Pfeiflfer by its having a much less ex-

panded outer peristome.
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMODES) ERNESTI Pfeiffer

Shell of medium size, flesh-color, with weak interrupted spiral

bands of brown, which are present on spire and base. The spiral

bands show as brown zones on the outer peristome; the plug at the

decollated apex also shows through the substance of the shell as a

dark-brown zone. Nuclear whorls a little more than 2, strongly

rounded, smooth. Postnuclear whorls weU rounded, narrowly shoul-

dered at the summit, marked by very narrow, retractively curved
axial riblets, which are rather closely spaced on the early whorls and
much more so on the later. These riblets extend prominently to the

summit, where they may fuse into tufts, which they render con-

spicuously crenulate. In addition to the axial riblets, the whorls are

marked by spiral threads of about the same strength as the axial

riblets; the junctions of these form slender nodules, while the spaces

enclosed by them are rectangular, having their long axis parallel with
the axial sculpture. Suture almost channeled. Periphery of the last

whorl strongly rounded. Base inflated, strongly rounded, narrowly
openly umbilicated, marked by the continuations of the axial riblets

and the spiral threads, which are about as strong as those on the spire.

Umbilicus marked by the continuations of the axial riblets and 8

spiral threads which are of almost equal strength. Aperture broad-
ly oval

;
peristome double, the inner thickened at the edge and slightly

reflected, the outer broadly expanded and reflected, not flatly but
in a wavy oblique manner; the outer peristome forms a conspicuous
auricle at the posterior angle; that of the parietal wall being ap-

pressed to the preceding turn, while that of the inner lip is reflected

over and covers about two-thirds of the umbilicus; operculum
paucispiral with subcentral nucleus.

Of this species Gundlach ^^ states "Animal pale or whitish, only the
head and neck somewhat brownish on account of the thicker mass of
flesh. The head and neck are somewhat reddish within. Head and
snout with dark markings which form almost regular interrupted
lines. Tentacles gray, especially so at their tip. Eye ring whitish.

The first whorl of the shell lets the animal shine through greenish,
which is due to the color of the intestines. This species also suspends
itself with a mucous thread when at rest."

We are recognizing two subspecies.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMODES) ERNESTI

Axial ribs distantly spaced clenchi

Axial ribs not distantly spaced ernesti

" Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 9, p. 6, 1862.
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMODES) ERNESTI ERNESTI Pfeiffer

Plate 35, Figure 4

1862. Chondropoma ernesti Pfeiffer Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 9, p. 5.

The typical subspecies was collected by Jeanneret at Seboruco,

south of Mayari.

The specimen that we have figured, U.S.N.M. no. 367804, is one

received by Dr. de la Torre from Jeanneret. It has a little more

than 4 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 14.4 mm; greater

diameter, 8.9 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.0 mm.
It is easily distinguished from C. (C.) ernesti clenchi by having

the axial riblets and spiral threads more closely spaced.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMODES) ERNESTI CLENCHI Aguayo

Plate 35, Figure 6

1932. Chondropoma ernesti clenchi Aguayo, Occ. Pap. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist,

vol. 8, p. 33, pi. 3, fig. d.

This subspecies was collected by Aguayo at Las Cuevas, Holguin,

Oriente. It differs from the typical C. (C.) ernesfi ernesti in being

more inflated, that is, more broadly ovate, and in having both the

axial and spiral sculpture more distantly spaced and the outer peri-

stome more broadly expanded.

The specimen described and figured is a holotype and is located

in the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass., where

it is listed as no. 47999.

Subgenus Chondropomorus Henderson and Bartsch

1920. Chondropomorus Hbndebson and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58,

p. 61.

Shell elongate-conic ; marked b}?^ both axial and spiral threads, the

axial threads being gathered into tufts at the summits of the whorls.

Type : Cyclostoma dentatum Say.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROPOMORUS

Peristome simple.

Tufts at summit very regular revinctum

Tufts at summit irregular auberianum

Peristome double.

Outer peristome of inner lip broadly expanded.

Sculpture coarse and irregular delatreanum

Sculpture fine and regular neglectum

Outer peristome of inner lip not broadly expanded.

Peristome auriculate at posterior angle dilatatum

Peristome not auriculate at posterior angle canescens
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) REVINCTUM (Poey)

1851. Cyclostotna revinctum Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural de la Isla

de Cuba, vol. 1, pp. 99, 106, pi. 5. figs. 24r-27.

Shell elongate-conic, flesh-color, with various marblings, blotch-

ings, spottings, and streakings of brown; but no matter what the

superimposed color markings may be, there are always a number of

interrupted spiral bands of dark brown, both on the spire and base,

whose elements are arranged in both axial and spiral series. Aper-

ture pale brown, showing the spiral bands within which extend over

the peristome. Nuclear whorls 1.5, inflated, smooth, forming a trun-

cated apex with the sutural line of the first whorl, chestnut-brown.

Postnuclear whorls marked by retractively slanting axial riblets,

which are low and only moderately strongly developed and which are

gathered together into short and rather broad tufts at the summit
at more or less regular intervals. The spiral sculpture consists of

threads about as strong as the axial riblets, which are also not strongly

elevated, the two forming a screenlike sculptural pattern. The junc-

tions of the axial ribs and the spiral threads form scarcely perceptible

nodules, while the spaces enclosed between them are squarish pits.

Suture moderately constricted. Periphery with a feeble angulation.

Base moderately long, well rounded, moderately broadly umbili-

cated, marked by the continuation of the axial riblets and spiral

threads, which increase in size from the periphery toward the umbil-

icus, those within the umbilial wall being a little stronger than those

immediately outside. Aperture broadly oval; peristome simple.

Operculum paucispiral with submarginal nucleus, the outer surface

covered with a fine thin granular calcareous deposit.

Of the animal of Oho'ndropama {Chondrop07no7*us) remnctwrn

revhictuin Bartsch's field notes state

:

"Animal pale gray with olivaceous tinge; dorsal part covered with

ever so many tiny white dots. There is a pink area behind the ten-

tacles. Tentacles faintly tinged with orange a little above the base,

which is the general body color, the expanded tip dusky. Sides of

body pale olivaceous. Sole of foot deeply cleft, a little more yellow-

ish than the sides. Abundant on trees and in the rubbish at their

base."

Of Chondropoma {Chomdropomoims) revinctum hUerranumi he
says:

"Animal smoky gray with greenish tinge, pinkish about the edges.

Sole of foot a little paler, deeply cleft."

This species ranges from the coast at Punta San Juan de los Per-

ros and Punta Alegre inland to the Dos Sierras near Zulueta, Santa
Clara Province. We are recognizing two subspecies.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) REVINCTUM

Shell moderately slender and of light color revinctum

Shell moderately stout and of darker color biserranum

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) REVINCTUM BISERRANUM, new subspecies

Plate 33, Figure 6

This subspecies, which comes from the mogotes of the Dos Sierras

a little east of Zulueta, Santa Clara Province, differs from the typi-

cal form in being much darker, the interrupted spiral bands, particu-

larly those near the suture, being spread out into blotches almost

forming: fulgurations. The whorls are also more inflated and the

denticles are more pronounced.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499681, was collected by Bartsch on the

mogote east of the gap of the Dos Sierras. It is a perfect specimen

of 7.5 whorls and measures : Length, 16.2 mm
;
greater diameter, 7.8

mm; lesser diameter, 6.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) REVINCTUM REVINCTUM (Poey)

Plate 33, Figure 4

1851. Cijclostoma revinctum Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural de la Isla

de Cuba, vol. 1, pp. 99, 106, pi. 5, figs. 24-27.

This race was first described from Punta San Juan de los Perros,

Camaguey Province. Bartsch has also collected it on the paradones

about Punta Alegre. This race is paler than the next and a little

slenderer, with the whorls a little less convex and the denticles less

pronounced.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 388761, comes from Punta de

los Perros. It is a perfect specimen of 8 whorls and measures:

Length, 16.7 mm
;
greater diameter, 7.5 mm ; lesser diameter, 5.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) CANESCENS Pfeiffer

Shell elongate-conic ; the color pattern varies materially, sometimes

even in the same locality, although as a rule there is a comparatively

uniform aspect to it in the same locality. The shell may be flesh-color,

or flesh-color with a brownish tinge. In all shells, even those that are

more or less unicolor on the later turns, the early whorls have at

least an indication of usually four interrupted spiral bands of brown.

These frequently are reduced to mere dots; but whether almost con-

tinuous or mere dots, their arrangement is in both axial and spiral

series. Frequently there are cloudings to the ground color, and even

more frequently there are axial bands of brown or dark brown

comma-shaped areas pending from the summit, and other blotches

beloAv it; or the shell may be vermiculated, flam.mulated, or ful-
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gurated. There is usually a subperipheral dark spiral zone a little

more pronounced than those on the spire. The rest of the base is

marked like the spire. The inside of the aperture varies from flesh-

color to brown. In one race there is a dark reeldish-brown band im-

mediately within the outer lip on the inner peristome ; the outer edge

of the inner peristome is usually paler and shows the spiral bands of

brown more or less conspicuously, depending upon the development

of this element. Nuclear whorls 2, inflated, strongly rounded, form-

ing a blunt apex. Suture with a conspicuous brown zone. Post-

nuclear whorls w^ell rounded, marked by axial ribs which vary con-

siderably in strength. At more or less regular intervals these riblets

are gathered into tufts at the summit, which likewise vary in strength

from broad coarse denticles to slender, short toothlike elements. The
spiral scultpure is as variable as the axial, and usually varies with it;

that is, when the axial sculpture is feeble, the spiral is likewise so;

when the axial sculpture is strong, the spiral is likewise. Suture well

constricted. Periphery well rounded. Base moderately long, well

rounded, narrowly openly umbilicate, the widths of the umbilicus

being rather constant for the race in question, marked by the con-

tinuation of the axial riblets and spiral threads. Aperture oval;

peristome double; the outer of variable width, sometimes scarcely

extending beyond the inner, at others rather conspicuously expanded.

These characters appear to be constant in the different races. The
outer peristome is more or less scalloped at the edge, and this scallop-

ing varies in extent; in some races it extends over the major portion

of the outer and basal lip, and even the anterior portion of the inner

lip; while in others it may be restricted to the angle of the inner

and basal lip; the outer peristome is a little more expanded as a rule

at the posterior angle, but it does not form a conspicuous auricle at

this place; the outer peristome may be fused with the preceding whorl

at the parietal wall ; it may be appressed to it or entirely free from
it. In some of the races this character appears to be constant, while

in others it varies from one extreme to another. The inner peristome

is also expanded, but less so than the outer, and slightly i-eflected,

usually a little broader on the outer lip than the inner or parietal.

Operculum paucispiral with submarginal nucleus, the outer surface

covered with a fine thin granular calcareous deposit.

Dr. de la Torre has examined Pfeiffer's type of this species in

the British Museum and based the following notes thereon:

"A worn specimen without o])erculum, very elongate, nearly entire,

partly calcined, but it is possible to see that it belonged to the orange
or reddish colored variety. It measures: Length, 20.0 mm; diameter,

7.0 mm; aperture length, 5.0 mm; diameter, 4.0 mm. The label

states that it was received from Cumings."
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Pfeiffer cites Gibara, Nuevitas, and Holguin. Of these three

localities the specimens from Nuevitas satisfy Pfeiffer's descrip-

tion best. They also correspond with the type in size and

color. We shall, therefore, consider the Nuevitas race the typical

one.

The species ranges from Turiguano Island through the Cubitas

Mountains eastward to Sagua de Tanamo, breaking up into a series

of races described below.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) CANESCENS

Adult shell with a dark axial zone immediately within peristome

of outer lip alleni

Adult shell without a dark axial zone immediately within peristome

of outer lip.

Shell comparatively slender nipense

Shell not comparatively slender.

Truncated shell short and stout perplexum

Truncated shell rather long and less stout canescens

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) CANESCENS CANESCENS Pfeiffer

Plate 33, Figure 8

1851. Chondropoma cancsrcvs Pfeiffek, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1851, p. 245.

1851. Cyclostoma confcrtum Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural de la Isla

de Cuba, vol. 1, pp. 99, 106, pi. 8, figs. 1-3.

This subspecies we restrict to the race occupying Nuevitas and

the Cubitas Mountain region as well as the mogotes adjacent to these.

The truncated shell is rather long, and the whorls are inflated. The

sculpture is strong; the outer peristome is rather broadly expanded.

It differs chiefly from C. (C.) canesceiis perpleximi in being more

elongate.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 355068, comes from Loma de

Borje, Camaguey Province. It has 5.8 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 17.2 mm; greater diameter, 8.5 mm; lesser diameter,

6.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) CANESCENS PEKPLEXUM. new subspecies

Plate 33, Figure 7

This race occupies the region about Gibara and Holguin.

It most nearly resembles the typical race, C. (C.) ca7iescens

canescens but differs from it in the truncated shell being shorter and

in being a little more heavily denticulated at the summit, with the

outer peristome a little less strongly expanded.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 355062, comes from Holguin. It has al-

most 5 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 14.2 mm; greater

diameter, 7.0 mm; lesser diameter, 5.9 mm.
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) CANESCENS NIPENSE, new subspecies

Plate 33, Figuke 9

This race comes from the region about Nipe Bay, Felton, Antilla

and Cayo del Rey. It is readily distinguished from the rest in

being much slenderer and with the whorls less inflated.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 355085, comes from Felton. It has 5.8

whorls remaining and measures: Length, 15.1 mm; greater diameter,

7.0 mm ; lesser diameter, 5.6 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) CANESCENS ALLENI, new snbspeciea

Plate 33, Figure 5

This race comes from the region about Sagua de Tanamo. In

many ways this shell resembles C. (6'.) canescens 'perplexum, but

the adult shells, however, are very readily distinguished from it by

the dark chestnut-brown axial zone on the inside of the outer lip

immediately within the peristome.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367774, has 5.3 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 14.4 mm; greater diameter, 6.8 mm; lesser diameter,

5.7 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) NEGLECTUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 34, Figuke 5

1856. Cyclostoma ticglectum Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural de la Isla

de Cuba, p. 4, nomen nudum.

1858. Cyclostoma neglectum (Gundlach) Pfeiffee, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 5,

pp. 46-47.

1858. Chondropoma revinctum Pfeiffek, Monographia pneumonopomorum viven-

tium, suppl. 1, p. 137.

Shell very elongate-conic, of hom-color ground color, with inter-

rupted bands of brown having both an axial and spiral arrangement.

The long axis of the dark streaks is parallel with the spiral sculpture.

In addition to this, the ribs are flesh-color in irregular blotches.

The inner peristome is pale brown at its outer margin, while the

outer shows the dark spiral bands. There is also a very dark brown

band encircling the top of the nuclear turns. Nuclear whorls 2,

rather large, forming a blunt apex ; the first 1.5 well rounded, smooth,

the last half with fine axial threads. There is an oblique band of

brown at the termination of the nuclear turns, marking a septum or

place for disjunction. Postnuclear whorls almost inflated, strongly

rounded, marked by threadlike, somewhat retractively curved, axial

riblets, which at more or less irregular intervals become strengthened

at the summit where several of them frequently fuse to form a tooth-

like projection, which is appressed to the preceding turn. In addition

to the axial sculpture the whorls are marked by spiral threads, which
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are equal to the axial riblets in strength. The junction of these two

elements forms slender nodules, while the spaces enclosed between

them form squarish pits. Suture rendered conspicuously crenulated

by the toothlike projection at the summit. Periphery well rounded.

Base moderately long, well rounded, moderately, broadly umbilicate,

marked by the continuation of the axial riblets and spiral threads,

which are a little stronger than those on the spire. The umbilical

wall is marked by five rather strong spiral cords as well as the feeble

continuation of the axial riblets. Aperture oval; peristome double

all around; outer peristome expanded obliquely all around, a trifle

narrower on the columellar wall; inner peristome also expanded

and reflected ; at the posterior angle there is a slight auriculation, and

here several lamellae are present between the inner and outer peri-

stome. Operculum thin, paucispiral with the nucleus intermediate

between subcentral and marginal, the major portion covered with a

thin, finely granular deposit.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493256, is one

received from Dr. de la Torre and collected by Cisneros at Cabo Cruz,

Oriente Province. This has 7.6 whorls and measures : Length, 15.0

mm
;
greater diameter, 6.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 5.4 mm.

The species ranges along the south coast from Ojo de Agua to

Manzanillo.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DILATATUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Shell elongate-conic, with the ground color flesh-color or horn

color, marked by interrupted spiral bands of brown, which vary

from inconspicuous to very decided chestnut brown in color, and

which also vary very materially in width; peristome whitish, rayed

with brown; the interior of the aperture varies with the coloration

of the outside ; there is also a brown line following the suture on the

apex of the shell. Nuclear whorls almost 2, well romided, smooth

except the last portion of the last turn, which shows the beginning

of the postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear whorls strongly rounded,

marked by very slender, poorly developed, retractively slanting axial

riblets; of these, at quite regular intervals, several become fused

at the summit to form conspicuous denticles. The strength of these

denticles varies materially in the different races. The spiral

sculpture consists of quite closely spaced threads, which in some

of the races are of about the same strength as the axial riblets, while

in others they are weaker; the junctions of the axial riblets and the

spiral threads scarcely form nodules, while the spaces enclosed be-

tween them are moderately well impressed pits. Suture well con-

stricted. Periphery subangulate. Base short, well rounded, openly

66879—38 12
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umbilicated, marked by the continuation of the axial riblets and the

spiral threads equaling those of the spire on the last turn in strength

and spacing; immediately within the umbilicus there are several

stronger spiral threads. Aperture very broadly oval; peristome

double, the outer slightly expanded and slightly reflected, denticulate

at the junction of the inner and basal lip; the inner moderately ex-

serted and also reflected and almost fused Avith the outer. Operculum
very thin with the nucleus halfway between marginal and central,

the inner half of the last whorl covered with a very thin coat of cal-

careous granules.

This species is confined to eastern Cuba where it breaks up into a

number of subspecies here described.

Of the typical race Gundlach says: "On trees. Animal brownish

white, on the head (between the antennae), and on the rump gray.

Neck clay yellow; anteimae bright brown with white apex. The
region about the eye white."

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DILATATUM

Greater diameter more than 8.5 mm toroense

Greater diameter less than 8.0 mm.
Sculpture rather coar.se pilotense

Sculpture fine.

Denticles at the summit fine and closely spaced.

Interrupted .spiral bands of brown broad bayatense

Interrupted spiral bands of brown narrow dilatatum

Denticles at summit not fine or closely spaced subdilatatum

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DILATATUM DILATATUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 34, Figure 9

1859. Cyclostoma dilatatum (Gundlach) Pfeiffer, Malakazool. Blatter, vol. 6,

p. 75.

This race, which originally was collected by Gundlach along the

River Yateras, by Wright at Monte Verde, and by Henderson and
Bartsch on the shoulder of Monte Libano near the Guaso River, has

the whorls moderately inflated and finely denticulated at the sum-

mit. The interrupted spiral bands are, comparatively speaking, nar-

row, the surface is blotched with white areas suggesting a watered

silk aspect.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493258, is one of

two collected by Gundlach at Yateras. It has 8.0 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 16.6 mm; greater diameter, 7.6 mm; lesser

diameter, 6.1 mm.
Of the subspecies here described it most nearly resembles C. (C.)

dilatatum hayatense, from which it can be distinguished easily by its

larger size and narrower interrupted spiral bands.
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DILATATUM TOROENSE, new subspecies

Pr^vTE 34, Figure 7

This race conies from San Felipe, Lecliuza, Monte Toro. It is

the largest of the known races and has the elements constituting the

interrupted spiral bands so much widened that they almost fuse

axially, forming conspicuous axial dark bands.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367766, has 5.6 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 16.8 mm; greater diameter, 8.6 mm; lesser

diameter, 7.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DILATATUM BAYATENSE, new subspecies

Plate 34, Figuse 6

This race was collected by Dr. Kamsden at Bayate, w^est of Monte

Toro. It is a small race resembling in the character of the sculpture

the typical G. {C.) dUatatum but differing from it in having the

spiral bands, comparatively speaking, much broader, in which respect

it stands about halfway between C. {C.) dilatatum dilatatum and

C. (O.) d. toroense.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367768, has 5.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 11.9 mm; greater diameter, 6.1 mm; lesser

diameter, 5.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DILATATUM PILOTENSE, new subspecies

Plate 34, Figure 4

This subspecies comes from Pilote, Arriba, Mayari. It differs

from all the others by having both the axial and spiral sculpture

much coarser and more netlike with the denticles at the summit much

heavier.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367767, is a complete specimen of seven

whorls and measures: Length, 13.2 mm; greater diameter, 6.4 mm;
lesser diameter, 5.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DILATATUM SUBDILATATUM, new subspecies

Plate 34, Figxjre 8

The type of this race comes from Guajenal, Sagua de Tanamo. We
also have it from El Coco, Sagua de Tanamo.

It differs from typical C. {C.) dilatatum dilatatum^ with which it

agrees in size, in having both the axial and spiral sculpture coarser

but not so coarse as in G . [G.) dUatatum fiJotense. The denticles at

the summit, too, stand about half way between these two forms, while

the outer peristome is much more expanded than in any of the others.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367764, has 6.0 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 16.1 mm; greater diameter, 6.8 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 5.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DELATREANUM (Orbigrny)

Shell elongate-conic; all our specimens truncated; ground color

ranging from flesh-color to pale brown ; darker brown spiral bands are

present, which are usually interrupted and the elements constituting

them are arranged in both axial and spiral series. At times, however,

they are continuous, but even then tliere is more or less of an axial

and spiral emphasis in the color pattern. At times the outer edge of

the axial ribs is white, which forms, in addition to the color scheme

mentioned above, a blotchy appearance. The peristome is rarely ever

marked by strong alternating bands of dark and light; as a rule it

is unicolor. Postnuclear whorls moderately strongly arched, marked
by retractively slanting axial riblets, which are slightly sinuous and
which are at irregular intervals gathered into tufts or strong denticles

at the summit. In addition to this, spiral threads are present, which
are a little wider than or as wide as the axial ribs. The junctions of

the ribs and the spiral threads form slender nodules, while the spaces

enclosed between them form more or less rectangular or squarish pits.

Suture moderately constricted. Base moderately long, narrowly

openly umbiiicated, marked by the continuation of the axial ribs and
spiral threads, the latter a little broader and more closely spaced than

those on the spire. The umbilical wall is marked by rather conspicu-

ous spiral threads. The last whorl is solute for a small fraction of a

turn. Aperture oval
;
peristome double, both the inner and outer mod-

erately expanded and reflected, tlie outer extends a little less beyond
the inner on the columellar wall and forms a slight auricle at the

posterior angle ; the inner projects considerably above the outer. Op-
erculum thin, with the nucleus midway between subcentral and mar-
ginal, covered with a fine, thin granular deposit.

The races of this species are dibtributed through Santa Clara
Province.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DELATREANUM

Length of decollated shell more than 13 mm santafeum
Length of decollated shell less than 12 mm.

Last whorl couspicuously solute bonacheum
Last whorl not conspicuously solute delatreanum

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DELATREANUM SANTAFEUM, new subspecies

Plate 33, Figure 2

This race, which is larger than the others, comes from the region

about Loma de Santa Fe, Santa Clara Province. The sculpture is
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much stronger than in the other races. The color markings on the

peristome also extend more prominently over the outer lip.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493277, was collected by John B. Henderson

at Loma de Santa Fe. It has a little more than 5 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 13.9 mm; greater diameter, 6.1mm; lesser

diameter, 5.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) DELATREANUM BONACHEUM, new subspecies

Plate 33, Figure 1

This is the other small race that has the sculpture stronger than

the typical C. {C.) delatreanum delatreanuin and the denticles at the

summit stronger and more distantly spaced. The last whorl is also

much more solute.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493279, comes from Loma de Bonachea, a

limestone hill on the north side of the road leading from Santa Clara

to Kemedios, 5 or 6 miles from Santa Clara. It has 4 whorls remain-

ing and measures: Length, 11.1 mm; greater diameter, 5.8 mm; lesser

diameter, 4.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA iCHONDROPOMORUS) DELATREANUM DELATREANUM (Orbigny)

Plate 33, Figure 3

1841. Cyclostoma delatreana Orbigny, in Sagra's Histoire physique, politique

et naturelle de I'lle de Cuba, vol. 1, pp. 262-263.

1845. Cyclostoma dutertreana Orbigny, in Sagra's Histoire physique, politique

et naturelle de I'lle de Cuba, vol. 1, pi. 22, figs. 18-20.

This race occupies the region about Soledad and Trinidad, Santa

Clara Province. It is one of the two small races with the sculpture

less strongly developed than in the others. It usually has a some-

what oily appearance and the denticles average finer than in the

other small race, C. (C.) delatreanum bonacheum, from which it

also differs by having the last whorl less solute.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493267, comes

from near Guanao, 5 miles east of Cienfuegos. It has a little more

than 5 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 11.1 mm; greater

diameter, 5.4 nmi ; lesser diameter, 4.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) AUBERIANUM (Orbigny)

Shell elongate-conic, pale brown, marked by narrow elongated

brown spots, which form almost continuous spiral bands. Nuclear

whorls 2, inflated, forming a truncated apex, the first very finely

granulose, the last half of the last with fine indistinct axial threads.

Postnuclear whorls well rounded, marked by well-elevated, retrac-
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lively slanting axial threads. A number of these threads are gath-

ered together at the summit at more or less regular intervals into

broad, large tufts or denticles. The spiral sculpture consists of

threads a little stronger than the axial but much more distantly

spaced. The junctions of the axial and spiral threads form feeble

nodules, while the spaces enclosed between them form rectangular

pits having their long axis parallel with the axial sculpture. Suture

moderately constricted. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded.

Base moderately long, well rounded, narrowly umbilicated, marked

by the continuation of the axial ribs and spiral threads, the latter

a trifle stronger than those on the spire. Several spiral threads are

present on the parietal wall within the umbilicus. Last whorl

slightly solute. Aperture broadly oval ; slightly angulated at the

posterior angle; peristome single, though in some of the specimens

there is the merest indication of doubling at the posterior angle.

This, however, may be altogether due to the denticles being well

developed at that place at times. Operculum thin, paucispiral, with

a thin, finely granular deposit on the outside. Nucleus submarginal.

PfeifFer describes the animal as ashy gray. Eyes very distant,

black, placed upon the white conic antennae. Foot very short

posteriorly.

This is a lowland species that ranges from Matanzas Province west

to Esperanza and southward to the south coast. C. {C.) auherianum

has been confused with C. {C.) dentatum^ which comes from the Flor-

ida Keys and which we consider a distinct species.

We are recognizing two subspecies.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) AUBERIANUM

Axial and spiral sculpture prominent auberianum

Axial and spiral sculpture not prominent mayense

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUS) AUBERIANUM AUBERIANUM (Orbigny)

Plate 34, Figures 1, 3

1839. Cyclostoma lineolattim Anton, Verzeichniss der Conchylien, p. 54 ; not

Cyclostoma Uneolatum Lamarck, Histoire naturelle des animaux sans

vert^bres, vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 147, 1822.

1839. Cyclostoma crentilatum Pfeiffer, Wiegmann's Archiv fiir Naturg., vol. 1,

p. 356; not Cyclostoma crenulatum (Ferussac) Potiez and Michaud,

Galerie des moUusques . . . Douai, vol. 1, p. 235, pi. 24, figs. 3, 4, 1838.

1842. Cyclostoma auberianum Orbigny, iu Sagra's Histoire physique, politique et

naturelle de I'llc de Cuba, vol. 1, p. 260, pi. 22, figs. 12-14.

1850. Licina lunulatum MttixEB, in Morcb's Catalogus conchyliorum quae reli-

quit C. P. Kierulf, p. 8.

1876. Chondropoma cisnerosi Abango, Ann. Real Acad. Cienc. Habana, 1876, p. 1.
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This very widely distributed race is easily distinguished from

C. {€.) auberianum mayense by its larger size and weaker sculpture.

The unworn shells always have a shining semivarnished aspect, which

is absent from both C. {C.) aubenanum mayense and C. {C.)

dentatum.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493204, is one of four collected

by Gundlach at Habana. It has 4 whorls remaining and measures:

Length, 13.2 mm
;
greater diameter, 6.5 mm ; lesser diameter, 5.6 mm.

A summary of the measurements of 100 specimens from various

localities yields the following data

:
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROPOMISCA

Shell inflated, very broadly ovate.

Sculpture very coarse greenfieldl

Sculpture fine revocatum
Shell not inflated, not very broadly ovate.

Shell ovate.

Nodulations of whorls strong rufopictum

Nodulations of whorls not strong.

Nodulations very fine and regular.

Axial and spiral sculpture of equal strength solidulum

Axial and spiral sculpture not of equal strength.

Spiral sculpture stronger than axial unilabiatum
Shell not ovate.

Shell elongate-ovate aguayoi

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) RUFOPICTUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Pl^TE 39, FiGUKE 2

1860. Cyclostama (Chondropoma) rufopictum (Gundlach) Pfeiffek, Malakozool.

Blatter, vol. 7, pp. 30-31.

Shell small, ovate, the first postnuclear turn is dark brown on the

posterior half, the rest, as well as the succeeding whorls, are flesh-

color, with spots of brown arranged in axial and spiral series.

Postnuclear whorls well rounded but not inflated, narrowly shoul-

dered at the summit, marked by rather strong, slightly retractively

slanting, slender axial ribs, wiiich are rather distantly spaced on
all the turns, and five feeble spiral cords, which are obsolete on

the first turn; the junctions of the spiral cords and the axial riblets

form poorly developed nodules, an occasional one of which is thin

and hollow. The axial riblets extend strongly to the shoulder at

the summit, which they render crenulated. Suture almost channeled.

Peripher}^ obsoletely angulated. Base well rounded, rather openly

umbilicated, the outer limit of the umbilicus marked by a strong

spiral cord and two, a little less strong aI;^ present within the um-
bilicus. In addition to this, the base is marked by the continuation

of the axial riblets. Aperture pyriform
;
peristome double, the inner

slightly reflected and marked by alternate rays of pale brown and

darker brown ; the outer closely approximated to the inner all around

except at the posterior angle where it is projected to form a slight

ear. Here several lamellae are present, filling the gap between the

two peristomes ; the parietal wall is appressed to the preceding turn.

Operculum paucispiral with subcentral nucleus, the outside covered

with a thin deposit of fine granules.

Of this Gundlach states, Joe. cit. : "On trees and shrubs at Baracoa.

Animal pale or bright brownish. Black splotches or spots on the

neck and are present in greater numbers on the anterior end of the
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head where they become confluent. White blotches are present on the

sides of the body. Head red within; base of tentacles whitish rose-

red, the middle mennig-red with the tip thickened and gray."

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 354934, is one

of two from the Redfield collection obtained from Poey and labeled

as coming from Jacquecito, Baracoa. It has 4 whorls and measures

:

Length, 9.4 mm; greater diameter, 6.1 mm; lesser diameter, 5.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) UNILABIATUM (Gandlach) Pfeiffer

Shell small, white, horn-color, yellow or orange. Nuclear whorls

2.5, very inflated, strongly rounded, forming a blunt apex, smooth,

excepting the last portion of the last whorl, which shows the begin-

ning of the postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear whorls well rounded,

narrowly shouldered at the summit, marked by retractively slanting

axial riblets, which are a little more closely crowded upon the last

than the earlier turns. In addition to these riblets, the whorls are

marked by slender spiral cords, which render their junctions with

the axial riblets regularly, finely nodulose, while the spaces enclosed

between them are somewhat curved, rectangular and narrow, having

their long axis parallel with the axial sculpture. The angle at the

summit of the whorls is rendered crenulated by the tubercles of the

first spiral cord. Suture almost channeled. Periphery well rounded.

Base very broad, somewhat inflated, well rounded, narrowly openly

umbilicated, marked by almost equal and equally spaced spiral

threads, which render the axial riblets which continue over the base,

wavy; the outer limit of the umbilicus is marked by a strong spiral

cord and a second a little less strong on the midspace of the umbilical

wall; the umbilical wall is also marked by the continuations of the

fine axial riblets. Aperture broadly oval; peristome expanded with

a poor indication toward doubling at the posterior portion of the

inner lip, rather broadly expanded and reflected; parietal wall ap-

pressed and fused to the preceding turn ; operculum paucispiral with

subcentral nucleus.

Of this Gundlach says, loc. cit.: "On cliffs at Baracoa. Animal

gray ; whitish dots form spots by their confluence on the sides of the

foot, on the base of the tentacles and on the neck. Black marks or

wavy confluent lines are present on the snout and in lesser numbers

upon the head. Tentacles of coral-red color without dots, their base

brighter with gray tip."

This species occupies the region about Baracoa where several races

are present, each with a rather restricted habitat.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) UNILABIATUM

Sculpture strong.

Outer lip with a deep orange axial zone within.

Shell pale orange unilabiatum
Shell deep orange rubrum

Outer lip without a deep orange axial zone within dunkeri
Sculpture not strong obsoletum

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) UNILABIATUM UNILABIATUM (Gundlach)
Pfeitfer

Plate 39, Figure 3

1860. Cyclostoma (Chondropoma) unilabiatum (Gundl.\ch) Pfeiffer, Malak-
ozool. Blatter, vol. 7, p. 31.

This race comes from the Fort at El Paraiso, Baracoa. It is

smaller and paler red than C. (C.) unilabiatum ruhi^im and also has
the red axial zone of the inside of the outer lip paler and less

extensive.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 354940, is one collected by
Gundlach. It has 4 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 9.5

mm
;
greater diameter, 6.3 mm ; lesser diameter, 5.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) UNILABLATUM RUBRUM, new subspecies

Plate 39, Figure 1

This race comes from the east side of Baracoa Harbor. It is dis-

tinguished from typical C. (O.) uniJahiatum by its larger size and
much more intensely red coloration of both shell and interior of
outer lip.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468967, has 4.5 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 11.4 mm; greater diameter, 7.8 mm; lesser diameter,

6.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) UNILABIATUM OBSOLETUM, new subspecies

Plate 39, Figure 7

1860. Cyclostoma {Chondropoma) vnilahiatum /3 (Gundlach) Pfeiffer,

Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 7, p. 31.

This subspecies comes from Mat a, east of Baracoa. Here the color

varies from white to yellow to pale orange, while the axial and spiral

sculpture in both are decidedly reduced.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 354941, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 10.2 mm; greater diameter, 6.5 mm; lesser diameter,

5.3 mm.
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) UNILABIATUM DUNKERI (Arango) Pfeiffer

Plate 39, Fiqube 4

1866. Chondropoma dunkeri (Akango) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Bliitter, vol.

13, p. 63.

This subspecies comes from Cayojuin near Baracoa. Here the

outer lip lacks the axial orange band within the aperture ; the spiral

sculpture is also a little stronger than in the other races.

The si^ecimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 354939, a topo-

type, collected by Arango at Cayojuin, has 4 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 9.5 mm; greater diameter, 6.3 mm; lesser diam-

eter, 5.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) SOLIDULUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Shell small, when truncated ovate, of flesh-colored or pale yellow

ground color, marked with rather distantly spaced dots of brown,

which form interrupted spiral bands and axial zones, for the dots

are arranged in both spiral and axial series. Nuclear whorls 2,

smooth, well rounded, forming a somewhat truncated apex. Post-

nuclear whorls narrowly shouldered at the summit, the early ones

marked by slender axial riblets, which are retractively slanting and

feeble spiral threads. On the succeeding whorls the spiral threads

gain in strength until they equal or even excel the axial riblets and

form at their junction with the axial riblets conspicuous oval nodules,

which have their long axis parallel with the axial sculpture. The

axial ribs on the major portion of the turns are not quite so wide

as the spaces that separate them and they rather conspicuously

crenulate the channeled suture. Periphery well rounded ; base short,

moderately openly umbilicated, and marked by the continuation of

the axial ribs and spiral cords equaling those on the spire. The

umbilical wall is also marked by spiral cords and the continuation of

the axial ribs. Aperture broadly oval; peristome double, the outer

and inner fused at the edge except on the parietal wall and the

posterior angle of the aperture where they show distinctness. The

peristome is slightly expanded on the outer lip and adnate to the

preceding turn on the parietal wall. Operculum paucispiral, with

the outside covered with a thin deposit of calcareous granules.

Of this species Gundlach says : "On the seashore at Baracoa, under

rocks and dried leaves of Cocoloba. Animal whitish with white dots

which are fused on the side into spots, and other dots of black on the

neck, head and snout. Head reddish within. Tentacles with their

base rose-red, turning gray toward the tip wliich is thickened and

quite dark."

This species ranges from Baracoa westward along the coast through

Sagua de Tanamo to Vita, breaking up into several subspecies.
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KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) SOLIDULUM

Ground color of shell flesh-color vitaense
Ground color of shell yellow.

Length of decollated shell more than 10 mm solidulum
Length of decollated shell less than 9 mm tanamense

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) SOUDULUM VITAENSE, new subspecies

Plate 39, FiGxmE 6

This race comes from Vita Harbor. It is a pale race, in which
the ground color is flesh-color, which renders the interrupted spiral
markings all the more conspicuous. It is also larger than the other
two races.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 468968, comes from the west side of Vita
Harbor. It has 3.3 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 11.6
mm; greater diameter, 7.3 mm; lesser diameter, 6.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) SOLIDULUM SOLIDULUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 39, Figure 9

1860. Cyclostoma {Cliondropoma) solidulum (Gundlach) Pfeiffer, Malakozool.
Blatter, vol. 7, p. 30.

The typical race comes from Baracoa. We also have it from
Cayojuin west of Baracoa.

This race closely resembles that of C. (C.) soUdulum tanamense^
from which it is differentiated by its uniformly larger size.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493116, has a little more than 4 whorls
remaining and measures: Length, 10.4 mm; greater diameter, 5.8

mm ; lesser diameter, 5.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) SOLIDULUM TANAMENSE. new subspecies

Plate 39, Figure 5

1920. Cliondropoma {Chondropoma) solidulum tanamensis (Torre) Henderson
and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58, p. 62 (nomen nudum).

This race comes from Sagua de Tanamo. It resembles the typical
race in every way except in being much smaller.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493122, has 3.5 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 8.8 mm; greater diameter, 6.3 mm; lesser diameter
6.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) REVOCATUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Plate 39, Figxxre 10

1857. Cyclostoma revocatum (Gundlach) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 4,

p. 178.

1858. Cliondropoma revocatum (Gundlach) Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol 5,

p. 191.
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Shell moderately large, when truncated almost subglobose, pale

orange-red. Nuclear whorls almost 2, inflated, strongly rounded, the

initial portion chestnut-brown, without sculj^ture. Postnuclear

whorls very strongly inflated, strongly rounded, narrowly sliouldered

at the summit, unicolor, marked by numerous slender retractively

curved axial riblets, which are only about one-fourth as wide as the

spaces that separate them and spiral cords of about the same strength

and spacing. The junctions of these two elements form minute

cusps, while the spaces enclosed between them are rectangular ])its

having their long axis parallel with the axial sculpture. Periphery

inflated, strongly rounded. Base inflated, strongly rounded, mod-
erately openly umbilicated and marked like the spire. This sculp-

ture also extends onto the umbilical wall, but here the axial riblets

become very closely approximated. The last whorl is solute for a

short fraction of a turn. Aperture very broadly ovate; peristome

double, the inner exserted and reflected quite distinct from the outer

;

the outer moderately broad, obliquely expanded and marked by
feebly concentric lamina, rendered crenulated by the external sculp-

ture. On the parietal wall, however, the outer peristome is much
narrower than on the rest of the turns. Operculum thin, paucispiral,

with subcentral nucleus and a fine granular deposit on the outside.

Of the animal of this species Gundlach^^ says: "Below rocks and
dry leaves in shrubbery. The animal is light in color, dotted with

fine white clots, the snout and forehead are marked by minute dark

dots and is transversely sharply delineated. There are also some
fine dots between the antennae, which are cinnabar red with some-

what brownish tips. The head is reddish within, but the head it-

self, as well as the base of the tentacles, are white. The digestive

system is visible through the substance of the animal."

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493125, is a cotype collected

by Gundlach at the Estero en Cabo Cruz. It has 3.5 whorls remain-

ing and measures: Length, 11.8 mm; greater diameter, 8.7 mm;
lesser diameter, 7.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) GREENFIELDI. new species

Plate 39, Figtjbe 8

Shell rather large, when truncated subglobular, flesh-color, with

interrupted spiral bands of brown, the dots composing which are

also arranged in axial series. Nuclear whorls 2.3, inflated, strongly

rounded, finely granulose, the initial portion dark chestnut brown.

Postnuclear whorls very strongly inflated, rounded, very narrowly

shouldered at the summit, forming a slightly channeled suture,

" Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 5, p. 191, 1858.
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marked by rather distantly spaced, moderately strong, retractively

slanting axial riblets, and much stronger distantly spaced spiral cords,

which on the last turn show intercalated cords of a finer strength than

the major cords. Periphery inflated, strongly rounded. Base inflated,

openly moderately broadly umbilicated, strongly rounded and
marked like the spire, with spiral cords of similar strength and a

continuation of the axial riblets. On the umbilical wall the axial

riblets become slenderer, more lamellose and more closely approxi-

mated, while the spiral sculpture becomes decidedly reduced. The
last whorl is solute for a slight fraction of a turn. Aperture broadly

oval; peristome double, the inner decidedly exserted and slightly

reflected ; the outer obliquely expanded, narrower on the parietal wall

than on the rest, marked by slender concentric laminae and form-

ing somewhat of an auricle at the posterior angle. Operculum thin,

paucispiral, with almost submarginal nucleus.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 390425, was collected by Bartsch at the

mouth of the Rio Ojo del Toro, Oriente, Cuba. It has 4 whorls re-

maining and measures : Length, 14.2 mm
;
greater diameter, 11.0 mm

;

lesser diameter, 8.2 mm.
The large series of specimens before us from this localit}^ and the

mouth of the Rio Puerco, a nearby stream, shows this to be a perfectly

distinct species, which in many ways recalls C . (C.) revocatwn, but its

larger size and much coarser sculpture apparently without inter-

grades entitle it to specific rank.

Of the animal of this species Bartsch's field notes, taken at Rio

Puerco, August 30, 1930, state : "Forehead very pale pinkish brown,

tentacles smoke gray, moderately long slender ovally expanded at

the tip. Snout pale buff with a smoky tinge. Side of the body pale

smoky gray. Sole of the foot short, medially cleft, wave motion

of the two sides alternate. Progression is by short jerks, the shell

being carried obliquely."

Found under stones, quite abundant.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMISCA) AGUAYOI, new species

PLATF. 35, FiGUBE 9

Shell elongate-ovate, pale straw-color, with the first portion of the

remaining whorls chestnut-brown, which is also the color of the line

marking the plug in the truncated end. There are also present very

weak, rather distantly spaced, interrupted lines of brown. Nuclear

whorls decollated in all our specimens; postnuclear whorls moder-
ately rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit and marked by
slender, retractively curved, somewhat sinuous, axial riblets and spiral

threads of the same strength, the combination of the two producing
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fine, low, rounded nodules at their intersection. The axial riblets are

slightly closer spaced than the spiral threads. Of the spiral threads,

16 occur between the periphery and the summit on the last turn.

Periphery well rounded; base moderately long, strongly rounded

and marked by the continuation of the axial riblets which extend into

the umbilicus, and 14 spiral threads of about the same strength as

those on the spire. The umbilicus is rather wide, and in addition to

the axial riblets shows strong spiral threads. Aperture ovate; per-

istome double, white, the outer narrowly expanded, forming a con-

spicuous pointed auricle at the posterior angle, the inner also ex-

panded and appressed to and adnate to the outer, conspicuously sepa-

rated only at the auricle. Operculum thin, paucispiral, corneous.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493291, was collected by Jolin B. Hender-
son at Santa Lucia, La Silla, Oriente. It has 4.4 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 15.3 mm; greater diameter, 9.0 mm; lesser

diameter, 7.4 mm.
This species can readily be distinguished from the other members

of Chondropoma {Chondropo^nisca) by its much more elongated

form.

Subgenus Chondropomartes Henderson and Bartsch

1921. Chondropomartes Henderson and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

58, p. 60.

Shell ovate-conic, the intersections of the axial ribs and spiral

threads forming sharp cusps. Operculum with a very heavy callus.

This group, as set up by Henderson and Bartsch, was a hetero-

geneous assemblage. Additional material collected about Matanzas
shows that C. (C.) presasiamim, the type species, is connected with in-

tergradient forms with C. (C.) irradians. IVliile the hollow spines

formed by the intersection of the axial ribs and spiral sculpture

may be reduced to almost the vanishing point, they are, nevertheless,

indicated in all the forms.

The present arrangement was made possible and easily intelligible

by the accessions obtained by Dr. de la Torre and from his coworkers,
which show that the subgenera as now conceived constitute a per-

fectly natural group. An interesting character is the very heavy
callus on the operculum. The group, as now constituted, centers

about Matanzas.

Type: Chondropoma presasianum (Gundlach) Pfeiffer.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS CHONDROPOMARTES

Spines very strong presasianum
Spines very fine irradians

Spines intermediate between the above portuandoi
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) PRESASIANUM (Gundlach) Pfeiffer

Shell elongate-conic, flesh-color, with brownish markings that form

axial and interrupted spiral elements. These bands of brown show

up best on the expanded portion of the outer peristome, where they

form alternate areas with the ground color. Postnuclear whorls well

rounded, narrowlj^ shouldered at the summit, marked by sublamellar,

somewhat wavy, retractively slanting axial ribs and spiral cords ; the

junctions of the two form hollow tubercular spines, which, when the

tip is broken away, prove to be made up of a mere thin shell of sub-

stance. The spaces enclosed between the spiral cords and the axial

ribs are rectangular areas having their long axis parallel with the ax-

ial sculpture. Suture well constricted. Periphery inflated, strongly

rounded. Base inflated, strongly rounded, openly umbilicated, and

marked by the continuations of the axial riblets and spiral threads,

which equal those on the spire. The umbilical wall is also similarly

marked, but here the sculpture becomes somewhat reduced. Aper-

ture oval, with a slight contraction at the posterior angle
;
peristome

double, the inner forming a ring, which is slightly expanded, slightly

reflected, smooth, and somewhat thickened, the outer forming a very

broad, flaring, slightly up-curved expansion, which extends all

around in equal width except where it touches the preceding turn at

the parietal wall, where it is very narrow. This flaring portion is

marked by a series of wavy scalloped lamellae, which form a regular

series of elevations and depressions from the inner peristome out-

ward to the outer margin. These lamellae are very delicate and in

many of the specimens examined have been lost, probably in the

cleaning process. On the outside of this expanded portion the ridges

forming the fimbriations prove to be extensions of the spiral cords,

the areas between them being broader. Operculum thin, horny,

paucispiral, with subcentral nucleus, the outside of all but the central

whorls being covered with minute calcareous granules.

Bartsch's field notes, Station 20, Finca El Pan, July 21, 1928, state

:

"Animal short, forehead marked with numerous short brownish

streaks. This darkish area is bordered on each side by a flesh-colored

zone, which is slightly tinged with smoke gray. This same color ex-

tends from this area over the tentacles, which are flesh-color, almost

white, with a grayish tinge. The tentacles swell out slightly toward

the tip and here are a little darker in color. Sides of the body smoke

gray. Sole of foot a little paler than the sides, deeply medially cleft.

Motion of the two sides alternate."

The animals, after being removed from the stones to which we

found them cemented, would withdraw deeply within their shells

and refuse to come out. Only one did so after a very long wait. In
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this respect it differs radically from Chondropoma {Chondro-

povmrtes) in^adians. which is ever ready to move.

This species comes from El Palenque and the adjacent limestone

blocks, and extends west to Canasi. "We are recoofnizinof two sub-

species.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) PRESASIANUM

Shell small, pale and slender canasiense

Shell moderately larger, darker, and stouter presasianum

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) PRESASL\NUM CANASIENSE, new subspecies

Plate 37, Figi-re 5

This race comes from near Canasi. west of Matanzas. It is smaller,

slenderer, and paler than C. (C.) presasianum presasianum.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367754, was collected by Arango. It has

4.8 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 14.4 mm; greater di-

ameter, 10.0 mm: lesser diameter, 7.0 mm,

CHONDROPOMA (CH0NDR0P0>L\RTES) PRESASIANUM PRESASIANUM (Gundlach)
Pfeiffer

Plate 37. Figure 4

1863. Chondropoma presasianum (Gu>'pl.\ch) PrEiFFER, Malakozool. Blatter,

vol. 10, p. ISS.

This, the typical race, occupies the main range of El Palencpae as

well as some of the limestone blocks that have become separated

from it by erosion. It is larger, stouter, and darker than C. (C.)

presasianum canasiense.

The specimen figured, U.S.X.M. no. 499603, comes from the Elena

Farm, El Palencj[ue. It has 5.2 whorls remaining and measures

:

Length, 18.0 mm; greater diameter, 12.8 mm; lesser diameter, 7.5

mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) PORTUANDOI, new species

Plate 37, Figuee 3

Shell elongate-conic, early whorls dark, the rest pale yellow with

broad interrupted spiral bands of brown; peristome is very darkly

and conspicuously rayed. Xuclear v.horls 2.2, decidedly inflated and

strongly rounded, forming a blunt apex. Postnuclear whorls

marked by slender, slightly retractively curved axial and spiral

threads, the latter a little stronger than the axial; the jmiction of

the two forms low feeble hollow spines. Suture moderately con-

stricted. Periphery inflated, well rounded. Base short, inflated,

strongly rounded, openl}- umbilicated, and marked by the continua-

66S79—38 13
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tion of the axial riblets and spiral threads, those on the posterior

half of the base being finely spinose and those on the anterior half

and within the umbilicus finely scalloped. Aperture broadly oval:

peristome double, the outer very broadly expanded, tinted and
marked with closely spaced lamellae; inner peristome slightly ex-

serted and reflected, appressed to the outer. Operculum thin, pauci-

spiral, with submarginal nucleus covered by a granular calcareous

deposit.

The type, U.S.X.M. no. 567755, has a little more than 4 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 16.8 mm: greater diameter, 12.2

mm ; lesser diameter, 7.5 mm.
This species, like C. {€.) irmdimhs. is lively and readily comes

from the shell when it is permitted to remain quiet for a little while.

This species was collected by Portuando and later by Bartsch on

two small limestone blocks lying off the north side of El Palenque

near the house of Desidero Sanchez.

This species has the combined characteristics of C. (C.) pt^esasia-

num and C. {C.) irradiaihs. It is possible that it may represent a

hybridization of the two. However, all of our specimens are so uni-

form in their characters that if hybridization is their source then

fixation has taken place.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) IRRADIANS (Shuttleworth) Pfeiffer

Shell elongate-conic, varj'ing in ground color from white to pale

horn-color to pale brown. The postnuclear whorls are marked with

interrupted spiral bands of brown of varying width, which are also

arranged in axial series, the bands on the spire being a little broader

than those on the base. Interior of aperture of the same color as

the outside. Peristome white, with broad brown rays. There is an

oblique brownish band marking the plug at the truncated end.

Nuclear whorls 2.3, strongly rounded, smooth with a few incremental

lines at the termination of the nuclear spire; the whorls remaining

well rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit, marked by feeble,

retractively slanting, moderately closely spaced axial and spiral

threads, the latter a little stronger than the axial. The junctions of

these two elements form feeble nodules, while the spaces enclosed

between them are more or less squarish pits. The spiral threads

near the summit show more of a tendency toward nodulation than

those on the middle of the turns. Periphery of the last turn well

rounded. Base short, well rounded, marked by the continuation of

the feeble axial and spiral threads. The latter are here of about

the same strength as those on the spire, but rendered a little more
strongly nodulose by tlie axial threads than on the spire. The base
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is openly iimbilicated. The outside of the umbilical wall is marked

by the continuation of the axial riblets and spiral threads. Aper-

ture moderately large, ovate; peristome double, the outer very

broadly, flaringly expanded, not quite in one plane but somewhat

wavy, of about the same width all around except at the parietal wall

where it is much narrower and where it is appressed and adnate to

the preceding turn. The expanded outer peristome is composed of

a series of concentric lamellae. The inner peristome is a little

thicker, moderately elevated, slightly expanded and reflected. Oper-

culum thin, corneous, paucispiral, with the nucleus almost submar-

ginal, the outside covered with a deposit of fine calcareous granules,

which are j^laced in a more or less wavy pattern.

Of the animal of C. {€.) irradians palenquense Bartsch took the

following field notes at El Palenque, July 21, 1928, Station 19

:

"Animal short, with numerous small elongate spots of brown on

the forehead, which give to the back a somewhat brownish appear-

ance. Base of tentacles with a whitish buffy ring bordered on the

sides by a streak of the same color. Tentacles ashy gray, muzzle

light ashy buff. Sides of the body huffish gray. Sides of foot ashy;

sole of foot ashy with a faint yellowish tinge, deeply medially cleft.

Motion of the two sides alternate.''

In this species the animal readily comes out of the shell if it

is allowed to remain quiet for a little while. In this respect it

differs radically from C. (C.) pj^esasianuTn, which refuses to come
forth readily.

This species ranges from Loma Quintinal through Vista Alegre,

through Abra Figueroa, through Pan de Matanzas, through El
Palenque, and through the Sierra Camarones to Vieja Beremeja.

We are recognizing six subspecies.

Distribution of the subspecies of C. (C.) irradians is shown in

figure 101.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) IRRADIANS

Ground color pale brown.

Shell large panense
Shell not large.

Shell brilliantly banded figuroense
Shell not brilliantly banded irradians

Ground color not pale brown.

Ground color flesh-color.

Decollated shell more than 17 mm palenquense
Decollated shell less than 15 mm camaronenss

Ground color not flesh-color, but white candicans
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CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) IRRADIANS IRRADIANS (Shuttleworth) Pfeiffer

Plate 37, Figure 1

of1852. CJwndropoma irrodians (Shvttleworth) Pfeiffek, Catalogue
I'lianoropneumona ... in the British Museum, p. 209.

1854. Chondroponui irradians Pfeiffer. Martiui-Chemnitz Conchylieu Cabinet,

vol. 1, sect. 19, p. 273. pi. 37, figs. 9-10.

The typical form of this species was collected by Rugel at Loma
Qitintinal, near Matanzas. and by him sent to Shuttleworth, who in

turn sent a letter to Pfeiffer, who published Shuttleworth's descrip-

tion as cited above. We have four specimens also collected by Rugel.

one of which we figure, which indicate plainly that this is the small

dark race which extends from Quintinal southwestward through the

limestone block terminating at Vista Alegre.

Figure 101.—Disiribution of tlie subspecies of CJiondropoma {Chondropoitinrtes) irradiatis:

(1) irradians; (2) figuroensc ; (3) pancnse ; (4) palenquense; (5) camaroneuse

;

(6) candicans.

The small size and dark color are its distinguishing features.

The specimen figured, U.S.N.M. no. 493126, has a little more than

5 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 13.8 mm
;
greater diameter,

9.0 mm ; lesser diameter, 6.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) IRRADIANS FIGUROENSE, new subspecies

Plate 36, Figure 3

This is the brilliantly colored race occupying the Abra de Figuroa.

It is a little larger than the typical race and much more brightly

colored.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499606, one of a large series from the same

place, is almost a complete specimen. It has 7 whorls remaining

and measures: Length, 19.5 mm; greater diameter, 12.0 mm; lesser

diameter, 6.8 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) IRRADIANS PANENSE, new subspecies

Plate 36, Figure 4

This, the largest race collected by Presas, Gundlach, Wright, Torre,

Henderson, Bartsch, and others on the south exposure of Pan de

Mantanzas, is comparatively dull in color and less strongly sculp-

tured tlian the rest.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493133, has 5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 18.9 mm; greater diameter, 13.8 mm; lesser di-

ameter, 8.1 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) IRRADIANS PALENQUENSE, new subspecies

Plate 36, Figure 5

A large series of specimens from a number of stations on the north

face of El Palenque, while agreeing fairly well in size with C. {G
.)

iiimdiam figuroense, are paler in coloration and a little more strongly

sculptured.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367756, has 4 and the basal half of the

first of the remaining turns and measures: Length, 17.8 mm; greater

diameter. 12.2 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.2 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) IRRADIANS CAMARONENSE, new subspecies

Plate 36, Figure 2

This race, which comes from the Sierra de Camarones, is as small

and as stout as C. {€.) irradians candicans but of buff instead of

white ground color. The outer peristome is unusually broadly ex-

panded.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 499607, comes from a cliff about 500 meters

west of Peiia del Leon. It has about 4.5 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 15.4 mm; greater diameter, 11.8 mm; lesser di-

ameter, 6.5 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMARTES) IRRADIANS CANDICANS, new subspecies

Plate 36. Figure 1

This, the palest of all the known races, has the ground color white,

which renders the interrupted spiral bands of brown c^uite contrasted.

The sculpture is also a little finer than in the other subspecies. In

size it agrees with C. (C.) iiradians camaronense.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367757, comes from Potrero Fiimero, Vieja

Bermeja. It has 4 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 14.0

mm
;
greater diameter, 10.8 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.4 mm.

GUTIERREZIUM, new subgenus

Shell turbinate. Nuclear whorls, 1.8, well rounded, microscopic-

ally granulose. Postnuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded, and

marked by slender axial ribs and spiral threads, which vary in

strength from that equal to the axial ribs to almost obsolete in differ-

ent species. The junctions of the axial and spiral sculpture form
pronounced tubercles. On the last whorl the sculpture usually be-

comes almost obsolete. Periphery strongly rounded. Base inflated,

strongly rounded, and marked by the continuation of the fine axial

riblets and spiral threads a little stronger than those on the spire

of the last turn. These form cords in the rather widely open um-
bilicus. Aperture broadly ovate; peristome double, the outer very

broadly expanded excepting on the parietal wall where it is nar-

rower; the inner slight!}^ projecting and reflected partly over the

outer. Operculum thin, corneous, paucispiral with subcentral nu-

cleus.

Type: Chondropoma {Guticrrezium) hai/e)ise, new species.

This subgenus is closely allied to Chondropomella Bartsch of

Santo Domingo, which is typified by Chotulropom,a {Chondropo-

mella) magnifica (Salle) Pfeiffer. Here, however, we have the

sjiiral sculpture extending upon the whorls between the periphery

and summit of the turns, which is not the case in Chondropomella.
In some of the species this sculpture is quite reduced and requires to

be looked for sharply not to be overlooked.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF SUBGENUS GUTIERREZIUM

Suture channeled.

Spiral sculpture strong bairense

Spiral sculpture feeble canaliculatum
Suture not channeled.

Axial ribs closely spaced.

Outer peristoiue very broadly expanded montanum
Outer peristome only moderately expanded guisaense

Axial ribs distantly spaced gutierrezi

CHONDROPOMA (GUTIERREZIUM) BAIRENSE, new species

Plate 38, Figure 2

Shell broadly ovate, turbinate; the early whorls chestnut-brown,

the succeeding turns flesh-color, marked by almost conspicuous inter-

rupted spiral bands of brown, of which four are present on the spire

and four on the base. They also mark the outer peristome and the
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inside of the outer lip. Nuclear whorls decollated
;
postnuclear whorls

very strongly inflated and very strongly rounded, marked by closely

spaced, retractively slanting axial riblets and spiral threads of about

the same strength. Both of these are much stronger on the early

whorls tlian on the last. The comljination of these two elements gives

a fenestrated pattern to the sculpture. The axial riblets render the

summit of the turns feebly denticulated. Suture strongly constricted.

Periphery decidedly inflated, strongly rounded. Base short, inflated,

strongly rounded and marked on the posterior half like the spire,

while anteriorly it bears a number of strong spiral cords. Umbilicus

very broad, its wall marked with slender spiral threads which become

a little stronger toward the outer margin. Aperture broadly oval;

peristome double, the outer flaringly expanded, forming a very con-

spicuous auricle at the posterior angle a little narrower on the

parietal wall. Inner peristome also expanded and reflected over the

outer, which it almost half covers. Operculum thin, corneous, pauci-

spiral with subcentral nucleus, the outside covered with a thin layer

of calcareous granules.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367817, was collected by Dr. de la Torre

near Baire. It has 4 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 16.2

mm
;
greater diameter, 13.2 mm ; lesser diameter, 10.4 mm.

This, the type of the subgenus Gutierrezium., is easily differentiated

from all the other forms of this subgenus by its strong spiral sculpture.

CHONDROPOMA (GUTIERREZIUM) CANALICULATUM, new species

Plate 3.S, Figure 5

Shell very broadly ovate, the early whorls chestnut -brown, the suc-

ceeding turns yellowish flesh-color, the last one flesh-color, marked

with interrupted spiral bands of chestnut-brown, which are arranged

also in axial series. Four of these bands occur on the spire and three

on the base. These are very conspicuous on the outer and basal lip,

as well as on the outer peristome. Nuclear whorls 1.8, strongly

rounded, marked with miscroscopic granulations only. Postnuclear

wdiorls inflated, strongly rounded, marked by decidedly retractively

slanting axial riblets, which serrulate the margin of the channeled

suture. These riblets are a little more distantly spaced on the early

turns than on the last. In addition to this, the whorls are marked by

feeble spiral threads, too feeble to more than merely render the axial

riblets vertebrated at their junction. Suture strongly constricted;

periphery inflated, strongly rounded. Base short, inflated, strongly

rounded, very openly umbilicate, and marked like the spire but with

the spiral lirations a little stronger. The umbilical wall, however, is

marked by very strojig spiral threads. Aperture broadly ovate,

decidedly auriculated at the posterior angle. Peristome double, the
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outer broadly expanded, not all in one plane, and somewhat flexuose,

decidedly auriculated at the j^osterior angle and slightly inbent at the

umbilicus, a little narrower on the parietal wall than on the rest of

the shell. Inner peristome slightly exserted and reflected over the

outer. Operculum thin, corneous, paucispiral, the nucleus halfway

between margin and subcentral covered with a thin deposit of cal-

careous granules on the outside.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 168902, an almost complete specimen, has

5.5 whorls remaining and measures : Length, 16.0 mm
;
greater diam-

eter, 12.3 mm; lesser diameter, 8.9 mm. It was collected by Dr.

Vaughan at Los Negros, Oriente Province.

This species is readily distinguished from the other members of

the genus by its decidedly channeled suture.

CHONDROPOMA (GUTIERREZIUM) MONTANUM, new species

Plate 37, Figure 2

Shell broadly ovate, pale buff, marked by interrupted spiral bands

of brown, of which three occur on the whorls of the spire and three

on the base. These bands become conspicuous on the last portion

of the last whorl and lend to the inside of the outer lip and the

expanded peristome a very strongly banded aspect. Here an inter-

calated zone appears between the first basal and second, making
seven bands on the peristome. The elements composing the inter-

rupted spiral bands are arranged in both axial and spiral series.

Nuclear whorls 2.1, well rounded, smooth. Postnuclear whorls strongly

inflated, well rounded, marked by slender, decidedly retractively slant-

ing, axial riblets, w^hich are a little more widely spaced on the first

two turns than on those succeeding. On the last whorl they are

considerably reduced. The spiral sculpture consists of the merest

suggestion of obsolete threads. Suture very strongly constricted

with the merest indication of channeling immediately behind the

aperture. Periphery inflated, strongly rounded. Base short, inflated,

open umbilicated. and marked by the continuation of the axial riblets

and indications of spiral threads. Within the umbilicus, however,

stronger definite spiral threads are present. Aperture broadly oval,

almost subcircular, decidedly auriculated at the posterior angle.

Peristome double, the outer very broadly expanded and reflected,

narrower on the parietal wall than on the rest, marked by slender

concentric laminae. The inner slightly exserted and reflected over

the outer. Operculum thin, corneous, paucispiral with subcentral

nucleus, the outside covered with fine calcareous granules.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367815, is a complete specimen, having 6.5

whorls and measuring: Length, 16.0 mm; greater diameter, 10.4 mm;
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lesser diameter, 8.0 mm. It comes from Altos de los Negros, Sierra

Maestra, Oriente Province.

This species resembles C\ {G.) guisaense in its general shape and

sculpture but is at once distinguished by its very broadly expanded

outer peristome.

CHONDROPOMA (GUTIERREZIUM) GUISAENSE, new species

Plate 38, Figure 1

Shell very broadly ovate, flesh-colored, with interrupted bands of

brown: the elements composing these are arranged in both axial

and spiral series. Xuclear whorls decollated. Postnuclear whorls

inflated, strongly rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit,

marked by slender, somewhat retractively slanting axial riblets, which

are more distantly spaced on the early whorls than on the last.

On this they form serrulations at the summit. The spiral sculp-

ture consists of the merest indications of basal threads. Suture

strongly impressed, slightly channeled for one-third of a turn behind

the aperture. Periphery inflated, strongly rounded and marked like

the spire. Base short, inflated, strongly rounded and marked by

the continuation of the axial riblets. The broadly open umbilicus

shows fairly strong spiral cords on the umbilical wall. Aperture

broadly ovate, slightly auriculated at the posterior angle; peristome

double, the outer moderately broadly expanded; the inner also ex-

panded a little more than half as wide as the outer and reflected

over and appressed to it, projecting but slightly above it. Peristome

a little narrower on the parietal wall than on the rest of the aperture,

separated in the unique type from the preceding whorl.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367816, was collected by Dr. de la Torre

at the hill nearest to Guisa, southeast of Bayamo. It has 3.8 whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 17.0 mm; greater diameter, 12.5

mm; lesser diameter, 9.8 mm.
This species in type of sculpture resembles C. (O.) montanum

but is at once distinguished from this by its much narrower outer

peristome.

CHONDROPOMA (GUTIERREZIUM) GUTIERREZI (Gundlach)

Shell ovoid-conic, flesh-color or pale horn-color, with interrupted

lines of brown arranged so as to form both axial and spiral series.

Nuclear whorls 1.8, well rounded, minutely granulose. Postnuclear

whorls well rounded, narrowly shouldered at the summit, with a

short channel in the suture immediately behind the summit on the

last turn. The whorls are marked by rather strong sublamellar,

narrow, somewhat sinuous, irregularly developed, and irregularly
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distributed axial riblets, which extend prominently to the summit
where they become somewhat expanded and occasional!}^ somewhat
thickened. These riblets extend prominently over the inflated and
well-rounded periphery to the base. The spiral sculpture consists

of obsolete indications of threads, which render the axial ribs slightly

vertebrated. Base short, inflated, strongly rounded, broadly openly

umbilicated, marked by the continuations of the axial ribs, which ex-

tend undiminished into the umbilicus, and obsolete indications of

spiral threads like those of the spire. The umbilical wall is marked
by strong spiral cords, which diminish in strength from the outside

inward. Aperture pear-shaped. Posterior angle obtuse, Peristomie

decidedly expanded and obliquely reflected, not flattened; the outer

lip is marked by dark spiral zones alternating with a broader white
band ; the parietal wall of the peristome is less broadly expanded than
the rest. Operculum paucispiral with excentric nucleus, the last

whorl with a thin calcareous granular deposit.

We are recognizing two subspecies.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (GUTIERREZIUM) GUTIERREZI

Decollated shell more than 17 mm gutierrezi
Decollated shell less than 1.5 mm negrosense

CHONDROPOMA (GUTIERREZIUM) GUTIERREZI GUTIERREZI (Gundlach) Pfeiflfer

Plate 38, Figure 4

1856. Cyclostoma gutierrezi (Gundlach) Poey, Memorias sobre historia natural
de la Isla de Cuba, vol. 2, p. 4, nomeii nudum.

1858. Cyclostoma gutierrezi (Gundlach) Pfeifier, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 5,

p. 46.

This race, which comes from the environs of Guisa. is distinguished

from C. {G.) gutierrezi negroscn-^e in being much larger and of paler

coloration.

A specimen from the type locality, U.S.N.M. no. 104507, collected

by Gundlach, has 4.1 whorls remaining and measures: Length, 18.0

mm; greater diameter, 13.7 mm; lesser diameter, 10.0 mm.

CHONDROPOMA (GUTIERREZIUM) GUTIERREZI NEGROSENSE, new subspecies

Plate 38, Figure 3

This race was collected by Dr. de la Torre at Los Xegros southeast

of Baire. It is much smaller and darker colored than the typical C.
{(r.) g u tierrezi gutierrezi.

Tlie type, U.S.N.M. no. 367829, has 3.8 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 14.2 mm; greater diameter, 10.5 mm; lesser diam-
eter, 8.0 mm.
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Genus CHONDROTHYRIUM Henderson and Bartsch

1920. Chondrothyrium Henderson and Baktsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 58,

p. 63.

Shell of ovate-conic form, marked by axial and spiral threads;

breathing pore present in the parietal wall, comiected with the outer

edge of the peristome by a slit. Operculum typically chrondropo-

moid.

Type : CycJosfoma violaceum Pfeiffer,

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF GENUS CHONDROTHYRIUM

Outer lip of outer peristome crenulated crenimargo

Outer lip of outer peristome not crenulated violaceum

CHONDROTHYRIUM CRENIMARGO (Pfeiffer)

Plate 28, Figure 16

1858. Ci/clostoma crenUnorgo Pfeiffer, Malakozool. Blatter, vol. 5, p. 192.

Decollated shell elongate-ovate, flesh-color, with five inteiTupted

narrow spiral lines of brown. Nuclear whorls decollated. Postnu-

clear whorls well rounded, almost appressed at the summit, marked

by slender, sublamellose, wavy, retractively slanting axial riblets,

which are a little more distantly spaced on the first of the remaining

turns than on those that follow. These riblets extend prominently

to the summit, which they render slightly crenulated. In addition

to the axial riblets, the whorls are marked by spiral threads, of

which 5 occur on the first of the remaining turns, 10 upon the second,

and 13 upon the last between the summit and the suture. The inter-

sections of the axial riblets and the spiral threads form slender oval

nodules, the long axis of which coincides with the axial sculpture.

Suture moderately constricted. Periphery well rounded, slightly in-

flated. Base short, somewhat inflated and rounded, narrowly openly

umbilicated, marked by the continuations of the axial riblets, which

extend into the umbilicus and also by the continuation of a similar

type of spiral sculpture as that found on the spire. This grows

a little stronger toward the umbilicus but again weakens within the

umbilicus. There are eight of these spiral cords between the periph-

ery and the outer termination of the umbilicus, then four equally

strong between the outer termination of the umbilicus, and the inner

straight side of the umbilicus, and about nine on the umbilical wall

which are much weaker. On the base, too, we find seven lines of

brownish dots coinciding with the spiral sculpture. Aperture oval,

posterior angle obtuse; peristome double, the inner thickened and

somewhat reflected, and decidedly projecting above the outer on the

outer lip; the outer much broader and rendered decidedly wavy
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from the posterior angle to the termination of the outer lip, mostly

so immediately anterior to the posterior angle. This waviness gives

the edge, when looked upon vertically, a crenated appearance which

evidently prompted Pfeiffer's name crenimargo. The basal, inner,

and parietal margin of the outer peristome is composed of a series

of slender fused laminae whose outer limits are indicated by a mere

line; the outer peristome of the inner lip is broader than the rest

and is reflected over the umbilicus which, when looked upon squarely,

it almost covers; the outer peristome of the parietal lip is appressed

to the preceding turn with which it is fused; the breathing pore is

on the parietal wall near the posterior angle of the aperture, and
here the parietal wall is partly slit; operculum paucispiral with the

nucleus a little more marginal than subcentral; the outside is covered

with a minutely granulose coat.

All our specimens come from the type locality, Boca de Guarabo,

between Cienfuegos and Trinidad, Santa Clara Province.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 355039 has 3.5

whorls remaining and measures : Length, 13.7 mm
;
greater diameter,

7.5 mm ; lesser diameter, 7.0 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM (Pfeiffer)

Shell rather variable in size and shape, the latter ranging from
elongate-conic to broadly ovate. The color ranges from flesh-color

through pale orange to purplish brown. The shell may be unicolor or

have interrupted bands of brown. The dots comprising these bands

are also arranged in axial series. Nuclear whorls 2.3, rather ele-

vated, well rounded, smooth, with the suture of the first turn chest-

nut-brown. The last part of the last whorl shows the beginning of

the postnuclear sculpture. Postnuclear whorls well rounded, almost

appressed at the sunmiit, marked by numerous slender, sublamellar,

somewhat retractively slanting, axial riblets and slender spiral threads

the junctions of which form slender tubercles. The spiral threads

also render the axial riblets somewhat wavy and give to them, when
examined in profile, a somewhat scalloped appearance. Suture con-

stricted. Periphery well rounded. Base moderately long, well

rounded, marked by the continuation of the axial riblets and spiral

cords, the latter increasing in strength on the anterior half, but

weakening again within the umbilicus which is moderately large and
open. Aperture broadly oval, in some of the races almost subcircu-

lar; peristome double, white, the inner slightly thickened, expanded
and slightly reflected, and projecting above the outer peristome, which
is expanded to a varying degi^ee in the different races on the outer,

basal and parietal lip, and more broadly so on the columellar side;

the outer peristome is usually not flat but somewhat wavy. The
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last whorl varies from solute to adnate. There is a breathing pore

close to the posterior angle of the aperture on the parietal wall im-

mediately behind the edge of the peristome, which is connected with

the free edge of the peristome b}" a slit. Operculum thin, corneous,

paucispiral, with a rather heavy deposit of calcareous granules on the

outside.

This species is at present known from the south coast of Santa

Clara Province, where it breaks up into a series of races on the var-

ious limestone blocks.

The animals of three of the subspecies were described by Bartsch

as follows:

Chondrothyrium violaceum. violaceurii

Taken from a stone fence at La Pastora, 4 kilometers northwest

of Trinidad.

Top of head buff, finely dotted with white; area about tentacles

pale pink; tentacles coral red tipped with blue black; sides of body

pale bluish smoky gray; sole of foot deeply cleft, a little paler than

the sides of body.

Chondrothyrium vwlaceum vigiaense

Taken at La Vigia near Trinidad.

Top of head pale brown with a decided rosy flush ; tentacles coral-

red tipped with dusky brown ; area ab<iut the base of tentacles a little

paler than general ground color ; snout pale buff at tip ; sides smoke

gray marked by numerous papillae, which are marked by many fine

white dots; sole of foot a little paler than sides of body, deeply cleft.

ChondrotJiyrium violaceum letc ranense

Specimens taken at San Juan de Leteran.

Top of head buff with rosy flush; snout and sides of body with

olivaceous ground color upon which numerous papillae, each marked

with many white dots, are disposed; tentacles varying in different

individuals from dark orange to carmine red, paler at base and dusky

at tip, the latter very slightly expanded; sole of foot smoke gray.

In moving, the animal may carry its shell steadily or it may move

it by lateral jerks.

KEY TO THE SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM

Interrupted spiral bands of brown very strong.

Truncated shell elongate-ovate montanei

Truncated shell ovate.

Axial riblets very fine and closely spaced mortei

Axial riblets not very fine and more ^Yidely spaced vigiaense
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luterrupted spiral bands of brown not strong.

Interrupted spiral bands of brown of medium strength.

Tubercles on last whorl very sti'ong clerchi

Tubercles on last whorl only moderately strong.

Tubercles of penultimate whorl very strong.

Decollated shell more than 17 mm leteranense

Decollated shell less than 14 mm fomentense

Tubercles of penultimate whorl not very strong.

Decollated shell elongate-ovate.

Decollated shell more than 18 mm violaceum.

Decollated shell less than 15 mm tenue

Decollated shell ovate.

Spacing of axial ribs very regular manatiense

Spacing of axial ribs not very regular sopimpense

Interrupted spiral bands of brown feeble.

Tubercles rather coarse rocai

Tubercles not coarse maguasense
Interrupted spiral bauds of brown not feeble.

luterrupted spiral bands of brown obsolete or absent.

Decollated shell elongate-ovate.

Decollated shell more than 20 mm long banaoense

Decollated shell less than 15 mm long ignotum
Decollated shell not elongate-ovate.

Decollated shell ovate.

Open umbilicus narrow.

Length of decollated shell more than 20 mm_ gonzalesi

Length of decollated shell less than 17 mm.
Sculpture very fine atkinsi

Sculpture less fine serranum
Open umbilicus very wide.

Sculpture rough doloresi

Sculpture fine saugeti

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM GONZALESI, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figure 17

This race, which is probably the h\rgest of the species, we have

from Jagiia Cienfuegos. The interrupted spiral bands are absent

and the umbilicus is narrow; outer lip broadly expanded.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367820, has 4.2 whorls remaining and

measures: Length, 20.6 mm; greater diameter, 13.7 mm; lesser

diameter, 11.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM SERRANUM, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figure 14

This race comes from Naranga Dulce, La Sierra, southeast of

Cienfuegos. It resembles C . v. atkinsi in the absence of interrupted

spiral bands but has finer tuberculation and is smaller.
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The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367833, has 3.4 whorls remaiiimg and
measures: Length, 14.1 nnn; greater diameter, 10.1 mm; lesser

diameter, 8.0 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM ATKINSI, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figure 15

This race comes from Soledad. It is a pale race of rather broadly

ovate outline with comparatively narrow umbilicus, lacking the inter-

rupted spiral bands. It is nearest to C. v. serranum, from which it

can be readily distinguished by its more inflated whorls and finer

tuberculation.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 355018, has 4.3 whorls remaining and
measures: Length, 19.4 mm; greater diameter, 11.8 mm; lesser

diameter, 9.2 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM DOLORESI, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figure 3

This race comes from between Guabairo and Dolores. It is of

broadly ovate outline with widely open umbilicus, lacking the inter-

rupted spiral bands of brown. It resembles C. violaceum saugeti but

differs from this in having the shell heavier and the sculpture much
coarser.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367826, has 3.5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 12.0 mm; greater diameter, 10.4 mm; lesser diameter,

7.6 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM VIOLACEUM (Pfeiffer)

Plate 28, Figure 19

1S51. Cyclostoma violaceum Pfeiffer, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loudon, 1851, pp. 245-24G.

In this, the typical race, which we recognize in specimens from
Trinidad and La Pastora, the shell is elongate-ovate, of yellowish

buff color, with moderately strong interrupted spiral bands of brown.

Here the tubercles on the penultimate whorl are not strong but cor-

respond to those of the preceding turns.

The specimen described and figured, U.S.N.M. no. 104493, has 4.5

whorls remaining and measures : Length, 20.0 mm
;
greater diameter,

12.1 mm; lesser diameter, 9.7 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM MORTEI, new species

Plate 28, Figure 4

This race, which was collected by Dr. de la Torre, comes from
Nazimiento del Kio Caballero, near Trinidad. It has the whorls a
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little more inflated than G. violaceum vigiaense and the axial and

spiral sculpture finer, more numerous and closer spaced. The dark

spiral bands are also a little lighter.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 3C7828, has a little more than three whorls

remaining, and measures: Length, 17.0 mm; greater diameter, 11.7

mm; lesser diameter, 9.7 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM VIGIAENSE, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figitre 1

This race comes from La Vigia near Trinidad. The truncated

shell is of ovate outline and the coloration is very dark, tending

to purplish on the last turn. The elements composing the broad

interrupted spiral bands are arranged in axial series. The tips of

the tubercles are white and stand out markedly against the dark back-

ground. The outer lip is also decidedly expanded on all sides. For
comparison with C. violaceum montanei^ see the diagnosis of that

subspecies.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 493282, has a little more than four whorls

remaining and measures: Length, 18.8 mm; greater diameter, 12.5

mm ; lesser diameter, 10.1 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM LETERANENSE, new species

Plate 28, Figure 2

This race comes from San Juan de Leteran. Here the shell is

elongate-conic and the tubercles on both the last and penultimate

whorls are decidedly strong, in which respect it resembles C. viola-

ceuni fomenteiwe^ from which its larger size and more elongate form
will readily distinguish it. The ground color is buff, and the inter-

rupted spiral bands of brown are only of medium strength.

The type. U.S.N.JM. no. 367832, has 5 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 17.8 mm; greater diameter, 11.4 mm; lesser diameter,

8.3 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM MAGUASENSE, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figitre 7

This race comes from the ISIagua Valley of Trinidad. It is a

small pale race with feeble interrupted spiral bands of brown, in

which respect it resembles C. violaceum rocai^ from which it differs

by its much finer tubercles and less inflated whorls.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367824, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 11.3 mm; greater diameter, 7.8 mm; lesser diameter,
6.2 mm.
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CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM MANATIENSE, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figure 12

This race comes from Loma del Marin, Rio Manati, Trinidad. It

is a small race with the whorls decidedly inflated, of buff color, witli

the interrupted spiral bands of brown weakly developed but having

their elements also in axial series. It resembles most closely G.

violaceu7)% sopimpense^ from which it can be distinguished by its

more inflated whorls and more regularly distributed axial ribs.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367821, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 14.6 mm; greater diameter, 9.5 mm; lesser diameter,

6.9 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM SOPIMPENSE, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figire 11

This race comes from Sopimpa, which is on the railway between

Fomento and Trinidad. Here the shell is also buff color, with a

purplish flush. The interrupted spiral bands are moderately strong,

the whorls are inflated, and the axial ribs are rather irregular in distri-

bution, as well as in strength, a character that will readily distinguish

it from C. violaceum manatiense.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 355046, has 4.2 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 13.7 mm; greater diameter, 9.3 mm; lesser diameter,

7.0 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM FOMENTENSE, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figuee 8

This small race comes from Fomento, northeast of Trinidad. Here

the early whorls are decidedly darker than the last. The sculpture

on the penultimate whorl is very heavy, in which respect it resembles

C. violaceum leteranense^ from which, however, it can readily be dis-

tinguished by its small size.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367822, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 13.5 mm; greater diameter, 8.8 mm; lesser diameter,

6.8 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM CLERCHI, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figuee 13

This subspecies was collected by Clerch at Quemado Feo. It is a

small ovate race of flesh-colored ground color, with the interrupted

spiral bands of brown only of medium strength. The axial riblets

66879—38 U
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are rather distantly spaced, and the tubercles of the last whorl con-

sequently have a decidedly strong aspect.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367827, has a little more than 4 whorls

remaining and measures; Length, 15.6 mm; greater diameter, 11.0

mm ; lesser diameter, 8,4 mm,

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM MONTANEI, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figure 20

This race was collected by Hermanos Leon and Roca at Rosa de

Gavilanes in the Sierra de Cabillete. It is a large race of elongate-

ovate outline, of yellowish buff ground color, with slender, well-

marked, interrupted spiral bands of brown whose elements are also

arranged in axial series. In the strength of the color marking

this race approximates C . violaceum vigiaense but is readily distin-

guished from this by its much more elongate form and much paler

coloration.

The type, U.S.N.M. no, 367823, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 20.8 mm; greater diameter, 12.9 mm; lesser diameter,

10.5 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM ROCAI, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figuee 5

This race comes from the valley of the Rio Caracusey, Sancti

Spiritus, It is a small race of ovate outline, having the interrupted

spiral bands of brown very feeble, in which it agrees with C. viola-

ceum maguasense, from which, however, its much more inflated whorls

and coarser tubercles will readily distinguish it. The coloration is

dark and the outer lip very strong.

The type, U.S.N.M, no. 367830, has 4.1 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 11.7 mm; greater diameter, 8.2 mm; lesser diameter,

6.5 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM BANAOENSE, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figure J8

This large race comes from Banao southwest of Sancti Spiritus,

It has fine axial riblets of elongate-ovate outline, with the interior

brown and the lip white. It resembles C. violaceum ignotum but is

at once distinguished from it by its large size and darker interior

coloration.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367831, has 5 whorls remaining and meas-
ures: Length, 20.1 mm; greater diameter, 14.1 mm; lesser diameter,

10.7 mm.
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CHONDROTHYKIUM VIOLACEUM TENUE, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figube 9

This small race comes from Loma de Banao. Its shell is elongate-

ovate, the early whorls being a little darker than the rest. Inter-

rupted spiral bands only moderately strong. The sculpture of the

penultimate whorl is no stronger than that of the preceding turn.

The outer lip is also only moderately expanded. It differs from

C. violaceum violaceum in being much smaller.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 355050, has 4 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 14.7 mm; greater diameter, 9.0 mm; lesser diameter,

C.8 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM IGNOTUM, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figltbe 10

With this race we have no definite locality. The shell is pale yel-

lowish white, elongate-ovate, and the interrupted spiral bands are

absent. It suggests C. violaceum hanaoense but is very small in

comparison.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 315184, has 3.3 whorls remaining and meas-

ures : Length, 13.7 mm
;
greater diameter, 9.2 ; lesser diameter, 7.0 mm.

CHONDROTHYRIUM VIOLACEUM SAUGETI, new subspecies

Plate 28, Figltee 6

This race comes from San Jose northeast of Sancte Spiritus. It

is a thin-shelled, broadly ovate race, with very fine sculpture and

with the outer lip poorly developed. It resembles most closely

C. molaceum doloresi, from which its more ovate shell and finer

sculpture will readily distinguish it.

The type, U.S.N.M. no. 367834, has 3.8 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length, 12.2 mm; greater diameter, 9.8 mm; lesser diameter,

7.0 mm.

o
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Subspecies of Chondropometes (Chondropometes) vignalense (X2j

1, azucarense; 2, piadae; 3, poenitentis: 4, caponense: 5, martillenet; 6, azucarellum; 7, celadense; 8, vignalense;

9, puertecitenge; 10, bruneocinctum; 11, ctnppi.
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Species and subspecies of Chondropometes (Chondropometesj (,X2)

1, latilabrc: 2, rignalense lucifer; 3, torrei gratiosum: 4, v. fogonense: 5, v. patmaritense; 6, /. flnmmilabre: 7,

infernale; 8, v. jarucense; 9, t. antonitense; 10, v. ignicotor; 11, v. venerabile.
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Subspecies OF Chondropometes (Chondropometes) torrei (X2)

1, pallidulum; 2, rinconadense; 3, collumelare: 4, cingulatum; 5, jaguaense; 6, flavidum; 7, minaense; 8, torrei.
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Species and Subspecies of the Subgenera Chondropometes and Chondro-
thyroma (x2)

1, (Choiulro/wiiirtiy) InTTtinffuuri, (C.) t.ntvcdTc; 3, (Chnniirothyromu) crimiumnialleatum; 4, (C.) e.eximiii m:

5, (C) e. nnciiisficiiliim: (i. (Chnndrnpnmetes) tnrrci lii/cilnbrc: 7, (C.) t. (mtoniewe: 8, (C) t. io.mtiiralinn.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondropometes ^CHONDROTHYROMAJ (X2;

1, sagebieni sagebieni: 2, s. dujunctum; 3, s. mendozense; 4, concolor fontei: 5, s. parvum; 0, c. concolor: 7, c.

carnicolor; 8, c. magister; 9, c. spe; 10, bellissimum: 11, exquintum notntum: 12, .s. portalesense: 13, f. cereurn;

14, €. e,r(?MisiiMm,' 15, e. punctolineatum.
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SPECIES AND Subspecies of Cho.ndropometes (Chondrothyroma) (X2;
l,M:greyatum rallei; 2, .ne. klipense: 3, 3e, lagitnita.-ense: 4, se. segregatum: 5, se. sporndicum: 6, se. laurenni:

t, scoputoriim perpkrum: s, .vc. mameui: 9, >t. arangni: in. sc. cumhrinse: 11. sc. .^coptilorum: 12, magnum
elisabelhne: 13, m. majnuia: 14, m. Min-ie.
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOM ETES, TURRITHYRA, AND HENDERSON-
INA (X2)

1, Chondropometes (diondrothyroma) saccharinum riibicoltum; 2, Turrithyra (Turripoma) bermudezi; 3, C.

{ChondTOthyroma) saccharinum saccharinum: 4, Hendersonina (Scobinapoma) cirrata; 5, Turnihyra (Tur-

rithyra) hamlini hamlini: 6, T. (T.) h. cerroensis: 7, T. (T.) ft. xilaensis: 8, Hendersonina (Hendersomda)

discolorans decolor; 9, H. (H.) d. discolorans: 10, H. (H.) d. bicolor: 11, H. (Scobinapoma) maculata: 12, //.

(S) scobina scobina; 13. 11. (Ilenderscnina) hendersoni: 14, H. (Scobinapoma) scobina galalonensis.
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF TURRITHYRA (X2)
\, 'l^Lrrithyra {TurrUhm) canalkulata pinatiUeims; 2, T. (T.) c. canaliaUata: 3, T. (r.) c nnirear i TU.) c sagummis: ,-,, T. (T.) deceptor scalaris; (i, T. {Turrithyretes) sinuosa rhachitka; 7, T. (Turrithym)d^e^or^^ntenm: HT. (T.U Receptor; 9, T. (T.) d. per.imilis; 10. T. (Turrithyrete.) echinuL eckiZul

iT"rnthyTet('.<) .tiniinsn oppos-ila: m, T.Cr.) s..nnuo.m. •
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Species and Subspecies of Chondrothyra (X2)

1, Chdndrothyra (Chondrothyra) testa aurantia; 2, C. (C.) t. tosta; 3, C. (Plicathyra) crassa; 4, C. (C.) tosta hes-

peria; 5, C. (C.) t. lactea; 6, C. (Hendersonoma) percrassa; 7, C. (C) t. toda; 8, C. (C.) t. pertosta.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondrothyra (X2)

1, Chumlruthyra (Chondrothyra) atristorna atrUtoma; 2, C. (C.) a. luctilera; a, C. (C.) a. umbratn: 4. C. (C.)
subegregia subegregia; 5, C. (C.) s. paterna; 6, C. {Plkathyra) unipticala; 7, C. (C.) egregia: 8, C. (P.) irrighti:
9. C (C) egregia.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondrothyretes and Chondrothyra (X2)

1, Chondrothyretes delectabitis deledabilis; 2, C. d. bellamaria; 3, Chondrothyra (Chondrothyra) rutila rutila;

4, Chondrothyretes d. amahilU; 5, C. d. palmaris; 6, Chondrothyra (Foveothyra) cumbrensis cumbrensis; 7,

C. (F.) c. catharina; 8, C. (F.) natensoni: 9, C. (F.) foveata Joveata; 10, C. (Chondrothyra) rutila nebulosa;

11, C. (F.) foveata toroensis.
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Species and subspecies of Chondrothyretes (X2)

], iiiipresfa hyans; 2, ?. ornata; 3, j. M/acia; 4, i. peregrina; 5, i. rosariensis; fi, i. atbostoma: 7, shuttleworthi per-
plexa; 8, s. mameyensis; 9, s. catalinensis: 10, f. guamensis; 11, j. impressa; 12, j. gigantea.
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Species and subspecies of Chondrothyretes (X2)

1, tcncbrala tenebrafa; 2, /. scripta; 3, t. monfalvensis; 4, shuttleworthi clivicoln: 5, s. cumhrensis: 6, t. canaletensis;

7, s. portica; 8, ». atriola: 9, s. shuttle irorthi.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondrothyretes (X2)

1-, tevebrata nyiiemix; 2, /. brevioT: :i. t. alholnbrU; 4, t. varinbUli: 5, reticulnta petricoMla: 6, r. peUucida: 7, r.

reliciilelln: S. r. fnilerritia: 9, r. pdrirnia: II), r. yuleri'n.v.--: 11, r.fraterna.
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRETES iX2)

1, reticulata saccharineUa: 2, r. encinarensif; 3, r. scTobicula; 4, r. versicolor; 5, birbouri barbouri; 6, r. reticulata;

7, b. itineraria; 8, r. cosfanerensis; 9, affini^.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondrothyretes (X2)
1, gumUadii porticola; 2, g. mitrallensis; 3, g. guanensis; 4, g. deviata; 5, incrassatu aurdittmca; 0, y. gnndUichi

7, i. incrasmta; 8, i.fumata; 9. >. subincrasstata.
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTH YRETES (X2)

1, parilis scalaris: 2, cerina polita; 3, p. parilis: 4, p. fossuiaris; 5, c. puella: 0, p. 6-(monw; 7, p. fmoena; 8, c.

subcerhia; 9. c. roseoapicata; 10, c. cerina.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondrothyrella (Chondrothyrella) (X4)
], f/c/.-vi; J. perturbata; 3, 4, pudica; 5, cuzcoensis caroli: 6, e. cuzcoeiuis.
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SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTHYRELLA (PLICATH YRELLA) ASSIMILIS (X4)

1, assimUis; 2, maceoi; 3, gemma; 4, guirensis; 5, abronensis: 6, dmerosi: 7, signata.
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTH YRELLA iCHONDROTH Y RELLA) (X4j
1, petricoM an'tfensis; 2, p. pdrkom; 3, p. climbdhne: 4, otlonis rkhondenfis; 5, o. nf/onis.
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROTH YRELLA ^PLICATH YRELLA) (X4)

l.tcnehrosa subfenehrosa; 2, clandicam ciilminh; 3, t tenebrosa; 4, c. claudicans; 5, t. caimitemis.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondrothyrium (X2}
], violactuju viymense; 2, v. leteranense: 3, v. doloresi; 4, ;;. mortei; 5, v. rocai; 6, r. saugeti; 7, v. maguaeense-S
v.fomenteme: 9, v. tenue: 10, v. ignotum; 11, v. sopimpeme; 12, v. manatiense; 13, v. clerchi: 14. r .lerranum-
lo. t\ atlawi: If), mnimaryo: 17. r. gonmUii: 18 r. banaoeme .19. r. riotaceum; 20, c. mnntnnei
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOM A) (X2)

1, pictum mahogani; 2, p. pictum: 3, p. mochense; 4, p. anafense: 5, p. sngra: 6. p. yumeriense; 7, yucayum;

8, p. varaderense; 9, p. c.elsum; 10, p. gouldianurn; 11, p. arangoi.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondropoma (Chondropoma) (X2)
1. vfeifferianum camoense; 2, pf. pfeifferianum; 3. pf. ganuznense; 4. cognatum; 5, poeyanum jibacoense- 6, popoeyanum; 7, po. occidentale; 8. kmbeyi; 9. cabrerai; 10, teoni; 11, jaulense; 12, Kr/aJum,- 13, vespe'rtinum
cabanoi<ense: 14. ?'. vespertinum; 15, v. colombense; 10, r. bibijaguense.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondropoma (Chondropoma) (X2;

1. marginalbum guantanamense; 2, m. marglnalbum: 3, m. subguanfanamense: 4, nicolasi brittoni: 5, n. Johnsoni;

6, n. nicolasi: 7, irilcori; 8, moestum moralesi; 9 garcianum: 10, antonense; 11, moestum decurrens: 12, w.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondropoma (Chondropomaj (X2)
I, curenaseiise corrientesense; 2, c. carenasense; 3, c. toroense; 4, oxytremum; 5. c. guaraboense: 6, c. rosariens

7, e. cantiltense: 8, obesum hershei; 9, o. subobesum: 10, o. palmasolense; 11, o. obesum.
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Species and subspecies of Chondropoma (Chondropomorus) (X4)

1, delatreanum bonacheum: 2, d. santnfeum: 3, d. delatreanum: 4, revinctum revinctum: 5, canescens alleni;

fi. r. hiserraniim: 7. c. ptrpkium: 8, c. canescens: 9, c. nipense.
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (CHONDROPOMORUSJ (X4)
1. aubcritmum aiihcrianum; 2. a. mayense; 3, cisnerosi (=anberiannm): 4. dUiitaliim pilotcmf: 5, negkctur

(i, d. bayatense; 7, d. lornense: 8. d. mbdUaiatum: 9, d. dilatatiim.
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SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF CHONDROPOMA (X4)

1, iChondropoma) edouardi edouardi: 2, (C.) laetum; 3, (C.) ed. asperulum: 4, iChondropomodes) ernesii ernesti;

5, (C.) santaiuciense: 6, (C.) er. clenchi: 7, (Chondropoma) appendiciUatum appendicidatum: 8, (C.) a. sub-

appendiculafum: 9, (Chondropomisca) aguayoi.
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Subspecies of Chondropoma (Chondropomartesj irradians (X4)

], caiidicnn.i: 2, aimaronense Z, fiyurotnse.; 4, panense; 5, paleiKjuense.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondropoma (X4)

1. (Chondropomartes) irradians irradians: 2, (Gutierrezium) montanum; 3, (C.) portuandoi: i, (C.) presasianui

presasianum; 5, (C.) p. canasiense.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondropoma (Gutierreziumj i,X4)

1. gnisaense: 2, baireme; :i, gutierrezi negrosense: i, g. giitiemzi: 5. canaliciila.'um.
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Species and Subspecies of Chondropoma (Chondropomisca) (X4j

1, unilabiatum rubrum: 2, rufopktum; 3. u. uvilahiatum: 4, u. dunkeri; 5, solidulum tanamense; 6, s. vifaense:

7, u. obsolelum: 8, greenfieldi; 9, s. soliduliivi: 10, revocntum.
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ON SOME SPECIES OF CHINESE EARTHWORMS, WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SPECIMENS COLLECTED IN
SZECHWAN BY DR. D. C. GRAHAM

By G. E. Gates

Since 1921 Dr. David C. Graham, of the West China Mission of

the American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, has been collecting

much natural-history material in the vicinity of his station at Suifu,

Province of Szechwan, western China, as well as in the course of his

travels through that Province. At the request of Dr. Waldo L.

Sclunitt, of the United States National Museum, I undertook the

study of Dr. Graham's earthworms and began work in 1926. At

that time little was known of the earthworms of China and nothing

at all of the oligochaete fauna of the interior Province of Szechwan.

Most of the known Chinese species had been characterized so inade-

quately that it was considered advisable to postpone publication until

the types could be examined. Early in 1931, while I was on fur-

lough from my duties at Judson College, Rangoon, the opportunity

first came for me to study material in European museums, but cur-

rency fluctuations following American abandonment of the gold

standard necessitated my abrupt departure from Europe before the

work was completed. Before leaving, however, I studied the types or

representative portions of type series of all species discussed herein

except Drawida japonica (Michaelsen), Pheretima hupeiensis (Mich-

aelsen), and P. asiatica (Michaelsen).

The original manuscript of this paper was completed in 1934, but

as it was then impossible to publish it in full a preliminary report

82345—39 1 405
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on the new species was published (Gates, 1935). The paper is now
brought to date to the end of 1936.

I wish to express my heartiest thanks to Dr. Waldo L. Schmitt for

assistance on so many occasions as well as for the opportunity of

examining Dr. Graham's material; to Dr. Max Thiel and Dr. Wil-

helm Michaelsen, of the Hamburg Museum, and Dr. C. C. A. Monro,

of the British Museum, for the courtesies of their institutions and for

personal assistance given many times; to the Metropolitan Museum
of China for forwarding specimens for examination ; to Y. Chen for

tlie opportunity of examining some of his specimens; and to the

authorities of the Biological Institute of Harvard University and the

Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, Mass., for accommoda-

tions provided while I was engaged in the final preparation of the

manuscript.

Family MONILIGASTRIDAE

Genus DESMOGASTER Rosa

DESMOGASTER SINENSIS Gates

1930. Desmogaster sinensis Gates, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 10, vol. 6, p. 590

(type locality: Soochovp; type in author's collection).

1933. Desmogaster sinensis Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 9, p. 180.

Material examined.—From the U. S. National Museum : 3 aclitellate

specimens labeled ^'Desmogaster sinensis Gates ; Soochow, China

;

identified by Y. Chen."

Remarks.—These specimens are much smaller than the type. No
setae are visible on any of the worms. The spermathecal tubercles

are more like anteroposteriorly flattened flaps than on the type.

The largest specimen was opened. The gizzards are three, in

xiv-xvi. The nephridium of one side of xiii passes at its dorsal end
into the ovisac, which otherwise is empty.

Genus DRAWIDA Michaelsen

DRAWIDA GISTI Michaelsen

1931. Drawida gisti Miohaexsen, Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 1, 8

(type locality: Tsinan, Shantung; types in Hamburg and Peiping

Museums) ; Zool. Jahrb. (Abt. Syst.), vol. 61, p. 525.

1935. Drawida gisti Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 2.

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum : 2 clitellate speci-

mens labeled "Z>. glsti.^^

External characteristics.—The setae begin on ii and are closely

paired; aa slightly less than he.
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The nephridiopores of viii-xiii may or may not be displaced rather

markedly dorsal to d.

The clitellar coloration (pinkish) extends across segments x-xiv

and onto the posterior portion of ix.

The spermathecal pores are transverse slits on 7/8 just median to c,

the anterior margin of the pore swollen so that the pore appears to be

slightly behind 7/8. The female pores are minute, dark, grayish spots

in slight, transverse, slitlike depressions on the anterior margin of xii,

the slits in ah.

The apertures of the penial chambers are on 10/11 in Ic^ slightly

nearer to h than to c. The true male pore is much smaller and at the

ventral end of a penis, which may be completely withdrawn into the

penial chamber (invisible from the exterior) or slightly protuberant

through the chamber aperture.

On one specimen there is a pair of small presetal genital markings

on X. Each of these markings is circular in outline, slightly elevated,

about equal in width to interval «&, the median margin of the marking

about in line h. The margin of the marking is opaque, the center of the

marking of a gi-ayish translucence. The clitellar coloration is lacking

on a ventral region that includes the genital markings and extends

across the anterior portion of x and the posterior portion of ix. On
the second specimen a rather vague protuberance somewhat resembling

the genital markings just described can be seen anteriorly on viii, in db.

The whitened ventral region is lacking on this worm.

Internal anatomy.—The gizzards are three, in xii-xiv (2 specimens).

There are paired enterosegmental organs in several successive segments,

beginning from xvi. There is a band of opaque whitish material on

each side of the dorsal blood vessel. The last pair of hearts is in ix.

The testis sacs are kidney-shaped, the concave side directed ven-

trally ; in ix and x, unconstricted by 9/10. The vas deferens is rather

short and is twisted into two bunches of loops, the smaller on the

anterior face of 9/10, the larger on the posterior face, the total mass

of the two bunches of loops very much less than that of the testis sac

above. The prostates are 6-7 mm in length. The middle portion is

bent into a sort of C-shape and is placed around the penial chamber

so that the open side of the C faces mesially. An ental portion is

almost straight and pushes through 9/10 (at least in one specimen)

into ix. An ectal portion of the prostate is bent under the posterior

limb of the C and appears to pass into the lateral face of the penial

chamber, close to the parietes. The granulations (external glandular

layer) on the prostate extend to this apparent point of entrance into

the penial chamber. Removal of a layer of connective tissue from the

coelomic face of the chamber reveals a very slender, smooth, and

glistening prostatic duct, which passes upward and into the chamber
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about at the center of the dorsal face. Granulations (external glandu-

lar layer) are lacking on this duct portion, which is about one-half

as long as the gland, the prostate and duct together being 9-11 mm
long. The granulations can be scraped off from the prostatf^ revealing

a firm, rather slenderly tubular, glistening, central body, which de-

creases very gradually and only very slightly in width passing ectally.

The penial chamber projects conspicuously into the coelomic cavity

to a height of 11/2-2 mm, the dorsal surface smooth and regularly

convex. The diameter is less than the height. The penis is 1-11/2 mm
long, slightly widened at the base (dorsally).

Laterally and dorsally septa 10/11 and 11/12 are attached to the

parietes close together. In spite of the fact that both specimens

were opened with considerable care, segment xi was opened by the

dorsal incision in each worm. An ovarian chamber of the horse-

shoe type is apparently lacking in this species. The ovarian segment

is filled with loose ova (2 specimens). The ovisacs are not fully

distended by ova and extend only into xiii and xiv or into xiv

and XV.

The spermathecal ampulla is collapsed and contains only a small

quantity of whitish material. The duct is twisted into a number of

loops immediately under the ampulla and thence ectally is gradually

widened. The duct passes, without definite external demarcation,

into a rather digitiform atrium, which is in viii. In the wall of each

spermathecal atrium (4 spermathecae) is a single, "urn-shaped"

gland. The gland is almost spheroidal, pinkish, hard, rather large,

the diameter of the gland greater than the thickness of the atrium.

Dorsal to each of the two genital markings of the first specimen

is a parietal gland that projects into the coelomic cavity. No gland

was found in the parietes of viii of the second specimen.

Remarks.—Drawida gisti is close to D. hehoeiisis Stephenson,

1924 (from Burma), from which it is distinguished as follows: Re-

striction of gizzards to segments xii-xiv; binding of a stalk portion

of the prostate to the lateral face of the penial chamber by connec-

tive tissue
;
greater length of the penis ; larger size of the spermathe-

cal atria; incomplete closure of the ovarian segment; presence of an

"urn-shaped" gland in the wall of each spermathecal atrium; pres-

ence of definite genital markings and their associated glands.

DRAWIDA GRAHAMI Gates

1935. Drawida grahami Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 3

(tyi)e locality: Suifu, Szechwan ; types in U. S. National Museum).
1936. Drawida grahami Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol.

11, p. 291 (after examination of types).
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Material examined.—From Dr. Graham : 6 aclitellate or partially

clitellate specimens and 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Suifu, Sept.

1924."

External dxaracteHstics.—Length, about 55 mm. Diameter, 4 mm.

The setae begin on ii and are closely paired ; aa about equal to or

slightly greater than 6c.

The clitellar coloration (reddish) extends over segments x-xiii

and onto the posterior portion of ix.

The spermathecal pores are tiny transverse slits or rounded pits

on 7/8, halfway between h and c. The female pores were not identi-

fied.

The male pores, small apertures in 6(?, nearer to h than to c, are

on slightly protuberant porophores, which are not, on some speci-

mens, clearly delimited. In those specimens on which the preserva-

tion of these structures is the best, the male pore is at the ventral

tip of the protuberance and in line with intersegmental furrow

10/11, the latter ending blindly on the lateral and median sides of

the porophore. The anterior margin of the porophore may be indi-

cated by a slight transverse groove, which does not pass into the

intersegmental furrow. The posterior margin of the porophore is

marked off by a short transverse furrow that passes laterally and

mesially into 10/11.

The genital markings are transversely oval to circular, convex

areas of grayish translucence ; the margin sharply delimited by a

slight circumferential furrow. The epidermis immediately around

each marking may be specially whitened, but a definite rim such

as characterizes the markings of Z>. japonica seems to be lacking.

The markings are located on segments vii-xiii as follows:

1. Segment viii—middle annulus, both sides, in 6c; ix—middle annulus, both

sides, in be; x—middle annulus, left side, in 6c; xi—middle annulus, both sides,

in he.

2. Segment ix—presetal, both sides, about in line with the spermathecal pores

;

xi—middle annulus, both sides, in 6c; xii—presetal pair in aa; xiii—presetal

pair in aa.

3. Segment vii—presetal, both sides, in 6c and a postsetal median ; x—poste-

rior annulus, both sides, in 6c; viii—middle annulus, both sides, in ah; ix

—

posterior annulus, both sides, in 6c; xi—middle annulus, both sides, in 6c;

xiii—presetal, median pair.

4. Segment viii—presetal, left side, in 6c; ix—presetal, both sides in 6c;

xii—middle annulus, both sides, in 6c; xiii—presetal, median pair.

5. Segment vii—anterior annulus, both sides, in a 6 and a posterior median;

viii—anterior annulus, left side, in 6c; ix—presetal and median; x—postsetal

and median ; xi—middle annulus, left side, in 6c and one presetal median

;

xiii—one presetal median.

6. Segment vii—postsetal, left side, in 6e, and one slightly to the right of the

midventral line; viii—presetal, right side. In 6c; ix—presetal, left side, in 6c;
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X—postsetal, both sides, In ab; xi—presetal pair in aa; xii—presetal, just to

left of midventral line ; xiii—presetal, both sides, in aa.

7. No genital markings.

InterTidl anatomy.—Septa 5/6-8/9 are thickly muscular; 9/10 thin

and displaced posteriorly.

The last pair of hearts is in ix. There is a band of opaque material

on each side of the dorsal blood vessel.

The gizzards are three in xii-xiv (8 specimens).

The testis sacs are usually flattened laterally and nearly fill the

available space in segments ix and x. The vas deferens is short,

rather thick relative to the size of the worm, and passes into the pros-

tate mesially without first passing into the parietes. The prostates are

flattened disks of circular outline, sessile on the parietes. The cen-

tral body is tiny, ovoidal, the more pointed end within the parietes-

Segment xi is reduced to a closcd-off ovarian chamber of horseshoe

shape. The ovisacs are laterally flattened and confined to xii in the

clitellate specimen. In other worms the ovisacs are slenderer and

also confined to xii. A posteriorly elongated appendix such as char-

acterizes D. japonica is lacking.

The spermathecal atrium is finger-shaped, erect on the posterior face

of 7/8. The spermathecal duct (7-9 mm long) passes into the atrium

near the ental end of the latter but runs ventrally in the atrial wall for

a short distance before opening into the atrial lumen.

Remarks.—D. grahami is distinguished from D. japonica (Michael-

sen, 1892) as follows: Location of the spermathecal pores in mid he

rather than in or just median to c,- direct entrance of the vas deferens

into the prostate (rather than first passing into the parietes)
;
pros-

tates disk-shaped and sessile on the parietes (rather than erect or

vertical and columnar to club-shaped) ; the very small, ovoidal, cen-

tral body of the prostate with the pointed end buried in the parietes

(rather than the elongate digitiform central body nearly 1 mm in

length) ; absence of an elongate rodlike appendix on the ovisacs. One
of the types is clitellate, hence fully mature, and presumably would
have had ovisac appendages if these structures are normally present

in this species. (In contrast, the rodlike appendices of the ovisacs are

recognizable even in juvenile specimens of japonica.) The exact mor-
phological location of the male pores was not determined, but the

pores are in line with 10/11, though the latter is not recognizable across

the male porophores. If the male pores are to be placed on 10/11 or

the site of 10/11 this will be still another distinction Irom japonica in

which the pores are quite definitely segmental, postsetal on x.

Chen (1936, p. 291) maintains that the types of grahami are identi-

cal with japonica. Chen's notes on grahamii appear to be a confused

composite of observations made on specimens of both grahatni and
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japonica (note that Chen gives the number of gizzards as two or three

and compare with statements regarding number of gizzards in gra-

hami supra and japonica infra; also compare Chen's comments on the

ovisac appendages with the account given below). Chen failed to

notice the characteristics of the prostates, which is indeed "unfortu-

nate," as these organs are of first importance in systematic discrimina-

tion in the genus Draioida.

DRAWroA JAPONICA (Michaelscn)

1892. Moniligaster japonicus Michaelsen, Archiv fiir Naturg., vol. 58, p. 232

(type locality: Japan).

1927. Drawida japonica f. typica Michaexsen, Boll. Lab. Zool. Portici, vol. 21, p.

85 (Yunnan-fu).

1931. D)-amida japonicus Michaelsen, Llngnan Scl. Journ., vol. 8, p. 157 (part)

(excluding f. siemsseni) ; Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 1, 7

(part) (excluding f. siemsseni) ; Zool. Jahrb. (Abt. Syst.), vol. 61, p.

523 (part) (excluding f. siemsseni and in the synonymy D. willsi).

1935. Drawida japonica Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 3.

Material exatnined.—From the Hamburg Museum: 3 specimens

labeled "V 1194. Drawida japonicus Mich. f. Typ. Dr. Chen F. Wu c.

Dr. Michaelsen a. Nanking, China." From Dr. Graham : 2 clitellate

specimens labeled "Suifu, Szechwan, 1929"; 2 clitellate specimens la-

beled "Near Yueh Shi, 6,000-8,000 feet, August 11, 1928"; 1 specimen

with slight clitellar coloration labeled "Near Mupin, July 8, 1929"; 1

clitellate specimen labeled "Tatsienlu, 8,300 feet, July 16, 1930."

External characteristics.—Tiie length varies from 39 to 65 mm, the

maximum diameter from 1 to 2 mm.
The setae begin on seginent ii and are closely paired ; aa about equal

to or slightly less than he.

The clitellar coloration varies from pink to red and extends over

segments x to xiii and onto the posterior portion of ix.

The spermathecal apertures are tiny circular pores or short trans-

verse slits on 7/8, on or just median to c. The female apertures are

minute, grayish spots, each pore at the bottom of a transversely slitlike

depression on the anterior margin of xii close to 11/12, in ah.

The male pores are readily recognizable or scarcely visible and are

located on segment x on the ventral faces of more or less protuberant

porophores in 5c, nearer to h than to c. Intersegmental furrow 10/11

passes behind the porophores and is slightly displaced posteriorly in a

concave fashion just behind each porophore. The anterior margin
of the porophore may be demarcated by a slight transverse furrow,

which does not pass at either end into furrow 10/11, or the furrow may
be lacking, the porophore represented only by a slight parietal pro-

tuberance on which the male pore is located. The median margin
of the porophore is at h or very slightly lateral to h.
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The genital markings have a circular or transversely oval outline

and usually are slightly protuberant. Each marking usually com-

prises an opaque rim and a central, grayish-translucent, circular por-

tion, but occasionally the rim appears to be lacking. The mai-kings are

located on segments vii-xiii on the new specimens as follows

:

1. Segment viii—anterior annulna, left side, just lateral to the spermathecal

pore ; ix—posterior annulus, left side, iu be but nearer to b than to c; x—pos-

terior annulus, right side, just lateral to lateral margin of the male porophore.

2. Segment vii—posterior annulus, right side, lateral to sperms thecal pore;

viii—anterior annulus, each side, just lateral to the spermathecal pore; ix

—

middle annulus, right side, in he.

3. Segment viii—presetal, right side, in bo just behind the spermathecal pore;

ix—presetal, right side, in be; x—presetal, left side, in. be; xi—presetal, right

side, in be.

4. Segment viii—presetal, left side, in be slightly median to the spermathecal

pore; ix—presetal, left side, in be; x—presetal, right side, in be; xi—presetal,

left side, in aa; xii—presetal, left side, in oa; xiii—postsetal, median.

5. Segment viii—postsetal, right side, in ab; ix—presetal, left side, in ab.

6. Segment ix—presetal, right side, in be; x—presetal, left side, in be.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/8-8/9 are thickly muscular; 9/10 thin

and displaced posteriorly. The last pair of hearts is in ix. There is

a band of opaque material on each side of the dorsal blood vessel.

The gizzards are two, in xii-xiii (2 specimens) or three, in xii-xiv

(4 specimens).

The testis sacs are ovoidal or kidney-shaped, in the latter case the

concave side directed ventrally; in ix and x, unconstricted by 9/10.

The vas deferens is short, rather thick, relative to size of the worm,
in 9/10 with several loose loops into ix and x. The vas passes pos-

teriorly on the parietes in segment x and into the body wall at a point

slightly median to the entrance of the prostate into the parietes. The
prostates are shortly club-shaped and erect ; the entalmost portion may
be two to three times as thick as the more ectal coelomic portion.

Removal of the external glandular layer reveals a whitish, slenderly

tubular, central body. In none of the specimens examined is there any

widening of the ental end of the central body to correspond to the

ental thickening of the external glandular layer.

Segment xi is reduced to a closed-off ovarian chamber of horseshoe-

shape. The laterally flattened ovisacs appear to terminate, at first

glance, in the region of segments xiv-xvii. If, however, the gut is

carefully rolled over to one side a long slender rodlike body can

be seen in the vicinity of the nerve cord on each side. This can be

traced anteriorly into the region of segments xvii-xiv, where it

passes dorsally at the side of the esophagus and gradually or abruptly

merges into the wide portion of the ovisac. Thus, in reality, the ovi-

sacs extend posteriorly into xxvi-xliii, xxvi (1 specimen), xxxvii and
xli (1 specimen). In one worm the rodlike appendix of one side passes
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over the gut but under the dorsal blood vessel and down onto the

ventral parietes on the other side. In another specimen the appendices

terminate in xx, but segments xxi-xxxvii are filled with ova while

to the left of the nerve cord in xxvii-xxxvi and to the right in xxxvii-

xliii is a posterior continuation of the appendix. Presumably the

appendices were ruptured sometime previous to collection, releasing

numbers of ova, after which the broken ends closed over.

The spermathecal duct is rather thick relative to the size of the

animal and is 3-4 mm long. The atrium is finger-shaped, erect, on

the posterior face of 7/8, 1/2-34 mm high, length greater than thick-

ness. The spermathecal duct passes into the atrium near the ental

end but runs ventrally in the wall of the atrium nearly to the parietes

before its lumen opens into the atrial lumen.

Convex, rounded glands project conspicuously into the coelomic

cavities dorsal to the genital markings.

Remarks.—Z>. japonica was erected on two specimens from Japan,

which are no longer available for study, as they were sectioned. In

these circumstances it has been necessary to determine certain im-

portant specific characteristics from later specimens identified by the

author of the species. There is at present little if any evidence against

the correctness of the identification, though earlier accounts of the

species leave much to be desired. Although Stephenson speaks of

the prostates as "opening on the surface in groove 10/11" in his In-

dian specimens (1922, p. 126), he definitely figures a segmental loca-

tion of the male pores (1923, p. 142). The ovisac appendages were

not mentioned by previous authors, and hence it is of interest that

Stephenson clearly shows a section through an appendix resting on

the parietal floor of segment xii (1922, pi. 1, fig. 4, labeled sac).

Chen (1936, p. 291) maintains that the presence of the ovisac ap-

pendages and the location of the spermathecal pores are not of suffi-

cient value to distinguish japonica from grahatni. Even if Chen be

correct with regard to these two points, other differences enumerated

above {vide remarks under D. grahami) are important enough to

justify the specific distinction of the two forms.

Just recently 6 aclitellate and juvenile specimens from Murree in

the northwestern Himalayas have been examined. Although there

are no free ova in segment xi and the ovisacs are obviously juvenile,

two rodlike appendices are present in each of these specimens. The

portion of the ovisac corresponding to that usually present in species

of Drawida is as yet scarcely differentiated. The appendices extend

into XXV in one specimen, into xviii in another, and in each specimen

pass ventrally to the parietes near the nerve cord either on their own

sides or after crossing to the opposite side under the dorsal blood

vessel.
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DRAWIDA SIEMSSENI Michaelsen

1910. Dravnda japonicus f. siemsseni Michaelsen, Mitt. Naturhist. Mus. Ham-
burg, vol. 27, p. 50 (type locality: Foochow; type in the Hamburg
Museum).

1931. Draicida japonicus f. siemsseni Michaelsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8,

p. 157; Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 1, 7; Zool. Jahrb. (Abt.

Syst.), vol. 61, p. 525.

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum: 1 specimen

labeled "V 6333. Drawida japonicus Mich. f. sieinsseni. Tiensin,

Futschau."

External cJiaractervitics.—The genital markings and the male poro-

phores are different from those of D. japonica. The clitellar glandu-

larity appears to be only partially developed.

Remarks.—Forma siemsseni was erected on a single specimen that

was distinguished from f. typica by the greater length, greater thick-

ness, greater number of segments (said to be "sehr ungenau") and
"ungefahr" 6 gizzards. The internal organs were removed in course

of the original dissection and have been lost.

The "type" of f . siem^sseni quite clearly is specifically distinct from
D. japonica, but the species cannot be adequately characterized in

the absence of the mternal organs.

Genus PHERETIMA Kinberg

Within the genus Pheretima the prostomium, secondary annulation,

gizzard, ovaries, oviducal funnels, and female pores do not provide

characteristics that are of taxonomic importance. Reference to these

has accordingly been omitted in succeeding pages. In each of the

bpecies described hereinafter, in absence of definite indication to the

contrary, a gizzard is present in segment viii or in a region between

septum 7/8 and either 9/10 or 10/11, while ovaries and oviducal fun-

nels are present in segment xiii with a single female pore on xiv.

As a rule, reference to color or pigmentation has been omitted, since

many of the specimens have been bleached.

No reference has been made in the specific descriptions to the paired

tufts of enteronephric pharyngeal nephridia at the sides of the gut in

segments iv-vi. These nephridia apparently are always present and
have been noted definitely in all the Chinese species examined except

P. choeina. Absence of mention, in the laboratory notes, of these ne-

phridia is probably merely an oversight. "Blood glands" in v or v
and vi have been noted in the following species only : P. an tejixa^ cali-

fomica, fornicata, pectenifera^ P^'^ffh schmardae, sseckiuinensis, tuber-

culata., and vulgaris. "Lymph glands" are probably present much
more frequently than the occasional references in the specific descrip-

tions indicate.
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Intestinal caeca characterized by a single longitudinal axis are

termed simple regardless of the depth of incisions on the dorsal and
(or) ventral margins of the primary caecal evagination. Intestinal

caeca with several longitudinal axes and with a rather characteristic

glove-shaped conformation are termed compound.

PHERETIMA ABDITA Gates

1935. Pheretima abdita Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 03, no. 3, p. 5 (type

locality: Suifu, Szchewan ; types in U. S. National Museum).
1936. Pheretima abdita Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol. 11,

p. 292 (after examination of types).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham : 1 partially clitellate speci-

men labeled "Suifu"; 1 partially clitellate specimen labeled "Suifu,

1,000 feet, July 1925"; 14 clitell.ate specimens labeled "Chungking,

2,000 feet, May 6-27, 1930."

External characteristics.—Length, 80-140 mm. Maximum diame-

ter, 31/2-6 mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

The setae are small and regularly spaced, a trifle more widely sepa-

rated dorsally than ventrally. There is no midventral break in the

setal circles, a middorsal break when present of variable width. The
setal numbers are as follows

:
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are deep but confined to the parietes. The lateral wall of the invagi-

nation is thin, the ventral margin of the lateral wall liplike. On the

median wall of the invagination is a large, circular, smooth, glistening

area. The central portion of this area may be depressed into a ver-

tical slit or groove. In the lateralmost or dorsalmost portion of this

groove or slit the tip of the penis can usually be seen. The slit opens

into a small, rounded, muscular bulb into which the penis is re-

tracted, partially or completely. The smooth area on the median

wall of the invagination may be raised in such a way as to have the

appearance of a thickish ring around the base of the penis.

The everted parietal invagination has the appearance of a spher-

oidal knob. On the ventral face of this knob, in incomplete eversion,

is a pitlike depression from which the tip of the penis protrudes. In

complete eversion the entire length of the penis is visible. The penis

is slenderly tubular, the tip rather pointed, the base slightly thicker

;

about 1 mm or slightly more in length.

The genital markings are presetal, paired, on xviii and xix. Each
marking is transversely but shortly elliptical, about 5-9 intersetal

intervals wide transversely, with a large, grayish, translucent, con-

cave-depressed center and an opaque whitish rim. The lateral mar-

gins of the markings are just median to the apertures of the parietal

invaginations, the median margins of a pair separated by a mid-

ventral space equal to 5-6 intersetal intervals. Anteroposteriorly the

markings extend from just in front of the setae to the interseg-

mental furrow. The latter is slightly displaced toward the anterior

end by the genital markings on all specimens on which the furrow

is visible.

On each side of the body and extending from the margin of the

clitellum posteriorly for several segments is a rather high ridge.

The midventral region between these two ridges has a longitudinally

rectangular appearance. The apertures of the male parietal invagi-

nations are on the ventral faces of the longitudinal ridges, the genital

markings on the median faces.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-9/10 are thicldy muscular; septa

10/11-12/13 also muscular, especially 10/11, but not so thick as the

anterior septa.

The esophagus in segments xiii or xiv-xv is strongly distended by
soil, the esophageal wall very thin, sometimes actually transparent.

The origin of the intestine is not quite clear but appears to be in

xvi. The intestinal caeca are simple, long, slender, with smooth
margins.

The paired hearts of ix-xiii all pass into the ventral trunk. In

two specimens a pair of large heartlike commissures in ix connects
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the supraesopha^eal and the ventrolateral vessels. These extra com-

missures are filled with blood and more readily visible than the empty

commissures of ix connecting the dorsal and ventral trunks.

The single testis sac of x includes, in addition to the male funnels,

testes and testicular material, the segmental portions of the esopha-

gus, and the dorsal blood vessel, as well as the hearts of x. The

sheet of tissue forming the boundary of the sac is attached anteriorly

to 9/10 close to the esophagus at least dorsally and laterally. The

wall of the sac is bulged out laterally on each side to a considerable

extent by the testicular material. When the worm is first opened

these lateral bulges look like a pair of fairly well developed seminal

vesicles. The single testis sac of xi is either U-shaped or annular and

is attached to 10/11 only close to the esophagus. The two dorsal

limbs of a U-shaped sac may be symmetrical, the dorsal blood vessel

between the ends of the limbs or one limb may be longer than the

other, in which case the segmental portion of the dorsal blood vessel

is within the longer limb. The annular testis sac is formed, pre-

sumably, by the fusion of the dorsal ends of the limbs of a U-shaped

sac.

The seminal vesicles of xi are within the testis sac of the seg-

ment and are rather small. In some cases a small but definite,

columnar, primary ampulla can be recognized. The vesicles of xii

are larger than those of xi and usually asymmetrical. The larger

vesicle, that of the left side, may extend posteriorly into contact

with the prostate. The right vesicle may extend over onto the left

side of xii as well as penetrating into xiii, or it may be confined

to xii.

The prostates are broken up into a number of elongate finger-

like lobes, and these lobes are not as a rule compacted into a solid

mass. The prostatic duct is 5-6 mm in length, the middle portion

thickest and bent into a C-shape. Just ectal and just ental to the

C-portion there may be a tiny quirk or loop. "Within the parietes

the prostatic duct is widened to form a small bulbous body.

The spermathecae are small. The spermathecal duct is nearly as

long as, or slightly longer than, the ampulla and is narrowed only

very slightly within the parietes. The diverticulum is longer than

the combined lengths of duct and ampulla and passes into the

median face of the duct just below the ampulla. A very short

ectal portion of the diverticulum is slenderly tubular, smooth, and

glistening; the remaining portion of the diverticulum widened

slightly, bent back and forth in a regailarly but shortly zigzagged

fashion, the successive limbs of the loops in contact and all in

the same plane.
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Within the parietes and sometimes projecting slightly into the

coelomic cavity are glandular masses, one mass dorsal to each of the

genital markings.

Remarks.—On the two partially clitellate Suifu specimens the

spermathecal pores of 5/6 and 6/7 are nearer to the midventral line

than are the pores of 7/8. The spermathecal setae of these two
specimens are: vi/27-26, vii/26-26. In all other respects the Suifu

worms are like those from Chungking.

P. ahdita is close to P. indica and P. gemella but is distinguished

from both by the restriction of the male invaginations to the

parietes, by the muscularity of septa 8/9-9/10, by the genital mark-
ings on xviii and xix, and by the three pairs of spermathecae.

PHERETIMA ANTEFIXA Gatea

iW85. Pheretima antefixa Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 6

(type locality: Suifu, Szechwan ; types in U. S. National Museum).
1936. Pheretima antefixa Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 293 (after examination of types).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham: 2 clitellate specimens

labeled "Suifu, Szechwan, ISfay 25, 1930"; 1 clitellate sj^ecimen la-

beled "Suifu, 1,000-1,300 feet, May 1-30, 1930"; 4 clitellate speci-

mens labeled "Suifu, 1,000-1,400 feet, April 25-28, 1930" ; 2 clitellate

specimens labeled "south of Suifu, 1,000-1,500 feet, March 25, 1929."

External characteristics.—Length, 85-120 mm. Diameter, 3^/2-5

mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

The ventral setae of ii-ix are enlarged and widely spaced, occa-

sionally the setae of viii-ix less enlarged than those of the anterior

segments; the setae of x and succeeding segments definitely smaller

and more closely spaced. Setae may be present ventrally on all cli-

tellar segments or only on xvi, in the latter case the number varies

from 7-16. The setal numbers are as follows

:
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The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17, interseg-

mental furrows and dorsal pores lacking on eight specimens, func-

tional dorsal pores present on one specimen.

The spermathecal pores are minute, widely separated, one pair,

on 8/9.

In the setal circle of xviii on each side is a short transverse ridge,

toward the lateral margin of which the minute male pore is located.

Rarely the portion containing the male pore is definitely separated

from the rest of the ridge as a distinct tubercle. On one specimen

the ridge is represented only by a lateral male pore tubercle and a

transversely oval tubercle at the approximate site of the median end

of the ridge.

Each worm is characterized by the presence of a median, presetal

genital marking at the midventral line on segments iii, iv, and v.

The markings are circular, the diameter about equal to interval aa;

the grayish, translucent, central area within the narrow, opaque,

whitish rim is flat, convex, or concave.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscular; 8/9-9/10

lacking; 10/11-13/14 strengthened, 10/11-12/13 more than 13/14 but

none of these so thick as the pregizzard septa.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are simple; the

ventral margin is incised, the depths of the incisions decreasing an-

teriorly ; the secondary lobes, short and rounded or longer and rather

finger-shaped, are always directed ventrally. The dorsal margin
may be slightly incised.

The single heart of ix may be on either the right or the left side.

The hearts of x were not found in some specimens but were located

in one worm on the anterior face of 10/11, where they were covered

by connective tissue. The last pair of hearts is in xiii. The hearts

of ix-xiii all pass into the ventral trunk.

There is a single ventral testis sac with a bilobed anterior margin
projecting conspicuously from the anterior face of 10/11. There is

also a single ventral testis sac in xi, but the anterior margin is so

deeply indented that there appear to be two separate conical sacs

with the bases of the cones on the anterior face of 11/12 while the

pointed anterior ends are directed toward 10/11. The anterior points

of the testis sac do not reach 10/11, but a tiny thread passes from the

apex to 10/11. The buttonlike testes are in the apices of the sacs

and not on the posterior face of 10/11. The seminal vesicles of xi

and xii are in contact transversely over the dorsal blood vessel. Each
vesicle may have a primary ampulla, definitely characterized as to

color and surface appearance, and may be almost completely con-

stricted off from the ventral lamina or deeply sunk into the dorsal
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margin of the latter. The prostates extend through xvii-xxii. The

prostatic duct is 3-5 mm long, straight or bent into a C-shape, with a

tiny quirk just before passing into the parietes.

The spermathecal duct is much shorter than the ampulla and nar-

rowed gradually in the parietes. The diverticulum, w'hich is about

equal to the combined lengths of the duct and ampulla or a trifle

shorter, passes into the duct in or close to the parietes and comprises

an ectal, slender, smooth-surfaced, firm stalk with a very narrow

lumen and a more irregular, thinner-walled seminal chamber with a

wider lumen. The elongate tubular seminal chamber may be

twisted, almost straight, or with one or two very slight loops ; it may
be of about the same caliber throughout or the entalmost portion may
be slightly widened.

Numbers of stalked glandular masses protrude into the coelomio

cavity dorsal to each of the genital markings, the ducts passing into

the parietes under the nerve cord. In some of the specimens what

appears to be glandular material was fomid in the parietes around

the spermathecal duct. No glandular material was found in thq

parietes in the region of the prostatic duct in the specimens that

were carefully dissected.

Remarks.—Two worms were found on dissection to have a small

spermatheca each in segment vii, with the duct passing into the

parietes in the region of 7/8, though no spermathecal pore had been

noted during the external examination. One of these spermathecae

lacks a diverticulum. The other spermatheca has a diverticulum but

with no spermatozoal iridescence, though seminal chambers of normal

spermathecae from the same worm do have the iridescence.

P. anteflxa is distinguished from all other bithecal species of

Pheretima with spermathecal pores on 8/9 by the unpaired, presetal,

median genital markings and their anterior location.

PHERETIMA ASPERGILLUM (E. Perrier)

1872. Perichaeta aspergilhim E. Peeriek, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, vol.

8, p. 118 (type locality unknown; type in the Paris Museum).
1891. Perichaeta aspergillum Rosa, Ann. Nat. Hofnius. Wien, vol. 6, p. 403

(Amoy).

1899. Amyntas aspergillum Michaelsen, Mitt. Naturhist. Mus. Hamburg, vol. 16,

p. 10 (Kowloon, near Hongkong).

1905. Pheretima lauta Ude, Zeitschr. wiss. Zool., vol. 83, p. 464 (tyi)e locality:

Foochow ; type in the Hamburg Museum).
1910. Pheretima aspergillum Michaelsen, Mitt. Naturhist. Mus. Hamburg, vol.

27, p. 102 (Foochow and Hongkong).
1929. Pheretima paraglandularis Fang, Sinensia, vol. 1, p. 15 (type locality:

Chiu-chang, Ling-yung-shien, northwestern Kwangsi ; types in Metropoli-

tan Museum of Natural History, Nanking).

1930. Pheretima aspergillum Lin, Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5, p. 15.
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1931. Pheretimn aspergillum Michaexsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol, 8, p. 158

(excluding Formosa from the distribution ?).

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) siemssenl (part)+P. lauta+P. aspergillum+P. para-

glandularis Michaelsen, Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 2, 3, 17

(type locality of i^iemsseni: Foochow, Fukien; type in the Hamburg

Museum).
1931. Pheretima siemsseni Michaelsen, Zool. Jahrb. (Abt. Syst.), vol. 61, p. 571

(part).

1931. Pheretima puraoJanilularls Chen. Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool.

ser., vol. 7, p. 159 (examination of type).

1932. Pheretima lauta Gates, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 11, p. 513.

1935. Pheretima aspergiUmn Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 7.

Mateiial examiried.—From, the Hamburg Museum: 3 specimens

(A) labeled '^Pheretima aspergillum E. Perr. China. Futschau"; 1

specimen (B) from a tube^ labeled ^^Pheretima {Ph.) siemsseni

Mich. Originale, China, Futschau. Consul Siemssen leg."; and 1

specimen (C) labeled "V 10472, Pheretima lauta Ude. China, Fut-

schau. Consul Siemssen." From the U. S. National Museum: 7

macerated clitellate specimens labeled "Foochow, China. C. R.

Kellogg, collector."

Extei^al characteristics.—The setae begin on ii, on which segment

there is a complete circle. The setae are small and regularly spaced

;

no definite midventral break in the setal circles; a middorsal break,

when present, variable in width. The setal numbers are as follows:

viii
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The spermathecal pores are minute, widely separated, on tiny
protuberances ; two pairs, on 7/8-8/9.

At the center of each male pore area on xviii of specimens A is

a narrow transverse ridge, roughened or finely lobulated. On the
lateralmost portion of this ridge is a tiny papilla on which is the
minute male pore. No setae are visible on the ridge, which is in

line with the setal circle. Just anterior and just posterior to each of
these male pore ridges are two transverse rows of tiny, very short,

columnar tubercles or papillae; the ventral face of each column is

flattish or slightly depressed, the central area grayish, translucent,

and surrounded by a narrow, opaque, whitish rim. The number of
the papillae in each male pore region varies from 15 to 17. The
body wall immediately in front of and just behind the male pore
ridge together with the tubercles thereon is slightly depressed. The
whole of the region just described is surrounded by i-6 concentric

furrows ; each furrow outlines a transversely oval area with the more
pointed portion mesially. The furrows reach beyond the limits of
xviii, slightly invading segments xvii and xix.

On specimen B the male pore ridges are not clearly visible;

there are only 10-13 markings, none of which have a columnar
appearance ; the concentric furrows outline longitudinally oval areas.

On specimen C the male pore ridges are also not clearly visible,

but the concentric furrows are like those on specimens A. The geni-

tal markings are closely crowded and, as a result of maceration, are

difficult to count; about 17 markings on each area.

On Kellogg's specimens, the number of markings on a male area
varies from 10 to 23, the transverse ridges visible. The male pore

tubercles are shghtly lateral to, and usually a trifle larger than, the

genital markings.

The preclitellar genital markings (A) are very similar to those

of the male pore region but do not have a columnar appearance
and are located slightly median to the spermathecal pores, in trans-

verse rows of 2-5, one row each on the anteriormost margins of viii

and ix and the posteriormost margins of vii and viii. The genital

markings may be entirely lacking in the vicinity of a particular sper-

mathecal pore. On specimen B the preclitellar genital markings are

(probably) almost entirely lacking. There is, however, a single very

definitely outlined marking on the posteriormost margin of vii on the

right side just median to the spermathecal pore of 7/8. On specimen

C the genital markings are quite characteristic, each row with 5-7

markings. On Kellogg's specimens the number of markings in a

row varies from to 8.

Internal anatomy.—(The internal organs had been removed from
the anterior end of specimen B. Specimen C had been dissected, the
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internal organs in part disarranged and softened. Five of Kellogg's

specimens had also been opened.)

Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscular, as are 10/11-13/14; 8/9-9/10,

lacking.

There is a small but very distinct glandular collar (smooth, with-

out lobulations) on the esophagus just behind the gizzard (3 speci-

mens). The intestine begins in xv (3 specimens). The intestinal

caeca are simple, more or less finger-shaped, and directed anteriorly.

Both dorsal and ventral margins may be incised. The incisions vary

from fairly slight to deep. The height of the secondary lobes may

be much less than the dorsoventral thickness of the primary portion

of the caecum or greater. In the latter case the secondary lobes, or

caeca, are finger-shaped, and the entire caecum might almost be

regarded as compound. The secondary lobes, however, are not di-

rected anteriorly as in a glove-shaped compound caecum, but dorsally

or ventrally. If both dorsal and ventral margins are deeply incised

the depth of the incisions decreases passing posteriorly on the dorsal

margin but increases on the ventral margin passing posteriorly.

The last pair of hearts is in xiii (3 specimens). There may be a

single commissure belonging to ix on the right or the left side, or a

pair of commissures. The hearts of x are closely bound against the

anterior face of 10/11 by connective tissue and if empty may be

difficult to find. All hearts of ix-xiii pass into the ventral vessel.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral (A, C,

and Kellogg's specimens). The seminal vesicles of xi and xii are in

contact transversely above the dorsal blood vessel. Each vesicle is

provided with a primary ampulla the height of which may equal the

height of the ventral lamina. The primary ampulla may be conical

or columnar; the base may be merely constricted off from the ventral

lamina, or the base may be wedge-shaped and sunk into the dorsal

margin of the ventral lamina. In two specimens the primary ampul-

lae are filled with parasitic masses, while none of these masses are

present in the ventral portions of the vesicles. There are paired

pseudovesicles in xiii and xiv, the vesicles of xiii about half the size

of the vesicles in xii but about twice the size of the vesicles of xiv

(3). The pseudovesicles of xiii of one specimen contain parasitic

masses.

The prostates extend through xvii or xviii-xix or xx. The pro-

static duct is 13-16 mm long, tapering gradually at each end, bent

in an S or W shape. A middle portion about 7-9 mm in length is

much thickened. In Kellogg's specimens the ducts are J- or U-

shaped, the ectal limb of a loop thickened.

The spermathecal duct is stoutish, narrowed only in the outermost

layers of the parietes. The diverticulum is about as long as or

longer than the combined lengths of duct and ampulla.
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An ental portion of the spermathecal diverticulum is usually elon-

gate-ovoidal and definitely marked off from the remainder of the

diverticulum. An ental portion of the slenderer part of the di-

verticulum, is, like the ovoidal part, filled with sperm and often

looped into a regular zigzag, the limbs of the loops short and in

apposition. The stalk portion of the diverticulum is not marked off

externally from the looped portion of the seminal chamber.

Associated with each preclitellar or postclitellar genital marking

is an ovoidal glandular mass. This mass may project slightly into

the coelomic cavity or may be bound down to the parietes or be

located within the parietes between longitudinal muscle fibers. The
stalks, which are narrower than the glands, may or may not be

visible within the coelomic cavity. The stalked preclitellar glands

are readily recognizable in the coelomic cavity of specimen C. Only

one stalked preclitellar gland is visible in the coelomic cavity of

specimen B.

Remarks.—Lin's specimens were from Amoy and were identified

by Michaelsen. According to Lin the number of setae on segments

xx-xxi varies from 86 to 93.

P. paraglandulans is so very similar to P. aspergilluni with regard

to a number of structures of major systematic importance that there

can be little if any doubt that the two are synonymous (types have

not been available for study). However, in P. paraglandularL?, ac-

cording to Fang, the male pores are large slits ; there are "moderate'"

copulatory chambers, each containing an elongate genital papilla;

septum 8/9 is thickened, only 9/10 is lacking ; the gizzard is between

septa 8/9 and 10/11 and accordingly belongs morphologically either

to ix or x; the intestinal caeca orginate in xxv and extend only

through one segment, there are two pairs of testis sacs, the conjoined

transverse pairs comiected with each other anteroposteriorly. All

these rather unusual characteristics are doubtless the result of errors

in observation or interpretation. It is scarcely necessary to discuss

all these errors. The gizzard is always in segment viii in the genus

Pheretima. Fang has mistaken septa 5/6-7/8 for septa 6/7-8/9.

The elongate genital papilla is doubtless the transverse ridge on the

male area.

Fang's figure of a male genital area would do quite well for that

of one of the Hamburg specimens if the transverse ridge were lobu-

lated instead of smooth and with genital markings. An intestinal

caecum of one of the Hamburg specimens is very much like the

figure of the caecum in Fang's paper.

Chen examined Fang's specimens but failed to correct the errors

in Fang's account. According to Chen the hearts of x are lacking;
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possibly the missing pair was overlooked owing to the coverage by

connective tissue.

Specimen C is cut into two portions. The combined lengths of

these parts is about 145 mm. The number of segments is 135 or loG.

The posterior half of the worm is characterized by an alternate

brown and white banding, especially marked on the dorsum, the setal

circles on rather narrow, whitish bands, between successive white

bands a broader, brownish, intersetal band. These three character-

istics enable the identification of the Hamburg specimen numbered

V 10472 as the holotype of P. lauta.

PHERETIMA BUCCULENTA Gates

1935. Pheretima bucculenta Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 7

(type locality: Szechwan ; type in U. S. National Museum).

1936. Pheretima fangi-\-P. Upapillata (not P. bipapillata Ude, 1905) +P. buccu-

lenta Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol. 11, pp. 275,

286, 294 (type locality of favgi: Suifu, Szechwan; of bipapillata:

Chungking, Szechwan ; types of both in the Museum of the Biological

Laboratory of the Science Society of China).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen

labeled "Szechwan, 3,000-4,000 feet, July 9-11, 1930."

External characteristics.—^Length, 135 mm. Diameter, 6 mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

There is no definite midventral break in the setal circles ; a middorsal

break of variable width may be present. The setal numbers are

vi/22, vii/22, viii/25, xvii/16, xviii/20, xix/20.

The first dorsal pore is on 12/13.

The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17; dorsal

pores and intersegmental furrows lacking; no setae visible.

The spermathecal pores are minute, four pairs, on 5/6-8/9.

The male pores are minute, each pore on a tiny conical tubercle

in the dorsalmost portion of a parietal invagination. The parietal

invaginations are deep, slitlike, with longitudinal, narrow apertures.

The lateral wall is thin, and its ventral margin is liplike. Setae are

lacking on the lateral wall of the invagination.

There is a pair of genital markings on xviii. Each marking is

transversely oval, 4-6 intersetal intervals wide, immediately anterior

to the setae, the lateralmost portion within the parietal invagina-

tion and covered over by the lateral lip. The markings are flat-

surfaced, slightly protuberant, sharply demarcated, grayish, and

widely separated from each other. In addition to these quite defi-

nite markings, there are in the parietal invaginations 1-3 less

definite whitish patches of varying shape and size.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 6/7-7/8 and 10/11-11/12 are thickly

muscular; 12/13 muscular; 8/9 present only ventrally; 9/10 lacking.
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The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are elongate,

simple, with 6-8 very definite but short and stumpy, rather broad

lobes on the ventral margin, length of lobes less than dorsoventral

diameter of the main portion of the sac.

There is a pair of hearts belonging to ix. The last pair is in xiii.

The hearts of x are large, filled with blood, and not held against

septum 10/11. All hearts of ix-xiii pass into the ventral vessel.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral. The seminal

vesicles of xi and xii are medium-sized vertical bodies, in contact

transversely over the dorsal blood vessel. There is a pair of small

club-shaped pseudovesicles in xiii. The prostates extend through

xvii-xviii. The prostatic duct is about 4 mm in length, bent into a

U -shape, the ectal half thicker than the ental half.

The spermathecal duct is rather slender, about equal in length to

the ampulla from which it is not sharply marked off, only slightly

narrowed within the parietes. The diverticulum passes into the

anterior face of the duct close to the parietes and is short, slender,

the ental portion bent in a regularly zigzagged fashion, the loops

all in the same plane. The diverticula are rather small and may
possibly not be fully developed.

In the parietes dorsal to each genital marking is a glandular mass

that projects conspicuously into the coelomic cavity, the dorsal face

of the mass rather conical.

Remarks.—In the coelomic cavities, the seminal vesicles, and the

walls of some of the blood vessels there are numbers of parasites,

which may have been responsible for a retardation in the develop-

ment of the spermathecae and in particular of the spermathecal

diverticula. Other organs appear to be normal.

The male parietal invaginations are very similar to those of

P. tschiliensis, P. praepinffuis, and P. pacta.

P. hiLCcnlenta is distinguished from other octothecal Chinese

species of Pheretima by the combination of superficial spermathecal

pores and deeply invaginate male pores.

P. fangi is distinguished from hncculenta^ according to Chen

(1936, p. 278), by the larger size of the genital marking in the male

pore invagination, the larger size of the male pore invagination,

the stout hearts of x, the coiling of the spermathecal diverticulum,

and "many other characters." Slight differences in size of genital

markings or of hearts, in depth of the male pore invaginations (even

if existent) as well as coiling of a spermathecal diverticulum are

not acceptable criteria of specific distinctness in the genus Pheretima.

The "many other characters" (of specific value) are nonexistent so

far as can be discovered from the description given by Chen. As
was noted above, the type of hucculenta was heavily parasitized and
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may not have been quite normal {vide note on spermathecal divertic-

ula in description above).

P. Upapillata (preoccupied by hipapillata Ude in 1905) is not

distinguished either from lucculenta or fangi by any characteristics

of specific value.

PHERETIMA CHOEINA Michaelsen

J927. Pheretitna choeina Michaelsen, Boll. Lab. Zool. Portici, vol. 21, p. 85 (type

locality: Lo-choei-Tong, Yunnan; type in the Hamburg Museum).

1931. Pheretitna (Ph.) choeina Michaexsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8, p. 158;

Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, p. 3.

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum: Contents of a

tube labeled "V 10424. Pheretima choeina Mich. Lo Choei Tong,

Yunnan, 2.3.35. F. Silvestri leg. Michaelsen ded." The tube contains

only a few internal organs, including two spermathecae.

Remarks.—The seminal vesicles of xi and xii are small, little if at

all larger than the pseudovesicles of xiii. The left anterior vesicle

is smaller than the others. The appearance of the seminal vesicles

and in particular of that of the left side of xi together with the ab-

sence of the setae on x ("Borsten am 10. Segment fehlend, wenn

nicht sehr klein") may perhaps be taken as evidence that the type

is abnormal.
PHERETIMA CALIFORNICA Kinberg

1867. Pheretima californica Kinbeeg, Ofv. Vet.-Akad. Forh. Stockholm, vol. 23,

p. 102 (part) (exckuling octothecal specimens; type locality: Sausalito

Bay, Calif.; types in the Stockholm Museum).

1912. Pheretima hroivnl Stephenson, Rec. Indian Mus., vol. 7, p. 274 (part)

(excluding sexthecal specimens; type locality: Tengyueh, Yunnan;

types in the British Museum and the Indian Museum).

1927. Pheretima modcsta Michaelsen, Boll. Lab. Zool. Portici, vol. 21, p. 88

(type locality: Yi-Leang, Yunnan; type in the Hamburg Museum).

1931. Pheretima 'broivni Michaelsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8, p. 158.

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) browni + P. kiangensis Michaelsen, Peking Nat. Hist.

Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 3, 21 (type locality of kiangensis: Soochow,

Kiangsu; types in the Hamburg Museum).

1931. Pheretima kiangensis Michaexsen, Zool. Jahrb. (Abt. Syst.), vol. 61, p.

558.

193;l. Pheretima (Ph.) hesperidum Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China,

zool. ser., vol. 7, p. 137 (part) (excluding from synonymy loehri Michael-

sen, 1899, and possibly though not probably sandvicensis Beddard,

1896; Szechwan).

1933. Pheretima hesperidum Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 7, p. 275 (Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, Kiangsi, Hupei, Hunan).

1935. Pheretima hesperidum Chen, Bull. Fan Inst. Biol. Peiping, vol. 6, p. 33

(Hongkong).

1935. Pheretima modesta Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 12.

1935. Pheretima californica Gates, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 14, p. 452.

1936. Pheretima californica Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 270 (Szechwan).
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THE FOLLOWING PLACED DOUBTFULLY IN SYNONYMY

:

1896. Perkhaeta sandvicensis Beddard, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 203

(Hongkong).

1931. Pherethna hcsperidum Michaelsen, Llngnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8, p. 159

(excluding Amyntas loehri Michaelsen).

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) hesperidum Michaelsen, Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5,

pt. 3, p. 2 (excluding Amyntas loehri).

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum : 1 specimen

labeled "V 10423. Pheretima modesta Mich. Yi Leang, SW. China.

F. Silvestri leg. 24.2.1925"; 4 specimens (A) labeled '-'Pheretima

kiangensis Mich. (= Ph. kiangsuensis Chen) China, Soochow, Biol.

Anst. Soochow 1/." From the U. S. National Museum: 3 specimens

(B) labeled '"''Pheretima hesperidum., Nanking, China. Ident. by Y.

Chen." From Dr. Graham: 5 specimens (C) labeled "Szechwan,

7,000 feet, August 29, 1928" ; 2 clitellate specimens labeled "At Lo-Gu
in the Ningyuenfu prefecture, 6,500 feet, July 22-23, 1928"; 1

clitellate specimen labeled "Suifu, 1,200-2,000 feet, October 30-

November 1, 1928"; 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Suifu, 1929."

External characteristics.—The setal numbers of several specimens

are as follows

:

viii
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There is a pair of hearts belonging to ix in 2 specimens ; the single

heart of ix on the left side (4 specimens), on the right side (3 speci-

mens). The last pair of hearts is in xiii (9 specimens). All hearts

of ix-xiii pass into the ventral blood vessel (4 specimens).

The testis sacs are unpaired and ventral (9 specimens), the sac

of X often with a bilobed anterior margin.

The prostates extend through xvii-xix or xx. The prostatic duct

is 2-4 mm long. An ental portion, varying in length from 2 to 3

mm, is thickly muscular, nearly straight or slightly bent into a sort

of crescentic curve. An ectal portion, about 1 mm in length, is very

slender but firm and bent into 1-3 tiny U-shaped quirks, which are

covered over by connective tissue ; only the thickly nuisculur portion

of the duct visible on first opening the worms.

The copulatory chambers, when completely retracted, protrude

rather conspicuously into the coelomic cavity. A very large portion

of this coelomic protuberance is composed of connective tissue and

the tiny ectal quirks of the prostatic duct. In those specimens on

which the apertures of the chambers gape open the lumen of a

chamber does not extend internally beyond the level of the coelomic

face of the parietes and the male pore chamber appears to be simply

an invagination of the parietes. In 2 specimens with chambers

(apparently) fully retracted and with chamber apertures shut tight

the lumen of the chamber appears to extend internally dorsal to

the level of the coelomic face of the parietes though only slightly,

while ectally the lumen is narrowed as if by a sphincter. The male

pore invagination is accordingly termed a copulatory chamber. The

actual protuberance (of the chamber not including the quirks of the

prostatic duct and the connective tissue) is, however, so slight that

it may be preferable to call the chamber a parietal invagination.

The spermathecal duct is narrowed in the parietes, the thicker

coelomic portion about as long as or slightly shorter than the ampulla.

An ectal portion of the ampulla is so firmly bound by connective

tissue around the ental portion of the duct that the duct appears to bo

invaginated into the lumen of the ampulla. The diverticulum com-

prises a short stalk, which may be nearly as thick as the duct, and

a longer and slightly thicker seminal chamber. The latter is nearly

straight, twisted, looped, or bent in various ways.

Remarks.—The U. S. National Museum specimens from Szechwan

are brittle and broke into pieces in the course of dissection.

There is nothing whatever in Beddard's account of his sandvicensis

to indicate specific distinction from califomica (types and the Hong-

kong specimens). If Beddard's specimens cannot be found, sand-

vicensu will have to be regarded as a synonym of calif(yrnica.
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PHERETIMA DIFFRINGENS (Baird)

1869. Megascolex diffringens Baikd, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loudon, 1869, p. 40 (type

locality: Plas Machynlleth, North Wales; types in the British Muesum).
1912. Phcretima dwcrgcns var. yunnanensis Stephenson, Rec. Indian Mus.,

vol. 7, p. 274 (type locality: Tengyueh, Yunnan; type in the Indian

Museum).
1931. Pherctima (Ph.) divergens Miohaklsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8, p. 158

(part) (excluding Japanese distribution) ; Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5.

pt. 3, p. 2 (part) (excluding Japanese distribution).

1931. Pherethna (Ph.) heterochncta Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China,

zool. ser., vol. 7, p. 123 (Szechwan).

1932. Pheretima divergens Gates, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 11, p. 511.

1933. Pheretima heterochaeta Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool.

ser., vol. 9, p. 234 (Kiangsu, Chekiang, Kiangsi, Anhvi^ei).

1935. Pheretima heterochaeta Chen, Bull. Fan Inst. Biol. Peiping, vol. 6, p. 34

(Hongkong) ; Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol. 11, p. 121

(Fukien).

1935. Pheretima iniraMlis Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 12.

1935. Pheretima diffringens Gates, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 14. p. 452.

1936. Pheretima heterochaeta Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 270 (Szechwan).

Material examined.—From the Indian Museum: 2 fragments la-

beled '"''Pheretima divergens variety yunnanensis Steph. Tengyueh,

Yunnan. J. Coggin Brown." From the British Museum: 1 speci-

men from a tube labeled '''Pheretima harhadensis 1904.10.5.1219.1228.

Hongkong, coll. Beddard" and 1 specimen from a tube labeled

''''Pheretima morrisi 1904.10.5.453. Hongkong, coll. Beddard." From
the U. S. Kational Museum : 1 specimen from a tube labeled '''Phere-

tima corrugata Chen (paratypes), Kia-Ting, Szechuan. Y. Chen."

From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Mar Hai-Tang,

6.000-8,000 feet, April 14, 1928"; 2 clitellate specimens labeled

"Near Mupin, 3,000-4,000 feet, July 8, 1929"; 1 clitellate specimen

labeled "Near Yachow, 1,400-1,800 feet, July 3-5, 1930"; 2 clitel-

late specimens labeled "Mupin, 3,500-5,000 feet, July 1, 1929"; 1

clitellate specimen labeled "Kangshien, 1,300-2,000 feet, October

28-29, 1928"; 2 clitellate specimens labeled "Between Kiating and

Yachau, July 8-11, 1928"; 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Suifu, 1,400

feet, April 18, 1925"; 1 clitellate specimen labeled "South of Suifu,

1,100-1,400 feet. May 14, 1924"; 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Be-

tween Gin Keo Ho and Dawei, 1,300-5,000 feet, August 1-2"; 1

clitellate specimen labeled "Tatsienlu, 12,000 feet, July 7-9, 1923";

1 clitellate specimen labeled "Tatsienlu, August 2-4, 1923."

In the Szechwan specimens prostatic ducts are present, but pros-

tates are entirely lacking (8 specimens), only one prostatic duct

present and no prostates (1 specimen), characteristic ducts and

rudimentary prostates present (1 specimen), a medium-sized pros-

tate and a normal duct on one side, a prostatic duct only on the
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other side (1 specimen), a pair of medium-sized prostates with

ducts (1 specimen), a pair of fully developed prostates with ducts

(2 specimens).

Remarks.—Stephenson's specimen of P. divergens is quite clearly

P. diffnngens. One of the three paratypes of Chen's P. corrugata

also is rather obviously to be referred to P. diffringens.

A specimen from Tatsienlu with normal prostates is heavily in-

fested with nematodes. The worm has a pair of large pseudovesicles

in xiii.

PHERETIMA EXILIS Gates

1935. Phcrctinia cxllis Gates, Smitbsoniau Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 7

(type locality: Suifu, Szechwau; type in U. S. National Museum).

1936. Pheretima exllis Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 294 (after examination of type).

Material exarnmied.—From Dr. Graham: 2 clitellate specimens

labeled "Suifu, Szechwan, 1929."

External charactemtics.—^Length, 68-85 mm. Diameter, 2-2l^

mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete

circle, and are small and closely crowded. There is no definite mid-

ventral gap in the setal circles; a slight middorsal gap may be

present. There are six ventral setae on segment xvi. Other setal

numbers are as follows:

vi
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The genital markings are two pairs on xvii and xix, each marking
having a thick opaque rim and a grayish, concave, circular, central

portion. The markings appear to be postsetal in position, but the

setae are lacking on both xvii and xix immediately in front of the

markings. Each marking is about 6 intersetal intervals wide trans-

versely and is separated from the marking of the opposite side by a

midventral space about equal to 13-15 intersetal intervals.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscular; 8/9 rep-

resented only by a thin ventral rudiment; 9/10 lacking; 10/11-12/13

membranous but slightly strengthened.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are simple with

smooth margins, short, extending through 2-3 segments.

There is a pair of hearts belonging to ix. The last pair of hearts

is in xiii.

There is a pair of testis sacs on the anterior face of 10/11; no
transverse connection between the sacs noted. The testis sac or

sacs of xi extend dorsally at the sides of the esophagus to the dorsal

blood vessel and contain the hearts of xi as well as the seminal

vesicles of that segment. The seminal vesicles, paired in xi and xii,

are small vertical bodies. Prostates are entirely lacking in one speci-

men, extending through xvii-xx in the other. In the first specimen

the prostatic duct is represented only by a short, soft, whitish widen-

ing of the vas deferens just as it passes into the parietes. In the

other specimen the prostatic ducts are short and soft, bent into a

sort of C-shape but with a tiny quirk in the duct at each end of the C.

The spermathecae of both specimens are probably abnormal: the

duct-ampulla portion of the apparatus appears to be very rudi-

mentary, while the diverticular portion seems, relatively, to be hyper-

trophied. The diverticulum passes into the median face of the

duct-ampulla rudiment.

There is glandular material in the parietes dorsal to each genital

marking, the material projecting slightly into the coelomic cavity.

Remarks.—The types are almost certainly abnormal (spermathecae

in both specimens and prostates in one specimen). Examination of

normal specimens may enable recognition of further abnormalities

in the types.

At present P. exilis can be distinguished from other quadrithecal

Chinese species of Pheretima with spermathecal pores on 5/6-6/7
by the inclusion of the seminal vesicles of xi witliin the posterior

testis sacs.
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PHERETIMA FLEXILIS Gates

1935. Pheretima flex^ilis Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 7

(type locality: Between Gin Keo Ho and Dawei, Szechwan; type in

the U. S. National Museum).

1936. Pheretima flexilis Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., voL

11, p. 295 (after examination of type).

Material exatnined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen

labeled "Between Gin Keo Ho and Dawei, 1,300-5,000 feet, August

1-2."

External characteristics.—Length, 40 mm. Diameter, 2 mm.

The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete

setal circle. Setal numbers: vii/16, viii/16, xvii/10, xVin/ca. 10,

xix/11.

The first dorsal pore is probably on 13/14.

The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17; inter-

segmental furrows, dorsal pores, and setae lacking.

The male pores are minute, at the centers (probably) of tiny trans-

versely oval areas in the setal circle of xviii. Each male pore area

is surrounded by several concentric furrows.

The spermathecal pores are minute, on tiny, transversely oval,

glistening areas; three pairs, on 6/7-8/9.

The genital markings are median, unpaired, tiny, circular tubercles,

each with a definite rim and a grayish-translucent center; presetal

on viii, slightly nearer to the setae than to 7/8; postsetal on xvii,

close to the setae; postsetal on xviii, close to the setae.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-6/7 are strengthened; no septa

thickly muscular ; 8/9-9/10 lacking.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are simple; the

margins smooth except for septal constrictions.

The single heart of ix is on the right side. The last pair of hearts

is in xiii.

The testis sac of x is horseshoe-shaped, on the anterior face of

10/11; the ventral ends of the sac in contact but apparently not

united. The testis sacs of xi are paired, erect, more or less ovoidal,

vertical bodies. The lower end of a sac is on the ventral parietes, the

upper end reaching or almost reaching the dorsal blood vessel. Each

sac encloses a heart, a male funnel, and a seminal vesicle, as well as

testicular coagulum. The testes were not identified. The seminal

vesicles of xii are large, in contact transversely above the dorsal

blood vessel ; extending through xiii on the left side but on the right

side pushing 12/13 and 13/14 back into contact with 14/15. The

prostates extend through segments xvi-xx. The prostatic duct is

just over 1 mm in length, glistening, erect in the coelom, practically
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straight except for a very short, slender, ental portion that is not

glistening and which is bent into a tiny quirk.

The spermathecal duct is very short, about one-fourth (or less)

the length of the ampulla, narrowed in the parietes to a tiny conical

point. The diverticulum comprises a short slender stalk and a much
longer, slightly wider, thin-walled seminal chamber. The latter is

variously bent, twisted, or looped.

The genital marking glands are smooth and ovoidal ; the coelomic

portion of the stalks fairly long and glistening.

Remarks.—The body wall is so transparent in places that exact

enumeration of the setae is difficult.

P. -116X1118 is distinguished from P. hupeiensis (Michaelsen, 1895)

by the absence of septa 8/9-9/10 and from P. leucocirca Chen, 1933,

by the characteristics of the testis sacs and the included seminal

vesicles and hearts.

PHERETIMA FORNICATA Gates

1935. Pheretima fornicata Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 9
(type locality: Tatsieulu, Szechwan ; types in the U. S. Natioiial

Museum).
1936. Pheretima fornicata Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. Cliina, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 296 (after examination of type).

Mater^ial examined.—From Dr. Graham: 3 clitel'ate specimens

labeled "Tatsienlu, 12,000 feet, July 7-9, 1923" ; 1 clitellate specimen

in poor condition labeled "Between Gin Keo Ho and Dawei, 1,300-

5,000 feet, August 1-2."

External characteristics.—Length, 78-90 mm (100 mm, Dawei
specimen ) . Diameter, 4r-6 mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a Avide dorsal gap

in the setal circle. There is a small but fairly regular, midventral

break in the setal circles ; the middorsal gap usually larger but varia-

ble in width. The setal numbers are as follows

:

vi
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The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17; inter-

segmental furrows and dorsal pores lacking; no setae visible. There

are functional dorsal pores on 13/14 and 16/17.

The spermathecal apertures are minute, four pairs on 5/6-8/9, on

tiny, gi-ayish, transversely oval markings. The intersegmental fur-

rows are not visible on one specimen in the vicinity of the spermathe-

cal pores. On another specimen the ventral body wall is strongly

contracted, making observations on the position of the pores difficult.

On the remaining specimen, it appeared at first glance as if the

spermathecal apertures were on the anterior margins of segments

vi-ix. But this appearance is probably due to the stronger develop-

ment of a demarcating furrow at the anterior border of the pore

tubercle than at the posterior border. When the spermathecal duct

is pulled out from the parietes, as may easily be done, the oval area

is removed, leaving an aperture with a smooth rim in the body wall

that does not belong to one segment more than another. As the pore

is at the center of this area it is regarded as intersegmental.

The male apertures are minute, each pore located at the center of

a circular or slightly oval (transversely) disk that is clearly marked

off from the parietes by a slight furrow. The disks are 2-3 intersetal

intervals wide transversely or about 0.5 mm.

There are no genital markings.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscular; 8/9 is

present and complete though membranous, bulged posteriorly into a

funnel-shape by the gizzard, and attached centrally to the esophagus

anterior to the hearts of ix; 9/10 lacking; 10/11-13/14 thickly mus-

cular, especially the first three.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are simple, con-

stricted by the septa through which they pass.

The last pair of hearts is in xiii. All hearts of ix-xiii pass into the

ventral blood vessel.

The testis sac of xi is horeshoe-shaped (Tatsienlu specimens) on

the anterior face of 11/12. The ventral ends of the sac are not in

contact beneath the esophagus, and no communication between the

ventral ends was found. The hearts of xi are contained within the

testis sac and are surrounded by testicular material. A section of the

dorsal blood vessel belonging to xi is also contained within the testis

sac but is not surrounded by testicular material. The seminal vesicles

of xi, small, vertical bodies are not contained wdthin the testis sac

but are just lateral to the outer wall of the sac. So far as can be

determined from the material available, the testis sac of x is similar

to that of xi, and contains the hearts of x. The testis sacs of the Dawei

specimen are paired, ovoidal. The anterior sacs project anteriorly
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from 10/11 in a diagonal fashion, diverging from each other ante-

riorly. The sacs are fairly widely separated and are without any
apparent connection transversely. The posterior sacs (vesicles of

xi excluded) project anteriorly from the base of 11/12 toward 10/11,

which is not reached.

The seminal vesicles are small to mediimi-sized vertical bodies,

paired in xi and xii, each vesicle with a dorsal primary ampulla,

the primary ampullae of a segment in contact dorsally over the

dorsal blood vessel. In segment xiii there is a pair of pseudo-

vesicles, which may be as large as or a trifle smaller than the vesicles

of xii. The prostates extend through some or all of segments xvi-xxi.

The prostatic duct is 3-5 mm long, bent in a U -shape, the ectal limb

much thicker than the ental limb.

The spermathecal duct is not appreciably narrowed in the parietes

and is as long as or slightly longer than the ampulla. The diverticu-

lum, which passes into the duct at the parietes or just within the

parietes, comprises a long slenderly tubular stalk with an ental,

spheroidal, or asymmetrical seminal chamber; the diverticulum

longer than the combined lengths of duct and ampulla.

Remarks.—In one of the Tatsienlu specimens there are numerous
parasitic bodies in the coelom.

In xiv, of the Dawei specimen, there is a pair of fairly large

stalked pseudovesicles. The ovoidal portion at the dorsal end of

the stalk is brownish and has a tough, thickish rather than mem-
branous, wall. The brownish material within the vesicles comprises

corpuscular bodies, setae, and nematode ova. No nematodes or coe-

lomic Protozoa were found.

Setae as well as nematode ova have been found previously in the

pseudovesicles of xiv (see, for instance. Gates, 1932, pp. 479-480).

P. fomicata is distinguished from P. hongkongensis Michaelsen,

1910, by the dorsal gap in the setal circle of ii, the absence of genital

markings, and the exclusion of the anterior seminal vesicles from the

testis sac of xi.

According to Chen (1936, p. 298) P. fomicata "is probably iden-

tical with P. fingi Steph." P. fomicata is, on the contrary, clearly

distinguished from P. pingi by the horseshoe-shaped testis sacs of x

and xi. Chen, however, thinks that the testis sacs are "connected

ventrally and communicated" rather than as described above. Even
if the ventral ends of the "horseshoe-shaped testis sac" are in com-

munication as Chen suspects, the annular testis sac thus formed will

still distinguish fomicata from pingi.
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PHERETIMA GRAHAMI Gates

1935. Pheretima grahami Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 9

(type locality: Da Shiang Lin Pass, Szechwan ; types in the U. S.

National Museum).

1936. Pheretima grahami Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol.

11, p. 298 (after examination of types).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham : 1 clitellate specimen la-

beled "Da Shiang Lin Pass, 7,000 feet, August 29, 1928"; 1 clitellate

specimen labeled "Ningj-uenfu, 7,000 feet, July 1928."

Exteriml characteristics.—Length, 235-285 mm. Diameter, 11-15

mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

There are no definite midventral gaps in the setal circles; middorsal

gaps may be present but are of variable width. Setal numbers;

vii/22-25, viii/22-27, xvii/10(+ ?)-26, xviii/10(+ ?)-19, xix/19

( + ?)-25, xx/80-91. (The first number of each pair is from the speci-

men with the first dorsal pore on 13/14.)

The first dorsal pore is on 12/13 or 13/14.

The clitellum is annular and extends from 13/14 to 16/17 ; interseg-

mental furrows and dorsal pores lacking on one specimen, slight ves-

tiges of both on the other specimen. Setae are present, at least mid-

ventrally, on xiv-xvi of one specimen ; lacking on the other.

The secondary spermathecal pores are widely separated; three

pairs, on 6/7-8/9. Each pore is a wide transverse slit ; the margin of

the slit finely lobulated. On separating the margins of an aperture

a deep invagination passing posteriorly (never anteriorly) into vii

or viii or ix becomes visible. On the median wall of the invagination

there is a finely lobulated ridge. On the roof of the invagination

there is a large, oval, genital marking, a portion of which may be

visible from the exterior if the margins of the aperture are pulled

sufficiently apart. The wall of the spermathecal invagination is ex-

tensively and finely wrinkled or furrowed, sometimes with an appear-

ance of cross-hatching.

The apertures of the copulatory chambers are somewhat irregular

but approximately transversely slitlike. There is no lateral lip ; the

body wall just lateral to the aperture thick.

Genital markings are lacking externally.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscular; 8/9-9/10,

lacking; 10/11-12/13, thickly muscular; 13/14, muscular.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are simple; the

dorsal and ventral margins without incisions ; or the ventral margin

may be incised in such a way as to form 4-6 widely separated, ven-

trally directed, short fingerlike lobes. On the esophagus just behind

the gizzard there is a conspicuous, lobed, reddish, glandular collar.

8234r—39 3
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Tliere is a pair of commissures belonging to ix or a single com-
missure on the left side. The last pair of hearts is in xiii (2 speci-

mens). All hearts of ix-xiii pass into the ventral blood vessel.

The testis sacs of x and xi are ventral and unpaired. The seminal

vesicles of xi and xii are firm vertical bodies filling their segments

and in contact transversely above the dorsal blood vessel. In xiii and
xiv of one specimen there are paired pseudovesicles, the vesicles of

xiv of about the same size as the vesicles of xiii. The prostates ex-

tend through xvii-xix. The prostatic duct is about 10 mm long, bent

into a C-shape; the ectal two-thirds much thickened. On the floor

of xviii on each side and just median to the ectal end of the prostatic

duct is a large glandular mass, which can be separated with care

into several discrete glands, from each of which a bundle of cords

or ducts passes to a genital marking. In each copulatory chamber
there are 5 or 6 genital markings; the markings circular to oval, flat-

surfaced but protuberant. The minute male pore is on a rather flat-

tened out but still conelike plate or tubercle, which is smaller than

the genital markings.

The spermathecal duct is stoutish, shorter than the ampulla, nar-

rowed very abruptly within the parietes just lateral to the glandular

mass on the spermathecal chamber. Wlien the duct is pulled out

carefully from the parietes a circular area, the surface of which is

nearly level with the coelomic face of the body wall, becomes visible.

At the center of this area there is a tiny depression from which the

narrowed portion of the duct has been removed. The diverticulum,

which passes into the median face of the duct close to the parietes

comprises a firm, glistening stalk and a longer, thin-walled, seminal

chamber. The latter may be looped in a regularly zigzag fashion,

the limbs of the loops in apposition. The diverticulum (in the

looped condition) is as long as or longer than the combined lengths

of the duct and ampulla.

The spermathecal chamber is large, club-shaped, narrowed toward
the parietes (i. e., ectally), bent backward and bound to the coelomic

floor by connective tissue. This tissue, however, can be cut readily

so that the chamber is separated from the ventral parietes. The
posterior wall of the chamber (that in contact with the ventral

parietes) is thin. On the anterior face of the chamber is a large

flattish mass of glandular tissue, oval in outline. From this glandu-

lar mass ducts pass to the large, oval, genital marking within the

.spermathecal chamber. The circular area, with a central depression

which becomes visible on removal of a spermatheca, is the dorsal face

of a thick tough column of tissue, which passes into the lateral wall

of the spermathecal chamber. The narrowed portion of the sper-

mathecal duct is continued through this column to open to the ex-
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teiior by a minute pore on the tip of a tiny conical protuberance on

the lateral margin of the large genital marking in the spermathecal

chamber.

Remarks.—One of the specimens is in a much poorer state of

preservation than the other. The epidermis is also damaged; the

setal counts on the first three postclitellar segments are incomplete.

The description of the internal anatomy was derived mainly from

tlie poorer specimen in order to keep the internal organs of the better

specimen in good condition for future reference.

In the coelomic cavities of both specimens there are nematodes and

spheroidal, cystlike bodies. In one of the worms there are cysts

of anotlier sort in the esophageal, postgizzard collar.

P. grahami is distinguished from P. vulgaris Chen, 1930, by the

ventral, unpaired testis sacs of x and xi, the larger size of the sper-

mathecal chamber, the posterior direction of the chamber, the at-

tachment of tlie chamber to the ventral parietes, and the single largo

genital marking within the chamber.

Chen (1936, p. 299) maintains (1) that the "so-called" sperma-

tliecal chamber of giahami is not homologous with the "parietal in-

vagination of P, vulgari'i'^ and (2) that P. grahami is a synonym of

P. tsehUhnsis Michaelsen 1928

:

( 1 ) The remark about homology has no significance. In P. vulgaris

the spermathecal pore is not in a "parietal invagination" but within

a spermathecal chamber (an invagination that extends through the

j^arietes into the coelomic cavity). In fact the term spermathecal

chamber was first used in Chen's original description of vulgaris,

Tlie confusion is due, in part at least, to Chen's failure to discriminate

between vulgaris (copulatory chambers and U-shaped testis sacs)

and P. guWelmi (Michaelsen, 1895) (male pore invaginations and

ventral testis sacs).

(2) Examination of the types of fschiliensis {aide description on a

subsequent page) has shown that in Michaelsen's species the primary

sperjnathecal pores are superficial. At most the marking that bears

the spermathecal pore may be slightly depressed. There is no definite

invagination. In P. grahami., on the other hand, the primary sper-

mathecal pore is contained within an invagination so large that it not

only passes through the parietes into tlie coelomic cavity but extends

posteriorly on the ventral parietes well toward the septum next

behind. Such an imusual structure certainly distinguishes grahamn

from any species with superficial spermathecal pores. The copula-

tory chambers further distinguish grahami from fschiliensis or any

other species with male poi-es in invaginations restricted to the

parietes.
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PHERETIMA GUILLELMI (Michaelsen)

1895. Periehaeta gtiillelml Michaelsen, Abh. Nat. Ver. Hamburg, vol. 13, no.

2, p. 32, (tn)e locality: Shi-hui-yao near Wucbanji, Hupei ; types in

the Hamburg Museum).
1925. Pheretima hoidleti Stephenson. Troc. Zool. Soc. London, 1925, p. 890

(Nanking; specimens in the British Museum).
1930. Pheretima vvlyaris agrlcola Chen, Sci. Rep. Nat. Cent. Univ. Nanking,

ser. B, vol. 1, p. 18 (part only ?) (type locality: Nanking ?; types ?).

1931. Peretima houUeti Michaelsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8. p. 159 (part
only ?) (excluding houlleti Michaelsen, 1899 ?).

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) houlleti Michaelsen (part only ?) (excluding houlleti

Michaelsen, 1899 ?)+P. yniUclmi Michaelsen, Peking Nat. Hist. Bull.,

vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 2, 13.

1932. Pheretima guillelmi Gates, Jjiugnan Sci. Journ., vol. 11, p. 511.

1933. Pheretima guiUehni Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 9, p. 249 (part) (excluding P. vulgaris in part, forms vrith copu-

latory chambers).

1933. Pheretima iehungcnsis Fang, Sinensia, vol. 7, p. 180 (type locality:

Ichang, Hupei; types in the Metropolitan iluseuni of ChiTia).

1935. Pheretima guillelmi Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 10.

THE FOLLOWING PLACED DOUBTFULLY IX SYNONYMY :

1899. Amyntas houlleti Michaelsen, Mitt. Naturhist. Mus. Hamburg, vol. 16,

p. 12.

1936. Pheretima guillelmi Chen, Contr. P>ioI. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 270 (Szechwan).

Material examined.—From the Hamburg- Museum: (> specimens

labeled '^Pheretima [Ph.) guWelmi Mich. W. Lohr 1. d. China.

Prov. Hupei. Original Stucke." From tlie British Museum: 4

clitellate specimens labeled "P. HoidUtiP From the Metropolitan

Museum of China : 2 dissected clitellate specimens labeled "F. ichang-

ensis Fang. Ichang. Hupeh. 1929." From the U. S. National Mu-
seum: 2 aclitellate and 15 clitellate specimens labeled "Kiangsu-
Nanking. National Southeastern University by C. Ping.*'

External characterhtics.—Length, 9(>-150 mm. Diameter, 5-8

mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which .segment there is a complete circle.

Setae of the preclitellar segments are enlarged, especially ventrally,

the size decreasing posteriorly; regularly spaced. Middorsal and
midventral gaps may be entirely lacking in the setal circles; the mid-
dorsal gaps, when present, variable in v.idth; a midventral break,

when present, very slight. The setal numbers are as follows:
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vii
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rounded end and ornamented with short transverse rows of very

fine teeth.

The tips of about a quarter of the setae examined are very

shortly bifid. On all except one of tlie fully clitellate specimens

there is, on each side, a short gap in the setal circle just median to

the aperture of the invagination. The setae within the invagina-

tion are thus slightly isolated from the other male setae. Just lat-

eral to the lobulated ridge and in the dorsalmost portion of the in-

vagination is a single, bluntly rounded, rather mammalike smooth
and glistening tubercle. On the ventral face of the tubercle is the

minute male pore. In one of the Hamburg specimens each male
pore is on a transversely oval, flat area. There are no definite gen-

ital markings or papillae within the invagination aside from the

male pore tubercle. The lobulations of the median ridge some-

times look much like genital markings or tubercles, esi)ecially in one

worm where one of the lobulations in each invagination has been

crow^ded anteriorly into a position just in front of the main portion

of the ridge. No pores have been found on these lobulations or

demarcation into rims and central areas as on genital markings
associated with glands.

The only genital markings are tiny circular tubercles in close

proximity to the spermathecal apertures, usually but one of these

markings associated with each aperture, rarely two. The marking
is on the anteriormost margin of the segment just at or actually

within the secondary spermathecal aperture. The marking some-

times appears to be just median to the aperture. Perhaps a more
complete retraction of the spermathecal chamber would result in

retracting the marking into the parietes. When two markings are

visible in connection with any spermathecal pore, one is always

within the aj>erture. In one specimen the markhig in connection

with each spermathecal aperture is on the posteriormost margin of

the segment and immediately in front of the aperture.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscular; 8/9-9/10

lacking; 10/11-12/13 thickly muscular; 13/14 muscular; 14/15 slightly

muscular.

The intestine begins in xv (18 specimens). The intestinal caeca

are simple but the ventral margins, especially posteriorly, are slightly

incised in such a way as to produce an appearance of a row of

very short but definite lobulations. There is a small, whitish, occa-

sionally lobed, glandular collar on the esophagus just behind the

gizzard.

The single heart of ix is on the right side in 8 specimens, on the

left side in 6 specimens. The hearts of x are present in all speci-

mens but are often concealed by the connective tissue that binds
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them to the anterior face of 10/11. The last pair of hearts is in

xiii (18 specimens). All hearts of ix-xiii pass into the ventral

vessel.

The testis sacs of x and xi are ventral and unpaired. The seminal

vesicles of xi and xii fill their segments and reach into contact trans-

versely above the doi-sal vessel. Each vesicle is provided with a

primary ampulla, which may be constricted oif by a circumferential

furrow from the ventral lamina or the base of the primary ampulla

may be narrowed or flattened and sunk into the dorsal margin of

the ventral lamina. The primary ampulla may reach a length equal

to one third of that of the entire vesicle.

The prostates extend through xvi or xvii to xix, xx, or xxi. The

prostatic ducts are 6-10 mm long, each duct usually bent into a

hairpin-shape, with the ectal limb much thicker than the ental limb.

In a few specimens the loop is more open so that the duct has a

C-shape. The thick portion of the duct at first appears to pass

directly into the parietes, but if connective tissue around the duct

near the parietes is carefully dissected off a much slenderer portion,

bent into one or two tiny, very short U-shaped quirks, becomes

visible.

No stalked glands or glandular masses can be found on the parietea

or within the parietes in the vicinity of the prostatic ducts.

Tlie spermathecal duct is smooth, the coelomic portion of about

the same diameter throughout and about equal in length to the

ampulla. The diverticulum passes into the anterior face of the

duct close to the parietes; ectal to this junction the duct is much

narrowed. The diverticular stalk is slender, smooth, and firm, about

equal in length to the coelomic portion of the spermathecal duct or

slightly shorter, always shorter than the seminal chamber. The

latter is wider than the stalk, thin-walled and zigzag looped, ap-

parently within a delicate, transparent, connective tissue sac or

investment. The limbs of the loops are very short and in contact.

Usually all except two or three of the loops are in the same plane.

In one specimen all seminal chambers are straight and without any

trace of looping or constriction.

If the spermathecal duct is grasped firmly at its junction with

the diverticulum and carefully and slowly pulled out from the

parietes, a small circular patch of tissue becomes visible which pro-

jects slightly into the coelomic cavity. At the center of this patch

is a tiny concave depression from which the narrowed portion of

the spermathecal duct has been removed. The circular patch of

tissue is the thin dorsal wall of a speraiathecal chamber, which

is almost entirely confined to the parietes. Within the spermathecal

chamber are the genital markings or tubercles (one or rarely two)
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and a tiny protuberance on which the minute, primarily spermathecal

pore is located. This protuberance does not appear to be definitely

demarcated as are the genital markings. Closely associated with

each spermathecal chamber are one or two stalked glands. Tlie stalk

of the median gland passes into the parietes at the side of the

spermathecal chamber and to the genital marking visible externally

just at the mouth of the chamber. The stalk of the posterior gland

passes into the posterior wall of the chamber and to the genital

markmg that is deepest within the chamber. A third gland when

present may be lateral or anterior to the spermathecal chamber. If

only one gland is present it is always posterior. The stalks of the

glands may be short and practically confined to the body wall or

much longer and with a definitely coelomic portion. The junction

of the spermathecal duct and the dorsal face of the spennathecal

chamber is covered over with connective tissue and unless this tissue

is dissected off the duct has the appearance of passing into the

parietes undiminished in diameter.

(Note: As the spermathecal pore invagination appears to pass

through the parietes into the coelomic cavity the invagination is

called a spermathecal chamber, but the chamber is small, especially

in comparison with that of P. grahami.

)

Retnarl's.—The Hamburg specimens are very stiff and brittle, the

body wall so transparent that recognition of the external charac-

teristics is difficult. The brittleness was overcome by a short period

of soaking in water, but prolongation of the soaking results in a

gelatinization of the organs.

On the smallest aclitellate specimen the male pore areas are small,

transversely oval patches in the setal circle, which are not clearly

demarcated from the neighboring portion of the ventral surface.

The male pores, however, can be recognized at the centers of these

areas. On a slightly larger specimen the margin of each male pore

area is clearly demarcated, except mesially, by a crescentic or U-

shaped furrow, the concave side of the crescent or of the U facing

midventrall3\ The deepening of this furrow produces the parietal

invagination which is also crescentic to U-shaped in section. The
fe-ites of the spermathecal apertures on the aclitellate specimens are

represented by tiny, almost minute, depressions on the interseg-

mental furrows.

One of the U. S. National Museum specimens is abnormal, having
a prostate, duct, and male pore invagination in segment xix rather

than xviii on the left side.

In one of the Hamburg specimens there are a number of coelomic

nematodes. In four of the U. S. National Museum specimens there

are numbers of gregarinoid Protozoa in the coelomic cavities through-
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out the postclitellar segments. In one of these worms there are on

the ducts of two of the spermathecae a number of vesicular out-

growths similar to those recorded by Michaelsen and Stephenson

from P. pingL

The British Museum specimens are not labeled, except for the

notation "P. fiouUetP on the invoice, but they were forwarded by

Dr. C. C. A. Monro, of the British Museum, in reply to a request for

Stephenson's specimens of P. houlleti from Nanking. The worms

are characterized by the presence of setae in the male pore invagi-

nations and by the posterior location of the spermathecal stalked

glands but differ from other specimens of P. guillehni in the pres-

ence of glandular material on the parietes just median to the ectal

ends of the prostatic ducts. No definite genital markings were noted

in the male pore invaginations. The first functional dorsal pore is

on 12/13 on each of the four specimens, but on 2 specimens there is a

porelike marking on 11/12.

The specimens of P. ichaiigensis have been compared side by side

with Stephenson's specimens of P. houlleti {=P. guillelmi) and with

the specimens of P. guillehm. The only difference that was found

was the presence in both specimens of P. ichangensis, in xviii median

to the prostatic duct, of a stalked gland opening to the exterior by a

pore on a rather indefinite genital marking in the male pore invagi-

nation. Eetention of P. ichangensis on the basis of such an unimpor-

tant characteristic can scarcely be justified.

Michaelsen's 1899 specimens of Amynfas hoidleti appear to have

been lost ; at least they are not in the Hamburg Museum. The Tien-

tsin record is based on a simple "Fundnotiz" without description. It

is accordingly impossible to determine what species Michaelsen actu-

ally had, but in the absence of any valid record of the occurrence of

P. houlleti in north China and in view of the confusion of P. guil-

lelmi with P. houlleti it seems possible that the Tientsin specimens

were P. guiUelmi.

P. guillemi is distinguished from P. houlleti with which it has been

confused by the restriction of the male pore invaginations to the pari-

etes, the conformation of the male porophore, and the presence of

setae within the male pore invagination.

PHERETIMA HAWAYANA (Rosa)

1891. Perichaeta hawayana Rosa, Ann. Nat. Hofmus. Wien, vol. 6, p. 396 (type

locality: Hawaii; type in the Vienna Museum).

1896. Perichaeta hawayana Beddabd, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 201 (Hong-

kong).

1912. Pheretima hawayana Stephenson, Rec. Indian Mus., vol. 7, p. 276 (Teng-

yueh, Yunnan).
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1931. Pherctima {Ph.) hawayana Michaelsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8, p. 159

(part) (excluding qnadritheoal forms) ; Zool. Jahrb. (Abt. Syst.), vol.

61, p. 574 (Hongkong and Canton; Berlin Museum) ; Peking Nat. Hist.

Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, p. 3 (part) (excluding quadritliecal forms).

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) hawayana Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool.

ser., vol. 7, p. 142 (part) (excluding synonymy of quadritliecal forms;

Szechwan).

1932. Pheretima hawayana Gates, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 11, p. 512 (part)

(excluding quadrithecal forms).

1933. Pheretima hawayana Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soo. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 9, p. 238 (Chekiang).

1935. Pheretima hawayana Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 121 (Amoy) ; Bull. Fan Inst. Biol. Peiping, vol. 0, p. 33

(Hongkong).

THE FOLLOWING PLACED DOtTBTFULLT IN SYNONYMY:

1910, Pheretima hawayana var. harhudensis Michaelskn, Mitt. Naturhist. Mus.

Hamburg, vol. 27, p. 102 (Foochovr).

1927. Pheretima hawayana Michaelsen, Boll. Lab. Zool. Portici, vol. 21, p. 84

(Yunnan). (According to Michaelsen the setae are enlarged on iv-viii,

which may perhaps be regarded as an indication that the worm actually

is hawayana, but the number of spermathecae is not mentioned.)

Material examitied.—From the British Museum : 3 specimens from
a tube " labeled "P. harhadensis 1904.10.5.1219.1228. Hongkong coll.

Beddard" (an additional label inside the tube is as follows: ^^Phere-

tima harhadensis and varieties?") ; 4 specimens from a tube labeled

*'P. morrisi 1904-10.5.453. Hongkong coll. Beddard"; and 2 speci-

mens labeled ''''Pheretima haroayana forma typica. (1925.55.12.12/13.

Tcngyueh, Yunnan. Indian Museum." From Dr. Graham : 1 speci-

men labeled "Suifu, April 1923"; 1 specimen labeled "Suifu, 1,000-

1,500 feet, May 21-26, 1930"; 1 specimen labeled "South of Suifu,

1,200 feet, May 11, 1924"; 1 specimen labeled "Suifu, June 1924"; 1

specimen labeled "Between Suifu and Kiating, 1,000-1,400 feet, June

26-July 3, 1930."

PHERETIMA HONGKONGENSIS Michaelsen

1910. Pheretima hongkongcnais Michaei.skn, Mitt. Naturhist. Mus. Hamburg,
vol. 27, p. 107 (type locality: Hongkong; type in the Hamburg Museum).

1931. Pheretima {Ph.) hongkongensis Michaelsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol 8,

p. 159; Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., ^ol. 5, pt. 3, p. 2.

1935. Pheretima hongkongensis Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3,

p. 10.

•The first tube from the British Aluseum contains specimens of P. haicayana, P.

morrisi, P. diffringens, and a species of Pheretima with sperniathecal pores on 7/8-8/9.
The second tube contains specimens of P. hawayana, P. morrisi, and a species of

Pheretima with sperniathecal pores on 7/8-8/9. A third tube labeled "Pheretima iar-

hadensis 1914.10.5.1347.54. Calcutta coll. Beddard" contains specimens of P. tnorrisi,

P. houUeti, and P. posthuma.
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Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum: 1 clitellate

specimen in good condition labeled "V 9084. Pherethna hongkon-

gensis Mich. Cohn. Hongkong."

Exteiinal characteristics.—The setae are small, closely and reg-

ularly spaced ; they begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete

circle. Setal formula : vi/21, vii/20, viii/8+ , xvii/17, xviii/7, xix/15,

XX/58+ ? (xiv/4, xv/2, xvi/7). The body wall has been ruptured or

abraded midventrally at several places, among which is included

segment xx. There are gaps ventrally in the setal circle of viii,

possibly due to the falling out of setae.

The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17; dorsal

pores and intersegmental furrows lacking or not clearly indicated;

setae present ventrally. The clitellum is dull and roughish, not

smooth and glistening, apparently not fully developed.

The first dorsal pore is on 11/12,

The spermathecal pores are minute, transverse slits, four pairs,

each pore at the center of a very small, smooth, transversely oval

area.

The male pores are minute, each pore a trifle lateral to the center

of a male pore marking. The latter is nearly but not quite circular

in shape, 11/2-2 intersetal intervals wide transversely, slightly pro-

tuberant but with a rather flat surface and surrounded by a slight

but definite circumferential furrow. Just median to each male pore

marking is a single transversely oval genital marking with a con-

spicuously protuberant, whitish rim and a depressed, grayish, cen-

tral area; 2-3 intersetal intervals wide transversely. The genital

marking is not in actual contact with the male pore area though close

to it.

Internal anatoyny.—^^xyiwrn 8/9 is present at least as a ventral

rudiment.

The intestinal caeca are simple, without marginal incisions or

septal constrictions. The typhlosole projects conspicuously into

the gut lumen as a bladelike ridge beginning with the first postcaecal

segment. On the ventral face of the typhlosole is a large blood

vessel distended with blood.

The last pair of hearts is in xiii. There are masses of nephridia in

V and vi and large lymph glands in the intestinal segments.

The testis sac of x is unpaired and ventral. The testis-sac of xi

is U-shaped, the limbs of the U reaching to the dorsal blood vessel.

The seminal vesicles of xi are within the testis sac of xi, surrounded

by a thin layer of testicular coagulum. There is only a small

quantity of testicular coagulum in the testis sac of x.

The seminal vesicles are medium-sized vertical bodies, each with

a deep dorsoventral groove on the posterior face. Each vesicle is
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provided with an elongate, more or le^s tingerlike, primary ampulla,
the base of which is sunk deeply into a cleft in the dorsal margin.
The prostate ducts are 6-8 mm in length, muscular, but uniformly

slender throughout, i. e., without special thickening of an ectal

portion.

The spermathecae are flattened out on the ventral parietes. The
duct is much shorter than the ampulla, almost triangular in out-

line. The diverticulum, which passes into the anterior face of the

duct just at or within the parietes, is a slender, elongate-tubular

structure. In an ectal stalk portion of the diverticulum (about

one-half or more of the length) the lumen is narrow; the wall of

the lumen smooth or ridged transversely. In the remaining ental

portion of the diverticulum the lumen gradually widens until the

wall becomes very thin. This ental portion is doubtless the seminal

chamber, but it is not noticeably wider than the stalk nor marked
off from the stalk. Within the seminal chamber is an elongate,

opaque, firm mass with no spermathecal iridescence, the mass com-

posed of corpuscular bodies and smaller, homogeneous, s]:)heroidal to

ovoidal particles. Several bodies, apparently nucleated, that may be

parasites were also noted.

Dorsal to each genital marking a glandular mass projects through

the parietes and very slightly into the coelomic cavity, the gland-

ular material just median to the ectal end of the prostatic duct.

Remark^..—Michaelsen (1910, p. 107) referred to the holotype as

"ein vollstandiges geschlechtsreife Exemplar." The clitellar gland-

ularity is almost certainly not fully developed and this together with

the small quantities of testicular coagulum in the testis sacs indi-

cates that the worm is either not quite normal (also note sperm-

athecae) or not completely sexual (presexual or postsexual).

Although the gut, septa, and attached organs of the anterior seg-

ments had been dissected from the worm, dissection and preserva-

tion were such that determination of the characteristics of the testis

sacs was not difficult.

PHERETIMA HUPEIENSIS (Michaelsen)

1895. Perichaeta hupeievsis Michaes-sen, Abh. Naturw. Verein Ilaraburg, vol.

13, no. 2, p. 35 (type locality: Shi-hui-yao near Wmhang, Hupei ;

types in the Hamburg Museum).
1899. Amyntas hnpeioisifi Michaklsen, Mitt. Natnrliist. Mus. Hamburg, vol.

16. p. (previous misstatement as to number of spermathecae cor-

rected )

.

1910. Pheretima hvpeicnsis Michaelsen, Mitt. Naturhist. Mus. Hamburg, vol.

27, p. 102 (Foochow).

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) hupeiensin Michaexsen, Lingnau Sci. Journ., vol. 8,

p. 159; Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, p. 3.
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1931. Phcrvliina (Ph.) hupeieiisis Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China,

zool. ser., vol. 7, p. 122 (Szechwan).

1933. Pheretinia hnpciensis Chen, Coutr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 9, p. 251 (Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, Kiangsi).

1935. Pheretima hiipeicusls Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol.

11, p. 121 (Amoy).

1935. Pheretima hiipeienKin Gates. Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3,

p. 11.

1936. Pheretima hupeietisis Chen. Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool.

ser., vol. 11, p. 271 (Szechwan).

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum: 1 clitellate

specimen labeled "V 9086. PheretinKi hwpeiensh Mich. Cohn.

Futschau."

External characteristics.—The setae begin on ii, on which seg-

ment there is a complete setal circle. The setae are small and closely

crowded both dorsally and ventrally, and the circles are without

definite middorsal or midventral breaks. Setal formula: vii/15,

viii/19, xviii/18, xx/<?a.85. There is a row of setae ventrally on each

of the clitellar segments: xiv-10, xv-9, xvi-14, the row on xiv with

a midventral break just behind the female pore.

The first dorsal pore is on 11/12.

The clitellum is annular, extending from 18/14 to 16/17; inter-

segmental furrows and dorsal pores lacking.

The spermathecal pores are minute, segmental in position, on the

anteriormost margins of vii, viii, and ix: each pore on a very small,

slightly protuberant, rounded knob.

Tlie male pores are superficial, each pore at the center of a

small, nearly circular, grayish area, the pore itself in a slight trans-

verse depression. The male pore areas are located in the setal circle

of xviii and are not very sharply marked off from the neighboring

l)ortions of the body wall.

The genital markings are tAvo pairs, on 17/] 8 and 18/19, the

intersegmental furrows ending abruptly against the bases of the

markings. Each marking is slightly elevated, flattened, with a gray-

ish translucent appearance, the rim slightly more opaque than the

center. The center of a genital marking is very slightly median to

the center of the male pore area. The markings are transversely

oval to almost circular and about 3-5 intersetal intervals wide trans-

versely.

Internal anatomy.—All septa from 5/6-13/14 are present and more

or less thickly muscular.

The intestinal caeca are simple, both dorsal and ventral margins

smooth. The intestine begins in xv. There is a small but definitely

lobed, glandidar collar on the esophagus in ix. just behind 8/9.
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Both hearts of ix are present. The hist pair of hearts is in xiii.

All hearts of ix-xiii pass into the ventral vessel.

The testis sac of x is U-shaped; the limbs of the U passing dorsally

at the sides of the esophagus contain the hearts of x. The testis sac

of xi is also U-shaped and the limbs of the U contain in addition to

the hearts of xi the seminal vesicles of that segment. The prostatic

ducts are C- or S-shaped.

The last two pairs of spermathecae are in viii, one pair opening

to the exterior posteriorly. The spermathecal duct is shorter than the

ampulla, the coelomic portion stoutish and rather definitely marked
off from the ampulla. The parietal portion of the duct is much nar-

rower than the coelomic portion. The diverticulum passes into the

duct in the parietes. When the spermatheca is pulled out from the

parietes the ectal ends of the duct and diverticulum are surrounded

by soft whitish tissue, which can be easily dissected off. Tlie di-

verticulum is much longer than the combined lengths of the duct

and ampulla and comprises a short, firm, glistening, slenderly tubu-

lar stalk, which is a trifle longer than the duct and a much longer

and wider seminal chamber with a thin, wrinkled wall.

There is softish glandular material in the parietes dorsal to each

of the genital markings, but this material does not project con-

spicuousl}' into the coelomic cavity and is not visible until after the

removal of connective tissue.

Reinarks.—The original material has not been examined.

In the original descri[)tion the spermathecal pores were said to be

two pairs on 7/8-8/9. In the 1899 paper, after reexamination of the

original material this was corrected to three pairs on 6/7-8/9.

According to Chen (1931) the spermathecal pores are on the inter-

segmental furrows, but behind each pore and on the anterior margin
of the segment is a "bun-shaped papilla." If Chen's specimens are

like the Haip.burg worm the spermatliecal pore is in reality on the

papilla. Chen found "about 10" setae on viii between the spermathe-

cal pore lines.

PHERETIMA IGNOBILIS Gates

1935. Phcretima iguohiUs Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll.. vol. 93, no. 3, p. 11

(type locality: Ningynenfu, Szechwan ; type in the U. S. National
Museum).

1936. Pherctima igriobilis Chex, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol.

11, p. 299 (after examination of type).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 aclitellate specimen
labeled "Near Ningynenfu, 7,000 feet, July 28, 1928."

External characterhfie^.—Length, .55 mm. Diameter. 3 nun.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

Setal formula: vi/17, vii/16, viii/l(), xvii/l'), xviii,'9, xix/16.

The first dorsal nore is on 11/12.
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The secondary spermatliecal apertures are transverse slits, four

pairs, on 5/6-8/9.

In the setal circle of xviii on each side there is a transversely slit-

like depression. The margin of the slit is smooth and glistening.

External to the smooth circumferential lip there are several concen-

tric circumferential furrows. The male pores are tiny slits, each

pore on the roof of the depression and close to the median margin.

There are no genital markings.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 8/9-9/10 are lacking.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are simple, but

from the ventral margin of the caecum there protrude ventrally sev-

eral short, stumpy, fingerlike lobes, the doi-soventral length of these

lobes is less than the dorsoventral diameter of the main portion of

the caecum.

There is a single heart belonging to ix, on the left side. The last

pair of hearts is in xiii, AH hearts of ix-xiii pass into the ventral

blood vessel.

On the anterior face of 10/11 is a pair of conical, anteriorly di-

rected, ventral testis sacs, the sacs not in contact but not widely sep-

arated. There is also a pair of ventral testis sacs in xi. The semi-

nal vesicles are vertical bodies, each with a primary ampulla reach-

ing to the dorsal blood vessel. In segment xiii is a pair of relatively

large pseudovesicles. The prostates extend through xvii-xix. The

prostatic duct is short, bent into a C-shape, the ectal portion thicker

than the ental portion.

The spermathecae are juvenile. The coelomic portion of the duct

is of about the same thickness as the ampulla and of about the same

length, but within the parietes the duct becomes thicker and its lumen

wider. The diverticulum, wliich passes into the anterior face of the

duct in the parietes and which is as long as or slightly longer than

the duct and ampulla together, is slenderly tubular with just a slight

suggestion of a spheroidal widening of the ental end.

Remarks^.—No parasites were found. The worm appears to be

normal.

P. ignohiUs cannot be adequately characterized at present. It is,

however, distinguished from all octothecal Chinese species of Phere-

tima by the presence of spermathecal pore (parietal only?) invagi-

nations, with large, transversely slitlike, secondary, apertures.

PHEBETIMA LIMELLA Gates

1935. Pheretima limclla Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 11

(type locality: Suifn, Szechwan ; types in the U. S. National Museum).

1936. Pheretima limclla Chen, Coutr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol.

11, pp. 272, 299 (Szechwan; after examination of type).
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Mateiial examined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen

labeled "Suifu, 1922"; 1 aclitellate specimen labeled "Suifu, Decem-
ber 7-10."

External cfiaracteristics.—Length, 60-85 mm; the longer of the

two specimens is incomplete posteriorly. Diameter, 2i/^-5 mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

The setae are small, closely crowded, and difficult to count; the setal

circles unbroken either at the midventral or middorsal lines. The
setal numbers are as follows, the first of the two specimens being the

clitellate

:

V
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segment there is also a heartlike commissure passing from the dorsal

blood vessel to the ventral vessel. The commissures of x pass from

the supraesophageals to the ventral trunk. In viii there is a pair of

large vessels passing from the dorsal trunk to the gizzard, but no

commissures to the ventral vessel were found. The last pair of

hearts is in xiii.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral. The seminal

vesicles are small and lateral in position. The prostates are confined

to xviii. The prostatic duct is about 21/0 mm in length, bent into a

sort of C-shape, the eotal half thicker than the ental half.

The spermathecae are large relative to the size of the worm in the

clitellate specimen, obviously but partially developed in the aclitel-

late worm. The duct is long aiid slender, longer than the ampulla.

The diverticulum is longer than the combined lengths of duct and

ampulla and passes into the duct close to the parietes. The diver-

ticulum comprises three regions: a slender, smooth, ectal portion,

A\ hich has a very narrow lumen ; a shorter but slightly wider middle

portion that is bent into 2-3 very short loops and in which the lumen

is slightly Avidened ; and an ental, ovoidal, thin-walled, seminal

chamber.

In the ])arietes dorsal to each genital marking is a whitisli mass,

that does not project into the coelomic cavity.

Remarks.—Neither of the specimens is in good condition; the

aclitellate specimen is softened ; the clitellate specimen very brittle

—

in spite of considerable care the worm broke into two pieces, the

bi-eak slightly in front of the clitellar region.

Chen (1936, p. 273) places the gizzard in ix (presumably a typo-

graphical error) and the male pore (p. 272) lateral to the tubercle

in the male pore invagination.

P. JimelJa is distinguished from P. soysixie Chen, 1933, by the

presence and muscularity of sej>ta 8/9-9/10 and by the presence of

genital markings.

PHERETIMA MORRISI (Beddard)

1892. Perichacta inorrisi Beddard, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1892, p. 160 (typo

locality: Penang ; t.^-pe in the British Museum).

1890. Perichaeta insitlae Bkudard, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1890, p. 204 (tyjx'

locality: Hongkong; type in the British Museum).

1912. Pherctiwn hroirni Stkphenson, Rpc. Indian Mns., vol. 7. p. 273 (part)

(exeluding quadrithecal forms with spermathecal pores on 7/8-8/9;

Tengyueh. Yunnan).

1931. Phefetinia (Ph.) hairaiiaiw Michaei>sen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8, p.

159 (part) (excluding sexthecal forms) ; Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol.

5, pt. 3. p. 3 (part) (excluding sexthecal forms).

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) niorrisi Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool.

ser., vol. 7, p. 148 (Szechwan).

82345—39 4
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1932. Pheretima hawayana Gates, Liiignau Sci. .Touru., vol. 11, p. 512 (part)

(excluding sexthecal forms).

1932. Pheretima hawayana harbadensis Uue, Archiv fiir Naturg., new .ser., vol.

I, p. 155 (Foochow).

1933. Pheretima morrisi Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol.

9, p. 267 (part) (excluding P. hrowni Gate.s, 1932, from the synonymy

—

there is no such reference; Chekiang).

1935. Pheretinm morrisi Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 121 (Amoy) ; Bull. Fan Inst. Biol. Peiping, vol. 6, p. 33

(Hongkong).

1936. Pheretima morrisi Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool, ser., vol.

II, p. 270 (Szechwan).

Material examined.—From tlie British Museum : 1 dissected clitel-

late specimen labeled '''•Pheretima insula-e. 1904.10.5.86. Hongkong.
Coll. Beddard"; 31 specimens from a tube labeled '"''Pheretima haria-

densis. 1904.10.5.1219.1228. Hongkong. Coll. Beddard"; 3 speci-

mens from a tube labeled ''Pheretima inorrisi. 1904.10.5.453. Hong-
kong. Coll. Beddard." From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen

labeled "Suifu, 1,000-1,500 feet"; 2 clitellate specimens labeled "Near
Yueh Shi, 6,000-8,000 feet, August 11, 1928"; 1 clitellate specimen

labeled "Mupin, 3,500-5,000 feet, July 1, 1929"; 2 clitellate specimens

labeled "South of Suifu, 1,200 feet, May 11, 1924"; 9 clitellate speci-

mens labeled "At Lo-gu in the Ning-Yuen-fu prefecture, 6,500-8,000

feet, July 22-23, 1928" ; 8 specimens labeled "Uingin-shien, 2,500-7,000

feet, July 14-15, 1928."

Remarks.—The first dorsal pore (Szechwan specimens only) is on

10/11 or 11/12 (but with a definitely porelike though apparently non-

functional marking on 10/11).

The setal numbers and location of genital markings of 10 of the

Szechwan specimens are as follows

:

vi
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PHERETIMA OMEIMONTIS Chen

1931. Pherctiina (Ph.) parmjldndularls var. omcimontis Chen, Coiitr. Biol.

Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol. 7, p. l^^^^ (type locality: Mount
Omei, Szechwan; types in the Museum of the Science Society of

China).

1935. Pheretima omcimovtis Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3,

p. 12.

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen

labeled "Suifu, September 1924."

External characteidstics.—Length, 91 mm. Greatest diameter, 4

mm. The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete

circle. The setae are small, fairly closely crowded and regularly

spaced. Setal formula: viii/23, xvii/17, xviii/12, xix/16.

The first dorsal pore is on 12/13.

The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17; inter-

segmental furrows, .dorsal pores, and setae lacking.

The spermathecal pores are minute, two pairs on 7/8-8/9, on tiny

tubercles.

The male pores are minute, each pore at the center of a tiny tubercle,

which in turn is at the center of a clearly marked, transversely oval

area. After the prostatic duct was carefully pulled out from the

parietes, the tubercle was removed, with a round aperture left at the

center of the oval area.

The genital markings are small, circular, grayish, pore-bearing

disks, on segments xi and xviii. The preclitellar markings are

restricted to the anterior portion of the segment, arranged into a

rectangular patch that is about 12 intersetal intervals wide trans-

versely and that reaches from the setae to 10/11. There are 42

markings on the patch, in four transverse lines of about 10 each,

though the lines are not exactly regular. Four or five disks form a
semicircle at the median, anterior, and posterior margins of each oval,

male pore area. Just anterior and slightly median to each semi-

circular row of disks there is a patch of four markings, probably on
the anterior margin of xviii (17/18 not visible ventrally).

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are present, 6/7-7/8 slightly

thickened; 8/9-9/10 absent; 10/11 and a few succeeding septa

slightly thickened.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are compound,
glove-shaped, with 4-7 secondary, anteriorly directed, fingerlike

caeca ; the dorsalmost secondary caecum the longest ; the length of the

caeca decreasing passing ventrally.

The last pair of hearts is in xiii.

The testis sacs of x and xi are ventral and unpaired. The
seminal vesicles are fairly large, in contact transversely over the
dorsal blood vessel. Tlie prostiites extend through segments xvii or
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xviii-xxii. The prostatic duet, which extends through several seg-

ments, is elongate : the entalmost portion thin, whitish, with one small

kink; the middle portion about 4 mm in length, thick, almost straight

f

the ectal portion thinner and curled or twisted.

The spermathecal duct is shorter than the ampulla and is narrowed
in the parietes. The diverticulum is elongate and looped in a more or

less zigzag fashion.

There are stalked glands in x anterior to 10/11 and in xviii. The
stalks of these glands are slender but firm and longer than the stalks

of somewhat similar glands in P. hcuwayana and P. diffnngens.

Remarks.—The account above agrees, on the whole, with that given

by Chen for his var. omeimonth. One of Chen's worms lacks tlie char-

acteristic patch of genital markings on xi, but it does have genital

markings in the region of the spermathecal pores. The variant

specimen may be abnormal or possibly specifically distinct.

As has already been noted on a previous page, Fang's P. para-

glanduJaris is a synonym of P. aspergUlum. The Szechwan wonns
are clearly distinguished from aspergillum by the presence of a patch

of closely crowded genital markings on xi. Var. omeimonti'i must
accordingly be raised to the status of a species.

PHERETIMA PAETA Gates

1935. Pheretinia pacta Gates, Smithsouiau Misc. Coll., vol. 93, uo. 3, p. 13.

(type locality: Song Pan, Szechwan; types in the U. S. National
Museum )

,

1936. Pheretinia paeta Chen, Coutr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol 11,

p. 300 (after examination of types).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham : 4 specimens labeled "Song
Pan, mouth of the Yellow Dragon Gorge, July 26, 1924" ; 1 specimen
labeled "Yellow Dragon Gorge near Song Pan, 12,000-13,000 feet.

July 25-26, 1924."

External characteristics.—^Length, 75-136 mm. Diameter, 5-6 mm-
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

The ventral setae of ii-ix are slightly enlarged. A midventral gap
in the setal circles is lacking or very slight, a middorsal gap of vari-

able width present. The setal numbers are as follows

:

vili
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The first dorsal pore is on 11/12 or 12/13.

Two specimens have no clitellar glandularity at all; three speci-

mens have slight traces of clitellar glandularity on xiv-xvi.

The secondary spermathecal apertures are two pairs on 7/8-8/9;

the apertures wide slits that open into deep depressions. If the mar-

gins of a depression are separated, the minute primary spermathecal

pore may be seen, with favorable illumination, at the center of a

smooth, flat, circular to oval area on the roof of the depression.

On xviii on each side, on the least mature specimen, there is a

rather deeply bowed, crescentic slit, with its concave margin directed

midventrally. The slit opens into a parietal invagination, which is

deepest laterally and rather shallow toward the median ends of the

crescent. The lateral wall of the invagination is thin and lacks

setae. On the median wall of the invagination is a ridge of tiny

lobes or roughened projections, continuous with the circumferential

ridge on which the setae are located, but no setae were found in or

between the lobes. Median to the slit but between the anterior horn

and the setae is a transversely oval, flat-surfaced, slightly protub-

erant tubercle. On another specimen the lateral portion of this pi'e-

set-al tubercle is within the parietal invagination (here deeper) ; be-

fore the whole of the tubercle can be seen the lateral lip must be

cut or drawn aside. On the maturest specimen the presetal tubercle

is entirely within the invagination (in reality in this worm a copu-

latory chamber) and not visible until the chamber is cut open. The

aperture on this specimen is larger and nearly circular.

There may be a second tubercle on xviii, postsetal in position and

in line with the presetal tubercle and of about the same size and

appearance. On the dorsal roof of the invagination are 2 or 3 addi-

tional tubercles of varying shape and size, on one of which the

minute male pore is located.

The preclitellar genital markings are syimnetrically paired on vii

and viii, on the posteriormost margins of the segment, almost on

the intersegmental furrows, each marking 1-3 intersetal intervals

median to the spermathecal pore. On the most nearly mature speci-

men these markings are slightly protuberant and may be called tuber-

cles. On the other specimens the markings are scarcely visible, the

boundary of each marking represented by a very slight furrow. Cu-

riously, a porelike depression at the center of these markings is much
more readily visible, as a rule, when the markings are only slightly

developed.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are slightly thickened ; 8/9-9/10

lacking; 10/11-12/13 muscular.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are compound,

with 3-11 anteriorly directed, secondary caeca, the dorsalmost the
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longest. The dorsalmost caecum may have several tertiary caeca on

its ventral margin, these usually ventrally directed. In one speci-

men these tertiary caeca are readily noticeable on each side, but the

ventral secondary caeca are not visible from above (in the dorsal

dissection) and were not noticed until the intestine was rolled well

over to one side. It would be very easy to overlook ventral second-

ary caeca placed as were these.

The hearts of x are bound to the anterior face of 10/11 by con-

nective tissue. The last pair of hearts is in xiii. All hearts of x-xiii

jDass into the ventral blood vessel.

The testis sacs are unpaired and ventral, one on tlie anterior face

of 10/11 and the other on the anterior face of 11/12. The anterior

margins of the sacs are bilobecl; in xi the anterior ends of the lobes

alone reach to 10/11. The seminal vesicles of xi and xii are large

and in contact transversely over the dorsal blood vessel. In xiii

there is a j^air of small, stalked pseudovesicles, the head ovoidal or

flattened anteroposteriorly into an oval disk. In xiv there is a pair

of smaller pseudovesicles, the head rounded or flattened and lobed or

crenulated. Tlie prostates extend through xvii-xix or xx. The pro-

static duct is 3-6 mm in length, bent into a U- or C-shape, the ectal

portion thickened. In the maturest specimen there are large copu-

latory chambers projecting conspicuously into the coelomic cavity.

In the other three specimens there is no trace of a copulatory cham-

ber projecting into xviii, the male pore invagination entirely con-

fined at this stage to the parietes.

The spermathecae are obviously juvenile even in the maturest speci-

men. Careful removal of the longitudinal musculature shows the

spermathecal duct (?) passing through the parietes without any de-

crease in diameter but on the contrary in at least one specimen a

slight increase in thickness. The ectal end of this thick duct con-

tains the invagination within which is the true spermathecal pore.

Pulling the duct out from the parietes leaves an unusually wide trans-

verse slit on the intersegmental furrow. The diverticulum com-

prises an ectal, smooth, thick-walled but slender stalk and a thinner-

walled, sometimes slightly wider, elongate seminal chamber that is

bent back and forth in a zigzag fashion, the limbs of the loops

approximated and usually all in the same plane.

Just median to the prostatic duct are two glandular masses pro-

jecting slightly into the coelomic cavity. In one specimen minute

stalked glands were found among the longitudinal muscle fibers in

the region of the preclitellar genital markings.

Remarks.—The most nearly mature specimen is broken, the sur-

face of the anterior segments damaged in places by gravel. An-
other specimen is softened. With full maturity the spermathecal
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pore invaginations may be deepened, possibly but not probably

developing into spermathecal chambers. The development of the

copulatory chamber from a parietal invagination like that char-

acteristic of certain species, such as P. tschiliensh Michaelsen, 1928,

is noteworthy.

P. paeta is distinguished from P. omebiiontis by the copulatory

chambers and even in young aclitellate specimens by the parietal male

pore invaginations. From P. schmardas (Horst, 1883) P. paeta is

distinguished by the invaginate spermathecal pores, the median loca-

tion of the copulatory chamber glands, and the presence of pre-

clitellar genital markings. A satisfactory diagnosis of P. paeta

cannot, of course, be given until fully clitellate specimens have been

available for study.

PHERETIMA PAPILLIFERA Gates

1935. Pnerethna papillifera Gates. Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 13

(type locality: Yacbow, Szechwan; type in the U. S. National Museum).

1936. Pheretima papiUifera Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Soi. Soc. China, zool. ser..

vol. 11, p. 300 (after examination of type).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen

labeled "Near Yachow."

External charaGterlstics.—Length, about 100 mm. Diameter, 4 mm.

Setae begin only on iv, on which segment there are but a few scat-

tered ventral setae. There are middorsal gaps of varying width in

the setal circles and a fairly regular but slight midventral gap.

The setae are small and closely crowded, but with frequent asetal

gaps. Setal formula : vi/11 +, vii/13 +, xvii/8 +, xviii/10, xix/10,

Kx/ca. 41 (+ denotes asetal gaps).

The first dorsal pore is on 11/12.

The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17; inter-

segmental furrows and dorsal pores lacking; no setae visible.

The spermathecal apertures are minute, widely separated, three

pairs, on 5/6-7/8.

The male pores are minute. On the left side the male pore is at

the center of a circular, smooth area, which is demarcated by a slight

furrow. No definite male pore area can be discovered on the right

side.

The genital markings are circular, about l-iy2 intersetal intervals

wide, presetal, fairly closely paired, one pair on each of segments

xi-xiv. The last pair are in contact with the whitened, transversely

oval area on which the female pore is located.

Internal miatomy.—Seiptii 5/6-7/8 and 10/11-12,/13 are thickly

muscular; 8/9-9/10 lacking.
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The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are long, slender,

and simple, dorsal and ventral margins practically smooth.

There is a single heart belonging to ix, on the right side. The
hearts of x are bound to the anterior face of 10/11 by connective

tissue. The last pair of hearts is in xiii. All hearts of ix-xiii pass

into the ventral vessel.

There are two testis sacs on the anterior face of 10/11, the sacs

completely separated from each other and without transverse com-

munication. There is also a pair of testis sacs in xi without trans-

verse communication. The seminal vesicles are either attached to the

dorsal surfaces of these testis sacs or are contained within the sacs.

The prostates extend through xvii-xix. The prostatic duct is about

514 imn in length and variously twisted.

The spermathecal duct, which is abruptly narrowed deep in the

parietes, is stoutish, firm, and glistening, as long as or slightly

shorter than the ampulla. The diverticulum passes into the anterior

face of the duct in the parietes, is shorter than the combined lengths

of duct and ampulla, and comprises a very short, firm, smooth,

glistening stalk i)ortion and a slightly wider, more irregular, ental

portion.

There are no glandular masses in the parietes in the region of the

spermathecal ducts and the prostatic ducts. Tliere is a glandular

mass sessile on the parietes over each genital marking.

Remarks.—The condition of the right male pore region and the

distribution of the setae indicate that the specimen is abnormal.

The type locality is Yachow, according to Dr. Graham {in litt.)^

not "Zachoo" as previously spelled (Gates, 1935, p. 13).

P. pa-'pWifera is distinguished from P. ahdita by the superficial

male pores, from P. tuherculata Gates, 1935, by the sunple intestinal

caeca, and from P. hawayana by the genital markings on xi-xiv.

PHERETIMA PECTENIFERA Michaelsen

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) pingl (part) + P. (ph.) pectenifera (in part only?)

Michaelsen, Peking Nat Hist. Bull. vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 2, 11 (type lo-

cality of pectenifera: Soochow ; types in the Hamburg Museum) ; Zool.

Jahrb. (Abt. Syst.), vol. 61, pp. 561, 564.

1933. Pheretima yamadai Chen, Contr. Biol. Ljib. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 9, p. 255 (part) (excluding "A" forms at least, and from synonymy
P. yamadai).

1935. Pheretima pectenifera Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 13.

1936. Pheretima yamadai Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 255.

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum: 3 clitellate

specimens from a tube labeled "''Pheretima {Ph.) pectenifera Mich.
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Originale. Soochow. Biol. Station leg."; 4 specimens from a tube

labeled ''Pheretima {Ph.) pingi Steph. Soocliow. Biol. Station leg."

External chti^racfet^^tics.—Length, to 220 mm. Diameter, to 10 mm.

The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

The setal circles are unbroken midventrally ; a slight middorsal

break may be present. Setal formulae of 7 specimens are as follows,

the first four from the tube labeled P. plngl:

vii
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These markings are not in contact and usually are so placed as

to form four corners of a square, with two of the markings presetal

and two postsetal. This arrangement is, apparently, quite char-

acteristic, as the only variation on any of the seven worms is the

absence of the median presetal marking of one or both sides. Tlie

male setae of xviii are continued onto the porophore nearly to the

male pore area, but on the ventral face of the porophore they are

smaller and more closely crowded than midventrally. The setae

in the region between the two pairs of genital markings, on some

specimens, are so closely crowded as to be forced anteriorly or

posteriorly out of line in such a way as to produce a zigzag appear-

ance. A similar zigzagging of a setal row is apparent on two speci-

mens, on xvii on each side just anterior to the male porophore.

The male porophores certainly represent an everted condition of

some sort of a male pore invagination. In a carefully dissected

specimen the porophore can be retracted at least pai'tially. If, in

a completely retracted condition, there is a true copulatory cham-

ber, then the four genital markings and the small closely crowded

setae will probably be withdrawn into the interior of the chamber.

A lateral lip similar to that which can be seen on those specimens

with slightly retracted male pore areas is, however, usually asso-

ciated with a deep parietal invagination, which does not reach

through the body wall into the coelomic cavity. If the male pore

invagination in P. pectenifera is a parietal invagination of this sort,

then in a retracted condition the four genital markings and the

small closely crowded setae may be invisible from the exterior.

Aside from the markings on the ventral face of the male porophore

there are no postclitellar genital markings. The preclitellar genital

markings are of two sizes. The smaller markings are on the poste-

riormost margins of vi-viii in close proximity to the spermathecal

pores. There are usually three of these markings, one immediately

anterior to, one immediately lateral to, and one inunediately median
to each spermathecal pore, but both the lateral and median mark-
ings may be lacking or only the anterior marking. These markings
and the spot on which the spermathecal pore is located are of a

grayish trans! ucence and so closely crowded together that identifi-

cation of the spermathecal pore and of the margins of the markings
is difficult.

The larger, paired markings are presetal on vii, viii, and ix and
postsetal on vii and viii; each marking in 5-8 intersetal intervals

median to the spermathecal pore and usually slightly nearer to the

setae than to the intersegmental furrow. One marking of a pair

may be lacking, or an additional marking may be present close to

one of the usual markings. The presetal markings of ix are lacking
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on 5 specimens; the presetal markings of vii lacking on 2 specimens;

the postsetal markings of viii lacking on 1 specimen. Each marking

is circular, about 1 intersetal interval in diameter, of a grayish

translucence, delimited by a slight circumferential furrow and with

a peripheral rim porticfti slightly elevated.

Intem.al anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickened; 10/11 strength-

ened but translucent; 11/12-13/14 slightly strengthened; 8/9-9/10

lacking.

The intestine begins in xv (4 specimens). The intestinal caeca

are compound, glove-shaped. Each caecum is composed of 5-7

elongate and fingerlike secondary caeca. The dorsalmost secondary

caecum is usually longer than the other secondary caeca, but in one

specimen all the secondary caeca are of about the same length. The

secondary caeca usually have smooth dorsal and ventral margins,

but there may be one or two short but definitely fingerlike tertiary

<!aeca on the ventral margin of any particular secondary caecum.

The typhlosole begins just behind the caeca.

There is a pair of hearts belonging to ix in one specimen; a

single heart belonging to ix in three specimens, on the right side

(1 specimen) or the left side (2 specimens). The last pair of

hearts is in xiii (4 specimens). The hearts of x are filled with

blood and readily recognizable. AU hearts of ix-xiii pass into the

ventral blood vessel.

The testis sacs are unpaired and ventral. The seminal vesicles

of xi and xii are fairly large and are in contact transversely above

the dorsal blood vessel. Each vesicle has a well-developed primary

ampulla, conical to pyramidal in shape, the base of which is sunk

into the dorsal margin of the ventral lamina. The ampulla is deeply

constricted off from the ventral lamina, in one specimen the two

portions of the vesicle connected only by a slender cord. The

prostates extend through some or all of segments xvi-xxii. The

prostatic duct is 8-10 mm in length, bent into a hairpin loop, the

ectal limb much thicker than the ental limb.

On the parietes just median to the ectal end of the prostatic duct

there are two transversely ovoidal masses of softish, glandular tissue.

Each of these masses can be separated, when all genital markings

are present, into two distinct masses, each with its own duct passing

into the body wall. Within or on the parietes but closer to the

prostatic duct are four smaller and more nearly spheroidal glandu-

lar masses, the stalks or ducts of which pass to the four genital

markings on the male pore area.

The spermathecal duct is muscular, with a smooth, glistening,

pinkish appearance, the length equal to or less than that of the

ampulla. The diverticulum passes into the median face of the duct
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close to the parietes; ectal to this junction the duct much nar-

rowed. The diverticular stalk is very short, always shorter than
the spermathecal duct and like the duct is smooth, glistening, and
muscular. The seminal chamber is long and thin walled; the

chamber may be almost straight, bent, twisted, or with one or two
very short loops, the limbs of th(i loops in apposition.

A glandular mass projects from the parietes into the coelomic
cavity in front of each spermatheca. The glandular mass comprises
one, two, or three distinct glands, according to the number of geni-

tal markings in close proximity to the spermatliecal pore. A short

ental portion of the gland duct of tha larger preclitellar, genital

markings is coelomic, lifting the gland into the coelomic cavity

slightly above the parietes.

Remarks.—In the translatioii of the description of pectenifera.,

Dr. Boring (Michaelsen, 1931) has made several mistakes. On page
16 the statement regarding intestinal caeca should read, "The size

of the caeca decreases regularly from above downwards" i. e., passing
ventrally. Further corrections: The seminal vesicles of xi are n^t
grown together above the intestine; the seminal vesicles of xii are
not fused ventrally; the testis sac of xi does not "extend over" the
anterior testis sac but over the anterior seminal vesicles.

The three types of P. pectenlfera are all cliaracterized by minute
spermatliecal pores. According to Michaelsen the spermatliecal pores
are "ziemlich grosse Querspalte." The size of spermathecal pores
is not subject intra specifically to such extremes of variation as this

would appear to indicate. Either Michaelsen is mistaken with regard
to the size of the spermathecal pores or else the original material
comprises two specifically distinct forms (one with large spermathe-
cal pores or minute but invaginate pores communicating with the

exterior by large secondary openings).

Furthermore, the testis sacs in the three types are ventral, but
according to Michaelsen the posterior sac is (Michaelsen considers;

the single sac to be in reality a pair of sacs "in ganzer Breite

miteinander verschmolzene") "nicht geschlossen" that extends over,

"ubergehen," the seminal vesicles of xi. What the author means by
an "open" testis sac (in Pheretima the sacs are always closed) that

"passes over" the seminal vesicles is not clear unless the anterior

vesicles are included within the posterior testis sac. But the vesicles

of xi of the types examined are not so included. Possibly the type
series of pectenifera comprises two species, one with included and
one with excluded seminal vesicles.

The male pore region of P. pectenlfera is so remarkably like that

figured for P. yamadai Hatai, 1930, that the former may be, in

reality, a synonym of the latter. Hatai's species is not, however, ade-
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quately characterized, and inasmuch as types or specimens of P.

yamadai have not been available for examination Michaelsen's species

is retained. If Michaelsen's species is in fact composite and actually

in part a synonym of yanuuiai, the name pectenifem will have to be

retained for the remaining part.

PHERETIMA PINGI Stephenson

1925. PhercthiHt phifjl Stephenson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1925, p. 891 (tyiie

looftlity: Nanking; type in the British Museum).

1931. Phcretima pinr/i Michaelsen, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 8, p. 159.

1931. Pherctitna pUuji Stephenson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1931, p. 55.

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) p'mgi aiicHAELSEN, Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3,

pp. 2, 11 (part); Zool. Jahrb. (Aht. Syst.), vol. 61, p. 56 (part) (Nan-

king; specimens in the Hamburg Museum).

1933. Pheretima pivgi Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol. 9,

p. 228 (part only?) (excluding forms with no spermathecae in v ?).

1934. Pheretima kvamikia Kobayashi, Journ. Chosen Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. 19,

p. 1 (tyi)e locality; Korea; types ?).

1935. Pheretima pingi Gates, Smith.sonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 14.

1936. Pheretima carnosa Kobayashi, Sci. Rep. Tohoku Univ., ser. 4, vol. 11, p.

115 (part), excluding from .synonymy hawaynnn Gates. 1932).

Material exatnined.—From the British Museum: 1 specimen

labeled ^'Pheretima pingi Stephenson. Holotype. 1924.11.29.5.

Nanking, China" ; From S. Kobayashi : 1 clitellate specimen labeled

"PA. kyamikia Kobayashi (Tetsugen) Kogen-do" (this specimen is

unusually well preserved). From the U. S. National Museum: 18

specimens labeled "Kiangsu, Nanking. National Southeastern Uni-

versity by C. Ping." From Dr. Graham : 1 clitellate specimen labeled

"Near Mupin, 7,000-13,000 feet, July 8, 1929."

External charcf.cterpUics.—Length, 120-190 mm. Diameter,

5-71/2 nim.

The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

The setae of ii-viii or ix are enlarged, especially ventrally. From

viii or ix, passing posteriorly, the size of the setae decreases, the setae

of xvii larger than those of xix but smaller than those of xi; the

setae of the posteriormost segments slightly larger than those in

segments of the middle of the body. The setal numbers are indicated

as follows:
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Segment
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The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral. The seminal

vesicles of xi and xii are in contact transversely over the dorsal blood

vessel. Each vesicle has a. rounded, primary ampulla, with a smooth

or finely granular surface. The lateral face of the ventral lamina

of each vesicle has a convoluted appearance. Wlien the delicate

transparent sheath surrounding; the ventral lamina of a vesicle is re-

moved, the contents separate into columnar blocks. These blocks are

so placed within a vesicle that the long axes are mesiolateral. The
prostates extend through some or all of segments xvi-xx. The pro-

static duct is 5-8 mm long, usually bent into an elongate, hairpin-

shaped loop, the ectal limb of the loop slightly thicker than the

ental limb.

The spermathecal duct is smooth and slender, about as long as or

slightly shorter than the ampulla; narrowed gradually in the parietes.

The diverticulum is not so long as the combined lengths of duct and

ampulla and passes into the anterior face of the duct close to the

parietes. The smooth, slender stalk is 2-3 times the length of the

seminal chamber, which may or may not be sharply marked off from
the stalk. In Kobayashi's specimen the chamber is but slightly shorter

than the stalk but V/2 times as thick. In each of several spermathecae

there is a single very short loop in the diverticular stalk just ectal to

the seminal chamber.

The glandular masses dorsal to the genital markings appear to be

sessile on the parietes. The glands over the circular to oval mark-
ings are rather disklike; the postclitellar glands not so flat and more
conspicuously protuberant into the coelomic cavity than the preclitellar

glands.

The glandular material of the spermathecal pore markings is

usually in the form of a "half-collar" in the parietes on the anterior

face of the spermathecal duct. In this collar there can be seen a

number of very fine stalks or ducts, which pass onto the anterior face

of the spermathecal duct to which they are firmly attached. Occa-

sionally and especially anterior to the spermathecae of vi and vii

the glandular material is not aggregated into a half-collar but is

represented by small bits of softish material between the longitudinal

muscle bundles.

RemarJxS.—The "externally projecting chambers" present on the

spermathecal ducts of the type are lacking in all but two of the

specimens examined. In one of the exceptional specimens there are

vesicular bodies on the duct of each spermatheca. In the second

specimen only a few of the spermathecae are so characterized. These
saclike or vesicular protuberances are thus not characteristic of the

species. Quite possibly the vesicular outgrowths are the result of

parasitic activity.
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P. pingl is close to P. difri7igens, from which it is distinguished by

the slightly larger setal numbers, the larger number of male setae on

xvii-xix, the posterior location of the first dorsal pore, the segmental

and postsetal location of the spermathecal pores, the presence of

postclitellar genital markings, presence of a complete septum 8/9, and

presence of the hearts of x. The segmental location of the sperma-

thecal pores is not obvious unless the specimens are well preserved.

Kobayashi (1936) places pingi in the synonymy of carnosa as a

result of his examination of two octothecal Japanese specimens

(from Morioka) with spermathecal pores on 5/6-8/9 that were

labeled "F. carnosa.'''' Unfortunately no history is given of these

specimens of carnosa^ and there is no valid reason for accepting

Kobayashi's synonymy at present. The types of carnosa are from

Tokyo and are sexthecal, with spermathecal pores on 5/6-7/8. Al-

though Kobayashi claims to have had sexthecal specimens of pingi,

the spermathecal pores on both of these specimens are on 6/7-8/9.

Kobayashi (both in 1934 and 1936) considers the spermathecal pores

to be large. The pores are, however, at least on the specimen just ex-

amined, minute and superficial. Large spermathecal pores would

have to be considered evidence for recognition as a distinctly different

species.

PHERETIMA POMELLA Gates

1935. Pheretima pomella Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 14

(type locality: Suifu, Szechwan; types in the U. S. National Museum).

1936. Pheretima pomella Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. set., vol.

11, p. 801 (after examination of type).

Material exa^nined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen la-

beled "Suifu, 1,200-2,000 feet, October 1-November 1, 1938."

External characteristics.—Length, 87 mm. Diameter, 5 mm.
Setae are present ventrally on segment ii but are lacking dorsally

;

the dorsal gap narroAvs gradually on iii-v. On the postclitellar seg-

ments the middorsal gaps are variable in width. There is a definite

but slight midventral gap from segment xxi posteriorly. Setal

numbers : vii/19, xvii/19, xviii/14, xix/19, xx/ca. 50.

The first dorsal pore is on 10/11.

The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17; inter-

segmental furrows, dorsal pores, and setae lacking.

The spermathecal pores are minute, on tiny glistening tubercles;

presetal on vii and viii, slightly nearer to the intersegmental furrows

than to the setae.

The male pores are minute, each pore at the center of a very short,

slightly depressed, transverse area; the margins of the areas not

definitely demarcated or demarcations unrecognizable because of the

slight depression.

82345—39 5
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Immediately anterior and just posterior to each male pore is a

transverse^ oval genital markinof, about 1 intersetal interval wide,

with a thick whitish rim and a grayish depressed center. Just in

front of each anterior marking and just behind each posterior mark-

ing is a raised, transversely oval, whitish (glandular ?) patch. The
centers of these patches are very slightly median to the centers of

the genital markings. The centers of the genital markings are about

in line with the male pores. There are two pairs of preclitellar

genital markings, presetal on xii and xiii. These markings are

round to transversely oval, about 2 intersetal intervals wide trans-

versely, the markings of a pair separated by a midventral distance

slightly greater than aa. Each marking has a flat grayish center,

which is wider than the central portion of a postclitellar marking,

and a whitish rim. The markings are slightly nearer to the setae

than to the intersegmental furrows.

Intei^ial atuitoniy.—No septa are thicklj^ muscular; 8/9-9/10

lacking.

The intestine begins in xvi. The intestinal caeca are simple, con-

stricted slightly by the septa through which they pass.

The last pair of hearts is in xiii. All hearts of ix-xiii pass into

the ventral vessel.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral. The anterior

margins of both sacs are bilobed. The seminal vesicles of xi and xii

are fairly large, in contact transversely above the dorsal blood vessel.

The prostates are confined to xvii-xviii. The prostatic ducts are

about 3 mm long, of nearly the same thickness throughout, bent
into a C- or a U-shape.

The spermathecal duct is shorter than the ampulla and is narrowed
within the parietes. The diverticulum passes into the duct close to

the parietes and comprises a short, slender stalk and a thicker, longer
seminal chamber that is twisted into a mass of loops. There are

masses of iridescent material (spermatozoa) in the seminal chambers.
Remarks.—There are cystlike bodies on the spermathecal seminal

chambers, probably abnormal. Possibly some of the supposedly spe-

cific characters of this worm are also abnormalities.

P. pomella is distinguished from P. planata Gates, 1926, by the

more posterior location of the spermathecal pores, the posterior loca-

tion of the preclitellar genital markings, the absence of copulatory

chambers, and the ventral testis sacs.
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PHERETIMA PRAEPINGUIS Gates

1935. FhereHiiia praephumi'^ Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 15

(type locality: Mount Omei, Szecliwan ; type in the U. S. National

Museum).

1936. Fheretima praephujuis Chen, Contr. Bidl. Lab. Sci. Soe. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 302 (after examination of type).

Material examined.—Fvom Dr. Graham: i clilellate specimen la-

beled "Mt. Omei, 4,400 feet.''

External charaecerkytica.—LQ^^^^^x, 207 mm; a posterior portion

probably lacking. Diameter, 16 mm.

The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

There is no definite midventral gap in the setal circles; the middorsal

gaps of variable width. Setal numbers: vii/23, viii/24, xvii/20,

xviii/9(+4?), xix/22, xx/93.

The first dorsal pore is on 12/13.

The clitellinn is annular and extends from 13/14 to 16/17; only

very slight traces of intersegmental furrows and dorsal pores visible;

circles of setal pits present on xiv-xvi but no setae visible.

The secondary spermathecal apertures are transverse slits; three

pairs on 6/7-8/9; the margins of the pores finely wrinkled.

The apertures of the male parietal invaginations are rather cres-

centic, but the left aperture gapes open so widely that some of the

structures within the invagination are visible from the exterior. The

invaginations are deep but confined to the body wall; the lateral

wall of the invagination thin, lacking setae. The ventral margin of

the thin lateral wall forms a rather crescentic lip at the lateral side

of the aperture into the invagination. The minute male pore is on

the ventral face of a smooth, glistening, protuberant tubercle, which

is located dorsally in the lateralmost portion of the invagination.

The median wall of the invagination is raised into a slight ridge

on which is located a single circular tubercle, the latter near to but

not in contact with the male pore tubercle. At the center on the

ventral face of the tubercle several grayish porelike markings are

visible. On the median wall of the invagination near the aperture

and anterior to the ridge is a transversely oval genital marking, with

a grayish, translucent, central portion and a raised opaque rim. The

})resetal marking is about three times the size of the tubercle on the

ridge.

The external genital markings are presetal; three pairs, on vii-ix.

Each marking is transversely oval, circular or longitudinally oval,

located on the anterior margin of the segment just median to the

secondary spermathecal pore. The markings are not .sharply de-

marcated, but a central portion of a grayish, translucent appearance

and a slightly protuberant, opaque rim can be distinguished.
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Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscular; 8/9-9/10
lacking; 10/11-12/13 thickly muscular; 13/14 muscular.

On the esophagus immediately behind the gizzard there is a con-

spicuous, lobed, glandular collar. The intestine begins in xv on
the right side, in xvi on the left side. The intestinal caeca are

simple.

The single commissure of ix is on the left side. The last pair of

hearts is in xiii. All hearts of ix-xiii pass into the ventral blood

vessel.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral. The seminal

vesicles of xi and xii are vertical bodies reaching into contact with
the dorsal blood vessel. Each vesicle is provided with a rather

conelike, very smooth, primary ampulla, which is sunk into the

dorsal margin of the ventral lamina. There are paired pseudo-

vesicles in xiii and xiv. The prostates are relatively rather small;

the right prostate confined to xviii though 17/18 and 18/19 are dis-

located anteriorly or posteriorly; a small lobe of the left prostate

extending into xvii. The prostatic duct is about 12 mm long, bent

into a hairpin-shaped loop, the ectal limb of the loop thicker than

the ental.

The spermathecal ampulla is about as long as or slightly longer

than the duct. The latter is stoutish and with a rather bulbous

appearance as it passes into the parietes. Within the body wall the

duct is very abruptly and very considerably narrowed; the very

short, slender portion of the duct opening to the exterior by a mi-

nute pore on the ventral face of a tiny, smooth, rather conical tuber-

cle on the roof of the spermathecal invagination. The spermathecal

invagination, transversely slitlike in section, is confined to the outer

half of the rather thick body wall. On the anterior face of the

spermathecal duct, close to the parietes is a spheroidal, glandular

mass. A bundle of stalks or ducts from this gland passes through

the parietes on the anterior face of the spermathecal duct to a cir-

cular genital marking located on the anterior wall of the spermathe-

cal invagination. The junction of the diverticular stalk with the

spermathecal duct close to the parietes is concealed from view by

the anterior gland. The diverticulum comprises a smooth, glisten-

ing stalk and a much wider seminal chamber, the latter with two

or three slight constrictions.

Just median to each prostatic duct a glandular mass projects con-

spicuously into the coelomic cavity. This mass is elongate, sau-

sage-shaped, but this is not at first obvious, for a portion of the

gland passes in an anteroventral diagonal fashion deep into the

parietes. From the ventral face of this mass numerous cords or

ducts pass posteriorly within the longitudinal musculature.
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Remarks.—Stalked glands or glandular masses in connection with

the presetal genital markings were not found.

No setae were observed on the median wall of the male parietal

invagination but unusually small or very deeply retracted setae may
have been overlooked.

P. praepinguis is close to P. tschiliensis from which it may be dis-

tinguished at present by the location of the primary spermathecal

pores in parietal invaginations.

Chen (1936, p. 302) maintains that praepinguis is a synonym of

tschiliensis and that the type of the former is not only "perfectly

identical" with some of Chen's earlier specimens from Szechwan but

also with the types of grahami. P. grahami is quite clearly distin-

quished from praepinguis by the unusual spermathecal chambers

and the presence of copulatory chambers. What Chen's earlier

specimens from Szechwan actually are cannot be determined from

his description. P. praepinguis is, as was stated above, close to

tschiliensis and, of course, cannot be satisfactorily characterized

from a single specimen. The spermathecal pores of one species are

superficial but in the other species are within definite, or what appear

to be definite, parietal invaginations with large transversely slitlike

apertures, which would normally be shut so as to conceal the pri-

mary pore from sight externally. Such an invagination appears to

be of sufficient importance to distinguish praepinguis from tschilien-

sis^ in view of the lack of intraspecific variation with regard to the

spermathecal pore. If the two forms are really specifically distinct,

examination of additional specimens of each should disclose further

distinguishing characteristics.

PHERETIMA ROBUSTA (E. Perrier)

1872. Pen'cJiaeta robusta E. Perrier, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, vol. 8,

p. 112 (no type designation ; types from Mauritius and Manila in the

Paris Museum).

1899. Aniyntas lohri Michaexsen, Mitt. Naturhist. Hamburg, vol. 16, p. 12

(type locality: Shi-hui-yao near Wuchang, Hupei; types in the Hamburg

Museum).
1931. Pheretima siemsseni (part) + P. fokiensis + P. roiusta Michaelsen,

Zool. Jahrb. (Abt. Syst), vol. 61, pp. 571, 574, 577 (type locality of

siemsseni: Foocliow; of foJaensis: Fukien Province; types in the Ham-

burg Museum).
1931. Pheretima (Ph.) hesperidum, (part, excluding all except lohri) + P.

siemsseni (part) -f P. fokiensis + P. rohusta Michaelsen, Peking Nat.

Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 2, 17, 19, 21.

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) corrugata Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool.

ser., vol. 7, p. 131 (type locality: Kia-ting, Szechwan; types in the

Museum of the Science Society of China).

1932. Pheretima {Pheretima) lanta Ude, Archiv fiir Naturg., new ser., vol. 1,

p. 153 (Foochow; specimen in the Hamburg Museum).
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1933. Pherethva corrugata + P. lauta (part only) Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci.

Soo. China, zool. ser., vol. 9, pp. 278, 282 [excluding from the synonymy
of lauta the following: lauta Ude, 1905; nictuxficui (part)]. (Chen
distinguished two forms, coast and inland, part of which may have to

be excluded.)

3935. Pheretima rohusta Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 15.

1935. Pheretima rnhv.Hta + P. ultoria Chen, Bull. Fan Inst. Biol. Peiping, vol.

6, pp. 36, 42 (type locality of ultoria: Hongkong; types in the Museum
of the Fan Memorial Institute of Biology).

1936. Pheretima rohusta Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. sor., vol.

11, p. 271.

1937. Pheretima maaatakae Kobayashi, Sci. Rep. Tohoku Univ., sor. 4. vol. 11,

p. 337.

the following DOURTFULLY placed in SYNONYMY' :

1933. Pheretima corrupafa var. kuli)iffia)}a Chkn. Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc.

China, zool. ser., vol. 9, p. 278 (type locality: Kiukiang, Kiangsi ; types

in the Museum of Zoology of Central University, Nanking).

1935. Pheretima rohufita Gates, Lingnan Sci. Journ., vol. 14, p. 453 (after ex-

amination of a topotype of var. kulingiana)

.

1935. Pheretima aspergillum Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 11, p. 120 (Amoy).

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum : 1 clitellate speci-

men (A) labeled "V 7356. Pheretima robvsfa (E. Perr.). China,

Futschau. Consul Siemssen 1/d"; 1 clitellate specimen in two por-

tions (B) labeled "V 6362-6193. Pheretima lauta. Consul Siemssen
1/d. China, Futschau"; 1 clitellate specimen (C) from a tube labeled

^^Pheretima (Ph.) siemsseni Mich. Originale. China, Futschau.
Consul Siemssen leg."; 1 softened clitellate specimen (D) labeled "V
7728. Pheretima fohiensis Mich. Orig. China, Prov. Fukien. G.
Siemssen. l.d"; 1 aclitellate and 4 clitellate specimens (E) labeled

"V 351. Pheretima lohri Mich. China, Prov. Hupei." From the U. S.

National Museum: 1 softened clitellate specimen (F) from a tube

labeled "Foochow, China. C. K. Kellogg, collector." From Dr.

Graham (several specimens referred to collectively as G) : 6 specimens

labeled "Mupin, 3,500-5,000 feet, July 1, 1929"; 5 specimens labeled

"Suifu, 1,400 feet, April 18, 1925"; 1 specimen labeled "Near Hai-Tang,

6,000-8,000 feet, August 14, 1928"; 1 specimen labeled "Uingin-shien,

2,500-7,000 feet, July 1^15, 1928"; 1 specimen labeled "38 miles east

of Tatsienlu on the Kong River, 1,500 feet, June 20, 1923"; 2 speci-

mens labeled "Tatsienlu, 12,000 feet, July 7-9, 1923; and (several

specimens referred to collectively as H) 1 specimen labeled "South of

Suifu, 1,000-1,500 feet, March 25-29, 1930"; 1 specimen labeled "Kang-
shien, 1,300-3,000 feet, October 28-29, 1928"; 1 specimen labeled

"Fu-Lin, 3,000 feet, July 18, 1928"; 2 specimens labeled "Between
Taso-Jia-Geo and Tsang . . . ? (remainder illegible), 1,500-3,000

feet, Sept. 3^, 1929"; 2 specimens labeled "Suifu, September 1924";
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1 specimen labeled "Suifu, water specimens, May 24, 1928" ; 1 specimen

labeled "Suifu." From the U. S. National Museum : 2 clitellate speci-

mens (I) labeled ^^Pheretima corrugata Chen (paratypes), Kia-Ting,

Szechwan. Y. Chen."

Extenml characteristics.—Length, 33-36 mm (E), 125 mm (G),

85-120 mm (H). Diameter, 2 mm (E), 4-61/2 mm (G), 21/2-6 mm
(H).

The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

A midventral gap, when present, is slight, a middorsal gap present

or lacking. The setae of ii-ix, at least ventrally, are enlarged. En-

larged setae from several specimens (including a paratype of P.

corrugata) have been examined microscopically. The shaft is almost

straight, the ectal tip ornamented with short, transverse rows of

very fine spines. The setal numbers are as follows

:

viii
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The first dorsal pore is on 11/12 (31 specimens) but on two worms
there are porelike but apparently nonfunctional markings on 10/11.

The clitellum is annular, extending from 13/14 to 16/17; dorsal

pores and intersegmental furrows lacking; setae lacking except on
three specimens, on each of which there are a few setae ventrally on
xvi, a few further setae ventrally on xiv-xv on one specimen. The
pores on 13/14 and 16/17 are functional.

The spermathecal pores are minute, widely separated, two pairs

on 7/8-8/9, often on tiny, glistening, translucent tubercles. On
specimens H the pores may be recognizable and apparently normal
or abnormal in appearance or unrecognizable.

Each minute and superficial male pore is at or near the center of

a small tubercle of circular to transversely elliptical outline, the

tubercle surrounded by several concentric furrows, which are also

circular or elliptical. On specimens A, B, C, D, and F the male
pore is on the median portion of the male pore tubercle and on the

lateral portion of the tubercle there is a gland pore or pores.

In the specimens H and I the male pores are invaginate, the aper-

tures of the invaginations transversely slitlike, the invaginations

slight. The slit is surrounded by a circumferential, elliptical lip,

which is marked off on its outer margin by a groove also elliptical

in outline. Beyond this groove there are 2-3-4 additional, similar,

concentric grooves. The aperture of the male invagination may be
closed or may gape open so that the interior is visible. In specimens
I the lumen of the invagination is nearly filled by a transverse row of
two tiny rounded tubercles, each with a pore on the ventral face.

In most of the other specimens in place of these two papillae there is

a low, transverse ridge, anteroposteriorly compressed and more or
less bladelike. The lateral portion of this ridge usually widens as it

passes dorsally more noticeably than does the median portion. On
the lateral portion of the ridges there is usually recognizable a
marking that contains the site of the male pore, but the marldng
does not have quite the appearance of a normal male porophore.
On the ventral face of the median portion of the ridge another more
or less definitely demarcated marking may be visible.

In the setal circle of xviii (specimens E), separated by 14 or 15
setae are two transversely oval, flat areas, each of which is sur-

rounded by two or three concentric and rather elliptical furrows.
The innermost of the concentric furrows is the deepest, but there is

no indication of the presence of a copulatory chamber or parietal

invagination. The cuticle adheres tenaciously to the male pore areas
and can be removed only by scraping. Although the scraping was
done as gently as possible the surface of the areas was more or less

damaged, so that pores are not definitely recognizable. The presence
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of a Stalked gland just median to the ectal end of the prostatic duct

indicates that two pores should be present on each area—a median

gland pore and a lateral male pore.

The genital markings are small, about 1 intersetal interval wide

transversely ; circular to transversely oval ; each marking with a de-

pressed, grayish-translucent center and an opaque, whitish, protuber-

ent rim. Each of the midventral markings on xviii may be sur-

rounded by 2 or 3 concentric circular furrows.

Presumably the grayish-translucent appearance of the central por-

tion of a marking is the result of the crowding closely together of a

number of pores, each of which has the appearance of a black dot.

The recognition of distinct pores is exceedingly difficult except when

the specimens are softened.

Just median to the male pore tubercles (specimens G) there are

genital markings of similar shape and size. These markings are

on the area crossed by the concentric furrows and are usually lo-

cated between two consecutive furrows. On eight specimens there

are two markings near each male pore tubercle, one presetal and one

postsetal. On three specimens presetal markings alone are present

on xviii. On two specimens one of the postsetal markings is lack-

ing. On another specimen there are two extra presetal markings

on the left side and one extra presetal marking on the right side.

On another specimen there is an extra presetal marking on one

side but on the other side the male pore region has an appearance

very similar to if not exactly the same as that in corrugata. In this

worm the prostate is lacking on the side having the coirugata ap-

pearance. On another specimen there are two extra presetal mark-

ings on one side ; on the other side of xviii there are only two mark-

ings, in contact, both slightly sunk in a transverse depression, the

male pore on the lateral marking.

The preclitellar genital markings are similar to the postclitellar

markings and are usually close to or in the near vicinity of the sper-

mathecal pores ; on the posterior margins of vii and viii and the an-

terior margins of viii and ix; the markings immediately behind, in

front of or slightly median to the spermathecal pores.

Genital markings are usually entirely lacking on the H and I

specimens. One small specimen has a tiny, protuberant, and well-

developed genital marking immediately behind each spermathecal

pore. Another specimen has two pairs of tiny genital markings;

presetal on viii and ix, each marking nearer to the midventral line

than to the spermathecal pore, the markings of a pair separated by

an interval about equal to 2-3 intersetal distances.

Genital markings of the other specimens are located as follows:
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(A) On xviii: 4 presetal markings; one just median to each male

pore tubercle and two near the midventral line, each marking just in

front of h. On viii and ix, four pairs, presetal ; one marking imme-

diately posterior to each spermathecal-pore tubercle and another

marking about 1 intersetal interval median to each spermathecal-pore

tubercle.

(B) On xviii: 4 presetal markings located as on specimens A. On
viii and ix; four pairs of presetal markings as on A and an addi-

tional marking, postsetal on ix, on the left side and in line with the

presetal, median marking.

(C) On xviii : 4 markings ; two just median to each male pore tuber-

cle, one marking presetal and one postsetal. On vii and viii : 4 post-

setal markings, one marking immediately anterior to (or anterior

and very slightly median to) each spermathecal pore; and two pre-

setal markings on viii, the markings slightly median to the sperma-

thecal pores on 7/8.

(D) On xviii: 4 presetal markings located as on A. On viii and

ix, four presetal markings: one marking about li^s intersetal inter-

vals median to the approximate site of each spermathecal pore. At
the center of one of these markings there are visible six distinct

minute pores. Originally there was a genital marking immediately

behind each spermathecal pore, but the spermathecal pore tubercles

and the associated markings had been removed in the previous dis-

section.

(E) The genital markings are tiny transversely oval areas on viii

and ix ; each area with a depressed center and a definite protuberant

rim, less than 1 intersetal interval in width, slightly nearer to the

intersegmental furrows than to the setae; one marking a trifle pos-

terior to each spermathecal pore.

(F) Three presetal genital markings on xviii; one just median to

each male pore tubercle and one just to the left of the midventral

line, close to the setae and about in ah. On viii and ix there are four

pairs of presetal markings as on A. On the grayish centers of each

of the more median markings 6-9 pores are recognizable.

Internal anatomy.— (The internal organs had been removed from

the anterior end of A, D, and two clitellate specimens of E or dis-

arranged in previous dissections.) Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscu-

lar ; 8/9-9/10 lacking or 8/9 represented only by a ventral rudiment

;

10/11-12/13 thickly muscular; 13/14 slightly strengthened.

On the esophagus just behind the gizzard there is either a lobed

glandular collar or a rather slight ridgelike rudiment of the collar.

The intestine begins in xv (21 specimens), with 15/16 (1 specimen),

or in xvi (1 specimen). The intestinal caeca are simple, the ventral
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margins incised in such a way as to mark off several rounded and

stumpy or short, fingerlike lobes. Rarely there are also a few inci-

sions of the dorsal margin. The typhlosole, a bladelike ridge, begins

in the caecal segment.

There is a pair of hearts belonging to ix in 4 specimens; a single

heart on the right side in 8 specimens, on the left side in 10 speci-

mens. The last pair of hearts is in xiii (26 specimens). All hearts

of ix-xiii pass into the ventral blood vessel. The hearts of x may
be bound to the anterior face of 10/11 by connective tissue so that

they are not readily recognizable.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral (7 specimens),

probably paired and ventral—no transverse connections between tes-

ticular masses of a segment recognizable (3 specimens, including one

of the E specimens). The seminal vesicles may be small or medium-

sized and vertical bodies, or large and in contact dorsally above the

dorsal blood vessel, filling their segments. Primary ampullae may or

may not be recognizable and when present may be more or less coni-

cal, protuberant, or sunk in a deep cleft in the dorsal margin of the

ventral lamina, or merely demarcated from the ventral lamina by a

circumferential constriction.

The spermathecal duct is stoutish, slightly bulbous toward the

parietes. shorter than the ampulla, an ental portion usually invagi-

nated into the ampulla. The diverticulum may be longer or shorter

than the combined lengths of duct and ampidla. The diverticular

stalk, which passes into the duct close to the parietes, is slender and

glistening, nearly straight or bent entally into one to tliree tiny loops,

the latter open or with the limbs in contact. The thicker but thin-

walled seminal chamber, which is usually clearly marked off from the

stalk, is elongate-ovoidal to ellipsoidal, approximately spheroidal,

or somewhat pear-shaped. In the latter case the seminal chamber is

not clearly marked off from the stalk. In specimen E the diverticu-

lum is nearly three times as long as the combined lengths of duct

and ampulla.

In segment xviii of specimens A-D and F the number of stalked

glands is equal to the number of genital markings, including tlie

male pore tubercles in the category of genital markings. Anteriorly

the number of discrete glands may be less than the number of genital

markings. Thus on the right side of segment ix in each of two speci-

mens (A and B) two glands are enclosed in a common, connective

tissue sheath; the entalmost portions of the stalks of the glands

joined ; passing ventrally toward the parietes the two stalks diverge,

one passing to the genital marking immediately behind the sperma-

thecal-pore tubercle, the other passing to the more median genital

marking. (Also in viii and the left side of ix in specimen F.) A
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similar condition is shown by Perrier in his pi. 4 (1872), fig. 68,

where the stalk of the gland bifurcates near the parietes. "En arriere

de ces deux premiers organes se voit une petite masse glandulaire,

supportee par deux pedoncules." (See also Perrier's figure showing
the genital markings.)

In specimens G there is a fairly conspicuous stalked gland pro-

jecting into the coelomic cavity dorsal to each genital marking, but
a stalked gland to the male pore tubercle has not been noted. In
specimens H there are stalked glands to the preclitellar genital

markings when the latter are present. There may be a tiny stalked

gland visible in the coelomic cavity near each prostatic duct. In
some specimens a rudimentary gland may be found within the mus-
culature in the vicinity of the prostatic duct. In other specimens,
especially those in which the median portion of the ridge in the male
parietal invagination is most compressed, no traces of glands or
stalks were found.

Remarks.—There is some internal evidence to indicate that speci-

men C may be abnormal, but specimens A, B, D, and F appear to

be normal.

Specimens G are certainly abnormal. Only one specimen has well-

developed prostates (extending through xvii-xxi) and prostatic

ducts (6 mm long, a middle portion thickly muscular). Each of
10 specimens lacks a prostate on one side, the prostate of the other
side small and restricted to xviii. The prostatic ducts are present,

even in absence of the prostates but are usually straight, the length
varying from 3 to 6 mm. Other abnormalities have been noted in

these worms especially in connection with the male deferent ducts.

Two worms each have a pair of well-developed funnels in xii and a

pair of seminal vesicles in xiii. No testes were found in xii in

these specimens, but one has hypertrophied ovaries. In three worms
the seminal vesicles are unusually large but are filled with parasitic

masses. Each of two specimens has one male genital area that ap-

proximates more or less closely the condition characteristic of

corrugata.

Specimens H are also almost certainly abnormal. The testis sacs

of X and xi, which may be unpaired or paired, have little or no
testicular coagulum but may be filled by the hypertrophied and
undischarged testes and the male funnels. The seminal vesicles of x
and xi are usually small, each vesicle provided with a primary
ampulla, which is constricted off from the ventral lamina but not

sunk therein, the ampulla often of about the same size as or only

slightly smaller than the ventral lamina. In one small specimen, how-
ever (85 by 214 mm), with genital markings, the seminal vesicles

are large (relatively), in contact transversely over the dorsal blood
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vessel, the primary ampullae small, more or less spheroidal and

sunk into the dorsal margins of the ventral parts of the vesicles.

In one specimen the vasa pass posteriorly in the usual fashion,

but the canal is unusually fine in part and nonexistent or at least

unrecognizable in part. In another specimen each vas of a side

can be traced from the prostate anteriorly to xv in a normal fashion.

In the latter segment (on each side) the vas bifurcates into two

discrete portions, which are separate through xiv and xiii. At the

posterior face of 12/13 the separated portions again come into con-

tact and then project through 12/13 slightly into xii. The terminus

of the combined deferent ducts (of a side) in xii is club-shaped and

firm. There are paired male funnels in the testis sacs of x and xi but

no deferent ducts pass posteriorly from these funnels.

The spermathecal diverticula may not be differentiated into stalk

and diverticulum, or the ental portion of the diverticulum may be.

widened but without the thin wall and large lumen of the seminal

chamber. In only one specimen is there iridescent material in the

seminal chambers. In this worm (the specimen with genital mark-

ings and large seminal vesicles) the elongated ellipsoidal seminal

chamber is definitely marked off from a shorter stalk, but the

spermathecal ducts are very short, almost rudimentary. The semi-

nal chambers of other worms are filled with grayish or pinkish

transluscent material or a watery fluid.

It is unfortunate that so few normal specimens of P. rohusta have

been available for study. Specimens G, however, from Szechwan,

in spite of their abnormalities, can be referred with but little doubt

to rohmta. Specimens H from Szechwan, also abnormal, presented

a greater difficulty because of the invaginate male pores. On finding

two specimens that would otherwise have been referred to ?'obiosta^

characterized by a male pore invagination (on one side only) of the

cornigata type it seems necessary to regard worms H also as abnor-

mal specimens of rohusta though even more abnormal than specimens

G. In this case the abnormality (invagination of the male pores)

is such that it would ordinarily be considered not as an abnormality

but as good evidence for specific distinctness.

The types of P. lohri must have been allowed to dry out at some

time almost completely. The specimens are very hard, brittle,

shrunken, wrinkled, and stuck together, the body wall transparent.

After soaking in water for several days, followed by a very slight

drying, it was possible to recognize under best optical conditions the

genital markings and apertures. The internal organs of the undis-

sected type are brittle, adherent to each other and to the membranes

and the body wall. Nothing could be found, however, after careful

examination of the internal organs to indicate that these specimens
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are other than abnormally dwarfed individuals of rohusta. In the

aclitellate specimen and visible through the body wall are fairly

large cysts, some of which are filled with pseudonavicellae spores.

Possibly a heavy parasitic infestation during a juvenile stage was
responsible for the dwarfing.

Ude's figure of a spermatheca (1932, p. 154, fig. 10) can scarcely

be regarded as an illustration of any of the spermathecae (all of

which are present) in the specimen of P. lauta now referred to P.

Tohusta. The figure does show a condition that characterizes a single

spermatheca of the holotype of P. laufo {=P. aspergillurn). The
spermatheca is abnormal, the seminal chamber swollen and distended

by a transparent, watery fluid.

P. rohiista is close to P. aspergillum, from which it may be dis-

tinguished by the definitely smaller number of genital markings in

the immediate vicinity of each male pore.

PHERETIMA SCHMARDAE (Horst)

1883. Megascolex schmardae Horst, Notes Leyden Mus., vol. 5, p. 194 (type

locality: "Japan"; type in the Leyden Museum).
1892. Perichaeta sumatrana Beddakd, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1892, p. 155

(Hongkong).

1899. Perichaeta schmardae var. niacrochaeta Michaelsen, Zool. Jahrb. (Abt.

Syst. ), vol. 12, p. 227 (Kowloon near Hongkong).
1927. Pheretima schmardae Michaelsen, Boll. Lab. Zool. Portici, vol. 21, p. 84

(Macao).

19S1. Pheretima capensis (part)+P. schmardae Michaelse:n, Linguan Sci.

Journ., vol. 8, pp. 158, 160 (excluding from capensis all except suma-
trayni Beddard, 1892).

1931. Pheretima {Ph.) schmardae+P. quadragenaria MiCHAEr.SEN, Peking Nat.

Hist. Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, p. 2.

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) schmardae Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China,

zool. ser., vol. 7, p. 125 (Szechwan).

1933. Pheretima schmardae Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 9, p. 277 (Chekiang and Hupei).

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum: 11 very soft

clitellate specimens labeled ''Pheretima {Ph.) schmardae Horst var.

Maci'ochaeta (Mich.). China. Hongkong, Kowloon, Kraff l.d."

From Dr. Graham : 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Suifu" ; 3 clitellate

specimens labeled "Between Kiating and Yachow, July 8-11, 1928."'

External characteristics.—Length, 52-80 mm. Diameter, 2-4 nun.

The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

Some of the ventral setae of segments ii-v, vi, or vii are slightly

enlarged. Posteriorly the setae are more closely spaced ventrally

and laterally than dorsally. A midventral break in the setal circle

when present is slight, usually lacking. A middorsal break of vary-

ing width is usually present. Setal numbers of the Szechwan speci-

mens are as follows

:
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The ectalmost portion of the duct, which passes into the center of the

dorsal face of the copulatory chamber, is also slender but is firm,

smooth, and glistening. This portion of the duct is covered over by

connective tissue—on first opening the worm only the middle portion

of the duct is visible. The thick part of the duct may be straight

or bent into a C-shape. The copulatory chambers are large and

project conspicuously into the coelomic cavity. The wall of a cham-

ber is rather thick, so that the lumen is small. On the anterior as

well as on the posterior face of each copulatory chamber is an ovoidal

glandular mass. From each mass a short stalk passes to a thin-walled

sac. The latter opens into the lumen of the copulatory chamber by

a rather large pore. Within each sac is a single, circular, flat or

convex genital marking to which the stalk of the gland can be traced.

The spermathecal duct is shorter than the ampulla, abruptly nar-

rowed within the parietes ectal to the diverticular junction. Wlien

the spermathecal duct is carefully pulled out from the parietes after

separating the longitudinal muscle fibers the tiny papilla on which

the spermathecal pore is located is removed. The spermathecal duct

does not appear to be clearly marked off from the ampulla, but this

appearance is due to the fact that the ectal portion of the ampulla is

pushed down around and bound to the ental end of the duct by con-

nective tissue. If this tissue is cut and the ectal margin of the

ampulla pushed up, the duct has a bulbous or almost spheroidal

appearance. The stalk of the diverticulum is longer than the sper-

mathecal duct and may be straight or closely and shortly zigzag-

looped in an ental portion. The wider seminal chamber may be

straight or also looped.

Remarks.—The Hamburg specimens are soft and in very poor con-

dition. As a result of the post-mortem changes the tissues have been

gelatinized into a very sticky condition ; the body wall is transparent

and the internal organs are gummed together. In this condition

little of value can be noted with regard to the external characteristics

or internal anatomy. Two specimens were completely ruined by

attempting to study them while moist. Four other specimens were

pinned out on boards and opened carefully by a middorsal incision.

The worms were then allowed to dry slowly for an hour in a warm
room. At the end of that time the tissues had dried out so that it

was possible to separate the organs and manipulate the septa and

other membranes and even to work out accurately the characteristics

of the testis sacs. The setal numbers and the characteristics of the

genital markings and male pore areas are the only points of im-

portance that could not be satisfactorily studied on these dried speci-

mens. Except for the characteristics just mentioned the Kowloon
and the Szechwan specimens are alike.
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No trace of the hearts of x was found nor any "connnissural ves-

sels" belonging to x. The asymmetrical pair that Chen (1931, p. 129)

refers to x probably represents the commissures of ix.

There is also some confusion in Chen's account (1931) with regard

to the copulatory chamber and its glandular appendages and espe-

cially the thin-walled sacs into which the glands open. Thus, on page
127 there are said to be "Two shallow pits on anterior and posterior

sides of the chamber in which the lateral glands open," while on
page 130 each lateral lobe is said to be connected by small cords with

a "small pit at the lateral side of the chamber." There is no variation

with respect to this character in any of the eight specimens dissected,

the glands and the chambers to which their ducts pass being anterior

and posterior, never lateral and median.

Beddard's sumatraruL 1892, is, in all probability, either californica

or schinardae. The presence of large copulatory chambers rules out

californica. Similarly, compound intestinal caeca would rule out

schmardde were it not for the fact that all but the dorsalmost sec-

ondary caeca may be overlooked unless the gut (in a specimen dis-

sected from the dorsal side as is usual) is rolled well over to one side

or the other. The dorsalmost secondary caecum, failing this precau-

tion, would then appear to be a simple caecum.

PHERETIMA SZECHUANENSIS Chen

1931. Plierctimo (Th.) .'szechuaiictisis Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China,
zool. ser., vol. 7, p. 160 (type locality: Mouut Tsing-Chen, Szechwan;
type iu (he Museum of the Science Society of China).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen la-

beled "Suifu, 1,200-2,000 feet, October 1-November 1, 1928"; 2 cli-

tellate specimens labeled "Suifu"; 3 clitellate specimens labeled

"Near Haitaing, 6,000-8,000 feet. August 14, 1928"; 2 clitellate speci-

mens labeled "Du Chiao, July 11-13, 1930."

External charactenstics.—Length, 80-11.5 mm. Diameter, 3I/2 mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle

(with the exception of one specimen on which the dorsal setae are

lacking from ii-vi). The ventral setae of ii-ix are enlarged, dimin-

ishing in size passing from a laterally. Setae a-c of these segments

are nearly straight, with tips ornamented by transverse, infrequently

broken rows of fine spines. A middorsal break of variable width is

present in the setal circles, a midventral break slight or lacking. The
setal numbers are as follows

:

82345—3£
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Internal a/m/o//i7/.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickened; 8/9 membranous

but complete, bulged posteriorly into a funnel-shape by the gizzard
; .

10/11 membranous and apparently complete (1 specimen) present

ventrally only in others and unrecognizable in the remainder; 11/12-

12/13 membranous but slightly strengthened.

The origin of the intestine is variable. In one specimen the

thick-walled, narrow, esophageal portion of the gut is continued into

xxvi, the thin-walled, grayish, wider intestinal portion of the gut

beginning abruptly with 26/27. In other specimens there is a more

gradual transition from the esophageal to the intestinal portion of

the gut, an abrupt widening such as is often present in xv, entirely

lackTng. The intestinal caeca are compound, glove-shaped, each

caecuni with 7-12 elongate, fingerlike, secondary caeca. The ventral-

most secondary caecum is the longest, the dorsalmost the shortest.

The single heart of ix is on the left side (5 specimens) or on the

right side'ci specimen). The last pair of hearts is in xiii. The

hearts of ix-xiii all pass into the ventral vessel.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral. The seminal

vesicles are large, in contact transversely over the dorsal blood vessel

The prostates extend through xvii-xxi but may push 16/17 and

15/16 anteriorly. The prostatic duct is 7-10 mm long, bent into a

hairpin loop, the ectal limb much thicker than the ental limb.

The spermathecal duct is stout, glistening, shorter than the am-

pulla, gradually narrowed in the parietes. The diverticulum passes

into the anterior face of the duct close to or actually within the

parietes and is composed of a slender, smooth, glistening, stalk por-

tion with a narrow lumen and an ovoidal, spheroidal, or elongate-

tubular, thin-walled, seminal chamber. The elongate-tubular seminal

chamber w^as found only in a worm very heavily parasitized by

coelomic Protozoa.

In the parietes in the vicinity of the ectal end of the prostate ducts

there are glandular masses.

Remarks.—Three specimens were badly mutilated, each broken

(though not quite through) in two places, one just anterior to the

clitellum and one just posterior to the clitellum. A fourth specimen

has several spiral abnormalities in the anterior region. The remain-

ing specimens, as well as some of those just mentioned, are heavily

pal-asitized by coelomic Protozoa and/or nematodes. In one of the

unbroken specimens the reproductive organs are very poorly pre-

served, in particular the seminal vesicles and the testis sacs.

In this latter specimen the seminal vesicles of xi have the appear-

ance of being contained wnthin outgrowths of a testis sac, but the

preservation is too poor to permit an exact determination of the rela-
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tionships. In at least two specimens the presence of unpaired testis

sacs has been definitely determined. In one specimen in which sep-

tum 10/11 is recognizable only in its ventral portion, the part on

which the testis sac of x is located is invaginated into xi, while the

portion of 11/12 on which the testis sac of xi is located is invaginated

into xii. In one of the broken specimens the seminal vesicles of xi

appear to extend anteriorly at the sides of the gizzard.

The only important difference between the account above and that

of Chen is in the number of spermathecal setae on viii, 13-20 on

the U. S. National Museum specimens, 22-30 on Chen's worms.

Some of Chen's specimens are larger and longer than the National

Museum specimens and have a slightly more extensive clitellum.

The genital markings are variable as regards number, location^

shape, and size.

PHERETIMA TSCHILIENSIS Michaclsen

1903. Pheretima asiatica Michaelsen, Mitt. Naturhist. Mus. Hamburg, vol. 19,

p. 11 (part) (Tibet).

1928. Pheretima tschilierisis Michaelsp;n. Arkiv fiir Zool, vol. 20, no. 2, p. 13

(type locality: 50 Cbinese miles east of Hsnan-Hua-Hsien, Chihli ; types

in the Stockholm Museum).
1930. Pheretima kianrjsuetisis Chen, Sci. Rep. Nat. Cent. Univ. Nanking, ser. B,

vol. 1, p. 24 (type locality: ?; types ? Nanking and Soochow).

1931. Pheretima asiatica (part) + P- tschiliensis Michaelsen, Lingnan Sci.

Journ., vol. 8, pp. 158, IGO (iiicludiug part of or all the Tibetan forms of

asiatica).

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) tschilicnsi.s -j- P. lihctana Michaelsen, Peking Nat. Hist.

Bull., vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 2, 13 (type locality of tihetnua: River Dracu,

Tibet; types in the Hamburg Museum).
1931. Pheretima tibetana Michaelsen, Zool. Jahrb. (Abt. Syst.), vol. 61, p. 508.

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) kiangsuensis Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Sec. China,

zool. ser., vol. 7, p. 119 ( Szeehwan ; specimens in the Museum of the

Science Society of China )

.

1933. Pheretima tschiliciisis Chen. Contr. Bi<il. Lab. Sci. Soe. China, zool. ser.,

vol 9, p. 250 (Kiangsu, Chekiang, and Anhwei).

1935. Pheretima tschilieSnsis Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 10.

THE following DOUBTFULLY PLACED IN SYNONYMY :

1933. Pheretima yamadai Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser., vol.

9, p. 255 (forms with simple intestinal caeca).

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum: 2 softened

specimens (A) labeled "V 10579. Pheretima tschiliensis Mich.

China, Prov. Chihli. Pro. Anderson leg. Michaelsen ded. 50 chin.

Meilen ostlich von Hsuan Hua Hsien"; 3 specimens (B) labeled

"V 5890. Pheretima asiatica (Michlsn) Tibet. Koznakov Dracu"

and "jetzt Pheretima tibetana Mich." From the U. S. National
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Museum: 1 specimen (C) labeled ^''Pheretima tschiliensis (Mich.),

Szechwan, China. Ident. by Y. Chen." From Dr. Graham: 1

clitellate specimen labeled "Near Mupin, 3,500-5,000 feet, July 1,

1929"; 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Near Kangshien, 1,400-1,800

feet, August 28, 1929"; 2 clitellate specimens labeled "Near Mupin,

1,300 feet, July 7, 1929"; 2 clitellate specimens labeled "Near Mupin,

7,000-13,000 feet, July 8, 1929"; 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Be-

tween Ningyuenfu and Den Shiang Uin, 6,000-8,100 feet, August

6-18, 1928"; 1 clitellate specimen "Chin-Chi-Shien, 3,500 feet, July

17, 1928"; 3 clitellate specimens labeled "Shin Kai Si at Mt. Omei,

August 7-9, 1929" ; 3 clitellate specimens labeled "South of Suifu on

the Yunnan border, 6,000 feet, April 25, 1929 (secured by aboriginal

collector for Dr. Graham)"; 1 aclitellate specimen labeled "Near

Song Pan, 7,000-8,000 feet, July 12-13, 1924" ; 1 aclitellate specimen

labeled "Near Luting Kiao, 6,000 feet, August 9, 1923" ; 1 aclitellate

specimen labeled "Between Gin Keo Ho and Dawei, 1,300-5,000 feet,

August 1-2"; 2 clitellate specimens labeled "Tatsienlu, 8,300 feet,

July 16, 1930." Also 1 aclitellate specimen and 2 clitellate speci-

mens (D) with no data.

External characteHstics.—Length, (of clitellate specimens only),

110-330 mm. Diameter, 6-13 mm. A grayish-blue to brownish

pigmentation of the dorsum is recognizable on recent specimens; no

pigmentation visible on older specimens.

The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

The setal circles are usually unbroken midventrally ; rarely midven-

tral gaps on a few of the postclitellar segments; slight midventral

gaps on the preclitellar segments (1 specimen). The middorsal gaps,

often lacking, are variable in width when present. The ventral setae

of the preclitellar segments are slightly enlarged. The setal num-

bers are as follows:
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On the median wall of the invagination there is a lobulated ridge,

which bears 2-6 setae. The minute male pore is on a smooth glisten-

ing porophore in the dorsalmost portion of the invagination. The
shape of the porophore varies. In a majority of the specimens the

porophore is an elongated, lateromesially compressed ridge, the

ventral surface sloping dorsally toward the anterior and posterior

ends. The portion of the ridge on which the male pore is located

may be protuberant as a tiny knob. The porophores are shortened

anteroposteriorly in one specimen, diagonally placed in another, al-

most transverse in another. In another specimen the porophores are

shortened and more protuberant, rather conical, and somewhat penis-

like in appearance. The genital markings on the median wall of the

invagination are variable as to size, number, and location

:

I. One small, transversely oval, protuberant, presetal disk ; the

central portion grayish and translucent; the margin opaque
and whitish. 5 specimens.

II. Two oval disks, one presetal and one postsetal. 1 specimen.

III. As in I but the disk hypertrophied, about 6 intersetal intervals

wide transversely ; the median ridge dislocated posteriorly,

crowded against the posterior wall and apparently without

setae. 3 specimens.

IV. A transversely oval presetal disk as in I and in additional one

or more circular markings as in V.

V. Genital markings tiny, circular in outline, usually protu-

berant. Two presetal markings, 1 specimen. Two presetal

and two postsetal markings, 2 specimens (on one of these

specimens the latter markings unusually deep in the invagi-

nation and in contact with the male porophore). One
presetal and one postsetal marking, 1 specimen.

The apertures of the male pore invaginations of specimens D gape
open widely. On the median wall of the invagination is a large,

presetal, transversely oval genital marking that is 4-5 intersetal in-

tervals wide transversely. In the clitellate specimens this marking
has grown posteriorly through the region on which the ridge should

be located. Setae appear to be lacking in the invaginations of the

clitellate specimens. The male porophore is in the dorsalmost portion

of the invagination and varies from a shortly conical penislike

tubercle with a bluntly rounded ventral end to an elongate laterome-

sially compressed ridge. On the median wall of the invagination

between the oval tubercle and the male porophore there is, in each
of the specimens, a smooth, glistening, tripartite, butterfly-shaped

area. The middle portion representing the body is slightly more
protuberant than the presetal or postsetal portions that represent

the spread wings. On the aclitellate specimen the male porophores,

the butterfly-shaped areas, and the oval disks are delimited, but
the parietal invagination is represented only by a slight crescentic
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groove the horns of which pass mesially just beyond the butterfly

marking. Just lateral to the groove is a tiny rudiment of the cres-

centic lip of the adult invagination.

Just behind each spermathecal pore there is usually a genital mark-
ing. This marking may be transversely oval or crescentic and with

tlie concave margin in contact with or near to the posterior margin
of the spermathecal pore tubercle. The crescentic markings may be

quite protuberant and constricted slightly so as to produce a stalked

appearance. In place of or in addition to the markings just men-
tioned there may be small circular genital markings, each of which
as well as the previous markings has a grayish, translucent, central

portion and an opaque rim. The extra markings may be on the

anteriormost margins or vii-ix, the posteriormost margins of vi-viii

(rarely) or nearer to the setae than to intersegmental furrows;

one marking just in front of a spermathecal pore or just median

to a spermathecal pore or 2-5 intersetal intervals median to a

spermathecal pore. Preclitellar genital markings are lacking on

specimens D.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are thickly muscular; 8/9-9/10

lacking ; some or all of septa 10/11-13/14 thickly muscular.

On the esophagus just behind the gizzard there is visible in many
of the specimens a slight glandular collar. The intestine begins in

XV (15 specimens) ; in one specimen the gut slender through seg-

ments xv-xvii, widening gradually in xviii-xx. The intestinal caeca

are simple; the ventral margins incise-d, the depth of the incisions

variable, usually deeper posteriorly and less readily visible or lacking

anteriorly.

A pair of commissures belonging to ix is present in three spec-

imens, in two of which one commissure is quite definitely smaller

than the other; a single commissure on the left side of ix (6 speci-

mens), on the right side (4 specimens). The last pair of hearts is

in xiii (16 specimens). The hearts of x are fairly large but are

more or less clos?ly bound to the anterior face of 10/11. All hearts

of ix-xiii pass into the ventral vessel.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral ; the anterior

sac with a bilobed ventral margin. The seminal vesicles are fairly

large, filling segments xi and xii and in contact transversely above

the dorsal blood vessel. Usually each vesicle is provided with a

j>rimarv ampulhi, the base of which may be more or less deeply sunk

into the dorsal margin of the ventral lamina. In some of the speci-

mens there are paired, stalked pseudovesicles in xiii. The prostates

extend through some or all of segments xvi-xx. The prostatic ducts

are 6-20 mm long, bent into hairpin-shaped loops, the ectal limb of

each loop much thicker than the ental limb.
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The spermathecal duct is stoutish, usually slightly shorter than

the ampulla from which it is more or less clearly demarcated. Near

the parietes the duct is swollen and has a more or less strongly

marked, bulbous appearance. Removal of the longitudinal mus-

culature discloses in the parietes a rather thick, firm column. This

column is usually removed Avhen the spermathecal duct is pulled

out from the parietes, the spermathecal pore tubercle on the ventral

face of the column. When the spermathecal duct is pulled out from

the parietes of softened specimens the column is not removed, but a

very slender, conical portion of the spermathecal duct is pulled out

from the center of the column. At the end of the conical portion

of the duct is the spermathecal pore surrounded by the tiny whitish

ring of tissue previously mentioned. In this case a circular hole with

a smooth margin is left in the spermathecal pore tubercle. The
diverticulum passes into the median face of the duct close to the

parietes and comprises a smooth, glistening stalk with a narrow

lumen and a thin-walled seminal chamber with a wider lumen. The
seminal chamber is usually looped back and forth in a regularly

zigzag fashion; the limbs of the loops are short and in apposition

but may be straight or nearly so, twisted variously or loosely and

irregularly looped. The diverticulum (in the looped condition) is

about as long as or longer than the combined lengths of duct and

ampulla. The length of the diverticular stalk varies considerably.

In the parietes just behind each spermathecal duct there is usually

visible a mass of glandular tissue slightly protuberant into the coe-

lomic cavity and forming a sort of U-shaped half-collar on the poste-

rior face of the ectal end of the spermathecal duct. Some of the

stalks or ducts from this glandular mass may be firmly attached to

the duct but do not appear to pass into the duct. In xviii, on the

parietes, anterior or median or posterior to the ectal end of the pro-

static duct there is usually visible glandular tissue in one or more

discrete masses with ducts passing to the genital markings in the

male pore invagination. The glandular masses are usually flattened

and not conspicuously protuberant into the coelomic cavity.

Rernarhs.—A number of the specimens, including the largest worm
(330 by 13 mm) and the types of P. tibetana^ are heavily parasitized.

Some of these parasitized worms are obviously abnormal. Possibly

the abnormalities have developed as a result of the parasitic infection.

Among the abnormalities noted are the following : Rudimentary sper-

mathecae, spermathecal duct unusually long (much longer than the

ampulla), seminal chamber very loosely looped or with but one or

two loops or practically straight. Possibly the absence of genital

markings in some of the parasitized specimens and some of the
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rather unusual variation in the setal numbers are also to be explained

as the result of parasitic infection.

So many of the specimens are parasitized or show evidence of

previous infestation or are abnormal that the determination of the

normal range of variation of important characteristics has not been

poFsible. Whenever normal specimens are available the variation in

the setal numbers and the location and numbers of the genital mark-
ings should be recorded.

The male parietal invaginations of P. tschiliensis are very similar

to those of P. praepinguw. The two species are distinguished from
each other by characteristics of structures at the ectal end of the

spermathecal ducts. There is evidence to indicate that the develop-

ment of the spermathecal apparatus may be affected in various ways
as the result of the presence in the worms of large numbers of para-

sites. If the parasitic influence is able to inhibit the development of

the spermathecal pore invaginations in P. praepinguis^ such abnormal
specimens may be very difficult to distinguish from P. tschiliensis.

Specimens of P. tihetana {= P. tschiliensis) were originally re-

garded as conspecific with the Tientsin specimens of P. asiatica

(Michaelsen, 1903, p. 11). The distinctions that Michaelsen later

made between P. asiatica and P. tihetana do not appear to be of

importance.

Specimens of P. asiatica have not been available for examination.

The species is inadequately characterized. P. tihetana and P. asiatica

may be synonymous as Michaelsen originally thought, or asiatica

may be a synonym of P. guillelmi.

PHERETIMA TUBERCULATA Gates

1935. Pherethna tuherculata Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3,

p. 18 (type locality: Suifn, Szechwan; types in the U. S. National

Museum).
1936. Pherctima tuhcrculatn Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. !ser.,

vol. 11, p. 302 (after examination of type).

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham: 1 clitellate specimen la-

beled "Suifu, 1,000 feet, April-May 1925"; 1 partially clitellate speci-

men and 3 clitellate specimens labeled "Suifu, 1929"; 1 aclitellat©

specimen and 1 clitellate specimen labeled "Mupin, 3,500-,5,000 feet,

July 1, 1929."

External characteristics.—Length, 80-110 nun. Diameter, 3-5 mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

A midventral gap in the setal circle is usually lacking, when present

slight; a middorsal gap also usually lacking, when present variable

though never very wide. The setal numbers are as follows*
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not included in the account above but wliich probably belongs to

this species, has several spiral abnormalities on the anterior seg-

ments. On this worm there are paired presetal tubercles on vi-vii

or v-vi, depending on which side one counts the intersegmental

furrows. (On this same specimen the male-pore area on which the

tubercles are seated is clearly marked off by a slight but evident cir-

cumferential furrow.)

Internal anatomy.—None of the septa are thickly muscular, though
5/6-7/8 and some or all of 10/11-12/13 are strengthened and with
muscular fibres ; 8/9-9/10 lacking.

The intestine begins in xv. The intestinal caeca are compound,
glove-shaped, M-ith 3-5 fingerlike, anteriorly directed, secondary

diverticula. The dorsalmost diverticulum is the longest, and at-

tached to its ventral margin are 3-6 anteriorly or ventrally directed

tertiary diverticula.

There is a pair of hearts belonging to ix (1 specimen), a single

heart on the right side (2 specimens) or on the left side (2 speci-

mens). The last pair of hearts is in xiii (5 specimens). All hearts

of ix-xiii pass into the ventral blood vessel. The hearts of x are

held by connective tissue against 10/11.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral. The semi-

nal vesicles are fairly large, filling segments xi and xii, those of a

segment in contact transversely over the dorsal blood vessel. The
prostates extend through xvii-xxi or xxii. The prostatic duct is 2-3

mm long, softish, a middle portion thicker than the rest, bent into

an S- or W-shape or almost straight. There is a pair of rudimentary

pseudovesicles on the posterior face of 12/13 and a still smaller pair

on the posterior face of 13/14, each pseudovesicle club-shaped.

The spermathecal duct is short, narrowed gradually in the parietes,

and not sharply demarcated from the longer ampulla. The divertic-

ulum, which passes into the median face of the duct close to the

parietes, is longer than the combined lengths of duct and ampulla
and comprises a slender, smooth and glistening, firm stalk, which is

longer than the spermathecal duct, and a thinner-walled ental por-

tion, which is looped in a regularly zigzag fashion with the loops

short and all in the same plane. The diverticulum may be almost

straight with a slight suggestion of a spheroidal seminal chamber
at the ental end.

Connected with each tubercle or genital marking is a stalked gland,

the gland spheroidal to ovoidal, usually quite small, the stalk much
longer, smooth, glistening and tough, erect in the coelomic cavity.

The stalks of the glands passing to the tubercles just in front of the

spermathecal pores may be much shortened and very slender or about
the same size and length as those of the other tubercles.
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Remarks.—P. tuberculata is distinguished from sexthecal Chinese

species of Pheretima with spermathecal pores on 5/&-7/8 by the

compound, glove-shaped, intestinal caeca.

Chen (1936, p. 303) gives a figure of an intestinal caecum that

appears to be only the dorsalmost secondary caecum.

PHERETIMA VULGARIS Chen

1930. Pheretima vulgaris Chen, Sci. Rep. Nat. Ceiitr. Uuiv. Nanking, ser. B,

vol. 1, p. 12 (part) (type locality: ?; types: ?; excluding forms with

male pores in parietal invaginations).

J931. Pheretima kiangensis Michaelsen, Zool. Jahrb. (Abt. Syst.), vol. Gl, p.

558 (part) (excluding quadritliecal forms with superficial spermathecal

pores; Soochow).

1931. Pheretima (Ph.) kiangensis Michaelsen, Peking Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 5,

pt. 3, pp. 3, 21 (part) (excluding quadrithecal forms with superficial

spermathecal pores).

1933. Pheretima guillelmi Chen, Contr. Biol. Lab. Sci. Soc. China, zool. ser.,

vol. 9, p. 249 (part) (excluding synonymy and distribution of forms

with male pores in parietal invaginations).

1933. Pheretima vulgaris Fang, Sinensia, vol. 3, no. 7, p. 179 (part) (specimens

from Ichang).

1935. Pheretima vulgaris Gates, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 93, no. 3, p. 19.

Material examined.—From the Hamburg Museum: 6 clitellate

specimens from a tube labeled '•''Pheretima pingi Steph. Soochow

Biol, station leg."; 1 aclitellate specimen labeled ^''Pheretima {Ph.)

kiangensis Mich. {=Ph. kiangsuensis Chen). China. Soochow Biol,

station, Soochow."

External characteristics.—^Length, to 220 mm. Diameter, to 8 mm.

The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

The setae are small, closely and regularly spaced. The setal num-

bers are as follows

:

vil
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other specimen ; setae apparently lacking on four specimens, although

setal pits may be visible ventrally, setae present ventrally on xiv

(1 seta) and xvi (6 setae) on one specimen.

The secondary spermathecal apertures are wide slits; three pairs,

on 6/7-8/9. Each pore is 2-3 intersetal intervals wide transversely.

The anterior margin of the pore is slightly protuberant and minutely

lobulated. The posterior margin may or may not be protuberant

and lobulated.

One of the specimens has a pair of female pores on xiv instead of

a single pore.

The apertures of the copulatory chambers are longitudinal slits,

the median margin of the slit minutely lobulated, the lateral margin
smooth and firm. Tlie copulatory chambers of four of the speci-

mens are everted as conspicuously protuberant club-shaped bodies,

thickest ventrally, narrowing gradually ])assing dorsally. The nar-

row neck, a short portion almost at the level of the ventruni, is firm,

smooth, or with several very slight circumferential furrows. Ven-

tral to the neck portion the protuberance is softer, and the surface is

cross-hatched by numerous furrows. On the posterior face, close to

the neck, is a single genital marking, circular or oval. On the flat

ventral surface is a crescentic groove or slit, its concave side

facing mesially. The slit opens into a lumen, which is cres-

centic in section and which extends within the protuberance
nearly to or slightly into the neck. On the median wall of this lumen
there are three markings, two oval, one circular. One of the oval

markings is flat, without a raised margin and with a tiny, whitish,

conical protuberance, at the pointed end of which is the minute
male pore. A peripheral portion of each of the other markings is

slightly raised and rimlike, and on this rim is a fine groove or fur-

row, circular or oval in outline according to the shape of the mark'-

ing. There is no groove on the male pore area. Presumably the

copulatory chambers are only partially everted. Complete eversion

then would obliterate the lumen and bring the markings therein

onto the ventral face of the porophore.

There are no external genital markings.

Internal anatomy.—Septa 5/6-7/8 are muscular; 8/9 represented

by a membranous ventral rudiment; 9/10 lacking; 10/ll-12/i:i

muscular; 13/14r-14/15 strengthened but translucent.

There is a glandular collar of grayish, finely granular appearance
on the esophagus just behind the gizzard. The intestine begins in

XV (4 specimens). The intestinal caeca are simple; without mai-
ginal incisions in one specimen, slightly constricted by the septa in

three specimens, with numerous lobulations of the ventral margin
in the abnormal specimen. The typhlosole begins just behind the

caeca.
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The single heart of ix is on the left side (2 specimens) or the right

side (3 specimens). The hearts of x are large and filled with blood.

The last pair of hearts is in xiii (4 specimens). All hearts of

ix-xiii pass into the ventral blood vessel.

The testis sac of x is U-shaped. The dorsal ends of the limbs of

the U reach to or nearly to the dorsal blood vessel. The testicular

coagulum within the sac apparently reaches dorsally in only one

specimen. However, when the sacs of the other three specimens

were cut open a thin layer of testicular coagulum was found on the

anterior face of each heart. The testis sac of xi is also U-shaped

in three specimens, the hearts and seminal vesicles of xi contained

within the limbs of the sac, the vesicles and hearts embedded in

testicular coagulum. In the fourth specimen the dorsal ends of the

limbs of the U have fused above the gut so that a portion of the

dorsal blood vessel is within the sac and surrounded by testicular

coagulum. The testis sac of xi in this specimen is accordingly

annular.

The seminal vesicles of xii are in contact transversely above the

dorsal blood vessel. No primary ampullae are recognizable on the

vesicles of xii, but each vesicle of xi is provided with a definite, more
or less conical ampulla.

The prostates extend through some or all of segments xvii-xxi,

each prostate cut up into 15-25 or moi-e elongate-fingerlike lobes.

The prostatic duct is 6-8 mm long, bent into a hairpin loop, the ectal

limb of the loop much thicker than tlie ental limb. In three speci-

mens the prostatic duct passes directly into the parietes, and there

is no trace whatever within the coelomic cavity of copulatory cham-
bers. In the r-jtracted condition the copulatory chambers are club-

shaped, narrowed ectally, but this is not at first evident as each cham-

ber is bent over onto the parietes laterally while portions of the

chamber are covered over by muscular bands, connective tissue, and
glandular masses. The prostatic duct passes into the mesial face of the

chamber near the ental end, but this also is obvious only after removal

of connective tissue. The tracing of the prostatic duct and the gland

stalks through the neck of the everted chamber to the markings is

easy, as there is little connective tissue. The glands connected with

circular genital markings are smaller than those connected with oval

markings.

The coelomic portion of the spermathecal duct is pinkish, short,

thick, rather bulbous, and with a smooth surface. The diverticulum

passes into the median face of the duct. Ectal to this junction the

duct is narrowed, the slender portion within the lateral w^all of the

spermathecal chamber. The diverticular stalk is always longer than

the coelomic portion of the spermathecal duct and like the latter
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is firm, smooth, and pinkish. The seminal chamber is elongate and
looped, the looping usually (completely or in part) of a short, reg-

ularly zigzagged type. The spermathecal chamber projects con-

spicuously into the coelomic cavity, but the junction of the cham-
ber and the bulbous portion of the spermathecal duct is covered over

by connective tissue so that the chamber at first appears to be merely

a thicker ventral portion of the duct. The chamber does not, how-
ever, have the smooth pinkish appearance of the bulbous portion of

the duct. Within the chamber are two or three genital markings,

round or oval and similar to those in the copulatory chamber. The
wall is cross-hatched by furrows producing a warty appearance

very similar to that within the copulatory chambers. The minute,

primary spermathecal pore is located at the apex of a tiny, glisten-

ing, conical protuberance. The margin of this protuberance is not

definitely demarcated as is the margin of a genital marking. The
stalks of the genital marking glands are not as a rule confined to the

wall of the spermathecal chamber but project slightly from the sur-

face of the chamber, holding the glands erect in the coelomic cavity.

All spermathecal chambers of each specimen are completely retracted.

Remarks.—The aclitellate specimen is 125 mm long; maximum di-

ameter, nearly 4 mm. The clitellar segments are fully setigerous

and without trace of clitellar glandularity. The spermathecal aper-

tures are open and transversely oval; through each aperture a geni-

tal marking is visible, the marking in the lateral part of the sperma-

thecal chamber. The partially everted copulatory chambers are as

on the clitellate specimens except that there are two round genital

markings in contact and near the neck. The genital markings, in

the spermathecal as well as in the copulatory chambers, are fully

developed and similar in appearance to those of clitellate specimens.

The conical protuberance on which the minute spermathecal pore is

located is not so large as in adult specimens. The male pore area

is also not quite so large as in clitellate specimens, though the minute

male pore is recognizable.

The seminal vesicles are approximately of adult size. The testis

sacs are both U-shaped. The testicular coagulum extends in the sac

of X only halfway up the limbs of the U. There is a very thin layer

of testicular coagulum in the sac of xi partially surrounding each

seminal vesicle. The prostates and prostatic ducts are nearly adult

size. The spermathecal chambers are well developed and project

conspicuously into the coelomic cavity. The spermathecal ducts are

apparently fully formed. The ampullae are small and empty. The
diverticula are probably also fully formed, but the seminal chambers

are transparent. The glands on the spermathecal chambers and in

the prostatic region are very small.
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The account above (normal forms) differs somewhat from that of

Chen, especially with respect to the copulatory chambers, testis sacs,

and male deferent ducts. The everted copulatory chambers of the

Hamburg specimens are club-shaped but with the narrowed portion

of the everted body nearest the parietes, a reversal of the condition

figured by Chen. The testis sacs of x and xi of the Hamburg speci-

mens are U-shaped. Chen's description of the testis sacs is, however,

not clear, so that an adequate basis for comparison is not available.

In the Hamburg specimens the two male deferent ducts of a side come

into contact in segment xii, whereas in Chen's specunens the vasa

deferentia of a side pass posteriorly into xviii independently of each

other. The differences just mentioned appear to be rather unimpor-

tant and insufficient justification for the erection of a new species,,

especially in view of the similarities of the copulatory and sperma-

thecal chambers. The Hamburg specimens have accordingly beeri

referred to P. vulgaris.

One of the specimens of ^'"pingi'^ is abnormal but probably referable

to vulgaris. The spermathecal pores are transverse, wide slits with

slightly elevated and minutely lobulated anterior and posterior mar-

gins. The pores do not open into deep pits but into shallow depres-

sions. One of these depressions is deeper than the others and con-

tains a single circular genital marking. The minute prunary sper-

mathecal pores are not visible and could not be found by tracing the

spermathecal duct through the parietes. The external spermathecal

apertures are like those of vulgaris except that they do not open into

deeply invaginatea spermathecal chambers. The development of the

chambers appears to have been suddenly stopped before the invagina-

tion extended through the body wall, or in the case of some of the

pores before the invagination had penetrated to the level of the

longitudinal muscle layer.

The male porophores are conspicuously protuberant and slenderly

columnar bodies. There are one or two genital markings at the ven-

tral end of a porophore, but the markings are very vaguely outlined

and do not appear to be normal. The male pores were not found.

There are several setae on the median face of each porophore.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral, seminal ves-

icles of xi excluded. The left anterior vesicle is much firmer than

the other vesicle and projects conspicuously into the gizzard seg-

ments through an oval aperture in 10/11 at the level of the dorsal

blood vessel.

The spermathecal duct is rather slender, of about the same length

as the ampulla, pinkish but rather soft. The diverticular stalk is

about as long as the spermathecal duct or slightly shorter.

The single preclitellar stalked gland passes through the parietes

to the genital marking previously mentioned. Tlie glands in the

prostatic region are rudimentary.

82345—39 7
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The abnormalities of this worm may have been brought about as

the result of the presence of large numbers of parasites. In the

postclitellar portion of the worm there are many gregarinoid cysts

on the body wall, fairly regularly distributed throughout the whole

of this portion of the worm. There are also a few cysts on the

dorsal face of the gut. In addition, there are nematodes in the coelo-

mic cavities, throughout the entire length of the worm.

Fang (1983, p. 179) refers three worms "apparently without clitel-

lum" from Nan-hu to F. vulgaris. One of these specimens, labeled

"T^. vulgaris Chen. Ichang, Hupeh, 1929" has been available for

examination. The specimen is quite obviously aclitellate. The worm
is characterized b}' large, club-shaped, copulatory chambers, a

U-shaped testis sac belonging to x and spermathecal invaginations

into the coelomic cavities as in P. vulgaris. Other sex organs are

more or less rudimentary.

Fang also states that "some individuals collected from Peiping by

Mr. C. J. Shen are referable to this species," i. e., P. vulgaris.

Chen's species, however, comprised two distinct forms. Fang does

not indicate which of these forms is involved, and accordingly the

record from Peiping cannot be accepted.

PHERETIMA species, 1

Material examined.—From Dr. Graham: 2 aclitellate specimens

labeled "Mt. Omei, 6,000 feet, August 1922"; 2 aclitellate specimens

labeled "Shin Kao Si, Mt. Omei, 4,400 feet, August 25-26, 1924."

External characteristics.—Length, 242-357 mm. Diameter, 11-13

mm.
The setae begin on ii, on which segment there is a complete circle.

There is no definite midventral gap in the setal circles ; the middorsal

gaps are of variable width. Setal numbers are as follows

:

vii
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In the setal circle of xviii on each side there is visible a small

transversely oval area. Each of these areas is demarcated laterally

by a slight, rather crescentic furrow, the concave side of the crescent

facing midventrally. Just lateral to this furrow on one specimen is

a tiny rudiment of a cresentic lip. On the lateralmost portion of

the oval area there is visible a minute rudiment of the male pore

(confirmed by dissection). On each male pore area (1 specimen)

there are visible with high magnification and brilliant illumination

two tiny spots somewhat median to the male-pore rudiment. These

spots appear to be the rudiments of genital markings. Just anterior

to the lateralmost 2 or 3 male setae on each side is a transversely

oval genital marking.

Internal anatomy.—^Q^i\im 4/5 is thin; 5/6-7/8 thickly muscular;

8/9-9/10 lacking; 10/11-13/14 muscular to thickly muscular; 14/15

slightly muscular; 15/16 and several succeeding septa are thickened

but membranous.

The intestinal caeca are simple, extending from xxvii into

xxi-xxiii ; the ventral margins incised, the ventral lobes rounded or

fingerlike but short and stumpy.

The testis sacs of x and xi are unpaired and ventral. The seminal

vesicles of xi and xii are medium-sized, anteroposteriorly flattened,

vertical bodies. In xiii there is a pair of fairly large pseudovesicles.

The prostatic duct is 4-5 mm long, bent into a C- or U-shape. The

duct is not narrowed prior to entrance into the parietes but on the

contrary has a rather bulbous appearance in the dorsal portion of

the body wall. While the longitudinal muscle fibers were being re-

moved the prostatic duct was accidentally broken off. The broken

ends are not irregular and jagged but smooth and regular. At the

ventral end of the ental portion there is a deep, smooth-surfaced and

glistening, cuplil^e socket. Attached to a middorsal point within the

socket is a very slender but firm cord. The dorsal end of the ectal

portion of the duct is also smooth and glistening, ball-shaped. At
the center of the dorsal surface is a pore opening into a lumen from

which the slender cord has been pulled out. The ectal portion of

the duct narrows gradually in the outer portion of the body wall

but can be readily traced for most of the distance, as it remains

firm and has a smooth, glistening surface. The prostatic duct of

the other side of the same worm was then broken off revealing a

similar ball-and-socket joint.

The spermathecae are rudimentary, just projecting from the

parietes into the coelomic cavity ; the diverticulum, a slender, finger-

like body ; duct and ampulla not differentiated. Pulling the sperma-

theca out of the parietes after separating the fibers of the longitu-

dinal muscle layer leaves a rather wide, transversely oval aperture

with a smooth margin in the epidermis.
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Remarhs.—Some of the preclitellar, ventral setae are enlarged

and modified; 0.7-1.0 mm in length, the ectal tip ornamented with
circles of very fine teeth.

In spite of their size the worms just described are not siiflBciently

mature to enable specific identification. The crescentic furrow and
lateral lip at tlie margin of the male pore area probably represent

an early stage in the formation of the type of male parietal invagina-

tion that characterizes P. praepinguis.

No preclitellar genital markings were observed in the first exami-
nation, but after completion of the study of the holotype of P.

praepinguis the worms were reexamined and a tiny area of peculiar

appearance was noted just anterior to each spermathecal pore. This
area may possibly represent the rudiment of the genital marking on
the anterior face of the spermathecal invagination of praepinguis.

One of the prostatic ducts of the type of praepinguis was pur-

posely broken off by a quick jerk, thereby revealing a "joint" some-
what similar to that described above except that both ball-and-

socket portions are more flattened out.

Numbers of parasites (nematodes and Protozoa) were found in the

coelomic cavities of the two acliteUate specimens that were opened.

PHERETIMA species. 2

Material examiiied.—From the U. S. National Museum: 1 clitel-

late specimen labeled '"''Pheretima szechuanensis Chen, paratype, Y
Chen."

Remarks.—On each male pore area of xviii are tiny rudiments of
three markings, two of which are toward the median margin with one
presetal and one postsetal, while the third is toward the lateral margin
and probably represents the rudiment of a male pore disk. Just
lateral to the male pore area is a rudiment of a lateral lip such as is

associated with the type of parietal invagination found in P. tschi-

liensis and related forms.

The intestinal caeca are simple, long, and slender, with slight

incisions of the ventral margin.

The spermathecae are rudimentary.
The worm is quite obviously not P. szechuanensis.

PHERETIMA species, 3

1027. Perichaeta hupehcnsis Gee, Boring, and Wu, Lingnaam Agr. Rev., vol.

4, p. 1.

According to Gee, Boring, and Wu (1927), "the common Soochow
worm," which they identified as ''^Perichaeta hupehensis,^^ has two,

three, or four pairs of spermathecal pores though the "normal num-
ber is three" on 6/7-8/9 (p. 1). The large apertures on xviii, which
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are said to be "very evident after the worm has been killed" (p. 1),

or "conspicuous slits" (p. 7) must be apertures of copulatory cham-

bers or openings into parietal invaginations. These structures indi-

cate that the "common Soochow worm" is probably not P. hupeiensiSy

a probability that becomes a certainty with the absence of septa

8/9-9/10. The variation in the number of spermathecal pores may
be taken as an indication that the "Soochow worm" is possibly at

least three distinct species, none of which can be referred to hupeiensis.

Two other points may be mentioned in connection with the paper by

Gee, Boring, and Wu: (1) "In the Soochow Perichaeta the ventral

vessel is double at the anterior end, from the posterior edge of the

gizzard forward" (p. 5). Anterior to 10/11 the ventral blood

vessel is often very slender, while the ventrolaterals (lateral esopha-

geals) are large, distended with blood. These larger vessels have

almost certainly been mistaken for bifurcations of the ventral trunk.

(2) "A small species of Lumhricus also occurs in China and furnishes

some interesting comparisons with the Perichaeta^'' (p. 4). Careful

search of the literature has failed to reveal any record of the occur-

rence of Lumhricus in China. Presumably the generic name Lum-
hricus has been used as a convenient designation for any sort of a

lumbricid worm. It is very unfortunate that Prof. Frank Smith's

(1924) remarks on textbook earthworms versus real earthworms and

Stephenson's comments on "the earthworm" and "the common earth-

worm" (1930, pp. x-xi) were not published where they would have

commanded wider attention from zoologists.

PHERETIMA species, 4

1930. Pheretima otscuritopora Chen, S'ci. Rep. Nat. Centr. Univ. Nanking, ser.

B, vol. 1. p. 28.

P. ohscuritopora was erected by Chen for immature specimens on

which no trace of clitellar glandularity was visible. So far as can

be determined from the description, the types are not sufficiently de-

veloped to enable recognition of the specific characteristics. The

spermathecae (see Chen's fig. 10, p. 36) certainly do not appear to

have attained their definitive conformations. The condition figured

is more or less closely approximated by very rudimentary sperm-

athecae of aclitellate specimens of P. tschilie'nsis. The "very small

crescent shaped groove" can be interpreted as an early rudiment of

the type of male pore invagination that characterizes P. tschiliensis.

The types of P. ohscuritopora were collected from the same localities

as P. hiangsuensis (= P. tschiliensis) and may, quite possibly, be

merely immature forms of that species.

Chen's Szechwan specimens of P. ohscuritopora (see Chen, 1931)

may or may not be conspecific with the Nanking and Soochow

specimens.
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INDEX

(New genera, species, etc., are printed in italicfi)

ahdita. I'lieretima. 415, 460.

abronenxi-'s. VhoinlrothyrrlUt ( Flicathy-

relln) assimilis, 'SOS.

AcanHiocinliitiiK, 48. 50.

aeaDfhotiiopldlc. Jiovitrit/hi. 112, 118.

114 (fig.),

acanthoiileurus, Hoplielithys, 1(7.

AranthospJiex, 86.

Acocephalns macnlatus, 173, 174.

aflfne. Chonilroponietes (CliniKlroju)-

metes) torrei. I!t9, 200. 201.

affliiis. Cliondrotliyretes, 2GJ), :503.

.'igricola. Phevetiman vulgaris, 440.

aguayoi; Chondrdpoina f Chondroporiiis-

ca), ^576, 382.

Albatross, steamer, new fishes obtained

by, in I'liilippine seas and adjacent
waters, .31.

albofasciatns. Sebastiscus, 55.

aibolabrifi, Choiidrofhyietes tcixhidla,

282, 283, 286.

(ilbostovia, Cliondrotliyretes iiiiprexnn.

276, 277, 279.

Alepes, 46.

Alepes, subgenus, 46.

Aleutian Islands, new genus and species

of cottoid ti.sbes. 187.

itUeni, Chondropoma ( Chondropomorus

)

canescens, 367, 3(>8.

alveare, Chondropometes (Chondro-
pometes) torrei, \m, 200. 202.

umabilia, Chondrothyretes dchctdhilUs,

2S0-282.
Aniblycirrhitns, 48, 40.

fasciatus. 4J).

indiri/x. 40.

ainblijf/ciiy.s. Peristedion, 122, 123 (fig.),

americana, Cimbex, 181.

iimoena, < 'hondrothyretes parilis. 304,

305.

amplisfjiKiinircps. Scorpaena, 55 (fig.).

Amyntas aspergillum. 420.

houlleti, 440, 445.

hupeieusis, 448.

loehri, 428.

lohri. 473.

tinafrnsc. Chondroponia (Chondropoma)
pictuni. 335, 338, 330.

annfcusis, ('houdroihyrcUa {Chondro-
fhynlla) petricosa. 321. 322.

iinalin, Cirrbitichthys, 48, 49 (fig).

andreas, Turrithyni (Turrithifnt) cana-
lieulata, 246.

170456—40 1

anyufiticuluiii, Chondropometes (Chon-
drotbyroma) cvimium, 213, 214.

Annelid worms from the nortlieast Pa-
cific, 143.

antefixa. Pberetima, 414, 418.

antigueusis, Peripatus dominieae, 1.

antoncnse, Cliondropoma (Chondro-
poma), 324, 354.

antoniense, Cliondropometes (Chondro-
pometes) torrei. 190, 200, 204.

antonitenHC, Chondropometes (Chondro-
pometes) torrei, 100. 200.

Ai)loactidae, 86.

Aploactis. 88.

Aploacfoidrs, 86, 88.

philippiints. 88, 80 (fig.).

Apocephalus, 184.

coecuw, 183 (fig.), 184,

coquilletti, 181.

(Plastopbora) coquilletti, 184.

similis, 181.

spinicosta, 185.

(tppcn die II la tii tn, Chondropoma ( Chon>-

dropoma ) , 324, 358.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma) cp-
peiidiculattDii, 358.

arani/oi. Chondropoma (Chondropoma)
pictum, 335, 336, 338.

Chondropometes ( Chondrothyroma)
Hegrcyatnm, 227-229.

Araucarioxylon arizonicum, 140.

arboreus, Lupinns, 1&>, 169.

Areoda, 6.

elaphocera, 11.

mutabilis, 8.

aif/yro-soimi. Lepidotrigla, 105, 106 (flg.y.

aridns, Errhomenellus, 175.

Errhomits iCarsoniis), 170, 174-1 76i,

arizimicum, Araucarioxylon, 140.

arniata, t^rorpaetiop>i('Ua. 67, GS, (fig.).

ornnituH. Cynibacephdlus, 90 (fig.),

annatus, Hojilosebastes, .53.

Artemisia, 1(^3.

nsrhemeieri. Brachybctnbras, 94 (fig.y.

asiatica. Pberetima, 405, 488, 494.

aspergillum, Amyntas, 420.

Perichaeta, 420.

Pberetima, 420. 456, 474, 482.

asperulum, Chondropoma (Chondro
poma) edouardi, 360.

Chondropoma laetiun, .3(50.

as>iiiiile, Cbcmdropoma, 309.

Choii(lroth,vra (Clioudiothyretes),
309.

soa-
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assimilis, Chondrothyrclla {PUcaihy-
rella), 'Am, 307. 313.

ChondrothyrcUo {FlicafhyrcUa) as-

similis, 307-310.

NephthTS, 148, 150.

Nephtys, 143.

(tikin.si, Chondrotlivrinui viohifeuin. 398.

399.

atlantica, Sula. 21.

atriola, Clioiiclrothyieies sliuttleworthi,

271-273.
ntrisfoma, Cliondrothyra (Chondro-

thyra), 2o4. 261, 262.

Cliondrothyra (Cliondrothyra) atri-

stoma, 261. 262.

Atta texaua, 182.

Attamyia, 181.

texana, 182, 183 (fig.).

Atule, subgenus, 46.

auberiauum, Cliondropoiiia ( Choiidro-
pomorus), 363, 373.

Choudropoma ( Chondropomorus

)

auberianum, 374, 375.

Cyclostoma, 374.

Aulohoplositethus, subgenus, 37.

Aulotrachichthys, subgenus, 40.

aurantiaca, Chondrothyra (Chondro-
thyra) tosta, 258-260.

Chondrothyretes incrassata, 294,

295.

aurantiacus, Inimicus, 85.

aureus, Cirrhitopsis, 49.

avitu, Sula (Microsnla), 22-24 (figs.).

ayuetu'ts, Chondrothvretes tenehraia.
283, 285, 286.

ozucarellum, Chondropometes (Chondro-
ponietes) vignalense. 206, 208.

azKcaren^e, Chondropometes (Chondro-
pometes) vignalense, 206, 207, 210.

bairense, Chondropoma (Chitierrezium),
390.

banaoense, Chondrothyrium violaceum,
398, 402, 403.

bandanensis, Scorpaena, 61.

barbadensis, Pheretima, 430, 446, 454.

Pheretinia hawayana, 446, 454.

barboiiri, Chondrothyretes, 269, 299.

Chondrothyretes barbouri, 299.

barbouri, Epiperipatus, 1, 2.

Peripatus, 2.

Bartsch, Paul. (See de la Torre,
Carlos.

)

basilonsis, Perijiatus dominicae, 1.

Balhyclupea, 33.

(jra(Mis, 34. 35 (fig.),

hoskynii, 34.

malayana, 34.

nicgaceps, 33 (fig.), 35,

Bathyclupeidae, 33.

Bathysaurops, 31.

malayanm, 31, 32, 33 (fig.).

Bathysauropsis, 32.

Bathysmatophorus, 164, 176.

reuteri, 176.

uhleri, 178.

Bafracheleotris, 129.

sclateri, 130.

bayatevse, Choiulropoina (Chondro-
pomorus) dilatatum, 370, 371.

Beetles of uenus Phytholaema from
Chile, 5.

hcUinimria, Chondrothyretes dclecta-

bilis, 280, 281.

bcJlissimm,!. ( "hondropometes ( Chondro-
thyronia), 213, 233.

Belobrancliiinae, 129.

Belobranchus, 129.

Bembraflium, 93.

Hembradou, 93.

Bembras, 93.

Bembridae, 93.

BcmbriiHif, 93.

Ijenibrops, 91.

eaudimacula, 93.

filifcr, 92, 93 (fig.).

Bembropsidae. 91.

h(!ija)!iini, Benthodesmus, 45 (fig.).

Benthodesnius, 45.

bciijammi, 45 (fig.).

hcriti iidesi. Turr'ith yro ( Turripoma)

,

251.

Birry, Charles T., on a Miocene dog
from Maryland, 159.

Berycoidei, 31.

hihijnyuevsc, Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) vespertinum, 342-344.

bicolor, Henderson'ina {Ilcndcrsonida)
discolorans, 235 236.

hifllis, Inimicus, 85 (fig.),

bilabir.ta, Rhytidothyra, 316.

biocell'itns. Xeiiniptcrois, 81, 82 (fig.).

biolleyi. Epiperipatus, 1, 3.

Peripatus. 3.

bipaplllata, P.'ieretinia, 425, 427.

oiscrranuni, Chondropoma (Chondro-
pomorus) reviuetum, 364, 365.

biundulata, Plesiommata, 165.

honachemn, Chondropoma (Chondro-
pomorus) delatreanum. 372, 373.

Booby. Miocene, from Maryland, 21.

h'frcalis^, Pnffinus diomedea. 22.

Boritrif/hi. 101, 112, 113.

(icanthomnplate. 112. 113, 114 (fig.).

triacanthus, 113.

}ir(ichyb( inbras, 93, 94.

aachonekri. 94 (fig.).

liidrJnjpicrois, 51, 79.

.'^rrndifcr. 79. SO (fig.).

br:!chypteru<. Errhomenellus. 160.

Brama, 44.

Iciicntaciiiii, 44 (fig.).

rali, 45.

Bramidae, 44.

UrancliiaJepvs, subgenus, 46.

brevier, Chondrothvretes toicbrata, 283,

285.

hriffo}!!, Chondropoma (Chondropoma)
nlcoMsi, 346.

biowni, Pheretima, 427, 453.

inowni, Pheretima (Pheretima), 427.
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hruneociiictuin, Choudropumetes (Chon-
dropometes ) vignalense, 206, 207, 210,

211.

Bubo leptostcnis, 27, 29.

biTCcnleuta, Pheretiina, 42.";.

bucephaliis, Scorpaena, 56, 51)

cuhaUoscHse, Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) vespertinum, 842, 343.

ciibrerai, Ghoudropoma (Choinlro

poma), 324, 328.

caeca, Nephthys, 144, 148-550.

Nephtys, 143-145, 148, 149, 155, 15G.

Nereis, 144.

caecoldes, Neplitys. 144, 145. 147 (fig.),

148.

caiDiitcnsis, Vhondrothyiella (Plica-

tliyrcUa) teuebrosa, 313. 314.

oalifoniica, Pheietima, 414, 427, 485.

crdiforniensis, Nephtys, 145, 148, 149,

150 (fig.).

camaronense, Chondropoma (Cliondro-

pomartes) irradians, 387-389.

camoense, Chondropoma (Chondropo-
ma) pfelfteriauuni 331.

Camponotns, 181.

canaletensis, Choudrothyrele.s tenc-

J)rata, 2&3-285.
canalicuiata, Chondropoma, 247.

TtirrUhuya il'iinithi/ra). 240, 244.

245.

Turrithyra {TurrUhym) canali-

culala, 246, 247.

canaliculatum, Chondropoma ( Giitier-

resium), 390, 391.

canaliculatum, Chondrothyra (Chon-
drothyra), 247.

cunasiense, Chondropoma (Chondropo-
martes) presasianum, 385.

candlcans, Chondropoma (Chrondropo-
martes) irradians, 387-389.

cancscens, ChondroiX)ma, 367.

Chondropoma ( Chondropomorus )

,

363, 365.

Chondropoma (Chondropomorus

)

canesceus, 367.

cantillen.se, Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) carenasense. 348, 349.

Capelin, Mallotus catervarius, rede-

scription of, 13.

capensis, Pheretima, 482.

caponensc, Chondropometes (Chon-
dropometes) vigualense, 206, 207, 209.

Carangidae, 46.

carenasense, Chondropoma, 348.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma). 323.

347.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma) ca-

renasense, 348, 3-49.

earnicolor, Chondropometes (Chondro-
thyroma) coiicolor, 220-222.

caruosa, Pheretima, 465. 469.

caroU. Cliondrothyrella (Chondrotliy-
rella) ruscoe^rsis, 320.

Garsonus, subgenus, 170, 173.

cntalivj n-i!s, Chondrothyretes shuttle-

worthi, 272, 274.

catervarius. Mallotus, 13-20.

Salmo. 14.

mtharina, Chrondrothyra (Foveothyra)

cunibreiislfi, 268.

candimacula, Benibrops, 93.

cauiias, Sigmistes, 189, 191.

cavillone, Lepidotrigla, 101.

eel (Idense. Chondropometes (ChonJ.ropO'

metes) vignaiense, 2f)(S, 207, 209.

cei.siini, Chondropoma (Chondropoma)
pictum, 334, 335, 337, 338.

Central America, onychophores from, 1.

Centropogon, 51.

(,'entropogoninae, 51.

ceream, Chondropometes (Choudrothy-
roma) exqiiisitum, 215-217.

cerina, Chondrothyretes, 269, 293, 206..

Chondrothyretes cenna, 297, 298.

cenocnsis, Turrithyra {Turrithyra)

hamlini, 250, 251.

Chile, beetles of genus Phytholaema
from, 5.

China, earthworms from Szechwan, 405.

Chh-roplithahnidae, 31.

ehociua, Pheretima, 427.

Plieretima (Pheretima), 427.

Chondropoma, 195, 196, 322.

(Ciiondrorjomisca) aguayoi, 376,

3S2.

(Chondropoma) unionease. 324,.

354.
' (Chondropoma) appendiculatumy^

324, 358.

(Chondropoma) appcndiculatmn
appendiculatum, 358.

(Chondropoma) appendicitJatunh
.•^uhappendlcidutiim, S5S, 359.

assimlle, 309.

( Chondropomorus ) auberianumv
363, 373.

(Chondropomorus) auberianum au-
beriauum, 374, 375.

( Cliondropomorus ) auberianum
inayense, 374, 375.

( Gutierrezium ) haireuse, 390.

( Chondropoma) cahrerai, 324, 328.

canalicuiata, 247.

(Giificrrczinm) eanaUculatutn. 390,

391.

canescens, 367.

(Chandropomorus) canesceus, .363.

365.

(Chondropomorus) cancscens al-
'

leni, 367, 368.

(Chondropomorus) canescens ca-

nesceus, 367.

(Chondropomorus) canescens ni-

pense, 367, 368.

(Chondropomorus) canescens per'

plexiim, 367, 368.

carenasense, 348.

(Chondropoma) carenasense, 328^

847.

("Chondropoma) carenasense cmo'

tillen.<>^. .348, 349.
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Chondroponia (Chondropoma) carena-

sonse carena sense, 348, 349,

(Caioiulropoma) careuayense cor-

ricnteticiise, 348.

( ChoiKlropoma ) ca renasense //

»

n-

rahocusc, .'!4S. 349.

(Choiidnipuina) careuasense rut<a-

ricnsc. 348, 349.

(Chondropoma) carenasense toro-

ense, 348, 349.

cisnorosi, 374, 375.

claudicaus, 311.

(Clioiulropoma) co{/)iatiim, 3:24.

340.

deceptor, 249.

( Chondroponionis ) delatreammi,

363, 372.

( t'hondiopomoru.s ) delatreauiun
honachcuni, 372, 373.

( Choiidropoinorus ) delatreauum
delatrcaiuun, 372, 373.

(Clioiidropoiuorus) delatieamuu
Huntafcum, 372.

(Chondropomorus) dentatuni, 374,

375.

(Choudropomoriis) dilatatum, 363,

369, 371.

{Chondropomorus) dilatatum haya-

tense 370, 371.

(Choudroponioru.s) dilatatum dila-

tatum, 370, 371.

'(Chondropomorus) dilatatum pUo-

tense. 370, 371.

^Chondropomorus) dilatatum fiuh-

dilatatum, 370, 371.

(Chondroiwmorus) dilatatum toro-

cn.s<\ 370. 371.

disoolorans, 235.

dissolutum, 342.

(Chondropoma) dissolutum. 342.

echinulatum, 241.

edouardi, 360.

(Chondroiwma) edouardi. 324, 359.

(Chondropoma) edouardi asperu-

lum, 360.

(Chondropoma) edouardi edouardi,

360.

egregia. 2.54.

egregium, 255.

ernesti, 303.

iChondropomodcs) ernesti, 361,362.

ernesti clenchi, 363.

{Ch(/ndropomodes) ernesti clenchi,

362, 363.

{C'hondroponiodes) ernesti ernesti,

362, ms.
excisum, 317.

foveatum, 266.

garcianum, 353.

(Chondropoma) garcianum, 324,

353.

( Ch ondropom isca ) greenfieldi, 376,

381.

(Gutierrczinm) r/uisarnse, 390, 393.

gundlachi, 303.

iGiitierrezium) gutierrezi, 390, 393.

Chondropoma (&utierreziuui )
gutier-

rezi gutierrezi, 394.

(GuticrrezUnn) gutierrezi vegro-
m'lDfe. 394.

hamlini, 251.

hendersoni, 234.

incrassatum, 295.

irradians. 388.

(Chondropomartes) irradians. 383.

;H8.5-387.

(Chondropomartes ) irradians
cdniaroiieiisc, 387-389.

(Chondropomartes) irradians ani-

dicans, 387-389.
(Ch(mdropomartes) irradians fign-

roeme, .387-389.

(('hondropomartes) irradians irra-

dians, 387, 388.

(Chondropomartes) irradians pa-
Unqnensc, 387-389.

(Chondropomartes) irradians pa-

tten.sc. 387-389.

(Cliondropoma) jwulense, 324, 354.

(Chondropoma) laetum, 324, 359.

laotiun asperulum, .360.

(Chondropoma) lemheyi, 324, 328,

328.

(Chondropoma) leonU 324. 327, 329.

(Chondropomella) maguitica, 890.

(Chondropoma) marginalbuin, 323,

355.

( Chondropoma ) marginalbum giuin-

t'lititiiienxe, 356. 357.

(Chondroi^oma) UKirginalhum mar-
ginalbum. 3.")6.

(Chondropoma) marginalbum .vt//'-

ijudiitananiense, 356.

UHJOstnm, 353.

(Chondropoma) moestum, 324, 351.

( Chondropoma ) moestum decur-

r<>ns, 3.52, 353.
( Chondropoma ) moestum. moestum,
352, 353.

(Chondropon)a moestum moriilesi,

352, 3.53.

((Tuticrre:iiini) montdunni. 390,

392. 393.

(Chondropomorus) neglectum, 363,

368.

(Chondropoma) nholam. 324, 345.

(Chondropoma! nicoJasi hritloni,

346.

(Chondropoma riU-otani johnsorii,

346, 347.

(Chondropoma) nieolasi nicolati,

346.

(Chondropoma) obesum, 323, 350.

(Chondropoma) obesum hershei,

350, 351.

(Chondropoma) obesum obesum,

350, 351.

(Chondropoma) obesum pulmmo-
U>rtm\ 350, 351.

(Chondroi)oma) obesum subobesuiu,

350. 351.
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Chondropoina ( Chondropoma) oxytre-

mum, 324. 357.

perlatuui. 332.

(Chondropoma ) perlatum, 324, 332.

pfeifferianum, 331.

( Chondropoma ) pfeiflferiauiim. 324,

327-329.

(Chondropoma) pfeiflferianuni ra-

mocnse, 331.

(Chondropoma) pfeifieriaiiiuu (ja-

nuzaen.se, 331.

( Chondropoma ) pfoiflferia,nuni pfeif-

ferianum, 331.

(Chondropoma) pietnm, 324, 328,

330, 333. 340, 341.

(Chondropoma) picfnm nnafense.

335. 338, 339.

(Chondropoma) pictum araiif/ol,

335, 336. 338.

(Chondropoma) pictum c('lstti>i,SM,

335. 337, 338.

(Chondropoma) pictum gouldia-

num. 335-337.
(Chondropoma) pictum mahogani,
334-336.

(('hondropoma) pictum mochcnse,
335, 336. 338.

(Chondropoma) pictum pictum,
334-337.

(Chondropoma) pictum sagra. 323.

335, 338, 339.

(Chondropoma) pictum xntrade-

retisr, 335.

(Cliondropoma) pictum i/umcriense,

334-337.
poeyanum, 326.

(Chondropoma) poeyanum, 324,

325, 328.

(Ch(mdropoma) poeyanum jibaco-

en.se, 325, 326.

(Cliondropoma) poeyanum occiden-

tale, 325, 326.

(Chondropoma) poeyanum poeya-
num, 325, 326.

(Chondroiwmartes) portuandoi.
3S3, 385.

( Chondropomartes ) presasiauum,
383, 3M, 386, 387.

( Chondropomartes ) presasianuni
cana-sicnse, 385.

( Chondropomartes ) presasianum
presa.siauum, 385.

revinetum, 368.

(Chondropomorus) revinetum, 363,

364.

(Chondropomoru.s) revinetum hi-

serraiiiiin. 364, 365.

(Chondropomoru.s) revinetum re-

vinetum, 364, 365.

revocatum, 380.

(Cliondropo7nisca) revocatum, 376,

380, 382.

iChondropomisca) rufopictum. 376.

( Chondropomodcs) santalvciense,

361.

scobina, 238.

Chondropoma siuuosa. 243.

{Chondropomisca) solidulum, 376,

379.
(Vho)idr(>panii,sca) .solidulum soli-

dulum. 380.

(Chondropomisca) solidulum tana-

mcnse. 380.

(Chondropoma) .solidulum tana-
men.sis, 380.

{Chondropomisca) solidulum vi-

taentsc, 380.

tenebro.sum, 314.

(Choudroponm) tenuilirata, 327.

tenuiliratum, 326.

( Chondropomisca ) unilabiatum,

376, 377.

( Chondropomisca

)

unilabiatum
dinikeri, 378, 379.

(Chondropomisca) unilabiatum ob-

solctum. 378.

( Ch ondropom isca

)

unilabiatum
rubrnm, 378.

( Ch on dropomisca

)

unilabiatum
unilabiatum, 378.

vespertinum, 342.

(Chondropoma) vespertinunm, 324,

341.

(Chondropoma) vespertinum bibi-

ifKjucnsc. 342-344.

(Chondropoma) vespertinum ca-

baUoscnse, 342, 343.

(Chondropoma) vespertinum colom-
bense, 342-344.

(Chondropoma) vespertinum ves-

pertinum, 342-344.

vignaleuse, 207.

wilcoxi, 344, 346.

(Chondropoma) wilcoxi, 324, 344.

yucayum, 339.

(Chondropoma) yucayum, 324, 334,

339.

Chondropoma, .subgenus, 323.

Chondropomartes, subgenus, 195, 323,

383.
Chondroponjella, 390.

Chondropometes, 195, 196.

( Chondrothyroma

)

bcUisimum,
213, 233.

(Cliondrothyronia) conoolor, 213,

220.

(Chondrothyroma) concolor carni-

color, 220-222.
(Chondrothyroma) concolor con-

color, 220, 221.

(Chondrothvroma) concolor fontei,

220-222.
(Chondrothyroma) concolor magis-

tcr, 220, 221.

(Chondrothyroma) concolor spe,

220-222.
(Chondrothyroma) eximium, 21fi,

213.

(Chondrothyroma) eximium angns-
ticuliim, 213, 214.

(Chondrothyroma) eximium exi-

mium, 213, 214, 233.
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Chondropometes (Chondrothyroma) ex-

imium malleatum, 213r-215.

(Choudrothvroma) exquisitmn. 212,

213, 215, 21<;.

(Chondrothyroma) exquisitum ce-

reum, 215-217.
(Chondrothyroma) exquisitum ex-

quisitum. 216, 217.

(Chondrothyroma) exquisitum no-

tattim, 215, 216.

( Chondrothyroma

)

exqu isitum
punctolineatum, 215, 216.

(Chondropometes) latilabrc. 197,

198.

(Chondrothyroma) magnum, 213.

222.

(Chondrothyroma) magnum elisa-

bethae. 223, 224.

(Chondrothyroma) magnum mag-
num. 196, 212, 223, 224.

(Chondrothyroma) magnum signae,
223-225.

( Chondrothyroma ) saccharinum,
213, 225.

(Chondrothyroma) saccliarinum
ruUcollunu 225, 226.

(Chondrothyroma ) saccharinum
saccharinum, 225, 226.

(Chondrothyroma) sagebieni, 212,

213, 217.

(Chondrothyroma) sagebieni dis-

junctum, 217, 218, 220.

( Chondrothyroma ) sagebieni
mendozense, 217-219.

(Chondrothyroma) sagebieni par-

vum, 217-219.
(Chondrothyroma) sagebieni port-

alesense, 217-219.
(Chondrothyroma) sagebieni sage-

bieni, 217, 218.

(Chondrothyroma) scopulorum, 213,

220, 231.

(Chondrothyroma) s co p ulor u ni

cumbrense, 231, 232.

(Chondrothyroma) scopulorum pcr-

plexum., 196, 212, 231, 233.

( Chondrothyroma ) scopulorum
scopulorum, 231, 232.

(Chondrotliyroma) segregatum, 213,

226, 229.

(Chondrothyroma) segregatum ar-

angoi, 227-229.
(Chondrothyroma) segregatum feli-

pense, 227, 228.

(Chondrothyroma) segregatum la-

gunitasense, 227, 228.

(Chondrothyroma ) segregatum
laureani, 227-229.

(Chondrothyroma ) segregatum
mameyi, 227, 228, 230.

( Chondrothyroma ) segregatum
segregatum,, 227, 228, 230.

( Chondrothyroma ) s e g r e g at u m
sporadicum, 227. 228, 230.

(Chondrothyroma ) segregatu m
vallei, 227-229.

Chondropometes (Chondropometes) tor-

rei, 197, 198, 200, 204.

(Cliondropometes) torrei afflne, 199,

200, 201.

(Chondropometes) torrei alveare,
199, 200, 202.

(Chondropometes) torrei antoni-
ense, 199, 200, 204.

(Chondropomotes) torrei antoni-
tense, 199, 200.

(Cliondropometes) torrei cingula-
tum, 19SK-201.

(Chondropometes) torrei collumel-
larc, 198-200, 204.

(Chondropometes) torrei flammila-
hre, 199, 201, 203.

(Chondropometes) torrei flavidum,
199-202.

(Chondropometes) torrei gratio-

sum, 199, 200, 204.

(Chondropometes) torrei iosatura-
turn, 199-201, 203, 204.

(Chondropometes) torrei jagua-
ense, 199, 200, 203.

(Chondropometes) torrei luteilabre,

199, 200, 202-204.
(Chondropometes) torrei minacnse,
198-200, 203, 204.

(Chondropometes) torrei pallidu-

lum, 199, 200, 202.

(Chondropometes) torrei rineonad-
ense, 199, 200, 204.

( Chondropometes ) torrei torrei.

199, 200.

(Chondropometes) vignalense, 196,

197. 205.

(Chondropometes) vignalense azu-
carellum. 206. 208.

(Chondropometes) vignalense azu-
carcnse, 206, 207, 210.

(Chondropometes) vignalense 6r«-
neocinctum, 206. 207, 210, 211.

( Chondropometes ) vignalense
caponense. 206, 207, 209.

(Chondropometes) vignalense
celadense, 206, 207, 209.

(Chondropometes) vignalense
clappi, 205-208.

( Chondropometes ) vignalense
fogoncnse, 206-208.

(Chondropometes) vignalense
ignicolor. 206, 207, 210.

( Chondropometes ) vignalense
infernale, 206, 207, 209, 211.

( Chondropometes ) vignalense
jarucense, 206, 207. 212.

(Chondropometes) vignalense luci-

fer. 206. 207. 209.

(Chondropometes) vignalense inar-

tlUcnse, 206, 207, 209.

(Chondropometes) vignalense pal-

mariteiuc, 206. 207, 211.

(Chondropometes) vignalense pia-

dae, 206, 207, 210.

(Chondropometes) vignalense po-

enitentis, 206, 207. 211.
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Chondropometes (Choudropoinetes) vig-

nalense puerteeitense, 205, 206,

20S, 209.

(Chondropometes) vigiialense ven-
rraUJe, 206, 208, 210.

(Choudropometes) vignalense vig-

ualeuse, 205-208.

Chondropometes, subgenus. 196. 212.

Choudropominae from Cnba, 193.

Vhondropomisca, subgenus, 195. 823,

375.

Chondropomodes, subgenus, 195, 323,

361.

Chondropomorus. subgenus, 195. 323.

363, 3S1.

Chondrothyra, 196, 252, 269.

(Choudrothyretes) asshnile, 309.

(Chondrothyra) atristonia, 254,

261, 262.

(Chondrothyra) (ttrlsloma airi-

stoma, 201, 262.

(Chondrothyra) iitristoriia Ineti-

feni, 261, 262.

(Chondrothyra) atrlstomu um-
iratn. 261, 262.

(Chondrothyra) caualiculatum, 247.

(Chondrothyretes) ciaudicans, 311.

iPlicathym) crassa, 263, 264.

{Foveotliyra) ctimbrensis, 265, 267.

(Foveothi/ra) eumhrensis cotha-

rina, 26S.

{Foveothvra) cumhrensis ciimhren-

sis, 268.

(Chondrothyra) deceptor, 249.

(Chondrothyretes) echinulata. 241.

(Chondrothyra) egregia, 254, 255.

(Chondrothyra) egregium, 255.

{Foveothyra) foveata, 265. 266,

268.

(Foveothyra) foveata foveata, 266.

{Foveotliyra) foveata loroensis,

266, 267.

(Choudrothyretes) foveatum. 266.

(Chondrothyra) hamliui, 251.

(Chondrothyra) hendersoni. 234.

(Foveothyra) natensoni, 2G5, 267.

(Chondrothyra) percrassa, 253.

(Rendersonoina) percrassa, 253.

(Chondrothyra) rntUa, 254, 258.

(Chondrothyra) rufila nebulosa,

254, 255.

(Chondrothyra) rutila rtitila, 254.

(Chondrothyretes) siuuosa, 244.

(Chondrothyra) snhcr/reyia, 254,

256.
(Chondrothyra) suVeffregia pa-

tema, 256, 257.

(Chondrothyra) siibegregia suh-

egregia, 256, 257.

(Chondrothyretes) teuebrosa. 314.

(Chondrothyra) tosta. 2.54, 257, 259.

(Chondrothvra) tosta anrantiaca,
258-260.

(Chondrothvra) tosta hesperiu. 258,

259.

Chondrothyra (Chondrothyra) tosta

lactca, 257-260.

( Chondrothyra ) tosta pertosta, 258-
260.

(Chondrothyra) tosta tosta, 258,

259.

iPIicathyra) uniplicata, 263, 264.

(Plieathyra) wrigliti, 263, 264.

Chondrothyra, subgenus, 2.52, 253, 263,

265.

Chondrothyrella, 196, 306.

(Plica thurcUa) assimilis. 306, 307,

813.

{.Plicathurella) as.^imilis ahronen-
sis, 308.

(PUenthyyella) assimilis as.similis,

307-310.
( Ptirathi/rella) a.sshnilis cisnerosi,

308, 310.

(Plicathurella) assimilis gemma,
308, 310.

(Plicathi/rrUa) as.similis fjuirensis,

308, 310.

( Plica i.hiirella) assimilis niaceoi,

308. 309.

(Plicathyrella) assin'.ilis signata,

308, 309.

{PlieaihyreUa) ciaudicans, 307. 311,

317.

(Plicathyrella) ciaudicans ciaudi-

cans, 311.

( Plica ihyrella ) claudleans cu Im inis,

311. .312.

(Chondrothyrella) ruzcoensis, 315,

319.

(Chondrothyrella) cuzcoensis caro-

li, 320.

(Chondrothyrella) cnzcocnsis cuz-

coensis, 320.

(Chovdrothyrella) exeisa, 315, 317.

{Chondrothyrella) ottonis, 315, 318.

(Chondrothyrella) ottonis ottonis,

319.

(Chotidrothiirella) ottonis riohon-
dcisis, 819.

(Chondrothyrella) perturhata, 311,

315, 316.

(Chondrothyrella) petricosa, 315,
321.

(Chondrothyrella) petricosa ana-
fensis, 321, 322.

(Chondrothyrella) petricosa elisa-

hethae, 321, 322.

(Chondrothyrella) petricosa petri-

cosa, 321, .322.

(Chondrothyrella) pudica, 306,314,
315.

(Plicathyrella) teuebrosa, 307,312.
(Plicathyrella) teuebrosa caimiten-

sis, 313. 314.

(Plicathyrella) teuebrosa snbtene-
brosa, 313, 314.

( Plicathyrella ) teuebrosa teuebrosa,
313, 3i4.

Chondrothyrella, subgenus, 314, 317.
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Chondrothyretes. 196, 269.

affiniH, 269, 303.

barbouri, 269, 299.

barbonri barbouri, 299.

barbouri ifircniria. 299, 30().

cerina, 269, 293. 296.

cerina cerina, 297, 298.

cerina polita, 297, 298.

cerina pucUa, 297, 298.

cerina ro-scoapirnttt, 297, 298.

cerina suhccriua, 296-299.
delectabilis, 269, 2.SU.

4clectabilifi aniabili.t, 280-282.
dvlcctabiJix bcllninaria, 280. 281.

drlrctabilis drlvctcibilis, 2S0, 281.

dclcctabilis palinarin, 280, 281.

gundlachi. 269, 300.

sundlachi dcviata, 301, 303.

gandlachi ffuanriifiis. 301, 302.

gundlachi gundlachi, 301, 302.

gundlachi inuralU'n^sis. 301. 302.

giindlachi porticola, 301, 302.

iniprc/tfsa. 2:()9. 275.
imprcftxa nlboxtoma. 276, 277, 279.

ii)iprr,if«i f/itj(iiii(ii, 276-278.
imprcssa giianwnsis, 276-278.
impressa hyans, 275-279.

impressa iniprcsfta. 276-278.
impressa ornata, 275-278.
impres.sa prrcfjrina, 276. 277, 279.

impressa rosarieiisis, 276, 277, 279.
impressa soUicia, 276-278.
incrassata, 269, 293, 296.

incrassata anravtiaca, 294, 295.
incrassata fvmuta, 294, 295.

incra.ssata incrassata, 294-296.
incrassata .mbincrassata. 294-296.
parilis, 269, 304.

parilis amoena, 304, 305.
parilis fossularis, 304, 305.
parilis parilis, 304, 30r).

parilis scalaris, 304.
parilis si^nonis, 304, 305.
reticulata, 269, 286, 293, 299.

(Chondrothyretes) reticulata. 264.
retioulata costanerensis, 287-289.
reticulata encinnrensis, 287-289.
reticulata fratercula, 288, 292.
reticulata fraterna, 288, 290.
reticulata galercnsis, 288, 289.
reticulata pellucida, 288, 291.
reticulata petricola, 288, 290, 292.
reticulata petrieolella, 288, 291, 292.
reticulata reficiilaia, 288, 290.
reticulata reticnleUa, 287. 288, 291.
reticulata saccharin ella, 288, 291.
retioulata scrobicula, 288, 292.
reticulata versicolor, 288, 290, 291.
shuttleworthi, 269-272.
shutlleworthi atriola, 271-273.
shuttleworthi cataliiiensis, 272, 274.
shuttleworthi clivicola, 271, 272, 274.
shuttleworthi cumbrensis, 272.
shuttleworthi mameyensis, 272, 274.
shuttleworthi perplexa, 272, 274.
shuttleworthi portica, 271-273.

Choiidiothyretes, shuttlewortiii .shuttle-

worthi, 271-273, 275.

teuehrata, 269, 282.

tenebrata aUxdabris. 282. 283, 286.
tenebratn ayuoisis, 283, 285, 286.
tenebrata brecior, 283, 285.
tenebrata canaletensis, 283-285.
tenebrata nifmtalvcnsis. 283, 284,
286.

tenebrata scripta, 283, 284.
teucbrata tenebrata, 283, 286.
tenebrata variabilis, 28;^, 285.

Choudrothyrium. 195, 395.

creniniargo. 395.

violaceuni, 395, ;-!96.

violaceuni atlnusi, 398, 399.

violaceum banaoense, 398, 402, 403.
violaceuni clcrchi, 398, 401.
violaceuiu doloresi, 398, 399, 403.
violaceuni foiuenteitse, 398, 400, 401.
vioiaceiim ynnzalesi, 398.
violaceuni iynotum, 398, 403.

violaceuni leteranense. 397, 398, 400,
401.

violaceuni ma<ruasense, 398, 400,
402.

violaceuni maiiatiense, 398, 401.
violaceuni montanei, 397, 400, 402.
violaceuni niortel, 397. 399.

violaceuni rocai, 398, 400, 402.
violaceuni sauyeti, 398, 399, 403.
violaceuni serramnn, 398, 399.
violaceuni sopimpensc, 398, 401.
violaceuni tenue, 398, 403.
violaceuni vigiaense, 397, 400, 402.
violaceuni violaceum, 397-399, 403.

Chondrothyronia, subgenus, 195, 196,
212.

Cicadellidae, 163.

Cicadelliime, 161.

ciliata, Nephthys, 144.

Nephthys caeca, 150, 151.

Nephtys, 143-145, 151.

Nereis, 144.

Cinibex americana, 181.

cinctus, Cirrhites, 50.

cingulatum, Chondropometes ( Chondro-
ponietes) torrei, 199^201.

cirrata, Hendersonina (Scobinapoma),
237, 239.

cirratum, Cyclostoma (Chondropoma),
239.

Cirrhites ductus, 50.

fasciatus, 49, 50.

oxycephalus, 50.

Cirrhitichthys, 47, 48.

analis, 48, 49 (fig.).

fasciatus, 49.

Cirrhitidae, 47.

Cirrhitinae, 47, 48.

Cirrhitoidea, 48.

Cirrhitopsis aureu.s, 49.

Cirrhitus, 48.

cirrosa, Nephthys, 147.

cirrosa var., Nephthys, 146.
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cisnerosi, Choiulropoma, o74, 375.

cisnerosi, ChondrothyrclJa {PUcathy-
rella) assimilis, 308, 310.

clappi, ChoiKlropometes (Chondropo-
metes) vigualense, 2a5-20S.

Clark, Austin H., on onychophores from
the AVest Indies and Central Amer-
ica, 1.

C'laudicans, Chondropoma, 311.

Chondrothyra ( Chondrotliyretes )

,

311.

ChoudrofhyrcUa {PlifathyreUa)

,

307, 311. 317.

Ghondrothyrella (
Plicathyrella )

claudicans. 311.

Cyclostoma, 311.

i-lavUapis. Satyrielitliys, 123. 124. (fig.).

<'leuchi, Chondroiwma ernesti, 363.

Chondropoma {Ch ondropomodcs)
ernesti, 302, 363.

vlerchu Chondrothyrium violaeeum, 398,

401.

f I i V i r old. Chondrothyrotes shnttle-

worthi, 271. 272, 274.

cocciphila. Synpuni, 181.

Cocoloba, 379.

t'oeca, Nephthy.s, 148.

coectim, Apocephalus, 183 (fi^. ). 184.

f'oeeum, Eciton, 185.

vognatum. Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma), 324, 340.

vollumellarc, Chondropometes (Chon-
dropometes) torrei, 198-200, 204.

1-olomhen-sc. Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) vespertiuum, 342-344.

loloratiis, Sebastapistes, 59.

Columbidae. 25.

eonrolor, Chondropometes (Cliondro-

thyroma), 213, 220.

Chondropometes ( Chondrothy-
roma) concolor, 220, 221.

r-onfertum, Cyclostoma, 367.

vonfusa, Pagaronia, 165, 167.

conradi, Puffinus, 21, 22.

consiiersa, Lystridea, 178.

constellata, Helicina, 342.

f'oqnilletti, Apocephalus, 181.

Apocephalus ( Plastophora 1 . 184.

roirioifrtrnfic, (^hondropma (Chon-
dropoma) eareuasense, 348.

corrugata. Pheretima, 430. 431, 474,

475, 481.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 473.

Corrupiscis, 100.

costanercnsi.s, Choudrothyretes reticu-

lata, 287-289.
f;ottireps, Scorpaenopsis, 64 (fig.), 65.

Craniomi, 31.

f-rassfi, Chondrothyra (PJicathyra), 263,

264.

crenimargo, Chondrothyrium, 395.

Cyclostoma, 395.

crenuiatum, C.vclostoma. 374.

Crossosrorpaena, 51, 75.

Cuban land shells of subfamily Chon-
droyominae, 193.

ciilniiHi!<, Chondrothyrella (Plicathy-
rella) claudicans, 311, 312.

eumhrense, (^Chondropometes (Chondro-
thyron)ii) aeopulorum, 231, 232.

ei(iiibren.si>i, Choudi'othyra {Foveothy-
ra), 26.1, 267.

Chondrothyra iFofcothyra) cum-
brcnsis, 268.

Choudrothyretes shuttleworthi. 272.

cuzeoc7).'iis, Chondrothyrella {Chondro-
thyrella), 315, 319.

Chofidrotliyrella (Chondrothyrella)
euzroensifi, 320.

Cyclostoma auberianum, 374.

(Chondrop<-ima) cirratum, 239.

claudicans, 311.

confertum, 367.

crenimargo, 395.

crenuiatum, 374.

decurrens, 352.

delatreana, 373.

dentatum, 363.

dihitatum, 370.

dutertreana, 373.

egregium, 252, 255.

gouldianum, 337.

(Chondropoma) gundlachi. .302.

gutierrezi, 394.

lactum. 359.

latilabris, 197.

lineolatum, 374.

mahogani, 336.

marginalbum. 356.

neglectuin, 368.

(Chondropoma) oxytremum. 357.

perlatum, 332.

petricosum. 322.

pfeifferiaiium. 331.

pictum, 336.

poeyanum, 326.

pudicum, 315.

revinctum. 364, 365.

revocatum, 380.

(Chondropoma) rufopictum, 375,

376.

sagebieni, 217.

sagra, 323, 338.

sericatum, 315, 316.

shuttleworthi, 270, 273.

(Chondroponi.-i) s<»lidulum, 380.

tenehrosum, 314.

(Chondropoma) unilabiatum, 378.

(Chondropoma) unilabiatum |8, 378.

verecundum, 273.

viohiceum, 395, 399.

cylindraceus, Salmo, 14.

CymMcephalinae, 89.

Cymhacephalus, 89. 90.

armains, 90 (fig.),

nematophthalmus, 91.

Cynodesmus, 161.

cypho, Prosopodasys, 80, 87 (fig.).

Scorpaenella, 83 (fig.), 84.

Cyprinocirrhites, 47.

dactyliphorus, Dunckerocampus, 42.
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danicus, Peripatus, 2.

I'eripatus juliformis, 1, 2.

darlingtoni, Paripatns domiuicae, 1.

darwini. Gephyroberyx, 30.

Trac'hiohthys, .39.

deceptor, Chondropoma. 241>.

Chondrothyra (Chondrothyia ) , 249.
TnrritJujra

( Turrithyra

)

, 245, 247.
Turrithyra {Turrithyni) dpceptor,

248. 249.
decolor, Hendersoviua (Hendersonida)

discolorans, 235, 236.
decurrens!, Chondropoma (Chondro-

poma) moe.stum. 352, 353.
Cyclo.stoma. 352.

delatreaiia, Cyclo.stoma, 373.
delatreanum, Chondropoma ( (^houdro-

pomorus), 863, 372.
Chondropoma ( Chondropomorus

)

delatreanum, 372, 373.
delectabilis, Chondrothyretes, 269, 280.

Chondrothyreies delectaUlis,' 2S0,
281.

dentatum, Chondropoma (Chondro-
pomoru.s), 374, 375.

Cyclo.stoma. 363.
Desmogaster, 406.
Desmogaster .sinensis, 406.
deviata, Chondrothj'retes gnndlachi, 301

303.

dibranchi.s, Nophthy.s, 146.
Nephtys. 144-146. 149.

diffringens, Megascolex, 430.
Pheretima, 430, 431, 446, 456 469.

dilatatnm, Ciiondropoma (Chondro-
pomorns), 363, 369, 371.

Chondropoma ( Chondropomorns

)

dilatatnm, 370, 371.
Cyelostoma. 370.

dilatus. Spirinchus, 16.
discoloran.s, Chondropoma. 235.

Hcudcrsonina {Hendersonida), 233
235.

Hendersonina (Hendersonida) dis-
colorans, 235, 236.

di,-ijnn(:tiir.i, Chondropometes (Choudro
thyroma) sagebieni, 217, 218. 220.

dissohitum, Chondropoma, 342.
'

Chondropoma (Chondropoma) 342
divergens, Pheretima, 430, 431,

Pheretima (Pheretima). 430.
diverf/us. PaicoscGlytits, 139.
Dixiphichthys, 101. 119.

hoplites, 119, 120 (fig.).
Dixiphistes, 101, 117, 120.

nuwrorJiynchus, 117, 118, 119 (flo-

)

Dixiphistops, l(Jl, 115, 120.
mega lops, 115, 116 (fig.).

Dog, Miocene, from Maryland, 159.
doloreni. Chondrothyrium violaeeum

398, 399, 403.
dominicae, Peripatus, 1.

Peripatus dominicae, 1.

Drawida, 408, 411.
gisti, 406.

grahami, 408, 413.

Drawida hehoensis, 408.
japonica, 405, 409-411. 414.
japonica typica, -ill, 414.
japonic'us, 411.
japonicus siemsseni, 414.
.siem.sseni, 414.

Dunckeroeampus, 41.

dactyliphorus, 42.

pc.ssidifcnis, 41, 42 (fig.).
dunkeri, Chondropoma ( Cii ondropom is-

ca) unilabiatum, 378, 379.
dutertrcana, Cyelostoma, 373.
Earthworms from Szechwan, China, 405
Eho.sia, 79.

eehinelht, Turrithyra (Turrithyretes)
echinulata, 241.

echinulata, Chondrothyra (Chondrothy-
retes), 241.

Turrithyra (Turrithyretes) , 240.
Turritliyru (Turrithyretes) echin-

ulata, 241.
echinulatum, Chondropoma, 241.
Kciton coeeum, 185.
edouardi, Chondropoma, 360.

Chondropama (Chondropoma), 3'^4

359.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma) edou-
ardi, 360.

pgregiii. Chondropoma, 254.
Chondrothyra (Chondrothyra), 254.

255.

egregiima, Cliondropoma, 255.
Chondrothyra (Chondi-othvra). 255
Cyclostojua. 252. 255.

'. l;).phocera, Areoda, 11.
!i!leotridae, 31. 129.
Bleotriinae, 129.
Eleotris, 120.

sclateri, 129, 130.
climhethae, Chondropometes (Chondro-

thyroma) magnum, 223, 224.
Chon drothyrclla

( Chon drothyrella

)

petricosa, 321, 322.
elongatus, Mallotus, 17. 19.
owinarensis. Chondrothyretes refi'u-

kita, 287-289.
Eocene owl from Wyoming. 27.
eperlanus, Salmo, 14.

Epiperipatus, 2.

barbouri, 1, 2.

biolleyi. 1, 3.

ernesti, Chondropoma, 363.
Chondropoma ( Chondropoinodes)

,

361. .362.

Chondropoma ( Chondropoinodes)
ernesti, 362, 363.

Eri-!iomenellii)i, 163.

Errhomenellns. 164, 169.
aiidus, 175.

brachypterus, 169.
friscanus, 169.

irroratus, 173.

Errhomenus lineatus, 170, 172.
montanus. 171.
oregonensis, 171.
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Ihrhomus. 163, 164, 168, 169.

(Varsouuii) aridiis, 170. J 74-176.

(Carsonns) aricUis furcatvs, 175.

(Carsonus) aridus itwfrins, 176.

(Carson us) irroralus, 170, 173-175.

Icarsonus) irroratus apicntus, 174.

(Errhoinuii) liueatns, 170, 172.

(Carsonus) macnlatiis, 170, 174,

175.

(Erriwmns) montamis. 170-172.

{Errhomu.'<) oiegonensis, 170. 171.

Errhomus, .subgenus, 170.

erytliraeus, Iclithyocampus, 44.

Evacauthini, 164.

escisa. ClwniJrothyrdla {Ch(»idroihy-

rem), 315, 317.

exeisum. Chondropoma, 317.

exilis, PheretiiiiH, 431.

(Xiiuiuiii, Chondropomel e.'; (CUoudro-

thyroma), 212, 213.

ChoKdroyoniete.s ( Choudrothyroma

)

eximiam. 213, 214, 233.

e.rquisiiuni, Cliondropometes (Choudro-

thyroma), 212. 213, 215, 216.

Choudropometes (Choudrothyroma

)

exqulsihvm, 216, 217.

faugi, Pheretiuia, 425-427.

fasciatus, Amblycirrhitus, 4J).

Cirrhite.s, 49, 50.

Cirrhiticlithys, 49.

Paracirrhite.s, 50.

felipcnse, Choudropometes (Choudrothy-

roma) segrcgHtum, 227, 228.

figurocnse, Chondropoma (Choudropo-

martes) irradians. 387-889.

ftlamentoaa. Hipposcorpdcia. 71, 72

(fig.).

lilameuto.su.s, Inimicus, 8b.

fiUfer, Bembrop.s, 92, 93 (fig.).

Fishes, from the Philippine seas and
adjacent waters. 31.

new genus and .species of cottoid,

from the Ahiutian Ishmds, 187.

flanmiilahre, Choudropometes (Chondro-

pometes) torrei, 199, 201, 203.

flavidurn, Choudropometes (Choudro-

pometes) torrei, 199-202.

flavipes, Phytholaema, 8, 9 (fig), H-
Phytoloema, 11.

flexilis, Pheretima, 433.

fogonense, Choudropometes (Choudro-

pometes) vignalense, 206-208.

foliiousis, Pheretima, 473, 474.

fomentense. Chondrothyrium viohiceum,

398, 400. 401.

fontei, Choudropometes (Choudrothy-

roma) covcolor, 220-222.

fornicata, Pheretima, 414, 434.

fossuUrls. Chondrothyretes parilis, 304,

305.

foveata. Chondrothyra ( Foveothyra)

,

265, 266, 2&8.

Chondrothyra {Foveothyra) fove-

ata, 266. '
•

•

foveatuui, Chondropoma, 266.

Chondrothyra (Chondrothyretes)

,

266.

Foveothyra. subgenus, 196, 252, 265.

Fowler, Henry W.. on new fishes from

the Pliilippine Seas and adjacent

waters, 31.

fratcrcnla. Chondrothyretes reticulata,

288, 292.

fraterna. Chondrothyretes reticulata,

288, 290.

friscauus, Errhomenellus, 169.

Friscanus, 163. 169.

Frhranus, 164, 168.

friscanus, 163, 169.

fuinata, Chondrothyretes incrassata,

294, 295.

furcata. Pagaronia, 165, 168.

fiircatvs. Errhonius iCarsonus) aridus,

175.

f/alaloiiOJKis, Hendersonina {ScoUna-
ponia) scobina, 2.37-239.

(/alerensis, Chondrothyretes reticulata,

288, 289.

ganuzaemc, Chondropoma (Chondro-

poma) pfeifferianimi, 331.

garcianiun. Chondropoma, 353.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma), 324,

Gargariscinac, 1 21.

GargafiKci:s, 121.

prionocephalus, 121.

semidentatus, 121.

Gates, G. B.. on Chiuese earthworms
fi-om Szcchwau, 405.

gemella, Pheretima. 418.

ijemma, CJwudroihyrella {Plicathy-

rella) assimilis, 308, 310.

Gephyroberyx, 36, 38.

darwini, 39.

japonicus, 39.

2)h Hipplans, 38, 39 (fig.),

germanica, Vespula, 181.

gihhifrons, Scorpaena, 58, 59 (fig.).

gigantea, Chondrothyretes impressa,

276-278.

gilberti, Monhoplichthys, 99.

gillctti, Tliatnna, 177.

gisti, Drawida, 406.

Gobioraoiphus, 130.

illotus, 130.

gnnsalrsi, Chondrothyrium violaceum,

398.

gouldiauum. Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) pictum, 335-337.

Cyclostoma, 337.

gracilis, Bathyclupea, 34, 35 (fig.).

Graham, D. C, Chinese earthworms
from Szechwan collected by, 405.

grahami, Drawida. 408, 413.

Pheretima, 437, 444, 473.

Grammoplites, 89.

GravimopJitinne, 89.

(/ratiosuin, Choudropometes (Choudro-
pometes) torrei, 199, 200, 204.
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Greene, Charles T., on new genus and
species of the dipterous faniilv Phori-
dae, 181.

(/rem field i, Choudropoma {Chondro-
poiuiaca), HIG, iiSl.

greyonii, MonfiopUchthi/s, 95. 96 (fig.),

98.

guom'HSin, Choudrothyretes iinpressa,
27(1-278.

ffuaneihsifi, Choudrothyi'i'tes gundlaehi,
301, 302.

(jK(uit<tn<uivcnse, Chondropoma (Chon-
dropouia) niarginalbum, 356, 357.

iiuarahoenne, Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) carenaseiise, 348, 349.

guillehni. Perichaeta, 440.

Plieretuwa, 439, 440, 494. 497.
fjuireitsiii, ClioHdrothi/rellu (Plicathy

rclla) assimilis, 308, 310.
yulsae}if<e, Chondropoma {Gutierresi-

uni), 3fK). 393.

gundlachi, Chondropoma, 303.

Choudrothyretes, 269, 300.
Choudrothyretes gundlachi, 301,

302.

C.vclostoma (Chondropoma), 302.
gutierrezi, Chondropoma {Gutierrezi-

um), 390, 393.

Chondropoma iGut'erreziiim) gu-
tierrezi, 394.

Cyelostoma, 394.

Qatierrez'utm, subgeuus, 323, 390.
gnttutus, PtvrociiUoiJs, 133.

haitiensis, Peripatus dominicae, 1.

Halicampus koilomatodou, 43.
hamliui, Chondropoma, 251.

Chondrothyra (Chondrothyra), 251.
Titrrithyra (Turrithyra), 245, 250.
Turrithyra (Turrithyra) hamlini,

250, 251.

Hartnmu, Olga, on Nephtyidae from the
northea.st Pacifle, 143.

haswelli, Hoplichthys. 100.
hawayana. Perichaeta, 445.

Pherelima, 445, 454, 456, 460, 465.
Pherethna (Pherelima), 446, 453.

hehoensis, Urawida, 408.

Helicina consteUata, 342.
Helicolenus, 51.

hciuilepidula, Scorpaeua. 63, 64 (tig.).

Heminodus, 121, 122.

philippiuus, 122.

hemisticta, Trighi, 113.

hendersoni, Chondropoma. 234.

Chondrothyra (Chondrothyra), 234.
Htyndcrsonina (Hendersonina) , 233,

234.

Hendcrsonida, subgeiuis, 195, 234.
Hendcrsonma. 195, 233.

(Scobinopamu) cirrata, 237, 239.

{Hendernonlda) discolorans, 233,
235.

(Hcinderso)iid(i) discolorans hieolor,

235, 236.

{Hendersonida) discolorans de-
color, 235, 236.

Hcndersonina { Mendersonida) discolo-
rans discolorans, 235. 236.

(BcndcmouitKn hendersoni, 23:i.

234.

(Scobinaponia) niuctilata, 237. 23S(.

{Scohinapoina) seohina. 2:^3, 237,
238.

i^cohinupoma) scobiua 'jalalmien-
xis, 237-239.

(ScobwdpoiiKi ) scobina scobina.
237-2:^9.

Hendersoiiimi, subgeuus, 234.

Hendersanoma, subgenus, 196, 252.
herrmanni, I'hytholaema, 5. 8, 9 (fig.).

10.

Phytoloema, 10.

hcrshei, Chondropoma (Chondropoma)
obesum, 350, 351.

heaperki. Chondrothyra (Chondrothyra)
tostn. 2.58. 259.

hesperidum, I'lieretima, 427, 428.
Pheretima (Pheretima), 427. 428,

473.

heterochaeta, Pheretima, 430.

Pheretima (Pheretima). 430.

hexanema, Sebastes, 75.

Hipposeurpaena, 51, 71.

fihunentosa, 71, 72 (fig.),

hombergi. Nephtys, 145.

Homoptera, 163.

hongkongensis, Pheretima. 436. 446.

I^heretima (I'lieretima). 446.

Hoplichthys acanthopleurus, 97.

haswelli, 100,

platophrys. 99.

hopliies. DixipMehthyx. 119. 120 (fig.).

Hoplosebastes, 50, 52.

armatus, 53.

pristigenys, 52 (tig.).

Hoplostethus, 36.

raediterraneus, 36.

melanopierux, 35 (fig.), 36.

metalUcus, 37 (tig.).

Hoplostethus, subgenus. 36, 37.

hoskynii. Bathyclupea, 34.

houlleti, Amyntas, 440, 445.

Peretima, 440.

Pheretima, 440, 445, 446.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 440.

hupehensis, Perichaela, 504.

hupeiensis, Amyntas, 448.

Perichaeta. 448. 505.

Pheretima, 405, 434, 448.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 448. 449.

hutia, Turrithyra (Tiirrithyretefi) sinu-

osa. 242, 243.

hyaii><. Choudrothyretes iinpresxa, 275-
279.

Icerya purchasi, 181.

ichangensis, Pheretima. 440, 445.

Ichthyocampu!*, 43.

erythraeus, 44.

pliilippinuK. 43.

iynieolor, Choudropometes (Chondro-
lK>metes) vignalense, 206, 207, 210.

ignobilis, Pheretima, 450.
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iffnotiiin, Choiulrotlivriiini violaceum,
398, 40;5.

illotus, Gobiomorphu8, 130.

impresaa, Chondrothyretes, 209, 27").

impressa, Chondrothyretes imprcsaa,
276-278.

incertus, Errhotnux {Car.sonii>i\ aridus.

176.

incisa, Nephlhy-s, 146.

Nephty.s 143.

incrat-sata, Chondrothyretes, 2t)9. 21>3.

296.

Chondrothyretes incrassata, 294-
296.

incrassatum, Chondropoma, 29").

indica, Pheretima, 41S.

indicus. Amhlycirrhitus, 49.

infernale. Choudropometes ( Chondro-
pometes) vignalense. 206, 207, 209, 211.

Inimicinae, 51.

Inimicus, 51, 77, 85.

aurantiaeus. 85.

hifilis, 85 (fig.),

filanientosus, 86.

Insects from the Trmssic of the Petri-

fied Forest Natu)nal Monument. Ari-

zona, 137.

insulae. Perichaeta, 453.

Plieretiraa. 454.

insiilaris. Maci'operipatns, 3.

iosaturatum, Chondroponietes (Chon-
dropometes) torrei, 199-201, 203, 204.

irradians, Cliondroponia, oSS.

Chondropoma (Chondropomartes),
383, 385-387.

Chondropoma ( Chondropomartes

)

irradians, 387, 388.

irroratus, Errliomenellus, 173.

Errhomus (Caisonns), 170, 173-
175.

Isobnna, 48.

itineraria, Chondrothyretes barbouri,

299, 300.

jaguaennc. Chondropometes (Chondro-
pometes) torrei, 199, 200, 203.

japoniea, Drawida, 405, 409-411, 414.

Lepidotrigla, 105. 110.

japonieus. Drawida, 411.

Gephyroberyx, 39.

Moniligaster, 411.

jarucensc. Chondropometes (Chondro-
pometes) vignalense, 206, 207, 212.

jaulense. Chondropoma ( Cliondroponia )

,

324, 354.

jibncoense, Chandropoma (Chondro-
poma) poeyauum, 325, 326.

joh nson i,
( 'hondropoma ( Chondropoma

)

nicolasi, 346. 347.

juanensis, Peripatns dorainicae, 1.

kelloggi, Teplirocyon, 160, 161.

Kersogaster. 36.

kiangensis. Pheretima, 427. 428. 497.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 497.

kiangsnensis, Pheretima, 428, 488, 497,

505.

Pheretima (Pheretima). 488.

kishinouyei, I.ejiidotrigla, 109.

koilomatodon, Halicampns. 43.

kulingiana, Pheretima oorrugata, 474.

kyamiliia, Pheretima, 465.

hiclianxensis. Peripatns. dominicae, 1.

hictcd. Chohdrolhyra (Chondrothyra)
to.stit, 257 260.

lactum, Cyclostoma, 359.

laetum. Chondropoma (Chondropoma),
324, 3.59.

laijuiiilnscuHC. Cliondropometes (Chon-
drotliyroma) sffjrcffatum. 227, 228.

latilabre, Chondropometes (Chondro-
pometes), 197, 198.

latilabris, Cyclostoma, 197.

hifus, Paralracliiehtliys. 40 (IJg.).

Inured ni. Chondropometes (Chondro-
thvroma) Hegrcgatuiii, 227-229.

lauta. Pheretima, 420. 421, 425, 474, 482.

Pheretima ( Pheretima ) , 473, 474.

Leaflioppers of the ti'ibc Eri-homenel-
lini, 163.

Leiogaster, 36.

leiiibci/i, Chondropoma ( Chondropoma )»
324,' 326, 328.

leo)ii. Chondropoma (Chondropoma),
324, 327, 329.

Lepidopidae, 45.

Lepidotrigia, 100, 101, 111.

argyrosoiiia, 105, 106 (tig.).

cavillone, 101.

.japoniea. 105, 110.

kishinouyei, 109.

longipinnis. 107.

ttmerubrachium. 107. 109, 110 (fig.).

oglina, 101, 102 (fig.).

pectoraUx, 104, 105 (fig.).

punctipectoralis, 107, 108 (fig.).

.spiloptera, 104.

.spiloptera longipinnis, 107.

strauchi, 107.

venusta, 103 (fig.).

Lepidotrigla, subgenus, 101.

leptaeanthus, Ti'igla. 113.

leptosteus. Bubo, 27, 29.

Protostrix, 27-29.

letcnnwiise, Cliondrotliyriinn viola-

eeum, 397. 398, 400, 401.

leucocirea, Plieretima, 434.

leucogaster, Sula, 25.

Iciicotacnid. Brama, 44 (fig.),

lenrynuis, Prosopodasys, 86.

Licina linuilatam, 374.

pererassa, 253.

limella, Pheretima. 451.

lineatns. Errhomeuns. 170, 172.

Errh 0)11 IIS {Errlionui.s), 170, 172.

lineolatum, Cyclostoma, 374.

Lioscorpius. 76.

loehri. Amyntas, 428.

Plieretima, 427.

lohri. Amyntas, 473.

Pheretima, 474, 481.

longipinnis, Lepidotrigla, 107.

Lepidotrigla spiloptera, 107.

longosetosa, Nephthys, 146.
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Lophobrauchii, 31.

Loiicati, 31.

loxostyia, Moris, 21, 2:^, 25.

lucifei\ Cliondropomotes ( Choiidropo-
metes) vignalense, 20(5. 207, 209.

luctifera, Cliondrothyra (Clioiulrotliyra)

atristoma, 261, 262.

Lumbriciis, 505.

limulatum, Licina, 374.

Lupinus arboreus, 183, 169.

luteilabre, Chondrc^pometes ( Chondro-
pometes) torrei, 199, 200, 202-204.

lyddekeri, Protostrix. 29.

Lystridea, 163, 164, 178.

conspersa, 178.

niida, 178, 179.

ulileri, 178-180.
Lytlirichthys, 84.

nuweoi. bhondrothyrella {Plicuihy-
rella) assimilis, 308, 309.

riiacrobrachium, Lepidotrigla, 107, 109,

110 (fig.),

inacrochaeta, I'ericbaota .schmardae,
482.

Maci'operipatns, 1. 3.

iiiniilaris, 3.

perrieri, 3.

macrwhyticliuH, Dixtphiste.'s, 117, 118,

119 (fig.).

Macroscorpius, 51. 75.

pallidus, 75. 76, 77 (tig.),

macroura, Zenaidura, 25.

ninciilata, Hc)i(icrso>iina (»S c o 6 i n a-

poma), 237, 239.

mac'ulalus, Acocepbalus, 173, 174.

Errhomus (Garsonus), 170, 174,

175.

inagellauica, Nephtbys, 146.

Nephtys, 144-146, 147 (fig.).

maffister, Choudropomete.s (Cbondro-
thyroma) concolor. 220, 221.

magnifica, Cboudropoma (Chondropo-
mella), 390,

nwgnificus, Nemateleotris, 131, 132.

magnum. Chondropometes (Cboudro-
thyroma), 213, 222.

Cbondropojiietes ( Cbondrothyroma

)

magnum, 196, 212, 223, 224.

muguasense, Cbondrotbyrium violacevim,

398, 400, 402.

inahogani, Cboudropoma (Cbondro-
poma) pictum, 334-336.

Cyclostoma, 336.

inalayana, Batbyclupea, 34.

malayanua. Bathvsaarops, 31, 32, 33
(fig.).

mallentum, Cbondroporaetes (Chondro-
Ibyroma) eximitcm. 213-215.

Mai lotus. 1&-1S.
catervariiis, 13-20.

olongatus, 17, 19.

villosus, 15-17, 19, 20.

malnigreni, Nepbthys, 148.

Nepbtys, 143-145.
mmncyensi'i, Cbondrothyretes shuttle-

worthi, 272, 274.

nutmeyi, Cboudropometes (Cbondrothy-
i-oma) segregatmn, 227, 228, 230.

iiiiiiiaticnsc. Cbondrotbyrium violaceum,
398. 401.

manni, Peripatus, 1.

marginalbum. Cboudropoma (Cboudro-
poma), 323, 355.

Cboudropoma (Cboudropoma) mar-
giualbum, 356.

Cyclostoma, 356.

marginatns, Paleoipidiis, 140.

murisrncv.ns, Pachylrigla, 110, 111, 112
(fig.).

liiariillcnsc, Cboudropometes ( Cboudro-
pouietos) viguaieuse, 206, 207, 209.

Maryland, Mioceue booby from, 21.

Miocene dog from, 159.

niurylandica, Tomarctus, 159. 160 (fig.),

mas^atakae, Pberetima, 474.

maxima, Paleohuprestis, 138.

mayensc, Cboudropoma (Cliondropo-
morus) aubcriauum, 374, 375.

mcadamsi, Scorpaeua, 60 (fig.),

mediterraueous, Hoplostetbus, 36.

megaceps, Batbyclupea. 33 (fig.), 35.

megalepis, Scorpaeua, 56, 57 (fig.), 59.

mcgalops, Dixiphistops, 115, 116 (fig.),

Phcnacoscorpius, 69, 70, 71 (fig.).

Megascoiex diffringeus, 430.

scbmardae, 482.

mehinopterus. Hoplostetbus, 35 (fig.),

36.

Mololoutbiuae, 5.

Memuouin simplex, 169.

rnenddx, Turriihyra (Turrithyra) , 244,
245.

moulozcHfiC. Cboudropometes (Chondro-
tbyroma) sagebieui, 217-219.

iiictalliciifi, Hoplof^tetbus, 37 (fig.).

micronotoptcnis. Syuguatnus, 42 (fig.).

Microsiila, subgenus, 25.

mhnica, Protostrix. 27, 28 (fig.), 29
(fig.).

minacusc, Cboudropometes (Cboudro-
pometes) torrei, 198-200. 203, 204.

minima, Paleohuprcsti'^, 139.

Miuoiuae. 51.

Miuous, 51.

Mioceue booby from tbc Calvert forma-
tion of ^Maryland, 21.

dog from Maryland, 159.

niirabilis, Pberetima, 430.

mirasetis, Nepbtbys, 146.

viochcnse, Cboudropoma (Cboudro-
poma) pictum, 335, 336, 3.38.

modosta. Nepbtys, 153.

Pberetima, 427, 428.

Modialis, 5.

mocstum, Cboudropoiua, 353.

Cboudropoma (Cbondroiwma), 324,

351.

Cboudropoma ( Cboudropoma)
moestura, 352, 'Soo.

MoUusks of subfamily Cbondropominae
from Cuba, 196.
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Monk opliclt thys, 95.

gilbeili, 99.

grc(/onji,m,m (fig.), 98.

prosenimii. 97 (tig.).

smi^hi, 98 (fig.).

Moiiiligaster japouicns, 413.

Mouiligastridae, 406.

moiitah-ensis, Chondrolhyretes teve-

brnta, 283, 284, 280.

nwntauei. (^'Jiondrothyrinm violaceiuii,

397, 400, 402.

montanum. Chonclropoma {Gutierre-

zlum), 390, 392, 393.

montaiius, Errhomenus, 171.

Errhovtiis {Errhomus), 170-172.

moraleH, Chondi'opoma (Choiulvopoma)
moestnm. 352, 853.

Moris, 23, 25.

loxcstyla, 21, 23, 25.

sp., 25.

movrisi, Perichaeta, 453.

PluM-otima, 430, 446, 453.

Pheretima (Plieietima), 453.

uiortel. Ciioiuliothyriuin violaceura, 397,

399.

murallci'.si.s. Chondrothyretes gnndlacbi,

301, 302.

luntabilis, Areoda, 8.

Phytiiolaema, 5-8, 9 (fig.), 10.

Phytoloenia, 8.

)i(t.tenso>ii, Chondrothyra ( Foveothyra)

,

265, 267.

Neai'ctic leafhopper.-^ of the tribe Err-

horiienellini. 163.

nehiiloso, Chondrothyra (Chondrothyra)
rutila, 254, 255.

iieglectum, Chondropoiiia (Chondropo-
morus), 363. 368.

Cyclostoma, 368.

ricgrosense, Chondropoma (Giitierre-

ziiim) gutierrezi, 394.

NcmaperistediGu, 122, 126.

orlentale. 125-127, 128 (fig.).

Ne»iapontiiiH.s, 51, 73.

tentaciilaris, 73, 74 (fig.).

Nemapterois, 51, 81.

hioceUatus, 81, 82 (fig.).

Nemateleotris, 129, 131.

mac/nificus, 131, 132.

nematophthalmiLs, Cymiacephalus, 91.

Platycephalus, 90.

Nephtliys, 145.

assimilis, 148, 150.

caeca, 144, 148-150.

caeca ciliata, 150, 151.

ciliata, 144.

cirrosa, 147.

eirrosa var., 146.

coeca, 148.

dibraiichis, 146.

incisa, 146.

lougoseto.'^a, 146.

magellanica, 146.

malmgreni, 148.

Neplithys luira.setis, 146.

sp., 148.

Nephtis. 145.

\(>phtvi(lao from the iiortlieast Pacific,

143.'

Nephtys, 143-145.

as.simili.s, 143.

caeca, 143-145, 148, 149, 155, 156.

caecoidcs. 144, 145, 147 (fig.), 148.

ciilifoniiensis, 145, 148, 149, 150
(fig.),

ciliata, 143-14-5. 151.

dibraiichis, 14-1-146, 149.

hombergi, 145.

incisa, 143.

magellanica, 144-146, 147 (fig.).

maJnigreui, 143-145.

modesta, 153.

phyllobrauchia, 153.

i>iinrtata. 145, 1.55 (fig.).

rickett.n, 145, 153. 154 (fig.).

schmitti, 145, 152 (fig.).

Nereis caeca, 144.

ciliata, 144.

vicolosi. Chondropoma (Chondropoma)

,

324. 345.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma) m-
colaiii. 346.

nierstraszi, Peristedion, 123.

viperise, Cliondropoma ( Chondroix>mo-
rus) caneseens, 367, 368.

rioronhai, Pleropelor. 77, 78 (fig.).

volatum, Chondropometes (Chondro-
thyroraa) ewquisitmii, 215, 216.

nil (hi, Lystridea, 178, 179.

obesa, Truncatella, 351.

obcsnni, Chondropoma (Chondropoma),
323, 350.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma) obe-

sum, 350, 351.

obseuritopora, Pheretima, 505.

ohSQlctum. Chondropoma (Cliondropo-

tnisca) unilabiatinm, 378.

obtii.ws, Phallocottus, 187, 188, 189 (fig.).

Occident ale, Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) poeyanum, 325, 326.

octopuuctata, Pagaronla 13-p\inetata,

166, 167.

ouUim, Lopidotrigla, 101, 102 (fig.).

Oman, P. W.. on revision of Nearctlc

leafhoppers of the tribe Errhomenel-
lini, 163.

omeunontis, Pheretima, 455, 459.

Pheretima (Pheretima) paragland-
ularis, 455.

Onychophores from the West Indies and
Central America, 1.

Ophiocara, 129.

Ophiocarinae, 129.

Oplichthyidae, 95.

Oplichthys, 95, 100.

opposita, Turrithyra (Turrithv'etes)
sr.mosa, 242-244.

oregonen.sis, Errhomen\is, 171.

Errhomus (Errhonius), 170, 171.
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oricntale, Nfuwpeiistedion, 125-127, 128
'fig).

ornata, Chondrothyretes impressa, 275-
278.

Osmerus, 14.

Osorioia, anbgonus, 63.

Otohime, 101, 113.

ottouis, VhondrothyrvUn (Chonrirothi/-
rella), 31o, 318.

Chondrothyrella ( ChondrothyreUa)
ottonis, ol9.

Owl from the Eoceno of Wyoming, 27.

oxycephalus, Cirrhites, 50.

Oxycirrhites, 48.

Oxycirrhitinae, 48.

oxytremum, Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma), 324, 357.

Cyclo.stoma (Chondropoma), 357.

Pachj/trifjlrt, 100, 110. 111.
Pachytri()la nutrlHhunitiH. 110. 111. 112

(fig.).

Pacific, annelid worms of the family
Nephtyidae from, 143.

capelin Mallotus catervarius; from.
13.

pacta, Pheretima, 426, 456.
Pagaronia, 163-165, 167.

cmifum. 165, 167.

furcata, 165, 168.

13-punctata, 165-168.
13-punctai'a octoimiutata, 16>6. 167.
13-punctata trimiata, 16-5.

triunata, 165, 167.

Ijalcnriuense. Chondropoma (Chondro-
pomartcs) irradian.s. 387-3SJ).

PalcohitprrstiH tnn.riina, 138.
minima, 139.

Paleoipidux UKugliKituK, 140.
perforat us. 140.

PaleoscoJytua divcryii.s. 139.
pallida, Phytholaema hcrrmanni. 8, 10.

pallidimacula. Scorpacna, 61, (j2 (fig.).

paUiduliiw, Chondropometes (Chondro-
pometcs) torrei, 199. 200, 202.

pallid US', Marro.9corpivs, 75, 76, 77 (fig.).

pahnarifi, Chondrothyretes delectabiUs,
280. 281.

palmaritcn-v. Chondropometes (Chon-
dropometes) vignalense, 206, 207, 211.

palmasolcn.tc. Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) obesum, 350. 351.

;) a n e n a r, ( 'hondropoma (Chondro-
pomartes) irradians, 387-389.

papilUfera, Pheretima. 459.
Parabembras, 93.

Parabembiinae, 93.

Paracirrhites, 48.

fasciatus. 50.

paraglandularis, I'heretima, 420, 421,
424.

Paratrachichthyinae, 39.

Paratrachichthys, 40.

latus, 40 (fig.),

prosthemius, 40. 41.

traillii, 40.

Paratrachichthys, subgenus, 40.

Paratrigla. 100.

pa rills. Clu'ndrothyretes. 269, 304.

Chondi-othyretes parilis, 304, 305.

porrum. Cli<nidropometes (Chondrothy-
roma) .sagebieui, 217-219.

pateriia, Cliondrothyra (Chondrothyra)
subeyregia. 256. 257.

pectenifera. Pheretima, 414. 460.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 460.

pcctoralis. Lepidotrigla, 104. 105 (fig.).

Uraspis, 46, 47 (fig.).

I'ehHanns piscator, 22.

pcllurida. ( 'hondrothvretes reticulata,

288, 291.

Pelor, 85.

percrassa, Chondrothyra (Chondrothy-
ra), 2.53.

Chondrothyra {Hendersononia)
,

253.

Licina, 253.

pvre(jritia, Chondrothvretes impressa,
276, 277. 279.

Peretima honlleti, 440.

perforatus, Paleoipidu><, 140.

Perichaeta. 505.

aspergillum, 420.

gnillelmi. 440.

hawayana, 445.

hupehensis, 504.

hnpeiensis, 448. 505.

insulae, 453.

morrisi, 4.53.

robnsta, 473.

sandvicensis, 428, 429.

sehmardae macrochaeta. 482.

sumatrana, 482, 485.

Peripatus, 2.

barbouri, 2.

biolleyi, 3.

danicus, 2.

df)minicae. 1.

dominicae antiguensis, 1.

dominicae basilcnsis, 1.

dominicae darlingtoni, 1.

dominicae dominicae, 1.

dominicae haitiensis, 1.

dominicae juanensls, 1.

dominicae lachanxensis. 1.

jnliformis danicus, 1, 2.

manni, 1.

sedgwicki, 1.

(Epiperipalus) trinidadensis, 2.

Peristediidae, 121.

Peristediinae, 122.

Peristedion, 122.

ambliKjenyx, 122, 123 (fig.).

nierstraszi, 123.

picturatum, 123.

undulatus, 121.

Peristethidion prionocephalum. 121.

perlatnm. Chondropoma, 332.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma), 324.

332.

Cyclostoma, 332.

perplexa, Chondrothyretes shuttle-

worthi. 272, 274.
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pcrpJeamm, Chmul! opoiufi (Chondro-
pomonis) caiiosoons, 367, 8(58.

Chondrop(»metes ( Ghondrothy-
roma) scopulofinn. 11>6. 212, 231-
233.

perrieri. Macroppriputus. 3.

persimilis. Turrith ifta ( Turrithijia )

deceptor. 248. 24!).

pertosta, Choiulroth.vta (Clioudrothyra)
toftta, 258-260.

pefturbata. Ghondrothi/i'elhi (Chovdro-
thyrclla), 311. 31 r>. 316.

pessulifcriis, Dunckerwampus. 41. 42

(fig.).

petricolu, Chondrothyretes reticnlnta,

288, 290, 292.

petricoleUa. Chondrothyretes retwulata,

288, 291, 292.

petricosa, ChoiidroHn/rella {Chondro-
thyreiki), 315, 321.

Chondrothijrellu ( Ch ondroth yreUa )

petricosa, 321. 322.

petricosum, Cyelostoma. 322.

Petrified Forest National Monument,
Arizona, insects from, 137.

pfeifferiannm, Chondropoma, 331.

Cliondropoma (Chondropoma), 324,

327-329.
Chondroiwma ( Cliondropoma

)

pfeifferiannm, 331.

Cyelostoma, 331.

Plialloi-ottns, 187.

obtusns, 187, 188, 189, (fig.).

Phenacosvorpiua, 51, 69.

megalops. 69. 70, 71 (fig.).

Pheretima. 414, 420, 426, 432, 446. 451,

464, 497.

Mbdita, 415, 460.

antefixa, 414, 418.

asiatica, 405. 488, 494.

aspergillum, 420, 456, 474, 482.

barbadeusis, 430, 446, 454.

bipapillata, 425, 427.

browni. 427, 453.

(Plieretima) browni, 427.

bucculenta, 425.

californica, 414, 427, 485.

eapensis, 482
carnosa, 465, 469.

choeina, 427.

(Pheretima) choeina, 427.

corrugata, 430. 431, 474, 475. 481.

(Pheretima) corrugata, 473.

<-orrngata knlingiana, 474.

<liffringens, 430. 431, 446, 456, 469,

divergens, 430, 431.

(Pheretima) divergens, 430.

(livergens yunnanensis, 430.

exilis, 431.

fangi, 425-427.

flexilis, 433.

fokiensis, 473. 474.

fornicata. 414, 434.

gemella, 418.

grahami, 437, 444, 473.

guillelmi, 439, 440, 494, 497

170456—40 2

Pheretima hawavana. 445, 454, 456,

460, 4()5.

(Pheretima) hawayaiia, 446, 453.

hawayana barbadensis. 446. 454.

hawavana t.vpica, 446.

hesijeridnm, 427, 428.

(Pheretima) hesperidum, 427, 428,

473.

heterochaeta, 430.

(Phevetima) heterochaeta, 430.

hongkougensis, 436, 446.

( Pheretima ) hongkonkensis, 446.

honlleti. 440. 445, 446.

(Pheretima) honlleti, 440.

hupeiensis. 405, 434, 448.

(Pheretima) hui>eiensis, 448, 449.

iohangensis. 440, 445.

ignobilis, 450.

indica, 418.

insulae. 4.54.

kiangensis. 427, 428, 497.

(Pheretima) kiangensis, 497.

kiang.snensis, 428, 488, 497, 505.

(Pheretima) kiangsnensis, 488.

kvamikia, 465.

lanta, 420, 421, 425, 474, 482.

(Pheretima) lanta, 473, 474.

lencocirca, 434.

limella, 451.

loehri. 427.

Kihri, 474, 481.

masatakae, 474.

mirabilis, 430.

modesta. 427. 428.

morrisi, 430, 446, 453.

(Pheretima) morrisi, 4.53.

obscuritopora, .505.

omeimontis, 4.55. 459.

paeta, 426, 456.

papillifera, 459.

paraglandnlaris, 420, 421, 424.

(Pheretima) paraglandnlaris ome-
imontis, 455.

pectenifera, 414. 460.

(Pheretima) pectenifera, 460.

pingi. 414. 436, 445. 461. 465, 497,

501.

(Pheretima) pingi, 460, 461. 465.

planata, 470.

pomella, 469.

posthuma. 446.

praepingnis, 426, 471, 494. 504.

quadrageuaria. 482.

robnsta, 421. 473.

sandvicensis. 427.

schmardae, 414, 459, 482.

(Pheretima) schmardae, 482.

siemsseni, 421. 473.

(Pheretima) siemsseni, 421, 474.

sp.. 421, .502-505.

szechnanensis, 414, 485, .504.

(Pheretima) szechnanensis, 485.

tibetana, 488, 493, 494.

tschiliensis. 426, 439, 4.59, 473. 488,

5a5.

(Pheretima) tschiliensis, 488.
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Pheretiiua tuberculata, 414, 460, 494.
ultoria, 474.

vulgaris, 414, 435), 497.

vulgaris agricola. 440.

yamadai, 460, 464. 465, 488.
zoysiae, 453.

Philippine seas and adjacent waters,
ti.-lies from, 31.

phUlfinmus. Aploactohics, 88, 89 (fig.).

Gephyroberyx. 38, 39 (fig.).

Heminodns. 122.

Iclitliyocampns, 43.

Phoridae, new gonus and species of, 181.

phyllobraucliia, Neplitys, 153.
Phytholaema flavipes, 8, 9 (fig.), 11.

lierrmanni. 5, 8, 9 (fig.), 10.

herruianni pallida, 8, 10.

nmtabilis, 5-8, 9 (fig.), 10.

Phytholaema from Chile, 5, 6.

Phytolaema, 6.

Phytoloema, 6.

flavipes, 11.

herrmanni, 10.

mutabilis, 8.

piadae, Choudropometes (Chondro-
pometes) vigualeuse, 206, 207, 210.

pictuni, Chondropoma (Chondropoma),
324, 328. 330. 333, 340, 341.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma) pic-

tum. 334-337.
Cyclo.stoma, 336.

pietnratum, Peristedion, 123.

piercei, Satyrichthy.s, 125, 126 (fig.).

pilotense, Chondropoma (Chondropo-
morus) dilatatum, 370, 371.

pinalillensis, Turrith yra ( Turrithyra)
caualiculata, 246.

pingi, Pheretima, 414, 436, 445. 461, 465,
497, 501.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 460. 461,
465.

piscator, Peiecanus, 22.

Sula, 22-24.

planata, Pheretima, 470.
platophrys, Hoplichthys, 99.

PristJiopUchthys, 99.

Platycephalidae, 89.

Platyeephalus nematophthalnms, 90.

Plectrogeniinae, 51.

Plectrogenium, 51.

Pleocoma, 6.

Plesiommata, 165.

biundulata, 165.
Plica thyra, subgenus, 196, 252. 253.
Plica thyrella, subgenus, 196, 306, 317.
poenitentis, Choudropometes (Chondro-
pomotes) vignalense, 206, 207, 211.

poeyanum. Chondropoma, 326.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma), 324,
325, 328.

Chondropoma (Chondropoma) poey-
anum, 325, 326.

Cyclostoma, 326.

PoynocuUinae, 129, 134.

Pogoiwculius, 129, 134.

zebra, 134.

polita, Chondrothyretes rcrina, 297, 298.
pomella, Pheretima, 469.

Pontinus, 73.

portalesense, Chondropometes (Chondro-
thyroma) sagebieni, 217-219.

partica, Chondrothyretes shuttleworthi,
271-273.

porticola, Chondrothyretes gundlachi.
301, 302.

portuundoi, Chondropoma (Chondropo-
martes), 383, 385.

posthuma, Pheretima, 446.

praepinguis, Pheretima, 426. 471, 494.

504.

presasianum, Chondropoma (Chondro-
pomartes), 383, 384, 386, 387.

Chondropoma ( Chondropomartes

)

presasianum, 385.

prionocephalum, Peristethidion, 121.

prionocephalus, Gargariscus. 321.

Pristlioplichthys, 95, 99.

platophrys, 99.

PristJioplotrigla, subgenus, 107.

pristigcnys, Hoplosebastes, 52 (fig.).

Procellariidae, 22.

Prognoculiinae, 129.

prosptnion, Monhoplichihys, 97 (fig.

K

Pr(is(jpoda.sys, '^(j.

cypho. 86, 87 (fig.).

leuvynnis, 86.

trachinoides, 87. 88.

zoUiugeri, 88.

prosthemius, Paratrachichthys, 40, 41.

Protostrix, 29.

leptosteus. 27-29.

lyddekeri. 29.

mimica, 27. 28 (fig.), 29 (fig.).

saurodosis, 28, 29.

Ptereleotris, 134.

Ptcrociiliops, 129, 133.

yuttatiis, 133.

Ptt^rodichthyinae, 51.

Pterodichthys, 77, 84.

Pteroinae, 51.

Pteropclnr, 51. 77.

noroi'hai, 77, 78 (fig.).

Pterygotri.gla, 101, 113.

ryukyneusis, 113, 115.

rterygotriglinae. 101.

liudica. OJiondi-othyrella (Chondrothy-
rella), 306, 314, 315.

pudicum, Cyclostoma, 315.

paella, Chondrothyretes ceriiia, 297. 298.

puertccitense, Chondropometes (Chon-
dropometes) vignalense. 205. 206. 208,

209.

Pufl3nus conradi, 21, 22.

diomedea borealis, 22.

sp., 22.

punctata, Nephtys, 145, 155 (fig.).

punctipcttoralls. Leiiidotriglii. 107. 108
<fig.).
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pwtCtoliveatnm, Chondropometes (Choii-

drothyroma ) exquiaitum, 215, 216.

purcba;?!, Ict-rya. 181.

pygmaea, Snla, 23, 24.

quadragenaria, Pheretima, 482.

rail, Braiiia, 45.

remiger, Setarcbes-. 76.

retictilata. Choudrothyrete.s, 269, 286,

293, 299.

reticulata, Choiidrothyietos (Ohoiidro-

thyretes), 264.

Clioiidrotbyrete.s- reticulata, 288, 290.

rcticulcUa, Clioudrothyretes reticulata,

287, 288, 291.

reuteri, Bathysiuatophorus. 176.

revinctum. Chondropoma, 368.

Chondropoma ( Chondropomorus)

,

363, 364.

Choudropoma (Chondropomorus)
revinctum, 364, 365.

Oyclostoma, 364, 305.

revocatum, Choudropoma. 380.

Chondropoma {Chondroponiisca),

376, 380, 382.

Cyclo.stoma, 380.

rhaehiticn. Turrithyra ( Tu rrithyretcs

)

siuuosa, 242-244.

RMiihopIichtJtys. 95, 100.

Rhytidothyra bilabiala, 31G.

ric'keftsi, Nepbtys, 145, 153, 154 (lig.).

ririconadcu'ie, Cbondropometes (Cbon-
dvopometes) torrei, 199, 200, 204.

rioJiondeQisis, Chondrothyrella ( Chon-
drothurella) ottonis, 319.

robusta, Perichaeta. 473.

Pheretima, 421, 473.

rocai, Chondrotbyrium violaceum, 398,

400, 402.

rositricrise, Choudropoma (Chondro-
poma) carenaseuse, 348, 349.

rosaricnsis, Chondrothyretes impressa,

276, 277, 279.

roseoapicata, Chondrothyretes ceriiia,

297, 298.

ruhicollurd. Condropometes (Chondro-

thyroma) sac-(-harinuni, 225, 226.

niirtim, Choudropoma {Ghondropo-
niisca) nnilabiatnm. 378.

vnfopl'-tiuu, Chondropoma {Chondropo-
misca). 370.

Cyflo.stoma (Chondropoma), 375,

376.

rittiUi. Choudrothyra (Chondrothyra),
254, 258.

Choudrothyra (Choudrothyra) ru-

tila, 254.

ryukyuensis, Pterygotrigla, 113, 115.

sacciiarineUa, Chondrothyretes reticu-

lata, 288, 291.

sacchGririum, Cbondropometes (Clion-

drothyroma ) , 213, 225.

Choud ropomete.s ( Chondrothyroma

)

saccliarinum, 225, 226.

sagebieui, (Jhondropomete.s (Chondro-
thyronia), 212, 213, 217.

Chondropometes ( Chondrotby-
roma) sagebieui, 217, 218.

Cyclostoma, 217.

sagra, Chondropoma (Chondropoma)
pictum, 323, 335, 338, 339.

Cyclostoma, 323, 338.

saguaensis, Turrithyra {TuiTithyra)
canaliculata, 246, 247.

Salmo catervarius, 14.

cyliudraceus, 14.

eperlanus, 14.

socinlis. 13.

thymallus, 14.

saudvicensis, Perichaeta, 428, 429.

Pheretima, 427.

santafettm, Chondropoma (Chondropo-
morus) delatreauum, 372.

sanfalucioisc, Chondropoma {Chondro-
pomodes), 361.

Satyrichthys, 122, 123.

clavilapis, 123. 124 (fig.).

pirrcei, 125, 126 (fig.).

saugeti, Clioudrothyra violaceum, 398.

399, 403.

saurodosis, Protostrix, 28, 29.

Saylor. La\A-reuco AY., on Chilean beetles

of genus Phytliolaema, 5.

scalaris, Choudrothyrete.s pnrili,^, 304.

Turrithyra (Turrithyra) deceptor,

248, 249.

Scalicus, 122.

Scarabaeidae, 5.

Schilderia, 140.

schmardae. Megascoles, 482.

Pheretima, 414, 459, 482.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 482.

ficJimitti, Nepbtys, 145, 152 (fig.).

Schultz, Leonard P., on uow genus and
species of cottoid fishes from the

Aleutian Islands, 187.

rede.scription of Mallotus caterva-

rius, 13.

sclateri, Batracheleotris. 130.

Eleotris, 129, 130.

scobina, Chondropoma, 238.

Hendersonina {Scoiinapoma), 233,

237, 238.

Hendcrsonina {Scohlnapoma) sco-

bina, 237-239.
Scooinaponia, subgeuus, 195, 234, 237.

Scombroidei, 31.

seopulorum, Chondropometes (Chondro-
thyroma), 21.3, 220, 231.

Chondropometes (Chondrothy-
roma) seopulorum, 231, 232.

Scorpaena, 51, 55, 58, 59.

amplisqnaniiceps, 55 (fig.),

bandanensis, 61.

bucephalus, 56, 59.

gibhifrons. 58, 59 (fig.).

hemilepidota, 63, 64 (fig.).
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Scorpaeiia nuudamsi, 60 (fig.).

mcgalepis, 56, 57 (fig.), 5<J.

palliditiiacula. 61, 62 (fig.).

Scorpaena, subgenu.s, (3.'}.

Scorpaetiella, 51, 83.

ri/l)h(K S3 (fig.), S4.

Scorpaonelliiiae, 51.

Scorpaenidao, 50.

Scorpaeninae, 50.

ScorpacHop.'icUa, 51, 67.

annata, 67, 68 (fig.).

Scorpaeuopsis, 51, 65, 68.

cotticeps, 64 (fig.), 6o.

stigma, 66 (fig.).

scripta, Clioiidrothyrotes tcnehniia, 'J8B.

284.

scrobiriiht, Choiidrothyrt^tes ntkida'.a.

288, 292.

Seba.stapistes coloratus, 59.

Sebastes hexaneraa, 75.

Sebastiuae, 50, 52.

Sebastiscus, 51, 53.

albofasciatiis, 55.

trUicantlius, 53, ~A (tig. "I.

.sedgwicki, Peripatus, 1.

sc(/rc(jatiii)i. Chondroijometes (Cliondro-
tliyroina), 213, 226, 229.

Choiulropometes ( Cbondrot hyroma

)

scgregatuni, 227, 228, 230.

Selar tabulae, 46.

seinidontatus, Gargariscus, 121.

sericatuin, Cyclostoma, 315, 316.

scrraniiiii, Cliondrothyrinm violaceum,
398, 399.

serrulifcr, Brarhi/ptcrois, 79, 80 (fig.).

Setarche.s remiger, 76.

shuttleworthi, Chondrothyretes, 26^-272.
Chondi-otliyretes shuttleworthi, 271-

273, 275.

Cyclostoma, 270, 273.

siemsseui, Drawida, 414.

Drawida japonicus. 414.

Phexetima, 421, 473.

Pheretima (Pheretiina), 421, 474.

Slgniistes, 187, 188, l!iO.

eaulias, 189, 191.

ffniithu 190.

fiignac. Choudroponu'tes (Chondrothy-
roma) magnum, 223-225.

slgyiatd, Chondrothirnlla (PUcathy-
rella) a.ssimilis, 308. 309.

similis, Apoeephalus, 181.

Simon iti, Chondrothvvete.s parilin. 304,

305.

simplex, Memnouia, 169.

siuensis, Dosmogaster, 406.

siiuiosa, Chondropoma, 243.

Chondrothyra ( Chondrothyretes )

,

244.

Turrithyra {TurrithyreAes) , 240,
241.

Turrithyra {T^irrithyretes) sinuosa,
242-244.

smithi. Moiihoplichthys, 98 (fig.).

Sigmistes, 190.

socialis, Salrno, 13.

solacid. Cliuiidr<)tliyrett'.>< imprexsa, 276-
278.

Solenopsis xyloni, 184.

solidulum, Chondropoma iChondropo-
nii-sca), 376, 379.

Chondropoma (Chondropomi.sca)
solidulum. 380.

Cyclo.stoma (Chondropoma), 380.

sopiiupousc. Chondrothyrium violaceum,
398, 401.

spe, Chondropometcs (Chondrothyroma)
con color, 220-222.

spicatns, Errhomiis {CarHmius) irrora-
tus, 174.

spiloptcra, Lepidotrigla. 104.

spinicnsta, Apocepbalus, 185.

Spirinchus dilatus, 16.

s}Kjr(idiciim, Chondropomotes (Chondro-
thyroma) Rcgregatuui. 227, 228, 230.

Stagonotrigla. subgenus, 107.
.stigma. Scorpaeuopsis, 66 (fig.),

strauclii, Lepidotrigla, 107.

Strix varia. 29.

svhappcndicuJatiitn, C h o n d r o p o m a
(Chondropoma) appendiculatiun, 358,
359.

nuhccrina, Chondrothyretes cerina. 296-
299.

iiihdilatatinii, Chondropoma (Chondro-
pomorus) dilatatum. 370. 371.

Kiihegrcgia, Cliondroihyra (Chondro-
thyra), 254, 2.16.

('hondrothyra (Chondrothyra) suh-
cgregia, 256, 257.

sithgauntanamensc, Chondropoma
(Cliondropoma) marginalbum, 356.

>iiihincra.ssaia, Chondrothyretes lucras-
sata, 294-296.

Kuhohesum, Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) obesum, 350, 351.

Huhtou'hrofta,, ChondrothyreUa {Pli-

cathyrella) tenebiosa, 313, 314.

Sula, 23, 25.

atlantica, 21.

{Microsula) avita. 22-24 (fig.s.).

leucogaster, 25.

piscator, 22-24.

pygmaea, 23, 24.

Sulidae, 22.

suraatrana. Perichaeta. 482. 485.

Syneura, 182.

cocciphila. 181.

Syngnathidae, 41.

Syngnathus, 42.

micronotopicntti, 42 (fig.),

szechuanensis, Pheretima, 414, 485, 504.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 485.

Szechwan, China, earthworms from, 405.

tabulae, Selar, 46.

Taenianotus, 72.

fanamcn.sc, Chondropoma {Chandropo-
mi.sca) solidulum, 380.

tanamensis, Chondropoma (Chondro-
poma) solidulum, 380.
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tf'vrbratd, ChuiKlrotbyretes. 269, 282.

Chondrothyretes tcnchratn. 283, 28(j.

tenebro.sa, Choudrothvra (Choiulrothy-
retes), 314.

ChoiHlroth i/iclla {PUcathimUit

)

,

307, 312.

Ch<yndrothyrcUa {IHi<ath i/nllti )

tenebrosa, 313, 314.

tenebrosum, Choudropoma, 314.

Cyc'lostoiua, 314.

tcrttacuUiris, NciiioiJontiDiis, 73, 74
(fig.).

ienuc, Choiidrothyrium violaceum. 308,

403.

tenuilirata, Choudropoma (Choiulro-
poiua). 327.

tenuiliratum, Chondropoiua, .326.

Tephrocyon, 161.

kelloggi, 160, 161.

Tettigonia tripnnctata, 165.

texana, Atta, 182.

Attaniyiii. 182, 183 (fig.).

Thatuna, 164. 176.

gillctli, 177.

13,-punctata, Pagaroiiia, 165-168.
thymalliis, Sahiio, 14.

tibetaim, Plioretima, 488. 403, 494.

Tomarctns, 159, 161.

niarf/hntdiia, 159. 160 (fig.).

toroense, Chondropouia (Choudropoma

)

careiia sense, 348. 349.

Chondropoma ( Chondropomorus

)

dihitatum, 370, 371.

toroensis, (^hondrotliyra (Fovcotln/rii)
foveata, 266. 267.

Torre, Carlos de la, and Bartsch, Paul,
on Cuban bind shells of .subfamily
Choudroi>ominae. 193.

torrei, Chondropometes (Chondropo-
metes), 197, 198, 200, 204.

Chondropometes ( Chondropometes

)

torrei, 199, 20O.

tosta, Chondrotbyra (Chondrothvra I.

254, 257. 259.

Chondrotbyra { Chondiofhyra

)

tosta. 258, 259.

Trachichthyidae, 36.

Tra^h ich thyinae, 36.

Trachichthys, 36.

darwini, 39.

traehin<)ide.s, I'rosopodasys, 87, 88.

traillii, Paratraohichthys, 40.

triacantims, Boritrigla, 113.

triacanthus. Sebastiscns, 53, 54 (fig.),

triacantbus, Trigla, 113.

Triassic insects in the Petrified Forest
National Monument, Arizona. 137.

Trigla, lOO.

bemisticta, 113.

leptacanthus, 113.

triacanthus, 113.

Triglidae, 100.

Triglinae, 100.

triuidadensis. Peripatus (Epiperipatus),

tripunetata. Tettigonia, 16."j.

triunata, I'agarouia, 165, 167.
Pagaronia 13-punctala, 165.

Truncatolla obesa. 351.
tscbiliensis, Pheretima. 426, 439, 459,

473, 488, 505.

Pheretima (Pheretima), 488.
tuberculata, Pheretima, 414, 460, 494.
Turripoitia, subgenus. 195, 240, 251.
Twni/hyra, 195, 240.

{Tun-ip(inia) hermudcsi, 251,
(Tiirrifhyra) canaliculata, 24a,

244, 245.

( Turrithynt) canaliculata andreas,
246.

(Tiirrithyru) canaliculata canali-
culata, 246. 247.

(Tifrrifliyra) canaliculata piiiaUl-
/(7/,s/.v, 246.

(Tinrithyro) canaliculata saguaen-
•s/.v, 246, 247.

(Tiirrithyru) deceptor, 245, 247.
iTurrithiira) deceptor deceptor,

248, 249.

{Turrlthyra) deceptor pershnilii^,

248, 249.

iTitrrithyrii) deceptor scnlaris, 248,
249.

( Tnrrifhyra) deceptor virentefis,ii<,

248, 249.

(TurritJtyretes) echinulata. 240.
{Tnrrithyr<'tes) echinulata eclti-

neUa, 241.

{TiirrithyreteH) echinulata echinu-
lata, 241.

{Tinntlniru) bamlini, 245, 250.
{Tiirrithvra) bamlini cerroensis,

2.10. 2."1.

{Titrrlthyra) bamlini bamlini, 250,
251.

{Tiirrithyru) bamlini xilaensis.
250.

(Tiirrithyru) nicndax, 244. 245.

(Turrithyretes) sinuosa, 240, 241.
(Turrithyretes) sinuosa hutiu, 242,
243.

{Turrithyretes) sinuosa opponitn.
242-244.

{Turrithyretes) sinuosa rhuehitiea.
242-244.

{Turrithyretes) sinuosa sinuosa,
242-244.

(Turrithyretes) sinuosa vicina, 242,
243.

Tiirrithyru. subgenus, 240, 244.

Turrithyretes. subgenus, 195, 240.

typica. Drawida .iaponica. 411. 414.
Pheretima hawayaiia, 446.

nhleri. Bathysmatopborus, 178.

L.vstridea, 178-180.
ultoria, Pheretima, 474.
tabulae, Selar, ^

ra) utristonia, 261, 262.

undulatus, Peristedion, 121.
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unilabiatum, Choiidropoma (Chondro-

j)omsica}, 376, 377.

Choudropoma ( Chondropomisca)
unilabiatum, 378.

Cyclostoma (Chondropoma), 378.

[i, Cyclostoma (Cbondropoma), 378.

unipHcaia, Chondrothyra (Plicatliyra),

263, 264.

Uraspis, 46.

pcctoraUs, 40, 47 (fig.).

Valenciennea, 129.

Valencienneia, 133.

Valencienneinae, 129, 131.

vallei, Cbondropometes (Cbondrothy-

roma) seyregatuin, 227-229.

varadercnse, Cbondropoma (Cbondro-

poma) pictum, 335.

varia, Strix, 29.

variabilis, Cbondrotbyretes tencbrata,

283, 285.

veneraWe, Cbondropometes (Cbondro-

pometes) Tignaleuse, 206, 208, 210.

venusta, Lepidotrigla, 103 (fig.),

verecundum, Cyclostoma, 273.

versicolor, Cbondrotbyretes reticulata,

288, 290, 291.

vespertiuum, Cbondropoma, 342.

Cbondropoma (Cbondropoma), 324,

341.

Cbondropona (Cbondropoma) ves-

pertinum, 342-344.

Vespula germanica, 181.

vicentensis, Turrithyra {Turrithyra)

deceptor, 248, 249.

vicina, Turrithyra (Turrithyretes)

sinuosa, 242, 243.

vigiaense, Cbondrothyrium violaceum,

397, 400, 402.

vignalense, Cbondropoma, 207.

Cbondropometes (Cbondropo-
metes), 196, 197, 205.

vignalense, Cbondropometes (Cbondro-
pometes) vignalense, 205-208.

villosus, Mallotus, i5-17, 19, 20.

violaceum. Cbondrotbyrium, 395, 396,

Cbondrotbvrium violaceum. 397-

399, 403.

Cyclostoma, 395, 399.

vitaense, Cbondropoma (Cbondropomis-
ca) solidulum, 380.

vulgaris, I'beretima, 414, 439, 497.

Walker, M. V., on Tria.ssic insects in tbe

Petrified Forest National Monument,
Arizona, 137.

West Indies, onyciionbores from, 1.

Wetmore, Alexander, on Miocene booby
from Maryland, 21.

on an owl from tbe Eocene of

Wyoming, 27.

wilcoxi, Cbondropoma, 344, 346.

Cbondropoma (Cbondropoma), 324,

344.

Woodwortbia, 140.

Wright i. Cbondrotbyra (Plicathyra)

,

263, 264.

Wyoming. Eocene owl from, 27.

rilacnsis, Turrithyra (Turrithyra) bam-
lini. 2.50.

xvloni, Solenopsis, 184.

yamadai, Pberetima, 460, 464, 465, 488.

yncayum, Cbondropoma, 339.

Cbondropoma (Cbondropoma), 324,

334, 339.

yumeriense, Cbondropoma (Cbondropo-

ma) pictum, 334-337.

yunuanensis, Pberetima divergens, 430.

zebra, PogonocuUus, 134.

Zenaidura macroura, 25.

zoilingeri, Prosopodasys, 88.

zoysiae, Pberetima, 453.

o
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